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ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS.

p. 4, 1. 8, for " with " read " in
"

p. 7, 1. 4, after " and " insert " for us
"

p. 14, note 2, for "grown" read "shrank up"

p. 17, side-note, for " southern " read eastern
"

p. 27, 1. 2 from bottom, for " Motica" read " Motyca "

p. 35, note. See Additions and Corrections to vol. i.

p. 41, 1. 15, for " house " read "church "

p. 43, note 2, for ''appear" read " appears
"

p. 46, 1. 3, for " homeward " read " honoured "

p. 66, 1. 5 from bottom. I am not sure that I have, either here or at p. 80,

brought out so clearly as I ought that at Akragas there was an akropolis

within an akropolis. The original city, the present Girgenti, became the

akropolis of the enlarged city. But there is a distinct akropolis within this,

namely the height once occupied by the temple of Zeus Atabyrios, and now
by the church of Saint Gerlandus. This must have been the akropolis of the

original city, and it was doubtless its wall which Phalaris had to build.

p. 73, 1. 8 from bottom. I ought to have mentioned the strange story

preserved by Athenaios (xiii. 78), according to which Apollon (as in the case

of Croesus in Herodotus, i.91) procured for Phalaris an extension of life (perhaps

for two years) on account of his mercy to Charitdn and Melanippos ; 5to ical

6 'AiroWoov rjaOeh €tti tovtois dvapoX^v tov Oavarov rw ^aXapihi kxo-pi(TaTO. So

Souidas in ava^oX-q (see also both him and Hesychios in ^aXapis) ; AlXiavos'

Ao^'ias Se nal Z(vs Trarrjp dvaPoXrjV Oavarov kxprjcpiaavTO ^aXdpidi errj dvo dvd' wv

f]pL€pas Xap'iTOJVt Kai MtXavcmrq} TTpoffrjvix^l- I do not understand this last, and

there seems to be nothing like it in x^^lian as we have him, though both he

and Athenaios quote the Pythian oracle in praise of the pair.

p. 80, note, for " Citta " read " Cittk
"

p. loi, 1. 4 from bottom, for " Milytids " read '' Myletids "

p. 104, side-note, dele " B.C. 55
"

p. 120, 1. 12, for " south-west" read ''south-east
"

p. 122, 1. 6 from bottom. Or did the priesthood anyhow pass to the second

son? Of the four sons of Deinonienes the eldest is called from the city, the

second from the ancestral rites, 'Upojv from hpd (see p. 233). In the names

of the other two brothers there is nothing remarkable.

p. 127, 1. 3 from bottom, dele " all"

p, 144, 1. II. So I understand the scholiast at the beginning of the second

Olympic ode, as it stands in Boeckh, ii. 58 ; kol airbs 8e 6 ©-qpwv t^v UoXv^rjXov

TOV dScXKpov 'lepojuos 6777/^6 Ovyarepa, naOd iprjcn Tipnios. He mentions that

some manuscripts give her a name HoXv^ivrj, which seems made out of the

name of her father. But in the new edition of the Scholia by Abel (Berlin,

VOL. II. b
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1 891), i. 106, the reading is quite different ; Koi avrbs 6 &rjpcuv rrjv Uo\v(riXov

d5€X(p^v KOI 'Upaji'os eyrjfxe, Ka9d (prjai T'l/jLaios. This is another story ; but Abel

quotes manuscripts as reading 6 Q-qpojv rrjV Tlokv^rjKov dd€\(f>^v koi 'Upojvos

(yrj/xe Ov^arepa, out of which it is hard to make anything. I believe all these

diversities are matter of pleasant amusement to editors ; but they are serious

for those who wish to get at the facts, even on small points.

p. 150, 1. 9. His real name was " Mamereus," not " Mamertinus "
: see

p. 507. I should never have thought of looking in Proklos, if Mr. Bury had

not sent me to him.

p. 152,1.18. EefertoPausanias, iii.i9.ii,andinnote 2 for " 352 " read 552
"

p. 1 56, note 4, for ttovtw read ttovtw.

p. 157,1. 4 from bottom. "Eleia" is hardly a proper Greek form. The

true name on the coins is TEAH, most likely for FEAH, as in the Latin

forms.

p. 174, 1. 10, for seems " read seem "

p. 184, 1. 2 from bottom, for " father-in-law " read " son-in-law
"

p. 203,1. 8, after " Imperafor'' add "and Pater Patrice" Compare the

last cases of King Henry of Saxony and his son Otto the Great, not yet

crowned Emperor, Widukind, i. 39, iii. 49. Henry is also " rerum dominus."

p. 211, 1. 6. There is a little diflBculty in reconciling this account of the

Greek temples at Carthage with what Diodoros says later (xiv. 77) about

the introduction of the worship of the goddesses at Carthage in B.o. 396. It

is there spoken of as something quite new at that time. The foreign rites

may have been disused and forgotten between the two times.

p. 231, note 2. Is it possible that the confusion is not between Gelon and

Theron, but between Gelon and Gellias ? See below, p. 393. Gellias had a

KoXvfx0Tj9pa ; but it was for holding wine.

p. 242, note 3, for " Flack " read " Flach
"

p. 246, 1. 2 from bottom. This action of Themistokles is taken for granted

by H. Nissfn, Der Ausbruch des peloponnesischen Krieges in Sybel's

Historische Zeitschrift, 1889, P- 39^'

p. 249, 1. 5, dele comma after " first"

p. 260, side-note, before " story of Skopas " insert " his epinikian odes
"

p. 274, note 4, for *' where " read " while"

p. 278, side-note, spoken of in p. 420.

p. 283, note 4. I meant a Sikel element really drawn from Sikel traditions,

not such a Sikel element in Greek comedy as that spoken of in p. 420.

p. 284, 1. 6 from bottom. Some certainly, if I am right in the guess which

I ventured in p. 418 ; but nothing like ?o much as we get from Aristophanes.

p. 322, note 2, for KaroLKiaOivTas read KaroiKtaOivTfs.

p. 349. On the senate of a thousand, see Appendix IX, XXVIII, pp. 490, 56 1

.

p. 352, 1. 8, for " there is no choice " read " the only choice is
"

p. 391, note. We get the same saying, with a change of place and person,

in Plutarch, de Cupid. Divit. ; tovs pilv ovv 'Pobiovs 6 ^TparuviKos lirioKwipiv

€ts iTo\vTi\€Lav, olKoSojxeiu pXv cl? dOavdrovs Xiycov, o^cuveiv Se ojs oKiyoxpoviovs.

p. 399, note I. The fame of the Sicilian swine was of old standing. Athen.

xii. 57; KkvTos 6 'ApicXTOTeXiKos kv rofs it^pl MiXrjTov TJoXvKpaTq (prjai rbv
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'Xafxiojv Tvpavuov vno TpvcpTjs to. iravraxoOiv cxvvayeiv, Kvvas f^ev 1^ 'Uneipov,

aiyas Se e/c ^Kvpov, l/c Se MiXtjtov irpSPaTa, us 8' c/c SweAtas.

p. 410, 1. 6. These I saw for the first time this year (1890). There is a

short accoimt of them by Professor Salinas in the Atti della Eeale Accademia

dei Lincei (Notizie degli Scavi), 1888, p. 601. But there is no ground-plan

showing their position on the hill ; so I am unhappily unable to show them in

my own plan of Selinous.

p. 417, 1. 15. There is another place in Euripides that I ought to have

referred to, namely Phoenissse, 202, where the chorus of Phcenician maidens

are made to say

;

Tvpiov oiBijia Xiirova' ePav
aKpoO'ivia Ao^la

^oivlaaas arrb vdaov

'Icviov Kara ttovtov lAd-

Tot irXevaaaa irepippvTcvv

virep aicapmffrwv vreS/W

^iKfXias Ze(pvpov nvoaxs

InncvaavTOS.

I am told, while in the act of correcting these corrections, that the very last

thing guessed at is that the chorus came, not from Old Phoenicia but from

Sicily, ^oLv'iaaas airb vdaov. I should find it rather hard to believe that

Tvpiov oJdf^a can mean anything in Sicily, or that anybody would call Sicily

a Phoenician island. Least of all would Euripides or anybody in his time,

when the Phcenician side of Sicily was certainly not that which was prominent

in Athenian thoughts. But the mention of Sicily, dragged in in this wonder-

ful way, is one of the many signs how great a place our island just then held

in the Athenian mind. Some remarkable things will be found in the scholia

and in Paley's commentary on the text. The oddest perhaps is that ^ineXia

does not mean Sicily. 'SiKeX'iav de dvai fxiKpav vrjaov /xera^v XaXnidos nal

AuAtSos
;

ravTTjv 8e aKapnov dprjcrOai, TTapa^aWoixiv-qv rf? ficydXr) VT]<xaj Koi

TrokvKapTTO) StKcAta (cf. the ^ineXla Xocpos in vol, i. p. 487, and Stephen of

Byzantium also says ; eWt nal aKXr] St^eAta Kara, rrjv YlfXoTTovvqoov). We
read also

;
dKaptnaTa 51 nehla 01 jxlv rd TroXmapva, 01 Se rd OaXdaaia iredia,

6 iCTTi rd aKapna, ojs ttov koI drpvyeros Xeyerai. So Paley quotes more modern

commentators as taking the dndpTriffTa -nedia to mean the sea around Sicily,

TTcptppvTa (see vol. i. p. 457) being, one must suppose, taken as active.

Looking at the artificial way in which the tragedians write and their fondness

for bringing in dark allusions to their own times, I should venture to para-

phrase irepippvTa aKd-pmara it^Ua something in this way ;
" The plains of the

island of Sicily, now, in the days of Eteokles and Polyneikes, not cultivated,

but which, by the time Euripides can bring the story on the Athenian stage,

will have become very fruitful indeed." It is just the same notion as the

passage in the Kyklops quoted in p. 418.

The notable point after all is that Zephyros or any other wind should have

blown Sicily into a place in a story where it was not the least wanted,

Alkibiades could have told the reason,

p, 421, 1. 5 from bottom. See Additions and Corrections to vol. i. p. 535.

p. 425, 1, 9 from bottom. H. Nissen, in the article already quoted (p. 393),
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points out the chronologieal confusion of Diodoros, who places the.^e prepara-

tions in 439, according to his reckoning of archons, and in 446, according to his

reckoning of consuls. I took the former date, because the archons are more
likely to be right than the consuls, and because all this is not likely to have
happened before the death of Ducetius. But when I come to my third

volume, I shall have to consider whether Nissen may not be right in suggest-

ing a still later date, Diodoros is careless in these matters ; still it is hard to

sneer at him as " der Schwachkopf," and to say that he shuffles his dates like

a pack of cards. But for the despised "Schwachkopf," Nissen would never

have heard of " der Aufstand der Sikeler," of which he speaks in the same page.

p. 428, 1. 3 from bottom, for " must, like Thucydides, have " read " had,

like Thucydides/'

p. 431, 1. 5 from bottom. It does just come into one's head whether ^lian
or the writer whom he copied might by 67xa'pjo? fiaaiX^vs have meant a Sikel

king. This view of our Pollis would save some trouble; but it would hardly

fit in with the other descriptions which seem certainly to imply a Syracusan.

p. 445, 1. 24. This reckoning of Plutarch leaves out Epipolai, or so much
of it as was not Tycha or Temenites, as part of the city. And indeed when
we come to the story of Marcellus, we shall see that it was hardly looked on

as such. Dionysios had fenced it in for military reasons, but it was not thickly

inhabited like Ortygia and Lower Achradina.

p. 466, 1. 15 from bottom. This article of Souidas, like many others, is

copied from Hesychios of Miletos. The remarks therefore about the forged

letters at the bottom of p. 469 belong to Hesychios and not to Souidas. Now
as nobody seems to place Hesychios much later than the reign of Justinian,

while some, as Souidas himself (in 'Havxios), place him as early as that of

Anastasius, this is important for the date of the forgery.

p. 476, 1. 2 from bottom, for " Elea " read " Hyele." See on p. 157.

p. 478, 1. 15. I do not think that the value of this distinctly historical

statement put into the mouth of Gelon is at all affected by the estimate which

we may form of the story of the embassy generally. It is clearly meant to be a

narrative of facts, quite unlike the flourishes about Agamemnon and Menestheus.

p. 478, 1. 13 from bottom, for "argument" read "an argument "

}). 494, 1. 19. This combined citizenship of Syracuse and -^tna is the more

to be noticed when we see how completely their native Gela had passed away

from both Hieron and Chromios as conceived by their poet.

p. 546, 1. 7, for " Maiandros" read " Maiandrios "

p. 549, 1. 16 from bottom, after "gives " read " Krastos "

p. 551, 1. 15 from bottom, after " war" insert " of"

P- 55 3 J ^- 9 fi"on^ bottom. The words are to §e xP^^^'^'^^ l^r}K[ovra rIaXavTojv

[fljxev. Can this mean gold to the amount of sixty talents of silver ?

p. 562, 1. 15. The story about jumping into the crater and about the shoe

is also told by Hesychios of Miletos, and is copied from him by Souidas
;

kirel Se yrjpaios kyevero, vvKTOjp eppiipev eavrov els Kparrjpa irvpos, aiare /at)

(pavijvai avTov to ooj/xa' kol ovtcos dnukfTO, rod aaudaXiov avTOv (K^pacrOivTos

VTTO TOV TTVpOS.



CHAPTEK V.

THE FIRST AGE OF THE SICILIAN GREEKS.

B.C. 735-480 1.

rriHE early days of the Greek colonies in Sicily were Early

^ a time of remarkable prosperity. This prosperity they of th?^^*^

shared with the Greek settlements in other parts, both C^^^^k
^ colonies,

with their own neighbours in Italy and with the more

distant settlements in Asia. We are so apt to concentrate

our whole attention on two or three centuries of Greek

history to the neglect of those before and after them, and

in those chosen centuries the cities of old Greece are so

conspicuously the centre of the story, that we find it

a little hard to call up the time when it was other-

wise. Yet beyond doubt there was a time when Miletos in They out-

Asia and Sybaris in Italy stood in some points before any Jitieso/old

city of Peloponnesos or Northern Greece. They could not

^ We are still without any continuous narrative, good or bad) contem-

porary or otherwise. The books of Diodoros which dealt with these times

are lost along with the earlier authorities on which they were founded.

We have therefore still to patch up everything from fragments and casual

notices. But towards the end of our period we begin to get casual notices

of much higher value than before. For the expedition of Dorieus and for

the rise of the Deinomenid dynasty at Syracuse we have narratives in the

fifth and seventh books of Herodotus, which, if not strictly continuous and

not strictly contemporary, come much nearer to those characters than any-

thing that we have had hitherto (see vol. i. p. 455). Herodotus, born

during the life-time of Hierdn, might easily have talked to men who
remembered the rise of Hippokrates. Earlier too than Herodotu?, we have

the many references to Sicilian matters in the odes of Pindar, and also

the comments of his scholiasts, whatever value we set upon them. See

vol. i. p. 458.

VOL. II. B



2 THE FIEST AGE OF THE SICILIAN GREEKS.

CHAP. V.

The Sike-

liot cities

in the sixth

century
B. C,

Advan-
tages of

the colo-

nial posi-

tion.

Power of

expansion.

rival Athens or Argos in traditional and religious honour,

but they surpassed them in the more tangible results of

wide commerce and wide dominion. Nor is there any

reason to think that, in the great days of Miletos and

Sybaris, any city of Greek Sicily stood quite on their level.

The highest greatness of Syracuse and Akragas belongs to

a time when the greatness of Miletos had passed away

and when Sybaris had ceased to be. The Greek cities of

Sicily were undoubtedly prosperous in the sixth century

before Christ ; but they were far more prosperous in the

fifth. And with the greatest of Sikeliot cities, the

time, not of freedom, not of the truest prosperity, but

of the highest position in Hellas and the world, comes

later still. It was in the fourth century that Syracuse

outshone all other European cities. And that was a

time when none of the other Sikeliot and Italiot cities

held the same relative position in the world which they

had once held. Syracuse rose in truth very largely by the

misfortunes of her neighbours.

Many causes combined to bring about this remarkable

early prosperity of the Greek colonial cities, and of the

Sikeliot cities among them. One chief cause doubtless

was the fact that they were colonial cities. A colony of

the Greek fashion is likely to owe its origin to a burst of

energy which, if the site and other circumstances of the

new settlement are favourable, is likely to carry it, for a

while at least, to a greater height of prosperity than its own

metropolis or than any other of the elder cities. A city of

old Greece was in its own nature straitened by its position.

It could not enlarge its borders or extend its dominion,

except at the cost of other Greek cities. The colony had

a new world opened to it. Planted almost of necessity in its

first days as an outpost of Hellenic life, it could expand

itself almost at pleasure, whether for purposes of trade or

dominion, among either barbarian friends or barbarian
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subjects. The gradual planting of other colonies might chap. v.

bring it to the condition of the cities of old Greece by

hemming it in with Greek neighbours. But, in the West

at least, this process was never thoroughly carried out. Any

Greek city of Sicily or Italy kept a wider field for growth

than belonged to any of the elder cities. Even along the

coast the cities were not so thick together, and the Greek

settlement was seldom altogether hemmed in by other

Greek settlements. Its inland neighbours were sure to be

barbarians. In Sicily at least these barbarian neighbours Relation to

were neither savages doomed to die out before the face of neigh"'^"

civilization nor yet powerful neighbours who threatened ^^^^s-

the existence or the independence of the Greek settlements.

The Sikels, with whom the Greek settlers had most to

deal, were just in that state which made them useful sub-

jects. The Phoenicians of the island, withdrawing before

the Greeks to their own western settlements, in no way

threatened the Greeks, and they seem to have had but

small dealings with them. The Sikeliot cities, planted Advan-•11' 1 • 1 tages of

m an island contment, combined to a great extent the the Sike-

advantages of land and of sea powers. The coast, with

its havens, opened to them a wide trade, largely with

newly opened regions. And, unlike those seafaring cities

which were planted on some rocky and barren island,

they could each occupy a territory greater than commonly

fell to the lot of a Greek city, a territory renowned for

its fruitfulness and abounding in good things of every

kind. Everything combined to raise the Sikeliot cities,

like the Greek colonial cities generally, to a high pitch

of prosperity at an early stage of their life as common-

wealths.

But if for a while the cities of colonial Hellas outstripped Freedom
and pros-

those of the motherland, it was only for a while. Neither perity

their political freedom nor their material prosperity was i^g^in ^he

so lasting. The kindliest soil for Greek life was after all mother-
land.

B 2
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CHAP. V. to be found in Greece itself. Down to the latest times,

Greece liowever fallen from its old greatness Greece may have been,
remains . tv o •

Greek. it has still remained Greek. No foreign conquest, no

loreign settlement^ has, in Greece itself^, ever rooted out

the Greek tongue and Greek national memories. But the

colonies of Greece have ceased to be Greek for ages. The

change is more instructive in the Western colonies with

Dying out which we have to deal than with those of the East. In

life in East these last Greek life has to a great extent been simply
and West,

j-q^^q^ q^^^ j^^g largely in Asia Minor ; but

where Greek life has not been so rooted out_, it remains.

Much has become Turkish, but what has not become Turkish

remains Greek. In the West, on the other hand^ in Sicily

most conspicuously^ Greek life has never been rooted out

by barbarians. Ifc lived through Phoenician and Saracen

invasions ; it has simply given way to influences of other

kinds, but to influences which are European and not bar-

Sicily barian. Sicily finally ceased to be a Greek land through

bTSreek. influences from the neighbouring mainland. Its Greek

element, after widening and falling back for so many ages,

after holding up against so many barbarian enemies, at

last gave way step by step to the subtle influence of the

Lombard followers of the Norman princes.

BarLiirian The Sikeliot colonies for some centuries after their

bours; foundation enjoyed one special advantage in being alto-

in Sicily
; gether free from dangerous neighbours ^. In this they

differed from nearly all the Greek colonies elsewhere. The

iu Asia ; settlements in Asia were exposed to the attacks of the

great Asiatic powers. They were subdued by the Lydian

and the Persian, as they were subdued in after days by

elsewhere the Saracen and the Turk. The settlements north of the
m Europe,

-g^^-^^g keep up a constant struggle against bar-

barian enemies who threatened, as the Lydian and the

' See vol. i. p. 17.
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Persian did not, the utter destruction of Hellenic life. In chap. v.

Gaul_, on the other hand, the Greek colonies were planted

among barbarians who, instead of threatening the destruc-

tion of Hellenic life, largely looked up to the Greeks as

their teachers. Massalia has a life of more unbroken Massalia.

prosperity than any other city of Greek foundation ; but

it has for ages ceased to be Greek, not by the rooting

up of Hellenic life, but by influences of the same kind

as those to which Hellenic life gave way in Sicily. But

the most instructive comparison in this matter lies be- Compari-

tween Sicily and Italy. After the Phoenician settlers shelly and

in Sicily withdrew before the Greeks, the Greeks had

practically to deal only with the native races, Sikels and

Sikans. Neither of these were dangerous. The Greek

settlement came at a time when the developement of

Sikel nationality had hardly begun. The people who

might otherwise have grown into the fellows of Samnites,

Latins, or even Romans, were thus checked in their native

growth and stood ready for Greek assimilation. No bar-

barian neighbour threatened the Sikeliot cities till the

Phoenician settlements in the island, hitherto harmless,

passed under the dominion of the great and enterprising

Carthage. In Italy, on the other hand, the beginnings

were much the same as in Sicily. The Italiot cities were

planted among people in much the same case as the natives

of Sicily, some of them of the same Sikel race. Assimila- Assimila-

tion on a great scale began earlier in Italy than it did in Italy.

Sicily. The shape of the country allowed it. More than

one Greek city of Italy was able to spread its dominion

from sea to sea, which no city of Sicily could do in the

same sense. And with the dominion, say of Sybaris,

its influence, its speech, its general culture, spread faster

over the narrow peninsula which was concerned, than it

ever could over the solid mainland of Sicily. It was Greek 'h ix(yd\r)

Italy, not Greek Sicily, which so early won for a season
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CHAP. V. the name of tlie Greater Greece ^. In that name Sicily had

no share ; neither in Sicily nor elsewhere could Greece in

the same way spread herself from the one sea to the other.

But this was only for a season ; the name of the Greater

Disuse of Greece is everywhere spoken of as a name which has
e name,

^^gg^^ away. It passed away because there was in Italy,

what there was not in Sicily, a background of nations of

the same stock as those which came so easily under Greek

dominion and Greek culture, but which were not to be

won over in the same way. While Sikels and Messapians

were becoming hellenized, Samnites and Lucanians were

Advance growing up with a strictly Italian growth. Of these the

Mkns. Lucanians were to become the most deadly enemies of the

Greek name in Italy, enemies who cut Hellas short in Italy

in a way which in Sicily no native race ever tried to do,

and which even Carthage herself never did so thoroughly.

Prosperity It thus came about that for a short season the Italiot

B.C. 734- cities were yet more prosperous than the Sikeliot, but that

they had more dangerous neighbours before whom their

prosperity began to give way earlier. In Sicily the general

prosperity of the island reaches to the second Carthaginian

invasion at the end of the fifth century before Christ.

First Car- The invasion at the beginning of that century did not do

i^nvasion." ^ny scrious damage to the well-being of Sicily. It was
B.C. 480. l^eaten back, and the land had a respite from Carthaginian

attack for full seventy years. Still the first attack marks

an epoch ; it was the beginning and the earnest of what

was to come. It falls in also in point of time with im-

portant revolutions in the political state of several of the

^ See vol. i. pp. 1 7, 20. The only place I know where the name Magna

Grcecia, or anything equivalent to it, is so used as to take in Sicily is in

Strabo, vi. I. 2, where he says of the Greeks of Italy that IttI roaovrov

rjv^rjVTo ware Tr]v fieydkrjv 'EAXdSa ravr-qv 'e\eyov koX rrjv "SiKeX'iav. Every-

where else the name seems to be confined to Italy. But there is something

odd when Himerios (Or. xi. § i), in a panegyric on the lonians, says 'iirX^vaav

Se 'loviov, TTjv 'XiKfXiav o'lKi^ovrts Kat rovs 'Irakup 56jxovs 'KWdda K\rj9r)vai

T77 HvOayopov ykwacTTj KareSei^av.
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Sikeliot cities. The seventy years between the two inva- chap. v.

sions is a time which has quite another character from the Seventy

earlier time. It has another character in itself, and it has respite,

another character through our far greater knowledge of it. 4^^'.

"^^^

And again, the first Carthaginian invasion of Sicily, Import-
• • flUCG of

though to Sicily itself of much less importance than the the inva-

second, holds a higher place in the history of the world. It ^^g^

has its place in a great drama to which belong some of the

most famous events that the pen of man has ever recorded,

the events which formed the most brilliant period of old

Greece and which enabled the motherland to outshine her

children. The enterprise of the first Hamilkar has its Its rela-

place in the same tale as the enterprise of Xerxes. Both Persian in-

are alike part of that great barbarian advance, when the Q^^g^g^

enemies from the East and from the West set forth, with

a common purpose, to quench the light and the life of

Hellas at both ends. Whether true or false as a state-

ment of fact, there was the truest meaning in the far-

spread belief that the great salvation of Salamis and the

great salvation of Himera were wrought on the same day.

Our first resting-place then will be the first Carthaginian It marks

invasion of Sicily, the war of Hamilkar and Gelon. In our first

purely Syracusan history it might be more natural to P®"°^-

halt at the rise of the dynasty which Gelon in that war

raised to the highest pitch of glory. And the rise and fall

of that dynasty are undoubtedly among the great land-

marks of Sicilian history. But in Sicilian history, looked

at in its relation to oecumenical history, looked at as a con-

tribution to the history of that undying strife in which

the day of Himera was one of the brightest days, the first

great struggle with the Punic enemy is a greater land-

mark still. To do justice to its greatness we must be

content to split asunder the history of the Deinomenid

dynasty, in itself a compact story. We must carry on

the first stage of our tale to the greatest exploit of Gelon,
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CHAP. V. the exploit which makes us almost unwilling to set his

name in the roll-call of the tyrants.

§ 1. The Affairs of Si/racuse to the Beginning of the

Dehiomenid Dyyiasty, b.c. 734-495.

Position of The position of Syracuse in Sicily was^ as we have once

or twice noticed, a special one. We must indeed not be

led astray by impressions drawn from later times. As we

are often tempted to mistake the history of Athens for the

history of Greece, so we are sometimes tempted to mistake

Its early the history of Syracuse for the history of Sicily. Syra-

later im- ^^^^ loug a time the actual head of Sicily^

portance. j^gfore that time it had been so long incomparably the

greatest city of Sicily, that it needs an effort to carry our-

selves back to days when Syracuse was only one Sikeliot

city among others. Yet from a very early time it stood

first in some of the elements of greatness, and, scanty as

are our notices of its political history, they are at least

fuller than those that we have of other cities. We are led

therefore to begin our sketch of this time at Syracuse

rather than elsewhere.

We are met at the threshold by a question which may

seem strange in the case of any Sikeliot commonwealth.

Did kings ever reign in Syracuse in days before she as yet

had tyrants ? Our temptation so to think is the exist-

ence of several stray notices of a certain Pollis, who is

spoken of as King of Syracuse. Nothing indeed is re-

corded of his acts ; the notice of him is of the most inci-

dental kind. He is spoken of as having given his name

to a kind of wine, and the singular circumstance is added

that the King of Syracuse was a man of Argos ^. But it

may be argued that the very oddness of the description,

^ See Appendix I.

Question
of kings

at Syra-

cuse.

Pollis of

Argos.
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and the incidental way in which it comes in^ look as if the chap. v.

story had some kind of foundation. And after all^ the

notion of an early Syracusan kingship may not be quite so

absurd as it seems at first sight. We must remember Kingship

how slowly the office and title of king died out in the Greek

Greek commonwealths. The kings of Sparta are known ^g^™^""

to all men^ and as late as the Persian war Argos still had

a king who could claim to rank alongside of them. Even

in democratic Athens^ as in republican Rome, the kingly

title lived on. At Rome it clave to an officer whose duties

were purely religious ; at Athens it remained the style of Athens

;

one of the elective archons of the year. This seems to

make it certain that the title must have been kept on, in

some form or other, by the archons for life and for ten

years who came before the yearly nine. In some of the Ephesos

colonies the primitive kingship undoubtedly went on till a colon^es^^

much later time ^. The kings of Ephesos in the days of

Strabo were purely nominal ; but Kyrene still had real kings

in the fifth century before Christ ; there were not a few

Greek kings in Cyprus, and Evagoras, champion of Hellas^

claimed to treat with the Persian himself as a king with a

king. Even in Sicily itself, long after any time to which Skythes

we can assign Pollis, Herodotus, who does not use words ^^^^^^ '

at random, applies the kingly title to a ruler of Zankle.

At Corinth too, though assuredly Archias did not sail for Corinth

;

Sicily as a king, and though he did not leave any real

king behind him at Corinth, y.t the abolition of kingship

in his city w^as then a very recent event, and the name b.c. c. 747.

may well have lingered there as anywhere'^. Nor is it

wholly impossible that the circumstances of a new settle-

ment may even have led to the revival or establishment

of kingship. The tendency of a colony is to ec[uality Possible

among its original members ; but in a young and strug- kingship

gling settlement the need may well be felt of a stronger
colonies

^ See Appendix I. 2 ggg Appendix I.
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English
kingship

in Britain.
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king, not
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cratic ten-

dencies of

colonies.

executive than was needed in a city of old Greece. We
have a parallel in the early history of our own people. The

Jutish and Saxon leaders landed in Britain as heretogan

and ealdormen
;
they took the kingly title—a title which

always remained unknown on the Saxon mainland—for

the first time on British ground. The same causes which

before long made Sicily so fruitful in tyrants, which made

the crop of them so much thicker in Sicily than it was in

old Greece, may have led to the keeping on of the primitive

kingship or to its revival while it had still not passed out

of mind. The subject is not one on which we can pro-

nounce with much certainty. If King Skythes of Zankle

and his acts rest on the authority of Herodotus, King

Pollis of Syracuse is a far more shadowy being. We
know him only through his wine ; we cannot say what he

did or when he lived. But, as it would be dangerous to

assert, it might be yet more dangerous to deny, the exist-

ence either of the man or of his office.

Pollis, if he lived and reigned at all, must have been a

king of the old type, and not a tyrant. And such a king-

ship would most likely lessen in authority in each genera-

tion, and at last sink, as in so many other cities, into a

venerable name. Such a kingship would in no way hinder

the course of political affairs which was sure to take place

in a city so placed as Syracuse, and which, as distinct

evidence shows, did take place at Syracuse. The first

tendencies of a colony are democratic. The name democracy

was as yet unknown in Greece, because the controversies

out of which it arose had hardly begun. But a practical

democracy is the natural state of things for a new settle-

ment in its first stage. That is to say, each settler claims

a voice in the general assembly of the settlement ; he

claims also a share—not necessarily an equal share—in the

division of the land which the settlers take to themselves.

This does not shut out a large measure of respect and
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preference for those who were of high birth

—

eujmtridai chap. v.

or eorlas—in the old home ; but it would seem to shut

out the danger of any exclusive privileges on their part

to the wrong of their comrades in the voyage and the

settlement.

But if a colony starts from a democratic beginning, Growth of

nowhere is what we may call the aristocracy/ of elder set- cracy of

tlement so likely to grow up. The first settlers divide ^^^^q^^'

among themselves the land of which they take possession,

save only so much as may be set aside as folkland for

common purposes or as a sacred possession for the gods.

For a while, as long as the settlement is weak and its New
1 p ,1 1 i 1 settlers

members tew, they may welcome new-comers, to be en- welcome

dewed by fresh conquests at the cost of barbarian ^^^^

'

neighbours. As soon as the new settlement feels itself

strong, as soon as its numbers are large enough for the

needs of an independent city, the citizens no longer wel-

come partners in what they are beginning to look on as

an exclusive possession. New settlers still come ; to a

city with a great haven, enriched with the commerce of

the seas, they are sure to flock in large numbers. But the afterwards

descendants of the elder settlers are no longer willing to mitted to

admit such new-comers to any share in their hereditary
citizenship,

rights. The strangers may, if they please, sit down and

dwell j they may buy and sell and get gain ; but they

must not look for a share in the lands of the city or

for a vote in its assembly. The general law of Greek Nature of

citizenship—one might say the general law of true citi-
c^^^^®"^^*P-

zenship in all times and places—now comes in. This is

the rule that citizenship can pass only either by descent

from former citizens or by special grant of the citizen

body. Mere residence goes for nothing ; the children of

the stranger, even if they dwell in the city to the ninth

and tenth generation, still remain strangers, unless citizen-

ship is granted to them by a special vote as the reward of
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CHAP. V. some special service. The descendants of tlie first settlers^

The older ^ pure democracy, it may be, among themselves, become

come an an exclusive body as regards the new-comers and their

body. descendants. As an exclusive body, they follow the law of

all exclusive bodies
;

they lessen in numbers. Families

of the favoured order die out, while the class that is shut

out, enlarged by further batches of new-comers, grows in

numbers, wealth, and importance. Settled on the soil,

perhaps for several generations, they begin to look on it as

their land and the land of their fathers, and to deem

themselves no less its true people than those whose settle-

Growth of ment was a few generations earlier. Yet, with so many

or Plehs. "ties to the city, they are still strangers in it, not sharing in

its soil and having no voice in its affairs. Whether, in this

particular case of Syracuse, they had further to bear any

active oppression we cannot say. The analogies of Rome

and Athens suggest that it might be so; but we cannot

argue in all thing's from inland cities like Rome and

Athens to Syracuse with her haven. But in any ease the

new-comers and their descendants deemed themselves the

People—the Demos, the Flebs—of the Syracusan city.

The old The descendants of Archias and his followers stood forth
citizens

. . .
-i t ^ • i i -xt

become an in their eycs as an exclusive and oligarchic body. Men
oligarchy.

^^^^ body aloiie still held the landed property of the

commonwealth
;

they alone held private estates
;

they

alone enjoyed the use of the public folkland. As old

houses died out, we know not how their lands were dis-

posed of ; but assuredly in some way which profitted none

but the members of the houses which still lived on. The

old settlers then, d mocratic as they may have been at

their starting, had, step by step, put on all the features of

an aristocratic body, an exclusive class of landowners.

Their position was marked by their name, which, whe-

ther formally taken or not, whether given at first in

honour or in hatred, is expressive indeed. They were
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the Gamoroi, tlie men who had meted out the land among chap, v,

them ^.

The unenfranchised multitude which had thus gathered Nature

around the older possessors of the soil were at least per- Demos.

sonally free. Whether all were of pure Greek blood may

be doubted. If any Phoenician element had lingered on

from prse-Hellenic days^ the revolution would hardly affect

them. They would live on, if they were there at all^ in Question

the character of strangers, of Mefoikoi, half favoured, half nicTaiT"

feared. The gap between them and the Greek was ^^etoikoi.

always so wide that we can hardly conceive any men of

Phoenician race being present in Syracuse in any other

character. We cannot conceive their . making their way

into either the higher or the lower rank of citizenship

in any Greek city. There were other barbarians, Euro- Position

pean barbarians, who could do so with greater ease, as sikels.

we find that they largely did in later times. But we

may be sure that the excluded class at Syracuse was

mainly Greek, and that, at this stage, if any who were

not Greeks crept in unawares, they were at least not the

Sikels of the Syracusan territory. These last had their

place in the economy of the Syracusan commonwealth, but

without being its members even in the lowest sense.

Under the name of Kyllyrioi, a name of uncertain origin. The Kylhj-

they dwelled in a position much like that of villainage on

the lands of the Syracusan landowners. They are likened

to the Helots of Laconia and to the Penests of Thessaly 2.

But the Helots were Greeks as much as their masters

;

the Penests were more truly so ; a scrupulous genealogist

might have called in question the right of the Thes-

protian invaders of Thessaly to the Hellenic name. This Villainage,

relation of villainage was a common one in the Greek

colonies. The natives of the soil tilled the lands which

^ On the Fa/xopoL see Appendix II.

^ On the KvWvptoi see Appendix II.
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CHAP. V. had once belonged to their own people. They tilled

them, perhaps not as the personal slaves of their intruding

masters, but at any rate as owing them the service of men
adscripti glebce, bound to the soil by a servile tenure. They

would most likely serve in war as light-armed troops, and

in the later revolutions of Syracuse they might easily find

their way within the ranks of citizenship. At present

their condition is so low that they could, with perhaps

some little exaggeration, be spoken of as the slaves of

the Gamoroi. But the same evidence shows that they

were slaves who were not unwilling to rise against their

masters, and whom the poorer freemen were not unwilling

to welcome as helpers ^.

Action of Beyond the general relations of these classes to one

roi as a another, we hear little of the political affairs of Syracuse

during this period. In one remarkable story, deeply

interesting on another ground, we see the Gamoroi in

Their peaceful action. We get a glimpse of their assembly, an

assembly like that of the Curiae at Rome or the Great

Council at Venice, in which every member of the privileged

order had a place ^. That is to say, at Syracuse, as at

Rome, though not as at Venice, it was the assembly of the

body that once was the whole people, but which, now that

another people had arisen round it, passed for the assembly

Story of of an oligarchy. In our story the Gamoroi sit as a court

wis and ^0 judge a charge of sacrilege. The temple of Athene,

^r^A^t^^^l® the temple whose columns still abide imbedded in the walls
01 Athene. ^

of the great church of Syracuse, was now in building.

One Agathokles, bearing a name afterwards so famous and

terrible, had the care of the work, seemingly as contractor

^ See Appendix II.

^ I believe I am old-fasliioned about the Roman curiae ; but I still see in

them, at any rate in tlie only times with which I am now concerned, an

assembly of an order which, originally the whole people, has gradually

grown into an exclusive body.
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for its building ^. This kind of undertaking was looked chap. v.

on in the Greek cities as important and honourable. It was

sought after^ not always as a mere source of gain, but

at least equally as a course of influence. We shall see Position

that in some cases an employment of this kind on great contrac-^

public works could even be turned into a path towards

tyranny ^. We know that a liberal discharge of the duties

undertaken towards the gods or towards the common-

wealth might raise a whole (jens in the general estimation

of Greece^, and might lead to political results of no small

moment. But Agathokles seems not to have sought either

power or honour, but ends of a purely private kind. Of the Agatho-
• klcs cm*

stones which were hewn for the service of Athene, he took bezzles the

the choicest to himself for the building of his own house, ^^o^®^-

He paid the value ; but the mere money payment did not

satisfy the goddess ; the stones designed for her service

were hallowed, and should not have been turned aside to

any private use. The divine wrath showed itself beyond

dispute when Agathokles and the house which he had thus

sacrilegiously built were burned up by a thunderbolt.

The Gamoroi sat in judgement; the heirs of Agathokles

pleaded that, as he had paid the value of the stones, he

had not defrauded the goddess, and was not a wrong-doer.

But the Gamoroi judged otherwise. They decided that the Judgement

property of Agathokles should be confiscated to the com- Gamoroi.

monwealth—why did it not go to Athene ?—and that the

site of his house should be consecrated by the name of the

^ This story comes from a fragment of the eighth book of Diodoros.

Agathokles is described as k-nioraT-qs alpcdels t^s irepi tov veojv ttjs 'AOrjvds

oiKoSofxlas. The constitutional bit is this ; ol y€o}fj.6poi €Kpivav ttjv ovaiav

avTCJV brjixoaiav flvai, Kalirep tcuv KKr^povopLOJV deiKvvovTcvv f^rjSev iikrjcpSrcuv

lepwv STj/xocrioov xpVH-^t^^- I do not see why Holm (G. S. i. 148) takes

KXrjpovofMOl to be the name of a magistracy
;
surely it simply means the

heirs of Agathokles.

^ As in the case of Phalaris in the next section.

' See the story of the rebuilding of the Delphian temple by the

Alkmaionidai ; Herod, v, 62.
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CHAP. V. Emhro7itaion, the Thunder-smitten^ as a spot which might

not be lawfully trodden by the foot of man.

Syracusan There is perhaps no other ease in which we see this
settle- 111 • -IT
ments. body^ democratic on one side, oligarchic on the other,

playing its ordinary part in ordinary times. Our other

notices have to do with stirs and revolutions, or with

the founding of settlements and outposts. The settle-

ments founded by Syracuse, settlements not altogether

deserving the name of colonies, form an important feature

in its earliest history. They mark the peculiar character

of the growth and the ambition of the city. The town

itself does not grow, but its territory grows largely.

We have seen that the geographical nature of Sicily al-

lowed its cities to unite the character of land and sea

powers in a way which could seldom be done either by

the cities of old Greece or by the colonies in other parts

Territorial of the Mediterranean. Syracuse, above all, aimed, early
ambition .

i •
i

of Syra- m our story, at becoming what, according to the scale or
case.

those days, was a great land-power with a large sea-board.

Her home might be on an island in the sea, but her

ambition was in no way confined to the eastern shore on

which she was planted or to the shore of any part of the

island. That Syracuse in after days, notwithstanding her

unrivalled haven, was greater by land than by sea is clear

from the language of her own statesman two hundred and

fifty years later, when he contrasts his countrymen as

landsmen with the sea-faring folk of Athens ^. Syracuse

from the beginning ruled over a land rich in those gifts of

Demeter which in after-days made Sicily the granary of

Rome, a land which the laureate of the Olympic victors

marked as no less rich in flocks and in the horses of whose

swiftness he sang. And she had every call to extend that

rich dominion. Planted on the eastern side of Sicily, she

^ Thuc. vii. 21. See vol. i. p. 2.
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had still been planted near enough to its southern point to chap. v.

dream of a dominion on both seas. She might hope for a

territory on the coast that looked towards Libya as well

as on the coast that looked towards Hellas. Her march Her steady

to a dominion of this kind was steady, if not speedy; it ad^vance!*^

was evidently kept ever in view for several generations.

In this constant carrying of a single plan through the Compari-

lives of many successive men^ the Gamoroi of Syracuse ro„j^.^

went far to forestall the abiding policy of the Roman

Senate^ that policy which seems as if it were the work

of an undying personal Rome rather than of a shifting

assembly of mortal Romans.

Of the advance of Syracusan dominion from Ortygia Advance

and its immediate neighbourhood along the eastern coast southern

down to the south-eastern corner we have no record.

We shall presently come to the record of its advance by a

landward path to the coast of the southern sea. But we

can hardly believe that the power of Syracuse reached very

far inland till after the whole coast from Plemmyrion to

Pachynos had been occupied. If for no other reason, it

was expedient to keep Syracuse from being hemmed in to

the south by any fresh Greek settlers on the unoccupied

coast. The advance of Syracuse in this direction seems

marked by two sites of very different kinds, Heloron on Outposts

the sea-shore, and Neaiton, Netum, Noto, deep among the ^nd Neai-^^

hills. Both have ceased to be inhabited ; but the old

Noto lived on till the end of the seventeenth century,

when it perished in the great earthquake which overthrew a.d. 1693.

so many towns in this region, and which has often left

only their sites occupied by modern buildings. Noto Old and

was rebuilt on another site several miles lower down the ton o:^^^^

course of the Assinaros, the memorable stream which rises

among the hills of the old Noto and flows far below the

gleaming houses and churches of the new. The ancient

Neaiton, we may be sure, was an old Sikel site, and it

VOL. II. c
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CHAP. V. has been thought that it went on as a Sikel town under

Syracusan supremacy till we reach its first mention in

history in the third century before Christ^. But surely

Syracusan policy would hardly allow so much separate

being as this to so strong a site in such a position. 0£
Heloron. Hcloron on the coast there is as little to say as o£ Neaiton

The Helo- among the hills ^ ; but its importance is marked by the
rine road.

frequent mention of the road near the coast that led to it.

The river Jts ruins are still to be traced on a hill above the sea on
Heloros.

the left bank of the river from which it takes its name.

That river, the modern Tellaro, has received various

epithets from the Latin poets. Its rush of waters is

commemorated by one^. A seemingly opposite adjective

applied to it by another * may describe its state when the

whole of its wide bed, the rich valley which a third poet

does not scruple to speak of as the Tem^jje of Heloros is

overspread by its then necessarily shallow waters. Near

the spot where the Helorine Tempe are spanned by the

bridge and viaduct of the present road from Noto to

Pachino, there remains one special monument of the days

The bridge when Heloron was an inhabited town. In a bridge of

Hel6ron. stone which has now fallen in we can clearly see the con-

struction, not of the real, but of the apparent arch.

The coast The object of these two settlements seems clear enough.

Syr^^ufe Heloron, whether it was, like Ortygia, a site from which

these^Uvo^
Sikels had to be driven, or whether its Syracusan occupants

settle- were its first inhabitants, must have been a Syracusan

settlement in the strictest sense. It was planted there to

^ Schubring, Historiscb-geographische Studien (Gela), p. iii.

^ Skylax (13) ;
jLterd Se ravra [XvpaKovoas] ttoXis "EXojpov Kai Ildxvvos

OLKpCUTrjpLOV.

^ Silius, xiv. 269 ;
" Undse clamosus Helorus." Cf. vol. i. pp. 79, 80.

* Virgil, ^n. iii. 696 (after ArethousaJ
;

" Inde

Exsupero prsepingue solum stagnantis Helori."

' Ovid, Fast. iv. 477. See vol. i. pp. 79, 80.

ments.
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occupy and to secure the coast. Neaiton, mucli more chap. v.

surely a spot wrested from the Sikel, was a landward

outpost to defend Heloron and its district against the

attacks of inland enemies. In these settlements, whose

date is unknown but whose traces are there to speak for

them^ we see a policy which led to the later extension of

Syracusan dominion in other directions. Syracuse^ shut

in to the north by the foundation of Megara and other

Greek cities^ had secured to herself all that part of her own

coast which remained unoccupied. Her next ambition was Gradual

to spread her possessions over the whole south-eastern corner towards

of Sicily. She would be a power at once by land and by ^^^^^^^^^^

sea. But the work was to be done gradually; a settle-

ment on the African sea was not to be attempted till the

inland districts which came within such a scheme were

fully secured.

This was done by the planting of a series of outposts Series of

1 • J i> • i. n CI j_ outposts.
spread over a period oi sixty-tive years. Seventy years ^

after the foundation of Syracuse came the settlement of b.c. 663.

Akrai; twenty years later came that of Kasmenai; forty- b.c. 643.

five years later again that of the more famous Kamarina^. b.c. 598.

Akrai^ the eldest of the three settlements, was at once the Akrai
;

nearest to Syracuse and the furthest inland. Its object its ob-

clearly was to defend Syracuse and her home territory po^itton.

against attacks from the inland Sikels, while the common-

wealth was engaged in more distant advances. The settle-

ment was not strictly a colony^; it was not a distinct

city; it was rather an outlying part of Syracuse itself,

growing up on this separate spot. The inhabitants, of

whatever class, doubtless kept the status of their own class

^ The dates come from Thucydides, vi. 5. Cf. the Scholiast on Pindar,

01. vi. 16. 19.

^ Thucydides mentions the foundation of all three in the list of settle-

ments
;
but, while he gives the dates, he puts them after the cities, both

dated and dateless. See vol. i.p. 586. Herodotus (vii. 155) says Kaapiivris

iroXios ; but just at that moment Kasmenai was a separate community.

C CI
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CHAP. V. in the Syracusan commonwealtli. It is only when Sicily

was a province that we find separate coins of Akrai ^. In

better days the coinage of the place was that of Syracuse^

and the few times that the place is mentioned in history it

Position of appears as a mere outpost of Syracuse. The post chosen

for the settlement stands nearly due west from Syracuse,

at a distance of about twenty-four English miles. It

stands high, as its name speaks for it, and well among the

hills. In its early days it must have looked forth on

homes of the free Sikel on every inland side. But the

eastward view is straight towards Syracuse, her harbour

and her island ; the settler on Akrai was not wholly

severed from his native city. In clear weather the eye

can reach between the hills on either side, to the flat coast

of the sea of Libya, to whose possession by Syracusan

holders the winning of Akrai was the first step. The

present approach from Syracuse is instructive in many
Approach ways. It leads through two widely different regions, and

ciisT.

^^^^
it helps us to put some of the main objects of Syracusan

scenery into new groupings. As the ground rises, we

better feel the wide extent of the southward plain which

formed a chief part of the possessions of Syracuse. Its

richness and its stoniness both come out. The gnarled

olive-trees, with their fresh branches and seemingly dead

trunks, dispute with the wheat-crops the possession of

every inch of ground where the rugged limestone does not

come to the surface. Presently we pass among the hills,

mostly all but bare, pierced here and there by deep gorges

where all the vegetable wealth of Sicily flourishes under

their shelter. Nature and art between them have cut up

the hillsides into terraces or lynches, and nowhere do we

see more striking examples of the rugged roads of old

times. The solid rock has been worn away by the passage

^ Head, Historia Numorum, 103 ; Coins of Sicily, p. 2. I have seen them

on the spot.
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of lioofs and wheels, seemingly from the first days of Akrai. chap. v.

The hill itself^ which became the special Syracusan out- The hill,

post, is less of a peak than might have been looked for

from the name. Spreading and massive, with a steep face

to the south, it is parted from the opposite hill by a narrow

dale. To the north it rises with a gradual slope, some

way up which stands the representative of Akrai, the

modern Palazzuolo ^.

The ancient town stood on the top of the hill. The whole Buildings

space is too wide to have been ever covered by the buildings

of Akrai ;
unluckily no traces of the walls are left to enable

us to trace out its exact extent. Its chief buildings at

least, the greater and the lesser theatre, the slight signs

of the akropolis above them, stood on the side looking

towards the mother city. But the other sides, looking out

on the lofty homes of the folk whom Akrai was built to

curb, must also have been carefully guarded. From Akrai

itself the Sikel was driven, but not till he had left his

mark for ever on the hill itself and on every rock around.

Every available spot has been burrowed into for the graves Sikel

of the dead, the dead of the folk who gave Sicily its
*^™^^*

name. Later settlers have made spoil of their primaeval

resting-places. Here they are enriched by the sculpture of

the pagan Greek ; there they have been enlarged into

the Christian catacomb. It is the works of the earlier

race which give Akrai its special character. Yet the

early days of Greek settlement have left their memorials

in the shape of objects which, from some point of view,

are of higher interest still,—the mysterious reliefs on the

face of the hill of Akrai. Low down towards the south / Santoni.

still sit the figures carved out of the rock, cruelly mutilated,

^ Cluver (3^«;4) puts it elsewhere, but Palazzuolo is now generally

accepteJ. I saw Akrai in 1887. ^ have since found an account of a visit

to the place in 1826, in an article in the Museum of Classical Antiquities,

ii. 240 (London, 1852-53), signed "John Hogg." There are some specu-

lations on the Santoni.
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CHAP. V. a series of female shapes, grave, solemn, and queenly, with

satellites and accompaniments of various kinds. There is

the horse and his rider, but the rider still by his horse's

side ; there is the hound, the armed warrior, and other forms

hard to be discerned after ages of wanton havoc. But the

bushel, the modius^ borne by the enthroned goddess points

to Sicily's own patron Lady, to Demeter whose golden

gifts grow so richly in the fields below. These mysterious

figures—/ Santoni is the local name—though archaic, are

not rude ; there is nothing about them like the grotesque-

ness of the Selinuntine metopes. They are among the

most precious remains of Sikeliot art, all the more precious

because, graven in the rock for ever, they have been of

necessity left on the spot where they were graven.

Conipari- This earliest plantation of a Greek settlement far away

settlement fi'O^i the coast, this first fixing of a home in the Wild West
m Ame-

q£ ^.j^^ inland Sikelia, is a memorable point in the history

of such settlements. Let our thoughts fly onwards over

twenty-three centuries, and Akrai will be found to occupy

much the same position as any outlying post of a New
England settlement, open to Indian attack, and whose

chief duty was to ward off Indian attack from settlements

nearer the coast. It was an outpost of Greece in a bar-

barian land, exactly as the later settlement was an outpost

of England and of Europe. But in this last word lies the

difference which presently showed itself between two states

of things which were for the moment closely alike. We
might indeed say that the New England settlement was

an outpost of Old England as well as of New, while Akrai,

The Sikel outpost of Syracuse, was no outpost of Corinth. But there

Indian. is a deeper difference than this. The New England settle-

ment w^as an outpost, not only of England but of Europe.

This last Akrai was not. The Sikel was not as the Red

Indian. The English settler in America had to deal with

savages of another race, another colour, whom no process
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of war or peace could turn into Englishmen. Tlieir fate chap. v.

was simply to die out before the advance of the more

civilized people. The Greek settler in Sicily came across

men far beneath him in all political and social advance-

ment_, but who were still Europeans like himself, kinsfolk

who had simply lagged behind ^. The Sikel needed not to

die out before the Greek; he could himself in course of

time become a Greek, and could contribute new elements

to the Greek life of Sicily. When Akrai was founded,

the Sikel had no alternatives but either to keep a wild

independence further inland or to submit to the yoke of

Syracusan serfdom. Things had changed indeed, they had

changed for some ages, when Diodoros of Sikel Agyrium

wrote his Hellenic history without a thought of his own

non-Hellenic origin.

It has been supposed with much likelihood ^ that the Akrai sug-

occupation of Akrai was suggested by the plantation of Gela.

Gela on the coast at which Syracuse was now aiming.

The next post that was occupied was far nearer to the

southern sea, but still not immediately on it. Its occu-

pation seems to imply the Syracusan occupation of the

whole land stretching from Syracuse and Akrai to the

south-eastern point of Sicily. This was Kasmenai, a place

of which we shall hear once or twice in Syracusan history.

The creation of both these posts, while their main object Founda-

was to enlarge and strengthen the Syracusan territory, Kasmenai.

further implies that the Syracusan city contained an over- ^43 b. c.

flow of citizens or at least of inhabitants, men for whom

it was possible, perhaps desirable, to find dwellings at a

distance from the city. It has been remarked that the

occupation of Kasmenai follows not long after the over-

^ See vol. i. p. 20.

2 Holm, G. S. i. 48. See p. 396. In Steph. Byz. it is "AKpa kt'kximi

^vpaKovaiojv.
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CHAP. V.

Possible

connexion
with the

over-

throw of

the Bac-
chiads.

B.C. 658-
655-

Banish-

ment of

the My-
letids.

648 B.C.

throw of the Bacchiad oligarchy at Corinth and the rise

of the tyranny of Kypselos ^. Certainly no class of new-

comers was more likely to be well received at Syracuse

than exiles from the mother-city. The sympathies of the

Gamoroi, even if the forefathers of some of them had left

Corinth to avoid the Bacchiads, would be by this time on

the side of the house lately ruling and now fallen. And

the fact is worth noting, though it might be rash to build

much on it, that at a later time Kasmenai appears as a

place of shelter for banished Gamoroi,

We may further notice, with a somewhat greater measure

of confidence, that the settlement of Kasmenai comes shortly

after one of the few recorded events of this time in the

domestic history of Syracuse itself. That is one of which

we have already heard and which distinctly points to dis-

sension among the Gamoroi themselves. The foundation

of Kasmenai followed within four years after the founda-

tion of Himera, and we have seen that among the settlers

at Himera was a body of Syracusans banished in civil strife ^.

Their name, the Myletids, is clearly the name of a gens, an

exiled ge7is, a gens which, in some dispute within the city,

had been driven out by its adversaries. We think at once

of Corinthian Bacchiads, Athenian Alkmaionids, Roman

Tarquins. The banishment of a whole ge^is is far more

likely to have been the work of a hostile party among the

oligarchs themselves than of any movement on the part of

the excluded people. We may conceive that the Myletids

had set up, or had striven to set up, an exclusive dominion

in their own body such as the Bacchiads enjoyed at

Corinth. Such a dominion was sure to be withstood by

the other genfes among the Gamoroi. If the Myletids had

been overthrown by a popular movement, their fall would

most likely have led, like that of the Bacchiads, to the

1 Holm, G. S. i. 48.

^ Thuc. V. 5. See vol. i. p. 411.
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rise of a tyranny_, and the days of tyranny in Syracuse had chap. v.

not yet come.

The exact site of Kasmenai has been a matter of Site of

some dispute. It has been placed at Scicli ^ ; it has been

placed at Rossolini on the road between the modern Noto

and Spaccaforno ^. But some may be inclined to think Spacca-

that the far more striking site of Spaccaforno itself

has a better claim. Within and about that otherwise

thoroughly modern town many signs of ancient occupation

are clearly seen. The site is one of no small strength and

grandeur^ and it is thoroughly suited for the purposes

which Syracuse had in view in the settlement of Kasmenai.

It marks a stage which naturally came between the founda-

tion of Akrai and the foundation of Kamarina. The

plantation of Akrai secured Syracuse against the Sikels

on her north-western border; she had already extended

her dominion along the eastern coast to the south-eastern

corner of Sicily. She was now pressing towards the African

sea. But before she actually planted a settlement on its

coast, she thought it prudent to secure a point somewhat

inland^ which should play the same part on her south-

western border which Akrai played on the north-western.

No site could be better chosen for such a purpose than that

of the present Spaccaforno. That town_, so called from Position

a river of the same name^ stands at the junction of several fJino.*^^^

roadsj and looks down on the sea from a stony height with

a plain of about five miles wide between the foot of its hill

and the coast. Signs of an ancient road are plainly seen

on this side ; but the features which distinctly point out

^ Cluver, 359. I do not know what the ruins spoken of in the article

" CasmenaB " in the Dictionary of Geography can be, unless Sir R. C. Hoare
made some confusion with the ruins of Kamarina.

2 Schubring, Historisch
-
geographische Studien, p. iii. He adds;

" est ist moglich, dass Kasmense bald untergegangen ist, dass dagegen

Neetum, eine sikelische Stadt [see above, p. 18], aber gewiss unter syra-

cusanischer Botmassigkeit, dessey Eolle tibernommen hat." But why?
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CHAP. V. Spaccaforno as a site which the earlier races would be sure

to occupy, and from which the Greeks would find it need-

ful to dislodge them, come out yet more strongly to the

landward. The hill on which the town stands, far lower

than the hill of Henna, has some points in common with

it. Like Henna, it is parted into two by a deep ravine

running into the heart of the town, on which houses look

down on both sides. Spaccaforno, like Castrogiovanni,

keeps on the hill ; the gorge in both cases is too steep and

narrow to allow of houses running down to the bottom as

they do at Modica. Another longer ravine goes far to

compass the inland side of the town. Thus that part of the

hill which we may conceive to have acted as the akropolis

forms a peninsula all but surrounded with deep limestone

gorges ; it is set upon tall cliffs and looks out on other tall

Tombs. cliffs. And all are thickly honeycombed with the graves

of the men of unrecorded times. Both these gorges are in

Ispica. fact branches of the famous valley of Ispica, the narrow

and winding glen so specially chosen alike for the dwellings

and for the tombs of those earlier races. Its south-western

entrance begins at this point, and the hill which has just

been suggested as the akropolis of Kasmenai is the key to

a pass which must have been a chief outlet of the Sikel

territory, and which can hardly fail, both on practical and

on sentimental grounds, to have been vigorously defended.

Such a spot, we may be sure, was not found empty by the

Syracusan settlers. It is a site marked out for early

occupation, and signs of early and long-continued occupa-

tion are not lacking. The lines of ancient streets are to be

seen, the roads worn deep in the rock, some of them leading

up from the rocky combe between the two parts of the hill.

Here then, rather than at any other point, we may place the

central fortress among the three chief Syracusan outposts,

when the advancing settlers had come within sight of the sea

of Africa but had not yet fixed their dwellings on its shore.
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The only other point suggested with any degree of like- chap. v.

lihood as the site o£ Kasmenai, that of Scicli, is somewhat ^cich.

further to the west. It is not always clear whether by

Scicli we are to understand the present town or an older

site on the hills some way off. The modern Scicli lies,

somewhat after the manner of Modica^ in a plain formed

by the meeting of several deep and stony ravines. Between

two of them is a site where the signs of ancient occupation

are clear. The bare rocks^ with the horizontal lines of

their strata almost like human buildings^ and the jagged

peaks which rise above the modern town, have the air of a

natural castle. Here too the sides of the rocks are pierced

with tombs of every shape and size, showing that the

place was occupied by Sikels or by some people earlier than

Sikels. The height may well have been crowned by a fort Not the

in the days of Syracusan or any other dominion ; but it Kasmenai.

seems hardly possible that it can have been the site of a

Greek town capable of playing the part which we shall

presently find Kasmenai playing in Syracusan history.

It is not a place on which we could fancy the whole body

of the Syracusan oligarchs finding shelter, as we know

that they found it at Kasmenai ^
. But more than this,

the military position of Scicli, though likely to be useful

at a somewhat later stage, does not seem, for the particular

work of pressing gradually on from Akrai to the southern

sea, at all equal to that of Spaccaforno. This last point,

the key to the vale of Ispica, is really the key on the

Syracusan side to the whole system of gorges of which

those both at Scicli and at Spaccaforno form a part. It

formed a stronghold specially suited for holding fast what

Syracuse had won, and for acting as the starting-point

to win more. It may well have had a special reference

to the strong Sikel post of Motica, with its own group

of ravines at no great distance from the vale of Ispica

1 Herod, vii. 155.
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CHAP. V.
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itself. On the sea-side also Spaccaforno seems better

to answer the requirements of a site claiming to be

Kasmenai. Scicli is actually nearer to the sea than

Spaccaforno_, and the waters come into view from its

heights ; but it has not the sea lying at its feet as Spacca-

forno has.

Kasmenai has no coins. Unless in the one moment of

the withdrawal of the Gamoroi, it seems never to have

risen above the rank of a Syracusan outpost. Far more

famous than Akrai or Kasmenai, the only one of these

settlements which has a history of its own was Kamarina^.

The position of this town, actually on the southern coast,

marks the carrying out of the Syracusan policy in this

direction, and its foundation must have been somewhat of

a challenge to the other Greek cities on that side of Sicily.

When Kamarina was founded, Syracuse must have already

spread her power over the whole south-eastern corner of

the island. Her territory at this stage, marked on the

landward side by Akrai and Kasmenai, and stretching

along the southern sea as far as Kamarina, was already

much larger than was commonly held by a Greek city.

It had some analogy with the territory of Athens in the

number of separate towns and districts which it contained,

towns and districts of widely different characters, inland

and on the coast. The relation itself in which they stood

to the capital was most likely that of an Attic town to

Athens. That is to say, whatever was their local con-

stitution, they were not political communities, dependent

or independent. They were outlying parts of Syracuse,

just as Marathon and Eleusis were, for all political pur-

poses, outlying parts of Athens. That the relation came

about in opposite ways in the two cases, that Marathon

and Eleusis were not Athenian foundations, while Akrai

1 On Kamarina Schubring has a monograph in Philologus, vol. xxxiii.

p. 490 (Gottingen, 1872).
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and Heloron were Syracusan foundations, does not affect chap. v.

the likeness of the relation itself. The free inhabitants of

these towns and their districts were doubtless Syracusan

citizens, with their place in the Syracusan assembly.

These towns in short have no history of their own ; their

names are recorded only now and then as the scenes of

some event in the history of Syracuse.

To all this the story of Kamarina forms a memorable Special

exception ; but before we tell its story, it may be well to Kamarina

;

look at its site. What that site may have been in its the site,

days of splendour it is hardly fair to judge from such

signs as the fallen city has left behind it. The modern

visitor is tempted to set down Kamarina as the least in-

teresting among the Greek sites of Sicily, and perhaps to

wonder where the attraction lay which caused the city

to rise again after every overthrow but the last. Yet

even now there is something striking in the position of

its akropolis rising sheer above the sea with its wide

view along the coast on both sides. And we know that

the forces of nature have changed things not a little, and

that on the landward side the akropolis must have looked

down on a scene different in many ways from that which

now lies beneath it. Poets have sung of the sounding

stream of Hipparis flowing beneath the walls of Kama-

rina ^. They have sung too of the lake through which his The lake

stream passes, the lake from which the town was, like Hn^^™^"

Syracuse, held to have taken its name and whose nymph

^ Schubring, 515.

^ Kafiapiva, iroKis ^tKeXlas Kal Xlfivij, says Stephen of Byzantium. In

Claudian, Rap. Pros. ii. 59, we read, among the other contingents to the

array of nymphs, those

"
. . Quas pigra vado Camerina palustri,

.... Nutrit."

The " pigra " perhaps refers to the oracle to which we shall come directly.

There is little that is local in Pindar's ode to the Kamarinaian Psaumis

(01. iv.) ; but the features of the place come out in the doubtful one
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CHAP. V. appears on its coins mounted on the swan which, sported on

her waters ^. As things are now, the nymph is as hkely

to be found as the swan; it is indeed an act of faith to

beheve that either nymph or swan could ever have found

a fitting home beneath the hill of Kamarina. Even in

its best days we may believe that poetic fancy somewhat

improved on the actual prospect. A legend commemorated

in a well-known verse lets out the fact that, at some

seasons at least, the famous lake became a pestilential

The oracle, swamp. The men of Kamarina sought to drain the lake

;

but, as in other cases where men sought to improve on

the workmanship of the gods^, the prophetess of Pytho

bade them to leave Kamarina untouched—Kamarina the

lake and not the city; she was better as she was ^. What

man strove to do when Kamarina was an abode of men has

been done in a certain fashion by the hand of nature, now

that the dwellers on the hill of Kamarina are few indeed.

Hipparis himself, who has a real and abiding stream, and

who has some high banks in the upper part of his course,

still makes his way into the sea by a mouth of no great

Present dignity immediately below the akropolis. But the lake

the^lake choked, partly by sand, partly by rushes, as to be a

^ lake no longer. The sand too has spread so thickly over

the hill of Kamarina, specially on its landward side, as to

which follows, where Kamarina is addressed as 'n.Keavov Ovyarep, and we

read of

dkaos a'yvbv

TO reov TtorafJLov t€ "Clavov, ky-

Xojpiav T6 Xijivav,

KOI acfxvovs ox^TOvs, "Itt-

napis oiaiv dp5(i arparov.

^ Coins of Sicily, pp. 36, 37 ;
Head, Hist. Num. 112. But all these

belong to a later time, though one has the legend from right to left.

Holm (G. S. i. 397) fittingly refers to the Scholiast on Apollonios (ii. 500),

where there is no mention of Kamarina or Sicily, but where Kyr^ne is

taken by Apollon to Libya Im kvkvwv bxr}0^t<Jo-

See the oracle to the Knidians in Herodotus, i. 1 74.

2 See Appendix III.

an
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make the ascent of its lowly height a more toilsome work chap. v.

than to climb the steeps of Eryx and Henna. It may

well be that this change has been in some sort a protec-

tion, and that the heaps of sand shelter beneath them

many precious remnants of the ancient city. And truly

in Kamarina, as things now stand, any protection in any

shape may be welcomed.

Not much is to be seen of the fallen city, but two Remains
of the

small fragments remain in the places where they were akropolis

set, perhaps by the hands of the first settlers from Syra-

cuse. On the akropolis itself a shattered fragment of a

mediaeval tower, rising immediately above the sea and the

river, is supported by the one surviving piece of the wall

of Kamarina. The rest of its extent has to be guessed at;

at this one point it stands to speak for itself, perhaps to

proclaim its early date by masonry which certainly does

not recall the fineness of the mighty rampart of Dionysios.

On another of the low heights within the circuit of the and the

city, once rose the holy house of the special patroness of AthSne!*^

Kamarina, Athene herself, whose form appears on some

types of her coinage in the early days of her third life ^.

The massive columns of her island temple in the metropolis

had but a lowly representative in the temple in antis

which formed the Parthenon of Kamarina. But the

simple form pointed to an early date, and the historic

interest of the building was heightened by the likeness of

its destiny to that of its fellows of greater renown. As

at Athens, as at Syracuse, the House of the Virgin re-

mained the House of the Virgin, and the Parthenon of

Kamarina survived in the church of our Lady of Came-

rana. But at Kamarina, as at Athens, there are minds

to which such a history as this speaks with no meaning.

1 Coins of Sicily, 33 ;
Head, 112. These belong to the " Period of Archaic

Art." The swan appears but without the nymph. A little later comes the

dwarf palm.
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CHAP. V. The remains of the temple of at least two religions ^ have

been all, save a few courses of stone_, swept away in very

recent times for the convenience of flocks and herds, the

wealth of the only representative of the ancient dwellers

in Kamarina. Enough however is still left, here as in the

wall of the akropolis, to suggest by its few stones that we

look on fragments which have outlived the many times

that the site of Kamarina has been swept with the besom

of destruction.

Otherwise on the hill of Kamarina all is desolate. Here

and there we can follow ancient tracks ; here and there a

stone or two peeps above the sand which suggests that

careful digging might reveal somewhat more. But save

Extent of such traces as this, all is gone. The city is not repre-

sented on its own site even by the meanest village. We
look from the akropolis for the ancient haven by the

mouth of the Hipparis, and we see only the sand by the

sea-shore. The line of the walls seems to have skirted

the cliffs for no great distance, and then to have turned

inland, with the stream of Hipparis to the north, and

another very small stream, now known as the Rifriscolaro,

to the south. This takes in another low hill besides that

of Athene, on which, by a likely conjecture, a temple of

Herakles has been placed^. No striking object comes

within the inland view; the eye ranges over bare high

ground which neither shows nor suggests anything special.

The wood. Treeless as it now seems, it was once the wood of Kama-

rina, famous in the latest days of the city ^. The sea

^ One would like to believe that, at Kamarina, as at Syracuse and at

Athens, the building had been a house of worship of yet a third creed ; but

the Arabic name of the hill of the akropolis, Eds-al-Hamdm, seems to

show that the Saracen masters of the place used the building as a

bath.

2 Schubring, 521. Of course it is Herakles-Melkarth."

3 Schubring, 530. The gallant exploit of Caedicius, Calpurnius, or what-

ever his name was, is recorded by a host of Latin writers, but the place is
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and tlie sandy coast form the best outlook from the site chap. v.

of the city, the best reminder of the object for which it

was first called into being as a dwelling-place of men.

The final cause of the first Kamarina was to mark and to

secure the advance of Syracuse from the eastern to the

southern sea.

The extent of territory which the plantation of Kama- Territory

rina added to the Syracusan dominion, and which in after pin^.

days became the territory of Kamarina as an independent

city, seems to have been the land between the river Dirillo

to the north and the Hyrminos which flows by Hybla or

Ragusa to the south. The two rise near together in the

heights now known as Monte Lauro, and, if the boundary

followed the line of the two streams, the Kamarinaian

territory would form a nearly exact triangle, taking in

the Saltus Caynarinmus. In the extent of coast thus

assigned to Kamarina one or two small streams run into

the sea between the mouths of Hipparis and Hyrminos.

One of these, sung of by a contemporary of Pindar, bears Stream of

a name, Oanis, which some have thought has been left

there by Phoenician occupants ^. Its source, the fountain

of Diana or of Paradise, lies close below the small modern

town of Santa Croce, and is still put to the mean uses

from which the fountain of Arethousa has been set free.

Its waters, according to legend, had a mysterious power o£

discerning chastity in women ^. Not far above it lies an

marked only by Aurelins Victor, De Vir. 111. 39, " ad Camarinam," and by

Florus, ii. 2, ''circa Camarinensium saltum."

^ See above, p. 30, note,

2 Solinus (v. 16) describes this among the wonders of Sicily; " Dianam
qui ad Camarinara fluit si habitus impudice hauserit, non coibunt in corpus

unum latex vineus et latex aquae." Priscian (Perieg. 489) tells the same

story in verse
;

" Dianas fons est, Camarina gignitur unda,

Quem si quis manibus non castis hauserit unquam,

Laetifico tristis non miscet pocula Baccho."

See Schubring, 520. "Dianas" and "Oanis" must be the same name;

VOL. II. D
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CHAP. V. ancient burying ground, pointing to occupation many ages

Remains older than the foundation of the present town. Hard by
near Santa . •

i i -i t
C^roce. IS a ruined building, with arches, vaults, and cupola

—

perhaps a tomb, perhaps a bath, perhaps a place for the

test of the power of the sacred water ^ In any case, as

its construction shows, it dates from times when the inde-

pendence of Kamarina, and Kamarina itself, had passed

away ^.

Relations The sites and the histories of Kamarina and of Netum

Syracuse OY Noto form a strange contrast. The inland town, so

and Kama-
ii]^sf;i.iQ|ig later warfare, is unheard of during" the first

rma. ' ^

five hundred years of the history of Syracuse. But

Kamarina, placed on the sea itself, on a site which might

well have been chosen by any company of settlers from

old Hellas, was not satisfied to remain, like Akrai and

Kasmenai, a mere Syracusan outpost. It supplies the

lesson, so rare in Greek history, but the more instructive

because so rare, of a settlement at variance with its

metropolis. Kamarina was in some sort to Syracuse what

Korkyra, less dutiful sister of Syracuse, was to Corinth.

In both cases the metropolis claimed over the colony a

degree of authority which was quite inconsistent with the

ordinary relations of Greek metropolis and Greek colony.

Kamarina must have had from the beginning—a town on

such a site could not fail to have—something more of

separate being than at any time fell to the lot of Akrai or

Kasmenai. No founders of those towns are mentioned.

Kamarina had recorded founders, Daskon and Menekolos

by name, no less than Syracuse herself^. The exact

but is it clear that Priscian, as Schubring thinks, thought that the fountain

was by the lake ?

^ This is suggested by Schubring, p. 529.

Schubring, 527. I have not seen the second example of which he

3 Thuc. vi. 5.
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relation between Syracuse and Kamarina is not defined ; chap. v.

but some degree of separate beings and at the same time

some degree of dependence on the mother-city^ is implied

in the fact that, about forty-six years after her first Revolt of

plantation, Kamarina ventured on a War of Independence. b.c.

This points to a state of things unusual among Greek

cities. Revolt was so unlikely as to be almost impossible

in the case of a mere outpost, a mere kleroucliia^ whose

settlers kept the citizenship of the mother-city. It was

impossible in the very nature of things in the case of a

colony of the usual kind, free and independent from its

birth. If any unhappy chance led to war between metro-

polis and colony, it would be a war between two inde-

pendent cities, which could not be spoken of as revolt.

But between Syracuse and Kamarina, as between Corinth Kamarina

and Korkyra, there clearly was a third relation, the rela- ency.

tion so rare in Greece though so familiar in modern times,

in which the colony was a separate city with the usual

attributes of a separate city, while the metropolis still

claimed some authority inconsistent with the perfect inde-

pendence of the colony. We have seen that this relation

was not unusual on the part of the colonies of Corinth ^

;

Syracuse evidently followed the example of the metropolis

in asserting some kind of supremacy—we cannot undertake

to measure its exact degree—over her own plantation of

Kamarina.

The result of this departure from common Hellenic prac- Compari-

tice supplies, both in the case of Corinth and in the case Korkyra.

of Syracuse, one of the most instructive lessons in all poli-

tical history. We have already noticed that, while the

relations between Corinth and her independent colony of

Syracuse form a touching and beautiful tale of abiding

friendship between two independent commonwealths, the

^ See vol. i. p. 340, See on Potidaia, Thuc. i. 56, and the whole argu-

ment of the Corinthians in c. 38. See also on Anaktoi'ion, iv. 49.

D %
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CHAP. V.

War be-

tween
Syracuse
and Kama-
rina.

Allies on
each side.

Action of

the Sikels.

relations between Corinth and her dependent colony o£

Korkyra are the by-word of Greek colonial history. The

dependent colony won its independence ; but at the cost of

bitter and abiding* hatred between colony and metropolis.

What Korkyra did Kamarina strove to do. She threw

off the yoke of Syracuse and declared her independence.

But Kamarina was nearer to Syracuse than Korkyra was

to Corinth. The circumstances which had called her into

being made her accessible both by land and sea. A w^ar

between the metropolis and the revolted dependency fol-

lowed ^. Neither side lacked allies, Greek or barbarian.

Syracuse found help where one would hardly have looked

for it_, at the hands of her neighbours of Megara.

Henna too was on her side ; the holy city of the goddesses,

already perhaps half-hellenized, was deemed worthy to

take a share in a Hellenic struggle^. And as France and

Spain backed the revolt of the colonies of England, so

Greek cities were found to back the revolt of Kamarina.

We are not told their names ; we hear only that Gela,

when asked for help, refused to fight against Syracuse.

That the Sikels, as a body, took the side of Kamarina, is

only what we should have looked for. Syracuse was their

special enemy, always advancing at their cost. Inde-

^ I assume, with Holm, G. S. i. 201, 412, that this is the war between

Syracuse and Kamarina recorded in the precious fragment of Philistos

which has been accidentally preserved because Dionysios of Halikarnassos

(Ep. de Praec. Hist. 5) wanted to pick holes in his style. I see no

other war to which the account can belong. The words are
;

"SvpaKovaioi

St -napakafiovTes Meyapeis koI 'Evvaiovs, Kafxapivaioi 'XiKeXovs mi Toiis

dWovs ffufx/xaxovs, nkijv TeXwcvu dOpoiaavTes, Tekcvoi Se ^vpaKOvcrlois ovk

€(paaav TrokefXTjaeiv 'XvpaKovaioi 5e wvOavoixevoi Ka/xapivaiovs rbv 'Tp/xivdv

8ia0dvTas. Here it unluckily breaks off. The dWoi avp-jxaxoi must surely

mean Greek allies.

^ This is the only notice anywhere that seems to give the slightest sup-

port to the statement of Stephen of Byzantium (see vol. i. p. 174) that

Henna was a colony of Syracuse. On the other hand, it is quite possible

that that statement is a false inference from the action of Henna now.

Stephen does not quote Philistos or anybody else.
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pendent Kamarina was indeed likely to do the same ; but chap. v.

dependent Kamarina had hardly done it as yet. The Defeat and

forces of the revolted town crossed the Hyrminos_, the of Kama^*^

modern Ragusa^ which was therefore the boundary stream

between the metropolis and the dependency. A battle

must have followed in which Syracuse had the upper

hand; for the rebellious settlement was conquered^ and

it underwent the sternest results of conquest. So bitter

was the wrath of the mother-city that Kamarina was

swept from the earth ^. Its value as an outpost and

defence of Syracuse was felt to be less than the danger

of its setting itself up as a rival to Syracuse. And Relations

if Syracuse and Gela were on such good terms as the Syllcuse

story implies^ Syracuse may have been pleased that her Grela,.

territory should march directly on that of her independent

neighbour, rather than to have a dependency of doubtful

faith placed between them.

We have yet another story of civil strife in Syracuse Civil dis-

which seems to bring us nearly to the end of our period. Syracuse.

For the new dispute is said to have led to a change in the ^'

constitution ^. By that we can understand nothing short

of the driving out of the Gamoroi about the beginning of

the fifth century. The particular event which incident-

ally led to this revolution was one eminently characteristic

of Greek manners ^. Two young men of the ruling order,

^ Thuc. vi. 5 ; avaaTaTOJV 8e KafjLapiva'icuv yevofxevojv noXe/xaj vno ^vpafcoa'ioov

8t' diToaTaaiv. Cf. Scholia ad Find. 01. v. i6. So Herodotus, vii. 154;

"^vprjKoatojv Se Ka/xapiva to dpxaiov
;
Skymnos (294) gives both fact and

date
J

"ZvpaKoaioi 5e Trjv Ka/xapivav Xeyofievrjv

avToi 5e ravrrfv rjpav Ik fiaOpwv naKiv,

npos €^ €77^ Aral reTTapaKOvr' wKTjfxevqv.

2 The relation of these inland strifes to the war with Hi]:)pokrates (Herod,

vii. 1 54) will come further on.

3 On the references to this story in Aristotle (Pol. v. 3. 5, v. 4. I J and

Plutarch (Prsec. Reip. Ger. 32) see Appendix II. Plutarch enlarges more
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Action
of the

Senate.

Existence lowed ^

of a demo-
cratic

party.

Position of

the Demos.

each, it would seem, in the possession of some office, fell

out on a private quarrel of a kind which might tempt one

to say that the curse of the founder still hung over the

city. One of the two, going away on a journey, left his

beloved in the care of his friend. The guardian employed

the opportunity to win the youth for himself. The

wronged lover on his return avenged himself by seducing

the offender's wife ^. This personal quarrel next, in some

way not explained, put on a political character. A wise

elder forestalled the principle of the ostracism of Athens

and of the petalism of Syracuse itself. He counselled

the Senate— a smaller Council, doubtless inside the

general body of the Gamoroi — to banish both the dis-

putants, before their quarrels led the city into yet greater

dangers. His advice was not followed; quarrels grew

more bitter, and the overthrow of the constitution fol-

It is hard to understand this account in any way

except by supposing that a democratic party had already

arisen in Syracuse, and was threatening the exclusive

privileges of the old citizens. In such a case each

political party might easily take up the side of one dis-

putant in the personal quarrel, as has often happened in

the political controversies of later times ^. Details are

unluckily wanting.

If this be the right understanding of the tale which

comes to us in this isolated shape, this unseemly personal

on the friendship between the two men, Aristotle on their both being in

office ; (V rats dpxais ovtcou.

1 This is told by both Aristotle and Plutarch. Plutarch adds the detail

of the trust put in the offender ; o ixkv rov kpajixfvov tov kralpov

(pvXaaanv dUcpOeipev.

The wise counsellor comes in Plutarch only ; T<hv npecrPvTepajv tis €i'$

0ovX^v vapeXOwu. Here we get the Senate, as distinguished from the

general assembly of the Gamoroi (comitia curiata) which heard the case of

Agathokles.

^ Aristotle, u. s. ; 69ev irpoaXapL^dvovTes tovs kv to) TroAtTCv/iart buaTaaia-

aav Trdyres.
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quarrel was the immediate occasion of the revolution which chap. v.

put an end to the ascendency of the old citizens of Syra-

cuse. The gradually growing body of later settlers^ Revolt of

claiming now to be the true people—the Demos—of Syra- in aUiance

cuse, rose, in concert with the Sikel villains of the Gamoroi, '^i^Jl
^ \ Rylly-

who were in a harder case than themselves, and overthrew rioi.

the common enemy. The descendants of the settlers Position

under Archias had by this time fully put on the character oligarchy,

of an aristocratic and exclusive body. As such, they

had to give way to the growing strength of the new

political power. Once, we may believe, in fact if not in

name, a democratic body, still keeping, we may be sure,

much of the equality of a democracy among themselves,

they had shrank up into an oligarchy, while a new and

wider democracy arose around them to whose members

they refused admission to the full privileges of the com-

monwealth. No man had lost his rights ; but the class to

whom rights were denied had grown so large that they

felt themselves to be the people, and looked on those

who had once been the whole people as men who wrong-

fully shut them out from what they had a right to

claim. It is the common story of oligarchies, whatever

their origin ; it is perhaps most instructive in the case of

those oligarchies whose origin is the same as that of the

Syracusan Gamoroi.

The banished party fled to the Syracusan outpost of The

Kasmenai, and there maintained themselves against those at Kas-

who now bore rule in the city ^ Of the form of democracy

^ We now can turn to Herodotus (vii. 155), where this revolution is

brought in casually in telling the tale ofGelon ; rovs ya/xupovs Ka\€OfX€vovs tCjv

'S.vprjKoaiwv eKireffoVTas vtto re tov Srjfiov teal tuip (T(p€Tepwv SovXaiv Hakeofievwv

Se KvKKvp'iQjv. Gelon brings the Gamoroi back to Syracuse l« Kaa/iev-qs

TTuXios, in which last word we may possibly (see above, p. 19) discern a

reference to the separate being of Kasmenai at that moment. It is im-

possible to fix an exact date to this revolution. How long had the

Gamoroi been at Kasmenai in B.C. 485 or in B. C. 491 ?
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CHAP. V. established by this first of the many democratic revolu-

tions of Syracuse we are unluckily told nothing. Above

all, we should be well pleased to know what was the

reward of the Kyllyrioi for their services in the struggle.

The first We cannot doubt that they must have received at least

democracy. personal freedom ; before long the admission of Sikels

to political rights in Sikeliot cities will cease to be won-

derful. This may well have been the earliest example.

But whatever may have been the exact shape of the new

constitution, its life was short. The destinies of the

Gamor01 who had found shelter at Kasmenai, and the

destinies of those who had taken their place in Syracuse,

alike form part of the story of the way in which the

famous dynasty of the Deinomenids marched to power

both in Syracuse and in other Sikeliot cities.

Thetem- During all this time the Island, Ortygia, was the city.

Ortyoia strong place, the seat of rule, the oldest quarter

and the holiest. It was the home of the Syracusan people.

Other posts might be fortified, other spots might be

dwelled in ; but Ortygia was the centre of the common-

wealth, the hearth of the special deities of the common-

wealth. Of some of the temples of Syracuse we have

heard already. We have heard the story of the foundation

of the temple of Athene. Artemis was the special goddess

of Ortygia; yet her warrior-sister seems in some sort to

History of have eclipsed her on her own ground. The house of

of Athdni Athene stood on the highest ground in the Island. The

statue of the goddess with her shield stood high above

every other object in the Island ; when that shield could no

longer be seen, the man of Syracuse was no longer in his

own home. He who set forth from the Great Harbour to

cross the seas watched till his eyes could behold the shield

no longer. He then made his offerings to the powers that

were to guard him on strange waters and in strange
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lands ^. That temple still abides, though in a strange guise chap. v.

indeed. There are few spots in Christendom that suggest

deeper thoughts. There is the

" Shrine of all saints and temple of all gods
;

"

in one sense far more truly so than the later house of which

those words were spoken. The Parthenon of the island has

been not less varied in its fates than the Parthenon of the

hill The house on the akropolis of Athens, the house of

the Panagia, taken and retaken over again by Turk from

Christian and by Christian from Turk, has been the very

centre of the Eternal Strife_, the most hardly fought-for

prize of its warfare. But never, since it once passed away

to become a mosque of the False Prophet_, has the church

where the Bulgarian-slayer made his offerings again be-

come a temple of Christian worship. But the house of our

Lady on the Island of Syracuse, won back for the faith

by the sword of Maniakes and by the sword of Roger,

still keeps embedded in its walls the mighty columns

which not only Hermokrates and Timoleon, but JEschylus

and Pindar had gazed upon. And older still, of yet more The tem-

primseval Doric guise, stands the home of the other virgin Artemis,

patroness of the Island. The first Lady of Ortygia, if

overshadowed by her sister, is not displaced. If the house

of Artemis has not lived on to become a holy place of

other creeds ^, yet her shattered columns, with their mas-

sive capitals all but joining each other in a single stone,

^ See Appendix IV.

^ See Appendix IV. But let us quote the good Fazello's rather light-of-

nature description (i. 171); "Altera ibidem sedes Minerva; fuit, et ea or-

natissima . . , Porro templum hoc illud esse Syracusani praedicant quod

maximum Syracusis est hodie et praesulis sedes. Est namque ex utroque

latere tredecim lapideis columnis canaliculis undique circumcavatis, abacis-

que, et epistyliis ornatis sufFultum. Ciijusmodi plura Agrigenti, Selinunte,

et Segestae olim a Graecis condita visuntur."

2 Yet Artemis has, in the latest changes, risen again in some sort to

displace other creeds. There is something odd when we read " Via Diana

gia San Paolo."
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CHAP. V. carry us back, i£ not to the days o£ Archias, at least

to days when the plantation of Archias reckoned among
the youngest cities o£ the earth ^. Between the dash-

ing waves of the outer sea and the smoother waters

of the Great Harbour, between the fortress of Dionysios

and Charles which guards the approach to the main-

land and the fortress of Maniakes and Frederick which

guards the outlet to the main sea, the pillars of Artemis

and Athene, with the life of a city of men never ceasing

around them, have seen the hill above them besrin and

cease to be, and again begin to be, a place of human dwell-

ing. The work of Archias has outlived the work of Gelon

and of Dionysios.

Outposts At the same time there seems some reason to think that,

ing the
' though the city was still confined to the Island, its imme-

chief roads,
^[^ite neighbourhood contained more than one outlying

post, fortified, inhabited, and, in some cases at least, con-

taining ancient and venerated temples. Of one of these,

Polichna, with the temple of Olympian Zeus, we have had

already to speak when treating of the beginnings of Syra-

cuse^. And it would seem that there were at least two

other detached outposts, each of them commanding one of

the three great roads by which Syracuse could be ap-

proached. Polichna commands the Helorine road, the

road to the direct south, answering to the modern road

and railway to Noto. The great northern road to Megara

and Katane passed right over the hill. Between them

the inland road, leading to the inland outpost of Akrai,

passed under the southern side of Epipolai. Each of

these roads, no less than that leading to Heloron, had a

The post to defend it as it drew near to the Island. The

ApoHdn^^ inland road passed below the great temple of Apollon on

the southern side of the hill, the teme?ios of which in after

days gave a name to one of the later divisions of the city.

1 See Appendix IV. ^ See vol. i. pp. 359-362.
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It was a point o£ special importance^ as it commands the chap. v.

ground below tlie theatre, where the lower terrace of

the hill fades away, and the marshy ground comes up to

the foot of the upper terrace ^. Whatever share Apollon

may have had in his sister^s house within the Island ^, the

patron god of all Greek settlers in Sicily ^ is likely to

have had his own temple from very early times. And it

seems quite reasonable to think that his special quarter,

the Temeydtes, held on this road a position at once as

sanctuary and as place of defence, answering to that of

Polichna and the Olympieion on the Helorine road

But far more important than all was the post on the Achradina.

north road, on the hill itself, which must from quite early

times have been much more than an outpost. The region

known as Achradina^, a name which, at least in later

usage, took in both the eastern part of the hill and the

low ground between the hill and the Island, was at first

no part of the city. But it does not follow that it was

either uninhabited or unfortified. Merely as a military Upper

post, the upper part of Achradina could not have been oiftpost.

long left altogether defenceless. It had in truth a good

natural defence, and there can be little doubt that that

natural defence was made available for military purposes

in a remarkable way. The Latomiai or stone-quarries The

are, as every one knows, one of the most marked features

of Syracusan topography, and a mournful interest attaches

to them at a later stage of our story. A long line

of them runs along the hill-side at its middle height.

They have been cut and enlarged at various times ; but

there are signs that their beginning was very early. Their

object seems to have been twofold. Besides the obvious

^ See vol. i. p, 349.

^ That he had some rights there appear from the inscription spoken of in

Appendix IV.

^ See vol. i. p. 326. * See vol. i. p. 579. ^ See Appendix V.
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CHAP. V. purpose of supplying building-stone^ there can be little

doubt that they had also a military use. They formed a
military ^ j

use. strong line of defence for the upper part of Achradina.

This points to this part of the hill as being oceupied_, in-

habited^ and defended^ within two or three generations

after the foundation of Syracuse.

The west This date of the stone-quarries may make us more

Achradina. inclined to accept the opinion which assigns to this

period, the period between Archias and Gelon, the build-

ings or rather the cutting out, of the western wall of

Achradina ^. This wall may still be traced, and consider-

able parts are still remaining. It stretches from the upper

terrace of Achradina nearly due north to the cliffs of the

northern coast. It fills up the space between two points

strongly marked by nature. It starts from a small valley

which at that point divides Achradina from the later parts

of the city to the west. It reaches to that deep inlet

of the sea which, under the name of the Fanagia ^,

keeps a memory of another age, and which opens into a

picturesque limestone combe running some way inland.

Here, along the cliffs on the eastern side of the ravine,

the wall and its towers, or the preparations for them by

cutting away the rock, may be clearly traced. They form

one whole with a vast mass of cuttings for other works, some

of them evidently for large buildings, in the extreme north

of Achradina. But the effect of the wall itself may be

better studied at some central points further to the south.

The lower part of the wall, which is all that remains, is

made by simply cutting away the rock, the usual way of

Chitting of making things in Achradina. At Rome, at Alatrium, at
the wall.

ggijj^Q^g 3^ some later works in Syracuse itself, the hill-

side was scarped, but the scarped surface had to be pro-

tected by a wall of masonry. Here the scarped surface

^ See Topografia, 177; Lupus, p. 95. ^ See vol. i. p. 349.

^ See vol. i. p. 424.
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and the wall are the same tiling*. Towers were placed chap. v.

in advance; unluckily no gateway is preserved. The

earlier date given to this work^ and thereby to the occu-

pation and fencing-in of Achradina^ is far more likely

than that which assigns it to the time of Gelon. We
have to suppose an occupied space apart from the Island,

less apart perhaps than it seems now, with the low ground

at the foot of the hill lying unfortified between it and the

Island.

If we conceive upper Achradina to have once been Position

in this way distinct, we shall better understand some ance of^^'

of the present appearances of this part of Syracuse. The Achradina.

Latomiai and the other cuttings in the rocks give a

singularly wild air to a quarter which was once part

of a thickly peopled city. We see the like to this day

in more than one Sicilian town ^. That is to say, the

cuttings were made when Achradina was a distinct post

;

they are in truth part of its defences. Their existence in

the seventh centuiy before our sera seems well ascertained ^.

The most exposed side, open to the western side of the hill,

was guarded by the scarped wall. The southern face, with

its natural wall at two levels, was further protected by the

Latomiai. To the east there were the cliffs and the sea

beneath them ; at a later time a wall, partly cut, partly

built, was carried along the edge of the cliffs ^. The

ground thus taken in is far larger than Polichna, far

larger than the Island itself. It was not a mere outpost

;

it was something that could easily grow into a second

city. But it had not, like Polichna and Temenites, any No special

specially religious character, nor did it ever put on such ^J^ra^ina

a character at any time. Temples have been placed by

conjecture within the bounds of Achradina, and so large a

* See vol. i. pp. 151, 173 in the accounts of Modica and Castrogio-

vanni.

2 See Appendix V. ^ See Appendix V.
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CHAP. V. space is not likely to have been without temples of some

kind. But it is certain that Achradina never boasted of

any of the greatest and oldest and most homeward sanc-

tuaries of the commonwealth. Zeus and Apollon, Athene

and Artemis, Demeter and the Kore, always dwelled else-

where.

Present The height of Achradina is now utterly desolate,, save a
state of I'll
Achradina. few scattered houses which have arisen m later times.

Few things are more striking than to wander over the

forsaken site ; it needs some effort of faith to carry about

us the conviction that it was once a thickly inhabited city

Signs of of men. Yet we cannot go many steps without lighting on
buildings.

• p , « t i •

signs 01 man s former presence. In some parts the cutting

of the stone for the foundation of buildings shows that the

buildings lay close together. Here and there we can trace

an ancient street with the wheel-marks of distant ages still

left in the solid stone. Here are the foundations of houses;

here are the wider spaces cut away for the foundations of

public buildings ; here we light on monuments of days

before the Greek had made the height his own. A mass of

Sikeltomb. rock, cut away and hollowed from inside, with steps with-

out and seats within, covered by the living stone hewn into

the shape of a flattened barrel-vault, can hardly fail to be a

resting-place of the dead ^. In such a place, within the in-

habited city, it can hardly be the tomb of a Greek ; is it

too wild a flight of fancy to believe that we have stood

View from within the burial-chamber of a Sikel king ? From many
Achradina.

p^^^^^g ^£ ^-^q forsaken height, we look down on the lower

terrace beneath, or the open sea and the Great Harbour, on

Plemmyrion and Ortygia, the Island a marked contrast to

all the rest, thick with houses, crowned with churches,

fenced in by the vanishing walls of later times which

might claim some respect as the representatives of older

1 See the building, or rather cutting, marked 37 in the plan in the

Topografia.
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defences \ And there is the great and wide sea to the chap. v.

east^ the inland mountains to the west. When Achradina

was first occupied^ the history of Syracuse had hardly

begun ; but in that history the occupation of Achradina

was no small stage.

Before we turn away from the early days of Syracuse, Polichna.

we must take one more glance at Polichna. That outpost

and its famous sanctuary are the subject of more distinct

evidence than either of its fellows. We shall presently

come across a historical notice which shows that the temple

of Olympian Zeus was in being in the very beginning of

the fifth century. Nor is there any need to think that it

was new then. It has not wholly perished. Those who The Olym-

have had the luck to write or to read Syracusan history

with the Great Harbour beneath their eyes know well the

two columns^ white in the morning sun, which greet their

eyes at every dawn. Clearly they stand out in the western

view from Ortygia, the view whence all Syracusan history

seems laid out as in a chart before us. Those two shat- The two

tered columns are all that is left of the great Olympieion,

famous in the tale of Thucydides and in all Syracusan his-

tory. On the spot we can trace out part of the basement?

and we see that of the two columns one was the second in the

front to the east, while the other was one of the range on the

north side. The entablature is gone ; the capitals are gone ;

but we can see that the columns are of the true old Doric

type ; we could tell without book that they not only looked

down on the camps of Himilkon and of Nikias, but that

they beheld the march of Gelon, when he came to make

Syracuse the head of Sikeliot cities. They have one feature

^ At my visit to Syracuse in 1889, the spirit of havoc, which seems to be

the very life of Sicilian municipalities, was glutting itself with the destruc-

tion of the walls of the Emperor Charles, Now, in 1890, the havoc has

spread itself to the gates, and we have lost the lively impression of the

work of the tyrant which was given us by the work of the Emperor on the

same site.
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CHAP. V. which marks them off from most other columns of their

class. Far smaller than the giant pillars of Selinous^ far

smaller than those of the temples in the Syracusan island,

they are not^ like them^ built out of pieces, drum piled on

drum. Each is hewn out of a single stone^ like the vast

monoliths in which Roman taste delighted in later days.

View from There is no better point to take in the greatness of the
Pohchna.

gyj,g^(3^gg ^^^^ once was, to trace the advance from the

Ortygia of Archias to the fivefold city of the second

Hieron^ than either the Olympieion itself or some other

points of the hill of Polichna. The castle of Maniakes

looks across the mouth of the Great Harbour to the head-

land where once stood the forts of Nikias. The lofty front

of the great church of Syracuse shows, if it hides, the

temple of Athene which became in turn the sanctuary of

Christ and Mahomet. The fortifications of Charles the

Emperor mark the spot where once stood the castle of

Dionysios, the law-courts of Timoleon, the royal house of

Hieron. The eye ranges over the long ridge of Achradina

and Epipolai, with the stern bluff of Thymbris rising

behind. It dimly lights on the buildings crouching under

the shadow of the hill, buildings hardly seen in their

distinctness, but among which the rising seats of the

theatre of the Greek, till they were shut out by the scena

of the Roman, the arcades on arcades of the Romanes own

amphitheatre, must once have stood forth as prominent ob-

jects against the hill-side which rose above them. We see

the toilsome pathby which Demosthenes marched to his night

attack on the height of Epipolai. We see where Himilkon

pitched his camp in the very home of pestilence. And in

that view we would fain believe that we see the worthiest

spot of all, the home where Timoleon dwelled as the father

and counsellor of the city that he had saved ^. One great

^ I know of no reason to place the estate of Timoleon at Tremilia rather

than anywhere else ; but let the popular belief stand for the moment.
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scene only in tlie long tale is perhaps well hidden from us. chap. v.

We can call up the vision of Syracuse, greatest city of

Hellas, greatest city of Europe ; we cannot see where the

soldiers of Marcellus climbed up to change the home of

commonwealths, of tyrants, and of kings, into the head of

a subject province where Verres was sent to rule in the

house of Hieron.

§ 2. The First Age of the Tyrants.

B.C. 608-505.

It is but a meagre tale that we have been able to put

together of the political history of Syracuse during two

hundred and seventy years. Yet it is far fuller than any

that we can put together of any of the other Sikeliot cities.

Of Naxos for instance we have not a word to say. And

though in some cities we have fuller accounts of particular

events, yet, far as we have been from coming to a conse-

cutive history of Syracuse, we have come nearer to it than

we can come in the case of any other city of Sicily. And No tyrants

one thing stands out before all others in our Syracusan Syracuse,

notices. A king, as we have seen, is just possible ; but we

may safely say that in this first age of Hellenic Sicily

Syracuse never saw a tyrant. We have seen the strife

of the patricians and the commons leading to the momen-

tary victory of the excluded class ; we have not seen a

single man take advantage of the disputes of the two poli-

tical parties to make himself absolute master over both.

It ought not to be needful again to define the Greek Abuse of

tyranny
;

yet, when that and so many other technical
^^^^^

terms of Greek politics are so commonly turned away

from their proper meaning by vague popular use, it may

be well to put in a warning for the hundredth time as

to the meaning which attached to the word tyrant when

both name and thing were new.

VOL. II. E
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CHAP. V. The experience of our own times happily helps us.

Modem Qur affc has seen the growth, the dominion, and the
experience.

^

^
. .

fall^ of one power in which the Greek tyranny was

reproduced to the letter. But when all that is meant

is to brand a modern ruler as an oppressor, it is better

to call him an oppressor than to misuse the Greek

technical term. According to Greek notions^ all oppressors

Meaning are not tyrants and all tyrants are not oppressors. The

%rant^^ tyrant^ in Greek republican days, was the man who raised

himself to kingly or more than kingly power in a state

Tyrants where kingship was not the lawful constitution. So, by

Roman ^ most accurate analogy, in Roman Imperial times the

Empire. tyrant was the man who raised himself to Empire by re-

volt against an Emperor lawfully acknowledged ^. These

two uses of the name answer as nearly to each other as

the different political conditions to which they severally

belong allow. It is a kind of secondary use of the word

when the name tyrant is applied to a lawful king who

takes to himself powers beyond those which the laws of

his state have entrusted to its kings 2. But in all three

uses of the name the leading idea is the same
;
tyranny is

everywhere usurpation. Its essence is the unlawful gain-

ing of power ; as to the use of the power when gained, the

Change in name is, strictly speaking, colourless. The fact that so

ing ofThe niany of the Greek tyrants were harsh and even bloody

word. rulers helped, even in old Greek times, to give the word

a shade of meaning which did not originally belong to

it. Still in Greek use, though the oppressive tyrant was

the rule, yet to speak of a just and benevolent tyrant

^ It should be remembered that the Roman use of the word lingered

very long into the middle ages. The definite notion of usurpation, of

supplanting a lawful power of some kind, whether kingly or republican,

was slow in giving way to the vague use of the word now common.
^ Arist. Pol. V. 10. 6 ; olov ^ddojv fiku vfpt "Apyos Kai eTepoi rvpavvoi

KaTiarrjaav fiacnXe'ias vTrapxovffrjs. So Nabis at Sparta long after. See

Livy, xxxiv. 31.
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was not a contradiction in terms ^. In its Roman use chap. v.

the word is absolutely colourless as to the nature of the

government. Some of the class of so-called tyrants were

among- the best rulers that the Empire ever saw. For

in their day it was simply a question of final success Difference

whether a man should be handed down in history as GrelkTnd

tyrant or as Emperor. It was iust as in later days, J^oman
J ^ ^ 'J ' tyranny.

when it was a question of final success whether a man

should be handed down as Pope or as Antipope. Such

could not fail to be the case when the question lay between

two men ; it was different where the question lay between

two forms of government. In old Greek ideas the lawful

king might be degraded into the tyrant ; but no amount

of success on the part of the tyrant^ no amount of military

glory, no real merit in his civil government, could ever

change him, as long as the true Greek spirit lasted, into a

lawful king.

Yet kingship and tyranny always stand in a certain Relation

relation to one another. In Greek ideas tyranny was the kingship

corruption, perhaps rather the base imitation, of kingship.
J'^^^ny

So oligarchy, the rule of the few, was the base imitation

of aristocracy, the rule of the best ; s the rule of the mere

multitude, call it ochlocracy or what we will, was the base

imitation of democracy, the rule of the whole people. It

is hard to say what the formal position of a tyrant was
;

or it might be truer to say that, tyranny being in its

own nature unlawful, the tyrant h id no formal position.

He got power how he could ; he kept it how he could

;

he exercised it as best suited his purpose. The outward The body-

badge of the tyrant, as distinguished from the republican

magistrate, is the body-guard, the spearmen. The tyrant^s

first step to dominion is to get such a guard by any

manner of means, not uncommonly by the vote of a de-

^ Strabo, xiii. 4, 1 7, of the tyrants of Kibyra.

E %
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CHAP. V. luded people ^. For the tyrant is described as most com-

monly rising to power by the help of personal influence of

Ways of some kind. He is a magistrate who abuses his official

tyranny.
^ powers to his own ends ; he is a popular leader, who

abuses his sway over the minds of the people. Not un-

commonly he is the character whose fascination is the

strongest of all, the man of noble birth who takes up the

cause of the commons against his own order. When, in

any of these ways, he has once got armed men at his

bidding, his next step is to seize the akropolis or other

strong place of the city. That he makes the stronghold of

his power. There he surrounds himself with mercenary

soldiers, the main stay of a dominion which, having no

root in law, has to rest wholly upon force.

Exercise of As for the way in which the power thus gained is exercised,

powen^^*
^ ^li^^ differs according to the circumstances of each case, and

specially according to the amount of opposition which the

tyrant''s government met with. In some cases there may

have been from the beginning, or there may have grown

up through the unrestrained use of power, a real delight in

oppression, a positive pleasure in the infliction of suffering.

But there is no reason to think that this was the usual

character of a Greek tyranny. The tyrant, as a rule, stuck

at no crime which either passion or policy dictated ; but

there is no reason to think that the tyrant, as a rule,

committed crimes for the mere pleasure of committing

them. In many cases the tyrant had very little tempta-

tion to any monstrous crimes. A tyrant who rose to

power as a popular leader against an exclusive class

might do acts of wrong towards members of the body

which he had overthrown ; he might still keep his popu-

larity with those who rejoiced in his success and with

^ See for instance the well-known story of Peisistratos, i. 59, and

Grote's comment (iii. 207) that the Kopvvrjcpopoi presently became dopv-

<l>6poi.
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whom he had every motive to deal gently. It does not chap. v.

appear that the tyrant, as a rule, swept away the laws and The forms

constitution of the city in which he reigned. The forms on.

of law might go on ; it was enough if magistrates and

assemblies practically did their master^s bidding. When-

ever either silent influence or express command failed to

secure obedience, the spearmen were ready to step in.

Here then was a man with the power, or more than the Applica-

power, of a king, but with no formal kingly position. Our kingly title

evidence leads us to believe that the early tyrants never tyrants,

took the title, or assumed the state, of kings. But they

had a craving after the position which they did not venture

to take to themselves. They were well pleased when any

one would bestow on them the titles of lawful kingship.

On the other hand, among writers in old Greece, to whom
the rule of one in any shape was unfamiliar, it is not un-

common to find the name of tyrant applied to lawful kings,

either of the past or of the present ^. And in later times, Later form

when the presence and the dominion of the Macedonian
°

princes had made the Greek mind more familiar with the

notion of kingship, the distinction between king and tyrant

grew fainter. On the one hand, a class of tyrants arose

quite distinct from the tyrants of the elder day. The

tyrant of the Macedonian times had in many cases not

risen to power by any means within the city itself. He
often represented no party within the city ; he was a mere

external oppressor, very often a leader of mercenaries

whom the Macedonian king found it to his interest to

maintain in power. And in those times also tyrants who Later

had more in common with the elder class, men who had assume the

risen to power by some means or other within the city,

tried to put themselves as far as they could on a level

with the Macedonian princes. They were not only well

pleased when any one would speak of them as kings;

^ See Appendix I.
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CHAP. V. they took the kingly title to themselves. The style which

was taken by the generals of Alexander was surely not

too lofty for Greek rulers of equal power. Whether

Syracuse ever saw King Pollis or not, she certainly saw a

good deal of King Agathokles.

Tyranny The worst thing about the Greek tyranny was that the

worse. ^^1® tyrant was almost sure to grow harsher as it

grew older. The tyrant always had enemies ; even if he

was popular with one party, he was hated by another.

Hatred led to plots and attempts on his life ; such at-

tempts further soured the tyrant^s temper ; whatever he

Pictures of was before, he became suspicious and cruel. The frightful
tyranny.

pj(3|;^j.gg which are set before us of the tyrant, as a solitary

being, trusting none, never sure of the faithfulness of

friend or kinsman, of wife or child ^, are most likely ex-

aggerations or paintings from the very worst cases. But

there is an element of truth in them. It is not easy to

speak the truth even to a lawful king ; it must have been

Short-lived yet harder to speak it to a tyrant. The tyrant^s career

oft3^rants. often cut short by private killing or by public insur-

rection ; it became a proverb that an old tyrant was a rare

sight ^. And, when he succeeded in gratifying the common

instinct of mankind, when he contrived to hand on his

power to his son, his son commonly proved worse than

himself. Brought up in somewhat of the position of a

prince, he was not under the restraints of a prince; nor

had he the wisdom which a varied experience had often

given to his father. The second of a line of tyrants is

sometimes less cruel than his father ; he is commonly more

debauched, more given to wound the family honour of his

subjects. The most long-lived tyrannies seldom lasted

beyond the third generation. David, Solomon, Rehoboam

;

the man who founds, the man who enjoys, and the man

^ This comes out most strongly in the Hieron of Xenophon.

^ Plut. Sept. Sap. Conv. c, 2.
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who loses, are typical characters among Greek tyrants as chap. v.

well as among Eastern kings.

Of usurped powers of this kind the colonies, and above Tyrants

all the Sikeliot colonies, seem, at a first glance at Grecian ^^nmou

history, to be the special home. They certainly are the ^^/^f
' ^ 'J <i colonies.

abiding home. In old Greece there are two periods in Two

which tyranny is common, but there is a Ions' time be- P®''^"*^^
J J ^ o tyranny m

tween them in which tyrants are seldom heard of. A old Greece,

wide gap parts the tyrants who were put down by the

Spartans in the sixth century before Christ and the tyrants

who were put down by Aratos of Sikyon in the third. In Tyranny

Sicily there is no gap of any such length. The tyrants abiding in

begin very soon after the foundation of the cities
;
they go on ^^^^y-

at intervals till Sicily passes under the dominion of Rome.

Phalaris and Phintias had contemporary tyrants in old

Greece ; but in the age of Dionysios the tyrant was in old

Greece all but unknown. This is one of the many marks

of difference between Greece and her colonies. Brilliant

as are some periods of the life of Hellas transplanted to

other shores, more brilliant at some times than the life of

Hellas on its own ancient soil, the freedom of the colonial

cities, like their greatness, had not the same firm and

abiding root as the freedom of the cities of old Greece.

The constant appearance of tyrannies in Sicily is part of

that general uncertainty of things, those constant changes

of governments and of populations, which were marked in

the fifth century before Christ as distinguishing Sicily from

old Greece ^. It is not wonderful that the tyrants of Sicily

became proverbial 2. Sicily was the chosen land of tyrants All kinds

of the Greek type, even as in after ages Britain was the -^^
s^cUy^^

chosen land of tyrants of the Roman type ^. In our

^ Thuc. vi. 17.

It is hardly needful to refer to the mention of "Siculi tyranni" in

Horace (Ep. i. 2. 58). They set the standard.

^ " Britannia fertilis provincia tyrannorum," says Jerome. See M. H. B.
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Sicilian story we shall come across every class o£ tyrant

;

we shall see every kind of means by which men rose to

tyranny. Syracuse will, in days to come, supply us with

the more part_, and the more famous part^ of our examples.

But as yet Syracuse knows not the rule of the tyrant ; it

is with other cities and, with one exception, with less

famous tyrants, that we have to begin.

Panaitios

of Leon-
tinoi first

recorded

tyrant.

B.C. 608.

Civil dis-

sensions of

Leontinoi.

First re-

corded war
between
Greeks in

Sicily.

The first name on the roll of the tyrants of Sicily is cer-

tainly not a famous one. Panaitios of Leontinoi, whose

date is fixed to the last years of the seventh century, is

said to have been the earliest of the class ^. He is placed

on high authority among those tyrants who rose to power

through abuse of their influence as demagogues in opposi-

tion to an oligarchy^. This implies that there were

already at this time serious disputes at Leontinoi between

an exclusive and an excluded class. In these classes we

may most likely see another case of inhabitants of older

and newer settlement. A later account, which gives some

details which are at least not impossible, sees in the dispute

only a strife between the rich and the poor. And un-

doubtedly the strife between older and newer citizens,

between patricians and plebeians, had a constantly growing

tendency to put on that shape. Only we must bear in

mind that that was neither its essential nor its earliest

shape.

The story of Panaitios, as we have it, opens a new

period in two ways. He is not only the first recorded

tyrant in Sicily; he is the first recorded commander in a

^ Eusebius, 01. 41. 4. p. 314, Eoncalli ; "Pansetius primus in Sicilia

arripuit tyrannidem."

^ Aristotle twice mentions him in this character, v. 10. 6, and more dis-

tinctly V. 12, 13 ; et's Tvpavvida fj.CTafid\kei oKiyapxias, wairep kv XiKeXia

<rXf Soi/ at TT\€i(XTai rwv apxaiuiv, kv Acovrivois eh Tr)v navairiov rvpavvida «at

(V TeXa eis TTjv KKcdvSpov KoX kv 'Prjy'iof ds Trjv ^Ava^i\dov Kot kv dWais

TToWais TTuXeaiv uaavTcvs.
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war between two Greek cities in Sicily. He leads tlie forces chap. v.

of Chalk idian Leontinoi in a war with the neig'hboiiring' ^^^j^^jj.

Dorians of Megara. The war is not likely to have been the tinoi.

first of its class_, but it is the first which we find recorded

in our meagre sources. If we see at Naxos the Ebbsfleet

of Sicily, the war of Leontinoi and Megara will answer to

the fight of West-Saxon and Kentishman at Wibbandun,

where ^thelberht gave way to the arms of Ceawlin ^ The Panaitios

polemarch of Leontinoi wins over the poor, as they appear
^^**

in this version, by pointing out to them how far their ex-

ploits in the war have outdone those of the rich. By the

rich, in military language, we may doubtless understand the

knights or horsemen ^. He then orders a review of arms

and horses outside the gates. It is not said, but it seems

implied, that the review concerned the horsemen only ; it

sounds like a kind of penal examination after real or

alleged failures of duty. The arms are to be examined ; Trick by

the men, seemingly slaves, who have the care of the ^i^ze.?the

horses, are bidden meanwhile to take them to pasture in a tyranny,

woody place ^. Panaitios has also at his command six

hundred peltasts. We are a little surprised at seeing the

Thracian mercenaries of the fifth century before Christ

already in Sicily in the seventh. As they seem to be

spoken of as men ready for revolution, it may be that

the six hundred were light-armed men of the poorer

class in Leontinoi itself*. The oflRcer in command of

^ See the English Chronicles under a.d. 568, the first recorded war

between Englishman and Englishman.

^ This story come from Polyainos, v. 47 ; Uavalrios Afovrivcuv Meyapedat

noXffiovvTQJV TT€pi yrjs opouv iroXefj.apxoov vpuirov jxev tovs -niv-qras kcu nc^oiis

Tois (vTTopois Kai iTTirevai avv^Kpovoiv ojs eKeivaiv irXeoveKTOvvTaiv ev Tais fxdxais,

avTwv 8e iroWa hXaTTOVfxivctiv.

^ lb. ;
vpb Tcov irvkaiv h^uvXidLV iTOir](Tas ra jxkv on\a dpiOpKiv /cat doKifxd-

((IV kveipciTO, TOVS 5e 'invovs tois fjvioxois irapadovs sKek^vaev dyeiv h voixrjv.

This mention of the horses looks as if the review was confined to the horse-

men.

* lb.
;
k^aKoaiovs h\ neXTaoTas ex<^y eiTpeireis npos tt^v kTravdrrraaiv.
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CHAP. V. them is left to look after the examination of arms^ while

Panaitios goes into the shade^ and persuades the keepers of

the horses to set upon their masters ^. They mount the

horses and charge their masters, while the peltasts join in

the slaughter. The city is occupied and Panaitios is pro-

claimed tyrant ^.

Character One has grave douhts as to the proclamation of Panaitios
of anec-

dotes, or any other man by the formal style of tyrant ; it is still

less likely if tyranny was then so new a thing in Sicily as

we are told that it was. But this is just the kind of point

on which we must not look for minute accuracy in writers

of the class from which this story comes. The retailers

of anecdotes often borrowed the substance of their stories

from perfectly trustworthy writers now lost. But they

did not always copy them literally. As they sometimes

confounded one tyrant with another and one city with

another, still less were they likely to notice differences of

technical language between an earlier and a later time.

In this present story there is doubtless enough of truth

to justify us in setting down Panaitios as one who made

himself tyrant by the help of the commons against the

ruling order, and who did not scruple to abuse his powers

as a military commander to cause a massacre of one part

of his army. The beginnings of Panaitios were certainly

bad ; of the nature of his government and of its end we

hear nothing.

The city which came into being at the same time as

Leontinoi, its Chalkidian sister Katane, had another ex-

perience, and a happier. Our one record of Katane during

the time with which we are now concerned gives us a

^ There is something picturesque, but not altogether intelligible, in the

description of Panaitios at this moment (Polyainos, v. 47) ; avrbs 5e us

VTTO TO. 5iv5pa OKids Seojuefoj dvex'^'RV^^ '^^^^ ^vwxovs eneiaev hmdiaOai

Toii SeaiToTais.

^ lb.
J
KareXafiovTo t^v itoKiv kol liavaiTiov rvpavvov dvrjyupevffav.
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glimpse, not indeed of a tyrant, but still of a man clothed chap. v.

with special powers beyond those of an ordinary magistrate.

The tyrant rose to power through political disputes among

his fellow-citizens. In some happier cases the citizens by

common consent chose some man to whom all agreed to

look up, and clothed him with powers to heal their differ-

ences. The Aisymnetes, a word which it is hard to trans- The

late_, was a personal ruler who was neither king nor tyrant,

but who was, under special circumstances, chosen to wield

special powers, whether for life or for a fixed time ^. It Origin of

is worth noticing that the Imperial power at Rome arose rial power

out of a commission of this kind. The early Emperors, as
^^o^®-

far as their formal position went, cannot be rightly classed

either with kings or with tyrants. They were citizens to

whom, in theory at least, the commonwealth had granted

certain extraordinary, but still defined, powers. But in all

these cases alike, whether we are dealing with the earliest

or the latest days of a commonwealth, we are dealing with

a state of things in which it was easy and natural for

a single man to be set, whether by lawful or unlawful

means, above the level of his fellows. And this again

suggests the thought that, where the tyrant and the

Aisymnetes were both familiar, a return to acknowledged

kingship might not be wholly impossible ^.

Akin to the Alsymnetes^ often the same in person and The an-

office, was the primitive lawgiver, entrusted by common con- givers,

sent with powers to compose the dissensions of the citizens

and to provide against future evils by a formal code of laws.

We hear of many such; of the Spartan Lykourgos, the

most famous of them all, of the Athenian Drakon and

^ On the Aisymnetes, see Plass, Die Tyrannis, i. 115. The most noted

case is that of Pittakos of Mitylene, who however is also spoken of both as

Tvpavvos and as (SaaiXevs {dkei fiv^a dXei' Kal yap HiTTaKos dkei, /xeydXas

MiTvXdvas fiaaiKcvcuv. Bergk, iii. 673). I do not know that the word

aldvfjLvqTrjs is ever directly applied to any Sicilian ruler.

^ See above, p. 8.
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CHAP. V. Solon, and, coming nearer to the land with which we

are concerned, of Zaleukos of the Epizephyrian Lokroi.

All of these, even Solon, the latest and the most historical,

have a certain mythical atmosphere cleaving to them.

For in truth the position of a lawgiver of this kind is

one which offers special temptations for the growth of

legend. A king or magistrate, famous in the history of

his people, a Servius or an Alfred, who is known to have

been the author of some laws, is, by a natural process,

credited with the authorship of a crowd of enactments

and customs, many of them earlier, many of them later,

Greek and than his real day. But the primitive Greek lawgiver

laws.^^^^ holds a special position in the history of legislation. He
is most unlike the Teutonic king, whose legislation com-

monly comes to little more than causing the existing

customs of his people to be set down in a written shape.

Wide The Greek lawgiver deemed it his business, while he was

earlyGreek legislating, to legislate about everything. His calling

legislation. ^iot merely to settle a political constitution, but to

acte?^^' regulate the lives of the citizens in all matters, and that

by no means according to the tradition of the elders, but

according to his own personal notions of what was ex-

pedient and becoming. The laws of the primitive law-

giver, in order to be the better remembered, were often

clothed in verse. They embody the dry, practical, Hesiodic,

wisdom of an early age. We may even see a touch of

spiteful humour in such an enactment as a law of divorce

which allowed the man freely to put away his wife and

the woman freely to put away her husband, but which

added that in such a case neither must marry a second

wife or husband younger than the partner who had been

put away ^. This last is quoted as one of the laws of the

wise Charondas, the lawgiver who stands out as the one

^ Diod. xii. i8. As if to catch Cicero befoi-ehand, the rule is extended to

both sexes, but the woman's share comes first.
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man known at Katane during our present period, as the chap. v.

tyrant Panaitios stands out as the one man known at

Leontinoi.

Of the laws of Charondas, genuine or alleged, consider- Charondas

able fragments remain ; but of the man himself it is hard

to say anything with certainty^. There is nothing to

fix his exact date, whether in the seventh or the sixth

century. His legislation may very well have been older

than the tyranny of Panaitios. At all events he belongs

to Sicily in the days with which we are now dealing.

One thing only is certain ; no one can accept the version

which carries him and his laws into so very modern a

time and place as the Thourioi of the fifth century 2.

That Charondas legislated for Katane there seems no He legis-

reasonable doubt ; he is said to have legislated for other otherSties,

cities as well^ among which Rhegion is specially men-

tioned. That Katane was his birth-place was the general

behef; but there is some force in the suggestion of a

modern scholar that the Doric form of his name shows

that he was not a native of the Ionian city. He may
well have been_, like some others among these primitive law-

givers, or like the iwclesta or the senator of mediaeval Italy,

sent for from some other city to allay the dissensions of

that with which his name has become specially connected ^.

If we could conceive him to have been a native of Sybaris

adopted at Katane, we should have some clew to the wild

confusion which carried him to Thourioi. His laws seem Nature

to have been in verse, and to have been widely spread, ments^of

Of their genuine matter we can say but little
;
they are

noticed by a string of writers from Plato onwards, and

it is plain that in later times the name of Charondas was

^ On Charondas and his laws see Appendix VI.
^ See Holm, G. S. i. 401.

^ According to the strange confusion of Diodoros, xii. 11, which I have

examined in Appendix VI.
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CHAP. V. one which was freely used^ like some other names, as

a peg on which to hang edifying precepts which were no

part of his legislation. Still there is reason to believe

that some parts of the substance, though not the form, of

his genuine laws have come down to us.

His alleged Of the life of Charondas we really know nothing. The

ment. statement that he legislated for Rhegion because he was

banished from Katane is most likely a mere hasty infer-

Story of ence ^. The more famous tale of his death is common

to him with more than one lawgiver in Sicily and else-

where, of times both earlier and later than his own.

His laws had forbidden any man to appear armed in the

public assembly ^. This ordinance distinctly points to that

change in Greek manners by which the ancient practice

of going armed was laid aside, and even came to be looked

on as one of the badges which marked off the barbarian

Use ofarms from the Greek ^. We might conceive that, as in many

sembly^^ Teutonic lands, both in earlier and in later times, the

sword or spear was borne in the assembly, as a badge of

freedom and citizenship, long after it had been laid aside

in the common intercourse of daily life. Charondas, so

the story goes, had gone into the country to act against

robbers ; on such an errand he was of course girded with

his sword. While he was away, some sudden need called

for the gathering of an assembly. The meeting so sum-

moned was fiercely divided between two parties. Cha-

^ ^lian, V. H. iii. 17; Xapujvdas Se to. kv Karavri kol to. kv 'Ftjyy'io)

\_kTrT]Vuip6a)a€v'] ore e/f KaTCLvrjs i<pevy€.

2 The story is told, of course out of place, by Dioddros, xii. 19. He tells

exactly the same story of the much later Syracusan lawgiver Diokles in

xiii. 33. He himself remarks that it is told of both. It certainly seems

more in character with the earlier than with the later date.

s See Thucydides i. 6. The text of Charondas' law is abridged in the

words of Diodorus
;

vevofxoOeTtjKUJs 5' -^u fxrjoiva fieO' oirkov kKKXijaia^eiv.

The story which he tells of Geloii in xi. 26 implies that at Syracuse

the armed assembly went on in his day, which we should hardly have

looked for.
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rondas, coming back at the moment and forgetting that chap. v.

he still wore the forbidden weapon, hastened to the place

of meeting and tried to calm the angry disputants. His

enemies—the tale implies that he had enemies, perhaps

only those whom his speech told against—cried out against

his breach of his own law. ^^By Zeus/^ he answered,

'^I will not set aside my law; I will confirm it.^"* He

drew his sword and slew himself^. This story, doubtful

as to time, place, and person, goes along with the legend

of the Pious Brethren to make up the whole of the history

of Katane for two hundred and fifty years.

Next in order in our survey of Sicily during these ages,

we might be led, both by the antiquity of the city and by

the probable date of the events themselves, to put the be-

ginning of the recorded revolutions of Gela. But the dates

are so uncertain that chronological order matters little,

and the affairs of Gela lead up more directly than those

of any other Sikeliot city to the great movements of

which we shall have to speak presently. Selinous too had Other

tyrants ; so had Zankle, unless indeed she had lawful kings,
^y'^*^'^^^"'

But the tyrannies at Selinous and Zankle connect them-

selves, like those of Gela, with other events. It will be

better, before we come to them, to speak of a tyranny which

does not in the same way connect itself with later history,

but which, as a tyranny, stands out before all others. There Syracuse

is a marked contrast indeed between the story of Syracuse, Akragas.

all but the eldest of Sikeliot cities, and the story of

Akragas, as far as our present times go, the youngest.

While we have to patch up our record of Syracuse from

a few scattered notices spread over more than two cen-

turies, Akragas, starting in the world a hundred and fifty

years later than Syracuse, becomes the centre of a rich

^ Diod. xii. 19 ; '^Clv kvos elvovTos, KaraXeKvKas tov 'ihiov vojxov, Ma At",

iiTTiiv, aWa Ki'piov iroiTjcrco' Kai anaadixeyos to ^KpidLoy, kavibv a-nka(pa^i^v.
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CHAP. V.

Fame of

Phalaris.

Questions

about him.

The
letters.

The brazen
bull.

Little

really

known of

PJialaris.

store o£ what we hardly know whether to speak of as

history or as mythology. History it hardly is in any

case, for we have no consecutive narrative ; but the wealth

of anecdotes and references for Akragantine story in the

sixth century before Christ is overwhelming. And, if

we are not, as at Leontinoi and Katane, confined to the

name of a single man, yet all gathers round a single

man. Akragas could at least boast, such as the boast

is, that in all early Greek history no name was more

widely spread than that of her tyrant Phalaris. No
man has given rise to more controversies, and to contro-

versies of singularly varied kinds, both in older and in

later times. Was Phalaris among the earliest masters

of Greek prose composition? Did he put men to a

death of torture by means of a brazen bull ? All ques-

tions about the letters of Phalaris might be looked on as

set at rest for ever, were it not that a kindred impos-

ture of far later times still finds believers. Those who

still strive to set up the false Ingulf as a genuine au-

thority for the eleventh century after Christ may haply

strive again to set up the false Phalaris as a genuine

authority for the sixth century before Christ ^. The bull

supplied matter for controversy long before the letters

were written, and it still remains a matter of controversy

by no means so easy to settle as the letters. And, letters

and bull apart, Phalaris still remains a puzzle. We are

drawn towards him as the single figure that stands boldly

out in this stage of Sicilian history; but, as we draw near,

it is far from easy to fix his birth-place or his exact date,

or to make out any one of his acts for certain. Our know-

ledge of him really comes to hardly more than the bare

facts that he was tyrant of Akragas, and that he became

tyrant within a remarkably short time after the founda-

tion of the city. We should specially like to know the

^ On the pretended Letters of Phalaris see Appendix VII.
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causes which made Akragas fall under the power of a chap. v.

tyrant during the days of its growth, or even childhood,

while at Syracuse tyrants did not arise for nearly two

hundred and fifty years^ and then did not come from

within but from without. This question presents itself Date of his

equally at whatever date we fix the accession of Phalaris. 5^0-

And in any case it is not wonderful that he should be

spoken of as no native of Akragas^ perhaps as no native

of Sicily. Many who have written about Phalaris seem Phalaris

to have forgotten that, ten years after the foundation of at Al^a^

Akragas, all its active citizens must have been born in '

other places, that, even thirty years after its foundation,

such must have been the case with the more part of

them. Akragas was a colony of Gela, and it brought its

founders from Rhodes. There is therefore nothing won- perhaps at

derful if it should happen that a man from the neigh- laia.

bouring Dorian island of Astypalaia was admitted as one

of the first settlers. A statement, resting on the worst

possible authority, but not unlikely in itself and not con-

tradicted by any better authority, brings Phalaris from

that island^. And it is hard to see with what motive

such a story, if false, could have been invented.

The question how Phalaris rose to despotic power in the

new city is more important than the question as to the

place of his birth. In one passage of his serious political Mention of

writings, Aristotle remarks that most of the Sikeliot tyrants ArittTtle!'"^

belonged to that class who were demagogues before they

were tyrants ^. In another place he speaks of Phalaris by

name as one of those who rose to power through the pos-

session of some magistracy^. In these two statements

1 He is made in the Letters, 35 (p. 144, ed. Schafer), to describe himself

as ^a\apis, AecuSafxavros vlos, 'AaTviraXaievs to yevos, itaTpibos direaTeprj-

fxei/os, Tvpavvos 'AKpayavrivajv.

^ See above, p, 56.

^ Politics, V. 8, where he places Phalaris among the tyrants who rose to

power l/f ra)v Tifiaiv.

VOL. II. P
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CHAP. V. there is nothing contradictory^, nothing improbable ; but in

another part of his writings, where he was less bound to

take heed to the facts of history, Aristotle has told us a

Story of story which answers itself on the face of it. He brings in

andStlsi- ^^^^ P^^^ Stesichoros as inventing or repeating the well-

chores, known fable of the horse, the stag, and the man, in order

to hinder the men, not of Akragas but of Himera, from

giving Phalaris the means of seizing absolute dominion.

He is already general with full powers, and he has reached

that stage of " the despot''s progress ^ in which the bud-

ding tyrant asks for a guard ^. The story would equally

suit a great number of cities and a great number of

tyrants. The mention of Stesichoros goes some way to

suggest that it may be in its place at Himera; only, if

so, the name of Phalaris must have displaced the name

of some local tyrant. For Phalaris another version has

Gelon; in fact, for the purposes of the story, one tyrant

was as good as another.

Story of It is quite different with the mention of Phalaris as one

Phalaris. who rose to the tyranny through the possession of some
B 57°- office. This goes far to show that there is some ground

for a story which in some points recalls one which we have

already come across at Syracuse^. The young city of

Akragas, in the tenth year of its foundation, is still imper-

fect. The high hill of its akropolis still needs both divine

and human defences. It is still without a wall, at least

without such a wall of stone as full safety needed. It is

also without a house for the protecting god, Zeus of the

City^. The men of Akragas, in their faith, begin the holy

^ I borrow this phrase from Grote, iii. 307.

^ See above, p. 51. On the story about Stesichoros and Phalaris in

Aristotle's Rhetoric, ii. 20, and the other version which brings in Gelon,

see Appendix VII. The course of things is at least well marked
;

eXo/nevajv

CTpaTTjydi/ avTOKpoLTopa tmv 'l/xepaiaji/ iaXapiv koX fxeXXovTcuv (pvXaKrjv didufai

Tov aojparos.

^ See above, p. 14.

* The story comes from Polyainos, v. i. His Zets lioXi^vs is clearly the
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work first of all. Phalaris, like Agatliokles at Syracuse^ chap. v.

was entrusted with the buildinp: of the temple on the
^ ployed to

height, the temple which has given way to the present build tlie

cathedral churchy though we cannot^ as at Syracuse, say zeus.^^

that it actually survives in the later building. The work

was a great one; for the height was stony and rugged.

Yet it was not for the honour of the sovereign god

to build his house on any site lower than the highest of

all ^. Phalaris, accustomed to such works ^, engages to His abuse

employ the best workmen and to find the best materials,
j^j-ust.

Entrusted to that end with a large sum of public money,

he not only lays in a store of wood, stones, and iron for the

work, but he both buys slaves and hires mercenaries for

his own purposes. The work was begun, but only begun

;

the foundations were still in digging, when Phalaris sent a

herald to oifer a reward for the discovery of those who had

stolen the wood and iron that had been made ready for the

building. This increased the trust which the people placed

in Phalaris. They agreed to his proposal that—seemingly

to guard against such thefts—he should be further en-

trusted with the charge of surrounding the akropolis with

a wall. The wall is built ; the akropolis is ready to be

used as a fortress. Phalaris now frees his slaves and arms He seizes

the
both them and the hirelings with axes. He takes advantage tyranny,

of the feast of the Thesmophoria, the feast of Demeter

and her Child, the goddesses of Henna, no doubt already

the goddesses of all Sicily, which, we are to suppose, as the

same as Zeuj 'Arafivpios. There is no difl&culty in the two names. The

first settlers called the god 'AraPvpios after the Rhodian mount, when

there was only one temple of Zeus in Akragas. When the Olyiupieion

arose down below, the Zeus of the elder city might well be distinguished

as TloXievs. See vol. i. p. 437.

^ In the story in Polyainos, Phalaris is TfXcuvrjs rujv noXiTajv. The temple

is to be built at a cost of two hundred talents; knl rrjs aKpas dis TrcTpaidovs

Kal (TTepeojTaTrjS icai olKXojs uoiais av €XOV €v vxL/TjXoTaTW rov 9edv iSpvaaaOai.

^ lb. ; kmardvaev 0 d^fxos, ws Sid rov TeXaiviKov fiioy hyLTTtipiav tSjv toiovtcuv

¥ 2
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CHAP. V. later topography of the city sug'g'ests_, was held far beyond

the circuit of the new wall ^. Phalaris and his followers

set upon the worshippers ; the more part of the men are

killed ; the women and children come under the power of

Phalaris, who becomes undisputed tyrant of Akragas ^.

Local char- a tale like this there is beyond doubt an element of
acter of the
story. legend^ and one is further tempted to suspect a certain

amount of confusion in the telling of the latter part of the

story 2. But it is not therefore to be wholly cast aside.

It is not like an alternative story in which Phalaris pro-

claims games outside the city as an occasion for seizing the

arms of the citizens This is one of the current stories,

fitted in with the names of Phalaris and Akragas^ but

which would do equally well for any other city and any

other tyrant. But the other is clearly a local story; it

implies knowledge of the topography of Akragas, and it

takes for granted the still youthful and imperfect state of

the city at the time of the establishment of the tyranny.

We may fairly take it as some evidence both for the early

date of the usurpation of Phalaris and for the means by

which he rose to power, namely by turning some public

trust to his own purposes.

^ See vol. i. p. 437, and below, p. 80.

^ Polyaiiios, v. i ; rot's itXhgtovs rojv dvdpuiv dnoKTeivas yvvaiKcbv ml
Traidojv Kvpios Karaards €Tvpavvr](T€ 777? 'AKpayavTiuajv TroAecuy.

^ The killing of the men and the seizure of the women and children reads

like that kind of story of which the settlement of the Mamertines at Messana

is the best known. But this is quite out of place here. Considering the

mention of the Thesmophoria, one would think that the real story was that

he seized the women outside the walls, and so brought the men to submit.

And a general massacre of the men would naturally have been followed by

some story of the enfranchisement of slaves or mercenaries or some other

device for making up the loss of the slain citizens.

* This story immediately follows the other. While the citizens are

seeing the show, Phalaris shuts the gates and sends his guards to search

the houses for arms. This story is clearly inconsistent with the former.

And as this is one of the received stories of the tricks of tyrants, while the

former one has a real local colouring, the former, in its general outline,

is greatly to be preferred.
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Phalaris then was tyrant ; but assuredly not, what some chap. v.

have called him, the first tyrant in the Greek world or ^^^^^^.^^

even the first among the Greeks of Sicily. He was lord of gantine

Akragas ; whether his dominion reached beyond that city under°^^

and its territory there is really nothing to show. There

is distinct evidence that in his day that territory reached

as far as the southern Himeras ; the hill of Eknomos, the

site of the future town of Phintias, was his ^. This is

all that can be said with certainty. Later writers, with Later ex-

Dionysios and Agathokles before their eyes, have painted of h1s*^^°^"

the most famous of tyrants as lord of all Sicily, or at least
^^o°^in^<^^-

of many of its cities. Sometimes he appears as master of

towns which did not come into being till long after his day.

It is perfectly possible that Phalaris may have made him-

self master of some of the Sikeliot cities besides Akragas

;

but there is no evidence that he did. The belief that he

conquered Leontinoi seems to rest on no evidence beyond

a chance explanation of a proverb ^
; the belief that he

conquered Himera seems to be an attempt to get some

historical truth out of the story told by Aristotle. But his His Sikan

wars with the Sikans rest on quite other grounds. The fact

that he is made to war with Sikans and not with Sikels in-

creases our confidence. That is, it makes it more likely that

the anecdote-monger was copying some good authority. A
lord of Akragas in his age could hardly keep himself from

Sikan warfare, and the tales of his doings in that way,

whatever we say of the particular tricks by which he is said

to have overcome his enemies, have doubtless an historical

groundwork. A Sikan town and its prince, otherwise un- Teutos of

known, Vessa and its king Teutos, are not likely to be the

invention of sophists ^. We need not believe that Phalaris

^ Diod. xix. 104. ^ See Appendix VII.

^ See vol. i. p. 118. In this story the names are perhaps the best part

;

they can hardly be the invention of the compiler
;

^dXapis npos Tevrov

dpxovTa Oveaaijs, rj-nip evbaiixovearaTrj koX ficyicrTT] "SiKavuv ttoXis eirejMpe

T0V5 fXPTjaTevofxeuovs avTa> tt^v (Ke'ivov Ovyarepa.
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CHAP. V. could find no other way of overcoming' the Sikan prince

than by arranging a marriage with his daughter, and

bringing youthful soldiers in the garb of handmaidens

to begin the work of slaughter at the wedding-feast ^.

Still we may set down the successful war which Phalaris

is said to have waged against Teutos as a real scrap of

early Sicilian history.

Real and The truth is that every detail that concerns Phalaris has

elements ^ mythical element about it. Still something must have

in his marked him out to become the subiect of so laro-'e a mass
story. ... . .

of fiction beginning possibly so near his own day. It is

easy to argue that he must have been a warrior and con-

queror over some large part of Sicily, for that otherwise

even exaggeration would not have spoken of him as lord

of the whole island. It is no less easy to argue that,

when he had once gained a reputation as the most famous

of Sicilian tyrants, he was naturally painted as a conqueror

like the gi*eat Sicilian tyrants of later days. Only then

we have to account for the unusual renown, if only in the

shape of infamy, which gathered round his name. And

for that renown there is certainly enough to account in the

traditional character of his internal government. There is

no need to attribute to him any greater success in war

than might be gained in those conflicts with barbarian

neighbours which may be taken for granted in any ener-

^ This is essentially the same story as the deception of the Persians

by the Macedonian Alexander in Herodotus, v. 19, and as the story in

Herakleides of Pontos, 32, of a Kephallenian tyrant whose name is not

given.

Another wild story of the Sikan warfare of Phalaris is told by Polyainos,

V. 3, and in a slightly different shape by Frontinus, Strat. iii. 4. 6. Phalaris

pretends to make peace with certain Sikan s who had been able to hold out

for a long time because they had much corn in store. By the terms of the

peace he gives them the corn that he has for his army, and is to take their

next crop instead. He bribes tlie keepers of the corn-stores to let in the

rain
;

so, when he has taken the next year's crop, the Sikans have no corn,

and are driven to give in.
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getic Sikeliot leader^ whether king, tyrant,, or republican chap. v.

magistrate.

As to the nature of the rule of Phalaris in his own city, Eule of

we have the fact that he was traditionally handed down as Xkragas/^

one of the worst of tyrants, that his name became a pro-

verb for cruelty, and was coupled with those of the worst

recorded oppressors, mythical and real ^. On the other Apologies

hand, there is the very singular fact that in later times

he found advocates, that apologies were written for him ^,

and that elaborate letters, painting him in another light

than that of a wanton oppressor, were composed in his

name. The apologies and letters were without doubt

mere rhetorical exercises, examples of the skill with which

a view might be maintained which ran counter to that com-

monly received. Still there must have been some special

reason why this particular tyrant of all tyrants should

have been picked out as the subject of these ingenious

paradoxes. It might point to some current of tradition

which represented Phalaris as less hateful than he looked

in the tradition which was more commonly received. But Their

it is just as easy, perhaps more easy, to suppose that the

more favourable report, a report confined to quite late

times, grew out of a mere spirit of contradiction. A man
who was said to have roasted people to death in a brazen

bull was naturally much talked about in all ages ; he

became a traditional bugbear, a traditional common-place

of rhetoric. A natural reaction followed among rhetori-

cians and sophists. It became a trial of ingenuity to get

^ Thus Lucian, when he is not engaged in making out a case for Phalaris,

puts him in the very worst mythical company, with Busiris and Diomed^s

of Thrace and with the monsters overthrown by Theseus (ot S/fe/paire? fcal

TliTvoKafXTTTat Kal Bovaipidcs kol ^aXdpiSes). The two passages (Bis Accusa-

tus, 8, and Vera Hiytoiia, ii. 23) are in nearly the same words. So Cicero

(De Officiis, ii. 7, iii. 7, and again, Verres, iv. 33, where he appears as

" crudelissimus omnium tyrannorura Phalaris ") takes him as the standard

of a merciless oppressor.

2 On the Phalaris of Lucian see Appendix VII.
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CHAP. V. up a case on behalf of one who was everywhere spoken

against, and what was at first practised merely as a rhe-

torical exercise came in the end to pass as a serious counter-

statement.

Story of This on the whole seems the most likely way of explain-

andMelan- ing the strange phsenomenon of the forged letters. At the

^PP^^' same time it is only fair to put on record that one of

the older stories about Phalaris does really describe him,

not indeed as a just ruler, yet as something different from

the monster of cruelty which he appears in the other tales.

And this story, whatever may be its worth, stands quite

apart from the rhetorical exercises in his defence. The

writer who tells it brings it in with some surprise, as

being unlike the ordinary character of the tyrant. We
again come across one of those tales which to the Greek

mind had all the charm of sentimental romance^. To

us it is instructive, because, if authentic, it throws some

light on the nature of the power exercised by a tyrant.

Course of Under the rule of Phalaris there are still magistrates

a^tymnny! and courts of law in Akragas; but the tyrant steps

in to pervert the administration of justice to his private

ends. The beautiful youth Melanippos has a suit against

a personal friend of the tyrant
;

Phalaris, under frightful

threats, bids him withdraw the indictment. Melanippos

persists in appealing to the law ; at the bidding of Phalaris

the magistrates strike his suit off the list of causes 2. The

^ The story of Chariton and Melanippos is told at some length by ^lian

(Var. Hist. ii. 4), and it is referred to in a shorter form by Athenaios, xiii.

78, who quotes a treatise of Herakleides of Pontos of a liy^hter character

than that which we often have to use, called 6 Tre/Jt 'EpajTiKwv. Melanippos

is Tiiv "ipvxw o-yaOds Kai to kclWos hiacpipojv.

^ 11).
;
SiKa^ofxevcv yap avTO) rrpus riva tcuv eTaipojv avrov rod ^aXdpiSos

npoaha^iv 6 rvpavvos r-qv ypa<pT]V KaraOiaOai. tov 8k pirj irnOopLivov o Se

fineikrjae rd 'iax^-Ta Spdffeiv avrov fir/ vnaKovrravTa. Kai kKeivos p\v irapa rrju

t'lK-qv eKparrjai tov avdynr) npoaTa^avTos tov ^aXdpidos, ol be dp^ovTes TrjV

ypatp^v TOV dywvos rifaficrav. This picture of the course of law under

a tyranny, wherever ^lian found it, is worth notice.
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youthi tells his tale to his lover Chariton, and prays him to chap. v.

join in an attack on the tyrant. Chariton, it seems, had

been already planning such an act out of purely patriotic

motives, and he is further stirred up to it by the wrong

done to his beloved. All Akragas was so bowed down by

the fear of Phalaris that no help was to looked for from

any quarter ^. Chariton prevails on Melanippos to keep

quiet; he will take all the risk on himself. He watches his

opportunity ; he tries to slay Phalaris with a dagger ; he

is seized by the tyrant's body-guard ; he is put to the

torture, but he endures his sufferings without making any

confession. Then Melanippos goes to the tyrant, and tells

him that he is the real author of the attempt on his life,

and that it was done in vengeance for the wrong done to

him in the matter of the lawsuit. Phalaris, admiring the Action of

mutual self-sacrifice of the pair, spares their lives and

leaves them their goods, but bids them leave Akragas and

all Sicily 2.

Tales like these, which are preserved only by late Value of

writers, but which have nothing in them inconsistent

with the state of things at the time and place to which

they are assigned, must be taken at what they are

worth. There is no means either of confirming or of

confuting them. But they are at least witnesses to current

belief; they are often, as we have seen^, much more.

^ ^lian, u. s.
;
ytuwaKcuv on twv iroXiTwv ouSets avrois (rvWrjiperai Siei

rw eK Tov Tvpavvov.

^ This is the version in ^lian, which has much more the air of being the

genuine story than that in Athenaios. According to this hist, both Chari-

ton and Melanippos are tortui-ed, and Phalaris is moved by their physical

sufferings {ffaaavi^ofievoi dvayKa^u/jLevoi re Xeydv tovs (XDVdSoTas, ov /jluvov

ov KaTeiTTOv, dXXa koX tov ^aXapiv avTov els 'iX^ov tojv ^aadvojv iiyayov, chs

dwokvaai avrovs ttoXKo. k-naiviaavra). The terms on which they are spared,

as given by ^lian, should be noticed
;
Ttpoard^as avOrjfx^pov dn€\6Hv fxij

fxovov Trjs
'

AkpayavTivaiv iroKiocs d\Xd «at t7]S Xin^X'ias' avvex'jupfjf^^ avrois

TOL iSia S'luaia /capirovcOai.

^ See above, p. 58.
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CHAP. V. Such a story as this counts at least for more than the re-

port that Phalaris was in the habit of eating sucking

children as a special delicacy ^, a charge which has been

brought against more than one potentate of the present

century. The tale of Chariton and Melanippos sets Phalaris

before us as a tyrant, after the usual type of a tyrant.

He is capable of milder feelings, but he does not let

those milder feelings carry him into any act that might

jeopard his own safety. He admires Chariton and Melan-

ippos, and his admiration saves their lives and goods.

But, as they are clearly dangerous to his power, they are,

like an Athenian under ostracism, bidden to withdraw to

Phalaris some place where they can do him no harm ^. Phalaris,

Dionysios. after all, puts his own safety first. Even in his milder

mood he is painted as less open to sentimental feelings

than Dionysios appears in the better known story of Damon

and Pythias.

The brazen And now comes the main question in the whole story

of Phalaris. If Chariton and Melanippos had not awa-

kened these gentler feelings in his heart, would they have

been roasted to death in a brazen bull ? It is before all

things the brazen bull which has given to the name of

Phalaris the kind of immortality which attaches to it.

Questions ^he brazen bull has made his name a household word at
as to the

bull. least from the days of Pindar, and it made his deeds a

matter of controversy at least as early as the time of

Timaios. Two questions have to be kept apart. First,

Was there any brazen bull at all ? Secondly, If there was,

how came there to be one ? If there was one, if Phalaris

really practised a form of cruelty so essentially barbarian,

so unlike the usual doings of even the worst of Greeks, we

^ See Appendix VII.

^ Contrast this with the law ascribed to Polykrates and other tyrants by

Athenaios in the same chapter.
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may^ with a near approach to certainty, attribute the fact chap. v.

to Phoenician influence in some shape or other. But it is Probable
Phoenician

not at all likely that the story is a mere misconception influence

;

of late times, that it is a mere explanatory legend which its form,

grew round some Canaanite idol which had nothing to do

with Phalaris or his tyranny ^. The tale is either a fact,

or it is a very early slander. Either Phalaris was really

guilty of this outlandish form of cruelty, or his enemies

saddled his memory with it while his memory was still

fresh.

As the story is told, the bull was the work of an

artist named Perillos or Perilaos ; it was only under

the influence of very late ideas that he was said to be an

Athenian ^. The bull was hollow, with a door in the

shoulder, through which the victim was pushed within.

The brass was then heated, and by some ingenious device

the cries of the sufferer were made to imitate the roaring

of the bull. Phalaris first put the artist himself into the

bull ^, and afterwards employed it as a means of punish-

ment for others. Now the evidence for the general truth

of this story is exceedingly strong. Phalaris and his E^v^dence

bull are taken as the received types of a cruel dominion

in a famous ode of Pindar which was written within a

hundred years after the time*. The general Greek be-

lief was that the story was authentic, that the bull itself

remained at Akragas, or within the Akragantine territory,

till the city was sacked by the Carthaginians. It was Story of

the bull at
then taken to Carthage ; it was brought from Carthage Carthage,

by the younger Scipio and given back by him to the Agri-

gentines of his own day. It is clear that this last stage of

^ See Duncker, ii. 48.

^ It does not appear that Perilaos is anywhere spoken of as an Athenian

except in the forged letters. But such a notion might have grown up much

earlier, when Athena had once come to be looked on as the general seat

of art.

^ See Appendix VII. * See Appendix VII.
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CHAP. V. the story is at once tlie least important and the most

doubtful. Such a story might easily arise at Carthage;

it might easily be invented for the satisfaction of Greek

and Roman visitors, though the bull that was shown as

the bull of Plialaris was of native and later Carthaginian

workmanship. But it is not easy to see how the story, if

false, could have so soon obtained such a currency that

Pindar, who knew something of Sicilian and of Akragan-

tine affairs, could have been led to accept it as a fact to be

Evidence taken for granted. The one writer, the Tauromenitan Ti-

' maios, who is quoted as throwing doubt on the story, seems,

on closer examination, not to have denied the truth of the

story, but only to have denied the genuineness of a bull

which was shown at Akragas in his time as the bull of

Phalaris. According to him, the real bull of Phalaris was

thrown into the sea by the people of Akragas when the

tyranny of Phalaris was overthrown ^.

Torture Here then is a far strong-er amount of evidence for

the reality of this famous bull than could have been

looked for on behalf of a story which at first sight seems

so unlikely. The Greek, even the worst of Greeks, in

his fiercest wrath, seldom, at this stage at least, goes

beyond the infliction of simple death. Death by pro-

longed means of suffering, death accompanied by elaborate

mockery, are both essentially barbarian and not Greek.

Instances of the kind in Greek history are strikingly

few, and they may jalmost always be attributed to

barbarian influence ^. If Phalaris had a brazen bull, and

used it as the story describes, he assuredly did it in

imitation of some Phoenician model or at the instigation

of some Phoenician adviser. A bull miaht in itself be a

barbarian.

^ See Appendix VII.

2 See the l emarks of Grote (v. 271) on the punishment of Artayktes, In

that case the Greeks, enraged at a special wrong done by a barbarian, dealt

with him in barbarian fashion.
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harmless symbol of one of the river-gods of the land ; but chap, v.

a bull used as an instrument of torture is the symbol^ not

of the stream of Hypsas or Akragas, but of the Moloch or

Baal of the Canaanite. Phoenician models, Phoenician ad-

visers, were easily to be had in the Sicily of the sixth cen-

tury before Christ. The Phoenicians of Sicily were not far

off, and the prosperity of Akragas came largely of its trade

with the Phoenicians of Africa. Later tyrants of Sicily Barbarian

come nearer to the nature of barbarians
;
they are more i^ter

given to the following of barbarian fashions than the

worst recorded men of the elder Greece. If Phalaris did

burn men to death in a brazen bull, he did very little

more than forestall some of the doings of Dionysios and

Agathokles.

The tyranny of Phalaris lasted about sixteen years ^.

It did not come to an end without warnings. The tyrant

one day saw a single hawk chasing a flight of doves. He
turned to his companions and pointed out to them the

cowardice of the many who allowed themselves thus to fly

before one whom, if they had the heart, they might turn

round and overcome ^. The story is told as if the fall of The fall of

Phalaris in some way followed. Perhaps those who heard

him took the hint, and no longer followed the pattern

of the doves. His power was overthrown by a popular

movement. Later legends brought in the names of

various philosophers, specially that of Pythagoras, a name

inevitable in any story of Sicily or Southern Italy. But Telema-

the more trustworthy tradition gives the leader of the
^^^^

'

^ The sixteen years come from Jerome's correction of Eusebius ("Roncalli,

i. 324): "01. lii. 3. Phalaris tyrannidem exercuit ann. xvi."

^ This is from a fragment of Diodoros, ix. 28 ; 6 ^dKapis Idojv irepiffTepcbv

TTXfjOos v<p' kvos Upaicos 5iojK6p,€vov e<pr], opdre, S) dvbpis, tocovto trXrjOos v<p'

kvbs biQJKOfxevov Sid SeiX'iav ; kireiToi 76 d rokfxrjffeKV kiriarpirpai, padlws tov

diojKovTos dv TTfpiyivoivTo. Koi h/{ TovTov TOV \6yov dire^aXe t^v SvvaaTeiav,
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CHAP. V. movement the name of TelemacKos, and assigns to him
his descent. ^ pedigree whicli went up, through the mythical kings of

Thebes, to Kadmos himself ^. Later forefathers were said

to have been among the first Rhodian settlers at Gela ; this

points to the family as having been among the original

Fore- settlers at Akragas ^. The genealogy the other way seems

Th^r6n!^ clear enough ; Telemachos was, through three descents,

the forefather of Theron, the famous tyrant of Akragas

Death of at a later stage ^. Phalaris was put to death ; one legend,
Phalaiis.

reached a Latin poet of the Augustan age, told how

he was himself made to perish in his own bull. Others

spoke of that and other tortures dealt out to his mother

and to his friends, while, according to a version at which

we have already glanced, the bull itself was hurled into

the sea*. More curious than all is the tradition that a

law of liberated Akragas forbad the wearing of blue

clothes, because that had been the colour of the dress worn

Doubtful by the tyrant^s body-guard ^. But it is perhaps rash to

T?kma-° spcak of liberated Akragas. It is by no means clear what
chos.

effect of the revolution was, whether it did not simply

^ Tlie pedigree of the Emmenids forms a main subject of the second

Olympic ode of Pindar, addressed, as well as the one following it, to Theron.

See specially the scholia on ii. 82, iii. 68.

^ This must be the meaning of the fragment of Pindar [84] addressed to

Theron

;

'Ei' 5e 'PoSof KaT€vao9ev

kv6ev8' d(popfxa9evT€s viprjX^v ttoKiv aixcpivepLOVTai,

irXeiffra fxev ScDp' dOavdrois dvkxovT€s,

eaneTo S' devdov vKovtov V€(pos.

' See the pedigree in the scholia on Pindar, 01. ii. 82, iii. 68, and Siefert,

Akragas, 64. One hardly sees the meaning of the imperfect passage in the

former scholion ; 6 fxev KXvtlos 'ijXHv^v kv Qrjpa rfj vqaw, 0 5e 1r]X€iJ.axos

KarcvKd Iv X'^P'} '^^^^ avXXe^as hvvapnv 'ipx^TO.t etJ 'XiUfXlav Koi Kparu tcjv

roTTQjv. But it can hardly fail to be a dark way of saying that Telemachos

took a part in the settlement of Gela.

* See Appendix VII.

^ Plut. Reip. Ger. Prsec. 28
;

'A/cpayaurTvoi dirakXayivTes ^aXdpiSos,

k\pr}<piaavTO pL-qhha cpopeiv tpLaTiov yXavKivov ot yap vurjperai rod Tvpdvvov

yXavKivois kxp<*iVTO Trepi^cjixaai.
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give the city a new master, a master doubtless less chap. v.

harsh than the one who was overthrown. Telemachos

is himself spoken of as tyrant^ and even, though most

likely only by the carelessness of a late writer_, as king ^.

And he is said to have had two successors in the rule His suc-

o£ Akragas, Alkamenes and Alkandros. Of these a good

character is given; but we are not told whether they

were republican magistrates, perhaps with extraordinary

powers, or whether they belonged to the class_, rare but

not unknown, of tyrants who were not oppressors^. It

seems clear that within less than seventy years after the b. c. 544-
00

fall of Phalaris there was again a commonwealth of

Akragas to be overthrown. The next name in Akra-

gantine history to which we can attach any definite

facts is that of the renowned tyrant Theron, the great-

grandson of Telemachos.

Setting aside the bull and most other things true and Local im-

false recorded of Phalaris, his story is in itself of very high thratory of

local interest. The growth of a tyranny so soon after the P^ialans.

foundation of a city is in itself remarkable; and the tale

of the way in which the tyrant rose to power^ though

coming only from a late source, has every internal mark of

being trustworthy. We see Akragas, when it was still Early

only the upper city, the akropolis, the present Girgenti, ^j^r^gas

just as our early tales of Syracuse show us that city

when it was still shut up in the Island of Ortygia. The The temple

rise of the tyrant is connected with the building of the Po^gul

^ Schol. Pitid. 01. iii. 68
;
TrjXe/xaxos yap Ti j KaraXvcras t^v ^aXdpiSos rvpav-

vi5a kv 'AKpdyavTi, TTjv (3aaik('iav k/cTrjaaro. In Herodotus or Aristotle one

would see some meaning in this seeming opposition between fiaaiKeia and

rvpavv'is ; in a scholiast it is hardly safe to do so.

2 This comes from Herakleides, 37. He leaves out Telemachos, and after

the fall of Phalaris goes on
;

pLeO^ bv 'AXKapLivrjs napeXa^e to. irpdypiaTa, kol

yMCrd TovTov AXnavSpos vpoeaTr), dvrjp kirieiKrjS. " Sie waren gewiss weniger

Tyraimen als Aesyraneten" says Siefert. So Plass, Die Tyrannis, i. 506.
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CHAP. V. temple of Zeus Polieus or Atabyrios. This, as we have seen,

stood on the highest point of the akropolis, the highest

point of the modern town, where the present church of

Saint Gerlandus occupies the site of the ancient temple.

Some small traces of its foundations are still to be seen,

but of foundations only. The church is built on the site

of the temple ; the temple is not, as at Syracuse, itself

Temple of made into the church. But, besides the temple of Zeus,
Demeter. > i y

the story speaks also of a temple of Demeter. The god-

desses of Henna were no doubt by this time fast becoming

the goddesses of all Sicily. The powers of the Sikel creed,

adopted by the Hellenic settlers, had put on a thoroughly

Hellenic shape, and the Thesmophoria of Demeter were

kept at Akragas as well as at Athens. The place chosen

for the solemnity was far beyond the walls of the elder

city; it is barely within the walls of the enlarged city.

Chapel of The foundations and part of the walls of a small temple in
Saint

.

^
' ^ c

Blaise. antis near the eastern wall of the city, close to some of

the wildest rocks that overhang the valley of the Akragas,

have been wrought into a chapel of Saint Blaise, who has

given the stream its newer name. These have been taken

to be the remains of an early temple of Demeter and the

Kore. Others have held that so small a house was an

unworthy offering to the goddesses from a city which

boasted itself of being a special seat of Persephone.

They have inferred the same connexion between river and

temple which has come about in later times. As the church

of Saint Blaise looks down on the stream of Saint Blaise, so

did the temple of the river-god Akragas look down on his

stream below ^. Yet the story points to the temple of De-

meter as without the city ; so does the like case of the temple

of the goddesses of Syracuse. A worship borrowed from

the earlier inhabitants of the land and gradually worked

^ See Schubring, Akragas, 44 ;
Cavallari, Citta Greche, 95 ;

Holm,

i. 302.
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into an Hellenic shape would most naturally in the first chap. v.

instance grow up outside the walls. And the rule might

be continued even in a city founded after their worship was

fully established. I know of no distinct evidence to prove

that the chapel of Saint Blaise really is the temple of

Demeter; but the received name does in this case fit in

well with the story. The goddesses of the land are pro-

pitiated by a small sanctuary outside the walls^ even before

the great temple of Zeus is begun within them.

The casual mention of the renowned Theron of Akragas,

though as yet a little out of place, suggests a tyrant of

the same name, but of less renown, who must have been

contemporary with Phalaris himself ^ We noticed some Selinous

time back ^ that we get no account of what happened at death of

Selinous after the joint defeat of Pentathlos and the

Selinuntines by the Segestans and their Phoenician allies.

There is a story in a late writer which seems to belong to

this time. It is one of the usual stories of the rise of

tyrants, stories which we must always take at what they

may be worth. But in this case the tale, though it comes

to no intelligible end, seems to fit in with the state of things

after the death of Pentathlos. The Selinuntines have Phoenician

just been defeated by the Carthaginians—so their enemies

are called in the story—with great loss, and are so hard

pressed by the enemy that they do not dare to bury their

dead ^. In this state of distress, Theron son of Miltiades, Theron

a person not otherwise known, offers to the Selinuntines, Miltiades

if they will give him three hundred slaves who can cut t^^^y^^

^ I do not see why Plass (ii. 201) removes this story to the time of

Hermokrates.

^ See vol. i. pp. 444, 591, and Appendix VIII.

^ Polyainos, i. 28; XeXivovvrioi KapxrjSoviovs irapaTa^a^ivoi iroWwv tT€o6v-

rojv drdcpcov Keifiivajy, Kai twv TroAeyutW emKeifxevcvv Oaxpm rovs ve/cpov'S

ov 6appovvT€s, ov /XTjv ovde drd<povs vcpiopav vnop-ivovTis, ePovXevovTO ri xpr)

irpaTTdv.

VOL. II. G
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CHAP. V. wood, to go witli them and bum the bodies and pile up

their monument ^. I£ the enemy should get the better of

them, they will at the outside lose one citizen and three

hundred slaves. The people agree. Theron is bidden to

choose for himself among the slaves. He picks out the

strongest, and they go forth with axes and reaping-hooks

to cut wood for the burning of so many dead bodies. Once

out of the city, Theron persuades the slaves to set upon

their masters ; he comes in at evening ; the guards, knowing

him and his party, let them in without difficulty. They

first kill the guards, and then the more part of the citizens

in their sleep, and Theron becomes tyrant of Selinous ^.

Stories of All these stories of the rise of tyrants are suspicious.

tyrants. ° There are so many of them; they all practise tricks,

differing in detail, but essentially of the same kind.

And, as we have seen, nothing is easier than to put the

name of one city and one tyrant for another. In this

particular story we are not told what became of the Seli-

nuntine dead, still less what was the end of the war.

RIention ofWe Cannot be certain whether the warfare meant was
Carthage,

^.g^^jj^ ^ warfare with Carthage, or whether the name

of Carthage may not be vaguely used for Phoenicians of

Motya or Panormos before these cities became subject to

their African sister. According to the most likely date for

B.C. 540. the establishment of Carthaginian power in Sicily ^, a Punic

war immediately following the enterprise of Pentathlos

would have been waged against independent Phoenicians.

But a late collector of stories was likely enough to bring

in the Carthaginian name too soon. On the whole, we

are tempted to think, though without at all confidently

^ It is only in the heading that he is called Q-qpojv MiKriadov, to dis-

tinguish him from the famous Theron of Akragas, of whom a story is told

just before. He promises rd awfJiaTa navaai kol noXvdvdpiov avrSjv kyeipai,

doubtless a barrow or tump.

^ KUTcXaPe TTjv noXiv Koi rvpavvos kyivero ^(Kivovvt'iuv.

^ See vol. i. p. 297.
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affirming, that the joint defeat of Pentathlos and the Seli- chap, v.

nuntines was followed by the establishment of a tyranny

at Selinous, a tyranny which must have gone on alongside

of that of Phalaris.

In any case our next mention of Selinous, towards the

end of the same century, sets that city before us as again

under the rule of a tyrant. But this glimpse of Seli-

nuntine tyranny meets us quite casually in a story of far

more importance than any that touches Selinous only.

It comes as part of a story of a new attempt at Greek

colonization on Sicilian ground, the last attempt in Sicily

at colonization strictly so called on the part of any city of

old Greece. In the later years of the sixth century before Story of

Christ the tale of Pentathlos of Knidos seems to come over c. 510 b.c.

again in the tale of Dorieus of Sparta. And the tale of

Dorieus does not stand isolated like the tale of Pentathlos.

It is directly connected, both in the way of analogy and

in that of cause and effect, with later events both in Sicily

and beyond the bounds of Sicily. The strife between Its rela-

Greek and Phoenician which is now waged is the imme- great Car-^

diate forerunner of the ^reat strife between Greek and ^^^g^^'^^^
° wars.

Phoenician, between Greek and barbarian all over the

world, which begins to form the main subject of European

history only a few years later. It is in fact the first stage

of that long warfare which the Greeks of Sicily and their

helpers from old Greece waged as the share of Sicily in

the Eternal Question for ever debated between Europe and

her barbarian enemies. It is moreover the first piece of Narrative

Sicilian history for which we have, not indeed a con- dot^fet^^

temporary narrative, but an intelligible and trustworthy

narrative from the pen of one of the great masters of

history. It comes too from one who looked at the strife

between Greek and barbarian with an eye that was keen

indeed. Instead of scraps and doubtful tales patched up

from a hundred careless compilers, we are now admitted

G %
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CHAP. V. to follow a striking event in Sicilian story under the

guidance of Herodotus himself,

llelation of In this tale of the last attempt at fresh Greek settle-

Ddrieus^to Hient in Sicily, of the beginning of abiding strife with the

Pe^t-^
barbarian in Sicily, we see the story of Pentathlos

athlos. repeated. We again see a Herakleid coming to found

a settlement in that corner of Sicily which was held to

be the special inheritance of the sons of Herakles, but

which had now become the special preserve of barbarians.

And this time the leading motive of winning back the

lands of Herakles, of founding a new Herakleia, is put

forth far more prominently than it was in the former ease.

It is now put forth by a Herakleid of far loftier position

than the Knidian Pentathlos. The son of Herakles who

now steps forward is a Spartan of kingly birth, who seems

almost to forestall the series of princes from Sparta and

elsewhere who_, a hundred and fifty years later, came to

seek their fortunes in Sicily and Italy. But they, from

Archidamos onwards, came avowedly to defend the Greeks

against the attacks of barbarians who were too strong for

them. As yet such help to imperilled countrymen is not

called for. It is still deemed possible to found new Greek

cities on the Sicilian coast at the cost of barbarian owners ^.

Marriages The leader of the enterprise to the story of which

King^An^^we have now come is Dorieus, the son of that King
axandridas. Anaxandridas of Sparta the story of whose double

marriage is one of the most familar in Herodotus ^.

Kleoraenes Kleomenes, the eldest born of Anaxandridas, but the son

Sparta^ of his second wife, succeeds his father in the kingship of

491
Sparta, while the sons of the first wife, born after him,

Dorieus, Kleombrotos, and the more renowned Leonidas,

were left in a private station. Dorieus, high in the esteem of

all men at Sparta, and believing himself to be far fitter for

^ On tlie account in Justin, xix. i . 9, see Appendix VIII.

^ V. 39 et seqq.
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the kingly office than the frantic Kleomenes, had cherished chap. v.

hopes that he would have been acknowledged—in the strict

hereditary succession o£ Sparta we cannot say chosen

—

rather than his elder brother^. The question of legitimacy

on the part of Kleomenes does not seem to have been

raised ; the eldest by birth succeeded according to Spartan

law 2. Dorieus, grievously disappointed^ unwilling to live Dissatis-

in a city where Kleomenes was king ^, determined to seek
^^rieus^^

a home elsewhere. He gathered a company of Spartans^

and set forth to plant a colony. But he went through He neg-

none of the accustomed rites prescribed by Greek usage
consult the

for the planting of colonies. Spartan as he was^ he did oracle,

not even go to ask the will of Apollon at Delphoi ^ as to

the land which he should choose for his settlement. His His settle-

first scheme was a settlement in Libya ; thither he was
^

guided by men from the Spartan colony of Thera, metro- ^- 5i3 e.g.

polis of greater Kyrene. They led him to the mouth of

the river Kinyps ^, at a point between the two Syrtes, a

little to the east of the greater Leptis. The site, one of

remarkable beauty and richness^ was occupied at the cost of

the Libyan possessors. It was held for three years ; in the He is

third year the native tribes and their Phoenician neighbours -^y Cartha-

or masters ioined to drive out the intruders. Dorieus g^^'^^s

had now his first experience of the enmity of Carthage Libyans,

towards Hellas. He went back to Peloponnesos—it is not

^ Herod. V. 42 ; o Aojpuvs raii/ rjXiKojv ttolvtuv TrpwTos' e5 re kmcTTaTo

Kar' dv5paya6'ir]V avrbs OXQ'^^^V rrju fiaaiXrj'iqv.

^ lb. ; ol AaKeSaiixovioi xp^wpL^voi tw vopio), kar-qaavro PaaiXea rov Trpeff-

fivrarov KXcouevea. Pausanias (iii. 3. 10) looks more deeply into the Spartan

mind ; tuu fiev ditduaavro aKovres, KXeopevei 8e StSoaaiv Ik tojv vo/xcov npea-

^eia TTjV dpxqv.

^ lb. ; dcivov re irouviiivos ml ovk d^iajv viro KXeofieveos PacriXeveaOai.

Cf. the somewhat similar ease of Demaratos, vi. 67. So Pausanias, iii. 4. i

;

ov yap 'qve'ix^TO vnaKoveiv KXeofxevei pievojv kv AaKedaip,ovi.

* lb. ; oijTe to) kv AiXcpoTai XPV^'^VP^V XPV^^I^^^^^ ijvTiva yfjv KTiaojv

ir} ovT€ TTOiTjaas ovSkv tojv vopLi^oixkvojv.

^ lb.
;

dniKajxevos h Kivvna, oiKiae x^P^^ KaXXiarov twv Ai/Svajv vapd

TtorapLov.
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cHAp/v. said that he went back to Sparta—and there fell in with

an adviser who suggested an undertaking in quite another

region, but one where it was the fate of Dorieus to fall in

with the same enemies.

Pro- Collections of alleged prophecies attributed to seers of

mythical date are a marked feature in this age of Greek

history^. In the present story we come across the

prophecies of Laios of Thebes, the king who perished

by the hand of his son. Out of these prophecies a certain

Antichares of Eleon in Boiotia culled passages on the

strength of which he exhorted Dorieus^ eager as he doubt-

less was for a second enterprise^ to try his luck in Sicily.

Dorieus He was to try it in that special region of Sicily in which
bidden to

found Pentathlos had tried and had failed. He was to found

S^Sicily ^ a Sikeliot Herakleia. He was to found it in that corner

of the island which was the natural heritage of his house.

Pentathlos had tried his luck at Lilybaion ; Dorieus was

to make his attempt yet nearer to the rightful home of

Eryx to be a Herakleid. Eryx^ the special scene of the exploits of
the site.

^-j^^ wandering hero, had been chosen by him as his own

possession, and a right to it which could not be gainsayed

had passed on from him to his children. There Dorieus is

to found a colony which shall bear the name of Herakleia

after his deified forefather ^.

Beaiing of When we read this oracle said to have been addressed

the to D6rieus_, we regret that we hear nothing of any oracles

which may have been addressed to Pentathlos when he

^ We meet tbem constantly throughout Herodotus (cf. Aristoph. Knights,

"passim). Take for example the story of Onomakritos, who was banished

by the Peisistratids for interpolating the prophecies of Mousaios ; Herod,

vii. 6.

^ Herod, v. 43 ;
'AvTixapt]?, avr}p '"EXfuvios, avvi^ovXfvCi Ik tu)v Aatov

)(pr]ffiJ.ujv,'ilpaK\T]irjv TTjV kv 'SiKeklri kti^hv, (pas Trjv''EpvKOS X^PV^ irdaav

fivai 'HpaKXrj'ideojv, avrov 'HpanKios KTrjcrapievov. The words of Pausanias,

iii. 16. 4, are a good commentary; kaTaXrjCav Se ttji/ 'EpvKivrjv x<^P<^v vofxi-

^ovres TU)u diroyovcav tu/v 'HpaK\€ovs (ivai Kai ov fiap^apojv tSov kxovTcuv. He
goes on with the story of Herakles at Eryx.

on
legend of

Herakles
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was about to undertake the same enterprise. That is, we chap. v.

wish to know the stages by which the legend of the

exploit of Herakles at Eryx had grown up. Was it in

being before Pentathlos ? Was it devised in the interest

of Pentathlos ? Was Pentathlos as distinctly sent by

Apollon as Dorieus was, and was Dorieus sent to retrieve

the failure of Pentathlos ? Or was the enterprise of on the

-r-w • • 1 -IIP enterprise

Dorieus simply suggested, as an enterprise, by that of of Pent-

Pentathlos, but honoured by a divine sanction which

that of Pentathlos had not received ? In this last case

one would be tempted to think that the whole legend of

Herakles at Eryx may have grown up at this time, so

conveniently for the purposes of Dorieus. At all events The lease

of Eryx.
the singular point of law which made the possessors of

Eryx tenants-at-will of Herakles and his heirs, bound to

withdraw whenever a Herakleid should come to claim

his heritage, is likely to have now been heard of for the

first time ^.

However this may be, Dorieus, in setting out on his Dorieus

second enterprise, did not forget to begin his work with the oracle,

every becoming formality. He made his way to Delphoi,

and asked the mind of Apollon. Would he win the land

against which he was going ? The priestess, to judge

from a very short report of her answer, bade him go and

prosper; Apollon would deliver the heritage of Herakles

into the hand of his descendant. But we may suspect

that, if we had the answer of the god at greater length,

we should find it so worded that the prophetic credit of the

oracle should not be lessened by what actually followed ^.

^ See vol. i. pp. 209-211.

2 Herodotus (v. 43) says only ; Is AeX<l>ovs oix^to xPl'^o^evos tw xP^-

CTTrjpia), €t atpeei Itt' ^i^ areWcrai x^PV^' V HvOit) ol XP? alprjceiv. This

cannot be the answer in full
;
Apollon must have kept some loophole for

himself. Could the oracle have been so worded as to be fulfilled either by

D6rieus' alleged exploits at Sybaris or by the foundation of another

Herakleia by his follower Euryleon ?
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CHAP. V. As founder o£ an intended Lacedsemonian colony, Dori-

founders of
^^^^ With liim other leading Spartans as joint-founders.

Herakleia. We know the names of Thessalos, Paraibates, Keleon, and

Euryleon^. And he had a comrade, not of Spartan or

Lacedaemonian birth, whose story awakens a keener in-

Philippos terest than those of his Spartan colleagues. Philippos of

Kroton, city of wrestlers and physicians, was a wealthy

Hisrela- man and an Olympic victor. Renowned through the

Tgiys of Hellenic world as the model of manly beauty, he had
Sybans.

j^^^^^ promised the daughter of that mysterious Telys of

Sybaris who appears in different versions as demagogue,

His banish- tyrant, and king ^. This connexion with the rival city
'"^^^*

gave offence to his own citizens, and led to his flight or

banishment from Kroton. He seemingly went to Sybaris

to claim his bride. But the banished man was no longer

welcome to the ruler, and Philippos found another place of

He shares exile in distant Kyrene ^. Once in Libya, he threw in his

Libyan with the settlers by the Kinyps, and he now joined in

settlement
^^le Sicilian expedition of Dorieus. Even in banishment,

ot Dorieus. ^

Philippos must have kept no small wealth ; he sailed in a

trireme of his own, manned by a crew kept at his own

cost The fleet of Dorieus set forth. The usual course

' Herod. V. 43. The name Thessalos is one of that class, common in

Greece, of which our own Northman or Norman is a rare example in Eng-

land. But what is to be made of the mutilated passage in Pausanias,

iii. 16. 4? It stands thus in the new text; iovri de ojs kirl rds -nvXas [at

Sparta] airb tov Xnwvos XeiXcouos kanv -qpwov rov ffocpov vofii^Ofievov, Kal

'AOrjvaioov . . pcv rlhv ofxov Aojpiei tw 'Ava^avdp'idov aTaXevrojv es "XiKeXiav.

This has been commonly understood of a Spartan Athenaios, fellow to

Thessalos. It is a little hard to fancy the Athenians building a fjpZov at

Sparta to some Athenian comrade of Dorieus whose name is imperfect ; but

the words look like it.

^ On Telys see Appendix I. Just now Herodotus (v. 47) is quite

neutral ; ^IXnnros . . . apfxocrafjLCvos IrjXvos rov Xv^apiTeco Ovyarepa, ecpvye

KpOTOJVOS.

^ lb.
;
\p(va6eis rod yd/xov, oi'xfTO TrXeojj/ es Kvp-qvrjV.

* lb. ; 4« ravT-qs op/xeojfxevos avvianeTO oiKTj'iri re Tpirjpe'L Koi ohrjir) dvSpuiv

Sandvri.
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of navigation led him by the shores of the Greater Greece, chap. v.

into the neighbourhood of both the cities from which

Philippos had been turned away. He came at the moment Alleged

when Kroton and Sybaris were standing face to face in Doneus in

their last deadly struggle. The countrymen of Philippos
gy^bJ4Vnd

were marching to that great battle by the stream of Kroton.

Krathis which was followed by the sweeping from the
^

earth of the greatest and wealthiest of Hellenic cities ^. Did

Dorieus, coming at such a moment, having in his company

a man who had his grudge alike against the men of Kroton

and the men of Sybaris, but himself charged with a divine

commission for warfare of quite another kind, turn aside

to be the helper of either city, or did he forbear ?

The answers which seventy years later were given to Different

these questions on the spots most nearly concerned furnish at Sybaris

a strange example of the way in which utterly contra-
^^^^5^

dictory stories may be fervently believed on opposite sides,

if only a point of local honour is touched. To the vanished Sybarite

Sybarites, keeping on a feeble being in a few corners of

their old territory^, it was some slight comfort to believe that

it was not wholly beneath the arms of their hated neigh-

bours that they had fallen. It was a less shameful fate to

be overthrown by a prince of Sparta, a son of Herakles.

The version believed among the scattered Sybarites, and Share of

doubtless handed on to the settlers at Thourioi, told how theTver-"

Dorieus and his followers fought on the side of the men of ^^^^^.^^
^ Sybaris.

Kroton, and made their way along with them into conquered

^ On the fall of Sybaris see Diod. xii. 9, 10; Strabo, vi. i. 13, 14;

Grote, iv. 553 et seqq. I aiu not concerned with the details ; but the

stories about Milon and the Pythagoreans have a mythical sound. The
tale which Athenaios (xii. 21) quotes from Herakleides of Pontos, about

the overthrow of the tyranny of Telys, hardly agrees with the stories either

in Herodotus or in Diodoros. There was a frightful slaughter of his

followers, accompanied by many signs from the gods.

^ They were then, according to Herodotus (vi. 21), living at Laos and

Skidris, seemingly in the old Sybarite territory. Their fate somewhat later

is told by Diodoros, xii. 10.
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CHAP. V. Sybaris ^. At Kroton it was no less a point of honour to

believe that so great a victory was won wholly by Kroto-

His pre- niat valour. The presence o£ Dorieus was denied ; the

den^ied at ^^1^ which asserted it was confuted by convincing argu-
Kroton. ments. No stranger had any share in the work save only
The
prophet Kallias the prophet. He indeed, an Eleian of the divine

Kallias. stock of lamos had once attached himself to the cause of

the tyrant Telys. But when his skill told him that the

good will of the gods had passed away from Sybaris and

her lord, he had betaken himself to the help of happier

Kroton ^. Besides Kallias, no man of any city but their

Arguments own had stood in their ranks by Krathis Sybaris, to

sSes!^^ be sure, or Thourioi speaking in her name, had her argu-

ments also, and one which was either conclusive beyond

answer or else the most daring of falsehoods. By the dry

bed where Krathis had flowed on the day of battle—vic-

torious Kroton in after days turned his waters so as to run

over the site of Sybaris—there stood a temple of Athene

which Dorieus had reared to the goddess in memory of his

share in the battle and the victorious entry ^. We are not

* Herod, v. 44 ;
avaTpanviaOai re Im Xvfiapiv Acopiia koi crvv€\(Tv rrjv

^ It is almost needless to refer to the sixth Olympian ode of Pindar, and

to the train of adventures (120)

l£ ov TToXvKkeiTOv Kad' "EWavas yivos 'Iap,ibdv.

Truly Ka6'"E\\avas ; the ode witnesses to lamids at Syracuse, and here we

have them in Elis. Kallias may well have been, like Amphiaraos,

dpKpoTcpov fidvTis T d-yaOb^ koi bovpl fxdpvaadai.

If so, as an lamid, he would have been thoroughly in place as a comrade of

the Herakleid.

^ Herod, u. s.
;

irapd Tr)\vos tov 'SvPapiTecvv rvpavvov dnohpdvra diriKeaOai

napcL (xcpeas, knd re 01 rd ipd ov npoix'^P^^ XPV^'''^ Ovo/xevo} em KpuTCuva. See

Appendix I.

* lb. ;
KpoTOJVi'qTai ovdeva acplffi (paal ^eivov TrpocremXafifaOai tov trpbs

IBv^aphas iroKifiov, d fx^ KaW'irjV raiv 'lapudiojv fidvTiv 'UKeiov jxovvov.

KaW'irjs twv 'lafjudioiv is the same idiom as " Lorenzo de' " = dei

—

" Medici."

5 On the ^rjpbs KpdOis see the note of Grote, iv. 555. This agrees with

the statement of Strabo (vi, i. 13, where there is much about the river
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told the Krotoniat answer to this appeal to an existing chap. v.

monument. When Kroton argued that Dorieus could not

have helped her^ because she honoured Kallias and his de-

scendants and paid no honours to Dorieus the Sybarite

rejoinder would not have been hard. To a distant and un-

concerned critic it seems more likely that the Krotoniats

should, from whatever motive^ have denied a true, story

than that the Sybarites should have invented a tale which

had no grounds of fact at all. The religious mind of Sy- Cause of

baris held it for the strongest proof of all that Dorieus of D6rieus.

failed in his Sicilian enterprise. He, a son of Herakles,

sent by ApoUon to win back the heritage of Herakles,

could never have failed in so holy a work, unless he had

brought down divine vengeance on him by some sin against

the gods and their oracles. And Dorieus had so sinned ; Analogy of

he had sinned as the men of the Fourth Crusade sinned Crusade.^*^^

when they turned away to attack Zara and Constantinople.

He turned away from the errand on which the gods had

sent him, to fight against a Greek city which had done

him no wrong ^. Nor was Nemesis weaker then than she

was seventeen centuries later
;
Dorieus, traitor to his faith,

founded no Herakleia on Eryx or at its foot. Baldwin,

traitor to his faith, never saw Antioch or Jerusalem.

And, if he did reign in Constantinople, small joy had

he and his successors of the phantom empire which they

set up.

Whatever they did in Italy, Dorieus, Philippos, and Dorieus

their comrades, sailed on to do the work for which they western
Sicily.

Krathis) as to the turning of the stream, which Diod6ros (xii. lo) does

not mention, but which Herodotus here supplies.

^ The words (Herod, v. 45) are emphatic ; Kahoi d (TvveTreXdISeTo ye tov

"XvfiapiTiKOv iroXefjiov Aojpievs, SoOfjvai dv ol iroWairXdaia rj KaWiy.
^ lb. ; avTov Acopieos tov Odvarov fxaprvptov fxeyiarov Trouvvrai on irapd

rd ixefi,avTevfX€va Troiewv hucpOdprj. 6t yap 8^ irapiiTprj^e fj.r]dev, ctt' w 5e

kardXr} knoUe, eiAe dv Trjv 'EpvKivrjv X'^Pl^ kkojv Kariax'^, ov8' dv avros

T6 Kai Tf (TTpaTirj diecpOdpT],
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CHAP. V.

State of

Western
Sicily.

Position

of Eryx.

Action of

Segesta.

Relation of

the Ely-

mian towns
to Car-

thage.

were sent to Sicily, to win for tlie Herakleid and his com-

panions the special domain of Herakles. That means that

they went to win for Hellas that corner of Sicily from

which the life of Hellas had thus far been altogether shut

out. The western side of the island, the western part of

its northern side, was still as thoroughly barbarian as

when Pentathlos, with the men of Rhodes and Knidos,

had striven in vain to found a Hellenic settlement in that

stubborn stronghold of Canaan ^. The attempt of Dorieus

was not made in exactly the same quarter as that of Pent-

athlos. The Knidian Herakleid had tried to settle on

ground which was actually in Phoenician occupation, on

Lilybaion, over against the island stronghold of Motya.

The object of the Spartan was Eryx itself, the site of his

forefather's great exploit. And the enterprise of Dorieus,

bringing us yet nearer than that of Pentathlos to the holy

hill and to the land and water at its foot, makes us long

the more keenly for some knowledge of the exact state of

Eryx and of the parts of Sicily thereabouts at the time of

Dorieus"* coming. But we are simply told that he was with-

stood by the same enemies who had withstood Pentathlos,

the Phoenicians and the men of Segesta ^. The men of

Segesta were the enemies of Pentathlos, not only because

he was striving to plant a Greek colony on Lilybaion, but

because he had taken part with their enemies of Selinous

in warfare against themselves. Otherwise the enterprise of

Dorieus touched Segesta more nearly than the enterprise

of Pentathlos. A Greek colony on Lilybaion would have

threatened Elymian as well as Phoenician interests ; but the

colony of Dorieus was to be actually planted on Elymian

ground. We cannot say whether Eryx was at this time a

direct possession of Segesta or a separate Elymian com-

^ See vol. I. pp. 442, 588.

^ Herod, v. 46 ; kire'i re dmKovro iravTi aroXw Is t^v ^iKiX'irjv, aniOavov

y-^XV €0'(T(w^ei'T€y viro t6 ^oiv'iKOJV Kal 'EycaTaicuv.
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monwealth. We see that the relations o£ Segesta towards chxvp. v.

Carthage and her Sicilian dependencies—we may so speak

of them now with all certainty—were still, as in the

days of Pentathlos, friendly. As to any Carthaginian

supremacy over the Elymian towns in general^ as to any

special Phoenician influence in Eryx as distinguished from

Segesta^ we can as yet say nothing. The interests of all, Phoeni-

Phoenician and Elymian, were alike threatened by the Elymfaiis

schemes of Dorieus. Whatever were the actual relations at
^i^^^tened

that moment between Eryx and Carthage, the head of by Dorieus.

Phoenician cities could no more allow a Greek city at

Eryx than at Lilybaion. The Phoenicians, whether of

Sicily or of Africa, could afford to leave the Elymian

occupants of Eryx and Segesta to themselves, even though

they lay between the two Phoenician strongholds of Motya

and Panormos. Such neighbours in no way threatened

the supremacy of Carthage or the well-being of her de-

pendencies. A Greek settlement in any part of the bar-

barian corner would be quite another matter. An Hellenic

Eryx must have passed its whole life at daggers drawn

with the Phoenician towns on each side of ifc. Whether

the men of Eryx and Segesta were to Carthage simply

neighbours or allies or dependents, nay had they even been

at that moment enemies, Carthage could not allow any

settlement of Greeks to be made at their expense.

We are told nothing as to the exact site of the settle- Site of the

. , ^ . . included
ment which Dorieus now proposed to plant. Elymian settlement.

Eryx was the city on the mountain top, with the great

temple, by this time doubtless of Phoenician Ashtoreth,

crowning all. We are not directly told whether the Drepana

westernmost of the two sickles, the peninsula of Drepana, Eryx^
°

had yet become the haven of the hill city ^. What an Ely-

mian city might have done for itself we can only guess

;

but under any measure of Phoenician ascendency or even

^ See vol. i. p. 207.
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CHAP. V. Phoenician influence, such a site could never have been

neglected. We may feel sure that Drepana at this time

was already the haven of Eryx, a haven which, if not

actually in the hands of Phoenician masters, must assuredly

have been thronged by Phoenician merchants. To this day

an inviting site for this purpose, it must have been much

Changes in more SO then. We shall see from the description of Dre-
the coast.

^^^^ ^^^g nearly sixteen hundred years later ^ that the

peninsula was larger than it is now, that the town occupies

its isthmus, and that there were then fertile meadows

where the sea now dashes over rocks and small islands.

Such a site was yet more tempting than the island of

Syracuse or the peninsula of Naxos. It was more inde-

Herakleia pendent of the mainland. There, where now is Trapani,

the site of but on a wider expanse of ground than Trapani now
iapani.

covers, we may be sure that Dorieus designed to plant this

new Greek city. Such a city would have been a thorn

indeed in the side of Phoenician Motya; it would have

been even more threatening to Elymian Segesta. The

mountain city and its temple would abide, but they would

abide to new ends. The hill of Eryx would be the akro-

polis of the new Herakleia. The city to be founded would

look to the strong and holy place as the Corinth of the

days of Dorieus already looked up to the Akrokorinthos of

an earlier day.

Failure of But this was not to be. The barbarian corner of Sicily

of^Srieus. was never to be a land of free Greek commonwealths.

Like Panormos itself, Eryx was for a moment to obey a

Greek king, when the eagle of Molottis soared to his

The bar- fitting eyrie ^. Otherwise the barbarian corner was to

corner remain barbarian till Europe first won it abidingly by the

^ See the description of Trapani at the time of the Norman conquest

in Geoffrey Malaterra, iii. ii, to which I trust to come again in due

course.

^ See the Fragment of Diodoros (Bk. xxii) which records the taking of

Eryx by Pyrrhos.
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arms of Rome. It was to become again specially the bar- chap. v.

remains
barbarian.

barian corner under the second Semitic lords of Sicily, till

Roger came to do for ever what Dorieus failed to do

at all and what Pyrrhos did only for a moment. The

forces of Segesta and her Phoenician neighbours gathered,

doubtless under a Carthaginian leader, to drive back the

dangerous intruders. A battle was fought, doubtless Defeat and

somewhere by the foot of Eryx, and the descendant of Dorieus.

Herakles was overthrown and slain on the wrestling-

ground of his deified forefather. With Dorieus fell three

of his fellow-founders of the city which was never to be

founded. And with them fell Philippos, shall we say Death of

of Kroton or of Kyrene ? To him were given honours -^^'^^PP"^*

which fell to the lot of no other among his comrades. It Honours

shows the deep impression which manly beauty made on

the minds of barbarians as well as Greeks that the men of

Segesta—it must have been when they came to strip the

slain—were overcome by the majestic form, noble even in

death, of the victor of Olympia, most beautiful of all the

Greeks. How the other bodies fared, how the slain Hera-

kleid fared, we know not ; but for Philippos the men of

Segesta reared a tomb, and over his tomb they built a

chapel as for a hero. There they strove with sacrifices

to turn away the wrath that might fall on those who

had handed over such a form as his to the common lot

of men ^.

Of the four men who were to be the joint founders of

Herakleia, three, Thessalos,Paraibates, and Keleon, died with

Dorieus and Philippos. The fourth, Euryleon, like the sons

of the slain Pentathlos, gathered together the remnant of

^ Herod, v. 47 ; dia 5e to kavTov kolWos iveiKaro irapa 'EyeffTa'tcuv rd

ovSeis dkkos' km ydp tov Td(pov avrov rjpwLov Idpyaajxevoi, Ova'iyai avrov

iXdaKovrai. One is reminded of the effect of the personal appearance of

another Dorieus, him of Rhodes, on the Athenian people (Xen. Hell. i. 5.

19 ; Grote, viii. 218) ; but the tribute here is higher, as paid to a dead man,

and it is more distinctly a tribute to beauty as such.
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Enterprise

of Eury-
leon.

Peitha-

goras

tyrant of

Selinous,

Euryleon
at Min6a.

Overthrow
of Peitha-

goras.

the host. As in the earlier case^ something" was to come

of the expedition after all. And Euryleon seems to have

been more fully minded that something should come of it

than the sons of Pentathlos had been. These last had

begun to sail homewards, and they lighted on a home at

Lipara only by accident. Euryleon took the opposite

course to theirs. Unwilling* that nothing should come of

the enterprise, that no Herakleia at all should come into

being, he sailed southwards from Eryx, along the western

or barbarian face of the island, to seek his luck among the

Greek cities on its southern side. Selinous was then

under the rule of a tyrant named Peithagoras, against

whom the citizens were striving in arms. Euryleon joined

his forces with theirs, and it must have been with some

view to this campaign against the tyrant that he occupied

the Selinuntine outpost of Minoa, at the extreme eastern

point of the Selinuntine territory, at the mouth of the

river Halykos. The old landing-place of Minos and his

Cretans, the burial-place of the ancient master of the

seas^, now makes its appearance in authentic history.

By the joint efforts of the men of Selinous and of the

new settlers at Minoa Peithagoras was overthrown. But

it would seem that he was not overthrown without hard

fighting. In after days men read a sepulchral legend

which told of the men who quenched the flame of tyranny,

whom brazen Ares did to death before the gates of Seli-

nous 2. The tyrant was more easily got rid of than the

tyranny. Euryleon is said to have freed or helped to free

^ See vol. i. pp. 113, 497.

^ Herod, v. 46 ;
cvWa^obv St ovtos tt]s (rrpaTirjs tovs TrepiyevofA.€Vovs, ecrx^

Mivcjrjv TTjv 'XeXivovmojv dTToiKiTjV koi ovveXevOepov ^eXivova'iovs tov fj.ovvdp-

Xov JJeidayopeco. There seems to be no further account of this Peithagoras.

This is most likely the Selinuntine tyranny referred to by Plutarch,

Apophth. Lac. 'Apiyeojs, 2. A tomb at Selinous bore this inscription;

^fievvvvras ttotI rovade rvpavviSa x^^'^fos hprjs

et\€. ^eXivovvTOS 5' dfi<^i irvKais 'iOavov,
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the people of Selinous from the yoke of Peithagoras. But chap. v.

presently^ by what means we are not told^ he was able to

seize the tyranny for himself. His rule was but for a Tyranny-

short time j but it must have been specially oppressive, throw of

We know what Spartan harmosts were a hundred years or
^^^^y^^^^n.

so later ; a Spartan tyrant now mig-ht well prove worse

than a native. The people rose against Euryleon. He
sought shelter in the temple of Zeus of the Agora, within

the bounds of the earlier city on the hill above the sea

.But the holy place availed him not, and he was slain before

the altar ^.

With this our story ends, one more incidental glimpse of Later

the early history of Selinous. It is perhaps less important Minda or^

in what it tells us of Selinous itself than in what it
Herakleia.

tells us of the Selinuntine outpost of Minoa. Dorieus

had failed in his enterprise of founding a Herakleia at the

foot of Eryx. Euryleon had failed in his baser enterprise

of keeping an enslaved Selinous in his own hands. And
yet in some sort neither wholly failed. Euryleon did, in a

feebler way^ fulfil the mission of Dorieus. The promised

Herakleia did come into being, though not on the promised

site. It must have been at the time of its occupation by

Euryleon that Minoa took the name by which it is other-

wise known^ and to which its elder name became attached

as a kind of surname. Its history is for a long time frag-

mentary. In after days it passed into Carthaginian hands, b.c. 383.

and Herakleia became famous as the Headland of Melkart.

At the time when it was thus cut off from Hellas, it

appears as part of the territory of Akragas, and not, as

now, of that of Selinous^. But it had not to wait for

^ See vol. i. pp. 420, 428.

^ Herod, u. s. ; ot 70/) jxiv "X^Xivovaioi liravaaTavTis direKTeivav, mra-

(pvyovra km Ato? dyopalov ^ojjxov.

^ See the treaty between Dionysios and Carthage in Diod. xv. 17, where he

cedes to Carthage tt]v twv ^eXivowTicuv -noXiv re koli x^po-v mi t^s 'AKpayar-

VOL. II. H
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CHAP. V. those distant days before it again saw the presence of the

First over- race who had most Hkely first called it into being ^. For

Herakleia. ^be present all that we hear of the Herakleia of Euryleon

480
that^ at some unfixed time but seemingly not very long

after the time which we have reached^ the special enmity

of Carthage fell on it, and that it was for a season swept

away from the earth 2.

This undated overthrow of Herakleia seems to connect

itself with other events of which our accounts are no less

dark. In all likelihood it happened very soon after the

occupation of the place by Euryleon. It is to be noticed

that we hear nothing directly of Selinous till about thirty

Relations years after the expedition of Dorieus. But its relations to
of Selinous

i i i • i .

to Car- Carthage must have changed m some way durmg that
tbage.

time. At the later date Selinous appears as an ally of

Carthage against the other Hellenic cities of Sicily. It

plays_, or is expected to play, the part which Servia played

It becomes against Christendom on the day of Nikopolis. Such a

ginian de- relation between Greek and barbarian surely implies some
pendency,

yfctorious advance on the part of Carthage, which had

brought the western bulwark of Hellenic Sicily into some

measure of dependence on the Phoenician. We hear too,

vaguely enough it is true, of warfare waged specially to

War be- avenge the death of Dorieus, warfare by which the Sikeliot
tween Car- • • • i i i* j j i • i i?

thage and cities m general were saved irom clangers on the side 01

S^diot^™
Carthage, dangers which could be said to have threatened

B^c. 510- their very being ^. We have no means of exactly fixing

a single date or detail ; but something took place between

Carthage and the Greek power which was now rising to

480.

rivTjs ixixpi tov 'AXvkov. That is to say, a district which Herodotus covnt?

for Selinuntine must then have been Akragantine.

^ See vol. i. pp. 113, 415, 496, 562.

^ See Appendix VIII.

^ See Herod, vii. 158, and Appendix VIII.
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ascendency in Sicily^ something" which could be looked on chap. v.

as touching the interests of Hellenic life in all its seats.

For it led to embassies from Sicily to the cities of old

Greece, asking for help against the common enemy of all

Greeks everywhere. No help came from old Greece. Sparta Refusal of

cared not to avenge the blood of Dorieus on the barbarians
; sp^taT

she cared not to save Sikeliot cities from falling under the

barbarian yoke. The Phoenician advance was checked by

Sikeliot valour only. Such is the story which we are told,

certainly in a most vague and allusive shape^ but by an

authority which cannot be lightly cast aside. It is hard to

escape the conclusion that some warfare between Carthage

and the Greeks of Sicily went on after the death of D6-

rieusj warfare which helps to connect his enterprise, as the

first act in our long tale, our tale of

" Graecia barbariae lento collisa duello,"

with the later and greater act of the same drama which

forms a main epoch in our story. It was surely in this War to

war, the war in which the defenders of Greek Sicily pro- ^^^efus.

claimed vengeance for Dorieus as their watchword, that

Selinous became a dependency of Carthage and that the

newly named Herakleia w^as destroyed. This must be the Claims of

warfare in which the famous Gelon, lord of Syracuse, is

made to claim the first place for himself, and which must

in any case have been carried on by a power in whose

doings Gelon had a share. This war with Carthage, ob-

scurely recorded, but clearly of no small moment, bridges

over, as far as strife with the barbarian is concerned, the

space between the enterprise of Dorieus, followed by victory

on the part of Carthage, and the enterprise of Hamilkar,

followed by victory on the part of Hellas.

The power which we can thus dimly see in the character Origin of

of Hellenic and European champion, the power which, menid

when it was wielded by Gelon and had its seat at Syra- P^^®^-

cuse, became a mighty power indeed, had its beginnings

H 2,
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CHAP. V. under other lords and in another spot. It was a power

whicli gradually made its way to the first place in Sicily,

a power which came to rule over so large a part of Sicily

that its masters could, with some exaggeration, be spoken

of as lords of the whole island ^. Towards the end of the

sixth century before Christ, most of the Sikehot cities

were ruled by tyrants or by single rulers of some kind.

Of Selinous just at this moment we cannot speak, and the

question of her internal government is of less interest than

the question when and how she entered into her peculiar

relation to Carthage. Syracuse, busy with her political

disputes, did not in this age produce a tyrant of her own

Tyrants in stock. But we hear of tyrants at Gela, at Akragas, at

cities. Himera, at Leontinoi, and of a lord of Zankle who perhaps

was not a tyrant ^. And we shall presently see a sight in

those days more unexpected, but which is but the first

example of a large class, that of an Italian ruler bringing

Sicilian soil under his dominion ^. Anaxilas of Rhegion is

a memorable name in Sicilian history; Theron of Akragas

Kise of is more memorable still ; but the earliest in date and the
gojants at

^y.^^^^^^ extent of the Sikeliot powers of the beginning
B-c- 505- of the fifth century before Christ had its first rise at Gela.

Translated to Syracuse, that power was to have no small

share in the great strife of West and East. Whatever

may have been the exact course of events immediately after

the death of Dorieus, it is certain that a lord of Gela

and Syracuse presently was called to be the victorious

champion of Hellas against the Semitic invader.

^ Gelon is dpxcuy 2t/ceAtas in Herod, vii. 157.

* See Herod, vi. 23 and Appendix I.

^ See vol. i. p. 24.
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CHAP. V.

§ 3. The Beginnings of the Dehiomenid Dynasty.

B.C. 505-480.

The dynasty of which we have now to speak is that of The Deino-

which Syracuse was the seat in the first time of Syracusan

splendour. It is that which is made famous by the re-

nowned names of Gelon and Hieron^ by the laureate odes

of Pindar_, and by the purer glory of the great salvation

of Hellas at Himera. But, as the first foundations of

this power were not laid at Syracuse^ so neither were

those who laid them forefathers of the men who made

Syracuse for the first time the head of Sicily. The

beginning of the dynasty of which the greatest name is

Gel6n_, was not the work of Gelon or his house, and the

place of its beginning was not Syracuse but Gela. Of the Internal

history of that city between its foundation and the time Qela^^

which we have now reached we know but little. One

event only has been recorded in an incidental way Avhich

shows us that Gela, like other cities^ had its internal strug-

gles. In one of these, at the date of which we can only Secession

guess^ the defeated party were driven from the city_, and rLn^^^*^^'

established themselves at Maktorion^ on the hills above

Gela ^
. Were these, like the men who fled from Syracuse

to Kasmenai, the few yielding to the numbers of the many ?

Or were they the many yielding to the wealth and mili-

tary practice of the few ? Did they, like the Roman jplels^

secede of their own accord to become themselves the old

citizens of a new commonwealth ? Or was it merely a case

of a banished gens, like the Syracusan Milytids ^ ? Who-

ever the seceders were, those who were left in the city

wished for them back again. This, according to our

Roman precedent, might be taken as a sign that it was a

^ Herod, vii, 153 ; I? Ma«Twp/oi' rroXiv rrjv virep TeX-qs oiKrjixivqv 'dtpvyov

drapes TiXojwv, iffaojOevres oraai. On Maktorion see vol. i. p. 409.

^ See above, p. 24, and vol. i. p. 41 1.
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secession o£ the commons. But as to tlie going forth of

the seceders to Maktorion we may guess for ever ; it is the

story of their coming back to Gela which concerns us on

more sides than one.

The means by which the men who had left Gela were

brought back, vaguely as they are described, are instructive

as an illustration of Greek religion. The malecontents

yielded neither to force of arms nor yet to eloquence or

strength of argument
;

they were brought back by an

appeal to their devotional feelings which for us needs a

hierophant indeed. There was in Gela a citizen named

Telines of Tclines, who traced his descent from one of the first settlers

at Gela. His forefather came, not from Rhodes or Crete,
Gela;

his but from the small island of Telos in the Karpathian sea,
descent,

^^^^ Triopian promontory^. We are told by Hero-

Ms pos- dotus, who clearly writes with bated breath on so awful a

pacred subjcct, that Tclines was possessed of certain mysterious
things.

visible symbols of the powers beneath the earth which

were deemed to be of wonder-working power. Of their

nature he tells us nothing, and he distinctly disclaims

all knowledge of the way in which Telines became pos-

sessed of them^. Modern scholars have seen in these

powers below the earth no other than the patron goddesses

of Sicily, Demeter and Persephone themselves. They have

connected them with the dark hints which we have about

the sanctuary on the Triopian headland, and have supposed

that they were brought thence by the original settlers from

whom Telines was descended ^. But nothing fresh seems

^ Herod, vii. 153 ; TeXcvvos irpoyovos, oltcrjTOjp (wv TiXrjs [al. 6 Iv TlXrf],

kKVTjTOV TtjXov TTjs knl TpiOTTiq} K€i/j.evr]s' bs KTi^ofievrj^ riKr]s vvd \ivUoov re raiv

tK 'Pobov Kai 'AvTicprjfxov, ovK kKdcpO-q. Some special meaning would seem

to lurk in these last words. The whole story is most remarkable, both

for what Herodotus tells us and for what he does not tell us.

^ lb. ; q6(v 6e avra eXafie ^ auro? (KTrjcraro tovto ovk e'x'" direiv.

^ So Boeckh's note on the Scholiast on Pindar, Pyth. ii. 27 ;
Aeivofieuovs

[a mistake for Telines] 70^ vleis dalv ot irepl tov 'Upuva tov to, Upa €K

TpioTTov rfj$ Kapias eis ^iKcX'iav KOfxiaavTos. On the temple there, see
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to have been brought to light as to the nature of the objects chap. v.

themselves or as to the way in which they exercised their

strange influence. Telines himself is described as a man

hardly designed by nature for any great exploit, not famous

for valour or enterprise, but weak, it would seem, in body and

feeble in spirit ^. But he had a weapon above all weapons The mis-

in the mystic objects which he held at his command. Of TdHngs.

the manner of using them we hear nothing ; but such was

the trust placed in them by Telines and his fellow-citizens

that he was sent alone, without the help of any military

force, to win back, by these ghostly arms only, the

men who had seceded to Maktorion 2. He undertook the

task on condition that he and his descendants should be

acknowledged by the commonwealth as the public and

hereditary hierophants of the powers of whom he was

already the personal servant. He went, and he succeeded Return

on his errand. We long to hear the details of his mis- seceders.

sion; but we know only that his ministry charmed the

seceders back again. The schism in the body politic of Priesthood

Gela was healed, and Telines and his descendants continued

to enjoy the honours and profits of their hereditary priest-

hood ^. After how many years we know not, we come, in

the last decade of the sixth century before Christ, to our

first ascertained date in Geloan history. Whatever was

the cause or nature of the secession to Maktorion, the

Herod, i. 144, but Telos is not mentioned in connexion with it. Mr.

Lloyd (Hist, of Sicily, 291 et seqq.) goes deeper into many matters than

I can follow him. Grote has what to me is a more instructive note at vol.

V. p. 279. If these objects were sacred things of Demeter brought from

Greek Asia, in what relation did they stand to the worship of Henna?
^ Herod, vii. 153 ; ra Toiavra yap epya ov irpbs tov drravros dv5pds

vevopiKa ylvfcrOai, d\ka irpos ^VXV'^ '''^ dyaOris Koi pwp.r]s dvSprj'irjs. 6 Se

Xiyerai irpos t^j 'XmeXlrjs tojv o'lKrjTopwv rd vnivavria tovtojv vecpvKevai

6ri\v5pirjs t€ koi fiaXaKajrepos dvrjp.

^ lb. ; TovTovs [the seceders to Maktorion] 6 TrjXivTji Karriyaye ks TeKrjv,

tXO)v ovSepiav dvhpSiv dvvafxiy, dAA' Ipa tovtwv [twv x^oi/iW] Oeuiv.

^ Herod, u. s.
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CHAP. V. aristocratic party in Gela_, the party most likely of the

Gela an
citizens, either kept or won back their power. But

oligarchy. ^ ^

the earliest event in the story of the city which can be

assigned to a given year marks the year of their fall.

B.C. 505. We now hear of Gela under a ruler named Kleandros,

Kleandros SOU of Pantares^ who is reckoned among those tyrants who

GelaT* ^^^^ power by the earliest of many paths^ the overthrow

B- c. 55. of ^Y^Q oligarchy ^. After a reign of seven years, he was slain

His death, by a man of Gela named Sabyllos ; but the stroke that was

thus dealt destroyed only the tyrant and not the tyranny.

Hippo- The power which Kleandros had held passed^ perhaps after

succeeds, some Opposition ^, to his brother Hippokrates_, of whom we
B.C. 498. }iave a more distinct picture^. Lord of Gela, never lord of

Syracuse, he was the first of that long line of Sikeliot tyrants

Hippo- of whom Syracuse became the special home. These were
krates and , i • j x xi • xi i x*

his sue- rulers who aimed at something more than despotic power
cessors. ^^^^ their own cities. They clearly sought to set up a great

dominion, over all Sicily, if it so might be, but at least over

as large a part of it as they could bring under their power.

His aims. Such an ambition, aiming at a dominion over Greeks and

barbarians alike, might do something to raise the tyrant

Difference nearer to the level of a king. We here see one marked

Sicily and difference between old Greece and the Greek settlements

old Greece,
gigg^i^grg^ man, not Kleomenes himself, could have

even dreamed of spreading his power as king or tyrant over

all Greece or over all Peloponnesos. In Sicily such an

ambition might seem not wholly unreasonable ; and though

it never was actually carried out, ruler after ruler was able

^ For the date and the death of Kleandros see Herod, vii. 154. He
appears in Aristotle (Pol. v. 12) along with Panaitios, among the over-

throwers of oligarchies. His father Pantares, an Olympic victor, seems

to be commemorated in the wonderful inscription in Rolil, Inscriptiones

Antiquissim*, p. 117.

^ See below, p. 1 23.

^ 'AvaXa/xfidvei rrju ^iovvapxiT]v 'iTnroKpaTtjs, says Herodotus. His rule

directly after is Tvpavvis.
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to take not a few steps towards it. The ambition of chap. v.

Hippokrates was of the same kind as that of Agatho-

kles, of Dionysios, of his own immediate successor Gelon.

Thoug-h Hippokrates never was lord of Syracuse^ it is

with him that the line of the lords of Syracuse begins.

The schemes of Hippokrates were wide^ and it may be Probable

that_, like his successors, he was able to cover them with o/nippo^^

pretexts_, and more than pretexts_, worthier than could be Urates,

made use of by any tyrant of old Greece. The dim hints

which are all that we have of the warfare which Greek

Sicily waged to avenge the death of Dorieus and to drive

back Phoenician advance may suggest that in that strife

Hippokrates was the leader ^. Of his rule within the walls

of Gela we hear nothing ; we cannot say whether he be-

longed to the worse or to the better class of tyrants. We
only know, what does not prove much, that the men of

Gela had no wish that his power should become hereditary.

Hippokrates sought in all quarters for means to carry out

his designs. He was ably served by Greek otiicers, not His officers

always natives of Gela. Among them was an Ainesidamos,
cenari^es^

possibly of the great house of the Emmenids of Akragas,

but who, if so, was not ashamed to serve the tyrant of his

metropolis. Our slight mention of him casually shows us Personal

that service about the person of the tyrant, the place of

spearman in his immediate body-guard, might be, like

service under Teutonic kings, a path to high promotion ^.

^ See above, p. 98, and Appendix VITI.

^ Herod, vii. 154; Alvqaidinxov tov TlaraiKov os Sopvcpopos 'Ittito-

Kpareos. It seems to be taken for granted that this Ainesidamos is

the same as the father of Theron (Herod, vii. 163), But, according to

the Scholiast on Pindar (01. ii. 82), that Ainesidamos was the son of

Emmenides, and one might fancy that this one was marked as the son

of Pataikos to be distinguished from him. But he must have been a man
of some importance to be mentioned at all and to be coupled, as he is, with

Gelon.
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CHAP. V. Hippokrates also hired Sikel mercenaries', and with his

mixed force, Greek and barbarian, he went forth to make
Conquests conquests at the cost of both Greeks and barbarians. He

krates. brought many Greek cities under his power; he warred

against Sikel towns with Sikels in his army; if he did pro-

claim himself the champion of Hellas against the barbarian

he sought for help from old Greece in so holy a crusade,

but sought in vain 2. At all events, he established for

himself a great dominion among the Greek cities of eastern

Naxos and Sicilv. Naxos, eldest of Sikeliot cities, came under his
Kalbpohs.

. .

power; so did her colony Kallipolis^. Of the circum-

stances of these conquests and of the political state of

these towns before the conquest we know nothing ; nor do

we know in what relation they were made to stand to the

His ruling power at Gela. But in some cases, where Hippo-

krates found power in the hands of a single man, he seems

to have found that it best suited his purpose to admit the

existing ruler to the relation of vassalage or dependent

at Leon- alliance. Such was most likely the case with Leontinoi,

then ruled by a tyrant named Ainesidemos, a different

person, we may suppose, from the officer of that name in

at Zankle. his own service Such was certainly the case with

Zanklc, where Hippokrates appears very distinctly as the

overlord. But the story of Zankle at this time is of

such interest in itself, and it brings so many parts of

the world into our view at once, that we must halt

a while in the list of the victories of Hippokrates to

take in more clearly the state of the two cities which

^ See the story in Polyainos, v. 6, to which we shall come again.

^ See Appendix VIIL
^ Herod., u. s. On Kallipolis, see vol. i. p. 379.

* Pausanias (v. 22. 7) describes an offering at Olympia set up by certain

Leontines, one of whom was named Ainesidemos, and adds ; bv dWov riva

Aipear'iSrjfxov Soko) Kal ov rbv Tvpavvrjaavra €ivai Aeovrivajv. Was this the

father of Theron ? Was either the son of Pataikos or the son of Emmenides

set up as tyrant of Leontinoi by Hippokrates? The name is spelled differ-

ently, at least in our texts, by Herodotus and by Pausanias.
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watch the two sides of the strait which parts Sicily from chap. v.

Italy.

Our Sicilian story has thus far had little to do with the

affairs of the neighbouring peninsula. We have seen the

laws of the Katanaian Charondas adopted by some of the

Italiot cities and we have seen the Krotoniat Philippos

come into Sicily to die below Eryx ^. But we have not as

yet seen any active interference in the affairs of either land

on the part of the commonwealths or rulers of the other.

But in the early years of the fifth century before Christ, Connexion

the years of the ascendency of Gela under Hippokrates Zankle and

and for a good while longer, we find a close relation in war I^^^^gion.

and peace between Rhegion on the one side of the strait

and Zankle on the other. The connexion was of old

standing ; Zankle was held to have had some hand in the

settlement of Rhegion ^. This relation at last grew into

the subjection of both cities to one ruler, and him a man

of Rhegion and not of Zankle. Anaxilas now ruled in Anaxilas of

Rhegion. He was, we are told, one of a privileged order of

Messenian descent which held the chief place in Rhegion

But he had taken up, like Panaitios and Kleandros, the part

of a popular leader, and he had in that character put his own

single power as tyrant in the place of the oligarchy among

whom he was but one among many. Ambitious and

unscrupulous, he had, early in his reign, cast his eye across

the narrow sea to the city at the foot of the hills, with

her sickle-like peninsula guarding her landlocked haven.

Anaxilas was at war with Skythes lord of Zankle, the War

only Sikeliot ruler of these times on whom the name of AnaSlas

kinp" is bestowed by a historian who does not use words at , ^^
^

Skythes of

random ^. We do not know the ground of this quarrel, Zankle.

B. c. 493.

^ See above, p. 61. ^ See above, p. 95.

^ See vol. i. p. 586. * See Appendix IX.

^ See Appendix I.
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Persian

advance
in Asia.

Fall of

Miletos.

B.C. 494.

Samos
under
Aiakes.

Proposed
migration

to Sardinia.

B.C. 545.

Dionysios

of Phokaia,

but it presently becomes connected with greater events in

the history of Sicily and o£ the world.

For the days which we have now reached are the

days o£ barbarian advance alike in the older and the newer

Hellenic world. We shall presently see the barbarian

powers of East and West strive by one united effort to

crush the life of Hellas alike in Sicily and in old Greece.

We are all but on the eve of Marathon; we are almost

within sight of Salamis and Himera. The Persian^ lord

of the recovered Greek cities of Asia, is spreading his

rule over the islands of the ^gean and planting his

dependent tyrannies among them. In the very year in

which Anaxilas rose to power in Rhegion_, Miletos^ greatest

city of Hellas on Asiatic ground_, fell before the barbarian

arms, and its captive citizens were planted as settlers far

away by the banks of Tigris^. Samos was handed over

to its native tyrant Aiakes; but its chief citizens would

not be slaves to him and to the Medes^. They sought

homes in some other land, and that land could not fail to

be a Western one. Long before, when the troubles of the

Asiatic lonians were only beginning, it had been suggested

to them to move in a body to Sardinia ^. We may doubt

whether such a plantation would have raised Hellenic

Sardinia to the level of Hellenic Sicily; but the experiment

of a Hellenic Sardinia was never tried. This time Sicily

itself was opened to them. Dionysios of Phokaia, the

corsair of Panhellenic sympathies, taking with him the

^ Herod, v. 20.

lb. vi. 14, 22
;

'Safxlcov roial tl 'ixovai rb fxev Is tovs Mrjdovs Ik tojv

OTpaTtjywv Tuiv a(peTipojv TroirjOtv ovSa/xu/s ^pecKe. Here Herodotus speaks,

according to the fashion of his day, of Medes," where his own practice

was to say " Persians." In the words which presently follow, es airoiKL-qv

eKuXeeiv fnjbe fiivovras M-qSoicfi re nal Atd/cei" Sovkeveiv, one seems to hear

the words of a formal resolution. So Thucydides, who commonly speaks

of " Medes," uses the word "Persian" in i. 16, for an obvious reason.

Modern translators of both authors cai-efully get rid of these ca,reful

distinctions. ^ Herod, i. 170.
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last remnant of the fleet o£ free Ionia, had sailed from lost chap. v.

Asia to free Sicily. There he had made some unnamed

Sicilian haven the centre of adventurous voyages, in which

he freely made a prey of Phoenicians and Tyrrhenians, but

did no harm to any brother Greek ^. His presence may Proposed

well have suggested the thought, it may well have been IJf^the

actually his own proposal that the whole body of the ^^^^^^

lonians of Asia should establish themselves in Sicily.

It was the king of Zankle by whom this thought was Invitation

put into a definite shape ^. Skythes sent envoys to Asia
^^y*^^^^-

inviting the Ionian body to come and form one settle-

ment, one great Ionian city, on that northern coast of

Sicily where Hellas had as yet made so few settlements.

Between Himera and the Zanklaian outpost of Mylai

were many sites on which a new Greek city might well

arise. One specially fitting spot, then in Sikel possession,

the modern Marina di Caronia between Cefalii and Patti,

bore the inviting name of the Fair Shore Kale AMe\ Kale Akte.

Herod, vi. 17 ; Aiovvaios 6 ^ojKaevs . . . enXcoe Is '2,iKi\lr}V' dpixeaj/jifvos be

evOevrev, Xrjiarrjs icaTearrjKee, 'EWrjvojy ^iku ovdevos, Kapx^^ovicuv h\ kol

Tvparjvaiv.

2 See Holm, G. S. i. 198.

^ It is plain that, unless Herodotus strangely forgot in one place what he

had said in another, this Skythes, king or tyrant of Zankle, cannot be the

same person as Skythes, father of Kadmos of Kos spoken of in vii. 163.

Nor does it really prove anything that Skythes of Zankle in one place (vi. 24)

and Kadmos in the other are botli praised for the same virtue of hiicaioavvrj.

Yet there is something, perhaps the oddness of the name Skythes, which

puts the two together in one's mind. And the fact that Skythes of Zankle,

when set free from prison in Sicily, at once flees to Asia (vi. 24), dimly

suggests some connexion with Eastern parts. See Bunbury, Diet. Biog.,

art. Scythes.

* Herod, vi. 22
;
Za-yKXaToi 01 dirb 'ZiKeKlrjs rbv avrbv xpoz/oi/ tovtov Tre'yu-

irovres I? Trjv ^Icov'irjv dyyeXovs, kneKakfovTo tovs "lojvas ks KaA^j/ 'AKTrju,

PovXofXivoi avToOi ttoXiv Kriaai 'lajvcuv. f] 5e 'KaXrj avrrj
'

Kktti KaXeo/xevr],

effTi fxtv 'SitKeXSjv, rrpbs de Tvpcrrjvirji' rerpapLpivq ttjs Si/ceAt?;?. Mark how

Herodotvis, doubtless after the settlement by Ducetius, speaks of Kale Akte

as Sikel. It is a little perverse to translate " in the country of the

Sicilians" but one joins none the less in the translator's wonder at the

commentator who confounded Kale Akte and Zankld.
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Calacta^ came to have a history, a specially Sikel history,

in later times; it is as yet memorable only as the spot

where the great Ionian settlement in Sicily was not

planted. There Skythes invited the whole Ionian body to

fix themselves ; but the more part of them chose bondage

in their native land rather than freedom so far away.

Only the discontented of Samos and a small remnant of

Milesian exiles who had escaped Persian transplantation

set forth on the enterprise ^ And with them went a

single man from another Greek island whose name and

story make us wish to hear more of him. Kadmos son of

Skythes had been tyrant of Kos. He had not raised

himself to power; he had inherited the lordship of the

island, a flourishing and undisputed dominion, from his

father. No revolt at home, no invasion from abroad_, had

threatened his power
;
but, like Lydiadas in days to come,

he felt that tyranny was an evil thing. Of his own sense

of right, he laid down his power ; he gave back freedom to

his people, and—we are not told why—sought a home for

himself elsewhere ^. Such is the portrait of Kadmos, the

one Dorian, as far as we can see, who took part in the

enterprise. If that enterprise had been carried out on the

scale which Skythes of Zankle had proposed, it must have

seriously affected the relations of the Ionian and Dorian

cities in the later course of Sicilian history.

Never was a man more disappointed in a well-meant

scheme, never did a man more thoroughly receive hatred

for his good will, than the king or tyrant of Zankle. The

^ Herod, vi. 22 ; tovtojv ovv eiriKaXeoixivoiv, ol '^dfiioi ^ovvoi twv 'Iwvcov

koTaX-qaav , avv Se acpi MiXtjctIqjv ol €Kir€(p€vy6Tes.

^ This story of Kadmos (KdSfxos 6 ^KvOeoj, avrjp Kcuos) is told incidentally

by Herodotus in another place (vii. 164), where he has to say something

more of him personally; 6 5e Kddfios ovtos, irpuTepov tovtwv TrapaSe^dfievos

napa irarpus r-qv rvpavviha KcLojv eu fiePrjKVLav, eKoiv re elvai Kal Seivov

eiTi6vTos ovdevbs, dWd dnb dimioovvtjs, Is fxiaov K(^oi(Xi fcaraOels ttJv dpxv^,
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men to whom lie offered a Sicilian home were indeed to chap. v.

find one ; bnt they were not to find it at Kale Akte, "they

were not to find it at the cost of barbarians. The Samians

and Milesians and the ex-tyrant of Kos had gone as far in

their voyage as the Italian Lokroi. There a message came

to them from the lord of Rhegion. Skythes, with the Skythes

whole force of Zankle^ was at that moment besieging a sike?war.*

Sikel town, snrely with some view to the proposed Greek

settlement ^. Anaxilas seized on the coming of the Samians Anaxilas

as a chance for striking a blow at the Zanklaians and their to the^

^

prince, and that by the hands of others. He told the new- ^amians
r ^ to seize

comers to think no more of their settlement at Kale Akte, Zankle.

where they would have to found a new city. There

was a ready-made city waiting for them, of which they

had only to take possession. Through the absence of

Skythes and his army—most likely in the service of the

Samians themselves—the town of Zankle was undefended

;

they had nothing to do but to march in ^. They took the

hint; they were guilty of the first of those treacherous

occupations of cities which are so common in Sicilian

history, and to which both the town which now was

Zankle and Rhegion itself seem to have been specially

exposed. Worse than Campanians or Mamertines, these

Greeks fleeing from barbarian bondage felt no scruple at a

deed from which barbarians might have shrunk. The men They seize

whom Skythes had invited in all friendship, in all Pan-

hellenic good will, were not ashamed to seize upon his

city in his absence. We know not what protests were

uttered by the righteous man from Kos ; at any rate he

did not refuse to take his share in the settlement which

^ Herod, vi. 23; 'Xn^iioi Ko^i^opievoi Is 'S.iKiXi-qv, kyivovro h AofcpoTai roiai

'Evi^ecpvpioKTi, Koc Za-yKXaToi, avroi re koI b Paai\€vs avrSjv to) ovvofxa

^Kvdr}s, irepieKaTeaTO voXiv tuiv StaeAcDf, k^eXetv ^ovKonevoi.

^ lb.
;

cvjx/xi^as roicri ^afiioicri, dvaireiOei ws XP^^^ ^'h KaX^v fxev 'AfCTT]V

ctt' rjv eirXiov kdv xP-ipnv, rr]V ZdyKXrjv cx'^^v, eovaav eprjfxov dvdpafy.
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cHAP.v. was now made^. Zankle was seized and occupied^. The
Skythes news readied Skythes and his army while engaged in their
c^iis on
Hippo- Sikel warfare

;
they marched back to recover their homes,

and Skythes called on his powerful ally the lord of Gela to

come to his help ^.

Action of Hippokrates came at the head of an army, and found

krates as Skythes and the Zanklaians in their own territory, but
overloid.

^^^^f, Q^^j^ of their own city. He acts distinctly as over-

lord, but as an overlord whose sense of duty towards his

dependents was not very strict In his eyes Skythes was

an officer who had failed in his charge ; he had lost a city

in which Hippokrates had an interest. For such neglect

Skytlies
^
he must pay the penalty. He and his brother Pythogenes

at Inykon. Were accordingly sent as prisoners to Inykon ^, ancient

city of Kokalos. It was a distant prison, far nearer to

Akragas than to Zankle, nearer most likely than to

Gela. It is not likely to have been part of the im-

mediate dominion of Hippokrates; but the thought is

suggested that he may have had the same kind of influence

^ Herod, vii. 164 ;
fxera laplcuv ecrx^ re koi /caroiitrjcre woXiv ZdyKXtju.

^ lb. vi. 23 ;
TTdOofxevajv Se rwv Xafjiicuv, «ai <yyovTo:v rfjv ZdyKXrjv.

So Thucydides, vi. 4 ; vtto ^OyuiW «ai dXXoJv 'lojvav kKmirrovaiv, 01 Mrjdovs

<pevyoVTes vpoaefiaXov 'XiKcXia. Aristotle (Pol, v. 2. ll) has a somewhat

different story; ZajKXaToi de 'Safxiovs v-node^cifxevoi k^ivecroi' Kalavro'i. Grote

(v. 284) truly says ;
" his brief notice is not to be set against the perspicuous

narrative of Herodotus." It is just the difference which is likely to be

between one who is diiectly telling the story and one who simply catches

at it as an illustration.

^ Herod, vi. 23 ; kneKaXeovro 'InrroKpaTea, rov TeX-qs jvpavvov rjv yap S-fj

ffcpi ovTos GvpLjxaxos.

* The word av/jL/jiaxos naturally takes in both parties to an unequal

alliance. But the relation of superior and dependent is, as Grote (v. 283)

truly says, marked in Hippokrates' treatment of Skythes.

^ Herod, u. s.
;
tavOrjv piev rov jxovvapxov rZv ZayfcXalojv, diro^aXovTa

rrjv TToXiv, 6 'iTTTTOfcpaTrjs TTf^drjaas, Koi rov dSeXcpebv avrov livOoyiv^a, Is

"ivvKov TToXtv d-irimp.\pe. It illustrates the carelessness of the later writers

that ^lian (Var. Hist. viii. 17), telling the story of Skythes almost in the

words of Herodotus, calls him 'S.itvO-qs 6 'IvvkTvos o twv ZayKXa'iajv fxovapxos.

He saw the word "Ivvkov in his book, and that was enough. On Inykon, see

vol. i. pp. 118, 495, 496.
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with those who then held the rule of Akragas which chap. v.

his successors had some years later. If so, a spot so far

away from his own city may have been thought a safer

prison-house for the deposed lord of Zankle.

Having thus got rid of Skythes^ Hippokrates had no

thought of supporting or avenging the rest of the Zan-

klaians against the men who had done them so great and so

treacherous a wrong. Hippokrates deemed that his interests Hippo-

lay the other way, in making terms with the Samian in- treaty

traders. A treaty was made, and confirmed by oath on
g^J^j^^^

both sides ^. The Samians were to keep the city; but they

were to give up to Hippokrates half the moveable property,

goods and slaves, within the walls. Under the head of slaves

we must doubtless understand both the slaves whom the

Samians had found in the city, and such of the unwarlike

population of Zankle as they had made slaves of for them-

selves 2. Outside the walls all that could be taken away

was to be the spoil of Hippokrates, his wages or bribe for

the favour which he had shown to the actual possessors of

Zankle ^. Among this booty was the Zanklaian army who The Zan-

had come back with Skythes. We hear nothing of any aimyniade

resistance on the part of men who, one would have thought, ^^^^^^^

would have fought to the death against the fate which was krates.

actually in store for them. The mass of the Zanklaians

were made slaves ; three hundred of the chief among them

^ Herod, u. s. ; roi/y Se Xoiirovs ZayK\a'iovs, KoivoXoyrjadfxtvos roTai 'Safiioicri,

Kai opKovs bovs KOL 5€^d/x(vos TrpoeSojKe. Elsewhere (vii. 154) Herodotus

speaks of Hippokrates as besieging Zankle among other towns
;

woXiop-

KeovTOS 'lTrnoKpa.T€OS KaWnroKiras t6 ml Na^toi/s ual ZayKXaiovs re koi

AeovTivovs. In the story of his present dealings with Zankle we fail to see

any siege. But Herodotus may have written laxly, or it may have been

by a siege that Hippokrates first gained the overlordship over Skythes

which he seems here to exercise.

^ Who these were would depend a good deal on the question whether

the new-comers had brought women with them. The Samians were not un-

likely to have done so, but hardly the Milesians.

' Herod, u. s,
;

piiados Se 01 dprjixlvoi oSe vnb twv 2a/itcuj'.

VOL. II. I
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CHAP. V. were given up by Hippokrates to the Samians to be put

to death. He could hardly have had any personal spite

against them. The slaughter must have been designed on

some ground of policy. It may have been because the

leading men^ who might be able to find friends to ransom

them, might some day disturb the state of things agreed on

The between Hippokrates and the Samians^. The Samians,
Samians

i i •

refuse to though not ovcr-scrupulous, were not ready to go this

tlTe^three
leiig'^h- They had turned the men of Zankle out of their

hundred city; but they did not feel called on to murder them as

klaians. well ^. The lives of the three hundred were spared ; but

Skythes we do not hear what became of them. Skythes, by some

Darms! means or other, escaped from his prison at Inykon. He
made his way to Himera, where he took ship for Asia, and

went straight to the court of the Great King. Darius was

used to such visitors; but he pronounced Skj^tlies to be

the most righteous of all the Greeks who had ever come

up to him. For, unlike Demokedes of Kroton, when

Skythes had by the King's leave gone once more to Sicily

on some errand, he came back again to Persia^. There

he lived to a great age, and died in all honour*.

The Samians who had seized on Zankle thus refused to

sink to the yet lower depth of baseness which Hippokrates

had proposed to them. We are not told whether they

thereby drew on themselves the wrath and vengeance of

the lord of Gela. It is certain that they did by some

^ This is Grote's probable suggestion, v. 284.

^ Herod, vii. 154; tovs Se Kopv(paiovs avrujv rpirjKOOiovs eSajfce Tolai

Xafiloiai Karaofpa^ai' ov fxev roi 01 ye 'Saixioi liroirjaav ravra.

* The contrast with Demokedes—the part of his story that concerns us

comes in Herod, iii. 126-7—not made by Herodotus here, is made by

^lian, Var. Hist. viii. 17; Aapeios vn\p avrov \_Ar]p.oKrjSovs] <p\avpojs

eXeyev, dnarecova Xiyojv Kai avOpwirov Kafciarov. Of Skythes Herodotus says;

Kai fiiv Ivofii^e AapHos irdvTajv dudpa/v diKaiuraTov elvai oaoi €K rij^'EWctdos nap'

koovTovdviPrjaav. Mark that 'EWds here takes in Sicily, which in the seventh

book it does not. One would like to know on what errand he went into Sicily.

* Herod, u. s.
;
yrjpai jxiya oK^ios kaiv eTeKevrrjcre ev Ilepar]cn.
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means or other draw on themselves the ill will of the lord chap. v.

of Rheerion, the man who had stirred them up to their first J^®

.

, . .
Samians

wrong-doing. At some unfixed time during the next turned out

seventeen years, Anaxilas found that it suited his purposes b^."^^^^^"

to drive the Samian population out of the city which he
^^^^

might in some sort be said to have given them. He planted gg settles

Zankle afresh with a mixed multitude of inhabitants, of ^/-nkle

atresn and
whom we are not even told whether all were Greek. But keeps it.

he kept the dominion of the town in his own hands, and

reigned in his later years as tyrant both of Rhegion and

of Zankle. For the first time but not the last, a lord of

the Italian mainland ruled on Sicilian ground ^. Accord- Change of

ing to one statement, of the highest authority and yet Messana.

perhaps not absolutely decisive, he changed the name of

the town from Zankle to Messana. The motive assigned

is a singular one. Anaxilas gave to the city the name of

the land of his remote forefathers in Peloponnesos. It Question

is perhaps more likely that the name really belongs to a

later time, when it might have been bestowed on the city

by settlers direct from the Peloponnesian Messene ^. In

either case the name goes along with that of the Sicilian

Euboia ^ as the name of a land transferred to a town. The Use of the

Sicilian Messana, it must be remembered, was the oldest
"uiaaiivr}.

city of the name. It was not till the next century that a

city so called arose in Peloponnesos. It is hard to find

a parallel in modern colonial nomenclature. More than

one town in the United States bears the name, not of an

English town, but of an English shire or other district.

Cleveland in Ohio is so far a parallel to the Sicilian Euboia

and Messana. But to make the parallel with Messana

exact, a new town of Cleveland ought to arise in the

Northumbrian district of that name.

The action of Hippokrates towards Zankle had brought

^ See vol. i. p. 24. ^ See Appendix IX. ^ See vol. i. p. 380.

I 2
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CHAP. V. him in a plentiful booty at the expense of humanity and

good faith. The sale of his captives and of the rest of his

spoils went doubtless to fill the hoard whence came the

pay of the tyrant^s mercenaries. At their head he went on

Design of conquering. The great object of his ambition was to win

Sat6s on Syracuse. It is hard to say what was the exact state of

Syracuse, ^-^^j. ^^^y |}jjg xnoment. Not long after we see the

Was his banished Gamoroi at Kasmenai ^; but it is not clear whether

thT^a-^ the war waged by Hippokrates against Syracuse was waged

witMhTde
^g"^^^^^ them in the last days of their power or against the

mocracy? democracy which stepped into their place. In the former

case the result of the war may have been among the occa-

Battle of sions of their fall. The Syracusans were defeated in a

ros. battle by the river Heloros. So much we read in plain

B. c. 492. pj.Qge 2^ jj^ gongs which told the praises of victors in

Chroniios?^ the Sikyonian games_, a youthful warrior, Chromios son of

Agesidamos, fighting in the Geloan ranks, was said to

have won, by the steep and rocky banks of the stream, by

the ford of Ares, fame no meaner than Hektor had won
Scene of by the banks of Skamandros ^. The site of this battle

of the Heloros can hardly be where the Helorine Tempe,

too wide to be so called, are crossed by the bridges,

old and new, of the Helorine way^. We must look

further inland, and a spot which better answers the

poet^s description may be found where the stream is

crossed by the road leading westward between the modern

towns of Noto and Rossolino. Here, most likely, Hip-

pokrates, with Gelon and Chromios in his army, over-

threw the forces of the city where Gelon was presently

to reign with Chromios as his chosen friend and kins-

man.

^ See above, p. 39.

^ Herod, vii. 154 ;
^vprjKovaiovs . . . pi-o.xV ^(TffcuOivTas knl irorafxcfi 'E\dtpa).

^ See Appendix X.
* See above, p. 18.
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The victor of the Heloros now made his way into the chap. v.

road which took its name from the river which was the "Victory

Hippo-
scene of his victory. That road led him straight to the krates.

Polichna, the outpost of Syracuse on the west side of the

harbour, where the columns of Olympian Zeus still look

down upon the hollow way. First of a crowd of invaders Hippo-

whose coming those hoary columns have outlived, Hippo- the^oiym-

krates pitched his camp in or near the holy place ^. But P^^^^"-

he carefully abstained from any damage to the temple or

its ornaments. We are at this point privileged to see the

inner workings of the mind of a tyrant. By keeping his

hands clean from sacrilege, the lord of Gela hoped to make

the best of both worlds. Engaged in so great a warfare,

he would avoid drawing on himself the wrath of the gods,

and he would fain win for himself a good reputation

among men. Above all, he would fain win a good reputa-

tion within the walls of Syracuse, and so lead the people

to look more favourably on him than on their actual

rulers ^. If we can trust such an isolated story as this. Were the

we might think that this war was waged while the in^^sses-

Gamoroi were still in possession, but when their power was ^^^^

'

already threatened by discontents on the part of the ex-

cluded people. And Hippokrates did something more

than himself abstain from sacrilege ; he proclaimed himself

^ This comes from a fragment of the tenth book of Diodoros
;
'ImTOKpdTrjs

6 TeXwoJV TOVS ^vpaKovcriovs vcvikijkws KaTcaTpaTonidevaev ds to tov Aids

Upov.

^ lb. ; auTos Se tSjv dvaOripidTCov dnecrx^TO, (piXodo^rjcrai Oekuv Koi vofJiiCoiV

ScTv TOV TrjKiKovTov kiravaipovfjievov iroKe/xov fjirjOlu k^ajxapTaueiv ds to Ohov

a/jia vofii^oiv din0dWiiv tovs vpoeaTcvTas tcuv kv 'Svpaicovaais irpayfxdTOjv

vpos rd irXrjOr}, Sid to dofcdv avTovs irXeoveKTiKOJS, d\K' ov Stjixotikws ovd' laojs

dpx_civ. If one could be quite sure that this curious setting forth of motives

came from Antiochos or even from Philistos, we might safely say that

the driving out of the Gamoroi came later than this war. But would not

either of them have spoken more distinctly of the Gamoroi, and not

vaguely of oi vpoeaTcljTes twv kv 'SvpaKovcrais irpayfxdTcov ? Hippokrates

may have tried to raise a feeling against the magistrates of the new

democracy.
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CHAP. V. as the avenger of that crime, on those above all in whom
Alleged ^jj^t crime was most sinful. The story goes that the
sacrilege of _

./ o

the priest invader found several Syracusans, and among them the
of Zeus.

ppigg^ of lY^Q temple, engaged in carrying off the golden

offerings, above all the robe of Zeus himself, thickly

wrought with gold^. The pious wrath of Hippokrates

was kindled ; but we only hear that he threatened the

robbers of the holy things and bade them go back into

the city 2. What became of their spoil is not recorded.

One would like to hear the other side of this story from

the mouth of the priest of Zeus. One is a little reminded

of the orders that went forth from Henry the Eighth and

the first Lord Russell to try—and hang—Abbot Whiting

for robbing the plate of Glastonbury.

Syracuse in after days outlived the encampment of

several enemies on or near the Olympieion. But the first

appearance of an enemy so close at her gates seems to have

Mediation brought her very near to overthrow or bondage. She was

and Kor- saved by the stepping in of mediators whose unselfish work
^y^' illustrates the brightest side of Greek political life. Syra-

cuse had a metropolis to which she did not stand in the

same relation in which Kamarina stood to herself, a metro-

polis which, not claiming to be a mistress, was all the

more truly a mother. She had a sister who could forget

bitter enmities with the head of the household to join in

stretching out her hand to save its threatened member.

The daughter-city was saved by the help of her mother

and her sister. This is the first act in a long tale of

kindly intercourse between Syracuse and her mother

Corinth. It is also one of the much rarer cases of the like

^ Died. X. ; KariXaP^ de avrbv rbv Upea Koi tojv ^vpaKovaicuv rivas KaOai-

povvras avadrniara xpvaa koi [xaXiara Ifxariov tov Aids irfpiaipov/xevovs l/c

iroWov KareaKevaa/xevov xP^<^*oi;.

^ lb. ; TOVTOis piv kmTrkrj^as d)s Upoavkois, eKeXevcrev dneXOtiv els tt]v

TToXlV.
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good will being shown to her by her twin-sister Korkyra. chap. v.

Only once again did Corinth and Korkyra step in together

to bring about any end on Sicilian soil ^. It is not easy

to see why Hippokrates, victor at the Heloros^ eager for the

conquest oi* Syracuse^ holding his camp by one of her most

venerated sanctuaries, did not make the most of his victory.

It seems strange that he did not push on to the coveted Peace

city, but allowed time for negotiations with distant powers. Syracuse

But, as the tale is told to us, Syracuse was delivered from ^^F'
' ^ pokrates.

her danger by a treaty concluded under the joint mediation

of Corinth and Korkyra ^. Syracuse was spared by Hippo-

krates, and the captives taken at the Heloros were restored.

But it was only on condition of the cession of a valuable

piece of Syracusan territory. The site of the rebellious Cession of

Kamarina, swept from the earth by wrathful Syracuse as

the punishment of her rebellion was ceded to the lord

of Gela*. With it, we may suppose, passed the whole

territory of Kamarina as far as the boundary stream of

Hyrminos ^. By this loss of territory Syracuse was not

wholly cut off from that southern sea for a hold on which

she had so long striven, but her hold on it was made far

weaker. Kamarina, once her outpost against Gela, now

became an outpost of Gela against her. In the hands Kamarina

of Hippokrates the site of Kamarina no longer remained by Hippo

-

desolate. It became again an inhabited town, no doubt a k^^^®^-

1 Plut. Tim. 8.

^ Herod, vii. 154 ;
^vprjfcovcrwvs Se KoplvOioi Kal KepKvpaToi Ippvcravro.

Never did one more hopelessly wish for details.

^ See above, p. 37.

* Herod, u. s.
;

kppvoavTo ovtoi, km roiaSe KaraWd^avres, en' wre

'InnoKpaTei Kafjiapivav 'XvpijKovaiovs irapaSovvai, 1,vpy\Kovaio}v Se riv Kafx.apiua

TO dpxaiov. Thucydides (vi. 5) mentions the cession of Kamarina and

adds the release of the prisoners ; but he says nothing about the mediation
;

Xpoi'a) 'IvTTOKpaTqs varepov TiXas Tvpavvos, \vTpa dvSpuv "XvpaKoaicuv aixnaKij-

Tojv KaPuiv rrjv yrjv Kanapivaioov.

^ See above, p. 37.
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CHAP. V. dependency o£ Gela and her master ^. The renewed city

had many ups and downs in store for her. Kamarina was

before long to perish again and to rise again ; but in all

the changes of Sicilian history she never again became an

outpost or a dependency of a Syracusan commonwealth.

Sikel wars The last years of Hippokrates were spent in enlarging

kr^^s,^° his dominions at the expense of the Sikels. At some time

after the restoration of Kamarina, he is said to have

planned an enterprise against the inland Sikel town of

Ergetium. This place lay among the hills somewhat

east of the modern Aidone, nearly west from Catania

and south-west from Castrogiovanni^ by the river known

as Fiume delle Gahelle. But Hippokrates had some diffi-

culty in carrying out his plan^ inasmuch as among his

Sikel mercenaries were many from Ergetium itself. Still

a tyrant was never lacking in resources and was seldom

His deal- troubled by scruples. Hippokrates showed the greatest

the men of favour to the mercenaries from Ergetium; he honoured
Ergetium.

jjjg j^gg^ soldiers, and gave them higher pay and

a greater share of plunder than the rest ^. His service

became popular in Ergetium ; all the military population

flocked to his banners and left Ergetium itself defenceless.

By a trick on his march he contrived to isolate his

Ergetine troops at a disadvantage ^. He then sent horse-

men to occupy the town; he next by a herald declared

war against Ergetium^ a ceremony which he seems to have

thought justified him in any dealings towards the men of

that town. At a given signal the men of Gela and of

^ Thuc. vi. 5 ; avros olKiarrj^ ycvouevo^ KarwKKTC Ka/xapivav.

^ Polyainos, v. 6 ; oaovs 'Epyerivovs efx^ jxicrOofpopovs, to tois evefiev del

rrjs to v\hov /xepos /cat fxiaO v. fiei^ovas, vireptnaivwv avrbs ws irpoOvfio-

TciTovs Kot pLaXiara xapi^opifvo^.

^ lb. ; CTrei he direcppdxOrjffav irpbs rais paxiais tojv KVfj.dTOjv ot 'Epyerivot.

This sounds as if it came from some minute local account, which would

have said whereabouts on the coast this happened, which Polyainos

refuses to tell us.
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restored Kamarina—the latter doubtless eager to do the chap. v.

bidding of their founder—fell upon the Ergetine soldiers

and slaughtered them all ^.

This tale, though coming from a late writer, can hardly niustra-

be sheer invention, and it curiously illustrates the way in Q^eek^

which a purely formal religion found means to excuse any J^eligion.

baseness. Hippokrates'' solemn declaration of war against

his own soldiers is of a piece with the oath of the founders

of Lokroi, the oath that was to be kept as long as they

stood on this earth and had heads on their shoulders^.

And we know from better authority that Hippokrates was Hippo-

waging war against Sikels in nearly the same quarter of ^ege^of the

Sicily up to the last moment of his life. He died while geraian
^ H)'bla.

he was engaged in a campaign against Hybla^ that is jjjg death.

the Least Hybla, the Heraian Hybla, the town at the^-^'^^^i-

meeting of the rocky combes^ the Lower Ragusa of modern

days^. His deeds show us to what a depth of cruel

treachery a Greek tyrant could sink. Even without

bringing in this last story of the Ergetine mercenaries, it

would be hard to find a blacker pie e of wickedness than

the treatment of the king and people of Zankle by the

tyrant of Gela. Hippokrates was doubtless honoured at

Kamarina ; his victories may have won him some measure

of good will at Gela ; but the men of his own city seem-

ingly grew weary of his rule. When his vigorous hand Gela

was taken away by death^ they would have no more of his ackliow-^

house. A tyrant always made his power hereditary if he

^ Polyainos, v. 6 ; koi tov /crjpvfea iroXejxov av oTs irpocnrHv eKe\€vffe Kal

avv$r}pLa TfXcvois Kal Kajxapivaiois eSco/ce Krdvuv dSecDs 'Epyerivovs airavTas.

The special mention of Kamarinaians looks as if the anecdote-monger had

got the story from some trustworthy source, perhaps Antiochos.

The declaration ofwar sounds like the Spartan declaration of war against

the Helots.

^ Polybios, V. 6.

^ Herod, vii. 155 ; ws Se kol 'ImroKpaTea, rvpavvivaavTa 'iaa erca tS)

dSeA^ea) K\€a.v8pa>, KareXaPe dnodaveiv vpbs iroKi "t^Xri, aTparevadnevov km
Tovs "SiKeXovs. On Hybla, see vol. i. pp. 162, 517.
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CHAP. V. could, and the sons of Hippokrates, Eukleides and Klean-

dros, looked on the lordship of Gela as their right. They

were seemingly young or feeble^, not able to act without

a protector. The Geloans would have none of them ; for

a moment Gela was again a free commonwealth^. The

oligarchy which the elder Kleandros had swept away could

hardly have been set up again. Gela doubtless became

a democracy, but a democracy which was very soon to

yield to the renewed rule of one.

Historic The place of Hippokrates is now taken by a far more

GelOn!^
^ memorable man, Gelon the son of Deinomenes. He is the

first man in Sicilian history of whom we can get a distinct

personal idea. Tyrant^ perhaps king, lord of many cities,

coming nearer to being lord of Sicily than any man before

him, destroyer here, founder there, founder above all of

that enlarged Syracuse which so far outstripped the ancient

city on the Island, but before all things, champion of Hellas

His mixed and Europe against Canaan and Africa, Gelon did great
character,

^.j^-^^g both for good and for evil ; but he left behind him

a memory in which the good thrust the evil out of sight.

He came of a stock honourable, and even holy, among the

His citizens of Gela. He was the descendant, we are not told

from l^ow many generations, of that Telines who had won
Telmes. ^^^^ seceders at Maktorion by the mysterious rites

of the powers beneath the earth ^. He was himself

doubtless clothed with the same ghostly ofiice as his fore-

father; but in Greek ideas the ministry of the gods did

nob shut a man out from the fullest share in the toils and

honours of government and warfare. Gelon was one of

four brothers, sons of Deinomenes. The story went that

his father consulted the Pythian oracle as to the fates of

^ Herod, vii. 155 ; roicn 'YmroKpaTeos vaial EvKKdSr) re nal KXedvSpa) ov

fiovXofxivajv rwv voXirjTeaiv Kar-qKoojv en eivai.

^ lb. 154. See above, p. loa.
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his children. He got for answer that three of them, chap. v.

Gelon, Hieron, and Thrasyboulos, should all in their turn Oracle to

be tyrants. In what city they were to rule does not come Deino-

into the story, nor do we hear whether anything was fore-

told as to the lot of the fourth brother Polyzelos. When
the sons of Deinomenes were young at Gela_, their father

certainly did not picture them to himself as lords of Syra-

cuse. But to the loyal citizen of a Greek commonwealth

the prospect of his sons being tyrants anywhere was not

pleasing; Deinomenes expostulated with Apollon on the

doom to which he had sentenced his house ^. Whether he

kept the prophecy hidden from those who were concerned

we are not told.

Our first distinct mention of Gelon sets him before us,

along with a comrade called Ainesidamos son of Pataikos,

one of the tyrant^s body-guard, as a soldier winning

eminent distinction in the wars of the earlier tyrants.

We cherish a hope that he may have borne a part in

warfare against the Phoenician^. It is more certain that,

on the death of Kleandros, something happened, some-

thing in which both Gelon and Ainesidamos took a part,

which commended Gelon to the special favour of the

Geloan people. Presently the valiant deeds of Gelon,

combined with the popular good will, raised him to the

chief command of the cavalry of Hippokrates ^. In that

character he was foremost in every struggle against

Greeks and Sikels. As leader of the Geloan horse, he He com-

played no small part in the battle which Hippokrates ^valry!^^

waged against Syracuse by the banks of Heloros. In

that fight he most likely noticed the valour of the young

Chromios, whom we find attached to his fortunes, and

to whom he gave his sister in marriage*. With his

^ The story is told by Plutarch, Pyth. Or. 19.

^ See above, p. 98, and Appendix YIII.
^ See Appendix XI. * See Appendix X.
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CHAP. V. comrade Ainesidamos he seems to have been on friendly

terms ; but Gelon had the start o£ him in an enterprise

Gelon and which was framed in the minds of both. Each of these

" favoured officers of Hippokrates sought to succeed to the

dominion of their master; but what Ainesidamos simply-

dreamed of Gelon won by an unscrupulous use of both

Gelon craft and force ^. When Gela refused to receive the sons
vmclGrfcO/kcs

the cause o£ Hippokrates as her lords, Gelon^ commander of the late

of Hippo- ^ ruler^s cavalry, put on the character of a Mayor of the

krates. Palace. He proclaimed himself the guardian and defender

of Eukleides and Kleandros, and made war on the revolted

He eeizes city in their name. At the head, we may suppose, of the

at^Gela. '^.mercenary forces of the late tyrant, helped perhaps by
^•c.^gi.

banished partisans of the tyranny, Gelon overcame the

citizens in battle, and, once in possession of the city, he

put aside the sons of Hippokrates and openly seized the

supreme power for himself ^.

Estimate of A modern reader, on hearing such a story as this, is

tilC SrC t

tempted to think first of the seeming wrong done to

Eukleides and Kleandros. He is tempted to look upon

them as lawful princes, deprived of their rights by a dis-

^ This seems implied in the story told by Aristotle (Rhet. i. 12) ; uonep

Xkyirai Alvea'iSrjfxos TiKojvi -neixxpaL KOTrdPeia avdpairohicraiiiva} . . . on

fcpOaacv, <jjs Kai auros fJieWcov. Some name has clearly dropped out after

dvdpaTToSiaafjLevq}. One can hardly fail to supply T(\av. Perha,ps dvSpa-

iroSi^opLai is hai'dly the word to express Gelon's occupation of Gela ; but it is

hard to conceive in what later exploit of Gelon's Ainesidamos could have

thought of forestalling him, while the scheme of succeeding Hippokrates

might easily suggest itself to two of his officers.

^ Herod, vii. 155 ; o FeXcov, rSi Xuycv npiajpeajv ToTcri 'liriroKpaTeos vaiai . .

rZ (pyo), djs Ittc/c drTjae fJ-^XV '''^^ T^Kwcav, 'qpx^ avros, diroaTep-qaas tovs

'iTTTTo/fpaTcos vaiSa . The date is fixed by Dionysios, vii. i, and Pausanias,

vi. 9. 4. It is clear that, as Clinton a d Grote (v. 286) say, Pausanias got

hold of the date of Gelon's occupation of Gela and transferred it to his

occupation of Syracuse.

It is singular, as Grote points out, that Dionysios of Halikarnassos

(vii. i), while blaming those who confounded Gel6n and Dionysios, him-

self fell into the blunder of mistaking Gelon for a brother of Hippo-

krates.
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graceful trick o£ their own officer. And no doubt the chap. v.

conduct of Gelon, seen from the point of view of the sons

of Hippokrates^ was base enough. But we should re-

member that his real crime was done, not against the sons

of Hippokrates, but against the people of Gela. The sons

of Hippokrates, sons of a tyrant, had no hereditary right

to dominion in Gela, and the people of Gela had refused

to receive them. Then their own citizen Gelon wages Gel6n's

a civil war against them, under pretence of establishing agTinst the

others in an unlawful power, but really with the object of ^^j^^^"

winning the unlawful power for himself. The splendour

of Gelon^s position in the history of the world must not

blind us to the means by which he rose to power at Gela

and elsewhere. Those means were certainly not worse

than those commonly employed by Greek tyrants, but they

were in no way better, except that we nowhere hear of any

actual massacre of his doing. We must remember further

that Gelon, a born Geloan, not only overthrew the freedom

which his native city had just won back, but sadly lessened

the position of Gela in Sicily and in the world. He found

her the first of Sikehot cities ; he took that position from

her and gave it to another.

With the dominion of Hippokrates in Gela, Gelon seems Gelon

to have inherited his external dominion over so many Gefa!*

^

towns, Greek and barbarian, in short over nearly all

eastern Sicily except the territory of Syracuse. As lord

of Gela he reigned for six years, and, while still described His

as a man of Gela, he dedicated his offering of a chariot offerino\

to Zeus of Olympia ^. If we are to infer from this that

^ The evidence for this is very curious. It comes from the passage of

Pausanias just referred to. The offering was made in the seventy-third

Olympiad (B.C. 488-485); kmypaix/xa filv 5rj kariu avraj TeKojva Aeivo-

ficvovs dvaOiii/ai TcKaiov. Pausanias argues that this must have been some

other Gelon, son of some other Deinomenes, for that Geldn, in the seventy-

third Olympiad, would have called himself a Syracusan. That is, Pausanias

has made the mistake in the date mentioned in the last note.
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CHAP. V. Gelon forestalled the Olympic victories of Hieron^ he found

no Simonides or Pindar to sing his praises. Presently a

greater prize than Gela and than all the dominions of Hip-

pokrates offered itself to him. Syracuse was the one city

which Hippokrates had striven to seize, and had failed in

his striving. What Hippokrates had not done was to be

State of the work of Gelon. However we arrange the dates of the

Syracuse, internal and external events of Syracusan history, what-

ever party we take to have been in power at the time of

the war with Hippokrates, by this time at least Syracuse

The Ga- was a democracy. The Gamoroi were in their exile at

Kasme^nai. Kasmenai. There they seem to have established a com-

monwealth in opposition to that of Syracuse; or rather,

in their eyes, the true Syracusan commonwealth was now

at Kasmenai. They were like the Athenian democrats

at Samos when the city had revolted from them^, or

like the Athenian oligarchs when Eleusis became a separate

commonwealth in the hands of the partisans of the Thirty 2.

Of the condition of things within the walls of Syracuse

The first we have no certain account. A single vague allusion of

denfocracy. Aristotle seems to speak of the new democracy, the first

democracy, by that name, in Syracuse, as unruly and

disorderly ^ ; but that is the common way of speaking of

all democracies among those who stand aloof from practical

politics. Yet it is easy to believe that an excluded class

who had suddenly sprung to power, strengthened by

emancipated villains or bondmen who were not even

Greeks, would not at once learn to conduct the affairs of

^ Thuc. viii. 76 ; ov Sef dOvfJ-eiv on fj ttoKis airaiv dcpicTTrjKe.

2 Xen. Hell. ii. 24.

^ Arist. Pol. V. 2. 6 ; kv rdis hrjixoKpaTiais ol eviropoi KaTa([>povTjcravT(s t^s

dra^las Koi dvapx'ioLS, oiov koX kv &r]^ais /xctcL TTjV kv Oiyocpvrois fJ-dxrjv kokus

TToXiTevo/xevcuv 17 drffioKparia hu<pddpr] teal 17 Mc^apeW di' dra^'iav teal diap^ictv

^TTtjOevTOJv, KOI kv "XvpaKovffais npo Trjs rkXojuos TvpavviSos. This is clearly

a hasty reference, not thought out with much care. Still I cannot follow

Grote's note in vol. v. p. 286. I cannot think that Aristotle has confounded

Gelon and Dionysios.
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the new commonwealtli with quite such regard to rule chap. v.

and order as the democracy of Athens under Perikles or

that of Achaia under Aratos. It is hard in all ages to

persuade those who are not themselves put to the trial that

the virtues of freemen can be gained only by the practice

of freedom.

What followed is told us only in the fewest words. The The

banished Gamoroi craved help from Gelon ; he engaged to ask help

lead them back from Kasmenai to Syracuse. When he

drew near to the city, the new democracy at once sub- Submis.4on

mitted, and Gelon became lord of Syracuse ^. Whatever
^use"^'^

were the details of the process, with whatever objects or

motives any other person or party acted^ we may be sure

that to become lord of Syracuse by any means that came

in his way was the one object in the mind of Gelon. The

banished oligarchs would catch at any chance of restoration

to home and power, and Gelon would be glad to support

oligarchs against democrats or democrats against oligarchs,

if by either course he was brought nearer to obtaining

a dominion over both. Neither oligarchs nor democrats Motives of

could really wish to submit to the tyrant of another city
; cuLn^^^"

but either party might hold such submission to be a less P^^^ie^-

evil than submission to the rule of the other party. In

this state of things it is not very wonderful if Gelon

undertook the restoration of the Gamoroi, and if the people

of Syracuse submitted to him without resistance. That

they submitted thus easily implies that Gelon came against

Syracuse with an overwhelming force^ the force of all the

cities under his rule, his mercenaries Greek and barbarian,

all strengthened by the Syracusan oligarchs and any force

that was at their disposal. Against such a power resist-

ance on the part of a single city might seem hopeless. But

^ Herod, vii. 155 ; tovs yafxopovs . . . TeXcov Karayayuv tovtovs Ik Kaa-

fiivTjs voXcos (s Tct? ^vprjKovaas, 'i^x^ '^^^ Tuvras. o yap dfjjjios 6 rojv

'SvprjKOvaiojy kmovTi TeXocvi napadiSoi rrjv iroKiv Kal kcovToy.
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CHAP. V. the democracy might further hope that somewhat better

terms might be gained by submission to Gelon personally

than if the Gamoroi came back by force and without con-

ditions. On the whole the new commonwealth was not

disappointed. We are not directly told whether any

terms were made or whether Gelon bound himself by any

His treat- promises. But he certainly treated the popular party in

thTsyra- Syracuse far more favourably than we shall presently find

cusans. ^j^^^ treated the popular party in other conquered

cities. And this may be held to point to some kind of

compact between him and them. The restored oligarchs

were perhaps the more disappointed of the two^ when

Gel6n_, instead of setting up again the ascendency of

either party over the other^ simply made himself master

of all.

Gelon lord The establishment of Gelon at Syracuse is one of the

cus^^^^ foremost events in the whole history of Sicily. A power
B. c. 485- ^g^g founded such as the island had never seen before.

Hippokrates had gathered together a dominion which was

far more than the lordship of a single city. Gelon had

inherited that dominion^ and he had enlarged it by the ad-

dition of that one city after whose possession Hippokrates

Effects of had striven in vain. But the acquisition of Syracuse was

sion^of^^^ something more than the acquisition of another city,

Syracuse.
jjQ^gygj. valuable. The body which had been growing up

found a head. Since the career of Hippokrates had begun,

Gela had held the first place among Sikeliot cities ; but

the place came to her by a kind of accident ; to Syracuse

it came by a kind of natural selection. Hippokrates

may have all along marked this course of things ; Gelon

Syracuse assuredly did. His native city was in no way suited

to be the head of such a dominion as had grown up

there under Hippokrates. Still less was it suited to be-

come the head of a dominion which took in Syracuse as

and Gela.
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one of its members. Gela, on the south coast, with its chap. v.

face turned towards Africa, could not compare in its

geographical position with Syracuse on the east coast,

looking towards Italy, Greece, Asia, and the civilized

world in general. Nor could Gela in any way compare

with Syracuse, its harbours, its island-city, with the hill

beside it inviting almost boundless expansion, everything

in short that was needed for the growth of a mighty

capital. For we may fairly apply that name to Syracuse

under her tyrants. She became the head of a great Position of

dominion ruled by a single man, a man who had his Syracuse,

dwelling-place, who, we may almost say, kept his court,

within her walls. This dominion was something quite

different from that of any earlier tyrant. Gelon rose far

above the position of a mere local lord like Phalaris or

Peithagoras. He came far nearer than any one before

him to the position of a king of Sicily. As such, he had

his viceroys or satraps. To the lord of Syracuse Gela Hieron at

seemed but of small account. It became a secondary city,

the rule of which he entrusted to his brother Hieron^.

Syracuse became the home of Gelon^s power; and under

his rule the city entered on a time of growth in extent

and population which a hundred years later made it the

greatest city of Hellas and of Europe.

In carrying out his object of making Syracuse great,

Gelon was not greatly troubled with scruples as to the

rights of men out of Syracuse. In Syracuse itself we

hear nothing of any changes with regard to the existing

population, beyond the return of the banished oligarchs.

We must therefore suppose that Gamoroi, Demos, and

emancipated Kyllyrioi all kept the citizenship of Syracuse,

^ Herod, vii. 155 ; o eTret t€ irapeXalSe ras ^vprjKovaas, TeXrjs fxev ktriKpa-

Tcoov Xoyou (Kaaaoj iiroiiiro, kmTp(\pas avTTjV 'Ifpoovi dSeXcpew kojvTov' 6 ras

'S.vprjKovaas kfcpaTwe Kal -qaav dnavTa ol 'XvprjKovaai.

VOL. II. K
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CHAP. V. such as citizenship was under Gelon's rule. But Gelon

Sans^
^ aspired to be lord of a city far greater than any of which

plantations these should be the only inhabitants. To carry out this
men.

^^^^ many settlers were brought to Syracuse against their

will, and many came of their own free will. Gelon seems

to have been the first Sicilian ruler to begin those great

transplantations of men from one city or land to another

which had long been familiar among Eastern kings, and

which became common in Sicily, both among later tyrants

and among Norman princes ^. The affairs of the newly

restored Kamarina gave him an excuse for action of this

Glaukosat kind. The story goes that on the death of Hippokrates

' Gelon entrusted Kamarina in some shape or other to the

his death, care of the famous wrestler Glaukos of Karystos. The

men of Kamarina, either wishing for freedom or attached

to the house of their second founder, instead of submitting

quietly to Gel6n''s lieutenant, sentenced him to death ^. It

is characteristic of this class of rulers, with whom neither

mercy nor vengeance counts for anything when weighed

against policy, that it was the stones of Kamarina, and

not the men, that had to pay the penalty of this resistance

Gel6n de- to Gelon^s authority ^. In the revolt of Kamarina Gelon

marina and chiefly an excuse and an opportunity for an enlargement
moves Its q£ population of Syracuse. The newly rebuilt town
citizens to ^ ^ *'

Syracuse, was a sccond time swept with the besom of destruction

;

but the men of the commonwealth which had put Glaukos

to death were carried in a body to Syracuse and there

admitted to citizenship

More remarkable still were the dealings of Gelon with

^ This is the remark of Grote, v. 307. Both Anaxilas and Hippokrates

had done something of the kind but Gelon, and after him Hieron, did it

on a much greater scale.

^ See Appendix XII.

^ Cf. on the other hand the remarks in Ihne's History of Kome, vol. ii.

p. 343-

* See Appendix XIT.
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liis own city. Gela was the place o£ liis birth, the place chap. v.

where his family held so honourable and sacred a post, the ^^'fh
^ ' mgs with

city which had been the first in which he had exercised Gela ;
half

lordship, and where his brother exercised a deputed lord- moved to

ship still. In the teeth of all these ties, the greatness

and prosperity of Gela were deliberately sacrificed to the

greatness and prosperity of the new capital. More than

half the citizens of Gela, his brother-in-law Chromios

among them, willingly or unwillingly removed to Syracuse

and received Syracusan citizenship ^. The Lindian akro-

polis and the holy place of ApoUon must have looked down

on a city sadly shrunk up within walls perhaps of no

great age.

At Kamarina we are distinctly told that all the inhabitants

were transplanted ; the removal must have been made with-

out distinction of rich or poor. On what principle the emi-

grants from Gela to Syracuse were chosen we are not told.

But in two other cases of transplantation Gelon is recorded

to have acted on a very clear, though somewhat unexpected,

principle. Two years after his establishment at Syracuse, he War with

had to wage a war with Megara, a town within easy sight ^c5483.

of the Syracusan hill. The government of Megara was

oligarchic, and it would seem that the ruling class had

provoked the war against the will, or at any rate without

the consent, of the commons. Gelon marched against Surrender

Megara and besieged the city, which presently surren-
^^^^^^'^

dered. The oligarchs, authors of the war, trembled for treatment

their lives. The commons, conscious of no wrong towards oligarchs

Gelon, feared no harm
;
they may even have looked on him

as a deliverer. But the treatment of the men of Megara

at the hands of the conqueror was fixed by some other

rule than that of their merits or demerits towards him-

self. The oligarchs were surprised at the mildness of their

^ Herod, vii. 155 ; TeXcuojv tfircprjfiiaeas tojv dffTwv tuvto toToi Kafiapivaiois

commons.
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Megara an
outpost of

Syracuse.

Destruc-

tion of

Euboia
;

fate of its

inhabi-

tants.

Geldn's

grants of

citizenship.

doom, when they were led to Syracuse and there admitted

as citizens. The commons were no less surprised at the

harshness of theirs, when they too were taken to Syracuse,

not to be received as citizens or as inhabitants of any class,

but to be sold in the slave-market, with the further con-

dition that they were to be taken out of Sicily ^. Megara

from this time sinks out of the list of Sikeliot common-

wealths ; its territory was merged in that of Syracuse, and,

when we next hear of it, it is not named as a city. Some

part of it, doubtless its akropolis, served as a military out-

post of the Syracusan territory. In after times it was an

out-post tow^ards Leontinoi^. Just now, while Leontinoi

was part of the dominions which Gelon had inherited from

Hippokrates, it was hardly needed in that character ; the

conquest of Megara must have filled up a gap in Gelon^s

dominion on the east coast. But the Leontine colony of

Euboia, most likely north of Naxos ^, must have kept its

independence longer than its metropolis. It remained to

be subdued by Gelon after he had become lord of Syracuse.

He dealt with it* exactly as he had dealt with Megara;

he drew the same distinction between the two classes of

its inhabitants, and in the like sort he destroyed the

town so thoroughly that it is never again spoken of in

history.

Three cities of Hellenic Sicily had thus utterly perished,

and a fourth had been seriously maimed, in order to swell

the greatness of Syracuse and her master. But Gelon had

other ways of enlarging the population of his capital.

Either now or at some later stage, he granted Syracusan

citizenship to ten thousand of his mercenary soldiers, many

of whom were likely to have been Sikels rather than

* See Appendix XII.

2 See vol. i. p. 380.

See Appendix XII.

* Herod, vii. 156; twvto tovto nal Ev0oias tovs kv St/ceAt?? kiroiijae

htaKpivas.
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Greeks ^. On the other hand, he drew from Old Greece chap. v.

itself men who served him in war and peace, men who

grew rich in his service, but who must have been of a

higher stamp than the ordinary mercenary. Where we

hear of three such by name, there must have been many

others. We have ah-eady seen Glaukos of Karystos ruling Settlers

in Gelon's name over restored Kamarina. The Arkadian Greece,

land too, whence Alpheios sprang to make his way to

Ortygia, now sent its tribute of men to find homes by

the fountain of Arethousa, Goodly gifts at Olympia Phormis of

and at Delphoi, statues of men and horses, a statue

of Phormis himself as a warrior in battle, preserved the

name of Phormis and of his friend the Syracusan Ly-

kortas. And they preserved it with the addition that

Phormis had once been an Arkadian of Mainalos, but

that he now dedicated his gifts to the gods as a man

of Syracuse^. Phormis came across the sea in the

time of Gelon; he did many acts in war under Gelon

and his successor Hieron—let us picture him doing his

part on the day of Himera and on the day of Kyme

—

and in their service he doubtless won the wealth which

enabled him so richly to adorn the holy places of the

mother-land ^. Another settler came of a sacred stock Agesias of

like Gelon himself, sprung, by his mother^s side at least, fo^g*^^^^^

of that lamid race of whose prophetic gifts we have

^ Died. xi. 72; TeXcovos irXHOvas twv ixvploov iroXiToypaKprjcravTOS ^ivovs

fii(r9o(p6povs.

^ Pausanias (v. 27. t) describes the gifts of Phormis, one of which bore

the inscription,

^oppLis dv40r]K(v

'ApKcis MaivdXiCi, vvv 5e "SvpaKScrios.

He adds the names of the artists, Dionysios of Argos and Simon of Aigina.

He tells a most wonderful story about one of the horses. The statue of

Phormis set up by Lykortas comes in v. 27. 7.

^ lb. ; f« MaivdXov Siafids Is ^iKeXiav napd FeXajva tov Aecvofxivovs, ttal

fKelvo) re avToi Kai 'lepcuvi varepov ddeXcpai tov TeXcuvos Is rds ffrpareias

diToSeifcvvixevos Xajj-vpa epya, Is to<tovto irporjXdev (vSaifioPias dis dvaOetvai fxev

ravra ds 'OXvp.mav, dvadeivai Se 'f^noXXajvi dXXa Is A€X(povs.
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CHAP. V. already heard ^. This was that Agesias whose memory

is preserved to us by an Olympic victory commemorated

in one of Pindar^s most striking odes ^. When the mules

of Agesias won the prize, Hieron reigned in Syracuse and

Agesias was his subject. But we seem to see in the dark

words of the poet that their master had come to Syracuse

from his native Stymphalos, and that he had some special

share in that enlargement of the city which caused Gelon

to be looked on as a second founder. The poet dwells spe-

cially on his two homes with the sea between them. Agesias

had not so completely severed himself from Stymphalos as

Phormis had from Mainalos. It was not till the time of

Hieron that Syracuse became a great intellectual centre,

the chosen resort of poets and philosophers from the whole

Greek world. But these examples, types no doubt of a

class, show how anxious Gelon was at once to enlarge the

bounds and the population of his capital, and to draw

thither men of mark who might serve him in various ways.

Gel6n'&^ Of the distinction drawn by Gelon between the two

his deal- classcs of citizcus in Megara and Euboia, of his gentleness

th?com!^ to his enemies, his harshness to those who, if not his

monsof the fj.igj^(jg ^ere at least not his enemies, we have his own
conquered
cities. explanation. He gave as a reason that he looked on the

commons as a most unthankful neighbour ^. It is credit-

able to the spirit of the commons of Megara and Euboia

that the man who thus thought of them should deal with

them as he did. He must have held that his safety called,

not only for their bondage, but for their bondage in some

part of the world where they were not likely to disturb his

Aspect of dominion. But the words thus put into the mouth of
his saying

about the Gclon are worthy of the closest attention. They must
commons.

^ See above, p. 80. See Appendix XIV.
' Herod, vii. 1 56 ; eiroie^ 5e ravra rovrovs d/j.<pOTepovs, vofxicrai S^fiov

(Ivai avvoLK-qua dxapirdiTaTov. One is reminded of the language of Walter

Map about villains. See Norman Conquest, v. 888.
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surely be a bit o£ genuine tradition ; no one could have chap. v.

thought of inventing such a saying at any later time.

And, as a genuine setting forth of Gelon^s feelings, they

are most remarkable. They are words which we should

expect to hear from the mouth of a member of an

oligarchy in bitter dispute with the local commons. They

are hardly words which we should look for from the

mouth of a tyrant in full possession of power over both

oligarchs and commons. The tyrant often rose to do-

minion by the help of the commons; he often, even

as tyrant, kept a certain measure of their good will as

the man who had given them one master instead of many.

Gelon owed no such obligations as this to the commons

anywhere ; but there is no sign that the commons any-

where were his special enemies
;
they assuredly were not

so at Meo^ara or Euboia. Yet these recorded words of his

breathe the full spirit of that fearful oath which bound the

oligarchs of some Grreek cities to be evil-minded to the

commons^. They would have a more natural sound in

the mouth of a mediaeval lord than in the mouth of a

Greek tyrant. As such, they fall in with one side of the

kind of princely position which the lord, not only of Syra-

cuse but of so large a part of Sicily, was silently taking.

Whether Gelon ever took or received the kingly title is Princely

a question which we shall have presently to look to. It is
cTeldiT'^

plain that, in any case, he felt rather as a king of Sicily than

as a mere tyrant of Syracuse. Himself sprung of a house

ancient, famous, and even sacred, he would have his court

around him, a court of nobles, Ga7)ioroi, Eupatridai, all that

reached the highest standard of the nobility of the time ^.

^ Arist. Pol. V. 9. 10 ; vvv fiev yap ev kv'iais oXiyapxiais o^ivvovai' Kat rZ

5r]fj.a> KaKovovs 'ioojxai koX fiovKevao) on av ex*' Kaicuv. Cf. Theognis,

845.

2 What the oligarchs thought of and called themselves we see in every

page of Theognis. They are aa6(ppoves, dyaOoi, -niaroi, anything else. All

perhaps is summed up in the KaXbs Kayados, the perfect gentleman.
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CHAP. V. The restored Gamoroi of Syracuse, owing their restoration

to him^ formed the kernel of such a class. He would wel-

come men of the same class from Megara, from Euboia,

from any other conquered or allied city of Sicily. He
His quasi- would welcome also men from more distant parts of the

Greek world, men like Phormis and Agesias, men devoted

to himself personally, who, in Sicily at least, owed every-

thing to him, and whose best hopes were in his favour.

All these he could afford to receive, to promote, and to

enrich. So he could aiford to promote—for to such men

the citizenship of Syracuse was promotion—adventurers of

a lower class, the mixed multitude of mercenaries, Greek

and barbarian, who had served in his wars and those of

Hippokrates. But an independent commons would not

His rela-^ suit his purpose. And it is again to be noticed that the

commons treatment of the commons of Megara and Euboia and the

cus?^^ reason for it assigned by Gelon himself clearly point to

some compact between Gelon and that Syracusan people

who had admitted him so easily. He was surely bound to

them by some tie which he shrank from breaking. He

would not enslave them as he did their fellows from other

cities. But he would not strengthen them by admitting

other citizens of their own class, while he did all that

he could to strengthen the other classes as a balance

against them. In this way the slavery and banishment

of the commons of Megara and Euboia was in some sort

the price of the toleration granted to the commons of

Syracuse.

Character On the whole then we see in Gelon a man not much

govern- troubled with scruples as to the means by which he

compassed his ends, but one who did shrink from the

breach of a solemn compact, and who was certainly not

inclined to any oppression or harshness beyond what was

needed to compass his ends. Every notice of him sets him

before us as a tyrant of the better kind. Even as lord of

ment.
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Syracuse^ without looking to his higher character as chap. v.

Hellenic and European champion^ Gelon was popular in His

life and was honoured in death by all classes of the po- popularity,

pulation of Syracuse. For all, the Gamoroi of Syracuse

whom he brought back, the Gamoroi of other cities whom

he brought in, the mercenaries whom he led to victory

and its rewards, even the commons of Syracuse who com-

pared their lot with that of the commons of Megara, all

alike owed him much. As to his formal position among

and above them all, it is as hard to say what it was as in

the case of any other tyrant. No man, we may be sure,

ever called himself tyrant in any formal act, and, at this

stage at least, Gelon left it to others to call him king.

With Gelon, as with Phalaris, we are left to guess whether Gelon

the power of the tyrant was simply the vague but irresistible aJJowpT'^

power of one who could bring physical force to bear at any '^"P •

moment, or whether, like the power of the early Emperors

at Rome, it was veiled under the title of some office known

to the law. It is very strongly suggested, but we cannot

say that it is quite proved, by the confused statement of a

late writer that Gelon ruled at Syracuse under cover of the

office of general with full powers ^. But however names

and forms may have run, we see what Gelon^s power was.

He commanded the resources of all south-eastern Sicily, Extent of

from his own Gela at least to the peninsula of Naxos and
•

the hill of Tauros. If there was any exception to this No men-

rule, it must have been at Katane, a city which we hear
Kataife

nothing of in his story, and whose name is never mentioned

by our chief authority^. We do not wonder at hearing

that Gelon became a mighty tyrant ^, that his power far

^ See Appendix XIII.

^ We Bhall come to Katane again in the days of Hieron. See Diod. xi.

49. It was clearly a commonwealth distinct from Syracuse ; but it may
have been either dependent or independent.

^ Herod, vii. 156; toiovto) rpo-nw rvpavvos kyeyovce [xiyas 6 reAwv.
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CHAP. V. surpassed any other power in the Hellenic world ^, and that

under him Syracuse above all, the capital of his great

dominion, waxed great and flourished ^.

Gelon
founder

of the

enlarged

Syracuse.

Ortygia
and its

outposts.

Beginning
of union

of the

outposts.

These last phrases are emphatically true, no less as a

matter of Syracusan topography than as a matter of Sicilian

politics. As Archias was the founder of the first Syracuse

in the island of Ortygia, so Gelon was no less the founder

of the enlarged Syracuse which, from his day onwards,

went on growing greater and greater. We have seen that

up to this time the proper Syracuse was still only the

Island. It was by no means the only place, or the only

fortified place, inhabited by Syracusan citizens. But it

was the home, the centre, the meeting-place, of all. The

system of outposts, nearer and more distant, which we

have seen grow up in the former period, gave Syracuse

a character of its own. It was a city made up of many

cities ; it was at all events a central city surrounded by

several detached towns. The Syracusan territory must

have been something like Attica, after the merging of the

other Attic towns in the one Athenian commonwealth.

But at Syracuse, far more than in Attica, all the other

settlements stood in a relation to the central Island ; all

may be said to have existed for the sake of the central

Island. Distant Akrai and Kasmenai stood as the guards

of the Syracusan territory. Neaiton kept the hills and

Heloron the coast
;
neighbouring Polichna, Temenites, and

Achradina, were the immediate sentinels of the Syracusan

city itself. But even in the case of these nearer outposts,

large spaces, which, whether inhabited or not, were cer-

tainly unfortified, parted them from the Island and from

^ Herod, vii. 145 ; ra TeXcovos irpTjyfjLara fxe-ydka ekeyero tXvai, ovSafiwv

'EWtjvikSjv tu)V ov noXXbv fxe^oj.

^ lb. 1 56 ; at [^vp-fjKovaai'] napavTt/ca ava t' edpaixov zeal ave^Xaarov.

Not ill-chosen words to set forth the climbing up of the city from Ortygia to

the height of Achradina.
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one another. The time was now come for the union chap. v.

with the Island city of those among them whose union

was possible.

Among the nearer outposts, Polichna was so placed

that it was fated in the nature of things to remain an

outpost ; the swamps between it and the foot of the

hill could not be inhabited or built over. But Achradina

and Temenites came near enough to the Island and to

one another to suggest the union which in the end took

place. Of that union Gelon was the beginner ; under

him Syracuse began to deserve the epithet given to it

by the poet as the great city made up of many cities^.

The great additions which he had made to the popula-

tion of the city called for a physical extension of its

borders; at least if the citizens of Syracuse, or the great

mass of them, were to dwell within a single city and a

fortified city ^. Gelon^s work then was to make the nearest Gelon

and greatest of the nearer outposts no longer an outpost Achra-

but an integral part of the city itself. It was he who q^^^^"^

joined Achradina to Ortygia. We have seen that both

the occupation and the fortification of Achradina were

older than Gelon^s day ^. And we may be sure that the

low ground between Achradina and the Island, though not

fortified, was at least not uninhabited. It must surely

have begun to put on the character of an open suburb

between the two defended posts. This seems implied in

the fact that, before the time of Gelon, the Island had

ceased to be an island; it was, as Thucydides says, no

longer surrounded by the waves

We have distinct evidence that, somewhere about the Making of

middle of the sixth century before Christ, a mole of cut Ortygia.

B.C. c. 540.
^ M€ya\on6\i€s. See vol. i. p. 252.

^ Thuc. vi. 3 ;
varfpov de •)(^p6va) koX rj e^oj TrpoareixiaOeioa iroXvdvOpoJiTos

eyevero. See Appendix V.
^ See above, p. 43, and Appendix V.
* Thuc. u. s. ; ^ vrjaos, kv ^ vvv ovKin -nepiKkv^ofjiivTii 17 ttoKis -q kvTos tariv.
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CHAP. V. stones was made which joined Ortygia to the mainland.

The ground has been so often changed, last of all by the

cutting of many channels, that it might be dangerous to

fix its exact site^. The making of the mole may well

have been a further cause of the extension of the fortified

city. The Island, now become a peninsula, had lost one

source of strength, and needed some new bulwark on

Gel6n con- the mainland. Such a bulwark it found in the new wall
tiiiues the i •

i i

wall of which there can be no doubt that Gelon built from the

t>tnt^^ southern end of the wall of Achradina down to the

the Great shore of the Great Harbour. To the west it commanded
Harbour.

the marshy inlet, so to speak, which the outpost of

Temenites commanded from above ^. Thus the height of

Achradina, and the lower ground between its base and the

Island, were now both taken within one fortified enclosure

with the Island. Syracuse thus, under her first tyrant,

sprang at once to the position of a great city: she was

even now the greatest city of Greek Sicily, one of the

greatest cities of the whole Greek world.

The Island The space thus taken within the walls was many times

an akro-^^"^ greater than the original Island. But the Island still

polls.
]^Q^t its position, oddly but strikingly expressed by the

misapplied name of akropolis^. It, and not the height

that rose above it, became the practical akropolis, the head

and stronghold of the enlarged city. From the practice of

all later rulers of Syracuse, we may infer that the Island

was already, under the Deinomenid dynasty, the dwelling-

place of the tyrants. But the centre of the civic life of

Syracuse was moved elsewhere. The city must have had

an affora from the beginning; and while the Island was

the whole city, the a{/ora must have been in the Island,

The new But the only a^ora of Syracuse that we know lies in a
affora.

^ See Appendix XV.
^ See above, pp. 42, 43, and vol. i. p. 349.

3 See vol. i. p. 352.
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place mucli better suited to be the centre of public and chap. v.

private business for the enlarged city. A large void space,

marked by a single column of far later days, now occupies

a large part of the low ground between the still inhabited

Island and the forsaken parts of the city. Here was the

meeting - place of enlarged Syracuse, the scene of many

famous events in Syracusan history. There arose the

buildings which commemorated the good deeds of Timo-

leon; there the Sikel king Ducetius took refuge at the

altar
;

there, in after days, a second Olympieion arose ^,

bringing Zeus nearer to the men of enlarged Syracuse

than he was in his elder home at Polichna. As the

agora was certainly here fifty years later, it is only reason-

able to suppose that it was established here by Gelon

when he made its soil part, and the central part, of his

enlarged city.

One result of these changes was that now, if not before. The lower

the name of Achradina, which must once have belonged to

the height only, was spread: over the low ground between

the hill and the Island ^. The later Achradina thus took

in, as has been already hinted^, much that we are surprised

to find within the walls of a great city, much that must have

had a strange effect when that city did not yet sit solitary,

but was full of people. The Latomiai still yawned in the

midst of human dwellings ; sometimes a narrow road, where

ancient wheel-tracks are to be seen, passed over a narrow

isthmus between one deep quarry and another. Holes in

the rock of all kinds, natural caves, tombs of past times,

were all left in the midst of enlarged Syracuse, a wilder-

ness with the hum of busy life around it, and assuredly a

contrast, then as now, to the closely packed buildings of

the Island. Some notion of the strange effect of such a

^ For the Olympieion of King Hier6n, see Diod. xvi, 83; Cic. Verr.

iv. 119.

^ See Appendix V. ^ See above, p. 45.
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CHAP. V. contrast may be seen in the deep ravines of Henna and o£

the Heraian Hybla. There, as has been already said ^,

primaeval holes and modern houses divide the hill- side

between them in a strange sort. But it is a sort which

must have been very like the state of a large part of

Syracuse from the days of Gelon to the days when Achra-

The gate of dina was forsaken. In Gelon^s wall, the wall that fenced

' it so much both old and new, stood the gate of Achradina,

the chief outer gate of Syracuse, which is constantly

marked as being near the a^ora^. It was the approach

to the Island from two of the great roads, the road to

Heloron and the road to Akrai, the road guarded by

Polichna and the road guarded by Temenites. So placed,

the gate of Achradina naturally plays its part in many

stirring scenes of our history.

We cannot be quite sure whether it is to Gelon or his

successor, or to the democracy that followed the overthrow

of his house, that we ought to attribute some great works

which are older than the Athenian invasion and later than

Wa^er- the enlargement of the city. What, for instance, are we

to say to the elaborate system of underground waterworks

by which water was brought to Syracuse from Mount

Thymbris, the present Criniti ^ ? These works supplied the

various parts of the hill
;
they even, it would seem, bored

under the waters of the Little Haven and appeared in the

Island*. One can hardly fancy such works older than Gelon

;

they seem a natural part of his schemes. His time seems

also the most likely for the making of the great naval

arsenal of Syracuse. Under him Syracuse was greater, in

the sense of power and external dominion, than she had

ever been before, or than she ever was after, as a republican

^ See vol. i. pp. 151, 163, 173.

^ See the story of Hermokrates in Diodoros, xiii. 75, and that of Diony-

sios, xiii. 113.

^ All this is elaborately dealt with in Schubring's Bewdsserung.

* Schubring, Bewasserung, p. 607. See vol. i. p. 354.
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state. Gelon made Syracuse a naval power, and the making chap. v.

of the docks in the Great Harbour, a work which clearly 7^^, Docks

stood in close connexion with the walling- in of the lower Great

Achradina, is most likely to be set down as his doing. It thrwork

is a work which seems naturally to follow on the enlargement ^^l^"-

and strengthening of his capital by a mighty prince. The

docks were made on the northern side of the Harbour, on

the shore of the low ground between the new wall and the

Island. The water here is deeper than it is further west,

and it must be remembered that the sea has encroached on

the land at this point, so that the place where the ships

would be drawn up on land is now covered with water.

Here was the haven for the war-ships ; the merchant-ships

had their place on the west coast of the Island ^. All this

may be fairly set down as the work of Gelon. It is less The Little

clear whether he had any hand in the other haven of

the war-ships, in the Little Harbour on the other side

of the isthmus. It was certainly in use at the time of

the Athenian invasion ^ ; but it was only by Dionysios that

it was brought to perfection.

§ 4. T/ie Emmenid Dynasty at Akragas.

B. c. 488-472.

Besides Syracuse and its dependencies other Sikeliot

cities at this time were under the rule of tyrants. Two of

these rulers fill an important place, though in wholly

different characters, in the great drama to which we are

now drawing near. One of them has, partly by his share

in that work, partly through the laureate strains of Pindar,

won for himself a name second only to that of the lords of

Syracuse. We shall soon come across Terillos tyrant of

^ See Schubring, Achradina, p. 31.

^ See Thucydides, vii. 22, 25. *
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CHAP. V. Himera as the betrayer of Hellas and o£ Europe. Theron

tyrant o£ Akragas appears in the first rank of their de-

Terillos fenders. Of Terillos personally we know next to nothing

;

Himera! neither the time nor the manner of his rise to power is

His alii- recorded ; but he is marked as being in close alliance with

Anaxilas? Anaxilas of Rhegion and Zankle, to whom he gave his

Theron, daughter Kydippe in marriage^. Theron, on the other

Akragas. hand, appears as in no less close alliance with the ruling

B^c. 488- ]-io^gg Qf Syracuse. Gelon had married his daughter

His alii- Damareta, and Theron himself took, evidently in a

ance with
Gel6n.

second marriage, a daughter of Gelon^s brother Polyzelos ^.

Descent of Theron came of the great house of the Emmenids, the

Theron. house of that Telemachos who had overthrown the power

of Phalaris ^. The poet who sings of the Olympic victories

won by Theron at a later time does not fail to tell of the

Bhodian settlers who came from their old home, to dwell

in the holy house by the river, to be the eye of Sicily, and

to be the forefathers of one who was to be the bulwark of

Akragas, the man than whom none on earth was more

gracious in spirit and more bountiful of hand*. They

dwelled in a lofty city, and their bounteous gifts to the

^ Herod, vii. 163.

^ Schol. Pind. Olymp. ii. 6 (10). He refers to Timalos for the mar-

^ See above, p. 78.

* Pind. Olymp. ii. 6 (10). He sings of Ther6n as

OTTiv d'lKaiov ^ivctiv,

epfiff/j,' 'AKpayavToSf

(vojvvfxojv re varepcov acvTOV bpOoiroXiv

.

Ka[x6vT€s ot TToAAa OvpLw

Upbv eaxov oiKTjfJLa iroTafiov, SttfeAta? t' eaav

bcpOaXfios.

(The Scholiasts have a vast deal to say about them.) And in 102
;

T€Keiv fiT) Tiv' iKaTov y€ kriajv vdXiv

<p'iXois dvhpa fiaXXov

evfpyerav vpamaiv cupOoviarepSy re X^P^

©rjpojvos.

So also at the end of the third Olympic, also in his honour. Cf. the frag-

ment (Bergk, i. 416) quoted by the Scholiast on 01, ii. 16.
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gods were rewarded by the ever-flowing cloud o£ wealth chap, v,

that followed them ^. The wealth o£ Akragas, above all Fame and

the wealth of the Emmenid house, stands out in all ^hTsmme-
accounts^ and makes us less inclined to believe our one

story of the path by which Theron rose to power. The

beginning of his reign comes between Gelon^s occupation

of Gela and his occupation of Syracuse. Of the circum-

stances of his elevation we have only one of those later

accounts which become suspicious through their likeness to

one another. Theron, like Phalaris, gets for himself or for ^tory of
'

. .
Theron's

his son the contract for building a temple^ and employs rise to

the money in hiring men to act as his body-guard^ and so b!c^488.

makes himself tyrant ^.

All these stories, coming over and over again, about a Value of

man making his way to the tyranny by misuse of a public *
^

trust, above all by means of money designed for a sacred

use, while they make us doubt as to the literal truth

of each particular case, still have a certain value. They

point to tricks of the kind attributed to Phalaris and

Theron as being a likely path by which men might rise

to power. And in this case, as in that of Phalaris, the Local

tale has a good local colouring. The temple is that
q£°°^*^""^^*

Athene. We are still in the akropolis. Dwelling-places of

man have no doubt already begun to spread themselves far

down the hill; but, at the beginning of Theron^s power,

the old city, girt with the wall of Phalaris, is still the

place where the great temples of the gods are rising.

* Pindar, Encom. 2
;

(V Se 'P6S<v . . . KaTQjKicBeu

€v6iv8' dcpop/iaOivres viprjXdv iroXiv dfi<piV€fjiovTai,

irKiiara pikv doop' dOavdrois di'e'xoi'Tfs,

iGtrcro S' divdov ttXovtov ve(pos.

^ This story ia told by Polyainos, vi. 51. The odd thing about it is that

Theron, before he gets the contract, has got his body-guard ready, but is

not able to pay them
;
Sopvcpopovs fxev 6X<w €v diropprjTw irapeaKevacrfxevos,

XPVH'O'TOJV Se ovK tviropwv irpbs fiiaOoSofflas. All this happens ttjs noXeMS

A$T]va fieyaXoirpcTrrj vabv dyetpovaijs.

VOL. II. L
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CHAP. V. The temple is still there ; as at Athens^ as at Syracuse,

The temple ^t Kamarina, so at Akrasras also, the Parthenon re-
of Athene ^

at Akra- mains a Parthenon. Within^ and under, a church of the
^^^*

Panagia, we still trace large fragments of the basement,

the columns, the walls, of the temple of Theron^s elder

Santa day. By a happy accident, though the ritual of the

^recL East has now passed away from its altars, the church

still bears the name of Saint Mary of the Greeks. Far

below, in the later city, we see the works of Theron's

days of power, the days of his better fame. Here, in

the upper city, we see, it may be, a monument of the

way in which he rose to power. Yet the story is not a

Character pleasant one. It seems unworthy of the character which

Theron bears in his later days, a character which does not

come only from the poet who was bound to sing the

praises of the prince who paid and feasted him. Theron

is set before us as highest in birth, first in wealth, not

only of the men of Akragas but of the men of all Sicily,

as surpassing them all in bounty and mildness of rule^.

We might believe that such an one rose to dominion by a

blow struck in some party strife ; we would rather not

believe that a dominion which seems on the whole to have

been exercised for good began in so base a cheat as that

attributed to him in our only story of his path to power.

Ther6n There is somewhat singular in the comparison between the

Phalaris. later fame of Theron and that of Phalaris. In dealing

with Phalaris, while we had no kind of consecutive narra-

tive, while we had hardly an ascertained and dated fact to

record of him, we were simply overwhelmed by the mass of

casual references to him in all manner of writers in later

ages. Theron holds a real, an important, and, from one

^ Diod. Fr. l. lo ; Qijpocv 6 'AtcpayavTivos yivei koI ttXovtw koi irpds to

nXijOos (piXavOpconia iroXv npoeixev ov fiovov rwv ttoKitcuv, dWd Hal irdvTWV

Twv 'ZiKiKiojTwv . This character throws great doubt on the story ia

Polyainos,
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side at least, an honourable, place in the history of Sicily chap. v.

and of Europe. But not only has no forger taken the No stories

trouble to invent letters in his name ; the dictionary-

makers and anecdote-mongers of later times have hardly

treasured up a single saying or story of the most bountiful

of mankind. Our only casual source of knowledge tells

us that Theron had enemies^ and enemies in his own

household. A brother, Xenokrates by name, won glory

for Akragas and for the house of Ainesidamos by the

victory of his chariot, not indeed by the banks of Al-

pheios but on the humbler field of the Isthmos ^. Other Kapys and

kinsfolk, Kapys and Hippokrates, stirred up, we are told, ^ates.'

by envy at Theron^s merits, rose and levied war against

him, only to feel defeat at his hands by the banks of

Himeras ^. A victory of Himeras won by Theron in civil

strife sounds almost like a mockery of the great day of

his life. It was in a song in Theron's honour that the

poet was stirred up to the loveliest picture of the pagan

world of spirits. To him Pindar told of the home in the

happy island, with its Ocean breezes and its golden

flowers, the dwelling of those to whom it was given to

tread the path of Zeus to the tower of Kronos^. There

dwelled the heroes and lawgivers of old ; there dwelled

the chief of the Achaians who smote down the pillar of

Troy and the ^thiop son of the Morning*. And, if

1 See Appendix XXVI.
^ The story of Kapys and Hippokrates, not very clear in any version,

has got mixed up with the relations of Theron and Hieron at a somewhat

later time. See Appendix XXIII.
^ See the wonderful passage, 64-84.

* lb. 79(142);

'Ax'^^^ea r evciK CTret Z7]vbs -qTop

XnaTs eiTHcre, fxarrjp'

OS "EKTop' ecrcpaXe, Tpoias

dpaxov aarpa^rj Kiova, Kvkvov re Bavaru -nopev

'AoCs T€ itaib' hiOiotta.

Hektor is Tpocas k'iwv, as Therdn himself is 'ipuofx 'Afcp&yavTOS.

L 2,
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CHAP. V. the lays of Athens could claim a place in that happy

company for the slayers of a tyrant, Syracuse and Akragas

might claim a place beside them for the tyrants them-

selves. For the warfare in which the lords of Syracuse

and Akragas played their part was, as Herodotus has

taught us, the same warfare as that which Achilleus and

Agamemnon had waged before them.

§ 5. Tlarly Voetry and Fliilosophy in Sicily.

That Greek Sicily should play its part in the poetic, as

well as the political, world of Hellas might seem to be

foreshadowed in the presence of the cyclic Eumelos among

the earliest Corinthian settlers at Syracuse^. Such an

expectation was not disappointed. Sicily contributed its

fair share to the general choir of Greek minstrels, and in

some particular branches of the poetic art men who be-

longed to Sicily by birth or adoption took the lead and

passed for inventors. Of lyric poetry Sicily can hardly

claim to be the birth-place. Aristoxenos of Selinous, said

to have been one of the earliest writers of iambics along

with Archilochos and the elder Simonides, was, if his date

be rightly given, a Selinuntine only in the sense in which

Eumelos was a Syracusan. Selinous must have had a poet

among her colonists^. But one of the most famous of

lyric poets belonged more fully to Sicily than Eumelos or

Aristoxenos. Terpandros and Alkman come earlier than

her Stesichoros, and, though the island has its share in

the history or legend of Sappho, the songstress of Lesbos

^ See vol. i. p. 344.

2 If the date in Jerome's Chronicle, 01. 29 (B.C. 664), be right, " Archi-

lochus et Simonides et Aristoxenus illustres habentur," Aristoxenos can

have been a Selinuntine in no aense but that of being one of the Megarian

colonists in 628.

Share of

Sicily in

Greek
poetry.

Aristo-

xenos of

Selinous.

The lyric

poets.
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appears in Sicily only as a guest. In the elegiacs of Ovid chap. v.

Sicily and its women^ Sappho's rivals for the love of g^?}^^^

Phaon, have no small share The grave chronicle of

Paros sends her in person to Sicily, seemingly as the result b.c. 595.

of a political revolution in Mytilene ^. But in her extant

fragments the only possible reference to Sicily is where she

couples a Panormos, which may be our Phoenician All-

haven, along with Cyprian Paphos as a seat of Aphrodite ^.

An Aphrodite of Panormos could hardly fail to be near

akin to Aphrodite of Eryx.

Stesichoros, on the other hand, was in Sicily more than stesichoros

a guest. He was perhaps a native ; he was at any rate a ^^^^q^'

colonist in early childhood. He was Stesichoros of Himera, 54^, or... B.C. 632-
and the city was so closely connected in men's minds with 552.

the poet that the description of " the man of Himera " was

sometimes enough to mark him*. The most probable

reckonings of his birth and death make his birth come not

long after the foundation of Himera, which would suggest

that he was the son of an original or early settler. His His de-

father bears several names ; one wild version makes him

the son of the poet Hesiod ; but the consent seems to be

pretty general in favour of Euphemos. His family came

from the Lokrian Matauros on the west coast of the south-

western peninsula of Italy, which shows that, as usual,

settlers from various parts took a share in the foundation

of Himera. His true name is said to have been Tisias ; His name

he was called Stesichoros from his being the first to set in

^ Ep. Her. xxi. 51-58. One is not surprised to hear the presiding

goddess addressed as

" Tu quoque quae montes celebras, Erycina, Sicanos
;

"

but why does Sappho call on the

"Nisiades matres Nisiadesque nurus"

to send back the runaway? Surely Nisa (see vol. i. p. 122), if it existed at

all, was the most obscure of Sikan or other towns.

2 See Appendix II.

^ See vol. i. p. 250.

* See Appendix XVI.
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CHAP. V. order the lyric chorus. If so, his surname as thoroughly

displaced his original name as Plato did that of Aristokles.

Whatever was his birth or his parentage, his fame as a

poet was prefigured from the very moment of his birth.

Before the babe had uttered his first cry, a nightingale

settled on his mouth and lifted up her voice in song.

His That he had a brother named Helianax, lawgiver of some

unknown place, we need neither affirm nor deny. A brother

His parable Mamertinus is a harder trial of faith. That he kept up

Lokrians. ^ome connexion with the elder land of his house is implied

in a story preserved by Aristotle, in which he warns the

Lokrians in a dark saying of the coming harrying of their

lands ^. And the man of Himera was no less at home

at Katane. There he died, and there seemingly he was

His tomb^ buried. Himera had a monument for him also, but his

' most famous tomb was that at Katane. If we rightly

understand the somewhat dark account, his ashes were

sheltered in an octagon surrounded by eight columns, out-

side a gate that bore his name. His memory abides in

the nomenclature of modern Catania. It is more to be

noticed than all that, after his native Himera had perished,

his memory was cherished by statues and on the coinage,

in the city of the Himeraian Thermal which kept on its

traditions.

His alleged It is only in Italy that we see the poet of Himera

PhalaS*^ playing any part in practical politics. We need not dis-

cuss his alleged relations to Phalaris, as they appear in the

forged letters. And it has already been shown that the

warning against that tyrant which he is said to have

given to the men of Himera must belong to another sage,

another tyrant, or another city, perhaps to all three at

^ Aristotle tells this story twice in the Rhetoric, ii. 21 and iii. 11. The

first time he warns them on ov Set vfipiaras dvai, ottqjs fj.fj ol Temyes

XafioOev aScoaiv. This is explained to mean, lest the enemy should come

and cut down their trees.
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once ^. In his extant fragments and in the various refer- chap. v.

ences made to him there is little indeed that directly bears

upon Sicily. He seems to have been responsible for the

doctrine that his own Himeras flowed from the same

fountain as the southern stream of the same name ^ ; and

when^ in a mutilated passage of a late writer, he appears

as decking some city with his praises,, a loyal editor

assumes that it must have been his own Himera. But

there can be little doubt that in one at least of his famous

mythological poems Sicily must have had no small place.

It may well be that in the legends of the Sicilian exploits His

of Herakles to which we have had already to refer ^ we
^^^2^0^6*8.

have largely been listening to echoes of the Geryoneis of

Stesichoros. His tale carried the hero to the stream of His legend

Tartessos and beyond it, to the stream of Ocean and ki^g,

beyond it^ to Erytheia and the fountains that flowed

with silver^ and brought him face to face with the sun-

god in his golden cup. He surely told of his journey

back again, of the wrestling-match by Eryx, and of

the birth of the hot-waters of Himera*. One thing at

least he did for the hero, be he Theban Herakles or

Phoenician Melkart. The Herakles of the older Greek

song was a civilized warrior, with the arms and dress of

any other Hellenic hero. Was it under any barbarian

^ See above, p. 66.

^ Vibius Sequester, p. ii ; "Himera oppido Thermitanorum dedit

nomen Himerse [very indirectly]. Hoc flumen in duas findi partes ait

Stesichorus, unam in Tyrrhenum mare, alteram in Libycum decuri-ere."

See vol. i. p. 8i.

^ See vol. i. pp. 209, 544. It is worth noticing that Geryones had

(Suet. Tib. 14) an oracle somewhere near Patavium. This is not very

near to Amprakia, but it is nearer than Tartessos.

* See vol. i. pp. 77, 210. Cf. Athen. xii. 6, where Herakles is painted

as a votary of the 0ios aTToXavcTTiKos. dia t'i to. Oep/xd Kovrpa tcl (paivo-

fifva iK T^9 777s TTOiVTis 'Hpa/cXeovs (pacrlv iivai lepd
;

rj dia ri ras piaXaKas

Crpojpvas 'HpuKXeovs Kolras eluiOacri fcaKeiv, d KaT€<pp6vei. tSjv -qbiois ^uiVTOiv.

Cf. Aristoph. Clouds, 1033.
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CHAP. V. teaching that Stesichoros was the first to dress him in

the lion''s skin and to give him the club and the bow

for weapons? A less renowned poem on Skylla might

well contain Sicilian matter, and it has been thought

that he told the tale o£ the Sicilian Daphnis^. But

it is hard to see from the existing fragments of his

poem on the Fall of Troy that Stesichoros was the special

prophet of the tale that brought Aineias into the Western

lands.

Story of Next to the tale of the warning given to the men of

Bess. Himera_, Stesichoros is perhaps best known by the story

of the blindness which fell on him by the vengeance of

the deified Helen. The blind poet suggests Homer ; it

suggests also Sicilian Daphnis. The version of the story

which most concerns us is one which, as late as the days

of Pausanias, was fully believed at Kroton and at the

Thermai which had taken the place of Himera. In the

battle of the Sagras between Kroton and Lokroi^, the

Lesser Aias of the Iliad took his place in the Lokrian ranks,

to defend those who were his kinsfolk by the spindle-side.

Le6nymoa The Krotoniat general Leonymos, fighting opposite to

Lesser ^1^© post of the hostile hero, was smitten with a wound in

the breast ; we should surely have been told whether the

arm that dealt it was seen or unseen. The wounded man
The Island went to Delphoij the Pythia bade him go to the isle of

Leuke by the mouth of Ister, where Aias, like some of his

fellow-heroes, would heal the wound that he had given.

There, not in the Island of the Blessed beyond the Ocean,

the heroes dwelled. There was Achilleus ; there were the

Greater and the Lesser Aias. Odysseus is not spoken of

;

the old feud perhaps was still unhealed. But Achilleus

had with him his Patroklos and his Antilochos ; and

Deidameia and Briseis had passed away to make room for

^ See Appendix XVL
^ Justin, XX. 2, 3 ;

Strabo, vi. i. lo
;
Grote, iv. 352.
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a lawful wedlock with Helen herself. In her indeed Paris chap. v.

and Deiphobos had no rights to plead; but what had become

of the claims of Menelaos^ promoted to his place in the

Eljsian field on the special ground of being son-in-law of

Zeus ? From this heroic gathering Leonymos, healed by

the hand that smote him^ went back to the company of

men of his own day. But he bore with him the bidding Message

of Helen herself to sail to Himera_, and to tell the blind to'stS-^^^

bard Stesichoros that the stroke had come upon him from ^lioros.

Helenas wrath. Once had he sung that Tyndareos,

sacrificing to the other gods, made no offering to the

goddess of Cyprus. Aphrodite in her wrath decreed that

the daughters of Tyndare6s_, twice and thrice -wedded,

should leave their husbands for other men. But now^, as

far as one of them was concerned^ he sang his Palmodia

to her who had smitten him. Once he had told a false

tale j now he sang that Helen had never gone in the well-

benched ships or come to the Pergama of Troy. The

atonement now was made, and the man of Himera saw

once more.

One is carried away by the famous tale. What then Helen of

shall we say to a version which denied the blindness of

Stesichoros as strongly as he denied the voyage of Helen

to Troy ? For some said that in the true tale—the eri^/xos

Xoyos—Stesichoros maligned no daughter of Zeus, but

merely played the part of Archilochos towards Lykambe

and her father. The Helen whom he libelled was but a

mortal maid of Himera, whose father^s name is given as

Mikythos. She scorned the poet as a lover, and pre-

ferred a rival named Boupalos^. We should at least

^ Phdtios (Bibl. 149, Bekker) quotes the Kaiv^ 'laropia of Ptolemy

Hephaistion for this very dull story; 'Apx^^aos 5e 6 Kvnpios ^rrjai-

Xopov (pTjal Tov iroirjTov 'YXivrjv 'Ifiepaiav ipoj/xevrjv yeveadai, MikvOov

Ovyaripa' airoGraaav 5e XTr]aixopov Koi irpbs 'BovrraXov iropevOeiaav dfj.vv6fxevov

TTjs vnepoif^ias tov itoi7]T7)v ypaipai m 'Ekevt] eKovaa dn^pe. ipevd^ be tov Trepl

T7]s TTTjpwaeojs eJvai \6yov. But may there not have been at Himera
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CHAP. V. have been told how the story of the poet's blindness came

about.

Much more might easily be found to say about the bard

of Himera; but most of his other remains concern the

general historian of Greek literature rather than the special

historian of Sicily. His parable of the grateful eagle

saving the life of his benefactor by a seeming damage is

one of a class It points, like the other stories of his

warnings_, to the old sententious Hesiodic vein of wisdom

living on alongside of those more modern forms of song of

which Stesichoros was deemed so high a master as to be

coupled with Homer himself, whose soul was sometimes

said to have passed into him ^. In the story of the next

poet of whom we have to speak a tale of the same kind

is brought in, not as a parable, but as an alleged fact.

Ibykos of Rhegion, one of the Messenian stock in that

city 3^ having, according to one tale, refused the tyranny

of his own city*, lived much at the court of the tyrant

Polykrates of Samos. But he touches Sicily also. It was

on a journey between Himera and Katane that he fell

a quickset-hedge with the same virtues as the one which we all know to

have grown in Thessaly?

^ ^lian, Hist. An. xvii. 87. It was sung eV Tin voirj/jLari ovk kucponrf-

aavTL TTov Is TToXXovs. The story is the opposite to that of the husbandman

and the adder. But somehow the eagle reminds one of the fate of

^schylus.

^ See Appendix XVT.
^ Souidas in "IfivKos ;

"IPvkos ^ootIov (ol Se Ilokv^rjXov rod Meaarjviov

iaTopioypd(pov, 01 Se KipSavros), yivei 'Pijyivos. Here is evidently some

confusion, and one would like to have the writings of an hropioypdcpos

of so early date. What is meant must be that Ibykos belonged to one

of the Messenian families in Rhegion. See above, p. 107, and vol. i.

p. 393. He goes on to confuse the dates of Croesus and Polykrates ; but

he must mean that Ibykos was contemporary and friend of the Samian

tyrant.

* If one can make out anything from the proverb preserved by Aposto-

lios, iii. 84 ; 'Apx^-i^repos 'IjSvKov. kirl tSjv evrjOuv, ovtos yap TvpavvHv

SwdpLevos diredrjfJLTjaev.

His
parable of

the eagle.

Ibykos of

Rhegion.
B. c. c. 540.
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from a carriage and hurt his hand ; he then dedicated his chap. v.

lyre to Apollon ^. And it is perhaps more likely, if not Ibykos in

in Sicily yet at his own Rhegion rather than at Corinth,
J^icily.

that we should place the story of his death and the ven-

geance that followed it. He was slain by robbers in a His death

;

desert place ; his last words were that the cranes that he

saw flying over his head would be his avengers. The dead

man was missed, and was long sought for in vain. At last,

on the day of a public spectacle, the murderers or some of

them were seated unsuspected among the other lookers-on.

A flight of cranes passed over them. Urged by their fate,

they said merrily one to the other, There are the avengers

of Ibykos. The words were heard ;
suspicion was awakened; avenged

inquiry was made, and the justice, be it of Corinth or of cranes.

Rhegion, came upon the slayers of the poet ^.

We have already had to refer to Ibykos as our earliest His

direct authority for the topography of Syracuse ^. We nlrakl^s.

are told also that he had his own version of the Sicilian

exploits of Herakles, which points to a poem on some-

what the same subject as the Geryoneid of Stesichoros. It

was not any nymphs, but Hephaistos—may we say Sikel

Hadranos ?—that sent up the hot springs to refresh him

This slight difference still allows us to keep within the true

range of Sicilian mythology. Ibykos must have touched on His legend

another point in the story of Stesichoros, when he found leut^^^^

a home for Achilleus, not in Leuke, but in the Elysian

plain, and gave him for a wife, not Argeian Helen but

^ Himerius, Orat. xxii. 5 ; "IPvkov 5e Karix^^ \6yos airoXiaOeiu {xlv 1^

ap/xaros, ds 'ifxtpav dirb KaravTjs oxovjxevov' crvvTpiPeiarjS Se avro) rrjs x^i^P^s

avxyov TLva xpovov diraidbv yevecrOai, Trjv \vpav dvaOeivai 'KiroKKoovi.

^ The story is told, among other writers, by Plutarch, De Garrul. 1 4.

The city is not mentioned. The murderers are sitting in the theatre ;

teat ycp&vojv rrapacpavfiaaiv, oifia yeXcori irpbs dA.A77A.ous ipidvpi^ovres, ws

01 'WvKov €k5ikoi irdpeiaiv. Souidas mentions only one, ds iv nokei

Oeaadfievos.

^ See above, p. 151.

* Schol. Arist. Clouds, 1050; Fr. 46.
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CHAP. V. barbarian Medeia^. From the favourite subject of his

poems he would seem to have been a fitting laureate for

the founder of Syracuse 2. He too had his fable to tell,

how, by the misapplied gift of Zeus, the serpent came by

his power of renewing youth, coupled with the counter-

balancing evil of unceasing thirst ^.

Ibykos seems to have appeared in Sicily only as a guest.

Aridn. So did Arion, to whom a dweller in the deep did a yet

greater service than the fowls of the air did to Ibykos.

The wealth with which he set forth from Taras had been

gathered in Sicily as well as in Italy, no doubt by the

Theognis. practice of his art^. It must have been other motives

^8o/^^°~ which led Theognis, the poet of oligarchy, to leave his

native Megara by the Isthmus to become, perhaps a citizen,

certainly a visitor, in its Sicilian colony^. He himself

records the fact of his having been in the island^; but

^ Apollonios (iv. 81 1) makes Here tell Thetis,

evT av Is 'HKvOLOV trehiov reoj vibs iKijTai

XP^i-^ A''*'
Kovprjs irooiv eixfievai kl-qTao

The Scholiast adds, ort 8e 'AxiA-^eus eij to 'UXvaiov TreSiov irapayevoixevos

eyrjfie Mrjdeiav, Trpwros "l/Su/cos eiprjKei /xeO' vv 'Sifiajvidrjs.

2 See his character in Souidas and Cic. Tusc. iv. 39. But could he have

outdone Theognis, or Solon himself ?

3 JElian, Hist. An. vi. 51.

* Herod, i. 24. So we have his own epigram in ^lian, Hist. An. xii. 45,

where the dolphin saves him e« 'XmeKov neXdyovs, and the alleged frag-

ment (see Bergk, iii. 79),

01 fx 6ts TleXorros yav erri Taivapiav olktcLv

ktropevoaTi irXa^oficvov SttfcA-o) kvl vovtw.

5 Plato, Legg. 1. 630 ;
Qeoyviv, TToX'iTrjv tSjv kv 'SiKeXia Meyapiojv

whence the confused statement of Souidas {Qioyvis), making him Meyapevs

Twv Iv 'XtKeXla Meyapicuv.

6 Theog. 783 (Bergk, iii. 187);

^\dov jxev yap eycuvye Koi ks "XiKek-fjv itotc yaiav;):*****
Kai pL k<pi\€vv Trpo(pp6vajs rravres eTrepxopcvov.

He also visited Euboia and Sparta ; but he must have gone home ; for he adds,

dAA' ovTis p,oi T€p\piS eni (ppevas rjXOiV eKeivojv,

ovTOJS ov5ev dp' rjV (piKrepov dXKo iraTprjs.
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beyond that his extant verses contain no Sicilian matter, chap. v.

But, if we can believe a late writer, Theos-nis, i£ all his His poem
.on the

writings had survived, would have been the most precious deliverance

of all the poets for Sicilian history. He is said to have cu^?^^^

composed an elegy on the deliverance of Syracuse from

Hippokrates ^, a piece of contemporary history for which

we would gladly exchange a large part of his extant

writings. The subject suggests many questions. How
did Theognis fare when a few years later the city of his

adoption perished at the hands of Gelon ? So stanch

an oligarch, if he were then in Megara, would assuredly

have been among the favoured ones who received the

citizenship of Syracuse. On the whole one is tempted

to believe that his Sicilian stay had come to an end His return

at an earlier time. Very soon after the event which Megara.

formed the subject of his Sicilian poem, he seems to

have been again in his own Megara, praying that his

native city might escape the hands of the invading

Mede2

The gap, if in this age there was any, between poets Xeno-

and philosophers is bridged by Xenophanes of Kolophon. KolophSn.

Banished from his Asiatic home, his later dwelling-place
^-^g

^-

was the Italiot Eleia ; but he visited Sicily also, and his

presence was remembered at Zankle and Katane ^. He
lived to a great age ; for he himself witnesses, in an elegy

composed sixty-five years afterwards, that his banishment

^ Souidas
;

eypaipev kXeyeiav eh tovs aojOivras rwv "SvpuKomoov iv rrj

noXiopKia. See above, p. no. However confused the report, this can refer

to nothing else.

^ Theog. 775. How long did Theognis live? The verses seem to refer

to the expedition of Xerxes ; but it may have been written some years

before 480 b. c.

^ Diog. Laert. ix. 2. i
;

oSro?, (Kirccrajv rrjs iraTpiSos, kv ZayKKri t^s

^iKeKias SiirpiPe Koi kv Karavr}. The use of the name Zankle is favourable

to the genuineness of the story.
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CHAP. V. was at the age of twenty-five ^. He may therefore really

have lived on^ as one version makes him, to be one of the

brilliant circle that gathered round the happy hearth of

His experi- Hicron 2. He had dealings with tyrants of some kind, as

tyrants. appears from his saying that a man must either keep away

from their company or conform to their will ^. This piece

His of practical wisdom came most likely from Sicilian experi-

ence, and it concerns our history more than his specula-

Pythago- tions about the One and the Many. A pleasing fragment
^^^*

of another of his elegies brings us across the more famous

name of Pythagoras, and puts the mysterious sage and

his doctrine in an amiable light. His belief that the souls

of men passed into other bodies enabled him to plead on

behalf of the beaten dog that he heard in his bowlings the

voice of a departed friend^. But though the followers

of Pythagoras will often come across our path, the

historian of Sicily is happily relieved from any specula-

tions as to the great master himself. No trustworthy

TalesofPy- witness Carries him into Sicily. Those who take him to

in^Sicify. Tauromenion at once consign themselves to the same fate

as the forgers of letters of Plialaris^. And it is hardly

^ Diogenes preserves the fragment (7. Bergk, iii. 115).

^ Jerome places him in the sixtieth Olympiad (B.C. 540-536); " clarua

habetur." In the fragment of Timaios, 92 (C. MuUer, i. 215), ov

[Bevocpavt]'] (p-qai Tifiaios fcard 'lipcuva tov ^ifccKtas dvvdarrjv, koX 'EnlxapfJ-ov

TOV TroirjTTjv yeyov€vai. 'AirokXoSojpos 8e /card Trjv TecraapaKOCTTrjV 'OKvfimdda

yev6fi€vov, irapaTeTaKevai dxpi tSiv Aapelov re kol Kvpov xpoi^cyi/. A man

born about B. C. 640 could hardly have lived into the time of Darius ;

but a man who was writing verses at ninety might have been famous

in 536, and still alive in 478. Epicharmos was as long-lived as Xeno-

phanes ; but if a contemporary, he must have been a much younger

one. Diogenes Laertius makes him discourse with Empedokles, which

can hardly be.

^ Diog. Laert. ix. 2. 3; toTs Tvpavvois cvTvyx^veiv ^ dis ^Kiara rj us

ij5i(TTa.

* The fragment is preserved by Diogenes, viii. i. 20 (Bergk, ii. 115).

See Grote, iv. 528.

5 I cannot, with Holm (i. 410), let off the author of this anachronism on

the chance that by Tauromenion he may have meant Naxos.
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easier to believe tbat Pythagoras in person commanded the chap. v.

army of Akragas in a war with Syracuse, and that, so far

as anything can be made out of the story, he perished

by a strict observance of one of his own most mysterious

precepts. He lost the battle and his life by refusing

to march across a bean-field^. By the side of this, the

exploits of his pupil Milon as the comrade of Dorieus

may seem historical^. The political influence of Pytha-

goras and his sect at Kroton is of great importance for

the history of Greek Italy ; it hardly touches us in our

island.

A faint interest is raised by a certain Ekphantos of Ekphantos

Syracuse, described as a follower of Pythagoras, who ghip.^'^^"

wrote a treatise in praise of kingship, of which some

passages have been preserved^. They may have been

acceptable when Pindar was dreaming of Deinomenes as

constitutional king of JEtna Ekphantos had also views

about the earth, which concern us less, though, as being

far beyond the science of his time, they may win him

more credit And it may be that the philosophic impulse

spread beyond the bounds of Hellas in the island. A Petron.

certain Petron, described as of Himera, whose date is

^ So, according to Diogenes (viii. i. 21), witnessed the philosopher Her-

mippos in the third century before Christ ;
(prjal, irokejxowTQJv 'AKpayavrivcov

Koi 'SvpaKoaioji/ e^eXOeiv rbv IlvOayopav /zerd tcuv avvrjdojv Hal irpocnfjvai tSjv

'AKpayavTivcov Tponrjs Se yevofjL^vqSy irfpiKafXTTTovra avrbv TTjv tSjv KvdjjLOJV

Xwpav, virb rwv "^vpaKoaiwv dvaipeOTjvai. Then follows a story how those

who escaped, 305 in number, were burned at Taras ; OeXovras dvrnroXirev-

€a6ai rots npoearuxxt. This is another version of the burning of the

ippovriarripiov at Kroton.

^ See above, p. 89.

^ John of Stoboi, among his collections on a thesis on KaWiarov 97

fiovapxia, has (xlvii. 22, xlviii. 64) two extracts from Ekphantos, some

of which come twice over. There are some pleasant bits of dialect, but the

arguments would hardly have convinced either an Athenian democrat or a

Corinthian oligarch. On the name, see Ebert, Dissertationes Siculas,

119.

* Pind. Pyth.i. 60 (116).

5 Plut. de Plac. Phil. iii. 13.
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CHAP. V. older than tliat of our first historian Hippys o£ Rhegion,

had numbered the worlds, and found the tale to be one

hundred and eighty-three ^. His name is perhaps of greater

interest than his philosophy. Petron must have come, by

some path or other, from Sikel Petra ^
; he is fellow to

Gelon and to the older Hyblon ^.

Union of From questions like these we have now to turn to the
barbarians

.

against great realities of the history of the world. "We now come
Greece.

^^^^ when Hellas was threatened at once in the

East and in the West. The whole barbarian world seemed

leagued against her. On one fateful day—so the next

generation at least believed—the hopes of all times to

come were jeoparded at once on the waters of the Sala-

minian gulf and on the ground below the hills of Himera.

In the common danger, in the common victory, we may

forget that, while at Salamis the barbarian was beaten

back by the captains and the seamen of free common-

wealths, at Himera he yielded to the arms of tyrants.

On that great day Ekphantos might have got a hearing

Position in the agora of Syracuse or of Akragas. If the men of

tyrants. both those citics marched forth at the bidding of a master,

it was a master who was at least their countryman, and

in many a later year Sicily might indeed have welcomed

another despot of the kind of Gelon or of Theron. In the

tale of Sicily, the tale of Sicily as part of the tale of

^ Pint, de Def. Or. 23 ;
Acupievs d-nb ^iteeXias, dvSpbs 'Ifxepalov Tovvofia

nerpuvos' ai/rov fiev eKeivov fiiPXid'iov ovk dveyvcov, ov5( oTda Siaacu^oixei/ov,

"In-nvs Se 6 'Pr]yTvos (o5 /xefjLvrjrai ^av'ias 6 'Ecpeaios) IffropiT dp^av iivai rav-

TT]v, The writings of Hippys seem to have perished before Plutarch's

day. See vol. i. p. 454.

2 See vol. i. p. 146.

3 Holm, i. 402; "Reiske hielt den Namen nicht fiir griechisch und

woUte deshalb Hieron lesen. Es ist iicht siciliech ; Petron von Petra, wie

Gelon von Gela, Theron von Thera, Hieron von Hiera, Hyblon von Hybla,

Krison von Krisa." Hyblon of Hybla (see vol. i. p. 389) is the one who

most concerns us.
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Europe^ theirs are the first names that we can with full chap. v.

certainty inscribe on the bede-roll of the men who won

their choicest laurels in the Eternal Cause. As worthy-

forerunners, they handed on the torch to those who should

come after them^ to Timoleon and to Pyrrhos, to Maniakes

and to Roger.

VOL. II.



CHAPTER VI.

THE riEST WARS WITH CARTHAGE AND ETRURIA ^.

B.C. 480-472.

Character "TXTE have now reached a time when the great question
of the war Yy . .

with the " ' between Greek and barbarian^ with all that that

question carries with it in the history of the world^ is to

become^ for one moment of surpassing interest, the leading

fact in local Sicilian history. Greek and barbarian have

already met in arms alike on the soil of Attica and on the

soil of Sicily. Miltiades, defending the land of the Greek,

^ We now, for the first time, have something more than scraps and

casual notices. In the eleventh book of Dioddros we come to the begin-

ning of that continuous, though not contemporary, narrative of Sicilian

affairs which remains our chief guide for nearly two hundred years. We
always lament that we have only Diodoros and not liis sources. We often

lament that Diodoros did not make a better use of his sources. Still we

feel the gain at every step, as compared with the times through which we
have thus far gone, and to make easy sneers at a writer to whom we owe

so much is a sign of a very feeble grasp of Greek history and a very slight

knowledge of Greek literature. If Diodoros represents Eplioros and

Timaios, he also represents Antiochos and Philistos, But we have also,

for parts of our story, much nearer approaches to contemporary narrative.

Herodotus helped us in our last chapter ; he helps us btill for the battle

of Himera and the embassy to Gelon, These are events nearer to his

own time, and more closely related to his general narrative, than those

with which he was dealing at an earlier stage. And the odes of

Pindar, valuable in the last chapter, become of tenfold value now. If

not a contemporary narrator, he is at least a contemporary commentator

on events. And we still have, though not to the same extent as in the

days of Phalaris, a large crop of references in various casual sources, from

the frao:ments of Simonides onwards.
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has beaten back the barbarian for a season. Dorieus^ chap, vl

invading the land of the barbarian, has been himself more

than beaten back in his daring enterprise. What dis-

tinguishes the time which we have now reached is that

the enemy of Miltiades and the enemy of Dorieus appear

joined in a common undertaking. The day of bar- The bar-

barian advance has already begun ; it began, if at no advance,

earlier time, when Croesus brought the Greek cities of

Asia under barbarian supremacy. And we must again

recall the great paradox which is the key id the whole

story. While, from one point of view, we are entering Greece on

on the most brilliant time of the story of the Greek declfning.

people, we are, from another point of view, entering on

the time of its decline. The literature, the art, the science,

of Greece, are all in their vigorous growth ; so is the

political developement of her cities, the developement of

democratic Athens above all. But, from another side, the

old age of Greece has already begun. The long tale of Uule of

Greece under Foreign Domination^, the tale which stretches ^^g^^^^^^^

from the advance of the Lydian to the betrayal of Parga, C^reeks.

has already had its first chapters written. In our common

conception, from many points a true conception, of the

history of Greece, the most splendid pages of that history

are those which record the beating back of the Persian

from the soil of Europe, the winning back of what the

Persian had conquered from Hellas on the soil of Asia.

But the mere fact that an enemy had to be beaten back, character

that lands had to be freed from his grasp, shows that the
pgj.gjj^jj

enemy was in some sort the stronger, that he was at least war m

the advancing power which had to be beaten back. With Greece,

the great strife against Persia begins the long struggle

which in our own day is not yet ended, the struggle of

^ I must once more pay my tribute to the great work of Finlay, from

whom I first learned to understand this side of Greek history. Strange as

it seems, we are now entering on his period.

M 2,
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The
seventh
and the

fifth cen

turies.

CHAP. VI. the Greek to win back what the barbarian has torn away

from him. Themistokles and Kanares waged a warfare

of exactly the same kind^ a warfare^ not of advance and

conquest^ but of recovery and deliverance. Theirs was

not the warfare of Csesar and Trajan^ but the warfare

of Stilicho and Belisarius_, the warfare of every lord of

the New Rome who won back any spot of his Empire

from the grasp of Saracen or Bulgarian. It is the sur-

passing brilliancy of the Greece of the fifth and fourth

centuries before Clirist which makes us forget that the

Greece—the scattered as well as the continuous Hellas

—

of the sixth and seventh held in one sense a greater place

in the world. When men carved the grotesque shapes

of Medousa and the Kerkopes on the metopes of the Seli-

nuntine temple^ Hellas could still make the boast that all

her sons were free_, that no inch of Hellenic ground obeyed

a barbarian master. When men carved the deathless forms

which filled the same place on the Athenian akropolis, the

highest boast of Hellas was that she had driven out the

barbarian from that very akropolis, and there were still

spots in the world which had been Hellas over which the

barbarian ruled.

There are few more touching tales in the whole story

and Asiatic
^£ ^^le Greek people than that which told how the men

of Poseidonia—that Paestum where the works of the old

Hellenic days have outlived the rule of every conqueror

—

after they had fallen away from their Hellenic speech and

Hellenic life^ still kept one holy day of mourning in each

year, to weep and wail for what once had been^ for the

change which instead of Hellenes had made them Luca-

nians or Romans ^. Yet to become Lucanians or Romans

European
and Asiat

barbarians,

' See the account copied from Aristoxenos of Taras in Athenaios, xiv.

31. He speaks of the Poseidoniat^ ; of? avve$i] to, filv 1^ oLpxrjs "EXkrjaiv

ovaiv iK^e^ap^apujaOai Ivpprji'oTs rj 'PcxJ/xaiois yeyovoai, Kai Tqv re cpojvrjV

fxeTalBefi\r]Kii'ai to. re Xoind twv kniTijSevfxdTOJi/, dyeiu re pLiav rivci avToiis
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did not wholly cut them off from the great fellowship, chap. vi.

It did not hinder them from having their part in Europe

;

it did not hinder them from one day having their part

in Christendom. It was to ward off a darker fate that

Old Greece and Greek Sicily had to strive at the same

moment in the last years of the second decade of the fifth

century. And Greek Sicily had to strive to ward off a

darker fate than any that threatened Old Greece. Had

the Persian won the day at Salamis and Plataia_, Athens

and Sparta might have been forced to become what Thebes

had made herself willingly. They would have become the

dependents and tributaries of the Great King
; they would

hardly have sunk lower. But had the Carthaginian won

the day at Himera, Syracuse and Akragas would surely

have undergone a sterner doom than this. From what

Gelon and Theron saved their cities we best know by the

fate which lighted on Selinous and Himera seventy years

later.

Another point not to be left out, at least in local Sicilian Position

history, is that it is now that the first and second of cL5and
Sikeliot cities distinctly come to their place as first and Akragas.

second. Syracuse is not strictly the head even of Greek

Sicily; but it is drawing near to that character. If not

the head, it is distinctly the foremost. Akragas too is so

distinctly marked as the second that it feels some call to

reckon itself as the first. Syracuse now beg'ins to play

her characteristic part in history. Her calling, it was said, Mission of

was, when she was herself under tyrants, to rule over other

cities ; when she was herself set free, it was to set free those

who were under the rule of the barbarians ^. Yet this

TUJv kopTwv Twv 'EWrjvLKcijv 6Tt icat vvv, €V 77 <rvvi6vT(s dvafiifivr)(TKovTai tcuv

dpxaid^v €Ke'iVQjv dvofidTOJV re koI vofxl/xojv, Kai dirokocpvpafievoL vpus dWr]\ovs

Kal d-nohaicpvaavTis direpxovTai. Aristoxenos was a disciple of Aristotle,

and the way in which he speaks of the Romans should be noticed. But his

Tyrrhenians should surely be Lucanians.

^ Strabo, vi. 2. 4 ; ol dvdpcs rj^enovLKol Karicnrjoav, Kal ovvejiri Xvpa-
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CHAP. vT. account is hardly adequate ; it hardly does justice to the

time or the men with whom we are just now dealing. The

picture is drawn from later tyrants and later deliverers.

We have to speak of men who were tyrants and deliverers

in one. The enslaved Syracuse of Dionysios ruled over

other cities. The free Syracuse of Timoleon set free en-

slaved cities. The Syracuse of Gelon, certainly not free,

but hardly to be called enslaved, could do its work in both

ways.

§ 1. The Carthaginian Invasion and the Death of Gelon,

B. c. 480-478.

Alliance of There seems to be no reasonable ground for doubting the

Carthage.^ statement of more than one ancient writer that the Persian

attack on Old Greece and the Carthaginian attack on the

Greek cities of Sicily were parts of a joint enterprise

planned in concert ^. The motive for a joint attack on the

part of the two great barbarian powers of East and West

is obvious. Wherever the Greek, the independent Greek,

had settled, he was a thorn in the side of his barbarian

neighbours, as his barbarian neighbours were a thorn in his

side. If powers like Persia and Carthage were to flourish

and advance, the Greek states that severally came in their

way, if not actually swept away or brought down to bond-

age, must at least be brought under tribute. It was the

growth of powers like Persia and Carthage which made a

Their new general barbarian league of this kind possible. The great
position,

j^ijigdom of the East, the great commonwealth of the

West, were barbarian powers such as the world had never

seen before. They were vigorous, advancing, powers, they

were active enemies of Europe in a way that no barbarian

Kova'iois Tvpavvovfxevois re deano^av tSjv dWojv, ml kkevOepojOecaiv cAeu-

Oepovv Tovs VTTO Twv Pappdpojv KaTadwaarevopitvovs.

1 See Appendix XVII.
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powers had been before^ because no barbarian powers on chap. vi.

the same scale had ever before come into the same con-

tact with Europe. And they were dangerous beyond all

earlier barbarian powers^ because both had, in different

ways, something" of kindred with Europe. The Aryan

Persian, though he had turned aside and become part of

the Asiatic world, had not lost all traces of his origin.

His born superiority to the mere Asiatic races around

him is shown in that strong and abiding national life of

the Persian people which has lived through all conquests

and led captive all conquerors. And if the Persian had

not wholly lost all traces of earlier brotherhood, the Phoe-

nicians of Africa, Spain, and Sicily, Eastern settlers in the

Western world, had in some sort become part of the Western

world. No other barbarian power had developed a political

constitution like that of Carthage ^

.

Two great powers of this kind, having a common

interest in checking Hellenic growth, but which had

not yet come near enough to one another to become

direct rivals, were surely likely to combine for the object

which both had at heart. The Persian kings kept a Inter-

coursG
watchful eye on the affairs of the Greeks of the West, between

We have come across not a few cases of intercourse between
^^J^^^g^^

Persia and the Greeks of Italy ^, and we have seen the

Persian court chosen as the most obvious place of shelter

on the part of a fallen Sikeliot prince ^. Between Carthage

and Old Greece we have less signs of intercourse ; but

^ See vol. i. pp. 229, 289.

^ Take for instance the whole story of Demokedes, Herod, iii. 125 et

seqq.

^ As in the case of Skythes of Zankle. See above, p. 114.

The opposite notion of Sicily as an obvious place of shelter from Asia

comes out in a wild story ofKonon (Narr. 38 ;
Photios, 1 58, Bekker) which is

akin to the Letters of Phalaris. A man of Miletos, at a time which is

described as t^s iraTpiSos avTw vnb 'Apirdyov tov Kvpov [an odd genealogy]

(V Kivdvvo) ov(xr)i, flees to the as yet unfounded Tauromenion {els to Iv 'SiKcXia

Tavpo/xeviov kiraipei), and there puts his money with a banker.
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CHAP. VI. the great city of Africa liad made a deep impression on

the Greek mind, and two generations later it could find its

place in dreams of Athenian ambition ^ The East and

the West had quite knowledge enough of one another for

Persia and Carthage to know that they had a joint

interest in the attack, and for Sicily and Old Greece to

know that they had a joint interest in the defence.

Carthage At the same time there is no need to think, as has been

pendent on inferred from some passages in ancient writers, that the

Persia. advance of the Persian arms along the coast of Libya had

been so successful that the Great King could not only

deal with Carthage as an ally but could command her

as a master 2. The joint interest of Persia and Carthage

in opposition to the interests of Greece everywhere were

enough to bring the two powers into harmony, and the

Persian king had his agents for such a negotiation ready

at hand. The supremacy over the old Canaan which he

had inherited from earlier Asiatic powers does not seem

to have been harshly exercised or to have called forth any

Position of special discontent ^. The cities of the old Phoenicia still

Phoenician kept their separate being, their untouched Phoenician life,

cities.
their relations to the younger cities of their own stock.

Tyre was no less the metropolis of Carthage, it was no less

visited and honoured as such, its renowned temples of the

national gods were none the less places of pilgrimage,

because the fleets of Tyre now sailed at the bidding of the

lord of Susa and Ekbatana. Indeed Persian naval action

Old-Phce- commonly meant Phoenician naval action The shipmen

mediation, ^f Tyre and Sidon fought gladly against Hellas, and when

^ Thuc. vi. 90, ^ See Appendix XVII.
^ See the honourable position held by the Sidonian and Tyrian kings in

the militai-y council of Xerxes ; Herod, viii. 67.

* This comes out strongly in the poems of Simonides ; see 96 or 157 ;

kvOdde ^oiv'iacras vrjas ml Ylepaas eXovres

/cat Mrjdovs lepav *E\Aa5a pvadfieda.

So 107 or 167, and the more famous 142 ;
Bergk, 1168.
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Xerxes wished to open communications witli the S/wp/ietim chap. vi.

and senate of Carthage, there were men o£ Tyre and Sidon

ever ready to act as his envoys. And, if those communi-

cations tended to the damage of Greek interests, those

envoys were sure to discharge their errand the more faith-

fully and zealously. Phoenician representatives of the

Persian king appeared at Carthage to arrange a scheme of

joint operations. Sicily and Old Greece were to be at- Treaty-

tacked at tlie same time. If the Carthagmians should Persia and

have done their work in Sicily soon enough, they were ^^^^^^^S^-

to sail to the help of the King in Peloponnesos, to be

fellow-workers with the men of the elder Phoenicia in the

strife against the common enemy everywhere ^. That the

Persian attack on the Greeks of old Hellas and the Cartha-

ginian attack on the Greeks of Sicily was the result of an

agreement between the Persian king and the Carthaginian

commonwealth, if not asserted by the very best evidence

of all, is a statement at once probable and uncontradicted.

It was one of the supreme moments in the history of the

world, when the life and civilization of Europe, as yet con-

fined to a single nation, was threatened in its two chief

seats by two such powers, each of them, from different

points of view, such really worthy adversaries, as those

which now combined to sweep Hellas from the earth.

The warfare which the Greeks had now to wage with Advantage

Persia on the one hand and with Carthage on the other had of her

some special characteristics in each of its two fields of
pendencies'

action. The Phoenician enemy was in every way nearer to

the Greek of Sicily than the Persian was to the Greek of

Attica or Peloponnesos. Carthage was an actual neighbour;

she had her dependencies on the soil of Sicily itself, from

whence she could at any moment pour her forces into the

Hellenic territories. The position of the Sikeliots had in

1 See Appendix XVII.
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CHAP. VI. truth more likeness to that of the Greeks of Asia than it

had to that of the Greeks of the Greek mainland and the

islands. Syracuse was as Athens would have been if there

had been three powerful Persian settlements in Aitolia,

and if weaker and less dangerous barbarians had dwelled

in Phokis and Lokris. In comparing the two stories, the

^?^<26?-continental character of Sicily must never be forgotten.

But this q7iasi-eontment2i\ character touched only the great

advantage which the Carthaginian drew from his abiding

possession of part of Sicily itself. The Persian had no such

hold on Greece as the Carthaginian had on Sicily through

March of his dependencies at Motya^ Panormos, and Solous. But^ as

armiesi* regarded the gathering and the march of his main forces,

the Persian had the easier, though the longer, path of

the two. He could march from Susa and Ekbatana to

Athens and Sparta with no obstacle on the part of Posei-

don beyond a strait which could be yoked with a bridge.

Gathering But the whole Carthaginian power, bating the forces of

Cartha- the Phoenician cities in Sicily itself, had to be brought
gmian

tog'ether by sea. From the shores and islands of the
armies. » j

western Mediterranean men had to be brought to the

trysting-place at Carthage, and thence carried again to

the seat of war in Sicily. Picked men doubtless all

of them, the flower of the barbarian warriors of Western

Europe, they were brought together with more pains,

and they had to be sent on their watery path with

greater care, than the multitudes that marched from

Length of Asia into Europe under the Persian lash. No wonder

tkmT'^^" t^QT^ that, far nearer as Carthage was to its intended

scene of action, the preparations of the Phoenician com-

monwealth took as long as the preparations of the Persian

king.

Different On the other hand, when th e strifewas over, then the quasi-

tWarfare Continental character of Sicily, its analogy to Asia rather than

in Sicily to Old Greece, came to light again. The victories of Salamis
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and Plataia cleared the old Greek lands of Medes and Persians chap. vi.

for ever ; it cleared tliem of barbarians of any kind for some

ages. The victory of Himera did not clear Sicily of Phoe-

nicians ; the victories of Mykale and Eurymedon did not

clear Asia Minor of Persians. In both cases the barbarian

was simply weakened, not rooted out. He was shut up

within certain bounds^ in Sicily within the bounds of his

old corner. In both cases he was to come forth again

with fresh power_, to win back^ by arms or by policy,

more than he had held before. Athens and Sparta were

freed^ as far as the Persian was concerned, for ever

;

Thebes was even freed against her own will. So Miletos

and Selinous were freed^ but not for ever. A hundred years

later Miletos was again a tributary of the Persian
;
seventy

years later Selinous was a far more lowly tributary of the

Phoenician.

The agreement between Persia and Carthage provided Prepara-

for a joint attack on Old Greece and Greek Sicily at the allies,

same time. The effort in both cases was to be on the very

greatest scale ; the dominions both of the Eastern king and

of the Western commonwealth were to be taxed to the

uttermost to provide all that was needed for an expedition

such as had never before been seen. The tale of the King^s

preparations has been handed down to us in a shape which,

prose as it is^ we instinctively place alongside of the songs

which hand down to us the tale of Ilios. Of the three

years^ preparations of the wise men of Carthage ^ we have

no such life-like picture ; but we know that the whole bar-

barian world was stirred at both ends to strike a blow

which was, if not to root out Hellas for ever, at least to

put Greeks everywhere under the supremacy of barbarian

masters. Six-and-forty nations, reckoning, if we believe

the reckoning, their contingents by myriads and millions,

^ Diod. xi. I ; reAos 5e Tpierrj y^povov nept ra? irapaCKevas daxo^r]'

6evT€S.
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CHAP. VI. marclied at tlie bidding of Xerxes ^. We have a graphic

picture o£ the dress and the arms, of the home and the

manners, of each. He who has painted for us this

picture has given us the mere names, speaking names

indeed some of them, of the nations which went to swell

the motley host of Carthage. From Iberia and Gaul,

from Liguria and Italy ^, from the great islands that

lie between Sicily and those lands, came the men who

No Etrus- made up the tale of her thirty myriads ^. One thing is

can action, i • ,1 1 i? tx i
•

iplam; those who came irom Italy came simply as mer-

cenaries; while we do see signs of joint action between

Carthage and Persia, we see no signs of any joint action

between Carthage and Etruria. In truth nothing but

a most dangerous common foe could ever have brought

those two powers into partnership, and there is no sign

Rivalry of that they ever were so brought. Carthage and Etruria
Carthage .,. . I'l/^-i tx^'
and Etru- were rivals m a way m which Carthage and Jrersia never

could be rivals, rivals for the dominion of the western

basin of the Mediterranean. According to one account,

the joint schemes of Persia and Carthage marked out

Italiots as well as Sikeliots for Carthaginian conquest.

And no people of Italy could have endured Carthaginian

settlement in any part of the Italian peninsula. Gelon

was threatened by the joint efforts of Persia and Carthage

;

^ Cf. Herod, ix. 26, 27, with the famous list in vii. 61. But there are

not likely to have been contingents of all forty-six at Marathdn.

^ That the ''EXicrvKoi of Herodotus, vii. 165, were Volscians used to be

accepted (see Grote, v. 296) as a happy guess of Niebuhr. But Hohn (i. 415)

and Busolt (ii. 263) quote the explanation of 'EX'iovkoi as eOvos Aiyvwv

given by Stephen of Byzantium from Ephoros (p. 20), This is unlucky

for the etymology; but Dioddros (xi. i), reckoning up the Carthaginian

force, says distinctly fMio6o(})6povi avvrj'yov en t€ t^s 'iraAm? Kai Aiyvari-

ftrjs €T£ 5e TaXarias Koi 'ISrjplas. And I do not see that this is set

aside by saying with Busolt that Ephoros changed the tradition accord-

ing to the usage of his own age, when Campanian mercenaries were

common. Why should not Carthage in 480 hire Volscians or any other

Italians ?

^ Diod. xi. 5. But we have the same figures in Herod, vii. 165.
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it was Hieron who was threatened by the power of chap. vi.

Etruria after Carthage and Persia had withdrawn from the

field.

The Carthaginians then were making ready for the March of

invasion of Sicily; Xerxes was beginning his march for

the invasion of Old Greece ^. Old Greece itself was divided.

Some of her commonwealths had given earth and water to

the barbarian. Others were making ready to withstand

him to the death_, if only they could bring about enough of

unity among themselves to enable them to withstand him

at all. The representatives of the Greeks who kept the TheGreeks

better mind^ were gathered at the Isthmus to devise Jgtl^^^g^

means for the common deliverance. They sought how all ^- ^- ^^o-

the Greek folk everywhere might be as one, how they

might join together in the same work, and so escape the

danger that was hanging over all ^. To that end they Their em-

sent their envoys hither and thither
;
among others they G^^ion*^

sent them to the mightiest power of the whole Greek

name ; for none was there so great as the lord of Syra-

cuse*. In such an embassy we should have looked for

the mother-city of Syracuse to take the lead; but of

Corinthian envoys we hear nothing; the sj^eakers whose

alleged words have been preserved are the Spartan Syagros

and a nameless Athenian ^ It may deserve a passing

thought whether, now that Syracuse was under the rule

of a man of Gela, the tie between metropolis and colony

^ See Appendix XVII.
^ Herod, vii. 145 ; ot irfpl t^v 'EWdSa 'EWrivcuv 01 to. dfj.elvoj (ppove-

OVTfS.

^ lb. ; €1 KQJs 'iv re yivoiTO to 'EWrjviKov, KOi et crvyKvif'avTes tojvto vpTjcr-

aoiev TTCLVTes, d)s d^ivouv kviovTcuv o/xo'icus irdai "EWrjcri. The lesson of all

ages, once carried out in our century, and then called "an untoward

event."

* lb. ; TO, Se TeXojvos irpriyiiaTa p.€ydka kkey€TO ilvai, ovdap.(t)v *EX\t]Vlku>v

rS)V ov TToWbv pti^o}.

^ lb. 157 ;
'iirepApav qp.ias AaKeSaifiovioi t€ koi oi 'AOT^vaioi, Kai 01 tovtojv

avfipiaxoi.
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CHAP. VI. could have been so keenly felt as it assuredly was both

earlier and later. But the reported dialogue between

Gelon and the Athenian and Lacedaemonian envoys is one

The of the most famous scenes in Grecian history. The un-

Herodotus! l^cky thing is that to accept the speeches recorded by

Herodotus as reports of anything that was actually said

is to cast aside all the known circumstances of the case.

It is to attribute to the representatives of Athens and

Sparta a measure of empty boastfulness and a lack of the

most ordinary prudence which seems to pass all belief^.

When men in great danger ask for help of a powerful

kinsman, they do not go out of their way elaborately to

insult him.

Help from As the story stands, Gelon is prayed to give help to Old

possible. Greece against the Persian, exactly as if he were free to

devote the whole power of his dominions to that end.

Yet, as the course of events is conceived, and no doubt

rightly conceived, by Herodotus himself, Gelon had a

perfectly good answer to any such appeal He could

no more help those who asked his help than they could

help him. The barbarian confederacy was aimed at both

alike; if Athens and Sparta were threatened by the

Persian, Syracuse and Akragas were equally threatened

First by the Carthaginian. The envoys are made to set forth

tii^envoys. Gelon, as one in high place among the powers of Hellas

—ruler of Sicily they call him ^—the danger which hangs

over Hellas everywhere. If the Persian should overcome

Old Greece, he will assuredly come on to Sicily also.

Answer of Gelon is made to answer, in words on which we have

already had to comment that the Greeks of Old Greece

hLd refused to give him any help when he had fought

^ See Appendix XIX.
* See Grote, v. 292, and Appendix XIX.
^ Herod, vii. 157 ; Si* Se dwafxios re ^k€is /xeydKtjs Kal fJ.oipd roi rrjs

'EWdSos ovK kkaxicfrt) ixira, dpxovTi 76 'ZiKeklrjs.

* See above, p. 98, and Appendix VIII.
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against the barbarian to avenge tbe death of Dorieus. chap. vi.

They had left him to fight the battle, while they had

shared in the commercial advantages which his success

had won for all Greeks everywhere. For all that the

Greeks of Old Greece had done to hinder it_, the spot

whereon their envoys now stood might be a barbarian

possession ^ It was only when danger touched themselves

that they thought of Gelon 2. Yet he would return good His ofFers

for evil ; he was ready to help them with a mighty force, mands.

two hundred triremes, twenty thousand heavy-armed, two

thousand horse, two thousand light horse, two thousand

bowmen, and two thousand slingers. He will further

provide food for the whole armament as long as the war

might last—the ruler of Sicily could make such a promise

less rashly than other men. But all must be on one con-

dition ; the lord of Syracuse must be commander-in-chief

of the whole forces of united Hellas.

A demand like this might be startling; but it was Exclama-

surely in no way unreasonable in one who could offer help Syagros.

on such a scale. The only question is whether any offer

of help could then and there have been made at all. In

any case we are surely in the land of romance when the

Spartan envoy is made to answer, with a scrap of Homer

pressed into his service, how the Pelopid Agamemnon

would mourn if the command were taken away from Sparta

and given to Gelon and the Syracusans ^. The appeal to

^ Herod, vii. 158 ; to be Kar vfxeas, rdde anavra vno Pap^apoicri vi-

^ lb. ; vvv Se, 67T6i5^ irepuXrjKvOe 6 ttoAc/zos koi dniKTai Is vfxeas, ovtqj St)

rekcovos jj-vrjaTis y4yov€.

^ lb. 159 ;
rj fee /xey oljxij^mv 6 IleAoTrtS?/? 'Ajafxcfivojv, irvOofxevos ^nap-

Tir)Tas TTjv ^yefxov'itjv dirapaipfjaOai vtto Tekaivus re Kot XvprjKOvaiouv. The

obvious reference is to II. i. 255 ;

^ K€v yrjOrjaai Ilpiafios JJpid/xoio re iraider

and more directly in words, though with less point, to II. vii. 125 ;

^ KC jxif' olpLOj^fie yepcov iirjfqXdTa HrjX^vs.

We may notice the cadence of the hexameter which is clearly aimed at,
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CHAP. VI. the Pelopid Agamemnon in mouth of a Dorian of Sparta

speaking to a Dorian of Syracuse or Gela was really

about as much to the purpose as an appeal to the shade

of British Arthur would be in the mouth of an envoy from

Mythical England speaking to a President of the United States. Yet
plomacy.

thing is possible ; we know how often Greek diplomacy

turned, or was expected to turn, on arguments drawn from

legendary times, and we know the strange confusions of

thought which had come about through the rule of Hera-

kleid princes over a Dorian army. But what follows passes

belief in any case, unless the threats of Agamemnon to

Achilleus were taken as a model by his votaries. Let

Gelon not talk any more of the command for himself ; if

he chose to help Greece, he must be under the command of

the Lacedaemonians ; if he did not choose to be under their

Compro- command, he had better not send any help ^. The tyrant

offered by appears throughout as a miracle of patience. After some
Gelon. moral sentiments and reflexions, he says that, as the other

side are so hard to deal with, he will abate somewhat

of his demand. He will be satisfied with the command

either by land or by sea only, whichever they may think

good ; if he is refused both, they must go without his

help 2.

Speech At this stage, when the Spartan is silenced, the Athenian

Athenian made to chime in with a speech of no less folly than

envoy. that of his Colleague. He too has his quotation from

Homer; but he keeps it till the end of his speech, and

though the metre is not perfect, like the "scoffing anapaestic cadence"

of the oligarchic oath quoted in p, 135.

Perhaps the confusion of land and folk (kith and kin) was never carried

further than in this notion of Agamemnon caring for Dorian Spartans.

Still we must remember the Achaian origin of the kings (cf. Herod.

V. 72).

^ Herod, vii. 159 ; €t S' dpa p.^ diKaioTs apx^crdai, av 5e fir) fiorjOeeiv.

^ lb. 160 ; Kot fj TOVTOiai vnkas XP^^^ ^'^''"^ apicTKeaOai, rj dmevai avfifxa-

X<^v Toiuiude Ipriixovs. Every word in this most curious dialogue is worth

notice.
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refers to his author by name. Whether in mockery or chap. vi.

from any other cause^ he is made to give Gelon the

royal title. The King of the Syracusans is told that

Hellas had sent to ask, not for a general but for an army.

He, Gelon, had said nothing about sending an army,

unless he were to be himself the chief captain of all

Hellas ^. As long as he had spoken of claiming that

headship, it was for the Athenian to hold his peace, know-

ing that the envoy of Lacedsemon could speak for both.

But now that Gelon spoke specially of a command by sea,

he, the Athenian, must tell him that, even if the Spartans

agreed to yield it to him, his own fellow-citizens would not.

The command by sea the Athenians would yield to a

Lacedaemonian, but to none other. It would be in vain

that they had brought together the greatest naval force in

Greece, if they, Athenians, were to yield the command of

it to Syracusans. The Athenians were the most ancient Athenian

people of Greece
;
they, alone among the Greeks, had never

changed their dwelling-place. They were not ashamed to

make their boast, for it was an Athenian of whom Homer

in his verse had spoken as the best of all men to marshal

and drill an army. The patience of Gelon at last changed Final

into wrathful sarcasm. He told the Athenians that they G^i^'n.^

^

seemed to be well off for commanders, but not to be so

rich in men for them to command ^. If they still claimed

all for themselves and would yield nothing, they would do

well to get them home as fast as they could, and to tell

Greece that the spring was taken out of her year ^.

So outrageous a form of outspoken folly as is here

^ Herod, vii. i6i ; ws 5e aTpaTrjyrjaeis avriji ['E\Ad5os] yXlx^ai. On the

phrase w (iaaiXev ^vpijKovaiojv see Appendix XIX.
^ lb. 162

;
^eive 'Adr]vaTe, ifxeTs ot/fare tovs fiev dpxovTas e'x^fj "^ovs 5e

dp^OflivOVS OVK €^€IV.

^ lb.
;
dyyeKkovres ry 'EWddi on Ik tov eviavrov to eap avrrj l^apai-

TtjTai. Herodotus need hardly have spent so many words as he has to

explain this pithy saying.

VOL. II. N
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CHAP. VI. attributed to the Athenian and Spartan envoys passes all

Character belief. But one may be inclined to see in these famous

speeches, speeches a certain element of satire. The speeches are a

grotesquely exaggerated expression of certain traditional

feelings and habits of the Greeks of the mother-country

which could hardly fail to show themselves in a comic

Feeling light to any Sikeliot of a sarcastic turn. We can well
between ^ \
Old Greece believe that in the cities of Old Greece there was a certain

colonies. feeling of jealousy towards a colonial power like Syracuse

which had just made such a sudden start in the world. To

Spartans and to Athenians Syracuse would be simply such

an upstart power. Neither of them was its metropolis;

they would have none of the kindly home feelings the feel-

ing of parental pride, which Corinth might still bear to a

daughter that had become so great, even under the rule of

a stranger. Something of condescension might even un-

wittingly show itself in the diplomacy of the old states

towards the younger. It was a tyrant too to whom they

had to make their petition, and both at Sparta and at

Athens the hatred of tyrants was still lively. Even the

last form of address to Gelon, the giving him the name of

king, might be a sarcastic outburst of this feeling. And

we must remember that Athens herself was really some-

what of an upstart power. Her greatness was almost as

new as that of Syracuse ; her position in Greece was not

acknowledged like that of Sparta; she had to be always

asserting her antiquity, to be always quoting Homer,

sometimes, her enemies said, falsifying him ^. She is well

conceived as the power which, by no means with general

consent, claims the second place, and whose policy it is to

profess for the moment an almost ostentatious submission to

the power that holds the first place. In all these ways,

though the exaggeration is manifest, the position is well

Position

of Athens.

^ See the dispute about Salamis in Strabo, ix. i. lo, and Plutarch,

Solon, lo.
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caught. The whole reads like a piece of Syracusan satire chap. vi.

which was passed off on Herodotus as a report o£ speeches Provable
origin of

actually made. He was further told in Sicily that, after the story,

all, Gelon would have given help to Greece, if the Cartha-

ginian invasion had not hindered him. But the certainty

that the Carthaginian invasion was coming must have

equally hindered him from offering help. Even setting

aside exaggeration and satire, the only way in which we

could believe the most meagre outline of the speeches to

be historical would be if we could fancy Gelon playing the

dangerous game of making demands so great that he felt

sure that they must be refused. That was the game which

Nikias played just before the Athenian invasion of Syra-

cuse, and with him it was not lucky.

There is another point in which the speeches and the Nomencla-

whole account of the dealings of the allied Greeks with colonial

Gelon is highly instractive. The language used illustrates P^^^^^^

the abiding difficulty of finding a befitting nomenclature

between a motherland and its colonies, dependent or inde-

pendent. We find the difficulty in our own experience. Use of the

The word " English has now been for a good while op- Efiglish.

posed to the word " American ; it has latterly come to

be opposed to the word " Australian.'''' Those words at an

earlier stage in each case meant the savages of America

and Australia, not the English settlers in those lands.

Now they are applied to the English of America and the

English of Australia to distinguish them from the English

of Britain. And yet ever and anon there come times

when it is hard to avoid applying the English name to all

the sharers in English blood and speech. So in this narra-

tive the word Hellas and its derivatives are sometimes

used so as to take in the Greeks of Sicily, sometimes so

as to shut them out. Envoys of the Greeks come to

Gelon ^. Gelon is asked to help Hellas as something

^ Herod, vii. 157 ; 01 dyyeXoi rwv '^Wtivoov.

N 2
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CHAP. VI.

Like use

of Hellas
and Hel-
Un.

Inconsis-

tent use

in the

speeches.

which he himself stands outside of ^ He addresses the

envoys as Hellenes, as by a name in which he has no

share ^. He bids them go back to Hellas, as to a land of

which the spot where they are standing forms no part ^. Yet

Gelon and his power are spoken of as part of Hellas, and no

mean part *. He and his people are Hellenes, threatened by

the same dangers as other Hellenes. If the whole Hellenic

folk are to join together, Gelon and his people must join as

well as the rest ^. That is to say, Hellas is the land of

the Hellenes wherever they settle
;
England is the land of

the English wherever they settle. Yet the two names have

become so specially attached to that seat of the Hellenic or

the English folk where possession is both oldest and most

complete, they have gone so far towards putting on a sense

purely geographical, that in both cases it needs some effort

to extend the name from its geographical to its national

use. But, by a happy accident of language, Hellas re-

mained an adjective ; it was therefore easier to speak of the

younger Naxos and the younger Megara as cities of Hellas

than it is now to speak of the younger Boston and the

younger Melbourne as cities of England. By another

happy accident, the Greek tongue could distinguish the

Sikel and the Sikeliot, while we have no such power of

coining endings to distinguish the native savage of America

or Australia from the English settlers in his land. And

again, 8ikelia had the good luck not to bear any arbitrary

fancy name like America and Australia, but to be called

after the national name of the chief among her elder

people. On the other hand, the modern metropolis had,

till it cast it away, an advantage in nomenclature over the

^ Herod, vii. 159 ; ei 0ov\eai 0or]6i(iv rr) 'EWaSt.

^ lb. 158. He begins his speech with dv5p€s"E\Xr]V€s.

^ lb. 162
;
airaWaaaonevoi Koi dyyiKKopres Tr\ 'EAAaSc.

* lb. 157 ;
ixoipd TOi rijs 'EWddos ovk eKaxi(TTr] jxha.

^ lb. ;
0or]9ei de roiai kXevOepovcri Trjv 'EKXdSa koi avveXevOepov.

yap yivopiivT] irdaa rj 'EAAds, x**/' j^^yo-^V crvvdyerai.

aXrjs
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elder one. For a long time the word opposed to Ame- chap. vi.

rica " was not the national name " English/^ but the geo- ^nglisJi

graphical name " British.^"* An American Gelon might British.

have told British envoys to go back to Britain, while

asserting himself to be a very important member of the

English folk. But the general analogy is a near one ; in

both cases we see how hard it is to keep nomenclature per-

fectly accurate and consistent. At all events, none of the "E.xx-qvfs

disputants looked forward to a day, a day which we shall
^-E^xxahKOL

come across before our Sicilian story is fully told, when the

name Hellen had put on a meaning wholly theological,

when the name Hellas had put on a meaning wholly geo-

graphical, and when men who spoke no tongue but that of

Hellas had to distinguish the people of the local Hellas by

the newly-coined name of Helladikoi ^.

The notion that Gelon had any serious thought of send-

ing help to the allied Greeks at the Isthmus, either be-

fore or after the envoys went away, may be dismissed as

inconsistent with the circumstances of the case. If the

question had really arisen, he might, as Herodotus sug-

gests, have been disinclined—and perhaps not wholly un-

reasonably disinclined—to go to Peloponnesos merely that

he, tyrant of Sicily as he is called, should act under Lace-

daemonian orders ^. It may well be that, as the same writer

also suggests, he expected that the Greeks would in any

case be defeated ^. At any rate, what he really did with Eeal action

regard to the Persian invasion of Old Greece was to be

ready for the chance of that invasion being successful.

^ See the revolt of the Orthodox "EXXahiKoi against the Iconoclast Em-
peror Leo, in Theoph. i. 623, ed. Bonn,

^ Herod, vii. 163 ; buvov koX ovk avaax^fov voi7]ad]j.€i'os kXOav Is IleAo-

TTOVvrjaov apx^crOai viro AaKeSat[i.opiajv kaiv ^iKcXirjs rvpavvos.

^ lb. ; ZdLaas nepl toTgl "EXXrjai fxr) ov dvveojvTai Toy Pdpfiapov vvfp^aXi-

o9at. The witness of Herodotus is of immeasurably greater strength for

actual fact than for these surmises and speeches.
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CHAP. VI. Had either Carthaginians or Persians succeeded in their

immediate share of the enterprise, the victors were to go

on to the help of their allies in Old Greece or in Sicily as

Different might happen. It was therefore possible that Gelon might

Persia and have to fight, not only against the Carthaginians and their

Carthage, ^uigg {j^ Sicily, but also against the great Persian host or

some large detachment of it, flushed with victories in Attica

and Peloponnesos. Against such a joint attack he doubt-

less felt that he could not bear up. He therefore took

means to ward off the attack of one of his foes, the foe

who was the more distant and the less certain to come

against him. The Persian again, in the case of the greatest

success, was not likely to aim at more than a supremacy

over Syracuse and all Greek Sicily; the Phoenicians were

likely to aim at utter bondage or destruction.

, When Gelon therefore heard that Xerxes had really
sends Kad- '^^

mos to crossed the Hellespont, he sent a trusty agent to Delphoi
Delphoi

, watch the course of affairs. This was the righteous

man Kadmos, son of Skythes of Kos, whom we have

already seen first lay down the tyranny of his native

island and then bear a part in the settlement of very

unrighteous men at Zankle^. By this time his Samian

comrades had been driven out to make room for the mixed

multitude planted in Zankle by Anaxilas^, and Kadmos

had seemingly, like so many others, entered the service

of Gelon, and had doubtless received the citizenship of

Syracuse. He was now sent by Gelon, with three ships

of fifty oars and a great treasure, with orders to wait

his policy, and see what might happen. If the Greeks were vic-

torious, he was to do nothing and to come back again.

If the Great King had the better, he was to offer him the

treasure in Gel6n''s name, and withal to give earth and

water as a sign of the submission of all Gelon^s dominions ^.

^ See above, p. no. ^ Sue above, p. 115.

^ Herod, vii. 163 ; ireixnei Kadfiou . . . KapaZoKi^aovra Trjv fjiaxrjv 77 Treate-
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By that means^ i£ the war with Carthage was still unde- chap. vi.

cided^ or decided in favour of Gelon, the further advance

of the Persians would most likely be stayed. Gelon would

have acknowledged the Persian as his lord ; but the supre-

macy of a lord at such a distance was likely to be little

more than, nominal. But, as all the world knows, things

took another turn. Kadmos waited till after the battle Kadmos

of Salamis, and went back to Syracuse to hail his master fo Geld?

as victor of Himera. And it was set down as a sign of

his exceptional righteousness that he did go back and took

the money with him. It seems to have been thought that

the more obvious course would have been for Kadmos to

go off to some other part of the world with the treasures of

Gelon and to turn them to his own use ^.

Meanwhile Gelon and his ally Theron were doing their Occasions

share of the work of Hellas and Europe. Though prepara-
^^^^^s

tions had long been making at Carthage, the immediate

attack was brought about by an event which was its occa-

sion and not its cause. Most of the great wars and revo-

lutions of Sicily—and not of Sicily only— were immediately

brought about by the appeal made by some discontented

person or party in the island to an enemy who was simply

watching his opportunity. So disloyal Christians brought

in the Saracen; so disloyal Mussulmans brought in the

Norman. In each case all that the immediate petition for

help really did was to fix the immediate time and place of

an invasion which was already planning. The blow would

before long have assuredly fallen in some other time and

rai, K.T.X, The mission of Kadmos is doubtless a fact, and there seems no

reason to question its alleged object.

^ Gelon sent him (Herod, vii. 164) Std SiKaiocrvvijv r-qv 61 avrds dWrjv

avvySee kovffav. (See above, p. no.) His coming back with the money is

thus described ; em roTai dWoicri SiKaioiffi roiai koivrov hpyaajxivoLOi koX

T<58€ ovK kXdxi<yrov tovtojv kXeineTO. Kparrjcras yap peydXojv xPVf^^'''^^
'''^^

ot TeKuiv kncTpdveTO, irapeby KaraGx^aOai, ovk rjdeXrjffe.
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CHAP. VI. place. So it was now. An application from Sicily for

Carthaginian help in local warfare brought the fleet of

Carthage at the particular moment when it came^ and led

it to the north side of the island, instead of to the south.

It cannot have done more.

Treason of The immediate traitor to Hellas in this case was Terillos

Himera. of Himera, the forerunner alike of Euphemios and of Ibn-

Thimna, the man who plays in the West the part which

Hippias of Athens plays in the East. In each, case it

Terillos is a banished tyrant who calls in the barbarian. Terillos

by Sron. heen driven out of Himera by the lord of Akragas.

Whether Theron had simply annexed Himera to the do-

minions of Akragas^ or whether he had been called in by a

Himeraian party as a deliverer from a local master, we

His rela- have no means of judging ^. But Terillos had ties of

Hamilkar. hospitality with the Carthaginian Hamilkar son of Hannon,

who then held the post of Shophet, and^ as such^ is spoken

Haiuilkar's of by the Greek writers as king ^. Hamilkar was the son of

khidred.^^ a Syracusan mother ^. This may or may not imply that,

in the days when the Phoenician powers were not yet

dangerous to eastern Sicily^ the right of co?inubmm had

Action of been established between Syracuse and Carthage. Terillos

was zealously supported by his father-in-law Anaxilas

of Rhegion and Zankle. The lord of two Greek cities

^ Herod, vii. 165 ; vno Qrjpojvos tov Puvqaih-q^ov 'AfcpayavTivoju fiovvdpxov

k^fXaaOds 'Ifxeprjs TrjpiXXos 6 KpiVLinrov, Tvpavvos lojv 'Ifxiprjs. Grote (v.

295) and Holm (i. 205) both suggest the action of a party in Himera.

^ Tlie great host of Carthage had (XTpaTrjybv avTwv 'Afx'iKKav tov''Avvojvos,

KapxrjSovLCiJV kovTa {BaaiXia (Herod, vii. 165). He adds (i66),Pa(n\ev(TavTa

KaT dvdpayaOlrjv KapxiJ^ovicov.

Should his name be written .ffamilkar or ^milkar ? Movers (i. 615)

and others make the name mp'^mii", like Obadiah, Obed-edom, Abd-ul-

Hamid, like Gilchrist, XpicTTodovXos, or the Persian Tahnsbsp-Koali Khan.

In English transliteration the s» is commonly left out, and I have written

^sdrubal for 'jyanr, like ^zariah. But I have surely seen the name

somewhere connected, not with iir, but with hdh, like Sannibsil.

^ Herod, vii. 166; KapxfJ^oviov eovTa irpbs itaTpbs, fxrjTpoOev "Xvpr]-

Koaiov.

Anaxilas,
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earnestly pressed Hamilkar to an expedition against Sicily: chap. vi.

he went so far as to give his children as hostages for

his own faithfulness to the Phoenician cause ^. We thus Compari-

find the same kind of division in Sicily which we find old Greece,

in Old Greece. The part of Athens and Sparta and the

other patriotic cities is played by Syracuse and Akra-

gaSj while Anaxilas represents the medizing states of the

motherland^ as Terillos represents the banished Peisistra-

tids. There is indeed one difference. Hippias came to

Marathon^ and Thebes gave active help to Xerxes at

Plataia ; but we hear nothing of any share taken by

Terillos or Anaxilas in the campaign of Himera. But

Selinous_, most likely as a dependency of Carthage^ was

either ready or was constrained to give help to the mling

city. It was Syracuse and Akragas^ Gelon and Ther6n_, Pre-

with the other cities over which Gelon and Theron ruled^ ofGeldn^

on whom at this time fell the championship of Hellas in
^^^^.^

the West.

The fleet, with the motley host that it bore_, set forth from Numbers

Carthage. The figures^ no more trustworthy than figures Panic

in general_, speak, besides the three hundred thousand fight-
^^"^y-

ing men, of perhaps two thousand ships of war, and three

thousand vessels of burthen, carrying the stores of the host,

and also the horses and the war-chariots ^. The use of these The war-

last Carthage would seem to have inherited from Jabin

and the other warriors of the elder Canaan. Their men-

tion now and in later times is perhaps a little startling

;

but they were seemingly used in the earlier Carthaginian

^ Herod, vii. 165 ;
fiaXiara dia TTjV 'Ava^tXeco . . . TrpoOvixirjv, os , . . ra

kcovTOv riKva hovs df^rjpovs 'AfxiXKa, kirrjye fiiv km r-qv l^iKeXirjv^ Ti^ojpiojv

TO) irevOepZ.

^ In Diod. xi. 20, for 8i(rxi^io:v, as the number of the /xafcpal vrjes, most

modern writers, as Busolt (ii. 267), seem silently to correct diaKoaiajv. The
larger number is clearly exaggerated ; but one might have looked for

something greater than the smaller. On the chariots see Judges i. 19,

iv. 3.
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Direction

of the

fleet.

The fleet

at Pan-
orint®s.

Saying of

Hamilkar.

campaigns before the elephants had been brought into use, as

the chief means of breaking the ranks of the enemy. The

suppliant from Himera is not spoken of at this stage, but

it was surely he who directed the course of the voyage.

The fleet of Hamilkar did not, as might have been ex-

pected, sail straight to the nearest side of Sicily, and at

once strike a great blow by an attack on Akragas in com-

pany with the Greek allies of Carthage at Selinous. When
Selinous was hostile, the grandson of Hamilkar made

Lilybaion his landing-place ^ ; but Selinous itself would

seem the most obvious head-quarters for an attack on

Akragas with Selinuntine help. But the cry for help had

come from the fallen lord of Himera. His city was there-

fore chosen as the first point of attack. The campaign

was to be waged on the northern, not on the southern,

coast of Sicily. Theron, and through him Gelon, could

be attacked on either side.

This point being fixed, the obvious landing-place and

centre of warfare was the chief seat of Phoenician power

in the island. The fleet set sail for Panormos. On the

voyage a storm arose which sank the vessels that carried

the horses and chariots 2. Though weakened in this arm,

the main body sailed safely along the western coast of

Sicily. It passed under the height of Eryx, and by the

shore of inland Segesta. As Hamilkar entered the two-

fold haven of Panormos, he is reported to have said that

the war was over. His fear had been that the sea, which

had thus far fought for the Greeks of Sicily, should alto-

gether decide the struggle in their favour ^. After three

days spent at Panormos, the host set forth for Himera.

The land force marched along the lower ground between

the hills and the sea, while the fleet sailed in concert

along the coast. Neither force seems to have met with

1 Diod. xiii. 54. ^ lb. xi. 20.

^ lb.
; fx-q-noTe if Oakarra tovs ^iksXiutus k^€\r]Tai tuv Kivhvvojv.
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any opposition till they came close to the town of Himera, chap. vi.

to which they at once laid siee-e on two sides. Landing at^ Himera.
Himera, as we have already seen \ lay on the left bank

Position of

of the northern river of its own name, the modern Fkime Himera.

Grande^ between its mouth and that of the smaller stream

of the Fiume Torfo. It stood on the edge of the higher

ground skirted by the present road from Palermo to

Cefalii, with about a mile of flat ground between the town

and the sea. The town was now, as we have seen, in pos- Theron at

session of the lord of Akragas, and Theron in person was

within its walls, in command of a large force ^. His

presence at Himera shows that he knew what was the

intended point of Carthaginian attack; yet it may be

that at the actual moment of Hamilkar^s coming the attack

was unexpected. Here was the main difference between

the Persian invasion of old Greece and the Carthaginian

invasion of Sicily. Xerxes could not strike a sudden blow.

All his doings on his long march could not fail to be known

to the whole world, and those whom he threatened could

be ready for him at every point. But though the Sicilian

Greeks had long known that a Punic invasion was

coming, they could not tell the exact time and place

where the blow would fall. The stroke might be sudden,

and it seems to have been so. The Greek allies of Theron

do not show themselves till later ; the Greek allies of

Hamilkar do not show themselves at all. Of Anaxilas we Agreement

hear never a word ; of Selinuntines we do hear that karwlth^"

Hamilkar bade them by letter—sent perhaps from Panor- ^^^^eSeh-

^
.

nuntines.

mos—to send their horse to Himera by a certain day, and

that they sent back an answer, pledging themselves to do

as he bade them Hamilkar was able to form a double

See vol. i. p. 414.

^ Diod. xi. 20
;

Qripcov u ^AKpayavTivwu dvvdaTrjs e'xw dvvafxiv iKavrjv nal

Trapa(f)v\dTTcov ttju 'l^iipav.

3 lb. 21.
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CHAP. VI. camp before Himera without hindrance. He occupied the

low ground between the town and the sea by the mouth of

Double the river. Here he drew the mass of his triremes on shore,
camp
before and fenced them in with a deep ditch and a wall of wood ^
Himera.

^qj. j^ig l^m^ force he made another camp, which joined the

camp by the sea on one side, but which stretched further

Extent of inland ^. While the sea-camp lay wholly between the

camp ; lii^s of Himera and the sea, the land-camp spread itself

so far that it altogether hemmed in the city on the

western side ^. That is to say, it must have stretched

. over the low hills to the west of the hill of Himera, and

over the valley which parts them as far as the high

of the city, ground to the south. And this is as much as saying that

the city had already so far spread over the western part of

The town its own hill as to have fortifications on that side On

sur-^"^^^ two sides therefore, west and north, Himera was fast shut

rounded.
• . -^^^ ^j^g language of our story in no way suggests that

there was any regular investment of the town on the land-

ward side to the south. Outposts of course there may

have been, and the plunderers would doubtless be busy

there. But there can hardly have been any greater opera-

tions. The hill, as we have seen ^, dies away on that side

very gradually into the general mass of ground, high and

The land- low. The valley to the west and the dale of the Himeras

^pen.
^^"^^

^0 actually meet so as to isolate the hill ; there is

always something of an isthmus between them. The south

side was therefore comparatively open; but this was not

the side on which anything was likely to approach the

city. It was to the east that Himera lay most open, alike

^ Diod. xi. 20
;

ra<ppa} ^aOeia ical rdxci ^vXivo).

^ lb.
;

T7jv Se Tcuv iT€^uiv Trap(jxfioKriv ooxupoJOiv, dvTtnpuffojnov iroi-qaas tt}

noXei, Kat irapeKTeivas dirb tov vavriKov TrapaTeix'icrpaTos p.^XP'-
'''^^ virtpKeifii-

voju Xofpajv. These \6(j>oi I take to be the high points to the south.

- ^ lb. ; KaOoKov ttSlv to trpbs 5vcrp.ds p-epos KaTaXa^opevos.

* See vol. i. p. 416,

^ See vol. i. p. 415.
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to Greek friends from Syracuse and to Greek enemies from chap. vi.

Zankle. Hamilkar however does not seem to have spread

his lines to the east of the river. The sea-camp was to the

norths the land-camp to the west. The ships of burthen

had carried a stock of provisions which were brought on

shore for immediate use ; the vessels that carried it were

sent off to Africa and Sardinia to fetch more^. The Phoe-

nician part of Sicily is not spoken of; its contributions had

most likely been already taken in during the stay at

Panormos. Twenty triremes were not drawn on shore,

but were left afloat to keep watch against any sudden

need ^.

Having thus made his military arrangements for a siege, Battle

Hamilkar led out a picked body of men ^—we should like nfmera

;

to know which of all the nations gathered under his banners

were specially chosen for such a service—to an attack

on the city, perhaps rather to challenge its defenders to

come forth and try their strength. A sally was made from

Himera, most likely from its w^estern side. Whether it defeat of

was led by Theron in person we are not told ; but the

battle or skirmish was unfavourable to the men of Himera

or of Akragas. Not a few were slain, and the hearts of

Theron and his followers sank within them They Message

shrank from any further unassisted attempts at resistance
; Qel6n?

and Theron sent a message to his ally at Syracuse^ praying

him to come with all speed to the deliverance of Himera.

We know not whether Gelon had been lookina" for a Gelon's

I

prepai
'' tions.

Carthaginian attack on Syracuse itself. On the one hand, P^^P^''^"

he was fully equipped for immediate action; on the other,

^ Diod. xi. 26.

^ This appears from Diod. xi. 24 ; ukocti vavs (lafcpal Siecpvyov rbv kiv-

dvvov, as 'AfilXfcas ovk eveuiXKijae irpos rds dvayKaias xp^'^s. By this we

must correct the words of c. 20, rds fxaKpcLs vavs airdaas kuiduXfirjcre.

^ lb. 20 ; rots dpiCTovs tojv (TTpaTiooTCJv dvaXaPajv.

* lb. 20
;
KamrK-q^aTO rovs kv rrj irokei. 6 Qrjpojv (pol3T]6eis.
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the fact that he was at Syracuse and not at Himera

seems to show that he had not looked for the blow to fall

at the point where it did fall. During the time of waiting,

his preparations had been busy and vigorous ; but the only

detail that we hear of is the sacrifice made by his wife

Damareta and the other noble matrons of his dominions.

They gave up their ornaments to the public service, and

out of them a special coinage was struck for the payment

of the troops, which bore the name of the wife of Gelon ^.

His care had prospered so well that he had a host ready to

march at the moment when the news came of the distress

of Himera ^. If figures are to be trusted, he set forth at

the head of a greater force than he had offered to send to

the help of Old Greece. That last was doubtless conceived

as only part of the v\^arlike strength of the lord of Syra-

cuse, while the army that marched to Himera might seem

to be the whole. The numbers are given as fifty thousand

footmen, without distinction between heavy-armed and

others, and five thousand horse. The great proportion of

this last force, as compared with the armies of Sparta or

even of Athens, marks the number of wealthy men in

Syracuse and the other cities under Gelon^s rule, and

further points to the special advantages of the horse-breed-

ing land of Sicily. He pressed with all speed to Himera

;

* Biisolt (ii. 260) prefers, and I think rightly, this explanation, that of

the lexicographers, .Julius Pollux (i^. 85) and Hesychios (v. ArjfxnpeTiov)

,

to the story in Diodoros, xi. 26. This last connects the coinage with the

crown voted to Damareta after the victory. It is hard to see how the

money could be coined out of that. Pollux mentions that other women
had a share. See also the Scholiast on Pindar, 01. ii. 29 (purporting to

quote Timaios)
;

Arjixaperr], a(p' ^? koX to Arjuapiriov vopuffixa kv ^iKcXiq.

Bergk has found a reference in Simonides, Ep. 141, as he has corrected

it by putting together the extracts in the Scholiast on Pyth. i. 155, and

Souidas in Aapinov. He thus gives us two lines
;

tKarbv XiTpwv Kot TTfVTrjKovTa raXavroov

Aafiapirov \pv(rov, rds ddcdras deKarav.

But is it not a little harsh to make Aafidpfros an adjective ?

^ Diod. xi. 21 ; 6 Se TcXuv fcal avros ^rot/xa/fws Trjv Svvajxiv.
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we should be glad to hear something" of the details of his chap. vi.

march. If he took a straight course, he would go right

through the heart of the Sikel country and by Henna

itself. Unluckily we are told nothing at this time of the No men-

elder inhabitants of the land. We are left to guess that si^eisf

they stood aloof during this strife for the dominion of

their soil between the two more fortunate nations which

had planted themselves among them.

In the story, as it is told us, a story which of course Gelon and

comes from Syracusan and not from Akragantine sources,

there seems a certain disposition to put the energy of

Gelon in contrast with the faint-heartedness of Theron.

But we can hardly doubt that Gelon really was the chief

actor in the great deliverance that was coming. He drew

near to Himera on the eastern side, doubtless along the

broad valley of the winding river, gladdening the hearts

of the besieged as they saw the relieving force draw near^.

On the right bank of the river he pitched a camp of his Gelon's

own, defended by a deep ditch and palisade, but keeping

up a close communication with the besieged city. Himera

was in short hemmed in between two camps, one of friends,

the other of enemies ^. The presence of the friendly army

kindled again the spirits of the besieged, and, before risking

the decisive struggle with the enemy, Gelon took every

means to keep up the hearts of all on his side. Till his

coming, the defenders of Himera had ceased to venture

beyond their walls, while marauders from the Punic camp

spread freely over the whole country, foraging and plunder-

ing. It was a new thing for them when they were hunted

down by the Syracusan horsemen and carried off as captives,

^ Diod. xi. 21
;

kvoirjae Oappav tovs wpoTfpov KaTaireirXrjy/xivovs ras t5jv

KapxijSovicou dwafxeis.

^ lb. ; auroj crTpaTonedelau olKHav Pa\6jj.€vos tojv iiept rrjv ituXiv tottojv,

ravTrjv fxlv dix^poioe, rdcppa) Pa$eta Koi x'^P^-'^^l^^''''- TrepiXaPduv. The site is

not mentioned ; but it cannot i'ail to have been where I have put it in the

text.
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CHAP. VI. to the number of ten thousand^ into the Syracusan camp ^.

ancfSie
"^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ Gelon practised the

prisoners, device which is attributed to him, as it is to some later

Greek generals^ of selling his prisoners naked. Men used

to the games of Greece were to be shown the difference

between themselves and their enemies, above all, between

themselves and the swarthy Africans ^. We are told too

that Theron, in his fright, had blocked up all the gates of

He opens Himera. Gelon caused them to be opened again, and even

gates.^^ made fresh openings in the walls ^. In all these ways

Gelon raised the spirits of the men of Himera
;
they had

found a chief whom they could trust, and they no longer

shrank from the enemy*.

The Battle At last the great day came, the day that was to decide,

b! 0^480!^^ for a season at least, whether Sicily, or any part of it, was

to remain within the bounds of the European world. We
Himeva would still fain believe that the twofold salvation of Hellas

mis. was wrought on the same day in East and West. We would

still hope that, on the same morning when the Hellenic

paean was echoed back from the island rock of Salamis^,

^ Diod. xi. 21 ; ovtoi [01 irrvfis'l TrapaSv^cos kwKpaviyTes SieaTrapfxevois draK-

rojs Kard ttjv x^pav.

^ Front. Strat, i. 11. 18 ;
" Gelo, Syracusanorum tyrannus, bello adver.sus

Pcenos suscepto cum multos cepisset, infirmissimum queraque, praecipue

ex auxiliaribus qui nigerrimi erant, nudatum in conspectum suoruin

produxit, ut persuaderent contemnendos." The " auxiliares " (^vfj-fiaxoi)

seem to be opposed both to ttoXitikol and to fxiadaJToL The same story is

told of Agesilaos (Xen. Ag. i. 28), only this time the barbarians were not

" nigerrimi " but Xevicol, Sid to jx-q-noTe iKOveaOai. One begins to think of

some later Greeks and Albanians.

^ Diod. xi. 2 1 ; dirdaas rds nvKas, d? Sid <pu^ov irporepov dvajKodu/JLtjcrav 01

nepL ©Tjpoova, ravras Tovvavriov Sid t^v Karafpovrjcrtv k^caKohopLrjae: nal dWas

irpoanaTeaKcvaae. * lb.

5 iEsch. Pers. 388 ;

TTpSiTov pikv rixoT KeXados 'EWrjvcov irdpa

lxoXirr]5bv €V(pT}fir](T€v, opOiov S' dfxa

dvTqXdXa^t vrjaiuriZos nerpas
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when the Hellenic trireme^ be she o£ Athens or of Aigina chap. vi.

it skills not, dashed hard her brazen prow into the defences

of the ship of old Phoenicia^, at that self-same moment

the horsemen and the spearmen of Syracuse and Akragas

were pressing forward in the same cause against enemies

of the self-same stock. Hellas against Canaan^ the elder

Hellas against the elder Canaan, the younger against the

younger—that was the cause to be judged on that me-

morable day. Of the work of that day by the shore of

Himera we have two tales. It is not easy to bring them

into exact agreement^ above all as regards the fate of the

Phoenician leader. Herodotus gives us one story as the The two

Carthaginian version, but implies that the Syracusans told ^he battle,

another tale ^. That other tale has been handed down to

us by the native historian of Sicily. We have the two to

compare ; to reconcile them is a harder task.

From the Carthaginian version we learn no details of The Car-

thaginian
the ups and downs of the battle. We hear only that men version,

fought on from morning till evenings and that night

closed on the utter rout of the motley host of Carthage ^.

The Greek of Sicily^ fighting for his own soil_, was too

strong for the barbarian of Libya fig^hting at his mastery's

biddings too strong for the barbarian of Spain or Gaul

or Italy, selling himself for the hire which he was not to

handle. Meanwhile, in the Semitic version, a version which

breathes a truly Semitic spirit in every word, the Shophet

of Carthage is painted after the likeness of Moses and

^ Compare the two stories in Herodotus (viii. 84) with the verse in

^schylus which most concerns us (Pers. 409), which leaves it open

;

. . . ^p^e 8' efi^oXrjs 'EWrjviKrj

vavs, KanoBpavei -navra ioivicrarjs vecbs

Kopv/xIS'.

^ See Appendix XX.
^ Herodotus, it will be remembered (see above, p. 160), places the fight

of Himera on the same day as the fight of Salamis. On that day (vii. 167),

ot f^ev PapPapoi TOicri "EWrjcri kv tt} '^iKeXli^ kfjiaxovro 1^ rjovs dp^dixevoi

ix^xpi SeiArjs 6if/ir]s' km Toaovro yap Xeyerai kXKVoai ttjv ovaraoiv.

VOL. II. O
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CHAP. VI. Samuel, rather than after that o£ Joshua and Saul. While

the fight was waging, Hamilkar abode in his camp by the

The sacri- shore. He had a great sacrifice to do to Baal, a sacrifice

Hamilkar. which would work more mightily for the cause of the

worshippers of Baal than aught that he could do in the

fight with his single arm. A huge fire was kindled, and,

hour after hour, Hamilkar kept on making his offerings

to the gods of Carthage. On such a day as this it was

not enough to give to the heavenly powers some small part

of the victims^ flesh, while their worshippers feasted on

the rest. Whole-burnt-offering upon whole-burnt-offering,

bodies—were they of man or beast ? were they alive or

dead ?—cast without stint into the flame, were the devout

offerings of the Judge of Carthage. And hour after hour

the gods of his race seemed to smile on him
;

lucky omens

steadily showed themselves to the inquiring soothsayers ^.

Defeat of But Zeus on the hill of Akragas, Athene in the island of

thaginians. Syracuse, were that day too strong for Baalim and Ash-

taroth. At the moment when Hamilkar, after so many

gifts to the flames, was pouring forth his drink-offering,

he looked from his camp, and saw his army scattered

before the pursuit of victorious Hellas. Then he made

Self- yet one more offering, and one more costly than all. The

Hamilkar. life of the Sliophet of Carthage was due to Carthage

;

Hamilkar threw himself into the fire and was seen no

more^. Search far and wide was made for him at the

bidding of the conqueror, but nowhere on earth was the

Punic leader to be found living or dead ^. But the gods

^ There is something wonderfully striking in the picture drawn by

Herodotus (vii. 167) ; 6 Se 'AfilXKas tovtw to) xP^^V l^^voiv kv tw crrparo-

Titho) kOvero Kai eKaWiepeero, eni irvpjjs fxeyaXTjs aoj^ara bXa KaTayi^cvv. On
the au/fiUTa oAa see Grote, v. 297.

^ lb. 166 ; ujs i] avfj,Po\r} re eyevero teal ecraovTO rfi piaxQ a<pavia6T}vai

rrvvBdvofxaf ovre yap (^aiVTa ovre a-noOavovra cpavrjvai ovdafxov yrjs' to ttolv

yap eTT€^e\6civ Si^Tjfifvov Tekojva. See Appendix XX.
^ lb. 167 ; ISwv 8e TpoTTTjV twv eciJVTOv yeuop.ivqv, u)S ervx^ knianivdojv

rolai ipoiai, wae kuvrbv Is to -nvp' ovtoj hj] KaraKavdivTa dcpaviadrjrai.
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whom lie served gave him his reward. The city which chap. vi.

might have nailed him to the cross if he had come back

to tell the tale of his army^s overthrow could honour the

man who so strangely gave his life for her. In every Honours

colony and dependency of Carthage memorials were raised

to Hamilkar son of Hannon ; in Carthage itself arose the

proudest memorial of all. He who had so bountifully

served the gods himself received the offerings due to a

hero ^} and seventy years later his grandson offered a richer

offering still to avenge Hamilkar^s death on the spot where

he had died.

The tale of the self-sacrifice of Hamilkar is so over- Estimate

whelmingly grand in itself that it is a comfort that it story!

suggests no hard questions of topography. It happened,

or it did not happen. It might have happened anywhere.

If it happened anywhere at Himera, it certainly happened

on the low ground between the hills and the sea. The Syracusan

tale which was told at Syracuse goes into far greater

detail, and it needs some pains to adapt it to the circum-

stances of the ground. The Syracusan and the Cartha-

ginian version cannot be reconciled
; yet the two have a

common element in this, that a great sacrifice offered by

Hamilkar forms a leading feature in each. As the tale

was told in the Greek tongue, the Shophet of Carthage

made ready, on the shore of one of the seas of Hellas,

to sacrifice with all pomp and costliness to the Hellenic

ruler of the waters. A day was announced for a great Hamilkar's
• • • • s^crificG "to

sacrifice to Poseidon^. In this version the place of offering poseiddn.

would seem to be the temple of which the remains still

exist on the left bank of the Himeras ^. The day fixed

^ Herod, vii. 167 ;
KapxrjSovioi tovto fiiu ol Ovovai, tovto de fxyq/xara

kTToirjaav hv -ndarjai rrjai ttoKkxl tu)v aTroLKtdoov, kv aiiTrj re fiiyiarov Kapx^J^oyi.

^ Diod. xi. 21 ; tov 'AfiiXKa diarpi^ovTos fxev Kara Trjv vavriKrjv (TTpaTotre-

ddav, TTapa(TK€va^opiivov 6e Oveiv rw Hoaetdwui pieya^OTrpeirous.

^ See vol. i. pp. 415, 416.

O 2
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CHAP. VI. for this act of worship to the gods of the enemy was the

The day on which the horsemen of Selinous had promised to
horaemen
expected show themselves in the Carthaginian camp. The Greek

SeHnous. could not be worshipped in due order unless men

familiar with the Hellenic religion were there to guide

his Phoenician worshippers in the unaccustomed rites of

Letters Hellas. But that day the teachers were lacking. The

by Geldn. letters sent from Selinous to Hamilkar fell into the hands of

Gelon ^. The lord of Syracuse knew how to improve such

His stra- a chance. He sent out horsemen of his own by night.

* They were bidden to show themselves before the camp

as the expected contingent from Selinous. Once within the

wooden wall^ they were to slay Hamilkar and to set fire to

the ships that had been drawn on shore. Scouts were set

on the hills. When they saw the Greek horsemen within

the Phoenician camp, they were to raise a concerted signal

from the heights. The difficulty in this account is that_,

though there are neighbouring heights to the south higher

than the town, yet there are none from which the ground

between the town and the sea can be seen. We must

therefore suppose^, odd as the phrase sounds, that the

heights spoken of are those of the town itself^ as com-

pared with the camp of Gelon pitched below in the dale of

the Himeras. When the time came^ when the horsemen

had made their way into the sea-camp of the enemy^ Gelon

himself was to lead the main body of his army to attack

their other camp on the low western hills.

The Syra- The scheme was successfully carried out. The night

horsemen before the day appointed for the coming of the Seli-

admitted to ^-^^ Svracusan horsemen, under cover of the dark-
the Punic '

^

camp. ness_, made a roundabout march, most likely by an inland

^ Diod. xi. 21 (see above, p. 187) ;
rjicov dirb ttjs x^P^^ Ittttcis afovres irpus

rbv TeXoova Pi/BKiacpopov, kiricrToXds KOjxi^ovTa vapd ^(.Kivovvricuv, kv ah ^v

yeypafjLfxivov otl irpbs rjv ^ypaipev ^[xepav 'Afx'iXKas dnocrTeTXat tovs iTTirfis,

irpbs avrrjv kKirifxxpovciv.
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course south of the city, which brought them to the chap. vi.

western side of the Punic sea-camp. The morning* came

;

and^ when the sun rose^ the horsemen, not of Selinous but

of Syracuse, were ready before the gate. None suspected

the trick. Dorian Greeks were looked for, and Dorian

Greeks were there ; the keepers of the gates welcomed the

contingent of the faithful dependency. Once within the

walls, the work began. Hamilkar was, it would seem,

standing ready for the pious duties of the festival, waiting

for the coming of his Greek allies to offer his victims to

Poseidon with the dawn of day. But, instead of allies, Death of

the destroyer was upon him. The enemy was within the ^alburn-

camp; the Shophet himself was slain before the altar
;

i^g^^^

fire was set to the ships ; the signal from the hills told

Gelon that one part of the work was done, and that the

time was come for him to take that share in it which he

had allotted to himself ^.

Gelon was waiting for the call, whether in his camp on Gelon

the right bank of the Himeras or at any point nearer to land-camp.

the expected scene of action. The most obvious path from

that camp to the land-camp of the Carthaginians would

be by the landward side, over the isthmus, so to speak,

which parts the western valley from the dale of the

Himeras. At whatever point, Gelon was ready with his

host marshalled for battle; and, by whatever course, he

made his way with all the speed in his power to the Punic

land-camp. The officers left there in command led out their

troops to meet him, and the stout barbarians of Europe

and Africa fought manfully from the small vantage-

ground which was given them by the low hills on which

they were encamped. The great struggle of the day was

now come, on the ground westward of the city.

^ Diod. xi, 22 ; (v9vs trpoabpafMuvres to) 'Afjii\Ka rrepl rrjv dvaiav yivofievo)

rovrov fxtv a.v€i\ov, ras Se vavs euiirprjcrav, 'dneiTa twv gkotiwv apavTwv to

cvaarjfxov, k.t.\.
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CHAP. vi. The battle is described to us with much life, but only in

The battle, general terms. The trumpets sounded on both sides ; the

war-shouts went up; Greek and barbarian strove which

should rend the skies with a mightier cry^. The con-

tending hosts swayed backwards and forwards; victory

was long uncertain ^. This general picture is all that we

have ; but the fight of Himera must have been one of no

Contrast of small moment in the history of warfare. It must have been
weapons.

^ .^j tactics and weapons ; it must even have been

in some sort a forerunner of the days of Kynoskephalai

and Pydna. The men of the Greek phalanx^ not yet

marshalled with the full skill that was to come in after

days in Thebes and Macedon, but already practising the

Dorian tactics of shield and spear, had to strive, perhaps

against the claymore of Gaul, certainly against the short

stabbing-sword whose use the Iberian taught to the Roman.

The day was undecided when the flames from the burning

ships rose to their height, and when men came from the

Success of sea-camp with the news of the death of Hamilkar. The
' hearts of the Greeks were stirred and quickened. Strong

in the hope of victory, they pressed on more fiercely ^. The

barbarians gave way and took to flight. It was now perhaps

that for a moment fortune seemed again to turn to the side

of Carthage. The Greeks burst into the camp ; it seemed

an easy prey
;
they were scattered after the rich plunder of

The bar- the Carthaginian tents. But the stoutest of barbarians,

raUy^n Spanish swordsmen, had either not given way, or had
the camp, formed again. They fell on the disordered Sikeliots, and

^ Diod. xi. 22. Wherever Diodoros got his picture, whether fromTimaios

or from any one earlier, it is at least a vigorous one ; Se rais crdXmy^iv

kv d/jKpOTepois TOis ffTpaTonedois effrjfxaivov to TroXefxiKuv koi Kpavyrj tojv

dvvapL6vwv kvaKKd^ kyevero, (pi\oTifiovfiivcxjv d/xtporkpoju to) ficyiOei ttjs Porjs

vTTepdpai Tovs dvTiTeTayfxevovs.

^ lb. ;
rrjs pidxris devpo KaKfiffc Ta\avTevofj,ipTjs.

^ lb.
;

dcpvQj Trjs KUTa tos vavs (fyKoybs dpOdarjs els v\pos, koi tivmu diray-

yeiXdvTOJv tov tov aTpaTrjyov (povov, oi fikv "EWrjves iOdpprjCav.
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slew not a few. And now came the turn o£ Theron and chap. vi.

the men of Akragas to play their part in the day^s work ^. ^^^^jj^^^^^^

Perhaps they had been left to guard the city; at any rate Theron's

they are spoken of as acting as a separate division of the

army. The lord of Akragas fetched a compass to the

further west, and came upon the camp behind the spot

where Greek and barbarian were still struggling, to the

advantage of the barbarian. Theron^s men set fire to the

tents ; even the brave Iberians, attacked on both sides, now

lost heart, and sought refuge in the ships which were still

afloat ^.

Those who found such a shelter as this were the ex- Slaughter

ceptionally lucky ones in the defeated army. The great
pypg^j^;

mass fled hither and thither ; the orders of Gelon were to

spare none. Figures again are dangerous; but the men

of Syracuse and Akragas boasted that half the Cartha-

ginian army, a hundred and fifty thousand barbarians of

every race, were slaughtered in the flight and in the

pursuit. A body of those who escaped sought shelter on

a rocky height among the hills, and there for a while

strove to defend themselves. The spot has been looked

for on the height of Calogero, between the site of Himera

and its Baths. Wherever the spot was, the height was

waterless; thirst soon drove its defenders to surrender^.

Others were scattered hither and thither, and were

gradually brought in by the victors as part of the plunder.

The few who reached the ships that were at anchor strove News

to sail to Africa. It is perhaps a legendary addition which Cartha^e**^

tells how the sea again fought for Sicily—Poseidon

had at least not hearkened to his alien worshipper—how

the ships on their voyage were broken by another storm,

^ See Appendix XX.
^ This comes out in c. 24 ; iroWoiis rwv (pevy6vrojv dvaXaPovcrai [at

vrjes]

.

^ Diodoros (xi. 21) says only kni riva tottov kpyfivov. Holm (i. 207)

suggests Calogero with much likelihood.
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CHAP. VI. and how tlie news of the day of Himera was brought to

Carthage by a few men in a small boat ^. That boat is

clearly the fellow of that other boat in which Xerxes crossed

the Hellespont. Such a tale is hardly needed to swell the

greatness of either of the twin victories of that great day.

At Himera, as at Salamis, Hellas had won. And in one

way Himera was more than Salamis ; no Plataia was

needed to finish the w^ork. For seventy years from the

day of that great deliverance, the Phoenician settlements

in Sicily remained, with the slightest exceptions, harmless

neighbours of the Greeks.

Salamis

and
Himera

Eewards
of the

army.

Gifts to

the gods

;

at Himera,

Hellas had vanquished Canaan ; and Hellas, so much at

least of her as had gone to make a new Hellas on Sicilian

soil, had now to pay her duty of thanks and offerings to

the gods and the men who had fought for her. First

and foremost among mortal deliverers w^ere the Syracusan

horsemen who had made their way into the camp of

Hamilkar, and who had dyed the altar, whether of Moloch

or of Poseidon, with the blood of his chief worshipper. For

them, and for all who had done good work in the fight,

Gelon had fitting gifts and badges of military prowess ^.

But all the allied troops received their share of the spoil;

the countless captives were meted out as not the least

precious part of it ^. No small share of the trophies were

nailed up in the chief temples of Himera as an offering to

^ Died. xi. 24 ;
dXiyoi 5e rives kv ixtKpcv GKacpei haaaiOevres ds Kapxrjdova,

5i((Td(pr]ffav Tois noXlrais, crvvTo/xov TTOirjad/xevoi Tr^v dirocpatnv, on vdvTes ol

SiaBavres els Trjv XiKeXiav diroXdjKaaiv. So in the parallel case (-^sch,

Pers. 254) the dirocpacris is avvrojxos enough
;

, . . di/dyKT] irdv dvanrv^ai irdOos,

Hepcxai, (TTpaTos yap was oAcuAe ^apfidpcov.

^ Diod. XI. 25 ; tovs re ivTreis tovs dveXovras tov 'Apiikicav hapems kripirjcre,

KOI rwv dWwv TOVS qvSpayaOijKOTas dpiareiois kKoajxTjae. Seemingly all the

horsemen and some of the others.

^ lb. ; Ttt 5e Xoind [roDv Xacjivpcuvl fxerd rwv alxi^aXuiroov dupiepice toTs

avjJLpidxois.
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tlie gods who had kept the walls of their city. But the chap. vi.

greatest and most brilliant share of the captive shields and at Syra-

weapons was carried home to Syracuse^ to enrich the holy

places of the Island and the Olympieion^ and of the newer

city that was springing up at Gelon^s bidding ^. With Return of

the spoils of victory, at the head of his victorious army, Syracuse,

the lord of Syracuse marched back to his capital. He

entered, doubtless by the gate in the wall of his own

building, in all the glory of the deliverer of Hellenic

Sicily.

On that solemn day of triumph, the victor of Himera, His appeal

tyrant as he was^ could afford to bear himself as other people,

than a tyrant. At such a moment he could venture to call

together the whole folk of Syracuse^ doubtless in the wide

a(/ora between the hill and the harbour^ which he had made

the meeting-place of the enlarged city. Thither pressed

the mixed multitude who owed their citizenship to his

gift j thither pressed those older citizens, patrician and

plebeian, to each of whom he had at least given freedom

from the rule of their immediate rivals. On that day^ the

Corinthian sprung from a comrade of Archias^ the enfran-

chised Sikel who had helped to drive him forth to Kas-

menai_, the last mercenary from whatever land whose stout

blows dealt at Gelon^s bidding had won him a place on the

burgher-roll of Syracuse—all would join with one heart

and with one soul to welcome the deliverer of all. On
that day Gelon could trust them all. He bade each man The armed

come to the assembly girded with his weapons; he ^^^^^
Qgj^^^^n'

stood among them unarmed^ in no pomp of military or armed,

civic command_, in the simplest garb of a citizen^s daily

life ^. Our thoughts are carried on to that armed assembly

^ Diod. xi. 25; Tojv Se Kafvpcav ra KaXXiarivovra Trape(pv\a^€ fiovX6-

fjLCvos Tovs kv rais "SiVpaKovaais veus KoafjLrjffai rois aKvkois' robv 5' dkXwv ra

TToKXa jxlv kv 'Ifxepa vpoa'qXcuffe roTs hm(paveaTarois rSiv UpSiv. We mourn

tlie loss of all the temples of Himera, save our one fragment.

^ lb. 26
;

avvqya'yev kKKX-qaiav itpoCTa^as airavras atravTav pera tSjv
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CHAP. VI. which welcomed returning Godwine beneath the walls of

London, or rather to the crowds which, on the day of

Lepanto and the day of Vienna, greeted the man sent

His de- from God whose name was John. Before that multitude

Gelon, like Sulla, made his full defence, his apologia pro

vita sua ^. His later days needed no counsel for the de-

fence ; but one would have been well pleased to hear him

cross-examined either by a son of Hippokrates or by a man
of Megara who had escaped from the slave-market. But in

that hour of victory and thankfulness there was no accuser.

Each action of Gelon^s life, as he described it, was listened

to with admiring shouts. The tyrant stood before them, an

easy mark for a Syracusan Melanippos or Harmodios ; but

Acclama- the tyrant was forgotten in the deliverer. With one shout

assembly, of joy men greeted Gelon with the titles which men gave

to the immortal gods, titles which in after days were more

freely lavished on mortal princes. They hailed him as

benefactor, as saviour, and as king ^.

Question Now are we in this last name to see a formal vote of the
of Gelon's

i i i
• i p • i

kingship. Syracusan commonwealth bestowmg a dennite rank and

authority on the victorious general of the commonwealth ^ ?

There is something to be said on both sides. From this

moment the writer whom we have chiefly to follow in these

times changes his mode of speech. From henceforth he

always speaks of Gelon and his successors as kings, and

of their dominion as a kingdom*. Nor can we forget

the traces of abiding or restored kingship which we have

seen in other Sikeliot cities and elsewhere among the

scattered settlements of Greece l Still, on the whole, it

onkojv. avTos Se ov fxSvov rojv otrXcav yvpivds ds ttjv kfCKXtjaiav rjX6ev, dXXd

icai dxiTQJV kv IfiaTiqj vpocreXdwv, K.r.X.

^ Diod. xi. 26 ; aneXoyqcraro irepl iravrbs rov Piov Kal twv Tteirpayiikvojv

avTw vpbs TOVS 'ZvpaKoaiovs.

^ lb. ; roaovTov dirax^ rod fiT) tvx^iv rifxajplas ws rvpavvos, wcrrc fiia

(pojvfi navTas dnoicaXeiu iixpy^rrjv Kal aooTrjpa nat fiaatXea.

3 See Appendix XIII. * See Appendix XIII. ^ See Appendix I.
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seems safer not to look on Gelon as clothed with any chap. vi.

formal kingship over Syracuse or over any other spot on

the earth's surface. We may rather conceive him as for Probable

the moment lifted up altogether above mortal men by thTtiSe.

titles which he shared with Zeus and the other dwellers

on Olympos. Men would then hail a victorious chief as

Eiiergetes, Soter, Basilens, as in other times they might

have hailed him as Imperator. There was at least none

on earth greater than he. When Belisarius in later days^

and when Roger in days later still, came to Syracuse in

Grel6n''s steps^ titles had so far stiffened by usage that to

have hailed them as men now hailed Gelon would have

been treason against an absent sovereign or overlord.

The somewhat theatrical element in this otherwise

striking story, the appearance of Gelon, unarmed and

lightly clad, before the armed multitude, was the part

which most struck men's fancies in later times. It has Legendary

put on more than one variety of legendary shape. In story,

some of the tales no reference at all is made to Gelon^s

position as victor at Himera. In one, at which we have

already glanced, the appeal becomes the mere trick of a

candidate for power by which Gelon the general is able

to turn himself into Gelon the tyrant ^. Here the circum-

stances are wholly misunderstood. In another version

Gelon is already tyrant, but a mild tyrant. Hearing of a

plot against his power, he calls together the citizens to an

armed assembly, and himself comes before them in full

armour. He tells them what he has done for them ; he

tells them also of the plot against him. He then strips off

his armour ; he stands defenceless before them, and bids

them deal with him as they may think good^. They

^ See above, p. 137, and Appendix XIII.

^ This story comes from ^lian, Var. Hist. xiii. 37. Gelon t^v rrjs dpxr}^

KaraoTaaiv TTpaoTara 6?xf ; but araciwdeis Tives plotted against him. Then

comes the scene in the assembly, winding up with the words, d'ldcofjLi
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Statue of

Gelon.

Tales of

Gelon's

designs to

give help

to Greece,

confirm Ins power by a formal act^. They also give over

his enemies to him, and he gives them back to the citizens

for their own judgement^. In a third version, which

comes nearer to the real state of the case, Gelon, victor

at Himera, master of all Sicily, comes unarmed into the

assembly, and offers to give up his power ^. The citizens

refuse the offer
;
they had found him no monarch, but a

popular ruler*. In neither of these two latter stories is

there any mention of the title of king. But they both

seem to point to some tradition of a formal act of some

kind following the great victory, an act by which the

power of Gelon was put on a more legal footing than

before. And it is said that the appearance of Gelon in his

undress was commemorated by a statue, perhaps that which

in Timoleon^s days was picked out for special honour, when

the forms of other Syracusan rulers were defaced. For

men still knew and reverenced the name of him who had

smitten the Carthaginians at Himera ^.

But even that praise did not seem enough for some of

the Sicilian admirers of Gelon. That the lord of Syracuse

had no share in the fight of Salamis was no blame to him

;

yet men felt as if he ought to have been there, that, in his

^ yElian, V. H. xiii. 37; Trjv dpxrjv edouKav.

^ lb. ; TOVTOVS €iaff€ TO) 8rj/xa} Ti/xojprjaaaOai.

^ This is in the same collection, vi. 11 ; Tekcov kv 'Ifxipa viKrjaas tovs

KapxrjSoviovs, Ttdcav vcp' kavrov T-qv "ZiKeXiav kiTOtrjaaTO. eira k\6ujv ks TrjV

dyopav yv/xvos eipaTO dnodibuvai toTs iroXirais T-qv dpxqv.

* lb. ; ol dk ovk I'/OeXov, hqXovoTi TreTreipafxevoi avrov 8qp.oriKa}T(pov -rj Kara

T-qv tSjv /xovapxojv k^ova'iav,

^ The statue is mentioned in both the stories in ^lian. In the one he

is yv/xvos ; in the other kv d^worw x^t^jvi. But in Diodoros he is dxircuv kv

tfxariq}. According to one tale the statue is set up kv rai rqs 'XiKeXias"lipas

vea> (see Holm, Topografia di Siracusa, 186). The story in Plutarch, Tim.

23, speaks only of FeXcuvos dvSpids tov traXaiov rvpdvvov. They spared him,

dyd/i€.voi ml Ti/xuvres tov dvdpa rrjs v'lKqs -qv npos 'l/ikpa Kapxr/doviovs

kviK-qaev.

On one of his stories u3Elian, or the writer whom he copied, makes the

comment
;

-qv rovro ttjs dq/iaywyias avrov vno/xvq/xa Kai roTs ds tov fxerd

ravTa aiuva fxeXXovaiv dpx^iv Sidaypia.
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own phrase^ the year of Hellas was not perfect without its chap. vi.

spring. Tales therefore arose that^ even after he had sent

away the envoys^ he was still minded to send help to the

Greek allies_, if the coming of the host of Hamilkar had

not hindered him ^. And this no doubt is true in a sense.

Gelon might likely enough have taken his part at Salamis,

if he had not been needed at Himera. Another tale is

told how, after Himera^ when his own land was safe^ he

was minded to help the land of his fathers. He was

making ready for the new enterprise^ his fleet was on the

point of sailing, when news came from the mother city of

Syracuse that his help was no longer needed ^. Tales like

these do not get beyond the region of surmises
;

they

simply show what men thought that the ideal course of

history would have been. The true light in which to look Historic

on the victors of Salamis and the victors of Himera is that thrvictory

in which they themselves claimed to stand, that in which Himera.

the men of their own day placed them. The Eastern

and the Western Greeks were fellow-workers in the same

cause, working to free Hellas in both her seats from the

attacks of barbarian enemies. Well did the verse of
J^^!®^.^5,

Simonides, graven on the votive tripod of Gelon, tell how and

the four sons of Deinomenes, victorious over barbarian

nations, gave a helping hand to the freedom of Hellas^.

^ Herod, vii. 165 ;
Keyerai de ml raSe vno twv Iv 'XuteXiri olKrjixivojv, ojs

ofioos Kai fxiWoju dpx^crOai vnd AaKedai{xoviajv 6 VeXoov (fiorj6r]<T€ av ToTai

"EXkrjai, d /xij, k.t.X. It is in this oddly casual way that Herodotus brings

in the whole story of the Carthaginian invasion, beginning with the

driving out of Terillos by Theron.

^ According to those whom Diodoros (xi. 26) followed, Gelon napeaKcvd-

fcTO TToXKrj Svvafjiei itX.uv em r-qv 'EXAaSa koL GVixixa-)(^eTv ToTai "EXXriai Kara

t5)v IlepaSjv. i]drj 8e tovtov [xeWouTos noieTadai rijy dva'yojyqv KaTenKivadv

TiV€S €K KopivOov. The news was of the fight of Salamis and the flight

of Xerxes
;
yet surely the horsemen of Syracuse might have been useful

at Plataia.

^ The lines of Simonides on the tripod offered by the brothers (Scliol.

Pyth. i. 155, Bergk, iii. 485) have been already referred to (see p. 190)

in their financial aspect. The four brothers, Gel6n, Hieron, Polyzelos, and
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CHAP. VI. Well did Pindar sing* the common praise of all who had

rescued Hellas from heavy bondage. Of Athens and her

glory he would sing at Salamis ; of Sparta he would sing

at the foot of Kithairon, where the Median bowmen fell.

And to the sons of Deinomenes the hymn should rise by

the well-watered coast of Himera^ to tell how by their

deeds of arms the foemen perished^. And we may notice

that it is Syracuse and her lord, her lord and all his

brethren, who stand forth as the champion princes of the

champion city^. Akragas and Theron pale before them.

Gelon and Gelon is the deliverer ; Theron is simply delivered. We
Theron.

]^^yq ventured to liken the lord of Syracuse to the prince

who delivered Vienna ; we are sometimes almost tempted

to liken the lord of Akragas to the prince whom he de-

livered. Such a comparison would be unfair; Theron and

his people have clearly received less than their due share of

honour. Yet in the one tale which has come down to us

to show that the men of Akragas had a real share in the

work, though they have their part in the battle, though

they even turn the scale, yet their part is distinctly

secondary to that of Gelon and his Syracusans by whom

the fight had been begun and kept on. In the laureate

Thrasyboulos, join to record the deliverance of Hellas by their hands. The

whole poem, as arranged by Bergk, stands thus

;

(prj/xi ViKojv\ 'lipojva, Hokv^rjKov, Qpaav^ovXov,

iraidas Aeivofxevevs, tuv Tpiirod' dvOepL^vai,

f£ iKarbu kiTpuv Koi irevTrjKOVTa raXavTCov

AapLaperov xpvaov, rds beKaras deKarav,

fiap^apa viKTjaavTas 'iOvq- TroXXrjV Se irapaffx^iv

ovp/xaxov "E\Xr]aiv x^^p' e\(v9(p'n]V.

1 Find. Pyth. i. 146 ;

. . . dp^opiai

vdp plv ^a\ap.ivos 'A$T]vaicov X'^P^^

fiiaOov, €V "Z-ndpra 5' Ipew irpb KiOaipwvos fidxav,

raiai Mrjdeiot Kdjxov d-yKv\6To^oi'

napd Se rdv evvSpov dKrdv 'ipiepa iraiSeaaiv vpvov Acivopiivcos reKcaais,

TUV kSe^avT dp-fp' dpeTa, ttoAc/xioiz/ dvdpuiv Kap,6vTCtiV.

^ Diod. xi. 25.
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strains of Pindar all the references to the day of Himera chap. vi.

and to other warfare on behalf of Hellas come in the Theron's

work at

Syracusan odes. Theron is the most bountiful of men^ Himera not

Akragas is the most beautiful of mortal cities ^
; in by^Pindar^

Theron's honour the loftiest notes of poetry and the richest

stores of legendary lore are lavishly poured out ; but the

sons of Ainesidamos nowhere stand alongside of the sons

of Deinomenes as equal fellows with the warriors of Salamis

and Plataia. Let Theron have his due ; but Gelon was

clearly the master spirit.

The analogy between the champions of Hellas and the Gelon's

later champions of Christendom would be nearer still if we carfhage^^

could believe one report as to the nature of the treaty with

Carthage which ended the war of Himera. It is hardly

needful to accept every detail which we read in Greek

writers as to the utter despair into which Carthage was

thrown by the crushing defeat of the great host of Hamil-

kar. It is certain that^ within a very few years, Carthage

was again looked on as dangerous to Greek Sicily^. The Alarm at

picture of all Carthage watching day and night lest the
'

fleet of Gelon should appear before the harbour is possibly tions.

the imagining of one who wrote after the exploits of Aga-

thokles ^. We need not even believe that the envoys of

Carthage came to Gelon with tears in their eyes, praying

him to deal with them as a man with men This appeal to

common humanity was, according to one version, answered

in a way which could hardly have been looked for. Gelon,

^ Pyth. xii. I, See vol. i. p. 430. ^ Cf, Grote, v. 299.

^ Diod. xi. 24 ; wore ras vvktus airauTas diaypvnveTv <pvKaTTOVTas rrju

noXiv, d/s TOv Te\a>vos iraari tt} 5vvd/JL€i irapaxprifxa dicyvcuKOTOS irkeiu km Tt^v

Kapxv^ova. And presently, (poPovfx^voi fxrj (pOdarj Siafids eh AiPvrjv TeKaiy.

Busolt (i. 266, 267) knows that this comes from Timaios, and in this case

it is likely enough ; but I do not see any evidence for Busolt's " Brand-

schatzungen" and " Kapereien" on the part of Syracuse.

* lb. 26
;
irapayeuopLeuaiv rrpos avrbv l/c t^? Kapxr]^dvos tu)v dnecTTaXfJLivoji/

vpeafiicov, Kai jxerd baKpvojv deofxevojv dvOpojmvus avroTs xpi]aaa6ai.
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CHAP. VI. it was said, made it a condition o£ peace that the Cartha-

^rbMng 8"^^^^^^ should forswear the special abomination of Semitic

of human idolatry, that they should no longer make either their own
sacrifices.

-i ^
children or strangers pass through the fire to Moloch^.

Simply as a poetic conception, the tale, one to which I

have already referred^, is ennobling. It shows that,

already in pagan days, there were men, be it Gelon in his

deeds or his panegyrist in his thoughts, who could forestall,

Estimate not only the crusader but the missionary. They could

of the^^°^* deem it the highest duty of the conqueror to use his power
story.

£qj, good of men below and for the honour of the

mightier powers above. Gelon is painted as the Frankish

kings calling on the vanquished heathen to accept the faith,

but not, as the Frankish kings, calling them to accept it

at the sword^s point. The victorious Greek, worshipper of

the kindlier gods of Hellas, calls on the vanquished bar-

barian, as the price of his favour, to put away the blackest

practice of his own law, and to sin no more against the

common humanity shared by Greek and barbarian alike.

The tale, true or false, shows a full feeling of all that was

meant by the strife of the great day of Himera, how

truly it was a strife of light and darkness, of good and

evil. Next to the deed of Gelon, if such a deed he really

did, comes the thought of the man to whom it seemed that

so to do was the fitting thing for Gelon in his hour of

victory.

Uiilikeli- Such a tale we would gladly believe if we could ; but

thettory. the authority for the story is weak. The same tale which

is told of Gelon is, strangely enough, told also of Darius ^

;

and such an interference with the internal laws and the

national worship of an independent power would be wholly

without precedent or analogy. The tale is hard to believe

;

yet it is honourable to Gelon that it should ever have been

* See Appendix XXI. ^ See vol. i. pp. 22, 305.

^ See Appendix XXI.
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told of him. And some foundation it surely must have. chap. vi.

Could Gelon, for instance^ at a moment when he was Its piob-

almost entitled to act as the lord of all Sicily, have re- ^
^

quiredj as a condition of peace with the Phoenicians of

Sicily, that no such deeds should be done on the soil of his

own island ? Could he have required that even in Carthage

itself Moloch should have no Hellenic victims ? Anyhow Story of

the existence of the tale is remarkable, and that a like o/Dariu".

tale is told of Darius does not go so far to shake its autho-

rity as if the like tale were told of another Greek tyrant.

How easily the name of one Sicilian prince may be put for

another we have seen many times and shall see many times

again ; but a Persian king and a lord of Syracuse are not

persons whose names naturally get confounded. And the The Greek

position of the Greek and that of the Persian towards the Persian

evil rites of Carthage were utterly unlike one another. P^^^^^^"-

Each would abhor them, but on wholly different grounds.

If the Greek stepped in to quench the fires of Moloch, it

could be from no motive but that of a feeling of the com-

mon brotherhood of man. If a Carthaginian Shophet gave

the fruit of his body for the sin of his soul, it mattered not

to Gelon in his island ; it did no wrong to Athene in

Ortygia or to Zeus in the Olympieion. The Persian, on

the other hand, would step in, not on behalf of the brother-

hood of man, but on behalf of his own special creed and

worship. To the votary of Ormuzd the profanation of

the earthly symbol of Ormuzd would be a sin against the

heavenly powers than which none could be blacker ^ It

would be his duty to preserve by every means, by arms or

by treaty, the pure and holy element from the pollution to

which it was doomed in the worship of the men of Canaan.

The story of Gelon then and the story of Darius, be either

^ Herod, iii. l6
;

Ilepaai Oeov vofii(ov<Ti dvai irvp . . . Heparjcri . . . Oeai

ov diKaiov fhai A.e7oi'Tej vefxeiv viKpbv avOpojuov. Would a living body

have been any better ?

VOL. II. P
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CHAP. VI. of them true or false^ may well be independent of one

another. Each is well conceived as regards the position

of the man of whom the tale is told. With Darius we have

no further concern; of Gelon we cannot assert the tale

with any confidence ; at the same time it is hard to believe

that it is sheer invention.

Greek It rests on better authority that^ if Gelon did not step

CarSiage.^ in to forbid the national ritual of the Semitic gods, he

at least acted as a missionary of the gods of Hellas on

Semitic soil. One of the clauses of the treaty bound the

Carthaginians to build two temples in which the stones on

which the treaty was graven should be laid up These

could not fail to be temples to Greek deities ; we may say

almost with certainty that they were temples to the goddesses

of Sicily^ the special patronesses of Gelon and his house, De-

meter and the Kore. A payment of two thousand talents was

further laid upon the Carthaginians for the costs of the war ^.

Gelon and are told that they so gladly accepted these terms that
the Greeks J ^ J r

of Sicily, they voted a crown of gold to Damareta^ who pleaded their

cause with her husband^. In all such tales we suspect

exaggeration; we remember that, not very long after,

Phoenician attack was again dreaded. Still that the treaty

between Gelon and Carthage was a treaty dictated by the

conqueror to the conquered there is no manner of doubt.

It is harder to see the exact relations now established

between Gelon and the other Sikeliot powers. We hear of

the cities and lords who had opposed Gelon, how their envoys

pressed around him, craving his pardon and promising obedi-

ence to his will. All, we are told, were received with favour

and were admitted to his alliance*. Yet it is not easy to see

^ Diod. xi. 26 ; Suo vaovs irpoakra^tv olKoZofxriaai, Kaff ovs eSet ray avvOrjKas

dvareOrjvai. This surely means at Carthage.

2 lb.

^ lb.
;
avTTj yap vir avTwv d^icoOfiaa avvripyrjae nXeiarov els Tijy avvOeciv

Trjs elpTjT'rjs.

* lb. J
evOvs 5e Arat twv irporepov kvavriovfjievav -noXiuv Tt ml dwaaruv
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to what cities and lords this description can apply. Greek chap. vr.

Sicily will supply only Anaxilas in his character of tyrant of Anaxilas.

Zankle, and Selinous^ whatever was its form of govern-

ment. No other Greek power that we know of had acted

against Gelon in the late war. Anaxilas was held to have

received some benefit from Gelon which entitled Gelon to

his thanks ; and it is hard to see to what this can refer

except to favourable treatment in the negotiations after

Himera ^. Selinous, which may likely enough have been an Selinous.

unwilling enemy_, whose horsemen, after all, seem never to

have come to the Punic camp, was, we may be pretty sure,

set free from all dependence on Carthage. In the next Car-

thaginian invasion she is treated by Carthage as an enemy

indeed. The only other Sikeliot city which is not mentioned

as coming under the rule of Gelon, Theron, or Anaxilas, is

Katane, of which, oddly enough, we never hear through Katane.

the whole history of Gelon. One can hardly fancy Sikel

communities referred to ; but it is quite possible that some Segesta.

relations may have been entered into with Segesta. The Carthage

dominion of Carthage over the Phoenician cities of the pendencies,

north-west was clearly left untouched. Still Gelon, with Great posi-

so many cities under his immediate rule, with Theron as Gelon.

his willing, and Anaxilas most likely as his unwilling,

ally, held a higher position than any one man had ever

before held in Sicily, or indeed anywhere in the Greek

world. It was a pardonable exaggeration to speak of

him as lord or tyrant of the whole island. But there

is no reason to think that his dominion extended be-

yond the strait which was in the keeping of Anaxilas.

TrapeyevovTO -npos avTov Trp/criSft?, em fiev Tof? ^yvor]ij,(vois alrovfxevoi avy-

yvuiXTqv, iis Se rb Xoittov knayyeWof^evoi vdv rroii^aeiv to irpocrTaTroixivov.

6 8e traaiv knuiKW'i xprjaAjXivos, avfifiaxiav (Tvv€t'i9€to Kal TTjv (vtvxmv

dvOpooirlvoJs (<p€pev.

* Diodoros (xi. 66) makes Hieron remind the sons of Anaxilas t^s

TeXojvos y€vofi€vr]S vpos rbv -naripa avTUJv evepyeaias. It was now perhaps

that Hieron married the daughter of Anaxilas.

P 2,
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CHAP. VI. A single notice which would seem to attribute to him

iia^s^wHh
Italian dominion, or at least Italian possessions, is most

Italy. likely due to the process of which we have seen so many
instances, that of putting the name of one Sicilian tyrant

for another ^.

Thank- The thankofferings of Gelon to the gods of Greece in

ofiGef^; whose cause he ha,d fought and conquered were on a lordly

scale, alike in his own island and in the common sanctuaries

atDelphoi; of the whole nation. To Delphoi he sent the golden form

of Nike, and the golden tripod which bore the verses which

told how the sons of Deinomenes fought for the freedom

at Olym- of Hellas ^. At Olympia he had, while still described as a

man of Gela only, dedicated a chariot he now com-

memorated his victory by the building of a treasury, called

in proud scorn the treasury of the Carthaginians. There

he dedicated three breast-plates of linen as trophies of his

victory, and a vast statue of Zeus himself as a thank-

at the offering to him who gave it Rich too was the gift which

^^^on. gave to the Father of Gods and Men in his own Olym-

pieion by the Syracusan harbour. A mantle of gold, per-

haps renewed, perhaps enriched ^, was Gelon^s tribute, a gift

^ Athenaios (xii. 59) quotes Douris of Samos for the story that Gel6n

made a beautiful garden near Hipponion in Italy
;

TrXrjaioy 'iTrirooviov

noXeais dXcros rt Se'iKVVcOai KaWei Sidcpopov Koi KarappvTOv vhaaiv, kv w koi

TOiTOV Tivd uvai KaXovfXivov 'AfxaXOeias Kepas, b tuv TeXcvua KaraaKevaaai.

^ Athenaios (vi. 20) quotes Theopompos for these offerings, coupling

the name of Hieron with that of Gelon. Diodoros (xi. 26) mentions the

tripod as made arru raXdvrojv kKKaidcKa. On the verses see above, p.

206.

^ See above, p. 125.

* Pans. vi. 19. 4; e^e^^s 5^ tw XiKvojvlctiv harlv 6 Kapxrj^oviajv Orjcravpbs,

IloOalov TexvT] real 'AvricpcXov re koi MeyaKXiovs. dvaOrjixara de ev avrw Zeu?

fieyeOd fxeyas Kal OojpaKes Xivoi rpas dpiO/j-bv, T^Xcuvoi Se dvdOrj/xa koi '^vpa-

Koaiojv ^OLVinas rjToi rpi-qpfaiv r] Kal ve^rj fxaxr) KparrjadvTOJV. The linen

OwpaKis are in that case characteristic of barbarian against Greek. Pau-

sanias seems a little in the dark about the fight of Himera. Cf. Athenaios,

vi. 20, where the date is given ; KaO' ovs XP^^'^^^ ^^PiV^ k-n^arpaTive Trj

'E/\AdSt.

' See above, p. 118.
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which a later tyrant took away in mockery^ as too hot in chap. vi.

summer and too cold in winter ^. But foremost among- his Temple of

gitts^ foremost perhaps among all his works^ were the twm and Per-

temples of the patron-goddesses of Sicily^ the powers of ^^P^*^'^*^-

which he was the special hierophant, temples which arose at

his bidding on the mainland of Syracuse. Had the city as

yet left the special goddesses of Sicily unhonoured ? If so,

there was no man by whom the fault could be so well made

up as by a lord of Syracuse who was more than a lord of

Syracuse, who had some claim to be looked on as a lord of

Sicily, and who was truly the deliverer of all the votaries

of the goddesses, Sikel and Sikeliot. The house of a

worship not locally Syracusan but common to all Sicily

was placed by Gelon outside the bounds of his enlarged

city ^. It stood at the southern foot of the hill on the Its site.

lower terrace, looking down on the fount and stream of

Kyana which had doubtless already found their place in

the great Sicilian legend. It stood by the road leading

to the Sikel hills, inviting worshippers of the elder stock

to make it a place of pilgrimage. And it did in truth

draw to itself somewhat of the mysterious holiness which

belonged to the twin gods and the twin fountains of

the Sikel. The Great Oath, sworn in the precinct of The Great

Demeter and the Kore, with the purple robe of the

goddesses thrown around the swearer and the burning

torch held in his hand, was as binding in Syracusan

eyes as the oath by the Palici themselves. Party-leaders

and budding tyrants were taken to the holy place to

purge themselves by that oath of all evil purposes. But

the oath by the Palici was, we are told, never broken ; the

^ Cic. de Nat. Deor. 33 (83). It was in " fanum Jovis Olympii," doubt-

less the Olympieion. The robbery comes among other doings of Dionysios.

Valerius Maximus (i. I. Ext. 3) tells the story of Hieron, but later editors

have substituted Gel6n. All goes on the great principle that one Sicilian

tyrant is as good as another.

2 See Appendix XXII.
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CHAP. VI.

Temple by

Death of

Geldn.

B. C. 478.

Succession

of Hieron.

Guardian-
ship of

Gelon's

oath by Demeter and the Kore proved but a slight bond

when men used it to fetter the ambition of Kallippos and

Agathokles ^

But the devotion of Gelon to the two great goddesses

did not stop with the temple outside the gate of Achradina.

It was perhaps not even bounded by the limits of his own

dominions. Another temple of Demeter was begun by him

at the foot of ^Etna, a work which might imply authority

over the land of Katane ; but to bring that work to per-

fection was not granted to him 2. Gelon died of dropsy

within two years after his great victory^. His life is so

crowded with stirring incidents that we are surprised to

find that his whole time of mle_, in Gela and in Syracuse,

was less than twelve years, and his time of rule in Sy-

racuse less than eight His last wishes were that his

brother Hieron should succeed him in his kingdom, lordship,

tyranny, whatever we are to call a dominion which un-

doubtedly began in wrong, but which seems long before

his death to have been willingly accepted by all his sub-

jects ^. He left a young son, under the personal guardian-

ship of his friends and brothers-in-law, Aristonous and

that Chromios of whom we have already heard. Some

share in his bringing up may possibly have belonged to

his Arkadian friend Phormis ^. Politically the child was

doubtless safer as a subject of his uncle than if he had

been left in the position of a prince under the wardship

1 See Appendix XXIL 2 gg^ Appendix XXIII.
^ For his death see Diod. xi. 26, Plutarch (De Pyth. Or. 19) says

that vSpuniuv krvpavvrjcrev. So the Scholiast on Pindar, Pyth. i. 89 ;
vSepca

voarmari tov l3iov TfXevTTjaai.

* On the exact chronology see Clinton. It is clearly by an odd slip

that Diodoros (xi. 23) makes Gelon kyyrjpacrai rp ^aaiKua.

« See Appendix XXIII.
^ I cannot help thinking that the Phormos or Phormis of Souidas

($o/)/xos), who was oiKHos Tekcuvi to) Tvpdvvof ^iKcXias koi rpocpevs tojv iralSojv

avTov, is meant for Phormis of Mainalos (see above, p. 133) rather than

for the comic poet Phormos. See Lorenz, Epicharmos, 85, 86.
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of one who liad an interest in his death or dethrone- chap. vi.

ment. As it was, it is significant that Damareta, daughter

of Theron, widow of Gelon, entered at Gelon''s bidding

into a second marriage with her first husband^s brother

Polyzelos. He alone of the Deinomenid brethren shared Position of

in the glories of Himera, but had no share in the
'^^^y^®^^^'

tyranny of Syracuse. The will of Gelon moreover_, while

putting Hieron in the first place, named Polyzelos, the

more energetic soldier of the two, for the command of the

Syracusan armies. We shall presently see what came of

this attempted division of power. Great rulers constantly

fall into the mistake of thinking that smaller men than

themselves will be able to work a system which they have

successfully worked by dint of their own personal qualities.

Sometimes, when they doubt the power or the will of

the smaller man so to do, they strive to control or to

strengthen him by checks and props which he has at least

energy enough to cast aside. Polyzelos would seem to have

been better fitted than Hieron to carry on the work of

Gelon. But then it should have been Polyzelos alone

;

Polyzelos, as a check on Hieron, was worthless.

The will of Gelon perhaps failed to be carried out in

another point through the universal reverence felt for

Gelon himself. The law of Syracuse, a law of his own Burial of

enacting, forbade all lavish expenditure on funerals, and

Gelon ordered that his own burial should be carried out

strictly according to the law ^. This order is said to have

been obeyed^; if so, the law must have dealt only with

^ Diod. xi. 38. The law forbade ito\vtc\(Ts kK(popds vofxaj KaraXeXv-

KOTOJV Kal ras elcoOvias Sairdva^ et'j tovs TfXcvTOJVrai and iravreXcos ras kvra-

(piwv aTTovSds. Costly tombs are not directly mentioned.

^ lb. ; 6 PacriXevs TeXcov . . . tov irepl rrjs ra^^s vofiov k<p' kavrov ^ePaiov

(Trjprjcrev. (His motive was rrji^ tov Srjixov a-novhrjv kv airaai dia<pvXdTT€iv.)

And directly after
;

nepl rrjs kavrov Tacprjs IviruXaro, diareXXofXivos aKpifius

TTipfjaai TO vofiiixov. (This looks as if Diodoros were copying two different

accounts.) And he adds that Hier6n Trjv kK<popdv Kara Trjv knayyeXiav avrov

avveriXeafv. Yet see Grote, v. 302.
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CHAP. VI. the actual ceremonies of burial, and have said nothing as

to the amount that might be spent on the monument

marking the spot. The burial-place o£ Gelon was on some

spot not ascertained in the flat land to the west o£ the

Great Harbour^ on a piece of ground which was the pro-

perty of his wife Damareta, and in which she was after-

wards buried herself^. The whole people of Syracuse,

pressing to do honour to their late ruler, formed the long

His tomb, funeral procession ^. A stately tomb was reared for him,

surrounded by nine lofty and massive towers 2, which in the

view from the Island must have grouped with the columns

of the great temple as they shone in the morning light.

Nor could the tomb of Gelon have been far from the

fountain and shrine of Kyana, famous in the legends of

those powers below the earth of whom Gelon was the

He is wor- choscn minister. There, welcomed as it were to a place

a^hero.^^^ among the gods of the land, the victor of Himera, the

second founder of Syracuse, the man who had freed Greek

Sicily, her people and her temples, from barbarian inva-

sion, the man who had made the city that he had won the

greatest city of Sicily and of Hellas, received the worship

of a hero

Career and The first of the tyrants of Syracuse is a man of whom

of Gelon. we should gladly know more. There is such a marked con-

trast between his beginning and his ending. That a man

should gain power wrongfully and should yet make a wise

^ Diod. xi. 38. He was buried Kara rbv dypov ttjs yvvaiKos, Iv rats

KaXovfxivais 'Evvia Tvpaecriv. He makes it, by some mistake or other, two

hundred stadia from the city, which is corrected by Holm, i. 418. His

own account (xiv. 63) of the destruction of the tombs of Gelon and

Damareta by the Carthaginians shows that it cannot have been far from

the Olympieion.

^ lb. ; o de ox^os l/c t^j iroXecos airas (rvvr]Ko\ovdr]<jev.

^ lb. ; ovaais tw fidpei tuiv epyojv BavjjLaaraTs.

* lb. ; 0 fxlv S^pios TCKpov d^i6\oyov erriffTrjaas TjpwiKaLS rifiais krlfJirjae t6v

TiXojva.
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and beneficent use of it when he has gained it_, is a contra- chap. vi.

diction, if contradiction it be^ which has many parallels.

But in the case of Gelon^ the shortness of time over which Shortness

his reign is spread makes the feeling towards him more

remarkable. The generation which remembered the pro- Compari-

scription of the triumvirs had well nigh died out long Augustus

before the rule of the first Augustus came to an end. In

his latter days the great mass of the Roman people had

known him from their childhood as a master and a kindly

master. But Gelon^s coming to Syracuse could be remem-

bered by all who had passed the age of childhood. The

remembrance of his wrong-doings must have been fresh in

the memories of the mass of those who followed him to his

grave. Those to be sure who had suffered most bitterly

and wantonly at his hands, the betrayed and enslaved

commons of Megara and Euboia, would not be there to

mar the general homage to his memory by the tale of

their own wrongs. Of the actual inhabitants of Syracuse Causes of

at the death of Gelon^ a great number really owed much
farity^"'

to him, and the rest might easily have fared far worse

at his hands than they did fare. Both classes of the elder

inhabitants of Syracuse had been in some sort betrayed by

him ; still each had something to thank him for. The

Gamoroi had been restored to their homes, if not to their

dominion, and they had not been obliged to submit to the

dominion of the hated commons. The commons, on the

other hand, would undoubtedly be better pleased with the

dominion of Gelon than with that of their old masters, and

they might think themselves well off as compared with

their fellows at Megara and Euboia. And the former

oligarchs of those cities were well pleased to be as they

were, when they had looked for a much worse fate. So it

would doubtless be with the men of Kamarina, who might

have looked for some far heavier punishment for the

death of Glaukos than actually fell to their lot. Even
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CHAP. VI. any men of Gela who had come to Syracuse against their

will might have easily become reconciled to their position

as citizens of so mighty a city under so renowned a prince

of their own stock. To the other classes of settlers, to the

men of various kinds whom he had invited to Syracuse or

who had chosen Syracuse as their abode, above all to the

crowd of mercenaries whom he had raised to Syracusan

citizenship, Gelon was a father and founder in the strictest

sense. All classes must have been dazzled by the splendour

of his reign ; the citizens of such a city as he in so short

a time had made Syracuse must have felt themselves lifted

up among men. And when to all this was added the

glory of his crowning mercy, the thought, still so fresh

at the moment of his death, that it was by his hand

that the gods of Hellas had brought the great salva-

tion of Himera, every other thought would give way to

one overwhelming feeling of admiration and thankfulness.

With such a claim as that on men^s honour, worse wrongs

than any man in Syracuse had suffered at the hands of

Gelon might well have been forgiven ^.

Character Whatever was the exact nature of Gelon^s power,

dominion, as king, tyrant, or general, there is every reason to

think that the ordinary forms of the commonwealth,

the assemblies and the courts of justice, still went on.

It is certain that his dominion was not practically op-

His care prcssive. We hear of his care to practise the men of

a^riTul-^^^ Syracuse in military exercises. We hear also of his care

ture.
j^i^^j^ they should not be idle, but should employ themselves

^ Plutarch (De Sera Numinis Vindicta, 6) puts Gel6n with Hieron

—

could he have been thinking of the second Hieron ?—and Peisistratos,

as tyrants who gained power badly, but used it well
;

Trovijpia KTrjaaii^voi

Tvpavv'idas, exprjcrauro irpos dper^v avrais, Kai -napavoixm kitl to apx^iv

kK66vT€s, kyivovTO fxerpioi koI 57}fj.a)cp(Xeis dpxovTes' ot fJ.6V evvofiiav t6

TroX\7}v Koi yijs kmfiiKetav Trapaax^vTes, avTovs re ad)(f>poyas tovs TToKiras

Kol <pi\epyovs, Ik -noXvyiXwv Koi XdXcuv KaTa(TKevd(xavT€s. What does this

last mean ? Is there a lurking pun ?
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in agriculture^ to the improvement of the land ^
. The fall chap. vi.

of the Gamoroif the rise to citizenship of so many of their

former subjects, the admission to citizenship of so many

men of all kinds by Gelon himself^ the enlargement of the

Syracusan territory by the lands of Megara, Kamarina, and

perhaps Euboia, must have caused no small change in the

disposition of landed property. Many new landowners

must have come into possession. Some of them, as the

mercenaries admitted to citizenship, may have had no great

experience in the tilth of the ground or in any peaceful

pursuit. No wonder then that the thoughts of Gelon were

largely given to making his people at once skilful tillers of

the soil and gallant defenders of it against any enemy.

In another story Gelon appears as something like a consti- Story of his

tutional sovereign. He asks, evidently of an assembly, for and^loan.

money for a war, the great Phoenician war or any other.

The people cry out against the demand ; he then asks for

the money as a loan, and, when the war is over, he repays

it ^. Still, even if the forms of the constitution went on,

democratic freedom must, under G clones rule, have become

little more than a shadow, though in his day there were

many things to fill men^s minds and to call their thoughts

off from its loss. But the position of Gelon was after all a

diflScult and a precarious one. We see by the history of his

successors how hard it was for any other man to keep it as

he had kept it. Perhaps it was well for his own fame that

he died so soon after the greatest day of his life, while the

wreath of Himera was still fresh.

Of Gelon's personal character and habits only a few

notices have been preserved. One legend told how he was Legend

marked out for great things from his childhood. The childhood.

^ Plut. Apophth., TiXojvos, 2
;
l^^76 TtoKXaKis tovs ^vpaKoaiovs ws em ffrpa-

reiav /cat (pvrelav, ottoos ifj re X'^P^ fieXriojv yevrjrai yeajpyov/xivr] Koi fjiri x^'i-poves

avTol axoXa^ovTis. So we have the 7^? kTrt/xeXeiav in the last extract.

^ lb. ; alrwv ;^/377//aTa tovs TroAtVa?, eTret eOopvfirjcrav, alreiv eTnev m diro-

Sojcrctiv ml artihojKi piiTcL tov TroKepiov.
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CHAP. VI, boy Gelon was sitting in a school with his writing-tablet

;

a wolf came and carried it off ; the boy followed the beast,

and, before he came back, the school-house fell in, and

crushed the master and a crowd of boys ^. This story

might seem to belong to a rather later stage of Greek

manners than the days of Gelon. And another tale sets

him forth as lacking in the ordinary accomplishments

Gelon at of a polished Greek. One day at a convivial gathering

quet.
" where he was present, the lyre was passed round, and

the guests sang and played in turn. Gelon^s skill was of

another kind ; when his turn for the lyre came, he called

for his horse, and showed the company how lightly he

His lack of could spring on its back ^. Later tradition contrasted the

uncultivated Gelon, who recked nothing of literature, phi-

losophy, and art, with the brother and successor who

gathered all the choicest spirits of the Greek world around

His his rich and happy hearth ^ at Syracuse It was enough

to leave a memory behind him as the model prince in

a city which came to have large experience of princes.

It was more than the faint praise of being the best of

tyrants when it was said that men put trust in Dio-

nysios because Gelon had reigned ^. His last days were

culture.

memory.

^ J. Tzetzes, Chil. iv. 270 (just after the story of the dog below)

;

rovTov e^iauae nore ml \vkos I« $avdTov.

He ends

;

TU)v vatdcDV 8e rov dpiOfxbv 01 avyypa(p(Ts Poa/ai,

T'lfiaioi, Aiovvaioi, AioScupoi, koi AIojv

nXeioj reXovvra e/iarov to 8' aKpi^ts ovk oTde.

One would have liked a reference to our Diodoros.

2 Plut. u. s. ;
(Xa(ppu>s koi pabiojs dveirrjdrjaev kn avrbv.

3 Find. 01. i. 16

;

Is dcpvidv liiojxevovs

fiCLKaipav 'Upuvos koriav.

* He appears in an odd story in ^lian, V. H. iv. 15, as dvOpunos djiovaos.

He sets the standard of dypoiKia.

^ For Gelon as a stock subject in Syracusan rhetoricians see Diod. xiii.

22, xiv. 26. There is something more emphatic in the story in Plutarch,

Dion, 5, where we get the epigram addressed to Dionysios ; koI jjlt^v av
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indeed the days, not of a tyrant of Syracuse but rather of chap. vi.

a king of Sicily. And if the gods watched over his child-

hood, they watched over his maturer years. The dumb

beasts served him, the tame as well as the wild. The Story of his

gravest historian of Sicily, who made history as well as

wrote it, thought it not scorn to set down the tale of the

faithful dog that kept guard over the slumbers of the victor

of Himera ^

One more mention of Gelon remains. A story was cur- DidGelon

rent at Rome of a prince of Syracuse in the early days of Rome^with

the Roman commonwealth giving or selling a great quan- ^^^^ •

tity of corn to the hungry Romans in time of famine.

The tale has drawn to itself special notice by being brought

into connexion with the famous legend of Gains Marcius

of Corioli. To the legend-maker, as to most other people,

all Sicilian tyrants were alike, and, in what is likely to be

the oldest form of the story, the name brought in was that

of the most renowned of Sicilian tyrants, Dionysios.

More critical writers, who knew that Dionysios lived after Story of

the time assigned to Gains Marcius, as they knew that ^d^Gakfs

Pythagoras lived after the time assigned to Numa Pom- Marcius.

pilius, changed the name of Dionysios into the more pos-

sible name of Gelon ^. It was perhaps a waste of critical

TvpavveTs did TeXcuva maTevO^ls' did ae dk ovdels erepos mcTtvO-qaerai. Yet

Agathokles came.

^ Pliny (Nat. Hist. viii. 6i) merely tells us that Philistos made mention

of Pyrrlios the dog of Gelon. What he told about him we find in two

places of ^lian, Hist. An. vi. 62, Hist. Var. i. 13. So J. Tzetzes, Chil.

iv. 266. Gelon has a dream that he is smitten with a thunderbolt. He
screams for fear. The dog wakes, goes round him and gently barks, till

he is awake and quieted. The former version adds the fitting remark on

a tyrant's dog, wffri tov TeXwvos kiriPovXrjs -naOeiv KivSvvevovTos. Julius

Pollux (v. 42) has the same story, but he confounds dog and man, and tells

it of a dog of King Pyrrhos.

^ Dionysios of Halikarnassos (vii. i) rebukes Licinius and Gellius for

their chronological blunder. Plutarch (Cor, 16) takes care to be accurate.

The corn was voXiis fxtv uivijTbs l£ 'IraXias, ovk kXaTTuv 8k dojpijrbs e/c Supa-
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CHAP. VI. power to try to reconcile a poetic legend with the Fasti.

That Gelon may have supplied Rome with corn no one can

deny. The fact is possible, and even likely. Those who

accept the first treaty between Rome and Carthage will

assuredly not dispute the likelihood of commercial dealings

between Rome and Syracuse. But there is no such dis-

tinct evidence for them as there is for the treaty between

Rome and Carthage. The story would most likely arise in

days when Sicily was already beginning to be the granary

of Italy. If corn was brought from beyond sea, it was

in Sicily that it must have been sought, and Dionysios, the

best known of Sicilian names, must have been the sender.

It is hardly safe to set down the feeding of hungry Rome

among the authentic acts of Gelon.

§ 2. The JForh of Theron at Akragas.

B.C. 480-472.

Later days The lord of Syracuse thus went down to his grave with
of Theron.

honours of the greatest day of his life fresh upon him,

before he had had the chance or the temptation to do aught

to tarnish the fame of the deliverer of Hellas. His fellow-

worker, the lord of Akragas, outlived him by six years,

and a considerable part of the recorded history of The-

ron follows the day on which he and Gelon fought side

by side. And in the local history of Akragas the effects

of the day of Himera make themselves more distinctly

Works of seen than they are at Syracuse. We speak of Gelon

Thet6ir^^ as the second founder of Syracuse, as the man who en-

larged the bounds of the city itself no less than the bounds

of the dominion of which he made her the head. Rut

Kovouiv, T(\ojvos Tov Tvpdvvov vipxpavTos. Livy (ii. 34) does not mention

either name.
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his great works must have been mainly done before the chap. vi.

Carthaginian invasion ; it was as the lord o£ the enlarged

Syracuse that he stands forth before the envoys of Old

Greece. There is much reason to believe that Theron was

in the same sense the second founder of Akragas ; but it is

clear that his greatest works were done after the victory

of Himera and as the direct result of that victory. That Prosperity

the most brilliant season of Akragantine prosperity now

began there can be no doubt. The explanation that is

given us is doubtless true as far as it goes ; but it

is surely inadequate. We have already marked the vast Number of

number of barbarian slaves which came into the hands captives.'^

of the victors of Himera. They were in fact the most

valuable part of the spoil. These bondmen were divided

among the cities which had a share in the battle,, and

were by them employed in the public works which were

going on in each^. The only powers^ to use modern

language, which had shared in the war were Syracuse and

Akragas, Gelon and Theron. But as Gelon and Theron

had warred with the full force, not only of Syracuse and

Akragas, but of their whole dominions, we may suppose

that each of their subject or dependent cities received some

share of this human booty. But in any case more than

full measure fell to the lot of Akragas. Of those soldiers

of the defeated army who did not at once fall into the

hands of the victors, but wandered about seeking shelter,

the greater part strayed into the Akragantine territory

which lay open to them to the south, and there fell into

the hands of new enemies ^. Each man of Akragas seems

to have caught them as he could, like any other kind of

^ Diod. xi. 25; at tt6\€is €h nidas KaTecTTTjaav Tovs SiaipeOevTasalxf^a^w-

Tovs, KOI TO. Sr]fj.6cia tojv (pyoov dia tovtojv kviaKtva^ov.

^ lb. ; dv€X'^pi](Tav fiaXiara ds TTjv 'AKpayavTcvoov, wv airavTOJV virb tuv

'AKpayavTivoJv (ooyprjOivTajj/, ey€/x€v 57 iroKis tuiv kaXwKoTojv. Later in the

chapter he says that the number throughout Sicily was so great wan Sok(iv

viro T7]s vrjcov yeyovivai t^v Aifivijv oKtjv ai-)(jxdKo}Tov.
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CHAP. VI. game. The city was full of captives, not a few Akragan-

tine citizens owned as many as five hundred^. But those

who became the property of the state were a yet greater

They work number. And these were presently set to labour at the

buildings, g^i'^at public works with which the citizens and their

munificent master began to adorn the city.

The tern- Of the works that were now carried out at Akragas

th?dra?ns. Several classes are specially mentioned. The prisoners cut

the stone for the building of the greater temples_, and also

for great works of drainage which were now undertaken.

At the same time a large artificial fishpond was made ^.

Here is no mention of the building of walls or of any

extension of the city; but those works did take place some

time, and this time of increased wealth and increased

energy under a vigorous chief is the most obvious time

The wall ; for them. As has been already argued ^, we cannot believe

that this vast extent of wall was laid out from the first

;

and the work suits the circumstances of the reign of

Theron better than any time before or after. The example

of his ally at Syracuse would go for something ; what

Gelon had done for his city Theron would do for his, and

its relation more also. And again the making of the wall at this

temples. ^^^^ almost implied in what is said about the building

of the temples. The temples here spoken of, the greatest

temples of the gods^, can mean only the line of temples

along the southern wall, as distinguished from earlier

temples on the akropolis and elsewhere, among them from

that temple of Athene with which Theron had had some-

thing to do in earlier days. The style of architecture

shows these temples to belong to the fifth century before

Christ. Two of them, those of Herakles and of Olympian

Zeus, were of great size ; that of Zeus was the greatest

1 Diod. xi. 25. ^ See below, p. 231. ^ See vol. i. p. 434.

* Diod. U.S. ; aiv ov ixovov ol fxtyiaToi tuv 6ewv vaoi KaTcaKevdaOrjaav,

/f.T.A..
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temple of Akragas or of Hellas. And they are clearly chap. vi.

built with reference to the south wall of the enlarged city.

They follow its line ; the temples adorn the wall, and the

wall protects the temples. Of course the temples might

have been built in this relation to an already existing

wall ; but it seems far more likely that wall and temples

both formed part of a great plan for the enlargement and

strengthening and beautifying of the city, such plans as

we know to have filled the minds of the men of Akragas at

this time.

Of this plan, it is obvious that the wall was a work Theron

which_, if it was to be done at all^ had to be done all at ^all.

once, while the building of the temples might be carried

on more gradually. The captives of Himera would not

last for ever ; but the wealth for which Akragas now

begins to be famous would find means for the works.

That, even with such help, the work was done but He be-

slowly we know in the case of the greatest temple temple.s\

of all. The Olympieion of Akragas was still unfinished

more than seventy years after the battle of Himera ^.

From this we may infer that the like was the case with

regard to the other buildings. We may therefore say

with some confidence that Theron made the whole wall,

but that he only began the temples. Of the temples

then in their perfect state, as part of the wealth and

splendour of Akragas a generation or two later, we may

speak in another chapter ; our present business is with the

wall.

The story of the enlargement of Akragas is the same as Enlarge-

that of the enlargement of Syracuse, with the differences Akragas.

needful on each site. Syracuse spread upwards, Akragas

downwards ; and Akragas seemingly had no outposts to

take in. The inhabited area of the city now reached far

beyond the original fortified inclosure
;

dwellings were fast

^ See Diod. xiii. 82.
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CHAP. VI. spreading over tlie whole slope of the hill. It was expedient

to make this newly occupied region part of the city in every

sensC;, and to fence it in by an enlarged wall. Theron did

at Akragas after a hundred years what Aurelian did at

E/Ome after eight hundred, as in truth Servius had already

done before him. In choosing his line of defence he was

of course guided by the nature of the ground which he had

The to defend. And nature had done much for him. He may

wall. be said to have found a great part of his wall ready-made.

We speak of building the wall_, but in a large part of its

circuit there was very little building to be done. The

foundation was already laid almost everywhere. That is

to say, Theron, in carrying out the defences of his enlarged

Akragas, simply followed the line of the natural hill. In

many p.irts there was little more to do than to cut the cliff

into the needful shape, and, where it was wanted, to raise

it to the needful height. In some parts, where the ground

was less rocky, the slope was scarped and strengthened by

masonry. In many parts it was needful to build on the

rock; here and there it was needful to build from the

foundations. In the circuit of the wall of Akragas ex-

amples of all these different kinds of work will be found.

Near the south-eastern corner we see what a strong and

lofty defence could be made out of the rock itself ; near the

south-western corner are the best pieces of scarpment. On

both the east and west sides, the cliff in some parts sinks

and turns inland. On the west side some grand remains of

built wall span the mouth of the inlet, so to speak, which

is thus formed ^.

Shape of As to the direction of the wall on the north, east, and

closure. south sides there is no question. It followed the line of

^ The wall generally cannot be better described than it is by Polybios,

ix. 27 ; 6 5€ Tr(p'i^o\os aCr^s Kal cpvcxei Kai KaraaKivri biacpepovTcos i)cr(paXiaTai.

Kflrai yap ro thxos knl nerpas aKporS/JLOv Kal Trepippu/yos, ^ yikv avTO<pvuis, 17

6c x^'P'^^otTyrov.
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the main hill. This is such that there can hardly be said chap. vi.

to be a north-eastern corner. Where that corner should be_,

the northern and eastern sides are represented by a single

curve. There is no distinctly eastern side till about the

point
J
a point where the hill is specially steep and rocky,

which was crowned by the temple which has been some-

times assigned to the goddesses of Sicily and sometimes

to the river-god Akragas ^. Below this point there is, as

on the western side, a deep inlet in the hill, where the cliff

sinks and seems to have had its place supplied by a built

wall. Another small inlet further to the south formed

the road of approach from Gela ; here was the eastern

gate of the city, the gate of Gela. The southern wall was The gates,

pierced by the sea-gate, the gate that led to the haven,

known, in later times at least, as at Constantinople and

at Spalato, by the name of porta aiirea. It is only on the

western side that there is room for controversy on any

point beyond the naming of the temples. On this side the

hill that bears the wall rises above a steep and narrow

ravine, most unlike the plain that stretches below the

southern wall, and widely differing from the broad dale

of the Akragas with its tall hills on the other side. A Gate of

western gate, a gate of Herakleia, has been placed on this

side by some, and has been denied by others 2. The only

place for it would seem to be where, nearly at the same

point, near the junction of the Hypsas or Drago with its

tributary the brook of Saint Leonard, the main valley

widens and the cliff fails. Here it is that the built wall boldly

descends the hill to span the mouth of the small tributary

valley ^. Soon after this point, going northwards, the

^ See above, p. 80.

2 Siefert, 24 ;
Schubring, 19. Its existence is hardly proved by the

phrase of Polybios (i. 18) describing the Roman siege
;
Barepa) Si Kare-

OTpaToviSevcrav kv tois irpbs 'HpaKXeiav KCKXifiivois fjiepeai rijs TrdAews. Caval-

lari (p. 86) seems to doubt.

^ Another point shown to the north seems less likely.

Q 2
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CHAP. VI. wall forsakes the line o£ the Hypsas. Or more truly it

is here that the Hypsas, flowing from the north-west, joins

the wall. Here is a noble fragment of ancient masonry,

the remains of a wide bridge spanning the main ravine

The Bridge and connecting the later city with the nekropolis. It still

Dead. bears the fitting name of the Bridge of the Dead. From

that point northwards the line of wall has been variously

drawn. Some make it span the ravine and meet the wall

of the akropolis at its south-western corner. This would

make the later city take in the steep ground immediately

below the akropolis ^. Others trace the wall along the west

side of the ravine of Saint Leonard to the south-eastern

corner of the akropolis, leaving the elder city isolated as

before, joined on to the younger only by its eastern gate

on the narrow neck^. This certainly seems the most

likely view. It is hard to see what object could be gained

by taking the steep right side of the ravine of Saint

Leonard within the city. It would seem far more im-

portant to defend its other bank.

Nature of The space taken in by the enclosure thus formed seems

withfn^the^ a strange one to have been covered by the buildings of a

^^^^* vast city. At Syracuse we are struck, not only by the

general desolation of the forsaken parts of the city, but the

wildness of look which some parts, say just above the

theatre and the latomiai throughout, must have kept when

houses had grown up thickly on both sides of them. Still,

after all, the greater part of Syracuse lies on two nearly

flat levels, and, bating the stoniness of the ground, there

was no great difficulty in building on either of them. The

forsaken hill-side at Akragas is often bare and rocky; yet,

cultivated and planted as so much of it is, it is far from

having the same general look of desolation as the hill-top

at Syracuse. But its broken ground, its hills and ravines.

^ Pol. ix. 27. See vol. i. p. 434.

^ See Cavallari, p. 86, and compare his map with that of Schubring.
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must liave been far less suitable for the laying out of chap, vi

continuous streets. The outer town of Akragas must have

taken the shape of a crowd of hill-villages_, each with its

steep sides leading up to its own little akropolis. That

the whole or the greater part of the ground within the

extended walls was fully occupied is abundantly shown by

the large remains of ancient roads and ancient buildings of

various dates scattered over its whole surface. Here we

follow a wheel-track ; here we light on a fragment of wall,

on a bath, on the foundation and pavement of an ancient

house, on a small temple, on a nameless building with a

rich cornice ^. Most or all of these are of much later date

than the time of Theron. But all help to show how_, in the

days of Theron and long after, the vast extent of Akragas

was covered with all that comes of the crowded occupation

of a great city.

The tombs of the dead are in these ages of course to be The ne-

looked for without the walls, in the nekropolis on the ^^°P°^^®*

western side. Compared with the vast store of primitive

tombs at Syracuse, but few places of burial of the earlier

inhabitants are found within the wall of Akragas. But

the singular appearances in the southern wall, in the inner

face of its eastern half, are among the most remarkable

things in the city. Tombs cut in the native face of Tombs in

the rock that forms the wall are in no way wonderful, q^.^ wall.

But here we not only see a number of tombs cut in the

ground, and a special group partly cut in the ground and

partly hewn in the rock ^ ; for a considerable distance the

wall—the wall here being the native rock—has been

thoroughly honeycombed by holes of all shapes and sizes,

what have been commonly and reasonably thought to be

^ I mean the round building within the precinct of the monastery of

Saint Nicolas. Hard by is the small temple which goes by the strange

name of the Chapel of Phalaris. See Dennis, 213 ;
Cavallari, 87.

2 Those known as the Catacombs of the Frangapani; Cavallari, 88.
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CHAP. VI. sepulchral, but about wbicb otber opinions have been risked.

Specially strange is the effect of this burrowing at those

points where the rock which was used as a wall was cut

into the shape of a tower. Now these holes cannot be

older than the fortification of the enlarged city; they are

not cut in the untouched rock but in the wall that was

shaped out of the rock. It is past belief that such tamper-

ing with the defences of the city could have been allowed

Their late in times when these walls still defended it. The unavoid-

able inference is that all these holes are, what those which

are cut in the ground certainly are. Christian, or, if any

one pleases_, Mussulman, burying-places of later days. By
those times Roman Agrigentum had again shrunk up

within the old akropolis, and neither Saracen nor Norman

Girgenti overleaped that boundary. The walls of the

outer city were no longer walls in any military sense;

they were open for any one that chose to burrow in them.

A village population may well have nestled under the for-

saken bulwarks, and more of the temples than one may

have been turned into churches or mosques or both in turn.

The chances certainly are that these very striking cuttings

have nothing to do either with Greek Akragas or with

Sikan^r(«-Akragas. They most likely belong to Christian

Agrigentum or to Mussulman Girgenti ^.

Temples and walls moreover were not the only works

with which the munificent tyrant of Akragas adorned and

strengthened his city. Water was a thing of special need

in the great circuit which he laid out. For, unless we

count the rivulets which may trickle down some of the

Water- ravines, there is none within its bounds. At Akragas then,
courses,

as at Syracuse, an elaborate system of water-courses was

needed ; and they can hardly fail to have been made at the

time of the extension of the city. And we know for certain

that that extension was accompanied by great works of

^ See Cavallari, p. 89.
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drainage. For these too the captives of Himera cut the chap. vi.

stone as well as for the temples. Of these great drains,

which bore the name of their engineer Phaiax, traces are

said still to be seen ^. And we can at least see the site of The fish-

the great artificial fish-pond, seven stadia round and twenty

fathoms deep, with its fish and its swans and its other

water-fowl^, whose neglect and choking-up the native

historian of Sicily laments ^. We look down on it at the

south-western corner of the wall, from the neighbourhood

of the most western of the range of temples. In short

Theron designed to make his city one of the greatest cities

of the world, and he succeeded. What the tyrant began

the democracy that followed him went on with. Akragas Greatness

became a city hardly inferior to Syracuse, perhaps at the ^ '^^^^

time greater than Syracuse, in extent and splendour, though

she always lagged behind Syracuse in point of external

dominion. And, if the growth of Greek colonial cities was

quick, their life was often short. Rich and mighty doubt-

less from the beginning, according to the standard of an

earlier time, Akragas, at the age of a hundred years,

^ Diod. xi. 25 ; dXKd kol irpbs rds tojv iSdrouv rwv l/c t^s it6\(cos kKpods

viTovofioi KaTiOKivdaOrjaav. He enlarges on their size, and adds
;
kuLardT-qs

Se ytvofjLQvos iSjv epycov 6 vpoaa'yopcvop.tvos ^aia^, Zid tt^v 86^av tov uara-

(TKevdcXfxaTos erro'n](T€v dip^ kavrov KkrjOrjvaL tovs vnov6p,ovs (paianas. I willingly

give up the subject of watercourses to Schubring, who discourses in full

on the matter at p. 38. He suggests that the (paiaKes were not called

after Phaiax, but that Phaiax was the eponymos of the (paianes. There is

certainly something odd in Diodoros' words 6 irpoaayopevopievos ^aia^. Still

Phaiax is a real n;ime, as we shall find somewhat later in our story.

^ Diod. xi. 25 ; ets ravrr^v kTrayojxhwv iroTapicdv kol Kprjvaiwv vddraiv,

iX&voTpocpeiGV kyevcTO, voKXovs irap€x6/A.(vov ix&vs (Is Tpv<p^v nal aTroKavaiv,

In the other account (xiii. 82), where he calls it Klpvq cktos t^s ir6\({os

X^ipoTTo'iTjTos, he says that the fish were els rds Srjfxoaias karidcrets. Athe-

naios (xii. 59) oddly quotes Diodoros as making the fishpond a work of

GeUn—can he mean Theron ?—and adds that the fish were ds T-qv rpvcp'^v

Kot diroXavcnv tw TeXojvi. The swans are mentioned in both accounts, the

other birds in the later one only.

^ Diod. xi. 25 ; dAX' avrr] fxev kv tois voTfpov xp^vois dp.eXrj6uaa cvve-

XojffOrj, ml did rb ttX^Oos tov xpovov KarecpOdpr]. Cf. Athenaios, u. s. The

site is still plain enough, but it is now a garden without swans or fish.
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CHAP. VI. began to wax far richer and mightier. Seventy-four years

later she was^ for the first but not for the last time, swept

with the besom of destruction.

Dynasties

of tyrants

grow
worse.

Gelon,

Hieron,

and Thra-
syboulos.

Character

of the reig;

of Hieron.

His vic-

tories in

the games.

§ 3. The Reign of Hieroti.

B. c. 478-467.

The rule that a tyranny showed its worse features under

the prince who inherited^ as distinguished from him who

acquired, dominion, did not fail to come true in the case of

the dynasty of the Deinomenids. In the case of a son

born, as the phrase is, in the purple, it was almost naturally

so. But Gelon was succeeded, not by a son but by a

brother, a brother whose fortunes had risen along with his

own, and who had been his comrade in the most glorious

day of his life. Still there is a marked fall at each succes-

sion among the Deinomenid brothers. There is a fall from

Gelon to Hieron ; there is a fall again from Hieron to

Thrasyboulos. Gelon has nothing of the tyrant about him

except the way in which he rose to power. Had he been

born to be a lawful king, he would have no need for the

crimes of his early career. We should have heard only of

his good rule over his people, and of the victory won by

him on behalf of a wider world than his own people.

Hieron, who did not seize power for himself, but succeeded

to an established dominion, shows in his internal govern-

ment every characteristic of the tyrant ^. He is not indeed

charged with the frightful excesses of some other tyrants

;

still his rule is the mle of a tyrant, suspicious, greedy, and

cruel. He won his chief fame by the same course by which

other tyrants in later times have won theirs. He made

himself a name by splendid victories in the games of old

Greece, and those victories were commemorated in the

^ See above, p. 218, note.
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laureate strains of Pindar and other poets. And lie gathered chap. vi.

round them all that was brilliant in the openins" intellectual
,

patronage

world of Sicily and of all Hellas. He has had his reward of poets,

in the praises of those who best knew how to bestow abiding

praise. The Augustan age of Rome, the Medicean age of

Florence, were forestalled in the few years^ reign of Hieron

over Syracuse and ^tna. The horse-loving king, the

father of strangers, holy as being the hereditary hierophant

of the awful rites from which he took his name ^, lord of

Syracuse, founder of ^tna, defender of Lokroi, victor of

Kyme, stands forth in the poetry of Greece with a blaze of

glory such as never gathered round the name of Gelon.

When the panegyrist goes on further to speak of the ruler

mild to his citizens and envying not the good, we have to

make up our minds whether it is the voice of simj)le

flattery or a voice of gentle warning taking its shape ^.

And yet there is another side to him. Whatever we say His better

of the lord of Syracuse and founder of ^tna, the defender u^fyersal

of Lokroi, and still more the victor of Kyme, fully deserves t^^story.

all the praises which the songs of the poets have heaped

upon him. Hieron had fought at Himera ; he had shared

the glory of his brothers
;
and, little as there is to be said

to his honour in his own household, in his own city, or in

his own island, when we once step beyond those bounds,

the Hieron of universal history is fully in his place as the

comrade and successor of Gelon. Among the songs of his

poets, those where we listen to the clearest ring of truth,

those where we are least tempted to suspect some under-

current of censure or warning, are the strains which tell

how through Hieron^s deeds the maidens of Lokroi could

^ Pind. 01. i. 35; ^vpaKoffiov iTnToxapfJ-av PaaiKrja. Pyth. iii. 125 ;

^elvois OavfxaGTos trar-qp. This last epithet and some others come together

in the Hyporchema of Pindar (Bergk, i. 408) addressed to him as (aOeuv

Upwv ojjiiijvvfxe iraTep KridTop kiTvas. 'lipcov was clearly called from the

ancestral lepa.

^ lb. ; Paoi\(vs npaiis darois, ov ^pOoviuv ayaQols. See Appendix XXVIl.
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CHAP. VI. dwell safely in their homes or that more stirring voice

which sang how the Phoenician and the Etruscan ceased

from troubling^ when they had once felt the might of the

lord of Syracuse, first at Himera and then beside the shore

His Hel- of Kyme ^. The second son of Deinomenes has, like the

pionship. first, his place among the champions of Hellas, the cham-

pions of Europe. As such, let him enjoy his honours. And

we may add that his actual recorded misdeeds do not seem

in number or in blackness to have outdone those by which

Compaii- his brother became lord of Gela and of Syracuse. But he

Gel6n and had not his brother^s gift of making an unworthy rise to

Hier6n.
power be forgotten in a worthier use of it. In the city

which he had made his by force and guile Gelon was

in life honoured as a king, and in death worshipped as a

hero. Neither the praises of his poets nor the real merits

of one side of his acts can avail to lift Hieron out of the

class of tyrants.

Suspicious The chief characteristic of the government of Hieron

Hieron's was suspicion. His authority rested on the spears of mer-
gevein-

cenaries. So in some sort had that of Gelon : but the
ment. '

mercenaries by whom Gelon had been served in his rise

His mer- to power had passed into the ranks of citizens. As such,

they no longer answered the purposes of Hieron, who ac-

cordingly gathered fresh hirelings from all parts, as a

^ Pindar, Pyth. ii. 35 ;

cr^ 5', a; Aeivoixiveie irai, Zecpvpia irpb Suptoju

AoKph irapdivos dirvd,

TToXffxlwv KapLOLTCuv l£ dfxaxdt'o^v

5id reav dvvapiiv dpaKeia' dacpaXes.

See below, p. 240, and Appendix IX.

2 lb. i. 136 ;

Xi(7(Tofxai vevaov, Kpopiojv, aptepov

'6<ppa Kar oIkov 6 ^olvi^ u Tvpaavwv r dKaXaros

6X]7, vavc'iarovov vl3piv iduv

rdv vpb Kvfias'

oia 'XvpaKoolojv dpxa> SapLaaOei^res vdOov,

ajKVTTopaiv dvb vaSjv 6 ffcpiv kv irovro) ^dX(9' dXiKiav

'EAAaS' l^iXKWv fiapuas SovXias.

cenaries.
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needful support of his power ^
. If the dialogue among chap. vi.

the writings of Xenophon which bears his name contains
^^xeno

any relics of genuine tradition and is not a mere ideal pHdn.

picture of tyranny^ Hieron could trust none, neither citizen

nor friend nor wife nor beloved one. The tyrant could

never be certain that any of these served him from love

rather than from fear ^. He was guarded by strangers

rather than by citizens, by barbarians rather than by

Greeks ^. This is, to be sure, a general picture of tyranny

;

but it proves something that Hieron should have been

picked out as the representative of tyranny ; one can hardly

fancy such a picture being drawn of Gelon.

On the purely domestic side of Hieron s character, there

is some ground to think that this picture is exaggerated.

There are at least anecdotes which show that he lived on His wives,

terms of the closest confidence with one at least of his

wives. Of these he had three. A daughter of Nikokles

of Syracuse was the mother of his son Deinomenes She

was followed by the daughter of Anaxilas of Rhegion ^ and

^ Diod. xi. 48 ; outo? Se ^^voXoycov ml irepi avrov avarrjua ^evoov irapa-

ffKeva^cDV, viT€kdfiPavev aacpaXws KaOi^fiv r-qv ^aaiKuav. Cf. the proverb

preserved by Zenobios (v. 88) ; St/ceAo? arpaTid/TTjs' Trapoifxia/des knel ^eVoty

hXP^v^o (TTpariujTais, us enl iroXv 01 viro 'lepwvi. I suppose this means the

first Hieron ; but among these late collectors we cannot expect %KeX6s and

St/ffAfWTT^s to be distinguished.

2 The whole of the Dialogue between HierSn and Simonides is devoted

to setting forth the wretchedness of the tyrant from the confessed ex-

periences of one of the class. The first chapter is largely employed in

showing how little the tyrant can enjoy love, friendship, or anything else,

because, as nothing can be denied to him, he cannot be sure that anything

is given to him willingly. The name of Da'ilochos in c. 31 must come from

some contemporary source. Cf. the fragment in Athen. x. 30 (Bergk, i.

425), with the names of Chimaros and Agathon.

^ Xen. Hier. vi. 5 ; eVt de ^ivois fxlv (xaXkov 7) iroKiTaLS Tnarevnv, ^ap^dpois

5e pidWov 7) "EKXrjcriv. He adds, with a clear reference to the changes of

population at Syracuse and elsewhere
;

eviOvpifTv 5e rovs jxlv kXcvdSpovs

dovXovs e'x^ti/, tovs 8e 5ov\ovs dvayKa^iaOai voieiv kXevOipovs.

* Schol. Find. Pyth. i. 112. He quotes Philistos and Timaios,

^ See above, p. 211.
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CHAP. VI. by the niece of Theron o£ Akragas^ But as regards his

general government_, there is distinct evidence to show its

His spies, specially suspicious character. The Greek tongue in its

Doric form was enriched by new words to describe the

spies of both sexes whom the lord of Syracuse employed

to make their way into every social gathering of his sub-

jects, and to bring their report to their master 2. This

we may believe. It is going too far when a late writer

tells us that Hieron forbade the people of Syracuse to open

their lips at all, and that they therefore took to the lan-

guage of gestures ^. But there is no doubt that Hieron^s

reign was a reign of violence ; the days of Gelon, with

his mild rule and frank demeanour, had passed away. It

was also a reign of heavy exactions. Hieron, like the

Conqueror of England, had fallen into covetousness, and

greediness he loved withal And his disputes with the

worthiest of his own kindred form no small part of the

history of his time.

Of the Greek tyrant it is specially to be looked

for that his foes should be they of his own household.

Hieron^ The special object of the jealousy of Hieron was his

zeios. own brother Polyzelos. Entrusted by Gelon with the

charge of his young son, the third son of Deinomenes had

further won the love which the people of Syracuse refused

^ This is perhaps the wife of whom Plutarch tells the story, Apophth.

'lepoji'os, 3 ;
Koiboprjdeh vjto rivos ds r^v dvacudiav tov CTo/xaTOs, ifTiaTO t^v

avTov yvvaiKa nrjSeTTOTe irfpi tovtov (ppdaaaav fj hi eiirev (ffirjv yap toiovtov

anavTas toiis di'dpas o^nv. This would seem to be the same wife who asks

a question of Sim6nides.

2 Arist. Pol. V. 9. 3 ; Ka\ to f/.Tj \av6dveiv ireipdaOai oaa Tvyx^vei rts

\iyoov 7] trpdrTCtiV tu)V dp^ofjievcov, dAA.' uvai KaraaKoTTOvs, oiov irepl ^vpa-

Kovaiovs at voTayuyiScs KaXovpiivai kul tovs wraKOvaTas, ovs k^€iT€fjjf/€v 6

'Upoov, OTTOV Tis e'it] ovvovaia rj ov?^oyos. The names seem coined for the

occasion, like the names coined to describe doings of Tiberius of another

kind.

^ See Appendix XXVII.
* Diod. xi. 67 ;

qv Kai (piXdpyvpo? Kai P'latos, kol KaOoXov ttjs dirXorrjTos

Kal KoKoKayaOia^ Td5e\<pod dWoTpiuTaros.
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to their actual ruler ^. The friendship too of Theron of chap, vi,

Akragas passed on the death of Gelon, not to Gelon^s

successor in the dominion of Syracuse^ but to the new

husband of his own daughter Damareta. A brother who Hierdn's

cl6vic6S
was dangerous to the tyranny in so many ways needed against

to be got rid of or to be made harmless. In a distant and brother,

dangerous foreign service he might be got rid of easily

and quietly. The arts by which the fate of Uriah had

been compassed among the kinsmen of the Phoenician

were not unknown in the policy which sought to find out

what words every man in Syracuse spoke to his fellow.

The errand on which Polyzelos was sent marks a chief Foreign

difference between the policy of Hieron and that of Gelon. nierdn [

Except so far as dealings with the lord of Zankle were ^^^^^^

necessarily dealings with the lord of Rhegion^ the warfare Gelon.

and policy of Gelon do not seem to have reached beyond

his own island. He guarded Syracuse and Sicily ; but he

sought for no dominion beyond their waters. He made

no conquests, he planted no colonies, beyond their bounds.

He meddled with the affairs of no prince or people out of

Sicily except as matter of sheer self-defence. But the

policy of Hieron was that of later lords of Syracuse^ with

whom one great object was the winning of dominion^ or

at least of influence^, in other lands than Sicily, and above

all in the neighbouring land of Italy. In the affairs of

that land he had at this moment an honourable oppor-

tunity for interfering. The Krotoniats were carrying on •

a war against that feeble remnant of mighty Sybaris

which still kept on a precarious life as an independent

state. Hieron did at least take the side of the weaker Hieron de-

party, and Polyzelos was bidden to lead an army to the sybarites

defence of the Sybarites. He was sent_, so men said_, in
^^^^^^

the hope that he might be slain by the sword of the men

of Kroton. The story is told in various ways. In one

^ See Appendix XXIII.
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CHAP. VI. version Polyzelos declines or evades the dangerous com-

mand ; in another he wages the war with such success as

still further to arouse his brotherms jealousy. In a third

tale the enemies against whom he is sent are not Greeks

in Italy, but Sikels in their own island ^. In all versions

the brothers become open enemies_, and Polyzelos seeks

shelter at the hands of his father-in-law at Akragas.

War be- The friendship between the lords of Syracuse and Akragas

Hieron and was now broken for a season, and was perhaps never

B 0^^478- ^§"^1^ restored so firmly as it had stood in the days of

476. Gelon. Hieron at once declared war against the protector

Mediation of his exiled brother. In one version Theron enters the

nides. dominions of Hieron, and marches as far as the river Gelas

;

but actual warfare is hindered by the mediation of the poet

Kapys and Simonides ^. And this story seems to have got mixed up

kratS. with a tale of the two kinsmen of Theron, Kapys and Hip-

pokrates, who are said to have revolted against him, and to

have joined some enemy of his, perhaps Hieron, perhaps the

Carthaginians ^. In another account Hieron is made to

win back the friendship of Theron by a singular deed of

treachery. The lord of Akragas and Himera, who left

behind him so honoured a memory at Akragas, could

Thrasy- hardly have won much good will at Himera. That city

Himera. could have gained nothing by driving out its former

tyrant Terillos when Theron entrusted its rule to his son

Thrasydaios. As usual, the worst features of tyranny

came out in the second generation. The son of Theron

walked not in the ways of his father. His rule at Himera

was oppressive, and drew on him general hatred. Under

the yoke of Ttrillos the men of Himera had called in

Theron as a deliverer; under the yoke of Theron^s son

they held it useless to appeal to his father, deeming that

^ On all these points see Appendix XXIII.

See Appendix XXIII.
^ See Appendix XXIII, and above, p. 147.
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from him they would have no fair hearing. Was this a chap. vi.

p-eneral common-place of human nature, or does it point The Hime-

, .
raians offer

to a weak side in Theron^s character, the common weak themselves

side in the character of princes ? Under the usual de-
^i®^*^"-

lusion that any change of masters must be for the better,

the men of Himera betook themselves to the lord of Syra-

cuse. They offered to give up their city into his hands,

and to join him in an attack on the lord of Akragas.

Hieron, it would seem, thought that any immediate gain

that would come to him from the very distant possession

of Himera was of less moment than the common cause of

rulers against their subjects. He betrayed his Himeraian He betrays

suppliants to Theron. Instead of giving them any help, or xherdn.

seemingly any answer, he sent a secret message to the lord

of Akragas to say what was going on. Between the two

tyrants a peace was easily patched up. Hieron, widowed of

his Syracusan and his Rhegine wife, took Ther6n''s niece in

marriage^, and the present husband of Damareta was

restored to his honours at Syracuse. But a frightful Ven^^eance

vengeance fell on the discontented party in Himera.

Theron, so mild at Akragas, sent, perhaps went in person,

to the city where he had won his highest fame, and there

let slay all who had spoken or acted against him, who were

many in number ^.

In another version Thrasydaios and Polyzelos are brought Other ver-

more closely together. Thrasydaios, from what motive is

not explained, stirs up Polyzelos against his brother, and

promises him help in any enterprise against him. Simo-

nides steps in and, in some way not very clearly described,

reconciles the contending princes ^. In these accounts

Himera seems to be forgotten; but we have other dark

notices of disturbances there*, and we have one more

' See above, p. 236, and Appendix XXVI.
^ See Appendix XXIII. ^ See Appendix XXIII.
* The Scholiasts on Pindar, 01. xii, the one addressed to Ergoteles of
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CHAP. VI. distinct statement as to its affairs. The year after the

Sttlement
^^^^^^^^:» which seems to have seriously lessened the num-

ofHimera. ber of the citizens of Himera, Theron found it expedient

to send fresh colonists thither. Himera had been from

the beginning" a city of mixed race, a Dorian element

having been mingled with the Chalkidian majority ^. The

lord of Doric Akragas, in inviting settlers from all parts,

sought specially to strengthen this Doric element in

Himera^. It may be that now Ergoteles of Knossos in

Crete, Ergoteles sung of by Pindar, when driven from his

native city by some civil broil, received the citizenship of

Himera. But the victory which Pindar sang belongs to

a later time when Emmenids no longer ruled in Himera.

Action of The version of this story which makes the quarrel

Italy. between Hieron and Polyzelos arise out of warfare in Italy

falls in with the other notices which set Hieron before us

as playing an active part in Italian affairs. As sometimes

happens with men of mixed character, he plays a far more

honourable part at a distance than he does nearer home.

He steps in both to save Greek Italy—and Sicily too—from

barbarian invasion, and also to save particular Greek cities

from oppression at the hands of their Greek neighbours.

We have seen him step in to save the remnant of Sybaris

Designs of from overthrow at the hands of Kroton. He steps in also

tg^n&t^ to save the Italian Lokroi from overthrow at the hands

Lokroi. prince who reigned both in Sicily and in Italy.

About the same time as the affair of Himera, Anaxilas of

Zankle and Rhegion and his son Kleophron threatened the

Knossos and Himera, of whom we shall have to speak again, refer vaguely

to disturbances in the latter city. See Appendix XXIII.

^ See vol. i. p. 412.

2 Diod. xi. 49 (it is a comfort to get back to him after the Scholiasts)
;

Qrjpojv, ixfTci T^v 'ifxepaioju a(payr]V, dpwv r^v it6\iv o'lKrjTopojv Zioixivqv,

ovvwKiaev ds ravrrjv tovs t€ Acopuis ml rwv dWoJV tovs PovXofxevovs kiro-

\iToypa.(pr](T€V.
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independence^ perhaps designed the utter overthrow, of Lo- chap. vi.

kroi. Anaxilas, as we have seen, had, since the battle o£

Himera, acknowledged some kind o£ superiority on the

part of the lord of Syracuse ^. An embassy from the

overlord was enough. Chromios, the comrade and brother- Mission of

in-law of Gelon and Hieron, was sent to announce his deliverance

miffhty kinsman's will. Anaxilas ceased from troubling" Lokroi.
° ^ B.C. 477.

Lokroi, and to this interference Hieron owed one of the

most genuine pieces of praise ever bestowed on him by

his poets ^. This enterprise and humiliation were the

last recorded events of the life of Anaxilas. He died the Death of

next year. His son Kleophron, or Leophron, who seems ^0^476.^'

to have acted as his representative in Zankle, must have

died before him ^. He left his power to two other His sons

sons of tender age under a guardian named Mikythos under the

son of Choiros, a faithful steward, of whom we shall ^Y-f
_ \ Mikythos.

hear again, and who discharged his trust better than

Gelon had discharged his trust towards the sons of Hip-

pokrates

The wholesale transportation of the inhabitants from Transport-

one city to another has, under the rule of the tyrants, fnhabH^-^

become as familiar among the Greeks of Sicily as it had

always been among the despots of the East. We have

seen what Gelon did in this way in his own birth-place

^ See above, p. 34.

^ The verses of Pindar, Pyth. ii. 34, have been quoted already (see

above, p. 231). The story is told by several scholiasts. Anaxilas is at

war with Lokroi, and Chromios is sent with the message. In another

version (Pyth. i. 98) the designs of Anaxilas seem to go further; Ao/cpovs

rjOeXrjcrev dpdrjv airoXkaai. (See Appendix X.)

^ See Appendix IX, X.
* Clinton fixes the death of Anaxilas to B. c. 476. Mikythos is men-

tioned by Herodotus, vii. 170; " MiKvdos, oiKirrjs kcjv 'Ara^tXew, kmTponos

'PrjYiov KaTakeXeiTTTO. Diodoros (xi. 48) is fuller
;

rrjv rvpavviha Si(5(^aT0

M'lKvOos TTiaTevOeis, were drrouovi ai tois tIkvois tov TeXevTrjcravTos, ovai veois

T^v r/XiKlav. Cf. Justin, iv. 2. 2. See Appendix XXIX.

VOL. II. R
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Hieron of

Eruption
of ^tna.
B.C. 475.

and elsewhere, and we have seen what Theron did at

Himera after a deed of blood such as is nowhere laid to

the charge of Gelon. Forced migrations of this kind;,

helped on by other migrations which were not forced, had

caused not a few to exchange the citizenship of their native

city for that of some other to which they belonged only

by adoption. We have heard Ergoteles of Knossos de-

scribed to assembled Hellas as Ergoteles of Himera, and

two men more famous than Ergoteles were presently to be

described in the like sort by the names of cities which

were not theirs by birth. Hieron himself, by birth of

Gela, received the poet^s tribute both as Hieron of Syracuse

and as Hieron of jEtna ^. Chromios too, so nearly allied to

him in every way, once, like him, of Gela, then of Syracuse,

was also proclaimed in the games of Nemea by the same

local description ^. The right of either so to describe him-

self, the right of ^tna to rank among the cities of Hellas,

had been won in a strange fashion. The cloud-capped

mountain whose abiding snow struck men from Old Greece

as a thing of wonder was busy in Hieron^s day sending

forth its rivers of fire to lay waste the fields of fruitful

Sicily ^. So sang both Pindar and ^schylus, and Pindar^s

trade laid on him the task of recording, not only the

physical revolutions of the mountain, but the political

^ On the dates, see Appendix XXVII.
^ See Appendix X.
^ See the description of ^tna iu Pindar, Pyth. i. 33, beginning

vvv 7€ p.av

rai 0' vTt'kp Kvfxas a\i€pK€(s uxOai

^iK€\ia S' avTov mi^ci aripva Xaxvacvra,

and mark the skill with which Kyme is brought in here to lead up to the

mention of Hieron's victory at Kyme further on. Compare the kindred

passage in yEschylus, Prom. 363, of wliich see below, p. 279. The re-

ference in both passages is clearly to the great eruption of 475. It is

clearly fixed to that date by Thucydides, iii. 116. It was fifty years before

B. c. 425. The Parian Chronicle (Miiller, i. 550, Flack, 24, 25) places it in

the same year as the battle of Plataia (479) ; to vvp Ippv-q K\aov, kv St/fjcAm

nepl TTjv AiTvaiav or Aitvtjv, or whatever is the right filling up.
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revolutions of the city to whicli it was so dangerous a chap. vi.

neighbour. In the days of the Pious Brethren it was the

lands of Katane on which the fire-flood spread itself
;
they

were now the lands of Katane no longer.

It fell in short to the lot of the laureate of tyrants

to tell, as gently as a laureate could^ the deeds of the man

who took to himself the name of a founder on the strength

of wiping out the name of a Hellenic city and driving

forth its people from their homes. Naxos^ eldest of

Sikeliot cities, formed part of the dominion which had

been won by Hippokrates, and which had passed from

him to Gelon and to Hieron^. Of Katane we have

heard nothing during all these changes; but it is now

spoken of in a way which implies that it too was among

the possessions of the lord of Syracuse. The year before Hierdn

the eruption, Hieron had, in the full wantonness of des- the people

potism_, caused all the inhabitants of Naxos and Katane anjfounds

to transport themselves to Leontinoi ^. The empty ^^^^^^

Katane he peopled afresh with five thousand settlers

from Peloponnesos and five thousand more from Syracuse,

making thus a city of a myriad citizens. Among them

he parted out both the former land of Katane and much

other land in the neighbourhood, the rich plain between

the two cities, once called after Leontinoi and afterwards

after Katane^. The sending forth of colonists from

Syracuse is to be noted. Widely as the city had spread

beyond its old bounds, the increase in the number of

the citizens would seem to have been in still greater pro-

portion. By a kind of fiction—a legal fiction we can

hardly call it—Katane, peopled by new citizens, was held

^ See above, p. io6,

^ Diod. xi. 49 ; tovs Na^tous koI tovs Karavaiovs Ik twv TraTp'iSojv avaara-

OivTas fxcTcuKiaev ds tovs Acovt'ivovs, koi (jLera twv kyxcop'ioov irpoaeTa^c

KaroiKiTv Trfv rroXiv.

^ lb.
;

TTjv X'^pc-v 01) fiovov TTju Karava'iav, dk\d /cal noWrji/ tt]s ufiopov

irpoadels KaT€K\T]povx'>]<y€, fjLvpiovs n\r)pcu(Tas olKrjTopas.
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Hieron
founder of

Policy of

Hieron
in the

founda-

tion.

Gelon and
Hieron as

founders.

to have become a new city, and to be entitled to a new

name. That new name it took from the great mountain,

and for a while Katane was officially named jEt7ia. It

was specially placed under the protection of ^tnsean Zeus,

and an ^tnsean feast was held in his honour ^. Of the

city thus founded Hieron was held to be the founder. And

both himself and his friend Chromios, once men of Gela,

then men of Syracuse, took to themselves yet a new

description, and were enrolled on the list of citizens of

^tna.

Two motives are said to have led Hieron to this act.

One was a plain motive of policy. vEtna was to be a bul-

wark of his dominion over Syracuse, a city of refuge in

case his dominion over Syracuse should ever be overthrown.

Hieron knew well enough how liable to overthrow such a

power as his always was
;

nothing would strengthen it

better than to have a stronghold at hand peopled by men

who were bound to him by other ties than those of simple

fear. How wisely he reckoned in this point of view we

shall presently see when the evil day did come, not indeed

on himself, but on his house and his dominion. With this

politic aim was joined a more sentimental feeling. He
longed for the honours which had fallen to the lot of his

brother in life and death. Founder of a myriad-peopled

city, he hoped that he might one day receive the same

heroic worship which was paid to Gelon at Syracuse ^.

But the two cases were wholly different. Whatever we

call Gelon at Megara or Euboia or his native Gela, at

Syracuse he really was a founder. To the new city on the

mainland and to its citizens he was well nigh as true a

^ Schol. 01. vi. 162 ; kv rrj Aitvt} Aibs Ahvatov dya\fxa 'ibpvrai koi kopr^

PuTvaia KaXctrai. Could this have gone on at Inessa or anywhere in the

scholiast's time ?

^ Diodoros (xi. 49) couples the two motives; tovto d' e-rrpa^e amvhojv dfxa

p.\v €X*'^ PoT]6€iav (iTOiixrjv d^iuXoyov vpbs rds kniovcras \pHas, djxa 5e koX l/f

T^s ^ivoixivqs p.vpidvhpov iroXeoos Tifids e'x^"' ^pcucKas.
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founder as Archias was to the elder city in the island. If chap. vi.

he had not called Achradina into being, he had welded

Achradina and Ortygia into one whole, and had given the

enlarged Syracuse the fresh life of a new city. And he

had founded the new without disturbing the old^ save by

bringing back again those who had been already driven

from their homes. He had made Syracuse the head of

Hellenic Sicily^ mightier than any city of the older lands

of Hellas. To his new ^tna Hieron had given nothing

but a new name and new inhabitants^ planted and enriched

at the cost of the old citizens and their neighbours.

Yet it is plain that this so-called foundation of ^Etna

was looked on by Hieron as the most glorious exploit

of his life^. His ears were before all things tickled

when his poets called him the renowned founder of an

illustrious city^ a city which bore the name of the fiery

mountain which Zeus had chosen as his Sicilian throne.

Of that city he was founder and citizen, but he was not to

be king or tyrant in his own person. Foreseeing perhaps Deino-

a firmer rule for his house in his new foundation than in ^^^tna^"'

Gela or in Syracuse, he ordained iEtna, as we learn from the

strains of his poet, to be the kingdom of his son Deino-

menes^. The royal title is given to him in so marked a

way that one is tempted to believe that there was some

formal proclamation of kingship in ^tna. And such pro-

clamation is at least more likely in the new-founded city

than in the elder commonwealth of Syracuse. In ^tna C4uardiau-

the young Deinomenes was to reign, under the guardian- ciiromios.

ship of his uncle Chromios, as his Mayor of the Palace ^.

But in the eyes of the poet at least, the King of ^tna
was to be a constitutional king. Pindar sang of the god-

built freedom of the new city, where kings and citizens were

to dwell in unity by the banks of Amenanos, where a king

1 See Appendix XXVII. 2 Appendix XXVII.
3 See Appendix X and XXVII.
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CHAP. VI.

Hieron's

alleged

exclusion

from the

Olympic
games.
B.C. 476.

Speech of

Themis

-

tokles.

of the Hylleid tribe was to reign according to the laws

of Hyllos, like his Herakleid fellows in more ancient

Sparta^. But it would seem that even the flatterer, in

looking forward to the glories of the son, could not wholly

shut his eyes to the real deeds of the father. Father

and son alike needed covert warnings and exhortations

to rule justly, to keep their hands from base gain, and

to make Croesus the model of their rule rather than

Phalaris^. Hieron himself, having set his son on his

new throne, falls back on the Syracusan name. But the

new creation is not forgotten. It is still the ^tnsean

host who welcomes the minstrel to his home by the fount

of Arethousa ^.

Our notices of Hieron in his character of founder of

iEtna come chiefly from the odes in which Pindar sings

the praises whether of Hieron of ^tna or of Hieron

of Syracuse. To the order of those odes, to the victories

of Hieron at Olympia, Pytho, and elsewhere we shall come

presently. But in connexion with the Olympic fame of

Hieron there is a strange story which so oddly forestalls an

incident in the life of a later lord of Syracuse that one is

tempted to doubt whether the tale has not wandered out of

its place, according to the general law that any story of any

Syracusan tyrant may be freely told of any other. Yet we are

told on fairly decent authority that at one Olympic festival,

seemingly the first after the flight of Xerxes and the death of

Hamilkar, the tyrant Hieron sent horses to contend in the

games, and caused a costly tent to be set up for those who

had come on his errand. But Themistokles made a speech to

the assembled Greeks, bidding them tear down the tent of

1 See Appendix XXVII.
2 See Appendix VII and XXVII, and above, p. 72.

3 Pind. Pyth. iii. 120
;

Kai Kev kv vavalv iioKov 'loviav rifxvcov OaXaaaav

'ApeOovaav km Kpavav irap' AlrvaTov ^kvov,

OS "XvpaKoaaaiai vkp.ii fiaaiXcvs.
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the tyrant and hinder his horses from taking their chance chap. vi.

in the race ^. Here no special motive is assigned ; it seems

to be taken for granted that to be a tyrant is of itself a

crime to be punished by being shut out from Hellenic

fellowship. A later version makes Themistokles, amid

general applause, give as a reason for the course which

he counselled that Hieron^ who had stood aloof from the

great struggle of Hellas_, was unworthy to take a part in

the common Hellenic festival ^. It is hardly possible that

this particular charge could have been brought against

a man who had played his part against the Phoenician at

Himera^ while the fame of that great day was still fresh.

But we have seen from various accounts of the embassy

to Gelon that this is exactly the kind of reason which

was likely to attach itself to the story a generation or two

later ^. The suggestion of a modern writer is far more Motives

likely, that^ if anything of the kind happened at all^ the
tokllfe\"^^^

wrath of Themistokles and the assembled Greeks was stirred

up by men from Naxos and Katane^ fresh from their

forced migration_, who could tell assembled Hellas, above

all its Ionian portion^ how two Hellenic and Ionian cities^

one of them the eldest child of Hellas on Sicilian ground,

had fared at the hands of the man who sought after

Hellenic honours in so boastful a guise But the tale is

so like a tale of Dionysios told on better witness that

it is only with fear and trembling that we can admit

^ Plut. Themist. 25 ;
Qeocppaaros kv rois TJepl jSacrtAetas Icrropei tov

QefxiaroKXea ire/xipavTos ets '0\v/xmav 'lipojvos i'mrovs dycovicTTas Kal CKqvr^v

Tiva KaTeaKevacr/j.ev7]v ttoAi/tcAcDs aTrjcravTOS, (Itthv kv tols "EWrjcri Xoyov, us

Xprj TTjv ffKTjvrjv diapirdaai tov Tvpdvvov kol KwXvaai tovs 'lttttovs dyojviaaaOai.

This is dangerously like the story of Lysias and Dionysios, Diod. xiv. 109.

See more below, p. 270.

^ This comes from ^lian, Var. Hist. ix. 5 ;
QefiiffTOKkjjs 'lepava rjKovra

eis 'OKvjxmav 'OXvixmoiv dyoiJLevuv ittttovs dyovra efp^e Trjs dycvvias, elirwv tov

fxrj /jL€TaXa06vTa tov /xeyicTTOv tuv klvZvvojv tSjv navqyvp^ojv /xeTaXa/jL^dveiv

/jiTj deiv KOI InriviOrj 6 &ejxi(TT0Kk7js. This late compiler fancies Hieron to

have come in pei-son, which is most unlikely.

^ See above, p. 243. * Lloyd, pp. 127-131.
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CHAP. vT. tlie tradition of Hieron^s dishonour at Olympia to even a

doubtful place in our history,

Hieron's But the most honourable field of Hieron^s personal
action in

, t • • i i (> i 1*1
Italy. action, as distinguished from the one great day on which

he was his brother^s comrade^ is again to be found in Italy.

We have twice seen him stretching forth a hand to help

Greek cities there against Greek enemies ; he now stands

forth as the champion of Hellas against barbarians no less

Advance of distinctly than Gelon had stood forth at Himera. We
the native

-^^^^ come to the first mention which at all concerns our

Sicilian story of that form of barbarian advance which in

the end overcame the Greeks of Italy, and which has to be^

partly compared, partly contrasted, with the forms of bar-

barian advance against which Sicily and Old Greece had

to strive. The pressure of the native races of Italy on the

Greek settlements in that peninsula, the pressure which led

to the mournful holy day of barbarized Poseidonia ^, had

now begun. It has not yet taken the shape which it took

a little later
;
and, according to some theories, we ought not

to speak of the native races of Italy as the invaders of the

Greater Hellas during the struggle of which we have just

now to speak. For the enemies of Greece against whom
Hieron stepped in to defend his Italian allies were the

Growth of sea-faring Etruscans. Kyme, oldest and most advanced

outpost of Hellas on Italian soil, though now beginning

to draw towards the term of its Hellenic being, was as yet

Haven of advancing in wealth and power. The lonely hill-city had
Jjikai-

archia. ii^w won for itself a haven on the gulf, sheltered by the

B.C. 528. Misenian headland and the islands anchored by its side,

as yet Greek Dikaiarchia, to be more famous in after-times

as Latin Puteoli^. It was the head of a group of Greek

^ See above, p. 164.

Strabo, v. 4. 6, calls Dikaiarchia trnveiov Kvfxa'icxjv vn ofpvos l8pv/xivov,

and it seems to be referred to by Dionysios (vii. 3) when he speaks of

Kyme as Xifiivoiv Kparovaa ruiv irepl Miarjuov kmKaiporaTOv. But see Bun-
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cities on tlie Campanian gulf, a centre of Greek influence chap. vi.

in that region, whicli marked it out for the jealousy of its

more powerful barbarian neighbours.

This brings us to a series of memorable events in the early

history of Italy. In the first, of which we have to speak,

more strictly Italian nations are said to have taken part,

but it was essentially an enterprise of Etruscan Campania

against dangerous Greek neighbours. The attack, a land b.c. 524.

attack of an Etruscan power dominant from the Campanian

gulf to the borders of Gaul, was beaten back^, and the next

Etruscan warfare in which Kyme played a part was one in

which Greeks and Latins significantly fought as comrades.

Call it as we will, by its old name of the war with Porsena Battle

• • • of j^^rici^;

or by the more scientific description of the revolt of Latium ^ ^03.

against Etruscan rule, there seems no reason to doubt the

truth of that fight of Aricia in which the victory of Kyme
and her Latin allies broke the Etruscan power asunder,

made room for the growth of the Latin city by the Tiber,

and gave the Greeks of Italy a breathing-space^. Less Tyranny of

happy in its results within the walls of Kyme, the fame

that Aristodemos won as leader of the Kymaian force en- Kyme.... B-c- 5°2.

abled him to rise to the dominion of his native city. He
overthrew what seems to have been an oppressive, while a

vigorous, oligarchy; and he set up in its stead a tyranny

which, unless he be greatly slandered, outdid in crime

and bloodshed anything that Sicily ever saw, at all events

between Phalaris and Agathokles ^. At the court of Aris-

todemos the banished Tarquin was said to have found a

bury (Diet. Geog., Puteoli) on the possible Samian element. " Samii

Dicsearchiam condiderunt, quam nunc Puteolos vocant," says Eusebius

under B.C. 529 or 521. So Steph. Byz. in IluTioKof KTicfxa 'S.afx.icpv. See

Beloch, Campanien, p. 89.

^ The account, largely legendary, is given by Dionysios, vii. 3, 4.

^ lb. 5. Cf, Liv. ii. 14. Anything beyond the merest outline of these

matters I must leave to the special historians of Rome.
^ See the whole story of his rise to power and his use of it in Dionysios,

vii. 6-9.
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shelter^ when Lars Porsena o£ Clusium and the Tusculan

MamiHus had alike failed to bring him home ^.

The tyranny of Aristodemos was overpast^ and now, in

the days of Hieron, free Kyme was again threatened with

an Etruscan attack ^. This time^ since the day of Aricia,

the enemy could no longer march unopposed along the

whole southern coast of Italy. The invaders had now to

come by sea ; and it has been most commonly thought

that the fleets of Etruria and Carthage joined their whole

might for the destruction of the Hellenic city ^. But the

few words of prose narrative, the few words of exulting

minstrelry, from which we get our whole knowledge of the

event do not necessarily imply this alliance^ otherwise likely

enough in itself^ of the two enemies of Hellas in the West.

The Phoenician, even after the day of Himera, is still dan-

gerous ; the Etruscan is dangerous also ; but we cannot

infer for certain that they acted in concert But there is

no doubt that Kyme^ hard pressed by the Etruscan enemy^

prayed for help from the lord of Syracuse^ whose inter-

ference on behalf of Lokroi and the remnant of the Syba-

rites may have gained him the reputation of the general

defender of oppressed Italiot cities. If Hieron stepped in

to rescue Greeks from Greeks, how much more should he

step in to rescue Greeks from barbarians. The cry was

not unheeded ; the ships of Syracuse sailed to join the

ships of Kyme, and the invading armada was overthrown

^ Dion. vii. 2. 12 ; Liv. ii. 21, 34.

^ For its overthrow see Dion. Hal. vii. 9-1 1. One is sorry to hear of

the un-Hellenic use of torture.

^ See Busolt, ii. 275 ;
Grote, iv. 306.

* It is certain that the short account in Diodoros (xi. 52) has no mention

of Carthaginians, neither has the votive helmet of Hieron. The notion of

an union of Carthaginians and Etruscans seems to come from the words

of Pindar, Pyth. i. 136 et seqq., as understood by his Scholiast, i. 137.

But the poet himself most likely only meant to couple the overthrow of

the Phoenicians at Himera and that of the Etruscans at Kyme as deliver-

ances of Hellas from the barbarian. See above, p. 234.
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with utter overthrow ^. Not a detail of an event in Hie- chap. vi.

ron^s life second only to his presence at Himera has come

down to us. But our own land contains a memorial of it,

which would find a more fitting home at Syracuse_, at

Olympia^ or on whatever spot of Campanian ground may

best claim to be the heir of Kyme. Among the treasures Hieron s

of the British Museum a strange chance has placed the

helmet once dedicated at Olympia^ which told^ in archaic

speech and letters, how Hieron son of Deinomenes and

the Syracusans offered the gift to Zeus as spoil won from

the Tyrrhenians before Kyme ^.

It marks the wide-reaching character of Hieron^s policy

that he was not satisfied with the deliverance of Kyme and

with the heavy blow which he had dealt to the Etruscan

power. He further designed to plant an outpost^ most

likely of Syracusan dominion^ certainly of Syracusan in-

fluence_, in the region where he had been warring. The His colony

at Pithe-
island which has at various times been known as Pithe- kousa

kousa, ^naria^ and Ischia, seems to guard or to threaten

the gulf of Kyme like a vessel anchored at its mouth.

Hieron marked the island as a site for a colony. He was

not the first to plant a Greek settlement on the spot.

Pithekousa had been already occupied by an Eretrian

colony, which flourished for a while through the fruitful-

ness of the soil and the gold mines which the island con-

^ The account in Diodoros, xi, 51, is short but emphatic; ot twv j/ewv

TOVTOJV ^y^fjLoves eneib'q KaTeirX^vaav els TTjv Kvf^rjv, /tal fxera twv eyxoup'icov

yikv kvavfxaxrjcrav npbs rovs Tvpprjvovs, iroWas Se vavs avruiv dia(p9eipavT€s Koi

fieydkri vavp.axia vifcrjaavres, tovs jxlv Ivpprjvovs kTa-neivojaav, rovs 8e Ky-

fiaiovs qXevOepaxrav twv (pofiwv koi d-ninXevcrav knl ^vpaKovaas. He does not

speak of the colony of Pithekousa.

2 The legend is HIAE0N0AEIN0MENE02KAIT0ISVRAK0SI0IT0I-
AITVEANAnOKVMAS. To one to whom Greek comes most commonly in

the form of modern printed books there is something really startling in the

look of such an inscription as this, to say nothing of the actual shapes of

the letters. One would like to see an autograph of Pindar. The document

is useful in another way, as the only instance of the style of a tyrant of

those days. Of. the inscription of Alexander in Arrian, ii. 16.

or
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CHAP. VI. tained. But the frequent earthquakes and the other phse-

nomena of the volcanic regions, the outbursts alike of fire

and of water^ drove them away. Hieron now sent colonists

Nature of to the spot thus left empty. We are led to think of the

ment.
^ probable position of such a settlement under a tyranny.

Hieron^s colony was not likely to enjoy any higher measure

of freedom than the metropolis from which the settlers

went forth. It would doubtless take the form of a Hellenic

city^ but it would be a city which served the lord of Syra-

cuse as an outpost of his dominion. His colony or gar-

rison occupied the island^ and built^ if not a town^ at least

a fortress. But the same wonders of nature which drove

away the Eretrians drove away the Hieronian settlers also.

Its failure. The colony was abandoned before it was well set up.

Pithekousa was not fated to be a possession or a daughter

of Syracuse ; but it was fated to become a Greek city.

The Greeks of the Campanian Neapolis, to whom the

blazing fires and the boiling waters w^ere less strange and

frightful^ occupied the island and kept it ^.

Import- Though Hieron^s victory by Kyme did not lead—and
anceof the

i i i

*

n i • t i

victory of the men of Kyme would hardly regret that it did not lead
Kyme. — ^ lasting Syracusan settlement in that reg-ion, there is

no doubt as to the greatness of the victory and its results.

It is held to mark an epoch in Italian history, as leading

to another stage of decline in the Etruscan power ^. There

can be little doubt that it did much to extend Greek in-

fluence in Campania, and that Hellenic life was fast taking

root even in non-Hellenic cities when the blow came which

checked Hellenic advance in those regions for ever ^. The

general pressure of the Opican nations on the Italiots has

^ The story is told by Strabo, v. 4. 9. The Eretrians are driven out

vrrb (Xeiafiwv kol dvatpvarjixaTcuv irvpos Kal 6a\dTTT]S nat Oepfxuiv vdaTOJV. In

the like case the Hieronian settlers k^iXiirov to KaraaKevacOlv vcp' kavruv

reixos. He largely quotes Timaios for the phasnomena of the island. See

also Beloch, Campanien, p. 204.

2 See Holm, i. 215. ^ Busolt, ii. 278.
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as yet hardly begun ; but the victory of Hellas over the chap. vr.

Etruscans was followed in the very next year by a grievous

defeat of the men of two Hellenic cities at the hands of

Italian neighbours. And the victors in this case were a

people of whom we more commonly hear either as peace-

fully yielding to Greek influences or as giving way to

Greek w^arlike attack/ than as overthrowing the forces of

two allied Greek commonwealths in battle. Taras was Taras and

said to have been planted as a woe to the lapygians ^, and g^an^^^

a woe to the lapygians the Greek commonwealth had con-

stantly shown itself. Its territory had been steadily ad-

vancing at their expense^ and Tarantine victory had some-

times at least been marked by every refinement of cruel

mockery^. But one class at least of lapygian mercenaries

were thought worthy of being sought for service in Greek

warfare ^
; and at the present moment^ as sometimes at

later times^ the inhabitants of the heel of the boot could

show themselves dangerous enemies to the Greek intruders.

Yet when we hear of warfare arising out of a dispute about

boundaries ^, we seem to be dealing with a people who have

made some advances towards equality with those intruders.

We hear of such disputes between Greek Selinous and

Elymian Segesta. We do not hear of them between

Syracuse and her Sikel neighbours. Plunderings on both

sides followed, and then open war ; and the lapygian

^ So the oracle in Strabo, vi. 3. 4 ;

'S.arvpiuv tol dwica, Tapavrd re iriova drjuov,

o'lKfjcrai KOI Trrjixa 'lairvyecrai yeuecrOai.

^ See the account of the taking of Carbina and its punishment copied

from Klearchos in Athenaios, xii. 23. Tarantine offerings for lapygian

victories appear in Pausanias, x. 10. 6, xiii. 9, with a story of an lapygian

king.

^ Thuc vil. 33, where lapygians and Messapians are distinguished.

* Diod. xi. 52 ;
irtpi op-vpov x^P^^ dpcpiafirjrovvTojv irpbs aX.Xrj\ovs. He

goes on to describe the plundering and the guerrilla warfare which went

before the great expedition. The words of Herodotus (vii. 170), rds 817

TapavTivoL . . . k^avLaravTe^ TtpoaiTrraiaav fieydXcus, are not very clear.
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CHAP. VI. forces were so threatening tliat Taras craved help from

Tarasand
^^^^7*^^^ Rhegion 1. Help was granted, and the

Rhegionby lapygian host was met by the combined forces of Taras

g^an?^'^ and Rhegion. The men of Rhegion, we are told, were
B.C. 473. forced into the service by Mikythos against their will ^.

The barbarians won the day ; in no fight that Herodotus

knew of had the slaughter of Greeks been so frightful.

Three thousand men of Rhegion, seemingly the whole

force sent_, fell in the battle ; of the men of Taras more

were slaughtered than any man could number ^. It is at

least harder to believe that the victorious lapygians chased

the flying Rhegines through the whole length of what

then was Italy, and made their way into the city along

with the trembling crowd*. There is no sign of any

foreign occupation of Rhegion, of any change in the go-

vernment of Rhegion, where Mikythos still remains in

power.

The example of Hieron in his attempted settlement at

Pithekousa did not go without followers. Mikythos also

was stirred up to win for his city and for himself—or for

the youths in whose name he ruled—the fame which ever

Mikythos followed on the foundation of a new Hellenic city. On

Pyxous. the west coast of Italy, about due north of Rhegion, at the

point where the narrow peninsula of which Rhegion guards

the further end begins to widen and turn to the west,

Mikythos founded his colony of Pyxous, known in after

^ Diod. xi. 52 ; rovs re ttoXitikovs arpariajTas rjdpoiaav hoc 'Prjyivojv

avfjifxaxoov ovToov troXKovs npocrfXdPovTO.

2 Herod, vii. 170 ; ot vwo MikvOov tov Xolpov dvayKa^opifvoi tu)v dcrrSiv kol

diriKopifvoi Tifxajpol TapavTLVOiffi.

^ lb.
;
(povos 'EWrjVifcoi fiiyicTTOs ovtos 8^ kyiveTO iravTcov toiv rj/JLeTs idpLtv,

avTOJV re TapavTivajv koX 'Prjyivojv, 01 .... dirkGavov tpiaxiXioi ovres, avTWv

5e TapavTivctiV ovk hnerjv dpiO/xos.

* Diod. xi. 52 ; ol tovs 'Prjylvovs StdjKOVTes km ToaovTOV k<pi\oTifjir}9r](Tav

ifjOTe avveiaiTiGHV tois (pfvyovaiv ds to 'Prjyiov, koi tj]s iroXeajs Kvpievffai.

Has the wild story in Justin, iv. 2. 3, anything to do with this ? It seems

modelled on much later events. See Grote, vii. 176.
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days as the Roman Buxentum. The evidence of coins chap. vi.

shows that the new settlers were not the first Greeks who

had occupied the site ^ ; but they most likely found the

site empty^ as they are not spoken of as supplanting any

other possessors. The plantation of Mikythos was a little

more successful than the plantation of Hieron, but it was

not long-lived. Before long the mass of the settlers

forsook the place, leaving only a feeble remnant of whom
history has nothing to tell us ^. At Taras on the other

hand the effects of the defeat were politically important.

The slaughter of the aristocratic party was so great that,

after this battle, democracy^ but seemingly of a moderate

kind, got the upper hand in the city ^.

It is remarkable that Hieron, who on other occasions Relations

aj)pears as the champion of endangered Italiot cities^ gave
Hierdn'and

no help to Taras against her barbarian enemies, and does Rhegion.

not seem even to have been asked for help. The explana-

tion of this fact is perhaps to be found in the relations

between the tyrannies of Syracuse and Rhegion. We have

seen that_, at one of the times that Hieron showed himself

as a deliverer in Italy, it was to save Lokroi from Rhegine

aggression. Whatever may have been the debt of grati-

tude which Anaxilas owed to Gelon whatever may have

^ On the earlier coins, see Bunbury, Diet. Geog., art. Buxentum
; Head,

Hist. Num. 69. They give us an archaic form of the name, nT30E2.
^ The foundation of the colony is recorded by Diodoros, xi. 59, with-

out any details. Strabo (vi. i. i), who describes Mikythos as 6

MeaarjVTjs dpxojv rrji kv '^iKiX'iq, adds ndXiv 5' aTrrjpav 01 l5pv9ivT€s irX^v

oXiywv.

^ Arist. Pol. V. 2. 8 ; Iv Tdpavn -^TTrjOevTcuv fiat diroXopLkvcx^v iroXXwv

yvQjplpoju iiTTu Twv 'laTTvycvv puKpbv vcrrepov twv MrjdLKoju drjfxoKpaTia kyevero

Ik TToXire'ias. TloXiTe'ia, one is to suppose, is to be taken in Aristotle's own
special and misleading sense, as meaning what other Greek writers call

btjfxoKpaTia, w^hile he applies the name ZripLOKparia to something else. But

in vi. 3. 5 he gives a picture of the Tarantine constitution at some time,

seemingly his own, in which moderate aristocracy and moderate democracy

seem to be beautifully blended. But see Grote, v. 320.

* See above, p. 211.
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CHAP. VI. been the outward effect of Hier6n''s marriage with a

daughter o£ Anaxilas^ there could have been httle friendly

feeling between the two dynasties. Gelon may have for-

gotten the conduct of Anaxilas in the war of Himera;

but to Hieron^ seeking after Italian power and influence,

the power of Rhegion must have seemed distinctly to

stand in his way. An Italiot ruler holding a Sikeliot

town was something not to be encouraged. Any jealousy

that Hieron felt towards Anaxilas would assuredly pass on

to Mikythos. And^ after Hieron^s third marriage^ any

influence of the domestic connexion would pass away.

Or rather, it might, when convenient, be remembered.

Under the rule of Mikythos, jealousy of Rhegion on the

part of the lord of Syracuse could be veiled under care

for the interests of his young brothers-in-law the sons of

Anaxilas.

§ 4. The delation of Hieron to Literature and

Fhilosophy.

Hieron and The Italian policy of Hieron and the way in which it

nlation to
Commemorated, the votive helmet at Olympia, and the

the games, general relations in which he and others in Sicily stood to

the festivals of Old Greece, bring us straight to one

memorable side of his reign and age. At the victories of

Hieron and Theron in the games, at the minstrelsy by

which those victories were recorded, it has been impossible

to keep ourselves from glancing from time to time; for,

with our very slender narrative materials for the history of

the time, the poetical allusions of Pindar come to rank

Hieron's among our chief authorities. But this whole side of

poetry)^ Hicron^'s character, his relation to the growing art, litera-

so/by &c
philosophy of his time, call for a fuller and more

direct examination, as opening a new side of Sikeliot, and

even of Hellenic, life. The two great tyrannies of Sicily
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were now in the fuhiess of their power and glory, though chap. vi.

the end of one of them was fast drawing near. The

masters of both took a special pride in encouraging the

growing literature and art of the age
;
they rejoiced in the

glory which they won from the songs of poets and from

the general spread of their reputation for splendour and

bounty. They were not the first tyrants who had won for Like re-

themselves credit in this way. Periandros of Corinth was earlier

not only the friend of minstrels and philosophers, but passed
^y^^'^*^^-

himself for a poet, and, notwithstanding his oppressions,

for a philosopher also. Polykrates at Samos, Peisistratos

and his sons at Athens, won honour of the same kind.

Gelon, as we have seen, is painted to us as having no tastes

of an intellectual kind, as even lacking the ordinary

accomplishments of an educated Greek ^. A strange tale. Tale of

told by a late writer, speaks of Hieron as being in his Wetness!

early days no better in these matters than his brother.

His tastes were changed in some mysterious way as the

result of a dangerous sickness, which turned one of the

most unlettered of mankind into a character exactly

opposite^. As the patron of poets, Hieron came at a

lucky time. As has been already pointed out, he belongs

essentially to the same class as so many Italian rulers

of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries of our aera, in

whom the patronage of art and letters has been held to

be full atonement for trampling on every political and

moral law. But Hieron had one great advantage over the

Borgias and the Medici with whom he has so much in

common. They had to deal only with the artificial works The poets

of a 'Renaissance ; the art and letters which Hieron fostered aly^'^^"'^

^ See above, p. 220.

^ j3Elian, V. H. iv. 15 ;
'lepcovd (pacri rbv XiKekias rvpavvov ra irpwra

idiajTr]V (ivai koX avOpanrojv dpiovaoTaTOV, Kol tt)v aypoiKiav dKXd pLr]S€ Kar

oXiyov Tov dde\(pod 8ia(pepeiv tov Tekcovor Iffet de avTw avurjvex^V voarfaai,

(xovcriKUTaTOS dvOpwirojv eyevero, T-qv ffxoXrjv t^v eK Trjs appcuaTias els olkov-

Cfxara TreiraiSevixeva KaraOifxevos.

VOL. II. S
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CHAP. VI. were the true offspring of the native genius of Hellas in

one of the most fruitful of its seasons of fresh and living

outpouring. Next in good luck to the unrecorded heroes

who may have heard their own deeds or the deeds of their

forefathers sung by the voice of Homer^ was the prince

at whose court Simonides, Pindar^ and ^Eschylus came to

enjoy his bounty and to sing his praises.

Bounty of The bounty of tyrants is an easy virtue. Such as

Th^ron. it iS; it is said to have been displayed by both Theron

and Hieron in the highest measure. Pindar sang of

Theron as the most open of hand of all mankind^. Of

Hieron it was proverbially said that he gave faster than

his friends could ask of him^. And some at least of

those who gathered around him were not slow at asking.

Simonides. Simonides of loulis in the JEgsean island of Keos stands

467.^^^ out among the poets and philosophers of the age as the

man to whom gain was most acceptable, and his is the

name which is most closely bound up with the name of

Hieron. It was only in his later days that he came to

Sicily; but he had already learned the ways of tyrants

and their courts in the most renowned city of Old Greece.

From his own island, where his father Leoprepes had a

name for wisdom before him ^, he was tempted to Athens,

along with Anakreon and others, by the gifts of Hippar-

His early chos SOU of Peisistratos ^. He could write the epitaph of

the daughter of his benefactor^s brother and the implied

praises of her father^, as he could speak of descent from

^ See above, p. 146, and below, p. 272.

^ ^'Elian, V. H. ix. l
;
'Upoovd (paai rbv 'Svpaicovaiov (pikikXrjva yeviaOai

Koi Tiixrjaai irai5dav avSpeioTara. koi ujs irpox^tpoTaros Is ras evipy^aias

Xi'YOvai' vpoOvpLOTepov yap cpaaiv avrbv xapi'C^<^^at ^ tovs alrovvras Xa/x-

3 A story in ^lian, V. H. iv. 24, sbows Leoprepes as at least a searcher

after wisdom. On loulis, one of the four towns of Keos, see Strabo, x.

5. 6 ;
Himerios, xxix. 3 ;

Steph. Byz. in 'lovXis ; Diet. Geog. art. Ceos.

* ^lian, V. H. viii. 2.

5 In the epitaph of Archedike (Thuc. vi. 59; Bergk, iii. 465), where

poems.
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other tyrants as a matter of honour ^. And when his chap. yi.

patron fell beneath the stroke of the sword wreathed in

myrtle_, his lyre was ready to tell of the light which had

burst upon Athens through the slaying of the tyrant^.

It may be that love of freedom was stronger in the heart His pjems

of the poet than gratitude ; we may at least give him Persian

credit for speaking from the heart in the many poems in

which he rejoices at the victories of the Greek over the

barbarian at Marathon^ at Salamis, at Plataia, and, where

we have already met him, at Himera^. And the very

spirit of the opening chapters of Herodotus breathes in

the verses in which he tells of the blows which Asia tholed

at the hands of Europe in the two fights by the Eurymedon ^.

He wrote the boastful inscription on the tripod of Pausanias,

which the eiders of Sparta caused to be struck out ^. But

he also bade the ambitious chief remember that he was

Hippias is dvrjp dpiarevaas kv 'EWdSi. Yet the word rvpavvos is applied to

hiin and his kin, and it is implied that kindred with tyrants was likely

to lead to draaOaXirj.

^ See the epitaph in Beryk, iii. 465, on a certain Xanthippe, a de-

scendant of Periandros.

- Fr. 131 (187) ;
Bergk, iii. 477. Cf. Pausanias, i. 8. 5, and the Parian

Chronicle, 70.

^ See above, p. 2c6. The pieces of Sim6nides on the victories in Greece

and Asia are simply endless. Bevgk's collection begins (iii. 383) with

the strophe and antistroplie over the dead of Thermopylai. And they go

on throughout.

* Fr. 142 ;
Bergk, iii. 487 ; Diod. xi. 62

;

l£ ov T Evpdnrrjv 'Acr'ias St'xa ttovtos eveipLfv

Kal TToXias dvrjTOJV Oovpos "Aprjs k(peTr€i,

ovdevi TTQj KaXXtov kvix^oviMV yiver'' dvdpwv

6pyov kv TjTrelpa) Kal Kara voptov ofiov.

o'lde yap kv yairj Mrjdcvv voXXovs oXeffaPTfs,

^oiv'iKouv kfcaruv vavs eXov kv ireXdyei

dvdpMv TtXrjOovGas' /xkya d' eorevev 'Aats vn' avrajv

TtXriyaa' d/xcporepais x^P^^ Kpdrei 7roXep.ov.

This piece is twice quoted by the rhetoi'ician Aristeides, xlvi. 156 and xlix.

380. But in the former of the two orations there is a good deal in the style

which Plutarch forbids, Reip. Ger. Prsec. 17, where the Eurymedon is

specially barred.

^ Thuc. i. 132 ;
Bergk, iii. 483.

S 2
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CHAP. VI. mortal, a warning' which is said to have come back

to his memory in his last hour in the brazen house of

Athene ^.

Anecdotes But Simonides was more than all this. Singer o£

miracles, hymns to the gods, singer of the loveliest and saddest

lyric strain that Greek mythology ever called forth

he was a special favourite of the gods, who more than

once stepped in with timely warnings for the saving

of his life. The discharge on his part of one of the

corporal works of mercy, the bestowal of funeral rites on

an unburied corpse, was rewarded by an apparition of the

grateful ghost, which kept him back from undertaking

a voyage in the company of men who were doomed to

shipwreck^. The poet of the babe Perseus was also

favoured by other sons of Zeus. Simonides, like Pindar,

sang, for due rewards, the praises of victors in the games

;

and, like Pindar, he was driven to relieve the natural

barrenness of his subject by episodes taken from the

Story of national mythology. So when he sang the victory of

Skopas of the Thessalian Krannon, the merits of Skopas

himself filled a smaller place in the ode than the exploits

of Kastor and Polydeukes Skopas wounded Simonides

in the tenderest point when he said that for such an ode

he would pay only half the promised price; for the rest

Simonides might go to his Tyndarids ^. The Great Twin

Brethren did not fail to pay their votary, if not in gold,

yet in something more precious. Notwithstanding the

niggardliness of Skopas, Simonides did not refuse to

1 ^lian, V. H. ix. 41.

^ I mean of course the fragment on Danae (Bergk ; iii. 404) ; but there

are others.

^ We get this story in the arlxoi ttoKitikol of John Tzetzes (Chil, i. 623),

who quotes Aristeides ; see Bergk, iii. 474.

* On this poem see Plat. Prot. c. 26-28, and Bergk, iii. 365. From it

comes the well-known phrase of the Terpd-ycovos dvev xpoyov.

^ The story is told, among others, by Cicero, De N. D. ii. 86. Souidas

gives it from Kallimachos.
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be present at his feast o£ victory. Presently a message chap. vi.

came to the poet that two young men without wished

earnestly to speak with him. He went forth and found

no man. The princely pair had done their errand ; and

no man saw them more. But when Simonides went

back to the hall of Skopas, he found his host and his

fellow-guests crushed under the ruins of the building ^

And other poets sang in later times that all the wealth

of Skopas and his house, all their flocks and herds that

grazed on the rich plain of Krannon, could never have

kept their names from oblivion, had they not been

handed down to remembrance in the notes of the Keian

lyre ^.

The ill repute of Simonides as a man greedy of gain is Avarice of

barely touched in this story. It followed him into our

island, and there some of the stories which most strongly

illustrate it are laid. He was old when he came to Sicily.

The " good old-gentlemanly vice '''' had grown stronger

upon him ; it suited, he said, a time of life when pleasure

could no longer be sought. Plutarch, who tells the story,

thought otherwise. Even in the decay of Greece, the

affairs of the community were still the fitting care for the

old^; but Simonides, at the courts of so many tyrants,

had left the local interests of Keos behind him. His

voyage to Sicily supplied him with a metaphor ; there was

an insatiable Charybdis into which all things came, virtue

^ This story brings in Simonides' remarkable gift of memory, of which he

boasted in old age
;

Bergk, iii. 496 ; this again is from Aristeides, xlix.

379. So the Parian Chronicle (70) makes him the inventor of the art of

memory ; 6 to fxvqixoviKov evpouv. He is also said to have invented the

letter H and the later use of H ; J. Tzetzes, Chil. v. 836. The story itself

has something in common with that of Gel6n in p. 220.

^ So says Theokritos to the later liierdn (xvi. 66).

^ Plut. An Seni sit ger. Resp. 5 ; ws '2,l{xqjv18i]s e\€ye vpbs tovs kyKa-

kovuTas avTw (piXapyvp'iav, on twv dWoov dTT€(XT(pr]fi€VOS Sta to ffjpas fjhovMV,

vnb fiids en yrjpolioaKeiTai t^j utto tou Kfpdaiveiv. Plutarch adds, dA\' 77

TToXiTeia KaWiaras jxlv rjbovds exct Koi ixeyiaras.
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CHAP. VI. and wealth among them ^. It may have been at the same

His ode stage that Anaxilas of Rhegion and Zankle bargained for

mulerof C)de to commemorate the victory of his mules. When
Anaxilaf!. tyrant named only a small price^ the poet answered

that the successes of mules were a subject unworthy of his

minstrelsy. When the offer was raised, the daughters of

storm-footed horses were freely greeted in the verse of

Hi« inter- Simonides ^. At the happy hearth of Hieron he was

Hierdn!^^
^ loaded with gifts and favours. Scandal added that he

sold what he did not himself need, and gave as his reason,

that thereby he made the bounty of the giver more widely

known ^. There must have been a sarcastic turn in his

answer, when the wife of Hieron, his last Akragantine

wife, asked of the poet whether wealth or wisdom were

the better. Wealth, said Simonides, for we see the wise

haunting the doors of the rich, but never the rich haunting

the doors of the wise But graver questions were some-

^ Bergk, iii. 407 ;

irdvTa ycip jxiav iKveirai SvairXrjTa Xapv^Siv,

at peydXai r dperal Kai 6 ttXovtos.

' The ytory, with the line

Xaip^r' deXXoTToSojv Ovyarpes imrojv,

is told by Aristotle, Rhet. iii. 2, without the name of 6 viKrjaas rots opevaiv.

The name of Anaxilas comes from Herakleides of Pontos on the Constitu-

tion of Rhegion (C. Miiller, ii. 219), who gives the story rather another

turn
;

viK-fjaas 'OXv/xma yfxtovois, dcrTiaae rovs "EXXrjvas' Kai tis uvtuu h-ni-

ffKOJif/ev elnojv Ovtos t'i av erroifi viK-qaas imrois
;

^ Athenaios (xiv. 73) tells the story after Chamailedn of the Pontic

Herakleia. Simonides was Kip.fii^ Kai alffxpoKepdrjs. Of the gifts of Hier6n,

ttcxjXuiv to. ttXuoo 6 Xijxajvid-qs tojv Trap kK^'iuov TrepTTOjxevojv kavTcv piiKpbv fxepos

dneTiOeTO. His reason was, ottojs rj tc 'Upcuvos fx^yaXoirpeTrfia KaTa^avrjs

§ Kai 77 kfXT) KoapLioT-qs. Just before comes another story about Hier6n at

dinner giving the flesh of the hare—still perhaps a Zanklaian delicacy (see

Appendix IX)— to everybody else before Simonides, and his improvised

verse

ou5^ yap ov8' evpvs ttc/j eojv k^'iKeTo b€vpo.

One catches the cadence of a well-known Homeric line ; but why

€vpvs ?

* Arist. Rhet. ii. 16 ; tovs ao(povs yap e<pr] opdv kul Tais tZv nXovaiav

Ovpais SiarpipovTas.
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times put to him. When Hieron asked what was the chap. vr.

nature of God, Simonides craved for a day to think over

his answer ^. He then asked for two days, and then for a

longer time^, till at last he had to tell the wondering

tyrant, that the more he thought over the question, the

harder he found it. It was perhaps in dealing with a

friend whom he called on to discuss such matters that

Hieron put forth the sentiment, one which sounds hardly

akin to the general character of his rule, that he deemed

no man out of place who spoke his mind to him ^.

The intercourse between Hieron and Simonides became Xeno-

almost a common-place. The dialogue of Xenophon of dialogue,

which we have already spol-.cn bears witness to the abiding

tradition of the close friendship between the tyrant and

the poet But it is remarkable that, amid the vast stock

of his writings, lost and extant, we know of none singing

the special praise of Hieron. The only one in which his

name is found is that which commemorates the joint

exploit of all the sons of Deinomenes^. Pindar would

seem to have been preferred to Simonides for the work of

celebrating the Olympic and Pythian victories of their

common patron. Of the endless crowd of stories and Simonides

sayings which have gathered round the name of Simo-

nides, many have no reference to Hieron or to Sicily. But

it was in Sicily that he spent the later years of his life, a

life prolonged at least to his eightieth year, and which saw

no failure in his poetic powers down to the last. But Patronage

Syracuse was not his only dwelling, nor was Hieron his and

only patron. We have seen him step in to mediate between Theron.

^ Cic. N. D. i. 22 ;
" Roges me quid aut quale sit deus ; auctore utar

Simonide, de quo cum qusesivisset hoc idem tyrannus Hiero, delibeiandi

causa sibi unum diem postulavit."

^ lb. ;
" Cum saepius duplicaret numerum dierum."

^ Plut. Apoph. 'lipcuvos, I
;
'icpojv 6 fxera Tikojva rvpavvos ekeye, firjdiva

Tojv -napprjaia^ojxivcxiv wpus avTov aKaipov dvai.

* See above, p. 235. ' See above, p. 206.
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]Jestruc-

tion of h
tomb.

CHAP. VI. the lords o£ Syracuse and Akragas when they were upon

the point of warfare^. Theron''s brother Xenokrates,

commemorated in an ode of Pindar, was commemorated

His burial also in an ode of Simonides ^. And Akragas and not

gls. Syracuse was the place of his death and burial, the site of

the tomb for which his own hand had written the epitaph.

It told how his song had won him fifty victories and fifty-

six tripods ; how his body lay in Sicilian soil, but how he

left his memory to his native Keos, and his glory to all

Hellas ^. We must picture his resting-place somewhere in

the nekropolis beyond the stream of Hypsas. We might

not have wondered or complained if his tomb had perished

in the general havoc wrought by the soldiers of the

elder Hannibal*. But the tomb of Simonides had either

perished already^ or was spared to perish^ by Greek hands.

The story went that, at some unknown time, an Akragan-

tine general, Phoinix by name, destroyed the tomb of

Simonides to build a tower with the stones. Divine jus-

tice did not fail to punish the sacrilege; in one of the

takings of Akragas the enemy entered by the tower which

had been added to the defences of the city at such a

price ^.

^ See above, p. 238. ^ See Appendix XXIX.
For this we again go to J. Tzetzes, Cbil. i. 634 ;

ovTOS 6 ^ijxojviSrjS fitv kv 'XiKiKia dprjGKei.

ewtypafxijia 8e 'yeypanTai roSe Td(pev tovtov

67rt iT€P7rjK0VTa, ^ificovidrj, rjpao v'lKas

Koi rpiTToSas. QvqoKH^ S' Iv ^ifCeXw ireB'ia).

Ke'icp de fxvTj/XTjv kdveis, "EWrjai 5' eiraivov

iv^€V€Tov xpvxv^ <7^s ImyiivopLeuois

.

* To the Carthaginian siege of Akragas and to its bearings on Akra-

gantine topography we shall come in another volume.

^ This comes from Souidas, 1,ifxa)v'idr]s. 'AKpayavrivctiv arpar-qybs rjV

ovojxa ^oivt^' "XvpaKoaiois Se hiroXipLovv ovtoi. ovkovv cD5e 6 'Poivi^ dtaXvn

Tov ra<pov rov 'Sifxojvidov pLoXa ciKTjSws re ml dvoiicTUs, Koi €K tSov XlOoov tcDvS'

dviarqoe irvpyov koi Kara, tovtov IdAw 17 rroXis. For this he quotes and

mismetres a fragment of Kallimachos. This one would greatly like to have

in its genuine shape, as Souidas' story is most confused. One almost

fancies that he believed that the tomb was at Syracuse, and that the
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The long life of Xenophanes of Kolophon, of whom we chap. m.

have already spoken as a man of another generation ^, Hieron and

brought him again to Syracuse to meet Simonides at the phanes.

court of Hieron. One is tempted to see some reference to

questions of bounty and niggardliness in which Simonides

might be concerned, when we find the Kolophonian sage

complaining that he had barely wherewithal to keep two

slaves. The mythology of Homer was not to the mind of

the speculative philosopher ; and it passed for wit when

the tyrant answered that, if Xenophanes could feed only

two slaves, Homer, whom he found fault with, could feed

ten thousand 2. We find also that Xenophanes freely spoke

his mind of Simonides, and of his love of money ^.

It was most likely through the interest of Simonides Bacchy-

that his sister's son Bacchylides, a native, like himself, of

loulis in the isle of Keos, found a place among the court-

poets of Hieron If we may believe the scholiasts on his alleged

Pindar, a bitter enmity reigned between him and their wTth*"^

master. Whenever Pindar has a dark saying against any

envious rival, it is ever Bacchylides who is glanced at.

He is the ape whom children and only children admire.

He is the crow or the jackdaw who chatters in vain against

the kingly eagle of Zeus ^. It is more certain that the sub-

ject of the ode of Pindar which stands first in our collection,

the Olympic victory of Hieron^'s chestnut horse Pherenikos,

Akragantine general destroyed it in a siege of Syracuse. This assuredly

no Akragantine general ever had the chance of doing, and the last words

must refer to Phoinix' own city. Kallimachos might have helped us to the

date of the story. The capture referred to must surely be that by the

Carthaginians ; but who was Phoinix, and where was his tower?

* See above, p. 157.

^ Plut. Apophth. 'lipojvos, 4 ;
irpbs 8e B^vofdvrjv rov KoXocpouviov tntovra

fioXis oiKeras 5vo rpicpeiv, d\X' "Ofjtrjpoi, elirev, ov oil SiaGvpeis, irXdovas rj

pvpiovs rpicpei TtOvrjKws. I suppose these oiKirai of Homer are rhapsodists

and others who lived by him.

^ See the Scholiast on Aristophanes, Peace, 697.
* From Strabo, x. 5. 6; Steph. Byz, in 'lovAts; ^lian, V. H. iv. 15.

5 See Appendix XXIV.
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CHAP. VI. was sung also by Bacchylides^ from whom we learn his

colour 1. This is the only fragment of the songs in which

he sang the praises of Hieron which has come down to us.

And in the other fragments of his verse and references

to it^ a small store indeed by the side of the stores of his

His views uncle, there is not much that bears on Sicily. But one

plione and there is which convicts him of heresy against all Sikel and
Galateia. gikeliot belief, one that must have been sung and paid

for at some spot very far from the hall of Hieron.

Bacchylides dared to say that it was not from Sicily but

from Crete that Aidoneus carried off the Kore ^. From

such a traitor Syracuse and her land were at least entitled

to another version of the legend of Kyana ^ ; and it is

small compensation to Sicily in general to find that, before

Appian, before Timaios, Bacehylides had promoted Galateia

and Polyphemos to the rank of arch-parents of the Gauls*.

PixDAR. But the hospitality and bounty of Hieron further took

in one who, for us at least, bears a greater name than all,

and to whom we have to look as being, though in minstreFs

guise, our earliest surviving contemporary authority for

Historic the history of Sicily. We have already had often to refer

hfg odes, to the songs of the Theban Pindar to witness how Chromios

^ We all know the Pindaric bit about Pherenikos, 01. i. i8 (26). And

it is the Scholiast of Pindar at the very beginning who gives us the frag-

ment of Bacehylides which Bergk (iii. 571) has set up
;

'A\ip€uv Trap' evpvdlvav irwXov diWudpofiov

etSe viKCLOavra.

^ Hesiod, as we have seen, knows nothing about Sicily in relation to

Persephone. But his Scholiast quotes Bacehylides as placing her story in

Crete. See vol. i. pp. 532, 533.

^ See vol. i. p. 365.

* I quote Bergk, iii. 588 ;
" Quod exhibet Natalis Com. Mythol. ix. 8.

p. 987, ' Dicitur Polyphemus non modo amasse Galateam sed etiam Galatam

ex ea suscepisse, ut testatus est Bacehylides ' qua fide sit dignum prorsus

incertum." See vol. i. p. 190.
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fought in the Helorine Tempe ^, how Hieron installed his chap. vi.

son as king of new-founded JEtna ^, and how the victor

from Stymphalos was tempted to leave his native land

to seek a new home at Syracuse ^. We have been

stirred by the panhellenic zeal with which he sings to

Hieron of the fight of Himera and the fight of Kyme
and we have been more gently moved as he paints for

Theron his wondrous picture of the happy Island ^. But

an account of the reign of Hieron^ and above all of the

court of Hieron, would hardly be complete without some

attempt at a general view of those parts of Pindar's poems

which bear directly on the story of Sicily and her lords ^.

It will be equally needful_, in speaking of a poet of whom
we have such large remains and of whom so much is

recorded in one quarter and another^ to keep ourselves

strictly to that side of him which supplies us with not

a few facts and illustrations for Sicilian history.

And, from our Sicilian point of view, it is of special O^^^er of... the odes.

moment to look at the Sicilian odes of Pindar m their

right order. There is for the most part something very

grievous in disturbing the order of a familiar book, in

sending us for instance to wander up and down through

the wilderness of some new numbering of the books of

Aristotle^s Politics. But it would be a real gain to

historic truth to print the Ejoinikia of Pindar in chrono-

logical order, at all events for the purposes of Sicihan

history. It is hard to get rid of the impression which

seizes one at the first youthful glance that the praises of

^ See above, p. ii6, and Appendix X.
^ See above, p. 245. ^ See above, pp. 133, 134.

* See above, pp. 206, 250. ^ See above, p. 147-

^ Here the Scholiasts on Pindar give much help, if they are used cnre-

fully. Among recent writers who have worked at the order of the Pindaric

Odes, there is Mr. W. W. Lloyd, History of Sicily, pp. 213 et seqq.; Holm,

Gr. S. i. 219 et seqq.
;

Bergk in the Prolegomena to his Poetae Lyrici

Grseci, vol. i; Mezger, Pindars Siegeslieder, and Mr. J. B, Bury in his

edition of the Nemean Odes.
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CHAP. VI. water, o£ gold, and of Hieron, which come first in our

His first books, must needs be the beginning of something. It is,

odes not other hand, an important point to notice that the

to tyrants
^^^^^^^^^^ Pindar with Sicily was not in its beginning

a connexion with Syracuse or with Hieron, or with any

prince or tyrant of any city. In the exercise of his calling

as poet of the victors in the public games, Pindar was

early called upon to sing the praises of successful com-

petitors from the Sikeliot cities. The passion for these

festivals, all of them, it must be remembered, acts of

Local religion, was now at its height. The rich men of the

games!'' flourishing Greek cities of Sicily sought for fame in the

games of Old Greece, and the Sikeliot cities had games

of their own to which competitors from Old Greece some-

times found their way. Syracuse, child of Corinth, had

her Isthmia after the pattern of her parent, and Hieron,

founder of JEtna, set up local Nemea in his new city.

XenophSn One citizen of Corinth at least, Xenophon by name, who
of Corinth.

j^^^ reached the honours of an Olympic victory and an

ode from the Boiotian poet, had already won many prizes

in local contests, both in Old Greece and among the rich

and fair cities beneath the height of jEtna ^. The special

reference must be to the Hieronian Nemea ; but a Corinthian

athlete, seeking honour in Sicily, would assuredly not

leave out the Isthmia of Syracuse.

Pindar's But thirty years before the Olympic victory of Xeno-
earlyodes.

^-^^^^^ Pindar had been called on to take the praises of

B.C. 502. Sicily, her cities and her citizens, into his mouth. His

to Xeno- fil'st effort, at the age of twenty, was to do honour to a

krates. Thessalian victor ^. His second, perhaps eight years later,

490.'^^'^ was to celebrate the victory of an Emmenid of Akragas^.

^ See Appendix XXV.
^ The tenth Pythian, placed by Bergk in 490, by Boeckh and Mezger in

502. The difference hardly concerns us.

3 See Appendix XXVI.
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But it was before that house had given the city a tyrant, chap. vi.

unless Telemaehos in an earlier generation is to bear that

name^. The wealth of the Emmenids, while still only

private men, is shown by the fact that the contest in

which Xenokrates, son of Ainesidamos, had won the prize

was nothing short of the chariot-race in the games of

Pytho. Tour of the renowned horses of Akragas, Akragas

between its rivers, had won glory for Xenokrates and the

wealthy house of the Emmenids ^. The young son of Thrasy-

Xenokrates, Thrasyboulos, had in some way won honour

also. To him the ode is directly addressed, as is a far later

poem, when the Emmenid house, then not yet risen to its

full greatness, had fallen from it ^. Neither poem tells

us much directly about the affairs of Akragas or of Sicily.

But in the later ode we have a glowing picture of the Second ode

virtues of the dead Xenokrates. The poet sings of his Urates
;

mildness and courtesy, his bounty to citizens and strangers, ^' 47i-

his devotion towards the gods, and how he loved to keep

horses for the common festivals of Hellas In the year

of his former victory Akragas was lucky, and we are lucky

in her good luck. For another of her citizens, Midas, son

of a nameless father, won the prize with the flute ^. He

^ See above, p. 78,

2 Pyth. vi. 5 ;

6\pioi(Tiv 'E/x/x.(vi8ais

iroTafxla r 'AKpdyapTi nai jxdv Bevo/epdrd.

3 See Appendix XXVT.
* Isthm. ii. 35 or 51 ;

.... oaov opydv

BiVOKpdTTji virep dvOpdnroJV ykvKCiav

tirnoTpocpias re vopil^cov kv UaveWdvoov v6/xa>'

Koi $ewv SaiTas irpoaenrvfCTO irdaas' ouSe vore ^evlav

ovpos kjxirvivaais vtt€(TT€i\' iar'iov d/JKpl rpdnc^ay.

^ This is the twelfth Pythian, addressed to Midas of Akragas, victor at

Pytho, according to the Scholiast, both in 494 or 490 and in 494 or 496.

Mezger (196) places the ode in 494. Both Lloyd and Mezger find a good

deal to say about Midas. I am hardly concerned with the Scholiast's story

about his breaking his flute.
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CHAP. VI, therefore gave Pindar an opening for praise indeed of the

goodly city on the height. La Magiiifica she was even

before she came down from her akropolis^ and La Magnifica

she remains now she is again shut up within it ^.

Pindar s was most likely amonp* the lords of the Sikeliot cities
odes to

. 7 . .

princes. that Pindar began to practise his calling as the laureate of

Alexander princes. We know not at what time it was that he sang the

donia. praises of the Argeian king of Macedonia, that Alexander

who was able both to prove his Greek descent and to show

his good will to Greece but whom Pindar congratulated

Arkesilas on bearing the same name as a son of Priam ^. The Greek
of Kyiene.

j^-j^g.g ^£ Kyrene he was not called on to celebrate till he

had well practised his skill on the lords both of Syracuse

His fii st and of Akragas Those two, Hieron and Theron, he was

Hieron called on to magnify for the first time in the same year,

^"^^^i; Theron had won the nobler victory, that in the chariot-
and Ineron '

(01, 2). I'ace at Olympia. The song in honour of Hieron, though
B. C. 476.

The ode to P^^^^^ among the Pythian odes, has clearly nothing to do

Hieron not with Pvtho. The victory which it commemorates was
Pythian.

. .

won in some local contest, very likely at Pindar^s own

Posisible Thebes ^. One cannot help connecting this fact with the

wkh*the" story which we have already heard, how Hieron was hin-

Themis^
dered by Themistokles from contending in the games of

toklesi. Olympia ^. That event, if it happened at all, must have

happened in this year. It suggests the thought that the

four colts of Hieron which were designed to strive at

See vol. i. p. 430, note i. I had not then noticed the early date of the

ode,

2 Herod, v. 22, vii. 173, ix. 45, 140.

2 The fragment (Bergk, i. 418) comes from the Scholiast on Nem,

vii

;

oX^lojv dfJLOJvvfjLi AapSaviSdv

not OpaavfxrjSes 'Afxvvra.

* The fourth and fifth Pythians addressed to Arkesilas do not come till

the year 466 B.C. On the dates of the odes addi-essed to Hieron and Therdn

see Appendix XXVII, XXVIII.
5 See Appendix XXVII. * See above, p. 247.
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Olympia^ shut out from that nobler field^ were taken to chap. vi.

display their swiftness at a festival of less account in a

city where the charge brought against Hieron would be less

keenly felt. It is certain that it was from Thebes that

the ode was sent^ and that it was in some way connected

with the worship of the Dioskouroi^ though their names

are not mentioned in the poem. It is this ode which begins

with that splendid address to Syracuse one word of which

we have already had to refer to more than once already^.

The laureate is able to praise his patron as the deliverer of Character

Lokroi, a reference which enables us to fix the date of the poem!

poem and the victory ^ ; keen eyes have been further able

to detect in the dark sayings of the poet a further refer-

ence to the relations of Hieron to Polyzelos and to Theron.

Hieron is hailed as lord and ruler of many fair cities and

of a mighty host^ but it is only indirectly that he is

spoken of as king. It is noteworthy also that we here

find perhaps the first classification of the three forms of

government on which later Greek writers have so much to

say. And it is more noteworthy still that^ in speaking to

the lord of Syracuse, the word tyranny is used in a sense

perfectly colourless ^.

Of the two Olympic odes to Ther6n_, the first seems to The odes

be strictly the epinikian song, while the second was to be b!c. ^^l^^

sung at the home festival of the Theoxenia. To the

former we have had to refer more than once. If nothing

else, the picture of the happy island, would make the poem

^ Pyth, ii. I. Of the word fifyaXoiToXus and the noTaixias eSos 'Apre/xiSos

I have said something in vol. i. p. 352, and above, p. 139. But the whole

opening is noteworthy

;

fieyaXoTToXies S) 'Svpdfcoaai, PaOvnoXefxov

T^fievos ''Apeos, dvSptuv imroiv re cridapoxapfxav Saifioviai rpocpoi.

Mezger's comment is strange; "Syrakus bestand aas fiinf Stadten,

Ortygia, Achradina, Neapolis, Epipolse, und Tyche." One would think he

had confounded the two Hierdns. But this writer's notions of Syracusan

topography are wonderful throughout.

2 See above, p. 241. ^ See Appendix XXVII.
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enemies.

CHAP. VI. immortal ^ The earlier history of the forefathers of

Thdl^n
Theron is glanced at ^ ; and he himself is praised without

stint. He is the flower of his house, the bulwark of

Akragas ; but above all things he is the hospitable man and

the bountiful. For a hundred years past there has been

no man like him^. His good deeds to others outnumber

His the sands by the seashore ^. Yet he has his enemies and

slanderers, perhaps his discontented kinsmen, Kapys and

Hippokrates, of whose enmity and perhaps revolt we hear

vague stories ^. In the second piece, dedicated specially to

a feast of hospitality, the same line is taken up yet more

strongly. What water is among the elements, what gold

is anions: the metals ^, that the virtues of Theron are

among men. They reach to the pillars of Herakles, and

the wise go no further

Of both these poems the theme is the glory of the

Emmenid house and not only the personal glory of Theron.

The year was for them at once lucky and unlucky. It

^ See above, p. 147.

2 See above, p. 78, and the 'Eyitcjfxiov (Bergk, i. 417) preserved by the

Scholiast.

3 01. ii. 90 (164);
em TOi

'AKpdyavTi ravvaais

avSaaopai evopKiov Xoyov dXaOei voai,

reKclv put] riv' e/carov ye erewv nokiv cp'iKois dvSpa /xdWov

evepyerav -npamoiv dipdovearepov re x^P^

©rjpcijvos.

* 01. ii. 98 (179);

etrel \pdp.p.os dpiOpLov irepnretpevyev,

Kal KeTvos oaa x^-PP'-o^t' dWois eOijKev,

ris dv (ppdaai hvvairo;

5 See Appendix XXVI.
6 01. iii. 42 (75);

ei 8' dpiarevei p,ev vSwp Kredvojv Se XP^^*^^ alSoieararov.

^ 01. iii. 43(76);
vvv ye vpbs eaxO'Tidv Qqpojv dperaiaiv 'iKavcuv dirrerai

oiKoOev 'UpatcXeos araXdv.

A Phoenician of Gades might have smiled at the bounds of Greek naviga-

tion.
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was now that Xenokrates, brother o£ Theron, already chap. vi.

Pythian victor, won his victory in the chariot-race at the The ode
J ^ J on Xeno-

Isthmus, but^ as we have seen^ his victory was soon followed krates.

by his deaths and it was not celebrated till the Emmenid ^" ^'

house had ceased to be a ruling house ^. The next Sicilian

odes of Pindar carry us back to Hieron, but not alto-

gether in his Syracusan character. An ode of uncertain The third

datCj but written about the time of the Theban victory of
^{J^-^^q.^^a^)

Hieron and the Olympic victory of Theron, commemorates
^ckne^s

an early victory won by Pherenikos at Delphoi when his

master was still only Hieron of Syracuse, as yet tyrant no- c. b.c 481.

where ^. By the time the ode was written, Hieron had, by

his new foundation, entitled himself, in his own eyes at

least, to be spoken of as Hieron of ^tna, and so he is

called, though not in the formal heading, in the third

Pythian ^. But the man of ^tna is also a man of Syra-

cuse ; it is by the fountain of Arethousa that he dwells, and

not only dwells, but reigns as a king, a king displaying

every princely virtue towards citizens and strangers but

who, it seems, could also be spoken of without offence by

the name of tyrant. The poem contains no further his-

torical matter; but it has a personal interest, as being in

fact a letter of condolence addressed to Hieron in one of

the fits of his grievous sickness ^. Sickness suggests the

healers of sickness ; to the bodily pains of Hieron we owe

Pindar^s tale of the birth of Asklepios.

In this ode the kingship of Hieron is distinctly asserted.

It is a kingship over Syracuse, vested in Hieron alike of

Syracuse and of iEtna. In the next ode, little, if any

1 See Appendix XXVII. 2 Appendix XXVII.
^ It is 'lepoji'i XvpaKoaici) in the heading. * See Appendix XXVIT.
5 Pyth. iii. 73 (129);

ei Karifiav vyieiav dycvv xpvaiav, k.t.X.

So the Scholiast at the beginning ; to Se vpooip-iov vpbs rrjv rod lepwvoj

vocrov tar'iv tcaTevx^Tai yap dvafiiwaai TOvXeipajva Kal vyidaai rrjs voaov ttJs

Kidovpias Tuv 'l4pcijva,

VOL. II. T
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CHAP. VI.

The first

Pythian.

B.C. 474.

Celebrates

^tna and
the king-

ship of

Deino-

nienes.

Notes of

warning.

later, the Syracusan kingship of Hieron is content to veil

itself before the iEtnsean kingship of his son. The so-

called first Pythian ode, the price, it would seem, of a

golden lyre of Hieron^s gift ^, is, like the third, really

Pythian. It commemorates the victory won by Hieron in

the Pythian chariot-race, when he was declared, not as

Hieron of Syracuse, but as Hieron of ^Etna ^. This ode

has already supplied us with not a few references to the

main facts of the Sicilian history of the time. Here

comes the great picture of ^tna the mountain, suggested

by the great outpouring which still was recent ^. And

here too are the most marked references to the foundation of

^tna the city, and to the kingship of the son of Hieron

within its walls. Deinomenes is distinctly greeted as King

of ^Etna. He is to be the constitutional king of the new

city, according to the laws of the Dorians and the example

of Sparta. To the father no special royal title is given

;

he is a man of ^tna, but seemingly not its king It is

here that we listen to the thrilling references to the work

of deliverance wrought by the Deinomenid brothers, to

the special work of deliverance which the ruler of the

Syracusans had wrought at Kyme ^. But even among

such glories a warning voice is still needed. It is in the

last lines of this ode that Hieron and his son are bidden

^ I do not quite understand the words of one of the Scholiasts at the be-

ginning
;
yeypanraL p.ev 6 ImviKOS 'lepoovi, Xeyerai de 6 TLlvSapos ovtojs

kjnl3e/3\7]a9ai Kara 'Aprefiova tov iaropLKOv, on avro) 6 'lepcyi/ XP^^W
vniaxcTo KiOapav. He surely had some more substantial reward.

The heading now is 'Upojui Airvaiq;. One Scholiast at the beginning

records the foundation ofyEtna, and adds, Airvdiov kavrbv Kara tovs aywvas

vikojv dveKrjpv^tv.

^ See vol. i. p. 71. The description goes on;

rdj ip(vyovTai fiev drrXcLTOV irvpbs ayvorarai

Ik ixvxwv irayai, k.t.X.

On this eruption, see above, p. 212.

* See above, p. 215. The father is simply 'le'/jcwj/ where the son is Airvas

PaaiXevs. Afterwards he is XvpaKoaiojv dpxos.

^ See above, p. 234.
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to take Croesus and not Phalari^ as the model of their chap. vi.

rule ^.

Lastly we come to odes which are held to have been

written by Pindar, not only in honour o£ Sicilian victors^

but when he was himself actually a guest on Sicilian soil.

It is said that Pindar for a while refused the pressing in- Pindar in

vitations of Hieron to visit him in Sicily. He liked better^ b!c!^474.

he is reported to have said, though hardly to Hieron

himself^ to be his own master ^. In the end he went

and made a sta^r in Sicily of perhaps four years. He The first

saw Hieron at his own happy hearth at Syracuse, the ode"^^^^^

hearth of the king rejoicing in horses for whom the ^' ^'

swiftness of Pherenikos had won glory in that Olympic

contest which stood forth among the games of Greece,

like gold among metals or water among the elements'^.

As a king, Hieron had reached the highest point to which

man could reach ^. He adorned his rank with every

virtue ^
j it was his right to have his praises sung at his

own table by all the bards who sat around it but most of

all by him who does not shrink from proclaiming himself

as the foremost of his craft among the Greeks ^. In this

ode, really the last of the series, but which we are tempted

to look on as first, there is no mention of JEtna, no men-

tion of Hieron' s victories in war; there is little that is even

^ See above, p. 75, and Appendix VII.

^ This comes from TLivSdpov 'AirocpOeyixaTa, Boeckh, ii. lo
;

kpojTrjOeh

ndkiv 5id Tt "S.ip.ojvihrjs irpbs rovs Tvpdvvovs dnedrj/XTjcrev ds ^ifceXiav, avTos 5e

ov OeXec' on fiovKop.ai, eincv, hfxavTo) ^rjv, ovk dWo}.

^ Holm (i. 420) gives the date of his coming as earlier than the usual

date 473, because he holds that he must have seen the eruption of 475.

On the passage 01. i. 11 (16) see above, p. 230.

* 01. i. I.

^ 01. i. IT2 (181); TO 8' 'iaxo-Tov Kopvfpovrai Paaikcvai. See Appendix

XXVII.
« lb. 12 (19) ; see Appendix XXVII. ^ See Appendix XXVII.
^ lb, at the end

;

ejxe T6 Tocradde viKacpopois

ofiikiTv wpucpavTOV aocpia kuO' "EKXavas kovra navra.

T 2,
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Chromios.

to Hierdn,

CHAP. VI. distinctively Syracusan^ save so far as the poet, by dwelling

on the Olympic victory as won by the banks of Alpheios,

might seem to suggest those banks as the fitting place

for success to be won by him who reigned where Alpheios

Odes to appeared again ^. But the special reference to Syracuse as

the breathing-place of the wearied Alpheios does not come

in this ode to Hieron of Syracuse^ but in one of those to

Chromios of ^tna ^. The house of Chromios at Syracuse

as well as that in newly-founded JEtna both received the

Fragments poet as his gucst ^. The founder of ^tna is again cele-

brated by that title in an hyporcliema of the poet^ some of

whose allusions we have no means of understanding, but

in which we have a distinct allusion to the name of Hieron^

called from the holy things of which he was the hereditary

minister^ and where Sicily seems to be spoken of as the

special land of the chariot In the Olympic ode itself

the poet hopes that his patron will one day win the crown-

ing glory of the chariot-race at Olympia ^
; but Hieron

^ Trap' ^A\(pea) (20 or 32), 'A\(p€ov iropo) (92 or 149).

2 See vol. i. p. 353, and Appendix X. ' See Appendix X.
* See above, p. 238. I do not profess to expound the lines in Atlienaios, i.

28 (Bergk i. 409),

Nofxadeaai yap hv 'XnvOais aXarai "ZTparwy,

OS afxa^ocpoprjTov diKov ov Tr^irarai.

But over the page we find a list of the best things from different places,

among which Sicily has its share
;

onXa 5' cltt' ''Apyeos' apfxa Qrj^aiov dAA' d-rrd ras ayXaoKapnov

'ZiKf^Xias oxrjpa daiddXeov ixarcvcLV.

Bergk quotes from a scholiast on Aristeides the saying, very like a scho-

liast, BaKxvXidr]s Kal UivSapos 'lepcvva Kal TiXojva, rovs ^iKfX'ias dpxovras,

vfiVT](TavT€s Kal TrXeicrra OavfxdaavTes kv 'nrnrjXaaia, npos X^'-P'-^ avruiv dirov, ws

ISiKeXiurai irpcuToi ap/xa l^^vpov. But here apfxa is distinguished from

oxTj/xa, and, if we may only translate oxrjf^a SaiSdXeov by " painted cart,"

the clause is preeminently true in Sicily to this day. See vol. i. p. 94.

Directly after there is a reference to the o'xos St/ceA-oy,

^ (108 or 173) ;

. . . ei be fjii] raxv Xinoi,

€Ti yXvKvrepav kIv eXnofxai

avv dpixari 60a) KXei^eiv kiriKovpov evpojv bbbv Xbyuv,

nap' (vbeUXov kXdwv Kpoviov.
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seems to have liad to be satisfied with the success of his chap. vi.

chariot at Pytho and of his single horse by the banks of

Alpheios.

Whether Pindar visited Akragas as well as Syracuse Alleged

and ^Etna does not appear. His stay in Sicily is said^ as piJfdar*!^

we have already heard, to have been marred by the enmity

of rivals who knew better than he how to win the tyrant''s

favour ^. He did not, like Simonides, find his latest home His death,

in the island ; but died by what was deemed a specially

blissful death at Argos ^. But another poet, even greater

than himself, was to make himself yet more thoroughly at

home on Sicilian soil, and to find there, like Simonides, a

tomb, not in either of the princely seats of Hieron, but in

the native city which he had forsaken.

It is somewhat hard to fix the exact number of the visits Visits of

which ^schylus paid to Sicily. One story makes him t^gicUy"^

come early in life, before he had won the name which he b.c 500.

prized above all names, that of the man who fought at

Marathon ^. In another version he sought the court of

Hieron, because Simonides was judged to have better sung the

praises of those who fell in the great fight than their country-

man and comrade ^. In another version he left Athens, for b.c. 469.

a while at least, because, not the ordinary judges, but Kimon

and his colleagues in the glories of Eurymedon, had de-

clared the veteran warrior and poet less worthy of the

prize than the young Sophokles ^. Others tell how, later

^ See above, p. 265, and Appendix XXIV.
^ See the account in his Life in Souidas. To the Theoxenos of Tenedos

there mentioned he addresses a passionate skolion, part of which is preserved

byAthenaios; Bergk, iii. 421.

^ On the visits of ^schylus to Sicily s?ee Lorenz, Leben und Schriften

des Koers Epicharmos, 81. This first visit, if it ever happened, hardly

concerns us.

* Vit. ^sch. €1/ Tcv ds Tovs Iv MapaOwvi TeOvrjKOTai kXeyetai -qcrarjOHs

:$i(j.ojviSr). The biographer thinks that Simonides was likely to have done

better in elegy.

^ Plut. Cim. 8. The mention of the arch6n Aphepsion fixes the date.
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CHAP. VI. again, after the acting of the great trilogy of the Oresteia,

B.C. 458. poet, either wrathful at a charge of impiety^ or dis-

satisfied with the general state of things at Athens, betook

himself to Sicily, never to go back 2. It is perfectly pos-

sible that ^schylus may have found his way to Sicily

Two visits, once, twice, thrice, or four times. What seems certain is,

more.^^ that he was received at the court of Hieron, at Syracuse or

at ^tna; that plays of his, both on Sicilian and other

subjects, were acted in Sicily at Hieron^s bidding ; that

he died in Sicily, not at Syracuse but at Gela, some years

after the death of his patron. These facts imply two

sojourns in Sicily; they do not shut out more. He was

in Sicily in the days of Hieron ; he ended his days in

Sicily some time after the death of Hieron ; but the date

of the performance of the Oresteia shows that his stay

was not continuous, that he was again at Athens after his

Oresteia first Sicilian visit ^. It was his first stay in Sicily which

^.c. 458. most distinctly connects his works with the history and

traditions of the island, which enables us to speak of him

as the poet of ^tna, the poet of the Palici, the poet of

Herakles as winner of the soil which his children Pent-

athlos and Dorieus strove in vain to win back as his

heritage.

We have already seen something of the effects of his

Sicilian sojourns on the poet himself. The land and all

that was in it so deeply impressed him that he could be

But Plutarch seems to have thought that he never came back ; ciV

oi'xea^at 6t' dpyrjv et's ^iKcKiav, ottov fcal TeXcvTTjcras ircpl Te\av TeOairTai.

Lorenz rejects this journey on the ground that .^schyhis brought out the

Seven against Thebes at Athens in B.C. 467.

^ This seems referred to by Aristotle, Eth. iii. i. 15, but he does not

connect it with going to Sicily. Cf. the story in the Life of ^schylus on

the effects of the acting of the Eumenides.

^ This was the notion of 0. Muller, Eumenides, 116 (Eng. Tr.), which

made a great impression years ago. But there seems no distinct evidence

for it.

^ The Hypothesis to the Agamemnon fixes this date to B.C. 459.
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spoken of as having" himself become a Sicilian^, and as chap. vi.

filling his verse with Sikeliot^ perhaps Sikel^ words, which

were not clearly understood by his hearers elsewhere ^. The

greatest of all the wonders of the island deeply impressed

him, and he, as well as Pindar, has painted for us that

great outpouring of the fiery powers which happened in

the days of both, perhaps before the eyes of both as so-

journers on Sicilian ground ^. We have seen how Pindar Sicilian

could turn the eruption of iEtna to the glory of the founder in^^^chy'-

of ^tna. J^sehylus could give a nobler turn to the won-

ders of the fire-flood. Old Ocean warns Prometheus of the ^tna.

danger of withstanding Zeus by the example of Typhon

crushed beneath the weight of JEtna; he goes on to tell

how Hephaistos keeps his furnace in the highest peak;

and he foretells how one day the rivers of fire shall burst

forth to lay waste with wild jaws the corn-lands of fruitful

Sicily^. Some have argued, needlessly perhaps, that this

passage, of no special interest, it is said, at Athens, points

to a Sicilian representation of the Bound Prometheus^.

There are stronger grounds for asserting a Sicilian per- The

formance—a repetition and not a first performance—of

the intensely Athenian play of the Persians^'. Such a

performance would fall in with the temper alike of Hieron

and of ^schylus. The trilogy of which the Persians

^ " Vir utique Siculus," says Macrobius, v. 1 8. 17.

^ See vol. i. p. 489. ^ See above, p. 242.

* The description (Prom. 366) winds up with Hephaistos at work
;

Kopvfpais 5' aKpais qp.evos pLvSpoKTViru

"UcpaicTTOs, evOev kKpayijcrovTai ttotc

TTOrapLoi irvpos 8diTT0VTfS dypiais yvdOois

T^s KakXiKapnov Si/feAtas \(vpovs yvas.

^ Holm, i. 231.

® The Scholiast on Aristoph. Frogg, 1026, distinctly quotes Eratosthenes

for the statement that the Persians were acted at Syracuse at the bidding

of Hieron (SeSiSax^ctt 'XvpaKovaais cirovSdffavTos 'lipojvos). But the

representation at Athens in 473 came first
;
(paalv bird 'lipwvos d^iwOivra

dvahi'bd^ai tovs Hepaas ev 2t«eA.ta Xlav evdoKifxeiv. So says the fragment

following the Life. See Appendix XX.
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CHAP. VI. formed a part had tlie play of Glaukos as one of its

(^laukos. members. It is from tliat play that we have the fragment

which describes Herakles as making his way from Eryx

to lofty Himera ^. That subject would allow of easy refer-

ence to the later glories of Himera. Such a play as this

would well fit in with that which told of the victory won

on the self-same day in the narrow seas of Attica_, and the

prince who had fought at Himera might look on from his

seat of honour in the theatre of Syracuse or ^tna while

the poet who had fought at Salamis told the tale of his

own deeds in strains which make us long for the like

record of the kindred victory. Let us for a moment fancy

to ourselves the sacrifice of Hamilkar told in the verse of

^schylus.

It is with but scant sympathy that we have seen how

Hieron won for himself the honours of a founder and a

hero by driving the people of Katane from their homes.

If anything could make one look kindly on the tyrant in

his character of lord of ^tna, it would be that the founda-

tion of -ZEtna was recorded^ that blessings were implored on

its prince and people,, in the tragedy in which we have

found our earliest notice of the special gods of the Sikel ^.

The The play of the -^tnaean Women, the play which recorded

Women, the birth of the Palici, was the choicest gift of ^schylus to

Sicily, the choicest fruit of his Sicilian sojourn. Written

and acted in Sicily on a subject purely Sicilian, it would

be gladness indeed to the historian of Sicily to have the

tragedy in its fulness instead of a few small fragments.

But one of those fragments is enough to show that, even

in singing the praises of Hieron of ^tna, ^schylus did

^ See vol. i. p. 414.

^ So distinctly in the Life ; kXOajv ei's XiKeXiav, 'Upojvos Tore t^v A'Itvtjv

KTi^oPTOs, kiredd^aTO ras Ahvaias, olaivi^u/xivos fiiov ayaOoi/ tois avvoiKi^ovai

TTjv TToKiv. The ^opKides seem to be claimed as Sicilian simply on the

strength of the word dffx^S(^pos. See vol. i. p. 489.
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not forget the older folk and the older gods of the land. chap. vi.

^Eschylus^ in his first Sicilian sojourn^ was the guest of

Hieron at iEtna ; he may^ when he came for the last time,

have been the guest of Ducetius at Mensenum.

The only place where we can see ^schylus with any His death
• • • • • • • ftt Gclji

certainty in his last Sicilian sojourn is the place of his ^ c. 456.

death, Gela. He would seem to have chosen that city as

an abiding dwelling-place, as its name is found in an

epitaph of his own writing. In that epitaph the only His

one of his exploits, warlike or poetic, which he deemed ®P^*^^P^"

worthy of record was that the short-cropped Mede had

felt his might at Marathon ^. He left it to others to tell

how he built the lofty rime and to imply that his death

in another land was caused by the envy of his own citizens '\

^ It is given in the Life
;

Ato'xuAoi' Ev(poplajvos 'A9r]va7ov rode KevOei

jxvfjiia Karacpdlfxivov irvpocpopoio Te\as.

d\KTiv 5' ivdoKifxov MapaOuiviov aXaos av eirrot

Kal ^pax^x'^i-T^^'-^ M^Sos kniaTd/xevos.

Pausanias (i. 14. 5), after mentioning Marathon, adds; (ppov^aai 5' 'AOrj-

valovs km Trj pt/cr) ravTrj fidKiora elKa^oj' ical 5r] leai Atc^yAos, uis oi tov ^'lov

vpoa^Zoicdro fj TfAeuT?), tSjv /xev dWojv e/j,vr)fx6vevev ovdevos, do^rjs I? roaovTov

rjKojv 6771 noL'f}(T€i KOI vpo 'ApTfpiiaiov Kal hv "XaXajxlvi vav/xaxTlffas. d Se to t€

ovofxa TTarpuOev Kal Trjv ttoXlv eypaipe Kal djs Trjs dv8pias ^dprvpas e'x*" '^^

MapaOwvi dkaos Kal MrjScvv tovs Is avro dnoPavTas. Cf. Frogs, 1 292 ;

Ti TO (pkaTToOpaT tovt' koTLV ; Ik MapaOwvos
;

^ The epitaph by Antipatros in the Anthology brings us back to an old

subject and supplies another Aristophanic reference
;

o TpayiKos cpdivrjfxa Kal ocppvoeacrev doiSTjV

wpyduaas aTi^aprj Trpwros kv evema,

AicrxuAos 'Evcpopicuvos 'FiXevcriv'ias e/rd? a'ir]5

K€iTai Kvhalojv crrjpiaTi TpivaKiTjv.

Some commentators have troubled themselves to read TpivaKp'irjv. The

second line of course comes from the Frogs, 1002
;

dAA.' cD vpuTos Tojv 'EkXrjvouv irvpyojcTas prjpiaTa crepivd.

^ The other epitaph is used by O. Miiller for his purposes
;

At(Txv?^ov jj5e Xtyei Tacpirj XiOos evOdde KHoOai

TOV [xeyav olKcias ttjS' dno KeKpomrjs.

XevKa rlAa 'S.iKeXwv nap uSara* Tts (pdovos doTwv

®r](T('iSas dyaOwv 'iyKOTCs ai\v ex^t ;

One can almost forgive this last bit of spite in return for the doubtless
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CHAP. VI. Of the manner of his death a strange tale was told. As

tlieYa^e
perhaps writings in an open place outside the walls

of Gela, an eagle, taking the poet^s shining bald head for

a stone, let fall a tortoise which he held in his claws in

order to break its shell ^. One is not bound either to

believe or to disbelieve. We may even, if we please, hold

that a tale which brings in the bird of Zeus and the reptile

out of whose shell Hermes carved the lyre points in some

dark way to the apotheosis of one who played so skilfully

on its strings. One might be more inclined to ask what

led ^schylus to Gela as his chosen Sicilian home. His

princely friends had passed away^. If it be true that he

left Athens through dislike of democratic changes, the

state of free Syracuse may have been no more to his liking

than the state of his own city. But we know too little

of the internal politics of Gela at this time to risk any

answer to the question.

Epichar- If Sicily had to borrow her lyric and tragic poetry from

540-450, Keos, Thebes, and Athens, her comedy at least was her

oTskiHan
Epicharmos passes with some for the inventor of

comedy. comedy ^ ; at all events we may accept him as the inventor

of its special Sicilian type. The Sikeliots were reckoned,

both now and in much later times, as a people given to

gibes and merriment of every kind*; and this temper found

accidental phi ase Aev/ca TtXa St/ceAwr irap' vdara, waters so preeminently

Sikel.

^ John of Stoboi, xcviii. 9, quotes a string of remarkable deaths from

Sotades, one of which is

Alax^^V yp^<povTi €TTin€TrT(»JKe x^Kwvrj.

(Cf. Souidas in x^^<^^V /^wwi'.) Valerius Maximus (ix. 12. Ext. 2) tells

the story more fully. The eagle was " elusa splendore capitis ; erat enim

capillis vacuum." The Life tells the story with the addition that ^schylus

had an oracle ovpaviov ere PeXos KaraKTeveT.

^ The Biographer confuses the dates when he says, acpoSpa to) rvpavvw

'lepojvi Koi ToTs TeXwois TifxijOeh, liri^-qaas Tpirov eros wv yrjpatos kreXivTa.

^ On some points in the life of Epicharmos, see Appendix XXIX.
* On this head I shall have more to say presently; but it is worth
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its special exponent in one whom some make out to have chap. vi.

been a native of the island, others to have been brought

there at so early a stage of life that he must have looked

on Sicily as his country. The version which makes him His birth-

a native gives him a birth-place where we should certainly Xrastoa.

not have looked for him, in the Sikan town of Krastos. This Brought

account has been perhaps a little too unceremoniously cast as^a^cMd

aside; still the balance of authority is in favour of the

belief which brings Epicharmos the son of Elothales of

Kos to the Sicilian Megara at the age of three months^.

His father passes for an Asklepiad practising the art of

Asklepios. His son seems to have been one of those lucky at Megara

inhabitants of Megara whom Gelon did not sell, but pro-

moted to Syracusan citizenship. And this would seem to

imply that Elothales had been received into the ranks of

the Megarian oligarchy ^. Syracuse was certainly his at Syra-

dwelling-place in his later life ; it was the place of his

burial ; but his epitaph skilfully avoids any claim to his

birth on the part of the city ^. One side of him brings His rela-

him across the formidable name of Pythagoras. He was Pytha*-^

said to have been a disciple of the Samian sage, and on go^as.

the strength of this connexion a short Life has been

devoted to him among the Lives of the Philosophers*.

It is darkly hinted that he spoke of his master as having

been received to the citizenship of Rome, and that, it would

noticing that the KOfxipbs avijp, laojs 2t/feAos tis ^ 'IraXtKos, whom Plato

(Gorgias, 47) brings in to make etymological jokes, ought to be in strict-

ness, not a Greek, but a native. And may there not have been a Sikel

element in the Sikeliot comedy?

^ See Appendix XXIX. ^ See above, pp. 131, 132.

' Diog. Laert., viii. 3 ;

€t Ti vapaWdaau (paeOav /xeyas akios dcrrpajv

Kai irovTos TTora^wv jxei^ov' e'x^* bvvafxiv,

(pafxl ToaovTOV eyw cro(pia npoex'^i-v "EmxappLOV

ov irarpls earecpdvoja' dde ^vpaKocicov.

* Diog. Laert. viii. 3. He follows Empedokles. The epitaph comes from

the Life.
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CHAP. VI.
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seem, in the reign of his own school-fellow Numa^. He
is said^ in his philosophic character, to have left physical

and moral writings^ and, as became an Asklepiad of Kos,

treatises on medicine. And he was not above the fancy of

beginning the successive divisions of a treatise with letters

which, when read together, made up his own name ^.

Some indeed have doubted whether Epicharmos the

philosopher and Epicharmos the comic poet were the same

person; but there seems no good reason for dividing the

only recorded man of the name into two ^. A man^ like

so many others whom we come across, of unusually long

life*, he, like Pindar and ^Eschylus, outlived the tyranny

by a good many years, and some sides of him may be

better spoken of when we come to paint Sicily in the later

days of his life. We may speak of him now as one of

those who gathered round the hearth of Hieron.

The thought of Greek comedy at once suggests the name

of Aristophanes ; and his name at once makes us thankful

for the light which his writings throw on the political

history of Athens in his day. It does not appear from the

many, but mostly short, fragments of Epicharmos which

have come down to us that his comedies, if we had as great

a number of them as we have of those of Aristophanes,

would have thrown anything like the same light on the

politics of Syracuse either under the Deinomenid dj^nasty

or after its fall. Some references to contemporary affairs

they did contain. In one play of Epicharmos the embassy

of Chromios to Anaxilas on behalf of Lokroi was spoken

of ^. And if the play was written in the time of Hieron,

^ Plutarch, Numa, 8, quotes it among the arguments for a connexion

between Numa and Pythagoras that UvOayopav rrj iroXiTaa 'Fco/xaloi npoae-

ypaipav, ws laToprjKCV 'Eirixapixos 6 KoopuKos eV tivl Xoyco vpos 'Avrrjvopa

yejpafijxivq}, iraXaios avr}p Koi ttjs YlvOa'yopiKris SiaTpiPrjs fx^reaxV'^'^^-

2 See Appendix XXIX. ^ See Appendix XXIX.
* Ninety years (B.C. 540-450) according to Diogenes. Lucian (Macrob.

25) gives him seven years longer.

5 Schol. Pind. Pyth. i. 98, where the designs of Anaxilas (see above,
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it could hardly liave been spoken of jestingly. But on the chap. vi.

whole^ though we have drawn from the fragments some

valuable notices as to the forms of Sikeliot language ^, we

learn very little from them as to Sikeliot history. It is for

the details of Sikeliot cookery that Epicharmos seems to

have been more quoted than for anything else. Many His comic

of his plays dealt with the received mythology treated in of^mytho-

a comic shape. The conception of Herakles as a lover of ^^§7-

good cheer is familiar to us from one of the most pathetic

tragedies of Euripides. It seems to have reached its highest

point in the comedy of Epicharmos which bore the name

of the Wedding of Hebe. The details of the feast sup-

plied collectors for ever with the names of Sicilian fish

and other dainties ^. Nearer to us in geography is a frag-

ment of another play which bore the name of Herakles.

We may be loth to believe that the wrestler of Eryx, the

canonized guest of Agyrmm ^, one day to be the special

patron of Syracuse in her hour of need^ was ever brought

on a Sicilian stage as a captain of pygmies ridings after

the fashion of Trygaios, on beetles. The beetles, to be sure,

were of a large size^ and they came from somewhere in the

neighbourhood of ^tna. The name of another play_, the

Persians, suggests an unpleasant thought. Did Epicharmos

venture to make ^schylus a subject of mockery"*?

p. 241) against Lokroi are recorded on his authority, laropu Kal 'Eirixapf^os

kv 'SaaoLs, It is also 'Eoprd koi Ndaoi. There may have been another

historical reference in the 'Apwayai ; d Se St/ceA/a iri-noox^- (Etym. Mag, in

TreVoo-xf.) May one hope that the play of Bousiris had any reference to

Phalaris ?

^ See vol. i. p. 489. ^ See the fragments in Lorenz, 230, *

^ See vol. i. p. 182.

* Aristoph. Peace, 73 ;

eiffrjjay AlrvaTov fxeyiffTov rcdvOapov,

KaireiTa tovtov iTTiroKOfieiv fi r]vdyKaa€U.

On this the Scholiast has preserved a precious fragment ofEpicharmos (see

Lorenz, 241)

;

JJvyfMap'iQjv Koxayos kit r(uv KavOapojv

rS)V fxe^ovajv, ovs (pavri rdv AiTpav ex^"'*
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CHAP. VI. 0£ the personal relations between Epicharmos and the

founder of ^tna we have one or two anecdotes. It mustmos and
Hierdn. have been the comic poet^ not the Pythagorean philosopher,

who made some unseemly remark in the presence of

Hieron^s wife, which her husband punished with a fine^.

Another story can hardly be told in any tongue but the

original; the point of it turns on the different meanings

which a cunning modulation of the voice may give to the

same words. It falls in with that side of Hieron^s cha-

racter at which Pindar but darkly hints ; for the tyrant

appears as putting several of their common friends to

death and presently inviting Epicharmos to supper. The

poet^s answer matches that of the bishop who was consulted

as to the fitness of putting Edward the Second to death.

His evasion did not commend itself to the honest soul of

Plutarch 2.

Phormos. It seems clear that at the same time with Epicharmos

there flourished at Syracuse a comic poet named Phormos

or Phormis, who is even spoken of as joint inventor of

comedy with Epicharmos himself ^. But it is hard to

believe that he can be the same as the Arkadian Phormis,

the friend and soldier of Gelon, of whom we have already

Deino- heard Another comic poet, Deinolochos, whom we have
lochos.

had already to thank for a fragment of language ^, appears

in different accounts as the pupil, the son, and the rival of

Epicharmos^. Of the rhetorician Korax, who, according

^ Plut. Apophth., 'Upcovos, 5 ;
'Emxapi^ov Se tov KW/xaSioTroiov, on rrjs

yvvaiKos avrov irapovarjs cTrre Ti twv dirpeirwv, k^rjixiojae.

9 ^ Plut. Adul. et Am. 27 ; 'Enixcipf^os de ovk bpdojs, tov 'lepcuvos aviXovros

kv'iovs TU)v awqOojv, Koi fx.e9' rjixipas oXiyas Kakiffavros hirl SeTvvov avrov,

dWa npwrjv, €(p7], Ovwv Toiis (pi\ovs ovk eKd\eaas. This is like Adam Orlton's

" Edwardum occidere nolite timere bonum est."

2 Souidas in 'Emxapfxos ; Arist. Poet. 5. See Appendix XXXIX.
* See above, p. 133, and Lorenz, 84, 85.

^ See vol. i. p. 489.

® Son or scholar is the choice in Souidas
;
AcivoXoxos, avTayajviarris. See

Lorenz, 87.
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to some accounts, was great at the court of Hieron, and chap. vi.

who has been looked on as one of the enemies of Pindar

we shall find more to say when we come to the history of

the democracy.

To men of all these classes the hearth of Hieron stood

open. It doubtless stood open to guests of many other

kinds. But it can only be by a confusion of the wildest

kind that Hieron has been made to receive at Syracuse the

man who was said to have hindered his horses from con-

tending for the prize at Olympia. When we are told that Story of

Themistokles, banished from Athens, fled to Syracuse, that ui^g^nd^

he asked for a daughter of Hieron in marriage, and pro- Hierdn.

mised to put all Greece under Hieron^s power, it would

seem as if, not only Themistokles and Pausanias, but the

lord of Syracuse and the Great King, had got jumbled

together in the narrator^s brain ^. It is perhaps hardly

worth while to point out that Hieron died before the flight

of Themistokles to Asia ^.

The mention of the poetry of this age brings us back to

the topography of Syracuse. There, among the princes of

the Deinomenid house, it is Gelon, not Hieron, who has

left his works behind him. The love of Hieron went

forth rather to his own ^Etna, where, after all that later

Catania has undergone, it might be hard to find any traces

of his hand. But in one of the great monuments of

' See Appendix XXIV.
^ Plut. Them. 24 ; dr' ovk oi5* onojs kwiXaOo/jievos tovtcov -q rbv

©cfxiffTOKXea iroiwv kiriXaOon^vov Trkevcra'i (p-qaiv l^r-qmix^poros^ eh "ZiKiXiav

Koi -nap 'lepQJvos alreiv tov Tvpavvov TTjV Ovyarepa vpm yd/xov vniffx^ovfifvov

avT^ Tovs"EXXrjvas vittjkoovs iroL-qaeiv, dvoaTperf'afxevov 5e rov 'lepcovos ovtojs

ds T^v 'Aaiav dtrdpai. Plutarch adds very discreetly, ravra 8' ovk (Ikos

loTLV ovToj ycviaOai, and goes on to tell the story of Themistokles at the

Olympic Games (see above, p. 247). The offer is clearly modelled on the

letter of Pausanias to Xerxes in Thuc. i. 128.

3 The flight of Themistokles to Admetos and thence to Asia is fixed in

B.C. 466, the year after Hierdn's death.
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Syracuse the hand o£ the first Hieron has been traced^

and perhaps with good reason. The famous theatre^ as it

stands^ suggests the second Hieron rather than the first

;

but it is not unlikely that the work of the second was a

work of restoration rather than of original building

And truly no man is more likely than the patron both

of T^schylus and of Epicharmos to have been its first

founder. Its architect^ if that is the right word^ is said to

have been a certain Demokopos^ who received the odd

surname of Myrilla from the gifts of ointment which he

made to the citizens on the completion of his work ^.

That work, like the wall of Theron at Akragas^ like the

western wall of Achradina, was but partly a work of the

building art. Hewn in the rock^ with the winding street

of tombs above it_, no object in Syracuse has a more striking

site. Few have a nobler outlook^ though we must re-

member that buildings sometimes gain by partial destruc-

tion^ and that a perfect scena would go some way to shut out

the view ^. The theatre has become the head of a group of

objects of various dates, among which the great altar and

the amphitheatre mark stages in the later history. As yet

the neighbouring latomia and the deep holes in the rock

above the theatre concern us more. We must remember

that we are here, in Hieron^s day, still outside the walls

even of the enlarged city ; but we can see that here too, in

what presently took the name of Neapolis, the Newtoion of

Syracuse, the same process was going on which we have

^ See Holm, Topografia, i88
;
Lupus, io6.

^ I hardly know what value to set on the strange story of Eustatliios,

Od. iii. 68 (see Lorenz, 91). He is speaking of masculine name? ending in a
;

Koi XvpaKOvatov to 6 Mv/JiAAa* ov jxffMVTjffOai \e'y€i tov 'S.ojcppova' laropwv

Kai oTi TOV 'SvpaKovaiov tovtov Kvpiov, ArjfAOKonos, "qv dpx^TitcTOJV, krrel Se

Te\eaiovpy7)(xas to OeaTpov, ixvpov toTs kavTov rroXirais hiiveipL^, MvpiWa

eTr€K\7j6rj. The tale certainly proves nothing as to date.

* I write, or copy, this with fear and trembling, as there seem to

be theories afloat, though not yet fully developed, according to which the

true Greek theatre had no stage, and perhaps no scena.
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marked on the hill-side of Achradina. The dwellings of men chap. vi.

and the public buildings of a great city were fast spread-

ing themselves among the traces of earlier times and races.

The contrast which we spoke of above ^ never comes to us

more forcibly than when we look up from the regular and

finished work of the theatre to the rude burrowings in

the hill just above. We would fain see the acting of The

that play of ^schylus in which he brought in the tale of piays of

the native gods of Sicily, and the small living fragments

of which show how deeply his mind has been struck by the

worship of the awful yet kindly Palici ^. We would fain

see the play of the ^tnsean Women acted_, as it may well

have been, in Hieron^s presence, with the rude monuments

of the native worshippers of the deities of the piece lookiag

down on the works of conquerors of the Sikel who still

held the gods of the Sikel in honour.

^ See above, p. 141. ^ See vol. i. p. 527.

VOL. II. V



CHAPTEE YII.

SICILY FREE AND INDEPENDENT ^.

B.C. 472-433-

Divisions ^YTTE have now reached a time when it is singularly hard

story. to mass our story in satisfactory chronological divisions.

We have felt the difficulty already. From some points of

view it would have been easier to make the time of the

domination of the Deinomenid house a single period by

itself. But in the general history of the world, the joint

attack on Hellas by Persia and Carthage holds so great a

place that we have been driven to split the reign of Gelon

asunder_, and to treat the first Carthaginian invasion^ the

invasion when the barbarian was beaten back from Himera

by Syracuse and Akragas^ as one of the great landmarks

of our story. And after that there is in truth no other

such till we come to that second Carthaginian invasion when

the fate of Himera^ Syracuse^ and Akragas^ was so different

Position from what it was in the first. But between these two comes

Athenian the best known event in Sicilian history, the event which

in many minds makes up the whole of Sicilian history, the

Athenian invasion of Syracuse. The tale of that invasion

has been told as no other tale ever was told ; and it would be

^ For this whole period we have the continuous narrative of Diodoros,

in his eleventh and twelfth books. Herodotus does not touch this

period, and Thucydides does not begin till the next. We have the usual

illustrative sources, perhaps not quite so rich just now as at some other

times. For the earlier events of the time we still have some notices

in Pindar, and for the career of Empedokles of Akragas we have his Life

by Diogenes Laertius and some quotations from Empedokles' own poems.

And we now begin to feel the full value of the most direct sources of history,

contemporary documents, in this case graven on stone.

invasion.
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hard to exaggerate its importance in tlie history of Athens, chap. vii.

and thereby in the general history of Greece. But in the
^nce™^*^^^

history of Sicily, even in the history of Syracuse, it is little Athenian

more than a wonderful episode. Had it been successful, Sicilian,

it would doubtless have altogether changed the destinies

of Sicily; it might have changed the destinies of the

world. But as things actually were, it is only a wonderful

episode. Its real importance to Sicily lay in its giving

a wider field to a tendency which had been busily at work

for sonpie years already. This is the increasing connexion Increased

. . connexion
between Sicily and Old Greece. The interest of the great between

invasion recorded as a nearly continuous tale in the sixth android

and seventh books of Thucydides is so overwhelming Grreece.

that we are apt to forget the earlier action of Athens in

Sicilian affairs, the record of which is scattered up and

down several of his earlier books. But it is this earlier

action of Old Greece, of Old Greece practically embodied in

Athens, in Sicilian matters, which really marks off a period.

The great invasion is simply the crowning event of that

period, the highest carrying-out of its tendencies. We are Land-

thus able to set up two lesser landmarks between the two

great ones, between the unsuccessful invasion of the earlier

and lesser Hamilkar and the fearfully successful invasion

of the earlier and lesser Hannibal. There is the fall of the the fall

tyrants ; there is the beginning of Athenian interference tyrants

;

in Sicily. These tAvo landmarks will make three periods
be.^nn-

ning 01

of Sicilian history between the first and the second Cartha- Athenian

ginian invasion. Of the first, taking in the great events ference.

of the reign of Hieron, above all his defeat of the Etruscans Three

at Kyme, we have already treated. As a victory of Hellas
j^^Hi^g,.5j^

over barbarian powers, the day of Kyme follows naturally (already

dealt with);

on the day of Himera. Then comes the fall of the
^ ^^^^^

tyrants itself, a period rather than an event, taking in the cities free

various steps by which, first the Emmenid d3niasty at pendent

;

Akragas, and then the Deinomenid dynasty at Syracuse,

u z
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CHAP. VII. were swept away. Then comes the result of the struggle,

the time of the highest freedom and independence of Greek

Sicily. No city is ruled by a tyrant ; none is subject to

3- The any outside dominion, Greek or barbarian. This central
Athenian
interven- time, the fall of the tyrants and the years which followed
*'^"*

their fall till the beginning of Athenian interference, is

the subject of our present chapter. The third period, the

time when Sicily was largely mixed up in the affairs of

Old Greece, till the second Carthaginian invasion brought

back all thoughts to Sicily itself, must be kept for another

volume.

§ 1. The Fall of the Tyrants.

B.C. 472-466.

Tyrannies The tyrannies of Greece were never long-lived ^. Here
commonly
short-lived, and there a tyrant might be found whose power rested on

some other foundation than that of simple fear. So it

assuredly was both with Gelon at Syracuse and with

Theron at Akragas. If they were not loved by a whole

people as either a lawful king or a popular leader has

often been loved, they were much more than endured

by a whole people, and they were actively loved by par-

ticular classes. Each had in some sort succeeded

—

Theron had directly overthrown—an oligarchy after whose

rule the dominion of the single lord was felt as a

Special relief. Each had in every sense made his city great;

Gelon. Gelon had raised Syracuse to a place among the foremost

cities of the earth. And in Gel6n''s case at least a large

^ See the discussion of this point by Aristotle, Politics, v. 12. i. He
notices three exceptions, the Orthagorids at Sikyon, the Kypselids at

Corinth, and the Peisistratids at Athens ; and he gives special reasons for

the long duration of each, (^lian, V. H. vi. 13, for the Peisistratids

substitutes tt]v twv AevKavicuv rrapa Boairopov.) The longest-lived, that of

the Orthagorids, lasted a hundred years, a time quite exceptional among

tyrants, though certainly not long among lawful kings.
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part of the citizens owed to him their citizenship, their chap. vii.

place in the commonwealth, and what, under the rule of a

tyrant_, was more precious than a place in the common-

wealthy the lots of land with which such citizenship was

commonly accompanied. Add to this that the tyrant''s

temptations to oppression were so great that in him

mere abstinence from oppression seemed meritorious. A
government even moderately just, a government under

which the lives, property and honour of the citizens

were not flagrantly outraged^ won for him the reputa-

tion of a benefactor. A tyrant was so likely to do evil

that to a tyrant who did some good all the evil that

he might have done but did not was reckoned as a kind of

positive merit. But this toleration or acquiescence in Failure of

the tyrant^s position was purely personal j it might last for ^uccesskm

his own lifetime ; it might enable his power to pass quietly
^^^^^^

to his son or to some other kinsman. But it could do no

more. Among lawful kings_, the sentiment attaching

to the kingly line, the grateful memory of the reign of

some beneficent and beloved prince, has often secured a

kingdom to some generations of unworthy successors.

With the tyrant this could never be. The merit of the Sons of

father could at most hand on his dominion to his son ; the

son could keep his father's dominion only by merit of his

own ^. And such merit was commonly lacking. The man

who rises to power, if he has not virtue, must at least have

vigour; the man who simply succeeds to power is often

lacking in both. The temptations which beset those who

are born to wealth and power have commonly a worse

effect on those whose wealth and power are new than on

those with whom wealth and power are of long standing.

* Aristotle (Pol. v. 12. 4) notices as the cause of the duration of the

Kypselid power at Corinth that 6 /xev KviptXos Stjfxayooybs koi Kara rr)v

apx^v 5i€T€\€a€v d5opv(p6pT]Tos, TIepiavdpos S' eyivero (jlIv rvpavviKos dAAd

iTo\€finc6s. Cf. Nic. Dam. vii. 58 ; C. Miiller, iii. 392.
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CHAP, VII.
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The son of the upstart is a character almost proverbial.

Every tyrant in the second generation was the son o£ an

upstart^ and he commonly displayed the characteristics o£

his class in their worst form. His power therefore^ having

no foundation in either traditional or personal sentiment,

was hardly ever lasting. It could endure only by brute

force ; it commonly gave way at the first touch of ill suc-

cess. The tyranny is overthrown ; the tyrant is lucky if

he escapes with his life. All traces of the reign of unlaw

are,, as far as may be, wiped out from the memory of the

commonw^ealth. The image of Gelon is allowed to survive.

The images of other tyrants are broken in pieces.

Yet it not uncommonly happened that the effects of the

tyranny could not be wholly swept away; the state of

things that was before the tyranny could not be brought

back in its fulness. And, contrary to the poet^s rule, it

was often the good that the tyrant had done that lived

after him. When he had risen to power on the ruins of

an oligarchy, that oligarchy could seldom be brought back

again. When he had risen to power with the good will

of a part of the people, his rule had commonly wiped out

earlier distinctions, or at least had made it impossible to

restore them in their fulness. His rule had brought with

it equality, if only equality in submission ; his fall brought

with it equality in freedom. In other words, his fall led

to the establishment of democracy. The case was more

difficult where the question was not simply between dif-

ferent classes of fellow-citizens, but where the rule of the

tyrant had been established or supported by foreign mer-

cenaries, above all, where those mercenaries had been re-

warded with citizenship and grants of land. Even in this

case the old citizens commonly prevailed. But their struggle

to win back their own had sometines to be carried on for

some while after the tyrant was gone against those whom

he had brought in as the bulwarks of his power.
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All this is now to be illustrated in the fall of the power- chap. vii.

ful and splendid tyrannies of Akragas and Syracuse. We
J^^^^'^^"^'

are not surprised to hear that both Theron and Hieron Deino-

kept their power for life ; we are as little surprised to hear EmlnenS^

that those who came after them failed to keep the place to ^^y^^^ties.

which they had succeeded. There is indeed this difference,

that Deinomenid rule in Syracuse lasted through two un-

disturbed reigns, while Emmenid rule in Akragas fell as

soon as power passed out of the hands of the man who had

first won it. On the other hand, Emmenid rule fell in the

second generation, while Deinomenid rule can hardly be

said to have reached a second generation. That Hieron

kept his power for life is not wonderful. He was a brother

and not a son. He had not been born in the purple ; he

had been Gelon's partner and fellow-worker in the course

by which he rose to power. And with all its heavy faults,

his rule had much about it, not only of dazzling brilliancy,

but even of solid merit. When his power passed to Their fall

another brother whose only claim to endurance was that he deaths of

had followed his elders to Himera, the power of the dy-
J^^^^^

nasty gave way. The tyranny at Akragas gave way yet Hieron,

sooner, because the man on whose personal position it

rested died sooner at Akragas than at Syracuse. The

tyranny was safe as long as Theron lived, and no longer.

Whatever men thought of him at Himera, at Akragas

the memory that he left behind him was a good one.

He died eight years after the great victory of Hellas in Death of

which he had shared. The remembrance of a rule which
^^2.

had done so much for the greatness of his city won for

Theron the honours of a hero ^. His real tomb, destined

to a strange fate, stood in the burying-place of Akragas,

on the hill beyond the western ravine, approached by the

^ Diod. xi. 53 ; 6 ixkv ovv Qrjpojv ttjv dpx'^v kmeiKws Siwktjkws teal ^wv

fjieyaKrjs dTroSoxrjs ervyxave rrapd tois voXiTais kol TeK^VTrjffas rjpaJiKuv erux^
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CHAP. vii. Bridge o£ tlie Dead ^. But his name Las been handed

down to modern memory by the accident of being attached

to another tomb outside the southern wall of his building.

But that tomb belongs to a later age than his_, and doubtless

covers the ashes of some man of far less renown.

Succession In such a case as that of Theron it followed as a matter

daiosTt"^ of course that his power passed to his son. It followed,

c^^47^2'
ali^ost equally as a matter of course, that his son-'s power

Tyranny presently passed away from him. Thrasydaios son of

daios^^^^^'
Theron had already in his father''s life-time shown, in his

B.C. 472. government of Himera^, what his rule at home was likely

His oppres- to be. Once in possession of his father^s power, he ruled

as a tyrant in the worst sense. He trampled under foot

the laws of the commonwealth, which Theron had re-

spected, at least when they did not interfere with his own

power ^. He soon felt that side of tyranny which the

Hieron of Xenophon so feelingly sets forth to Simonides.

No man trusted him ; all hated him
; many formed con-

His mer- spiracies against his power and his life ^. To strengthen

himself against his domestic enemies, Thrasydaios took a

large force of mercenaries into pay, a fact which looks as if

Theron had not needed to rely on support of that kind.

And, perhaps to call off the thoughts of the citizens from

his oppressions and to give them employment of another

kind, he aimed, like his father and his Syracusan contem-

^ See vol. i. p. 434. His own tomb suggests his dealing with the tomb

and relics of another. I know not at what stage of Therdn's reign we can

place the restoration of the bones of Minos to the Cretans. Diod. iv. 79 ;

(TwePrj rbv fikv racpov Ka9aipe6^vai, tcL 5^ ocTa TOis Kprjatv viroSoOijvai^Qrjpuvos

dwaffrevovTos rwv 'AfcpayavTivajv.

^ See above, p. 238.

^ The description of him in Diodoros as reigning napavofxcos koI rvpavvi-

Km seems to point to observance of the laws on the part of Ther6n, who

is called hvvaaTrjs and his dominion apx^]—colourless words.

* Diod. xi. 53 ;
raxecos amaTrjOds virb tSjv vTroTerayiJiivojv diereKecev

km^ovXevoixevos Koi Piov 'ix<uv fiiaovpt,(vov. These words might pass as an

abridgement of Xenophon's dialogue.

cenaries
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poraries, at conquest and military glory. He levied a chap, vii.

large citizen force from the two cities under his rule, a

force over w^hom his mercenaries might act as watchers and

spies ^. The host thus formed is said, between horse and

footj to have numbered twenty thousand. What ground His war

of quarrel Thrasydaios had against Hieron we are not told
; Hier6n.

but the first enterprise which the new lord of Akragas un-

dertook with his army was an expedition against Syracuse.

But the movements of Hieron were the swifter ^. He
marched against Akragas, and met its tyrant in a pitched

battle at a place whose name has not been handed down to

us. We heard not long ago of a fight in which more

Greek blood was shed than in any earlier fight ^ ; but that

was a fight between Greeks and barbarians. We are now Defeat of

told that never before had so many men fallen in any fight daios!^

of Greeks against Greeks With the loss of two thou-

sand men of their own force, the Syracusans—so the motley

host of Hieron is called by our historian—kept possession

of the place of slaughter. They had more than four thou-

sand dead bodies of the soldiers of Thrasydaios to give

back to the herald of the defeated army. We should be

glad to learn on what part of that army the loss had fallen

most heavily, on the hirelings or on the citizens of Akragas

and Himera.

Such an issue as this to his schemes of conquest might Fall of

have shaken a throne more firmly fixed than that of Thrasy- dak«!^'

daios. A power like his could not outlive such a defeat

for a moment. We should gladly have more details,

especially as to the part played by the mercenaries of the

^ Diod. xi. 53 ; ttoWovs p.iaOo<p6povs aOpoiaas Kot ra/v 'AKpayavrivcuv Kot

'I/icpaiuv Trpoa/iaTa\(^as.

^ lb.
; fxeWovTos avrov noXepLeiv rois ^vpaKovaiois, 'Upav 6 PaaiXfvs irapa-

OKevaaafxivos dvvapi.iv d^i6\oyov, karpdr^vaiv knl rov 'AKpayavra.

^ See above, p. 254.

* lb.
;
yevopLivrjs 6e pidxrjs iffxvpds -nXuaTOi twv irapara^apifvctiv 'EW'qvoJv

iTpb5''EWr]vas €ir€(Xov,
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CHAP. VII.
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tyrant. Men o£ their class did not commonly remain un-

touched by revolutions such as that which now happened.

But we hear only that Thrasydaios was driven from

Akragas and from all Sicily^ and that he sought shelter in

Old Greece. Of the fate of the Emmenid house generally

we have no distinct mention. Theron''s brother Xeno-

krates was dead ; he had died seemingly about the same

time as Theron himself. The son of Xenokrates^ Thrasy-

boulos, lived, and an ode of Pindar was addressed to him

after the death of his father and the fall of his house ^.

But its language is vague and dim, and we cannot see dis-

tinctly whether Thrasyboulos was still at Akragas, possibly

looking for a revival of power in his house, or whether the

whole Emmenid house was banished, leaving others behind

them to plot such schemes ^. But we know the end of

Thrasydaios himself, and a strange end it was. On what

ground or by what process we know not, he was condemned

and put to death at the elder Megara ^.

Such, a notice as this raises curiosity. The words used

imply some kind of trial, and a trial at Megara could have

been only by a Megarian court. Was the justice of

Megara set at work by instances from Akragas, or was

Megarian feeling against tyrants so strong that Thrasy-

daios was looked on as an enemy of mankind who might

be brought to justice anywhere? To these questions we

can give no answer. We read only that a free constitu-

tion was now established at Akragas, and that the new

government asked for peace of Hieron, and obtained it*.

Akragas was thus the first among those Sikeliot cities

^ See Appendix XXVI. ^ See below, p. 345.

^ Diod. xi. 53 ;
©paavSaios fiev TaiTdvuOels l^e'ireccj/ Ik t^j dpx7]i, fcal

({)vyuv ets MeyapfTs rovs "NKTaiovs KaXovjXivovs, (K€i Oavarov KarayvajaOeis

eTe\evTT)(xev. It needs a moment's thought to see that by these Nisaian

Megarians are meant the people of the old Megara on the Isthmus, as

opposed to the Hyblaian Megara in Sicily.

* lb ; ot S' 'AKpayavTivoi KoixicrdfXfvoi tV drjfxoKpaTiav, diaTrpea^evffafiCvoi

npbs 'lepuva rfjs eiprjvrjs 'irvxov.
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which had been under tyrants to win back its freedom, chap. vii.

There seems no reason to think that that freedom was

qualified by any superiority on the part of Syracuse ^. We
may perhaps wonder that Hieron, after such a victory, did

not attempt either to establish his own dominion over

Akragas and Himera, or at least to put them under the rule

of some tyrant or tyrants in his own interest. But such

an attempt would have been hazardous
;

and, however

dangerous to the general interests of tyranny the late revo-

lution at Akragas might be, there was no fear of the new

commonwealth marching to attack the ruler of Syracuse.

A revolution like that of Akragas happened, we may be of Himera

;

sure, in Himera also. Its connexion with Akragas depended

on nothing but subjection to a common master. Two distant

cities could not form a single commonwealth, nor were the

Akragantine people likely, at such a moment, to claim any

dominion over Himera. We hear no details of anything

that happened at Himera immediately after the downfall

of Thrasydaios. A few years later we find the city -acting

as an independent power. And an ode of Pindar introduces Ergote es

us to one of its adopted citizens. We have seen how and

Ergoteles of Knossos in Crete, driven from his native city
H^"^®^*-

by some civil broil, received the citizenship of Himera ^.

^ See Grote, v. 309. But there seems no ground for this belief beyond

the words of Diodoros in xi. 76, where he says that, after the deliverance

of Syracuse and the restoration of Katane, all who had been subject to

Hieron recovered their freedom and restored their constitutions ; tovtojv 5'

^(Tav TeXcvoi nal 'AKpa'yavrivoi Kai 'Ifxepaioi (xi. 76). This must surely be a

mere confusion, not at all unlikely in Diodoros when giving a list of names.

It is not to be set against his distinct statement that Akragas, and by

implication Himera, recovered its freedom on the fall of Thrasydaios.

2 See above, p. 240. The scholiasts on Pindar, 01. xii (the one addressed

to Ergoteles of Knossos and Himera), refer to something in the latter city

;

but it is hard to make out what. One says that Ergoteles, driven from Crete

to Himera, KaraXa^wv irdkiv ret ev '^i.KeXiavpd'yfji.aTa craaia^ofieva irposVeXajvos

Kol'lipajvos, €K5e^dp.evos eiprjvrjv kvlKrjcre. The other says that Ergoteles rrjs

noXfojs avTov Kvojaov aTaaia^oixkvrjs cLTrrjpev ds 'l/xipav ttoKiv 'ZiKeXias, 'ivOa

Koi kripav ardaiv evpuv riXwvos koi 'lepojvos kmneTrav/x4vajv ttjs juax'/^ dp-qvij
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CHAP. VII. He won fame for his new home, his delivered home^ by

victories at the Isthmus, at Pytho, and at last at Olympia

itself. Proclaimed as a citizen, no longer of Knossos, but

of Himera, Himera on whose new freedom he invokes the

blessing of Eleutherian Zeus ^, Himera rejoicing in the warm

fountains of the nymphs the poet likens him to the bird

of day, the badge on the coinage of Himera, city of the day.

It is hardly in the poet^s highest strain—it may perhaps teach

us how hard it was for Pindar himself to find wherewithal

to sing the praises of every runner or boxer—when Ergo-

teles is told that, owing to his happy banishment, instead

of being merely cock of the walk in obscure Knossos, the

victories that he had won as a man of Himera have made

him known as a true gamecock to all the world ^.

Five years later we find Hieron, by what seems to

have been the last act of his life, playing a part in the

kyevcTo. And in the scholion on Pyth. i. 91 we read also, (pacrl tov 'lepojva

Kol irpbs FeXojva tov ddeXcpbv kcrraaiaKeuai rrji dpxv^ eveKa. When did

Gelon and Hieron ever dispute for power ? One is inclined to think that

the scholiast, according to the great law that one Sicilian tyrant is as good

as another, wrote Theron when he meant Gelon.

^ 01. xii. I
;

Aiaaofiai, irai Zrjvds 'E\ev6€plov,

'I/xepav cvpvaOeve d/xfiTroXd, ffwrapa Tuxct.

^ lb. 19 or 27 ;

6epfxd i^vfJKpdv Xovrpd (3a(TTd^€is, djxiXiojv nap' o'lKeiais dpovpati.

^ lb. 13 or 19;

me ^iXdvopos, ^toi Kal red nev

(vdofjidxas ar dkeKTup, avyyovo) -nap karia

aKXefjS rifxd KaTecpvWoporjcre ttoZSjv,

ft jXT) crrdais dvTidveipa Kvooaias a' d/xepae Trdrpas.

He goes on to give the list of Ergoteles' victories, two at Pytho and at the

Isthmos. Pausanias (vi. 4. 11) adds Nemea. He tells the same story as

Pindar of his banishment from Knossos and reception at Himera. Mr.

Lloyd (349) puts them in chronological order. Ergoteles comes to Himera

in 478 and wins his Olympic victory in 472. Others (Mezger, 192) put

his coming as early as 490. That does not greatly concern us. The point

is that the ode supposes the freedom of Himera.

The parable of the cock surely refers to the coinage of Himera, and the

choice of the badge surely shows that even the 'Ifiepa and piepa had much

the same sound.
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affairs of another tyranny which^ like that of Theron, bore chap. vii.

rule over two cities. His young brothers-in-law, the sons

of Anaxilas of Rhegion and Zankle_, were now growing up. sons of

He sent for them ; he gave them great gifts ; he reminded b,c. 467.

them of the good deeds of Gelon towards their father ^, and

counselled them to demand of Mikythos an account of his

stewardship. One hardly knows what to make of this

action on Hieron's part. Personal jealousy of Mikythos is His policy

likely enough ; but personal jealousy of Mikythos would Zanld/

only be part of a general jealousy of the Rhegine power,

and it is hard to credit Hieron with any unselfish zeal

for the interests of the sons of Anaxilas. As an attempt

to discredit the administration of Mikythos, Hieron^s deal-

ings failed. As an attempt to break his power, and in the

end the power of the Khegine state, they certainly succeeded,

though their final results did not come in Hier6n''s day.

The immediate result of Hieron^s scheme is singular, and

is in any case most honourable to Mikythos. It marks the

difference between his rule and that of Thrasydaios that the

power of Mikythos still remained unshaken six years after the

great defeat at the hands of the lapygians. The young

tyrants went back to Rhegion, and made the demand which

Hieron had suggested. Mikythos was ready to meet them. MikythoB

He got together the friends of the house of Anaxilas, and was himself,

able to give such an account of his stewardship as satisfied

all who heard it of his strict integrity. Splendid gifts at His gifts

Olympia, thank-offerings for the recovery of a son from pia^^^™

sickness, were clearly not looked on as any misapplication

of the wealth which had passed through his hands.

Statues not a few, in which the names of Mikythos and

his father Choiros were coupled with the names of the two

cities which had been under his vicarious rule, abode in the

holy place of Zeus till the days of Pausanias ^. The sons

of Anaxilas were sorry that they had made any demand

^ See above, p. 211. ^ See Appendix XXIA..
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on one so faithful. They prayed him still to keep the

government of Rhegion and Zankle in his hands, and to

manage all things as though he were their father ^. But

Mikythos would no longer hold an office in which he had

once been suspected. He carefully handed over to the

sons of Anaxilas all that he held in trust. His own goods

he put on ship-board^ and sailed away from Sicily and Italy

amid the loudly expressed good will of the people. He
crossed to Old Greece, and spent the rest of his days in

honour at Tegea ^.

The sons of Anaxilas now entered on the government of

his two cities^ but for no great length of time. Before

the year was out, the great stay of tyranny in Sicily was

taken away. Hier6n_, ever sickly^ died^ after a reign of

eleven years. He could hardly have been mourned at

Syracuse; but on the spot where he died his name was

honoured. For the life of Hieron came to an end in the

city where he had so strangely won the honours of a

founder, the city of which his son was called the king^

and of which he himself had been proclaimed as a citizen

in the national games of Greece. Hieron of jJ]tna w^as

honoured in ^tna with a splendid tomb and with the

worship of a hero^. His wish was thus fulfilled; there

was one place where he was, for a while at least, deemed

the peer of Gelon.

The one writer who distinctly gives the rulers of the

house of Deinomenes the kingly title not only bestows it

on Hieron himself, but extends it in a marked way to his

successor in the dominion of Syracuse But whether they

^ See Appendix XXIX. ^ KaTePiaxxev knaivov/xevos, says Diod6ros.

^ Diod. xi. 66; 'lepaiv 6 "XvpaKoalcov ^aaiX^vs eTeXevTrjaev kv Kardvp

KOI TifMcov ypooLKcuu eTi'xei', ojs av Krlarris yeyovujs Trjs vuKeais. The use of

Karavr) is like the use of Mdaa-qvrj in Pausanias' report of the gifts of

Mikythos. See Appendix XXIX.
* Diod. u. s. ; ovtos fiev dp^as 'irr] 'ivSeKa, KarikiTrc ttjv fiaaikdav Qpacv-

fiovXqj TO) a,d€\<pai.
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were kings or tyrants, there had been no time for any de- chap. vii.

finite law of succession to grow up in their house. So far as

there was any, it would seem to be the rule of the Ottoman

Sultans which gives the crown to the eldest male of the

royal house. But the sons of Deinomenes had . at least Death of

kept themselves from the open murder of brothers ; if
^"^y^^^*^^-

Polyzelos was doomed to death, it was to a death at the

hands of foreign enemies^. He would seem to have

died before this time by some more peaceful end ; but the

prophecy which gave so little pleasure to the elder Deino-

menes was to be fulfilled. Three of his sons were to be

tyrants ^. Gelon had left a nameless son ; of Deinomenes Gelon's

son of Hieron we have heard already; we have heard of

Chromios as the guardian of both ^. It seems clear that Deino-

Deinomenes kept on that kingship or tyranny of ^tna 5^tna.^*

which his father had bestowed on him. It was he who His offer-

dedicated the rich offerings at Olympia which his father father's

had been unable to dedicate in his lifetime ^. The Olympic

victories of Hieron were commemorated by a brazen chariot,

and two horses with boys mounted on their backs ; but

it was not by Hieron but by Deinomenes that they were

set up^.

^ See above, p. 237. ^ See above, p. 122.

^ See above, pp. 214, 245.

* These gifts are twice mentioned by Pausanias. He mentions them

first in the proper place (vi. 12. 1). They were apfjia x^^/^ovv koi dvrjp

dvapffirjKO/s Itt' avTO, Ke\.r]Tes Se ittttoi napd to apfia, ffs kKarepojOev €<XTrjK€ ual

enl Tcjv iTTirwv KaOe^ovrai iraides. He adds, rd Se dvaO-qpiaTa ovx 'Ifpoov

diriaT€i\(v, aW' 6 pikv diroZovs to) 6e^ Aeivofx.ivr]s karlv 6 'Upojvos. In viii.

42. 9 he gives the inscription
;

aov TiOTe ViKTjaas, ZeG 'OXvptirie, crefivbv dyuua,

TeOp'nTTTO) fxev ana^, fxovvoKeXijTi Stj,

6a;/)' 'lepojv raSe aoi kxo-picroaro' irais 5' dveOrjKC

AeLVO/xivrjs irarpbs pLvrjixa 'XvpaKoaiov.

Does the King of ^tna speak in the last word ?

® This way of dealing with a position which, unless we accept the king-

ship, was altogether irregular, reminds one of the means taken for prolong-

ing the power or influence of the Medici during the non-age of Lorenzo

and Giovanni. The administration of Mikythos is not quite the same.
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CHAP. vji. But Deinomenes reigned at ^tna only ; the dominion

of Syracuse and of the other cities which had been ruled

by Hieron did not pass to him. Neither did it_, unless

Tyranny of in some purely nominal way, pass to Gelon''s son. The

boufoTat real successor of Hieron was, according to most accounts,

B^^467- youngest brother Thrasyboulos, the last of those

466. three sons of the elder Deinomenes whom he could not

save from the tyrant^s lot. But Aristotle has preserved

another aceount_, which we could wish that he had told us

at greater length. His story suggests that the tyranny

formally passed— so far as anything under a tyranny could

be said to be formal—to the nameless son of Gelon. Him,

we are told, his uncle Thrasyboulos strove to corrupt, by

leading him into excesses of pleasure, in order that he

His op- might himself reign in his name ^. What is more certain
pression.

that, whether exercised in his own name or in that of

his nephew, the rule of Thrasyboulos was a tyranny in the

worst sense of the word. It was the rule of an oppressor

defended by mercenaries against the citizens whom he

Short dura- plundered, slew, banished, and outraged at pleasure^. His

dynasty. Career of evil lasted only eleven months. By that time

the tyranny was overpast, and, when we come to reckon

B. c. 485- up the seasons, we are surprised to find how few years the
'^^^*

mighty and splendid dynasty of the Deinomenids had

lasted ^.

The immediate occasion of the fall of Thrasyboulos is

^ Arist. Pol. V. 10. 31 ;
Qpacrvfiovkov tov 'lepcovos d5€\<pov tov vlov rov

TkXoJvos Bt]jxayaiyovvTOS Hat npos r/Sovas opjJ.u)VTOS, iv' avTos apxV-

^ Diodoros (xi. 67) describes his evil deeds at length ; KaOoKov Se ixiauv

KOI fXLaovfi€Vos vTTo Tojv dSiKovfxevojv fjLia9o<p6puv vXrjOos e^€vo\6yT]<Tev, avri-

Tayf^a KaraaKiva^ojv rais ttoXitikois Svvdixeaiv.

^ This is the remark of Aristotle (Pol. v. 12, 6). Having named the

more lasting tyrannies (see above, p. 292), he adds ; tSjv Se Xomojv ij irepl

'lepoova KOI TiXoova nepl ^vpaKovcrais' 'irrj 5' ouS' avrrj voXkd Siifieivev, d\Kd

Ttt crv/jL0avTa dvoty Siovra ehoai. Eighteen years then was a rather long

time for a dynasty.
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told us but darkly. The partisans of tlie house of Gelon chap. vn.

strove in some way to save the tyranny while sacrificing ^^^^yj,^^

the tyrant ; but the friends of freedom found their oppor- cusans.

tunity to get rid of the tyrant and the tyranny together ^.
*

'

The native population of Syracuse rose as one man^ under

leaders who are unluckily nameless ^. Thrasyboulos strove Thrasy-

in vain to win them over by fair words^ and then made fended by

great efforts to defend his power by force. And in such *g^^"^gg'

force he was not lacking. He had the mercenaries of his

predecessor at his command ; the citizens also of Hieron's

^tna, the subjects of his son^ proved the wisdom of their

foundation by coming gladly at the call of Thrasyboulos

to fight for the house of their founder. At the head of

fifteen thousand men the tyrant occupied the fortified parts

of Syracuse. A few years before we might have said that

he occupied the whole of Syracuse ; but the city had now

grown even beyond the bounds given to it by Gelon. The He oecu-

fortified quarters of Ortygia and Achradina, each with giran?"^

its separate wall—the old wall of Ortygia, the wall of

Achradina, carried down by Gelon to the Great Harbour

—

are spoken of as no longer forming the whole of Syracuse.

They are now only its strong places. In this way of

speaking there may be a certain carrying back of the

language of later times to earlier ; but it is clear that

Thrasyboulos occupied Ortygia and Achradina, and that

there was still something outside for his enemies to occupy.

Ortygia and Achradina were the only continuously fortified

quarters ; Temenites was a detached outpost ; over the rest

houses were doubtless spreading, but there were as yet no

^ Arist. Pol. V. lo. 31 ; tuiv o'lKeioiv avaravTuv iva fir} rvpavvh oAcuy

KaraXvOrj d\ka Qpaav^ovXos' ol Se (Tvaravres avru/v, dis Kaipbv (X^^'''^^>

(^e^aXov d-rravTas avTovs. The words are difficult, but this seems their

meaning.

^ Diod. xi. 67 ; ol 'XvpaKoCioi irpoaTrjaafxevoi tovs ^yrjcropi.evovs wpfjirjaav Im
T^v KaraXvaLV rijs rvpavvibcs Trav^rjjxit, koI ovvraxdevres vrrb tuiv qyepiovojv

dvTfixovTo TT]s kkevOfpias.

VOL. II. X
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CHAP. VII. defences. It is not wonderful if the Syracusans^ driven

The outside tlieir own walls and compelled to besiege their own

occupy^
city^ seized upon one part of the undefended area^ and

Tycha. made it a permanent addition to the fortified enclosure.

This was the quarter called Tycha or Tyca^ which the

Syracusans are now said to have occupied, and which we

shall see that before long they not only occupied but

fortified ^. The name is of uncertain origin^ and the extent

Extent of of the quarter so called is no less uncertain. But it seems
Tvcha.

well marked to the north as taking in that part of the brow

of the hill which reaches from the combe of the Panagia

to the point where the coast turns away from the hill to

form the low ground by the bay of Trogilon. It may

very possibly have gone further to the west; its extent

southward is very doubtful. But its general position,

west of the north-western corner of Achradina, is plain

enough. This^ like other places outside the wall, was most

likely already inhabited. At all events they now became

so. For they were the only dwelling-places left to the

native people of Syracuse, while the tyrant and his mer-

cenaries held the elder quarters of the city. The Syra-

cusans had in short to besiege their enemy in their own

city, and for that work they fixed their head-quarters on

Tycha.

The next step of the Syracusans occupying Tycha was

to send messengers to all parts of Sicily, alike to Greeks

and to Sikels, to ask for help. The universal good will

with which their prayer was answered shows with what

dread the Deinomenid dynasty was looked on throughout

Greek and the island. The deliverance of Syracuse implied the de-

to'syra-^^ liverance of Gela. The Geloans clearly had no love for

cuse.
^Y\e men of Gela who had made Gela secondary to Syra-

cuse. Gela, again a free commonwealth, sent help to the

l^atriots of Syracuse against the son of Geloan Deinomenes.

^ See below, p. 312, and Appendix XXXI.
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So did the new commonwealths of Akragas and Himera. chap. vii.

So did distant Selinous, freed from its Phoenician overlords.

And so did the Sikel towns of the inland country; the

Syracusan commonwealth seemed to them a less dangerous

neighbour than the Syracusan tyrant ^. This notice of the

Sikel allies has a special interest. Hellenic influences had Advancing

so far spread among the elder races of the island that they tion of the

were now for a while able to play a part in the affairs of

their Greek neighbours. But it is for one man^s life only

that Sikels as Sikels stand out among the powers of Sicily;

and we may be sure that the career of that man had

already begun. The name of Ducetius is not mentioned

at this stage; but we may feel sure that he was the

guiding spirit of the Sikel share in this general movement

of Greek and barbarian to get rid of an enemy who

threatened both.

Meanwhile no allies flocked to the support of Thrasy- Thrasy-

boulos. He was left to rely on his mercenaries, together, besieged,

we must suppose, with the men of ^tna ^. But with their

help he held what, though only part of the vast Syracuse

of later days, was a great and strong city, strong by land

and sea, commanding at once the Great Harbour and the

open sea. To dislodge him from such a post needed

forces of all kinds, and forces of all kinds were forth-

coming. The general zeal of the allies sent horsemen

and footmen and ships of war ^. The force of free Syra- Victories

cuse and her allies was stronger than the force of the cusan^*^^^

tyrant. The first encounter was by sea; on what point

Diod. xi. 68 ;
Trpec/SevTas airkareiXav ds Te\av teal 'AKpayavra fcal

1,€KivovvTa, TTpbs Se tovtols els 'I/xepav Koi vpos ras twv "ZiiceKaiv iroAeis ras kv

tSi fieaoyaiw Kei/zivas, d^iovvTCs Kara raxos crvveXdtiv Kal cvveAevOcpaiaai ras

'SvpaKovcras.

^ lb.
; QpaavlSovXos kyKaraXeiirofiCvos virb tcov avufxdxoJV Kal rds eXmdas kv

avToTs exoJV roTs fiiaOocpopois.

^ lb. ; TTOLVTCuv TrpoOvjxctis vnaKOvovTOJV Kal avvTopLcus dnoardXavTOOV , tSjv pikv

TTf^oiis Kal iirniTs arpaTidiTas, tojv 5e vavs fxaKpds KeKoapLrjjxivas els vau-

ixa^xiav,

X 2
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CHAP. VII. among the waters o£ Syracuse we are not told. We
would fain know whether the liberating fleets had been

able to make their way into the Great Harbour^ and

whether the fight was fought on the same waves which

were ennobled by the more famous struggles of fifty years

later. In the sea-fight the allied fleet had the better,

and Thrasyboulos was driven to flee to the Island, the

centre of his naval power. He fared no better by land.

The head-quarters of his land-force were naturally in

Achradina. Thence he marched forth and met the be-

siegers in the suburbs. He was again defeated with

great loss and driven back into Achradina^. Are we to

understand this of a sally from the famous gate of Achra-

dina on the lower ground, or from some opening in the

elder wall far to the north ? The latter would agree better

with the chief position of the patriots on Tycha. The

mention of a suburb on the other hand suggests the lower

ground, the neighbourhood of the temple of Demeter and

the Kore^. Whatever was the exact place of his defeat,

Thrasyboulos had had enough of fighting, and he had

no mind to undergo a blockade. After his second

defeat, he offered terms of capitulation. Did the terms

require that he should leave Sicily, or would his presence

have been unwelcome to his nephew at ^Etna? At

all events it was not in the last possession of his house

Thraaybou- that he found shelter. He was allowed to withdraw under

^raws^to truce to Lokroi, a city where the name of Hieron was

B ?^466
doubtless still honoured. The line of the tyrants of Syra-

cuse, so far at least as Syracuse was concerned, was now

at an end. Thrasyboulos himself, by a marked contrast to

the fate of Thrasydaios, spent the rest of his days, few or

^ Diod. xi. 68
;
vpoa'yaywv eK Trjs 'AxpctStv^? . . . rivnyKacOr] waXiv Is t^v

'AxpaStv^i' d7rox<yp^cc»- This is opposed to the sea-fight when Karecpvyev

fis tt)j/ Hrjaov.

^ See above, p. 213.
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many^ in the Italiot city which he had chosen as his place chap. vii.

of shelter ^.

Syracuse was thus, to all seeming, free under her newly

restored democracy. The other cities which had been under

the rule or influence of the tyrant of Syracuse established

democracies also ^. Of ^tna we know that, a little

later, it was still held by its Hieronian citizens as an

independent power, and a power hostile to Syracuse. Of

its internal government we hear nothing ; but the natural Deino-

inference is that Deinomenes still reigned there. In any ^tn^a.

case all the cities became independent; and, if ^tna did

not become free as well as independent, it stood alone as

the one seat of tyranny or kingship.

A time of renewed prosperity for Syracuse and for the 4^6-

whole body of the Sikeliot cities now began. Yet materials

for civil disputes were not lacking, either at Syracuse or

elsewhere. In the first burst of delight at newly-won Decrees of

freedom, an assembly, the same, it would seem, which cuLn^com-

decreed the democratic constitution ^, decreed all kinds of
"lonwealth.

thankofferings to the gods who had granted such a boon.

Zeus Eleutherios was to be honoured with a colossal statue.

The Feast of Freedom, the Eleutheria, was to be kept The Eleu-

yearly on the day on which the tyrant^s power had been

broken. On that day four hundred and fifty bulls were

to be slaughtered to provide at once an offering for the

gods and a feast for their thankful worshippers. It

Diod. xi. 68
;

<pvycbv ets AoKpovs kvravOa rbv Xonrbv XP^''"^'^ IdiojTevcov

KaTf^iwafv. In one of these battles Agesias of Stymphalos seems to have

been slain. See Appendix XIV.
^ lb. xi. 72 ;

aprt KaraKeKv^JL^v-qs tt]s kv rais ^vpaKovffais TvpavviSos ml
iracuv Tojv Kara rrjv vrjoov voXeaiv rjX^vOepoofievcou, TToWrjv kmdoaiv kXa/xfiavcv

ij avfi-ndaa 'SiKeXia.

^ lb. ; KOLTaXvaavTis rfjv Qpaav^ovXov rvpavvlSa avvrjyayov kfiKXyjaiav koi

nepl rrjs ISins drjixoKpaTias ^ovXfvadpievoi vavris ofioyvco/J-ovcus kiprjcpiaavTO Aids

fiev eXivOepiov koXottlolov dvdp'iavTa KaraffKevaffai, k.t.X, This should surely

be in 466; yet it is placed in 463. On the chronology see Busolt, ii. 292.
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CHAP. VII. was for the better celebration of this more than fourfold

alta/^^^*
hecatomb that the Hieron of a later day, king rather than

tyrant, reared that mighty altar whose remains still speak

for themselves among the wonders of Syracuse^. The

feast now ordained, or its remembrance;, must have lived

through all later tyrannies. But even this impressive rite

failed to bring perfect unity within the state.

The newly -won freedom did not necessarily carry with it

perfect equality of rights among all the inhabitants of Syra-

cuse. According to Greek notions it was not likely that it

should. The tyranny must have wiped out all distinctions

older than the tyranny. We hear no more of the Gamoroi or

Position of of the JJhios which welcomed Gelon. They have become one

citLenr body in opposition to those citizens of Syracuse who had

been brought from various parts by the tyrants, and whose

citizenship was the gift of the tyrants. Ten thousand

such citizens had been enrolled by Gelon, of whom seven

thousand, we are told, still remained^. What was the

position of these men in the first stage of the new demo-

cracy? Our one informant tells his story with a good deal

of chronological confusion. As his dates go, we have to

choose between two suppositions either of which is a little

hard to believe. Either the proclamation of the democracy

and the vows of thanksgiving to the gods did not happen

till three years after the fall of Thrasyboulos, or else the

new citizens were at first admitted to the full privileges of

B. c. 466- the new commonwealth, and were deprived of them three

years later. Of these two alternatives the second is

certainly the less difficult. In the first gush of delight

measures were taken which later feelings would not look

on with the same eyes. At some stage therefore of the

^ Diod. xi. 72 ; Qvi^iv 5' \v roTs dyuKXi rots Oeois ravpovs reTpaKoalovs teal

trevTrjicovTa, Kot tovtovs Savaudv els TTjv twv ttoXitmv evojxtav. The previous

baiting, enforced by municipal law in many English towns, was not

thought of. Syracuse had not yet an amphitheatre.

^ The number comes from Diodoros.
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process of change^, the new democracy decreed that the chap. vh.

Gelonian citizens should not be eligible to magistracies,
^ ^ ' citizens

but that all offices of honour and trust should be confined shut out

to those whose citizenship was older than the tyranny ^.
^'^^"^ o^c^i.

In this seeming exclusiveness there was nothing wonder- Estimate

ful. The excluded class was not like a body of newer exclu-^

citizens who had gradually grown into a plebeian order

alongside of the older patrician body. Such was the old

Syracusan Demos before the tyranny, a body of men who

had become in all habits and feelings as truly Syracusan

as the Gamoroi sprung from the comrades of Archias.

But the new citizens who had now to be dealt with were

men whose presence at Syracuse was a badge of humiliation

and something more. Brought together from all parts,

strangers to Syracusan feelings and traditions, many

perhaps not even Greeks, the largest class among them

consisted of the actual mercenaries of the tyrants. They

were the men whom the patriotic Syracusans and their

allies had overcome in those battles by land and sea which

had sealed the fate of the tyranny. Such men could not

be trusted. They might any day conspire to bring back

the power to which they owed everything ^. They might,

according to Greek notions, think themselves well off that

they were not driven out, perhaps sold into slavery. It

was high favour indeed to let them keep land and citizen-

ship; office and honour should surely be confined to men

^ The account in Diodoros (xi. 72) is distinctly placed in 463 ; but it

forms part of the same story, without the slightest break, as the proclama-

tion of democracy and the institution of the Eleutheria ; and the formal

decree, ras apxas airaaas rots dpxo-'iois TToXiTais drreve/xov, tovs Se ^evovs tgvs

iiri TeKojvos noXiTCvOivras ovk rj^iovv fierex^iv ravrrjs Trjs ti/x^j, reads like

part of the same vote as the four hundred and fifty bulls.

^ Diodoros (xi. 72) gives as the reason for this exclusion ; etVe ovk d^iovs

Kp(vavT€s (iT€ Koi aTTicTTOvvTes ix-q TTore avvTeOpafjifxevoi Tvpaviddt Kai pLovdpx^p

avvfffTpaTevfiivoi veojTcpi^eiv imx^ip'Tjf^oJ'^i'V' o^rep Kai ovvefir) yev eaOat.

Nothing else could have been expected. He adds ; ovroi rrjs l« tcov

dpxaip^(Ti(iiy Tijxijs dirfkavvofxevoi xa^c^ws 'i^epov.
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cHAr. VII. who were true-born children o£ Syracuse^ and who had

helped to win freedom for their parent. The old citizens

only, the men who were citizens^ Gamoroi or Demos, on

the day when Gelon entered Syracuse,, were to enjoy all

the honours and powers that Syracuse had to bestow ^.

Resistance The tyranny then had at least wiped out all older
of the new-

citizens, distinctions^ however needful it might be thought to set

up new ones. But the new rule, however sound in prin-

ciple, was one which it was easier to put forth in the shape

of a decree than to carry out in practice. The native

Syracusans were the more in number, and could vote what

they thought good. But the new citizens, so largely made

up of the old soldiers of Gelon and Hieron, were not likely

to sit down quietly under a vote of exclusion. And they

were very likely to have the better, if it came to a trial of

physical force. The state of things that had been during

They the last days of Thrasyboulos came back again. The new

Ortygla citizens—it is easier to call them the mercenaries—again

dina^^^^^
drove the native Syracusans out of the fortified quarters of

the city, out of the Island and Achradina, and again kept

those strongholds against the people of Syracuse. This

state of things, following on what had happened during

the war with Thrasyboulos, led to a further extension of

The old the defences of the city. The citizens, shut out of the
CltlZGUS •

fortify elder quarter, fortified for themselves a new quarter to the

lycha. west of Achradina, in the direction of Epipolai. That last

name, afterwards to be so famous, is now heard for the first

time ^. That is to say, the suburb of Tycha, whose advan-

tages had been shown during its occupation by the patriots

in the former siege ^, was now permanently added to the

fortified enclosure of Syracuse. It remained a distinct

^ Diod6ros' words might imply that all the new citizens were mercenaries.

But Gelon had brought inhabitants of other classes from several cities

to Syracuse. It is possible however that the exclusion applied to the

mercenaries only.

^ See vol. i. pp. 350, 578. ^ See above, p. 306.
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enclosure of itself, parted from Acliradina by the ancient chap. vir.

wall, and stretching, it is hard to say how far, to the south,

but clearly not so far as to join the detached outpost

of Temenites. Another step was taken in the growth of

the great city made up of many cities. To Ortygia, to

Achradina, upper and lower, must now be added Tycha ^.

From this starting-point, now made into a defensive The mer-

post, the men of Syracuse began again to besiege their bes^ged in

own city held against them by an enemy. If we can trust Achradma.
-J ^ J J B.C. 461.

the chronology of our single informant, the struggle must

have been spread over a whole year and more ^. We are

told that for a while the strength of the defences of

Ortygia and Achradina, and the greater military skill of

their defenders, baffled all attempts on the part of the

Syracusans to win back their city. On the other hand,

the besieged were cut off from all communications by land,

and so were brought to great straits ^. Yet the sea was

open to them, and they even had ships of war. We hear

again of a sea-fight, recorded in the same disappointing

way as before, without a single detail. On the sea the

Syracusans were victorious ; the mercenaries of the tyrants

would be land soldiers, not seamen. The citizens were

still unable to drive the enemy from their strongholds*.

But practice gave them military experience, and, when Victory of

the mercenaries risked a battle without the walls, the cusans.

Syracusans, after a hard struggle and the slaughter of

1 See Appendix XXX.
^ All that we have so far been speaking of is placed by Diodoros (xi. 73)

in the archonship of Tlepolemos, B.C. 461. The whole chronology is puzzling;

but we have no better authority to set it right.

^ Diod. xi. 73 ; evOvs ttjs knl rrjv )(i!upav k^ohov tovs atpeaj-qKOTas evx^P^s

(Tpyov Kal Taxi) rSjv kiriTTjbeicu]/ kvo'irjaav diropfiu. He remarks that the

mercenaries, though smaller in number, were better soldiers, and had the

advantage in all encounters. He adds
;

elpyofxevot de ttjs x'^P^'^ kXdirovro

Tois vapaOKivais Kal rpocpTjs ecnrdvi^ov. All this is in 461.

* Diod. xi. 76 ;
vav/xaxia p-lv IviK-qaav tovs dnoaTavTas, Tre^fj 6' ovk tcrxvoj'

kKfiaXeiv Ik t^s TroAews hid tt]V oxvpoTrjra tuv tottuv.
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CHAP. VII. many on both sides, had the victory \ The course of
The mer-

events implies that the mercenaries were now in some waycenaries

got rid of. got rid o£. It is less likely that they were driven out by

force than that, like their master five years before, they

found it prudent to go away on favourable terms. But,

instead of the political results of the battle, all that we

actually hear of is the rewards decreed to the victors. A
chosen band of six hundred, to whose valour the success of

the patriotic cause was held to be mainly owing, received

the honorary reward of crowns and the more substantial

gift of a nmia of silver to each man ^. Syracuse was now

free alike from tyrants and from those whom the tyrants

had brought with them. The city was cleared of strangers.

The Syra- and was in the hands of its own citizens. Now for the first

democracy, time it entered on the full career of a Greek democracy,

405
^^'^^ attempt at which had been so rudely cut short

by Gelon. But so swift is the march of events in Greek

history that men who had helped to overthrow the power

of the Deinomenids lived to see the beginnings of a stronger

and more abiding tyranny. Yet Syracuse became for a

while the greatest democracy of Doric speech, the greatest

democracy of colonial Greece. And it was destined, by a

strange fate, to strive for life and death with the greatest

democracy of Ionic speech, the greatest democracy of the

elder Hellas.

Position Syracuse came out of her struggle for freedom with a

Syracuse, lessened position in Sicily, but with a position really more

honourable. If Syracuse under the democracy was less

powerful than Syracuse under the tyrants, it was only

^ Diod. xi. 76. The victory comes irapard^eous yevoneurjs km rrjs x^P'^^'

There was now a battle, as distinguished from sallies and attacks on the

walls.

^ Diodoros (ib.) records the reward to the six hundred, and with the

same breath goes on to the affairs of Katane, leaving us to guess at the real

end of things at Syracuse.
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because the other Sikeliot cities were now as free as herself, chap. vh.

In the process of her deliverance, she had_, as a fortified Enlarge-

city, enlarged her borders. Tycha_, surrounded by walls thTcity.

and bulwarks for the attack on Achradina_, kept them

as a new quarter of an again enlarged Syracuse. Thus

democratic Syracuse, smaller as a power, was greater as a

city, than the Syracuse of Gelon and Hieron. We must The other

now look to the other Greek cities of Sicily. It should cities.

here be noticed that our chronology, which seems to be ^'g^'^"

minutely set down, year by year, is in truth exceedingly

confused, as regards both Syracuse and other cities. In

Syracuse itself it is hard to say how long a time passed

between the fall of the tyranny and the final driving out

of the instruments of tyranny. It is equally hard to

say what events in other parts of Sicily accompanied

the several stages of Syracusan deliverance. The fall of

Thrasyboulos would give a strong impulse to freedom in

every part of the island. If any traces of tyranny or its

results escaped that impulse, a second movement would

doubtless follow on the complete deliverance of Syracuse

which would sweep away whatever was left. The details

in each case it is hard to fix. Of some cities we can say

nothing whatever; there are others of whose fortunes at

this point we hear a little more.

It is clear for instance that, at one or the other stage, Libera-

the power of the sons of Anaxilas was swept away from gep^r^fou

the two cities which he had ruled. Zankle and Rheffion^ and Khe-
became independent and separate commonwealths ; no spot g

of Sicilian soil looked up to a ruler on the Italian side of

the strait^. And there may be some ground for fixing

^ Immediately after the account of Katane, to which we shall come

directly, Diodoros (xi. 76) adds ; tovtcov Se irpaxOevTOJU, ot Kara r^v 'lepojvos

bwaare'iav kKireTTTOJKOTes l« tcjv 15'iqjv noXecvv €X0VT€i tovs (Tvvayojvi^ofiivovi

KaT7]\6ov Is Taj TraTpihas, Koi tovs dS'iKOJS rds dWorplas rrokeis dcpripripLivovs

e^e^aXov kfc toiv iroXeajV tovtojv 5' ^crav TeXcvoi koX 'AKpayavrivoi [see above,

p. 299] Kal 'Ifxepaioi. Trapanhrjaiojs Se tovtois koi 'FijyTvoi [xerd Za'^KKaiaiv tovs

ion.

c. B.C. 461 ?
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CHAP. VII. that event to the later stage—in whatever year we place

that stage—as it was clearly connected with a general

movement for getting rid of the new citizens everywhere.

Of this the expulsion of the Gelonian and Hieronian

citizens from Syracuse was in some way a part. But we

cannot rule whether it was strictly part of a common

movement or whether the action of Syracuse merely sug-

gested the like action in other cities. At Syracuse, where

things came to actual warfare, the recovery of the city for

its own citizens was doubtless a longer business than else-

General where. In other cities it would seem that an agreement

The new was comc to with the intruders, by which they left the

translated
several towns where the tyrants had placed them, and were

to Mes- settled, by a common decree of the Sikeliot commonwealths,
Sana.

. . „ •
i i

Name of
territory of Messana ^, That name is now heard

Messana. fQj. ^jje first time in Sicily; it henceforth displaces Zankle

as the name of the city on the strait ^.

Possibility This settlement in the territory of a particular city by
of a
Sikeliot the common vote of all the Sikeliot cities opens more

don^^^ than one line of thought. Commonwealths which could so

easily act in concert for a common end might almost have

been expected to take a further step. We seem to have

come nearer than we often do at this stage of Greek

history to the establishment of a real federal system.

Sicily might surely have forestalled Achaia, and Syracuse,

instead of being mighty under tyrants, might have been

mightier as the Megalopolis of a free and confederate

'Ava^tAou iraidas SwacrrevovTas kK^a\6vT€s rjkevOepojcrav tols iraTpihas. A
great deal of this must have happened already; but we cannot be sure that

all had.

^ Diod. xi. 76. The change is made by a common act ; al noXeis (xx^^ov

anaaai . , . koivov doyfxa iroirjadfievai, irpbs rovs KaroiKovvras ^ivovs dieXvOijaav,

. . . ToTs dpxo.iois noXirais ras noXds dvedoaav rois b\ ^evois roTs Sid rds Sum-

areias dXhorpias rds TroAej? 'ixovai, KaroiKHv ditavTas iv rrj Meaarjvia.

^ The change is made in the chapter of Diodoros just quoted. The words

'Frjyivoi fierd ZajKXaiav are followed within a sentence or two by rrj

Miaa-qvia.
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island. Our interest too is raised as to the state o£ the chap. vii.

city on which the common voice of Greek Sicily bestowed

a plantation o£ citizens so many and so motley. Citizens Position of

it is to be supposed they were to be, though it is to be Messana.'^

noticed that the words of our informant speak of them as

settled in the Messanian territory, but not necessarily in

the Messanian city. We must remember that the present

inhabitants of that city_, the Zanklaians who had helped

with the men of Rhegion to drive out the tyrants, were

neither the old citizens of Zankle nor yet the Samians who

had taken their place. They were the mixed multitude

whom Anaxilas himself had brought in^. We know

absolutely nothing of their relations to one another, or to

any one else except to the masters whom they drove out.

But the story shows that the city, already used to such

settlements, needed new citizens. And we cannot help

connecting these new settlements with the change of

name, which is more likely to have taken place now than

at an earlier time ^. From this time Zankle becomes Cause of

Messana^ in the various forms of that name. It practically of name!^^

does so for all time, though for several centuries the

Messanian name was shrouded under the formal style of

Mamertina civitas. The last Messenian war in Pelopon-

nesos, which sent so many of the old Messenians into

banishment, would seem to have supplied the city with

settlers who were many enough to give it a new name.

The legendary Messenian settlement at Zankle in the time

of the older Messenian wars seems to be this settlement

carried back by poetic licence to an earlier time ^.

Of the course of events in two other Sikeliot cities, both

of them closely connected with the late state of things in

Syracuse, we hear a little more fully. It will be remem-

^ See above, p. 115. ^ See Appendix IX.

^ See Appendix IX.
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CHAP. VII.

Restora-
tion of

Kamarina.
B.C. 461 ?

A colony

of Gela.

No claim

made by
Syracuse.

By whom
was
Kamarina
settled ?

bered that Gelon, among his other changes^ had swept

away the colony planted by his predecessor Hippokrates at

Kamarina and had removed its inhabitants to Syracuse ^

The events with which we have been dealing had passed

so quickly that it was now only twenty-four years since

the destruction of the town by Gelon, only thirty-four

since its restoration by Hippokrates. Kamarina now began

its third life. The city already twice founded and twice

destroyed was again founded under the auspices of Gela.

The words of our one informant taken alone might have

led us to think that its third life was to be that of a mere

dependency of Gela, as its first life had been that of a mere

dependency of Syracuse. But other evidence shows that

Kamarina now rose again as an independent city, a colony

of Gela, but not more than a colony ^. We shall presently

find the restored city playing an independent part in the

affairs of Sicily. The point to notice is that it was as a

colony of Gela that Kamarina now arose
; Syracuse seems

to have laid no claim to the site on which her hand had

once pressed so heavily ^. In later times Kamarina seems

to have no special love for Syracuse, but we see no sign of

any claim of Syracusan supremacy.

It is less easy to say who were the colonists of the new

Kamarina. The time is so short that some of the settlers in the

^ See above, p. 130.

^ Diod. xi. 76; (j-erd dl ravra Kafj-dpivav jxev TeXwoi KaToitclaavTes 1^ dpxv^

/caT€K\T) pov xv^"'^' This would in strictness imply that Kamarina was

a mere tcXrjpovxia of Gela, a Roman colonia, not a true dnoiicia ; but we

very soon come across Kamarina as an independent commonwealth. On
the strength of this passage and of Thucydides, vi. 51, it seems safe to

read TeXwcov for FeXoovos in the blundering scholiast on Pindar (01. v. 19),

who, after recording (in his way) the earlier fate of Kamarina, adds, eira

vnb TeXoovos ovvajKiaOr] fj Kafxapiva Kara rrjv /xj8' 'OXvpLiridSa, ws (prjai Tifxaios.

The date is of course wrong.

^ Very wonderful is the scholiast's comment on the doubtful (see Bergk,

i. 78 ;
Mezger, 140, 149) ode, 01. v. I

;
'ApT€p.(uv Se vpbs rrjv 'ApiOovaav rbv

Xvyov uva'i (prjaiv avrrj Se kv 'SvpaKovcrais Kprjvt], vuoTkraKTai Se 97 Ka/xdpiva

rais ^vpaKovaais.
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third foundation of Kamarina ma}^ have before been settlers chap. vii.

in the second. They had moved from Gela to Kamarina and

from Kamarina to Syracuse. At Syracuse they must, like

those who were moved from Gela and other cities, have

formed an element of quite a different kind from the mere

mercenaries. Those among them who did not care to help

to repeople Kamarina might well have been allowed to keep

their full Syracusan franchise^. There are only two of their

number of whom we can say anything. We know of one Praxiteles,

man who must have moved at this time from Syracuse to

Kamarina ; but he, like some others of whom we have already

heard ^, had before that moved from Akradina to Syracuse.

Praxiteles, son of Krinis of Mantineia, made an offering

at Olympia, and inscribed on it the names of all the three

towns of which he had successively been a citizen ^. Of

the other colonist we learn the name from Pindar. The Psaumis

Olympic victory of Psaumis son of Akron of Kamarina r/n?^hS"

must, like the victories of Hieron of ^tna, have come Olympic
' victory.

opportunely to win Hellenic renown for the restored city b.c. 452?

in its first days. But the victory of Psaumis was not the

victory of a tyrant but of a free citizen, and it was with

a more honest heart than could have gone with some of his

laureate strains that Pindar could speak of the well-being Pindar's

of the new-born city by the lake and by the stream of

Hipparis, of the buildings that were rising on the restored

ground, of the hopes of the commonwealth which had

^ I do not quite see the evidence for saying (Hicks, Greek Historical

Inscriptions, p. 17) that "the Geloans restored peace by providing for the

banished friends of the fallen dynasty a home in the newly constituted city

of Kamarina."

^ See above, p. 133, and Appendix XIV.
^ Hicks, Greek Historical Inscriptions, 1 7 ;

Upa^iTeXrjs dveOrjKe ^vpaKoaios t68' dyaXfia

Kal Kafiapivaios' npocrO' ap' I Mavrivea

Kp'tVLOs vibs evaiev kv 'Ap/cadia iroXvpLriKcp

koKbs kwv, mi foi [xvdpLa rob' kcT dpeTcLs.
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CHAP. VII. sprung into light out of the days o£ helplessness^. The
Coins of coins of restored Kamarina, so many of them with the
Kamarina.

^

j j

head of the river god and the swan of the lake hearing the

nymph as his rider, set the local allusions of Pindar before

us in a clear light. And some have seen in the many

representations of a chariot crowned by Nike the victorious

chariot of Psaumis himself^.

First Another event of this time^, if not the new-building of

DucETius. ^ city, yet its restoration to its old name and its old

people, has a higher interest than even the third birth

of Kamarina. For it brings before us for the first time

one of those men of whom we would indeed gladly know

more. A man now stands forth of whose person and

character we should be well pleased to have a fuller

picture, and whose recorded acts we should be well pleased

to tell in fuller detail. But, more than this, he is one

of those men who tempt us into the regions of speculation

as to what might have been. Ducetius the Sikel, one of

the few men of his folk of whom we know even the name,

one of the still fewer men of his folk of whose acts we can

form anything like a clear idea, sets us a-thinking as to

what the history of Sicily might have been if the destinies

of him and his folk had been other than what they

His were. If we are right in holding that the Sikels were

undeveloped Latins, we may see in Ducetius a Scipio or a

Caesar condemned to spend his life in a time and place

^ See the two odes to Psaumis of Kamarina, 01. iv and v. The victor

(vi. i6),
, , , , , s . ,

hv varep AKpcuv eKapv^e Kai rav veoiKOV eopav.

He goes on to describe the place (see above, p. 29), ending with the words,

air' apLaxavias dywv Is cpAos Tovde hapLOv aarwv.

It shows how ^tna had impressed Pindar's mind that the allusions to the

mountains, Typhos, and the rest, in their place at Katane, are brought in

here also (iv. 5). But one Sicilian place must have been the same as

another to the scholiast who wrote (iv. i), Ahvrj' opos %Ke\ias' olKeioTara Se*

SttfeAwTT^y yap 6 viKr}<p6pos, on Kai fj Kafxapiva ttoXls ^iKek'ias mt 97 Kardvi]

varepov Aitvt] kKX-qOrj.

^ Coins of Sicily, 42, 43; Head, 112.
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whicli denied him any full field for the display of his chap. vir.

energies. He clearly had in him the powers needed for

the art of Themistokles, the making of a small power into

a great one. An enterprizing, organizing genius^ able to

work on men''s minds^ to impress, not only his own people,

but strangers and enemies, had he been born a Greek, he

might well have raised one of the lesser cities of Greece to

a place alongside of the greater. As it was, he strove,

and he failed. But he strove and failed in an undertaking

which entitles his name to honour ; and some of his

personal adventures are of such a kind as to throw an

almost romantic interest over his story.

We have seen that Sikel allies played their part in the Action of

the Sikols
overthrow of the tyranny of Thrasyboulos, and we may be Greek

sure that Ducetius was among them. But we first hear

his name among the movements which, if our chronology 4<^i.

is to be trusted, followed the final settlement of the Syra-

cusan commonwealth five years later, and he might then

almost pass for an abetter of Hellenic interests against

those of his own people.

Most of the Sikeliot cities were now free ; all were in-

dependent. That we have to make this distinction comes

from the fact that one monument of the days of the

tyrants still remained. Katane was still the ^tna of Katane

Hieron, dwelled in by the settlers on whose behoof Hieron

had driven out the old inhabitants of Katane. There

Hieron still received the worship of a hero. There the

Seilenos of the coins of his ^tna still took the place of

the man-headed bull of the elder Katane ^. There, in all Deino-

, o -r\ • A p TT- A 'n menesmost
likelihood, a grandson or Deinomencs, a son or Hieron, still likdy still

reigned, by this time perhaps set free from the guardian- ^^^S^^"^-

ship of Chromios^. The Syracusan democracy deemed

that its work was not done, that the work of the tyrants

was not undone, till Katane was given back to its own

^ Coins of Sicily, 46, 47 ;
Head, 114. ^ See above, pp. 245, 274.

VOL. II. Y
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CHAP. VII. people as well as Syracuse. Ducetius also had his natural

and the^
grudge against that foundation o£ Hieron which had been

%ra- largely made or extended by annexation of Sikel territory,

attack How far his own power reached at this time we have no
iEtna. means of judging. He is now spoken of as chief of the

Sikels ; at a later stage he bears the title of king ^. Duce-

tius and the Syracusans, so far as we can make out from

a not very clear narrative, made a joint expedition against

^tna. They defeated the people of Hieron in several

battles, and shut them up in the town. They then made

a division of lands—seemingly among Sikels and Syra-

cusans alike—in some part of the territory which thus

came into their power ^. It is plain that the Hieronian

The Hier- citizens presently agreed to surrender on terms. They left

withdraw ^tna of Hieron by the sea, and were allowed to

to Inessa
; occupy in its stead the inland town of Inessa on the ledge

of lower hills immediately below the great mountain ^.

We ask at once whether they went under the leadership

it becomes of Hieron^s son ; but we get no answer. We only know

that they transferred the name of ^tna to their new

home, and that there they continued to reverence Hieron

as their founder

^ He is now (Diod. xi. 75) o twv ^iKeXwv •^ye/jouv ; in c. 78 he has

advanced to 6 rwv 'SlkcXwu (SaaiXevs wv ; in c. 88 he falls back to 6 twv

XiKiXwv acpTjyov/xei'os ; and in 91, 0 rcuv ^iKeXwv exojv rT)v yje/xoviav ; in

xii. 8 he is Svj/aaTTjs tmv 'StKeXu/v ; and again in xii. 29, 6 yeyovais tcuv

^iKeXiKwv TToXccuv rjyeiiouv. One is reminded of the difficulties which the

writers of the fifth century a.d. had in describing barbarian kings, till the

happy distinction of tSaaiXevs and ^17^ was fully established.

^ Diod. xi. 76; AovKerios . . . x^^^"''^^ ex'^T^ toTs T-qv Karavqv oiKovcn 5td

rT)v d(pa'ipe<Tiv rrjs Tojy 'SiKeXaiv x'^pa?, effrpdrevaev en' avTovs. 6[xo'iojs he koX

rwv 'XvpaKoa'iCiJV arpaTevadvTWV km t^v Karavqv, ovroi /xev Koivrj KareKX-qpov-

XqocLv TTjv x'^P^^i '^^^ KaroiKiaOeuras v(p' 'lepojvos tov Swdarov eiroXeixovv.

This is rather strongly put ; but it reads like concert between Ducetius and

the Syracusans.

^ See vol. i. p. 149.

* Diod. u. s,
;
Strabo, vi. 2 ; 01 Se PuTvaloi TrapaxojpqffavTes rT)v "Ivvqcrav

KaXovjxevqv rrjs Airvqs bpeiVT)v wKqaav, Koi Trpoaqyopevaav to x^pf^o^ ktrvqu^

hiexov rfjs Kardvqs cTTadiovs dydoTjKOVTa, Kai tov 'lepojva oIkiCttjv dTTe(pr]vav.
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This story is anything but clear. Inessa was or had chap. vii.

been a Sikel town, and it is strange to find Ducetius, ^i^^culties

joint-conqueror
J

it would seem, with Syracuse, consenting story,

to the transfer of Sikel territory into Greek hands. It is

plain that the meagre narrative of our historian does not

explain all the circumstances of the case. It is hard, for

instance, to see what, at the final settlement of things in

Katane, became of the lands which Sikels and Syracusans

had just parted out among them. For when the Hieronian Eestora-

citizens left ^tna, when the old citizens of Katane came Katand.

back from their banishment at Leontinoi to their own

homes, they must have again occupied at least such lands

as belonged to Katane before the innovations of Hieron.

They may even have occupied any lands that Hieron had

annexed to his ^tna at the expense of Leontinoi. Of

their fellows in exile, the men of Naxos, we hear nothing

;

but the eldest of Sikeliot cities presently shows itself again

as an independent commonwealth. The natural inference is

that it was now, as part of the general restoration, that the

Naxians too went back from Leontinoi to the homes which

they had forsaken against their wills. If Naxos stood

empty, it was again peopled by its own folk ; if Hieron

had planted new settlers there, they had to make way for

those who had an older right. Of the city that for a

while had been his ^tna we hear more. It took back Hieron's

its old name j the memory of Hieron was blotted out ; his destroyed,

honours came to an end ; his stately tomb was destroyed ^.

Katane was Katane once more, with the name of the

Katanaians ready to be again inscribed, still in archaic

forms, on the beautiful coinage of the recovered city.

The moneys of restored Katane are marked with the heads Coins of

of Apollon and the local river-god ; the man-headed bull

dies out ; the forms of the Pious Brethren of the ancient

^ Died. xi. 76 ;
Strabo, vi. 2 ; Kara rrjv reXevrrjU tov 'lipwvos KaT€\66vT€s

ol KaravaToi tovs re Ivo'tKovs k^i^aKov nal tov rdtpov avicKaxpav tov Tvpavvov.

Y %
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CHAP. VII, legend hardly appear as yet ^. The Ionian city^ set up

again by Dorian and Sikel help^ was ready to begin her old

life once more. She was ready to dwell again under the

shadow of the fiery mountain which fills so great a part

both in her legends and in her history, but whose name

had been only for a moment thrust upon her against her

will.

§ 2. The Commonwealths after the Fall of the Tyrants.

B.C. 4<^6-433.

Greek We now enter on what is in truth the greatest time in
Sicily frcG • • * • •

and inde- ^he history of Greek Sicily. It is the time of republican

pendent,
independence. The barbarians have been driven back

;

the tyrants have been overthrown. Sicily is, for a season,

left to herself, to live as a world of her own, without

interference from external powers, Greek or barbarian.

The Sikeliot cities have their questions of internal politics;

they have their disputes, now and then their wars, with

one another. They are threatened too by the growth of

a great native power within the island, such as was never

seen before or after. This last movement, momentary

as it was, dependent wholly on the life of a single man,

is in one way the most striking event of the time. We
have already heard of Ducetius the Sikel. He will be for

a short time the hero of our tale.

Return to The tyrants were gone. The Sikeliot cities fell back,

state of as far as might be, on the state of things which had been
things.

]3efore the tyrannies began. As far as regards the general

position of the cities, there was no great difficulty in

so doing. Each city rose again, free and independent,

subject neither to a domestic tyrant nor to a foreign

master. Of the Greek cities which were in being at the

^ See vol. i. p. 378.
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death of Hieron we can say this for certain. At that chap, vii.

moment Euboia^ Kallipolis^ Megara, and Kamarina were

no longer in being. The revolution had called Kamarina

to a renewed life ; but not the other three. On the

other handj the change of Inessa into a new Hieronian

^tna might be called in some sort an enlargement of

Hellas, even if the younger Deinomenes still reigned there.

But all the other Sikeliot cities arose again with all the The demo-

freshness of life, with all the fulness of hope, which

belong to democracy alone. The tyrannies had wrought Incidental

at least one incidental good. They had wiped out the tyranny,

distinctions of earlier days, and had left the field open for

perfect political equality among all whose citizenship was

older than their own beginning. Further political changes

might be found needful in this or that city; but the great

change of all had been made. Like Athens set free from

the yoke of the Peisistratids, so the Sikeliot cities, set free

from the yoke of Thrasyboulos and Thrasydaios and the

sons of Anaxilas, showed of a truth, in the words of

one who told of their enslavement but not of their deliver-

ance, that freedom is " a brave thing ^.^^ Syracuse and Greatness

of SyrR"
Akraffas, no less than Athens, enter, with their recovered cuse and

freedom, on a time of brilliant prosperity. And they were ^^^'^S''^^-

less open than Athens to the temptation of founding a

dominion for tliemselves at the cost of the freedom of their

weaker brethren. But Syracuse and Akragas could not be

wholly as Athens ; no city of colonial Greece could ever

be quite as the ancient cities of the motherland. The

freedom and independence of the Sikeliot cities had every-

where, in Syracuse and Akragas perhaps less than in

others, been bought at a heavy price.

The days of Gelon and Hieron, with all their splendour Effects of

from many points of view, had been essentially a time of conflfsion"^

^ Herod, v. 78 ; 77 iarjyoplr} ujs eari XPVH^ (nrovdaiov. I follow the

vigorous English of Bishop Thirlwall, ii. 88.
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Alkibiades.

CHAP. VII. confusion. And the effects of that confusion lived after

them. The violent changes that had been made under

the tyrants, the breaking-down of old landmarks, the shat-

tering of old associations, the moving of men by thousands

to and fro between city and city—the no less violent

changes which were needed on the other side to get rid of

these innovations, and to bring back the older state of

things—all these things alike, the revolutions wrought

by the tyrants and the counter-revolutions wrought by

Uncer- the people, joined to bring about in Sicily a general

things in fueling of novclty, of uncertainty, of constant possibility

>Sicily. q£ change. And observers in Old Greece did not fail

to contrast these constant changes with the comparative

Speech of stability of things in their own cities. In Sicily, Alki-

biades is made to say in a memorable speech, the cities

are great and populous ; but they are inhabited by crowds

of mingled race, to whom endless change, the constant rising

and falling of commonwealths, is an every-day matter. No
man there looked, as men looked in old Hellas, on the

land in which he dwelled as really his country; each man

in his schemes, political or private, reckoned on the chance

of having to leave the city where he lived and of finding

house and lands elsewhere^.

Such is the statement, doubtless the exaggerated state-

ment, which was made by an enemy whose interest it was to

make Sicilian conquest seem an easy matter to the mind of

Athens. But the saying had no small truth in it. In

no Sikeliot city could there have been, after the fall of the

tyrannies, the same feeling of unbroken possession for ages

which filled the Athenian or Spartan heart with pride. There

was no lack of life and energy in the new-born common-

wealths ; but it was life and energy more like that of a

newly-founded American state than like the steadier and

^ Thuc. vi. 17; ox^ois T6 fcip ^vhiuiktois TroXvavhpovaiv al Tr6Xeis, Kal

pabias exovcri twv ttoXlthwv ras fierafioXas Kal kiriSoxas, k.t.X.
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statelier life o£ an old-established European land. The chap. vii.

interval by which the first drivino" back of the Carthag-inian The time

. between
and the fall of the powers that drove him back are parted the two

from his second and more terrible coming" and from the
^^^^^^

invasions

more abiding tyrannies that followed it seems to us but

a short time. But in the history of the old Greeks events

press so fast on one another that it was really no small

part of the duration of the national life. A tyranny of

far less than one generation paved the way for two

brilliant generations of popular government. Those were its

1 (% 1 /> •
J 1 • 1 ' 1 ji character,

days 01 energy^ days or prosperity, days m which other

free commonwealths of Sicily showed that they could

rival the mighty works of Syracuse under her fallen

lords.

Still, in this time also^ there was no doubt as to the Position

position of Syracuse as the first, and of Akragas as the cuse"^and

second, among the Sikeliot commonwealths. In this time, ^^ragas.

as in most others, we have to bewail the scantiness of our

materials. In a time of the deepest political interest it is

of those two cities only that we have any knowledge what-

ever. Even of them our knowledge is much slighter than

we could wish. Still in these two we do know something,

both of the general course of events and of the acts of

particular men. Both cities stand forth among the greatest

cities of Hellas. Each was shorn of the external dominion

which it had held under its tyrants ; but each, as a city, as

a commonwealth, was greater than it had ever been. Of

the political history of both Syracuse and Akagas we shall

be able to give something like a narrative, though a very

imperfect one.

One feature of these times which is noticed in our one Partition

consecutive narrative is that most of the cities had now

to employ themselves in parting out lands among the

citizens. This is not spoken of as a revolutionary measure.
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CHAP. VII. It appears rather as the natural consequence of the

restoration of order after a time of strife and confusion^.

In Syracuse^ for instance^ the tyrants were gone and their

mercenaries were gone ; but it is not to be supposed that

every man who had settled at Syracuse during the eighteen

years of tyranny was either driven out or deprived of his

Question property. One may even doubt whether the law that con-

settlers^^ fined office to those whose citizenship was older than the

coming of Gelon could have been kept up for any time. It

would have a patriotic sound at the time of its enactment

;

but it would soon come to be looked on as a mere piece of

oligarchic exclusiveness. It was in fact a distinction of

exactly the same kind as that which had parted off the old

Case of the GamoToi from the old commons. What, one might ask,

planted became of those citizens of Gela whom Gelon had caused

Geloans. migrate to Syracuse ? Had they all to go home again ?

In the space of eighteen years many children had grown

into men^ and many of those men might feel no call to go

back to a city which was indeed the home of their fathers

but which had never been their own home. Men like these,

as w^ell as the mercenaries, had doubtless received grants of

land, whether out of public folldand or at the cost of older

Syracusan citizens. In any case the lands which had been

held by the mercenaries, however they had come by them,

stood open to be divided. It is even possible that there

Land may still have been undivided folUand to part out. The

able^for ^^^^^^ commonwealth would have become, practically

division, formally, the demesne of the tyrant ; and that de-

mesne, though many grants were doubtless made out of it,

would have a tendency to grow, at once through conquest

abroad and confiscation at home. On the restoration of

^ Diod. xi. 76 ; at \i\v ovv Kara r-qv "^ifceX'iav kv rais iroXecri araGHS Kal

Topaxctt TOVTOV Tov TpoTTOv KaTiXvOrjCav at 5e vroAet? to? iraTpiovs TroAtretas

diToKa^ovaai (rxeSoj/ arraaai, rds Idlas X'^P"? KaTCKXrjpovxv^c-^ to^^^ TToXiTais

irdcnv. See Grote, vii. 163.
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the commonwealth, it would return to its earlier state of chap. vn.

folUand. From all these sources there must have been

a laror-e store out of which to answer such claims as

might be made good on the score either of old wrongs or of

new services. It is not wonderful to hear that new dissen-

sions arose out of the distribution. To say nothing of any

tendencies to disturbance and revolution which might be

stirred up^ the law-courts were naturally busy, and the

multitude of causes which had to be tried seems to have

done much towards the growth of a new element of intel-

lectual life in Sicily and in Greece generally.

We have now come to the beginning of the cultivation The art of

of rhetoric as an art. The first chosen field for the practice

of that art was the administration of justice as it was

carried on in the democratic cities. We have no special Practised

account of the constitution of the law-courts of Syracuse
; Syracusan

but from the analogy of other Greek democracies we shall ^0"^^*^ '

be safe in inferring that the judges who had to be con- their con-

T 1-1 1 1 p -j^- stitution.
vmced or persuaded were a numerous body oi citizens

taken by lot or rotation. With a popular body of this

kind, hearing and deciding matters which were not their

own immediate concern^ the mere art of rhetoric_, the mere

skill of the speakers in arranging words and arguments^

Avould be of special weight. It would count for more with

such bodies than it would either with a court formed of a

few magistrates or with the public assembly which dealt

with matters which touched the whole commonwealth and

every man in it. The Sikeliot mind seems to have been

specially drawn to the new study. It took root in Syracuse

and in other cities, and its Sikeliot professors won fame

and profit in other parts of the Greek world besides their

own island. It was now, after the fall of the tyrants, amid Korax,

the constant call for speeches in the courts, that Korax ap- Gorgiast"^

peared at Syracuse as a professed master of forensic oratory.

He opened a school; he taught pupils; he wrote books;
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CHAP. VII. he handed on his traditions to his pupil Tisias and to the

more famous Gorgias o£ Leontinoi ^.

Tendency There is always a tendency among the later writers of
to exag-

1 1

gerate the Greece, and perhaps not among them only, to exaggerate

oToratorT^
the importance which poets^ philosophers^ orators^ literary^

and others, artistic^ and scientific men of every kind^ enjoyed in their own

day. On the other hand, there is an undoubted tendency

among the narrative writers of Greek history to leave out

all mention of such men^ even in cases where a modern

Korax. writer could hardly fail to speak of them. In this case our

ordinary guide in Sicilian matters leaves out all mention

of Korax ; but we hear from secondary sources, not only of

his foundation of the rhetorical school of Sicily, but of his

high position as a practical adviser^ first under the rule of

Hieron and then under the new democracy. This leads us

to suspect that he was a man of some importance^ possibly

under the tyranny as well as under the commonwealth,

but that much more has been made of him than his due

Tyndarion The most prominent man in Syracuse at that time was

tyrannV^'^
certainly not Korax but a certain Tyndarion, who strove

c. B.C. 454. again in his own person the power which had

Disputes been held by Gelon and Hieron. We are told that, in

citizen- the cities of Sicily in general, and in Syracuse above

^^^P* all, disputes many and grave arose, not only out of the

division of the lands, but also out of the drawing up of

the new lists of citizens. Many, it is said, and the saying

is likely enough, found a place on the roll without good

right ^. We are left to guess at the class of men who

^ See Appendix XXXI. ^ Appendix XXXI.
^ By the reckoning of archons this ought to be the year 454 ; but the

way in which the events of this year and the next are recorded in our one

authority, Diod. xi. 86-88, is most confusing. It is immediately after the

alleged war between Segesta and Lilybaion (see below, p. 340, and Appendix

XXXII), and as if it had something to do with it, that we read ;
juera Se

T^v rroXiToypacp'iav TTjV ev rals TroAecrt "yivonivrjv koX tov avabaa^ibv rrjs x^P^^j

TToXXwv UKT) Koi ws eTux^ iT€TroXiToypa<pr]fievoJv, Ivoaovv at tt6\cis koi irdXiv ets

voXiTiKas cTTdaeis /fat rapaxds IvimTTTOv' jxaXidTa h\ to KaKov eTreiroXacrev kv
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thus crept in unawares ; but it is plain that the most chap. vii.

likely class so to do were men who could bring bribes or

other means of influence to bear on the officials who drew

up the lists. Anyhow it is the poor whom Tyndarion is Tyn-

described as winning to his support ; their voluntary ser- voluntary

vice, it would seem, enabled him to take the first step in

the tyrant^s progress by supplying him with a willing

body-guard ^. But law was still strong in Syracuse, and

those who administered it were men of energy. Tyndarion His trial

was put on his trial on a charge oi seeking to overthrow regular

the constitution and to establish his own power. On that

charge he was condemned to death ^. What follows reads

like some of those tumults in the later days of the Roman

commonwealth when law was trampled under foot by

both sides alike. As Tyndarion was led back to prison,

to suffer death by whatever was the legal form of death

in Sj^racuse, his followers rushed together and strove to

rescue him from the hands of the officers of justice ^.

A tumult arose in the city; the well-disposed citizens

—

Tyndarion and his body-guard perhaps called them the

oligarchs—also rushed together, and put to death Tyndarion

and his comrades in the attempted revolution How this

Tats ^vpafcovaais. The immediate object was rather to keep out unqualified

citizens than to let in new ones ; but mistakes might easily be made.

He is Tvv5api5r)s and Tvvdap'iojv in this one chapter. He was Opdaovs

Hal ToXpirjs yeficuv dvOpojiroi. His course had two stages ; to fiev Tpairov

iToXXovs tSjv vevTjTOJV dveXdpfiavi zeal (XcvfxaTonoiojv tovtovs eavTa> vpos Tvpav-

viSa €Toifj.ovs kiroUi dopvcpopovs' fxcToL 8e ravra tjStj (pavepbs wv on hwaareias

upeyfTai. This voluntar}?^ body-guard, seemingly of citizens, seems different

both from the body-guard of mercenaries and from the body-guard voted

by the people.

^ Diod. xi. 86 ; Oavdrov Kpiaiv viroax^v, KarediKdaOr].

^ lb.
;

aTrayofiivov Se els to deafiaJTTjpiov ol iroXvcuprjOevTes vn avTov

Gwearpdcprjaav, kol rois avd'yovai rds '7'°^ €fT€<pepov.

* lb.
;
rapaxrjs Se y€vop.evT)s Kara t^v ttoXiv, avvearpdcprjffav ol x'^pi^<^'''O-'''0i

raiv TToKiTWi', kol rovs veajTCplcravTas avvapirdoavTis dpa Koi TvvSapiojvi

dveikov. This sounds more like lynching than any legal process, Mark
that the same word (Tvv((TTpd(pT](Tav is applied to the gatherings on both

sides.
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CHAP. VII. was done we are not told, and tlie necessity of the moment

may have been held to justify irregular action. But if

we are to understand ordinary execution of the sentence

of a lawful court, or even regular military action at the

bidding of a lawful magistrate, the slayers of Tyndarion in

either case owe very little thanks to our one historian who

has told the tale in a manner sadly open to be mis-

understood.

other There is nothing in this account of the attempted

aftyranny. tyranny of Tyndarion which leads us to doubt its essential

truth j but one is a little startled at hearing that his

example found many imitators, and that a thick succession

* of would-be tyrants had to be put down, seemingly by the

same means ^. It was as a defence against these frequent

dangers to freedom that the Syracusans imported into their

The constitution an imitation of the Athenian ostracism. The
Petalism. ^ i xi j? ^.i. i -j.'

c B.C. 454. iia,me was changed, as the name 01 the dangerous citizen

was written, not on a tile but on an olive-leaf, and the

Petalism institution was therefore known as petalism ^. We should

cism. be well pleased to have some notice of it from a contemporary

writer ; as it is, we hear of it only in a general way, with-

out details on any point, from a writer in whose day

democratic institutions were no longer understood. It is

hardly an accurate description of the Athenian ostracism

to say that each citizen was to write the name of the

person who was most able to make himself tyrant^.

Whatever men may have dreaded in Alkibiades, no one

could have looked on either Nikias or Hyperbolos as the

stuff out of which tyrants were made ^. But it is quite

^ Diod. xi. 86 ; irXeovaKis Se tovtov yevo/xevov ml rwv avdpZv Tvpavvidos

iiridvfiovvTOJV.

lb. 87; Trapa ^vpaKoalois ds rriraXov eXaias ypacpeaOai rbu dvvaTWTarov

TOIV TToXnwv.

^ lb.
;
TTapa yctp 'AOrjvaiois %KaaTov tojv ttoXituiv edei ypa({)€iv ds barpaKOV

rovvofxa tov Sokovvtos fidXiCTa BwaaOai rvpavvdv rojv iroXnwv.

* ov yap roiovTOJV ovVe«' oarpax' evpeOr], says the comic Platon (quoted by
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inconceivable that the real formal shape of Syracusan chap. vii.

petalism can have been that each citizen was to write the

name of the most powerful man in the city. It is with

a curious mixture of truth and falsehood that our ac-

count goes on to say that the object was not the punish-

ment of evil-doers, but the humbling- of prominent and

influential men simply as such^. The Athenian ostra- The true

cism was certainly not designed as a punishment for o^trac^sn

wrong-doing ; but neither was it designed to gratify a

simple jealousy of preeminence. The two questions to

be answered were, " Is there any man whom you think

vitally dangerous to the state ? If so, whom ^ ? Such

questions were very liable to abuse, as is shown by the

familiar story, true or false, of the man who was weary

of hearing Aristeides called the Just. But in themselves

they spring from sources quite different from a mere

jealousy of merit.

It is to be noticed that at Syracuse the time of with- Alleged
• effects of

drawal from the city was only half what it was at Athens, petalism.

namely five years instead of ten ^
; whether it was on that

account employed more frequently or more recklessly than

it was at Athens we cannot tell. We have only a

Plut. Nik. ii) of Hyperbolos. See more, Plut. Alk. 7; Grote, iv. 200, 201;

vii. 145 et seqq., 166. We do not trust Tliucydides about Hyperbolos

quite so much as we do about most things ; but when he calls him (viii. 73)

fiox^^pov dvOpajTTOv, djarpaKto'fj.evov ov dia dwdfiecut kol d^idifiaTos <p6jiov dKKd

5ia TTovrjpiav Koi aiaxyvrjv Trjs TroKeojs, we see on what kind of ground men
were commonly ostracized.

^ Diod. xi. 87; KaOoKov ydp ov irovrjpia'i Kokacriv kXaixfiavov irapd tojv napa-

vofxovuTOJv, d\Xd dwd/xfajs /tal av^rjaeoos tSjv dvbpobv kiroiovv ra-neivucnv. This

keeps a memory of the fact that the ostracism—and so no doubt the

petalism—was in no sense a punishment of crime ; but it is confused by the

notion of all the later writers, that ostracism was a mere matter of envy,

and not of danger, real or supposed.

^ So put by Grote, iv. 211. Does the line of Kratinos quoted by

Plutarch (Per. 13), that Perikles rovarpaKov irapolx^rai, mean merely that

he never was ostracized or that no attempt was made to ostracize

him?
^ Diod. u. s.; rbv nkeiOTa iriraXa Ka^ovra (p^vyeiv irevTaiTr] xp^^ov.
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CHAP. VII. picture, clearly borrowed from some rhetorical enemy of

democracy, telling how every kind of evil followed on the

new institution. The chief men were sent away; other

good and able men, who might have done good service to

the commonwealth, were led by these warnings to keep aloof

from public affairs. Instead of the service of the common-

wealth, they gave themselves up to luxury in their own

houses ^. None but the worst and most daring among the

citizens came to the front ; the city was full of demagogues

and sycophants, of innovations, disputes, and confusions of

all kinds ^. One phrase is specially to be remarked, as it

would seem to come from some contemporary accuser who

looked with no friendly eye on the rhetorical school of

Korax and Tisias. The account reads like some of the

complaints in the Clouds or the Frogs of Aristophanes.

All the young men took to study the art of speech; the

old and honourable manner of life was forsaken for base

Syracusan pursuits^. At all events these unruly talkers did not,

gogues un- according to one common charge against Greek demagogues,
waihke.

1^^^ people into war. They rather made use of the

time of peace to fill their own pockets, while they thought

but little of concord or of just dealing All this came of

^ Diod. xi. 87; TU)v [xeyiaTOJV dvdpMJ/ <pvya5evofxivcov ol X'^P'-^^'^^'^'^''
"^^^

TToXnwv Koi hvvdjXivoL Std t^s tSta? dper^s TroAAd tSjv kolvSjv eTravopOovv

d(p'i0TavTO rwv SrjfjLoa'iajv irpd^ecov, /cat did rbv dirb rod vufJiov <p6(3ov IdicorevovTes

SiereXovv, einpekovixevoi 8e ttjs Idias ova'ias els Tpvcpr^v drreKXivov.

^ lb. ; 01 TiovripoTaToi twv ttoXituv /cat roXpir) SiacpepovTes k(pp6vTL^ov tojv

Srjpioaioov /cat rd irX-fjOrj trpbs veojrepiap.bv /cat rapax^v TrpoeTpenovTO.

^ lb.; eneTToXa^e yap twv drj/xayajyaiy irXfjOos /cat av/coipavrwy, /cat Xoyov

heivoTTjS vTTu TWV vecorepojv -qaKeiTO, real /caOoXov ttoXXoi rd <pavXa rwv

emTTjdevfJLaTOJV dvrl Trjs TraXaids /cat anovSaias dycvyrjs •qXXaTTOVTO. All this

is exactly like the Aristophanic disputes
;
KdniaTrjaei fiiaeiu dyopdv (Clouds,

977): A"?^' dyopalovs fxrjSe /cojSdXovs (Frogs, 1013), &c. There is always in

such controversies an element of truth on both sides.

* lb. ; rais p,ev ovffiais Sid rfyi' elprjvrjv irpoeicoTTTOv, rrjs S' ofiovoias /cat tov

Si/caionpayeiv oX'iyrj ris iyevero (ppovris. This is an almost solitary case of

the demagogue not being charged with stirring up war. See Grote,

vi. 622, and specially the saying of Phokion there quoted.
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the law of petalism ; before long the citizens repented of chap. vii.

having passed it, and abolished it ^.
^^petal*"

We are used to vague charges of this kind. The people, ism.

above all the people of a past age, is an easy mark for
^^^J^g^J!^

the rhetorician or for the speculative philosopher. But the cusan

remark that the Athenian ostracism lasted a long time,

while the Syracusan petalism was soon got rid of, is more

to the point. It certainly marks a difference of some

kind between the two institutions. It may be that the

petalism was not surrounded by the same safeguards as the

ostracism ^ ; it may be that the condition of the two cities

was wholly different. We cannot argue from Athens, with

her stationary population, to Syracuse, just released from

her tyranny and from the revolutions which the tyranny

had led to. The history of the two democracies shows that,

whatever was the danger at Athens, it was not the

despotism of a single man. At Syracuse both earlier and

later events show that such despotism was a real danger.

Petalism would hardly have kept out Dionysios and Aga-

thokles ; it had but yesterday needed stronger measures

to put down Tyndarion. It is therefore quite possible

that the Syracusan petalism pressed hardly upon men

who were in no way dangerous, and that it proved weak

against those who were so. If any would-be tyrants did

trouble the commonwealth after Tyndarion, they were doubt-

less got rid of, like Tyndarion himself, by sharper means.

It is dangerous to speculate further ; but it is certain that,

if this time of extreme corruption ever existed at all, it did

not last very long. From this time for nearly fifty years

Syracuse enjoys an unbroken and a flourishing democracy,

and we find the Syracusan commonwealth playing an

^ Diod. xi. 87 ; ol ^vpaKoaioi, fierayvovTes rbv irtpl tov TreraXia-fiov vofxov

KariXvaav, oA'iyov xpovov avTw x/JTyca/^ej/ot. Diodoros himself remarks that

the ostracism at Athens lasted a long time and the petalism at Syracuse

only a little while.

^ Grote, vii. 166.
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Compara-
tive peace,

CHAP. VII. energetic part at liome and abroad in the year next after

that in which the petalism is first spoken of ^. The way

in which a state of peace is taken for granted in the

hostile picture is also to be noticed. The years with which

we are dealings if not a time of altogether unbroken peace,

came much nearer to it than was often the case over any

considerable part of the Greek world. There was some

fighting
J

but as yet it seems to have been, not war of

Greek against Greek, but the more honourable warfare

against the barbarian. We see Syracuse, freed, it would

seem, alike from tyrants and from demagogues, standing

forth to show that the work of Hellenic championship

could be as well carried on by the vote of a free common-

wealth as at the bidding of a despot.

Warfare
with bar-

barians.

Etruscan
war.

c. B.C. 453.

Phayllos

at Aitha-

lia.

His
banish-

ment.

To have beaten back the Etruscan from Kyme had been

the most glorious memory of the reign of Hieron, an exploit

which his courtly poets placed alongside of the salvation

wrought by his brother at Himera ^. The pirates were

again mighty at sea
;

they must have at least seized

Sicilian vessels, if they had not laid waste Sicilian shores
;

and the commonwealth of Syracuse decreed an expedition

of vengeance. The fleet sailed forth under the command

of the admiral Phayllos ; he landed in the island of

Aithalia—Ilba and Elba on Latin lips—and laid waste the

country. But the fleet presently came back to Syracuse

without having done anything further. Phayllos was

arraigned on a charge of having taken bribes from the

enemy, and was sentenced to banishment ^. A caviller

^ The whole story of the attempted tyranny of Tyndarion, of his

successors, of the institution of petalism, its bad effect, and its abolition, is

put ] y Diodoros (xi. 86, 87) in the one archonship of Ariston, B.C. 454.

This of course is not to be taken quite literally ; but the vigorous Syracusan

action which begins in c. 88, B.C. 453, shows that the bad time cannot have

been very long.

^ See above, p. 234.

^ Diod. xi. 88
;

-napa tuv Tvppi]vwv XdOpa xpVH-ara Xafiwv.
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might say that either his appointment or his deprivation, chap. vii.

one or the other, showed that the spirit of the days of

petalism had not wholly died out. A new commander, Action of

-A^pgUgs in
Apelles, was sent forth with sixty triremes. He is said to Corsica,

have laid waste the whole coast of Etruria and the more

part of that of Kyrnos or Corsica, then an Etruscan posses-

sion or dependency ^. The island, afterwards to pass under

the power of Carthage, most likely still paid to its Etruscan

masters—whether to the whole Etruscan body or to any

particular city—its tribute of honey, resin, and wax, to say

nothing of its own people, its most valuable production in the

days of slavery^. In Corsica we hear only of ravage, while Syracuscan

it seems implied that Elba actually passed under Syracusan Elba

;

dominion ^. If so, it must have again passed away, either to

Etruscan or to Carthaginian enemies ; for we do not hear of

it as a Syracusan possession, even under the most" powerful

of Syracusan rulers. On the other hand, there was in

Corsica a haven which bore the name of the haven of the

Syracusans, a name which surely implies the presence of

Syracusan merchants, though it did not imply the presence

of Syracusan conquerors ^. As often before, we here come

across an expedition, evidently of much importance at the

time, of the abiding result of which we can say nothing.

All that we learn is that Apelles, unlike Phayllos, came

back in all honour with a victorious fleet. He brought

^ Diod. xi. 88
;

tt]V irapaOaXarTiov Tvpprjvmv [Maremma] naTadpaixwv,

CLTTrjpei/ els Kvpvov KaT€xop.ivr]v vrrb Tvpprjvwv mr' eftdvovs tovs xP^'^ous,

^ Diodoros (v. 13) describes this in full. Tiie Etruscans occupied two

cities in Corsica, Kalaris (a confusion with Alalia, see Herod, i. 165) and

Nikaia, where they received the tribute. He enlarges on the excellence of

the Corsicans as slaves. He does not explain in what relation these Corsican

settlements stood to the Etruscan body.

^ lb. xi. 88
;

TropO-qaas de nXuara tt]S vrjcrov [Kvpvov] teal rrjv PdOaXiav

XfipoJcrafxevos (TravrjXOev ds tcLs 'SvpaKovaas. This was recorded by Philistos

in his fifth book. See Staph. Byz. in AWdkr).

* lb. V. 13 ;
avTTj 8e 17 vrjaos [Kvpvos] evirpocropixiaTOS ovcra kclWicttov e'xft

Kijxkva Tov bvopLa^ojxevov ^vpanoaiov. On its position, the later Portus Vetus

on the east side of the island, see Bunbury, Diet. Geog.

VOL. II. Z
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CHAP. VII. abundance o£ spoil of every kind^ above all, as became a

conqueror of Corsica and Elba, of that human prey in

which Corsica and Elba were so specially rich ^.

Warfare in Besides these victories won by Greeks of Sicily over

Sidly!^^ barbarians beyond the bounds of their own island, there

was about this time, about the middle of the fifth century

before our sera, a certain amount of warfare in some parts

of Sicily itself. We get glimpses of wars between Greeks

and barbarians, and also of wars between one barbarian

state and another. The details are hard to put in order

;

First but two notable facts stand out clearly. Already, more

of Athens, than twenty years before the Peloponnesian War, Athens
B.C. 454. YiSis begun to look westward. If she shows no signs of

aggressive schemes of her own, she is at least looked to by

a hard-pressed Sicilian city as a quarter where it is worth

Inaction of while to seek for help. On the other hand, Carthage is

* * either still seriously weakened by the great blow of Himera,

or else she is warily looking out for the first opportunity

to strike a blow in return. Unless our evidence altogether

fails us, she sat still and saw Sikeliot cities dedicate offer-

ings to the gods of Hellas for victories gained over one of

her Sicilian dependencies.

It is these casual notices of the policy of the two great

powers of Athens and Carthage which are the really in-

structive part of the tale, if tale we can call it, to which

Statement we have now come. But a tale it hardly is. We have to

evidence together, to arrange and reconcile as we can, a con-

fused statement in our chief narrative, and certain notices

elsewhere ^. Some of these last, as being the witness of

contemporary documents, are in themselves the highest

authority that can be reached. Only unluckily they give

^ Diod. xi. 88
; alxH-ct^i^iTcov re TrXrjOos KOfjii^ajv Kal rfjv dWrjv uxpkXnav dyojv

OVK oXiyrjv.

2 See Appendix XXXII.
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a somewliat uncertain sound. Among the gifts which chap. vit.

Pausanias saw at Olympia were statues, brazen boys Akragan-

, tine victory

stretching out their hands in prayer. They were the over

offerings o£ victorious Akragas out of spoil won from
^^^^^^^

Phoenician Motya ^
. And their workmanship led the anti-

quary to assign them to the hand of an artist of the age

with which we are dealing, the same Kalamis who had

been employed on some of the gifts of the younger Deino-

menes ^. Again, an inscription found not many years Selinun-

back, among the ruins of one of the great Selinuntine yj^tory

temples, records, in letters of the time with which we are ,unnamed
dealing, the thank-offerings of the Selinuntine common- enemy,

wealth for a victory followed by a peace. But, strange to

say, the name of the enemy is not recorded ^. The temp-

tation is great to put these two records together, and to

see Selinous and Akragas leagued together against the

Phoenicians of Motya. An Athenian inscription, found

more lately again in a sadly mutilated state, contains

two well-known Sicilian names. The name of Segesta Segesta

comes in a position which can hardly fail to imply a from

Segestan embassy to Athens, and the far less renowned
f^^jj-^gt

name of Sikan Halikyai comes in a position which can Halikyai.

hardly fail to imply that Halikyai was the enemy, or

one of the enemies, against which Segesta craved for

help ^

Some of these statements are startling in themselves. Remark-

The early action or expected action of Athens—the quiet tents of the

submission of Carthage while Greek cities win and celebrate
<locuments,

victories over the island stronghold of Phoenicia in Sicily

—

the strange importance which for once attaches to the other-

wise obscure Halikyai—all these things are alike puzzling.

But all seem to rest on good authority, some on the highest.

And with all this it is hard to reconcile the account in our

1 See Appendix XXXII. ^ gee Appendix XXXII.
3 See Appendix XXXII. * See Appendix XXXII.

Z 2
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CHAP. VII. one continuous narrative. What we are there told is that

Impossible
^j^g ^^^^ q£ geo-esta and the men of Lilybaion went to war

narrative oi *^ *^

Diodoros. for the land by the river Mazaros, that a fierce battle

followed in which many on each side were slain^ and that

from that time the two cities never ceased from dissen-

sions. Indeed it seems almost implied that it was this

war which led, in some way not explained, to general

disputes within the Greek cities, of which the Syracusan

petalism was only the worst case^. This narrative, as it

stands, is impossible. There was at this time no town

called Lilybaion. It is very likely that the name might

by a later historian be prematurely used for Motya; but

a war between that Carthaginian dependency and Elymian

Segesta is most unlikely. And, if such an one had broken

out, it could hardly have led to internal disturbances in

the Greek cities. The scene of action is laid by the border

stream of Greek and barbarian, and the way in which the

story is told is remarkably like the accounts of later war-

fare between Segesta and Selinous ^. It has therefore

been suggested that the name of Selinous, undoubted

victor over some enemy, should be put instead of the

clearly mistaken Lilybaion. But the change is somewhat

Guesses violent. Again, Segesta may very well have been the un-

Wuations. knowti enemy of Selinous; Akragas may well have helped

Selinous against either Segesta or Motya
;

Segesta and

Motya may have been allied against Selinous and Akragas.

But it is hard to get all this out of our Olympic offering

and our Selinuntine inscription, and it goes no way to-

wards explainirg the place held by Halikyai in the Athenian

inscription. It has therefore been proposed to alter the text

of our narrative in yet another way, and for Lilybaion to

read Halikyai. The truth is that the narrative cannot be

made to agree with the higher authority of the documents,

1 Diod. xi. 86. See Appendix XXXII.
^ Thuc. vi. 6 ; Diod. xii. 82, xiii. 43.
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except by making purely arbitrary changes in it. When it chap. vii.

comes to this^ it is perhaps safer to say that the narrative

is either hopelessly confused in the first telling or hope-

lessly corrupted in later copyings, and to pass it by as of

no authority. Meanwhile the three documentary state-

ments in no way contradict one another. They may refer

to three different events. Or, by supposing alliances at

pleasure_, a process at least less dangerous than that of

improving texts at pleasure, they may even be made to

refer to the same event. We might conceive Greek Akragas

and Selinous with Sikan Halikyai as leagued against Phoe-

nician Motya and Elymian Segesta. But it is perhaps safer

to keep ourselves back from mere guesses in any shape. Eemark-

And no process of "combination"'^ seems to explain the one hienST"

feature of special local interest and difficulty, the unexpected Hahkyai.

prominence given to Halikyai.

It is on the whole better to confess our ignorance as to

these smaller points, and to look for a while at the instruc-

tion which this singular group of notices gives us as to

greater matters. The negative evidence which our notices

give us as to Carthage is well worth some thought ; the

positive evidence which they give us as to Athens is worth

yet more thought. It throws a new light on many things

in the later history both of Sicily and of Old Greece, if

we take in that, at this early date, the earlier days of Peri-

kles, the later days of Kimon, when the Long Walls were

new and when Athens was a Peloponnesian power ^, she

was already looked on as at least likely to be persuaded

to take a part in the affairs of Sicily. It throws even Evidence

more light on her restless activity in all points of the Athens,

then known world that she should be invited to take

^ It is worth notice that the very year (B.C. 454, the archonship of

Ariston) which was the year of at least some of these events, is that in which

Thucydides (i. 112, cf. 115) first mentions Perikles as defeating the Sikyon-

ians and bringing Achaia into at least alliance with Athens. He had how-

ever done a good deal already.
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CHAP. VII. a share in a dispute, not between Greeks and Greeks,

not between Greeks and barbarians, but between Elymians

and Sikans. What came of the embassy, what immediately

came of Italiot and Sikeliot alKances with Athens twenty

years later ^, we know not. There is no record of any

action on the part of Athens following either the earlier

or the later effort of diplomacy. We hear nothing of

Athenian military action in Sicily till the Peloponnesian

War is some years advanced. Nor is it likely that any

such action happened of which we do not hear. But, with

such authorities as we have before us, it would be dangerous

to say that nothing happened in any other way. The

hand of Athens may have been at work in many things,

and the busy-bodies of the time may have seen it at work

in many other things. We have come, if to nothing else,

yet at least to the first dim foreshadowings of great events

that are to be.

Empedo- Meanwhile the men who dwelled on the height above

Akragas. the ycllow stream of Akragas^, if they were winning

spoils from the barbarians of the western corner, were also

settling their political constitution within their own walls.

And they had a man among them, a nobly-born leader of

the commons, of whom we hardly know how to speak.

We seem to see a man of some former age, or else a man

of some age as yet far distant, brought from his own world

to act along with Perikles and Ephialtes in doing the prac-

tical work of the Greece of the fifth century before Christ.

Lives of When in these times we come across the path of a philosopher

phers and — ^ slighter measure when we come across the path of a

saints.

^ The treaties of Athens with Rhegion and Leontinoi in B.C. 433 will

come presently.

^ I make spoil of Empedokles himself, as quoted by Diogenes Laertios,

viii. 2.6;
cD (plXoi, 01 fieya darv Kara ^avOov 'AKpdyavTOS
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poet or an orator—we find ourselves in the same kind of chap. vii.

atmosphere as when^ a thousand years later^ we come

across the path of a saint. In both cases there is no lack

of stories to choose from. There is no difficulty in putting

a full narrative together_, if only we choose to throw aside

our common standard of historical criticism. When we

come to stories of this kind, we are in truth as much in the

region of poetic legend as if we were still dealing with

gods and heroes. We no more look for literal truth in the Character

characteristic parts of the story of Empedokles than we narratives

;

look for it in the story of Demeter and the Kore. I say

in the characteristic parts ; for legends which grow up in

an age of written records are sure to take some substantial

facts for granted. The life of a saint is always valuable.

It is sure to tell us by the way something about a king or

his people which it is good to know^ and which we should

never find out from any formal chronicle. And so it is in their

earlier times with the life of a philosopher. In any case

we hear something about the real state of things in the

time and place where he lived. And if the philosopher

happens also to be an actor in a great political revolution,

even his admiring disciples may perhaps stoop so far

as to record his more earthly doings. To the world in

general Empedokles is doubtless best known as the man

who threw himself into the furnace of ^tna in the hope

of being deemed to have become a god. While venturing

to doubt on this point as well as on his miracles of healing

and his calling back of the dead to life^ while not feeling

it to be any part of the duty of a historian of Sicily to go

minutely into his speculative doctrines, we may still thank

the admirers of the prophet for letting us know some

things which our more general guide fails to tell us. The Political

position of
miraculous preacher and teacher, the man who stands Enipedo-

charged with sacrificing his life to a silly vanity^ was also

the man who brought the democratic constitution of
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His legen-

dary side.
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Akragas to perfection. He seems in truth to have been a

reformer of the best type that Greece could show. Tales

of mystery^ miracle, and magic^ hang as strangely about

him as if they had been set down by Thucydides among

the acts of Perikles.

In his own day and city the contradiction was less

strange than it seems to us now_, less strange perhaps than

it would have seemed at Athens then. Akragas was

doubtless far more disposed than Athens to listen to tales

of wonder ; but we must remember that Perikles himself

was not kept altogether free from the touch of legend.

His birth was foretold by wonderful visions^ a modest

form of divine care in which there is often no need to

doubt the simple fact. It was no doubt the later fame of

her son which caused men to remember that the wife of

Xanthippos had dreamed a few days before his birth that

she had borne a lion ^. And if Herodotus had written the

acts of Perikles as well as the dream of his mother^ it is

possible that other and more distinct cases of supernatural

dealings might have gathered around him. The common

feeling at Athens is shown by the general state of mind at

the breaking of the Hermai and by the way in which

heavenly signs touched the mind of Nikias in the Syra-

cusan harbour. Still we may doubt whether an Athenian

leader in the days of Perikles would have gained as much as

Peisistratos had done by a mock appearance of Athene ^, and

we cannot conceive any process of legend^ in the course of

any number of ages^ turning Perikles into a healer of

diseases and raiser of the dead. In short, on this side of

Empedokles, if we look for a parallel to him at Athens_, we

shall find him a hundred and fifty years earlier. The

prophet of Akragas seems more like a successor of the

Cretan Epimenides ^ than a contemporary and fellow-

1 Herod, vi. 131. ^ lb. i. 59.

^ Of this very mythical personage, still one whose historical existence
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worker o£ Perikles. Yet such he assuredly was. The chap. vii.

biographer o£ the philosophers has happily not scorned to

record the part which his hero played in the politics of his

own commonwealth, and we see that Empedokles, half-

mythical and half-divine as he has become, really did a

political work at Akragas which in many things answered

to the work of Perikles at Athens.

At Akragas, as at Syracuse, there were still rumours Political

and fears of tyranny after the tyranny was overthrown. Akragas.

Our accounts are wretchedly meagre, and we wish to know

whether these fears were at all connected with the house

which had lately borne dominion. We have seen that

Thrasyboulos son of Xenokrates at least survived the

overthrow of the tyranny which had been held by his

kinsmen 1. We know not whether the whole Emmenid

gens had been banished, or whether any could have stayed

behind to awaken suspicion, like that Tarquinius who

appears among the earliest praetors of Rome. But whether Fear of

Thrasyboulos or any of his kin was ever suspected of aiming
^^^^""y-

at the tyranny or not, there were some in Akragas who

clearly were. And such men Empedokles son of Meton The elder

had a hereditary call to withstand. He was born of a kl^f

wealthy and illustrious house, and his grandfather of the

same name had, in days before the Emmenid dynasty began,

won an Olympic prize in the horse-race, which unluckily His Olym-

we have no ode of Pindar to ennoble. It was most likely b!c.^496!^"^'

a mere confusion between two persons of the same name

which led to the story of the philosopher himself and his

son winning prizes of the same kind in their own persons ^.

Of any political action of the elder Empedokles we hear Meton

nothing; but Meton must have played a leading part on Emped^o^-

kl^s.

there is no reason to doubt, our fullest account comes from the same

source as our fullest account of Empedokles, namely his Life by Diogenes

Laertios, i. lo.

1 See above, p. 298. 2 g^g Appendix XXXIII.
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CHAP. Vll.
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the popular side. For we are told^ with less exactness of

date than we could wish^ that, after his death^ schemes of

tyranny began again to be threatening ^. If Meton had

hitherto warded ofE such dangers, his son was fully ready

to walk in his steps. Empedokles worked hard on behalf

of equality—that is the word used—and he is said to have

refused an offer of kingship. This phrase may be added

to om* other notices of possible kings in Sicily ^ ; but

it is most likely a late writer^s way of describing either

the suggestion of a party that Empedokles should seize the

tyranny or else the more regular offer of the temporary

powers of an aisymnetes.

And now the sage, having scorned lawful or unlawful

offers of power, begins to play his part as popular leader. He

is set before us as specially jealous of all designs against the

freedom of the commonwealth, and moreover as gifted with

a wonderful power of discerning them. The first act of his

political career is strange indeed. Empedokles is at supper in

the house of one the magistrates ^ ; we long to know his

title and the nature of his office. The company are annoyed

at a strange delay in bringing in the wine ; the rest hold

their peace^ but Empedokles asks the host for the reason.

They are waiting, the answer is^ for the coming 'of the

officer of the senate The expected guest at last comes^

and is made ruler of the feast by the host ^. His begin-

nings in his festive office savour of tyranny; he bids each

guest either drink or have the wine poured on his head ^.

^ See Appendix XXXIII. ^ See Appendix I.

^ Diog. Laert. viii. 2.9; KXrjOds vtto tivos tcuv dpxovTwy. The story is

from Timaios ; one would be glad to know whetlier we have his exact words.

* lb. ; 6 KiKX-qKus avajxiviLV i(p-q Tov t^? fiovXrjs vtrrjpeTTjv. The function

of vTTTjpeTTjs seems to be an honourable one, like those of some of the officers

of our Houses of Parliament.

' lb.; eyevrjdrj av/JLiroaiapxos, tov Ke^icXrjKoTOS StjXovoti KaTaarijaavros.

^ lb.; vTreypcKpero rvpavvidos dpxw> ^niXtvae yap ^ niveiv ^ Karax^iodai rrjs

K€(paXrjs. The first words are rather odd ; but I suppose they mean, as the

Latin version puts it, " tyrannidis initium adumbrabat."
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Here was insolence certainly ; yet we are a little amazed chap. vii.

to hear that the next day Empedokles brought both the Sunnnary

host and the ruler of the feast before the criminal court,

and procured their condemnation to death ^. The charge

was doubtless a design to overthrow the constitution.

But we sadly wish to know something more of the

criminal jurisprudence of Akragas, what kind of evi-

dence was needed in trials for treason, and what kind of

evidence was brought forward by Empedokles. Unless

there is a good deal behind, one would have thought that

the Syracusan olive-leaf would have been a weapon quite

as sharp as the case called for.

In another story we see Empedokles as a member of the Empedo-

Senate. The physician Akron, a native of Akragas and a ator.^^^

personal friend of Empedokles, had won much fame by Story of

the practice and teaching of his art in various places. He
now asked, on the ground of his own eminence, for a grant

of a piece of land on which to make a tomb for his father^.

The request could hardly have been objected to if the

merits of Akron had been pleaded by somebody else and

not by himself ; but in that shape they seemed to Empe-

dokles to sin against the laws of democratic equality. He
caused the rejection of the petition by suggesting a pair

of mocking verses as the inscription for the tomb ^.

At last it seemed to Empedokles that there was need

^ Diog. Laert. viii. 2.9; rore fxev ovv 6 ^'Efj.neSoKXrjs tq<tvx^C^> "^V
^' yO'Tfpaia

el(Taya-y(hv eis to Si/caaTTjpiov aTreuTdve KaraSiKacras apLcpor^povSyTov reKXrjTopa

ml Tov aviXTToaiapxov. It is added
; apxn fJ-^v ovv avrw rfjs TToKLrdas ^5e.

^ Ih.;''Afipa)vos rov larpov ronov aWovvTOs irapa rrjs fiovXrjs eb KaraCKiv^v

narpwov fxurj/xaTos 8ia Tr]V Iv toTs iarpois aKpoT-qra. This must mean his

own eminence, not his father's, as Akron, according to Souidas, was son of

Xenon.

^ lb. ; l/fwAuce ra t' dWa irfpi 'ktottjtos StaAex^f*?. Then he suggests the

epitaph

;

''Afcpov larpov "AKpojv' 'AtcpayavTivov iraTpbs UKpov

KpvnTfiv KpTjiuvds aKpos TTarpidos aKpoTdrT]S.

Another reading of the pentameter was,

aKpoTaTtjs Kopv(p7]S TVfxfios CLKpos Karex^i.
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CHAP. VII. for a more direct political reform in the state of Akragas.

Constitu- He sought for a change in the constitution of the body of

Akragas. which he himself was a member. We know little of the Akra-

gantine constitution in the age of Empedokles, except from

the dim notices in the present story; and in these biograph-

ical scraps we cannot look for accurate political language.

Our only important constitutional document from Akragas

is of far later date ; but it shows that names and institu-

tions were then preserved which must have been handed on

from much earlier days^. The three Dorian tribes are

found at Akragas^ as at other Doric cities^ and. they seem^

like the tribes of Athens^ to have enjoyed a presidency in

turn. The Senate laid measures before the assembly^

which kept the ancient name of Ilalia ; it does not appear

whether it had, at any time, the exclusive right of pro-

posing them. The chief magistrate bears the singular

title of Proagoras. These notices do not throw much

light on the constitutional politics of Akragas at the

time of the reforms of Empedokles. When those re-

forms took place, the Senate, which held the chief power

in the commonwealth, had been in being for three years.

If this is to be taken as a date, and the three years

are to be reckoned from the fall of Thrasydaios, this

B.C. 468. would give us a date for the action of Empedokles which

seems a good deal too early. Perhaps all that is meant is

simply that the senators whom he found in office had been

elected for three years, or that they had been in power for

three years in any way. We are told nothing as to the

constitution of the Senate or as to the mode of appointment

to seats in it ; nor do we hear what were the formal changes

Senate of a made by Empedokles. We learn only that the Senate con-
thousand,

g-g^gj ^£ ^ thousand members, and that after the reform

it contained both rich men and men of popular politics ^.

Empedokles himself surely came under both heads.

1 See Appendix XXXIII. See Appendix XXXIII.
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We have to think a little as to the exact meaning of the chap. vii.

reform wrought by Empedokles. A Senate of a thousand
^^.^^^J^

existed in several cities^ and it seems to have been dokles.

looked on as a mean between oligarchy and democracy.

An elective thousand might be set up as a substitute

for the real public assembly, and we might thus stumble

on an early approach to representation. But it is hard

to conceive a Greek commonwealth which could be

called democratic, as that of Akragas was ^, without some

assembly of a more open kind than this. The meagre

words of our notice seem to point rather to changes

in the constitution of the Senate itself than in changes

in its relations to any other body. But, while our

knowledge of the whole matter is sadly imperfect, we

at least know more of the politics of Akragas than we

do of those of most other cities of Sicily. Of Selinous or

of Katane we have nothing to say. At Akragas we do His true

know enough to raise the man whom Lucretius deemed P^^^*^*^^''

to hold the first place among the rich gifts and the

great men of Sicily ^, the poet, philosopher, physician, the

worker of signs and wonders, to the higher rank of a

democratic reformer. But in later days the person of

Empedokles the demagogue was wholly overshadowed by

that of the speculator and wonder-worker. When we His

search in the later collections for notices of Phalaris, we do
character

at least find notices of a tyrant and not of a letter-writer, over-

shadowed
But in the like notices of Empedokles, while we find a by legend.

^ See above, p. 298, note 4.

^ Lucretius (i. 723) makes a panegyric of Sicily, and goes on;

" Quae quoni magna modis multis miranda videtur

Gentibus humanis regie visundaque fertur,

Rebus opima bonis, multa munita virum vi,

Nil tamen hoc habuisse viro praeclarius in se

Nec sanctum magis et mirum carumque videtur.

Carinina quin etiam divini pectoris ejus

Vociferantur, et exponunt praeclara reperta,

Ut vix humana videatur stirpe creatus."
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CHAP. VII. good many real or supposed sayings of his, there is not one

that throws the faintest Hght on the author of the Akra-

gantine reform bill. In that aspect of Empedokles the

judgement of Lucretius may perhaps stand. We know but

few actors in Sicilian revolutions by name. But Empe-

dokles certainly ranks above Dion, and Timoleon was not of

Sicilian birth.

Empe- The philosophy of Empedokles, like his politics, was

elder; hereditary. His grandfather the Olympic victor, a pupil

his vege- of Pythagoras and a conscientious vegetarian, could not

Hacrifice. find it in his heart to slay the living ox required by custom

for a feast at his victory. He gave instead to the assembled

guests an ox made of myrrh and frankincense and the

Personal most costly spices ^. It is perhaps needless to dwell on

of Empe- speculative doctrines of his grandson, which hardly

dokles. affected the course of Sicilian history; but the notices of

the man himself and his personal demeanour, even though

they are doubtless mixed up with much of later exaggera-

tion, are welcome in an age and country of which most of

our notices are so scanty. The democratic champion was

not satisfied to win political rights for his poorer fellow-

His wealth citizens. He poured forth his personal wealth to help
ty

^j^g^^ specially in a form which has found favour with

some later benefactors, that of giving dowries to poor

maidens of citizen birth, who otherwise might have failed

His per- to find husbands ^. But it was remarked that some of his

liabits ; habits of life were hardly suited to his political creed ^.

The preacher of political equality, who refused to be a king

^ AthenaioSji. 5 ;
'E/xnedoKXTj^ S' 0 'AfcpayavTivos, ittttois 'Okvfjima vmrjcras,

HvdayopiKos ojv Koi hpLipvxojv air^xoiiivos, kit 0{xvpvqs Kal \i(3avcx}Tov koi tuiv

TToXvTeKeaTaTQJV dpoj/xdrcuv fiovv dvavXaffas dUveifxe toTs ds rriv navqyvpiv

diravTrjaacriv. In Diog. Laert. viii. I the same story seems to be told by

Satyros of Empedokles himself.

^ Diog. Laert. viii. 2. it ; ert Se 7roA.Ads twv ttoXit'iSojv d-npo'iKovs vnapxovffas

avTov TTpoiKiaai Std rbv Trapovra ttXovtov.

^ lb. 2. 9 ;
lipiaios . . . (prjcrlt/ kvavriav yi'difxrjv kaxqKivai avrbv rfj

iroXireiq. (paiv€<x9ai oirov 8' dkd^ova koi <pi\avTOV kv r-Q iroirjcei.
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or even a magistrate, did not scruple to go about with chap. vii.

a stern countenance, clothed in a purple robe with a golden

girdle, with brazen shoes, thick hair, and Delphic wreaths.

He was followed by a company of boys, and received

reverence well nigh kingly from those who met him^

In still extant verses he announced himself to his ad- his claim

mirers as a god upon earth, no longer a mortal, who went
^^^^^^^^y-

about in this hallowed garb from city to city, and received

from men and women the worship that was no more than

his due ^.

Something must doubtless be taken off from the details

of a picture like this which comes only from late hagio-

graphers. But there must have been some groundwork

for them to build upon ^, and the verses in which he claims

divinity are at least genuine. In any case all this worship

was addressed to the saint and not to the political leader,

though then, as in some other ages, the step from the political

leader to the saint was doubtless easy. A divine mission

Empedokles certainly had, if he did some of the wondrous

works that his devoted admirers claim for him. Yet, in Pagan and

dealing with pagan miracles, we may fairly bring in the same I"^ra^J^^

distinctions which we have to bring in with the miracles of

mediaeval Christendom. We must remember that men

^ Diog. Laert. 2. II ; 5to Srj iropcpvpav r avaXa^uv avrov kol arpocpiov em-

OeaOai xpvaovv . . . en 8' kfx^ddas x^^f^^^ f^^'^ (^Te/x/xa A^\(piKbv,K6p.rj 5' rjv avraj

^aOeia Kal iraiSes olkoXovOoi' koi avTos ad (XKvOpcJvb^ hep* kvbs Gxhl^'''^^-

TOiovTOs 5r] irpoT^ei, twv ttoXitujv (vtvxovtojv Kal tovt a^iojaavTOJV otovei

PaaiXeias Tivds irapdarjfxov. For the former part of this account, perhaps

for the whole, Diogenes quotes no better authority than the Latin

Favorinus.

2 lb. 2. 6;

. . . kyoj 8' vjJLjxiv 0(bs dfiPporos, ovkIti OurjTOs,

TTOjXevfxai jxerd ndai t€ti/x€Vos, wantp eoiKa,

raiviais re TrepiamrTos aT€(p€aiv re OaXe'irjs

ToTaiv dp.' cut' dv iKcopai h darea rr]Xe66cuvTa,

dvbpdaiv -qhe yvvai^i ae^i^opai.

He explains that they followed him for love of divine knowledge.

^ This is shown by the remark of Timaios quoted in the last page.
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CHAP. VII. looked for miracles, that they would have been disappointed

if they had had to go away without them. We must look

for the perfectly natural event which is easily welcomed

as a supernatural wonder. We must look for the no less

natural event which becomes a supernatural wonder through

some slight improvement in the telling. We must look

for the cases in which a harder question has directly to

be met, where there is no choice between actual miracle

Mysterious and direct falsehood. The democratic reformer—the pupil

knowleclo-e^ of Anaxagoras and Parmenides ^—the inventor, so Aristotle

cIohS^^^"
^^^^^^^ of rhetoric ^—the tutor of Gorgias—the Pytha-

gorean student who was put out of the synagogue for

revealing of secrets—the poet who made hymns and

tragedies, and sang the war of Xerxes in an Homeric

ej)ic ^—the man of so many varied gifts and accomplish-

ments, seems to have valued his skill in medicine above

all. His extant verses claim this and something more.

He knows all the drugs that can ward off disease and

relieve old age, and he knows further how to control the

,
winds and the waters and to bring the crops to abundant

harvests All this is most likely only an exaggerated

way of setting forth the possession of a knowledge of nature

beyond his time. But the possession of such knowledge

would be sure to rank him among prophets and diviners,

and all the more so if he himself at all encouraged the

belief.

It is specially to be noted that Empedokles twice appears

as a sanitary reformer on a great scale, and it is for the

learned in such matters to judge of the value of the means

1 See Appendix XXXIII.
^ Diog. Laert. 2. 3; 'Api(rTOTi\T]S ev ra ^ocpiarrj (prjal rrpuTov 'EixireSofcXea

p popiK-qv €vpeiv, Zrjvojva 6e diaXercTiKrjv.

^ lb. 3. Aristotle is the authority. The YlepffiKa were said to have been

burned by Empedokles' wife or sister, 5ia to drcAetWa eivai.

* See the verses in Diog. Laert. viii. 2. 4, beginning,

(papixa/ca S' oaaa 'ycydai KaKoiv ical yrjpaos a\Kap

Ttevarj, Ijret pLovvo} aol kycJ Kpavko) rdSe itavTa, k.t.K.

His sani-

tary re-

forms ;
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which he made use of. Timaios described Empedokles as chap. vn.

in some sort reviving the art o£ the Homeric Aiolos. When he stops

the violence of the Etesian winds spoiled the crops^ he caused

the skins of asses to be stretched out on the mountain-

tops. These broke the fury of the blasts and won for Em-

pedokles the surname of Koli/saiiemas.—Matevent he might

have been in the tongue of invaders of Sicily fifteen hun-

dred years later ^. When one of the two rivers of Selinous lie cleanses

. . , . , . rivers;—like some rivers m later days—sent up such a grievous

stink that men died and women miscarried^ the wealthy

benefactor of mankind changed the courses of the streams,

and caused the sweet waters of the one to heal the foulness

of the other ^. In these tales there is doubtless some he raises

kernel of truth in a legendary shape ; even the story told

in several forms, of his mightiest work, the recalling of

the dead to life, may be only a legendary version of some

remarkable exercise of his medical skill. As that was his

highest, so it was his last effort ; after that, he had only

to go and join the company of the gods.

Some of the legendary versions attribute to Empedokles His life,

an astonishing length of life. In more sober accounts he 424.

^"^^

did not live above sixty or at most seventy-seven years.

Those years seem to have been taken in the space between

the time when Xerxes and Carthage were planning the

invasion of Old Greece and of Sicily, and the time when

Sicily was beginning to be drawn into the politics and

warfare of Old Greece^. They were not all spent at His travels.

Akragas or in Sicily; we have already seen him in more

parts of Sicily than one. He also visited Thourioi, Athens,

and Peloponnesos ^ ; we need not trouble ourselves with tales

which carry him to confer with the wise men of the further

^ Diog. Laert. viii. 2. 5. ^ lb. 11. ^ See Holm, i. 265.

* He appears at Athens in the art. ''h.Kpojv in Souidas, in Peloponnesos

(Diog. Laert. viii. 11), specially at Olympia (viii. 9), though his poem
was recited by another (Athenaios, xiv. 12).

VOL. II. A a
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CHAP. VII. East ^. The end of his political career at Akragas was to

His banish-
^jjg banisliment. His crime was to have thought more

ment tor ^
helping of the interests of all Sicily than of the local jealousies of

his own city. Akragas condemned him for having fought

on the side of her rival Syracuse in some of the earlier

His death interferences of Athens in Sicilian affairs ^. He died in

ponnesos. Peloponnesos^ an honoured guest^ and his tomb was shown

at the elder Megara.

Such was the real, and not unworthy, end of the re-

Legends ; former of the commonwealth of Akragas. But the saint

and prophet and worker of wonders could not be allowed

tale of his to go to his grave like other men. There are many who
leaping

into^tna; know the name of Empedokles only by the silly tale of his

leaping into the furnace of iEtna that he might be thought

to have become a god. One almost fancies that such a

tale as this must have been in its beginning, not serious

legend but mere mockery. Such at least must surely have

been the addition to the story which makes the truth be

revealed by the burning mountain throwing up one of

the prophefs brazen shoes ^. But when the tale once

took root, it <jot worked in with other and earlier stories

He is wor- of his life and miracles. One version makes the grateful

Selmous^* people of Selinous hail the healer of their river with the

worship of a god. Their homage suggested to its object

the thought of becoming what they deemed him^. An-

other and longer tale, which we have in two slightly

different versions^, connects his end with his greatest

display whether of miraculous power or of scientific

skill. By one or the other, he had saved from death, or

' Pliny, N. H. xxx. 2. ^ See Appendix XXXIII.
^ Diog. Laert. viii. 11.

* lb.; Tore 5' e^avaardvTas [tovs 'SeXivovvTiovs] irpoOKw^Tv nat npoafv-

X((T6at KaOaTTfpd $€w- ravT-qv ovv OkKovra diafie^aicuaai rqv vrroKqipiv, ds t6

nvp h'aXiadai. Cf. Herakles at Agyrium. There are other versions in

the Scame chapter. Every one knows the lines of Horace.

^ See Appendix XXXIII.
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had actually brought back from the dead^ a woman of his chap. vii.

own city, Pantheia by name. In the most extravagant ^^scoveiy
J ' ^ ^ or resur-

form of the tale, she had been dead for thirty days, and rection of

her body had not seen corruption. The power of Empe-

doklcs, at once prophet and healer, restored her. But

the wonder-worker, the candidate for godhead, had not

lost his reverence for the elder gods. The miracle was Feast of

fittingly followed by a sacrifice and a feast, to which as giving.

many as eighty guests were bidden. The banquet was

held in an open place in the country abounding in trees.

The guests withdrew to sleep, each where he thought good,

under their branches ^. In the morning Empedokles was

not among them. When he was sought for, a slave Apotheosis

bore witness that at midnight he had heard the name of aowS!^^

Empedokles called, and that he had seen a light from

heaven and a flashing of torches, and that was all 2. Then

his companions knew that their friend had received the

reward for which he had so long waited. He had been

taken away to the fellowship of the gods
;
they must now

sacrifice to Empedokles himself as a god ^. This seems to

be a distinct story from that which told of his throwing

himself into the great crater, with the grotesque incident of

the brazen shoe. Truly hagiography has done its fullest

work on the memory of one whose worthiest praise is that

he legislated for his own city and fought for his own

island. He only shared the fate of some others who loved

^ Diog. Laert. viii. 2, 11
;

ywerd rrfj f:va3y\av ol fxeu dWoi x'^P^f^^^^T^^

avevavovTO, ol fxev vtto Tofj StvSpois el? dypov TrapaKci/xivov, ol S' ottt]

liovXoLVTo, avTos [the avrbs of Empedokles is like that of Sokrates] 8*

'e[xeiv€v knl tov tottov k(p' ovrrep KaT€KeK\iKeTo [namely at the feast].

^ lb. ; cL? fjpipas yfvrjOe'iarj'i e^avearrjaav, ovx evpeOr] jxovos ^r)Tovp,ivov Be

Kal tS)v olic€Tuiv dvaKpivopevQJv Kat (paaKovTajv pj) elSevai, el? rt? ecprj ptcrcuv

vvKTOJV <pa)VT]s vveppeyiOovs d/covaai. irpooKaXovphrjs 'EpireSoKXea, eFr' e^avaardi

6wpaK€vai (pus ovpdviov Kal \afxTrd8wv (piyyos, dWo 5e prjSei'.

^ lb.; ru)v 8' knl to) y^vop-ivai eKirXayevTcvv, KaTa(3ds u Uavaavias enepipe

Tivas ^rjTqaovTas. varepov 8' eKuiXvac noXvn-paypoveiv, (pdoKwv evx^s d^ia

ovpl3el3r)Kivai Kal 9v€iv avTw deiv KaOairepd yeyovuri Oew.

A a 2
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CHAP. VII. righteousness and hated iniquity, when he died far away

from his city and from his island, a banished man in a

distant land.

General We have thus had to speak of a time when the Greek

GreelT^
cities of Sicily were at once free, prosperous, and powerful,

Sicily. and comparatively little troubled by wars and quarrels

within the island. No city of Sicily now held such a

power as Syracuse had held under Gelon or even as

Akragas under Theron. Instead of the dominion of one

or two cities had come the freedom of many. And, while

Sicily was seemingly untroubled by wars between Greek

and Greek, more than one city could win glory both in

and out of Sicily in warfare with the barbarians. And

besides peace and physical well-being, the Sikeliot cities

were winning honour by their great works and by the

famous men whom they sent forth. Just at such a moment

as this the fabric of Greek dominion in Sicily was threat-

ened by a movement on the part of one of the native

races of the island, a movement which has nothing like it

recorded before or after.

§ 3. The Enterprise of Ducethis^.

B.C. 459-440.

Earlier Of the Sikel chief Ducetius we have already heard as

Suc^Tius. ^^'^ 0^ those allies of his nation who helped to win the

^ To those who look at the history of Diodoros as made up of " trans-

parent gauze" and " the fictions of later writers " this memorable chapter

of Sicilian history may have all the charm of novelty. All that we know

of Ducetius comes from the narrative of Diodoros, xi. 76, 78, 88 -92, xii.

8, 29. One would be glad to have a better narrative ; but we cannot

afford to be otlierwise than thankful for what we have. Neither Thirlwall

nor Grote scorned such fare as is set before us. The man of Agyrium

was evidently pleased with his subject, and did his best. I do not, like

the higher critics, profess to know where he found evtry word; but I

cannot think tliat he rolled up his Philistos at such a moment.
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freedom of Syracuse and the other Greek cities. At one chap. vn.

stage his presence has been recorded ; at another we have

inferred it from the unusual energy shown by the Sikels ^.

He then appeared as an ally of Greek commonwealths^

doubtless as deeming the commonwealths less dangerous

to his own people than the tyrants. And so the single The Sikeb

commonwealths of Sicily undoubtedly were^ as compared ^eek^^

with a great dominion like that of Hieron or Theron in common-

_ ^
wealths,

the hands of a single man. But even single common-

wealths like Syracuse and Akragas were dangerous in no

small measure. They were growing in wealth and strength

;

a Sikel patriot who designed to do anything for his own

people might be well advised to strike before they became

stronger still. And Ducetius had withal a special grievance.

One result of his own campaigns was that a Sikel town^ Inessa now

that of Inessa, had passed into Greek hands, and was now

the second Hellenic JEtna ^. He now began to show Designs of

openly, what he doubtless had long had in his mind, his

schemes for uniting all the isolated Sikel communities of

the island into one great Sikel power. Of that power he

was doubtless himself to be the wi elder. He seems to have

aimed at the position of king over the whole island, or of

so much of it as he could bring under the power of himself

and his people.

It is easy to see how dangerous a king of the Sikels,

lord of an united Sikel kingdom, would be to every Greek

city in Sicily. Yet it is possible that it might at the

moment seem more dangerous than it really was. That is,

it would seem to mean destruction, while it is most likely

that in truth it meant only humiliation. It is hardly safe Not con-

to connect the schemes of Ducetius with the advance of ^,^^1^ ^i^g

the Italian nations as^ainst the Greeks which happened ^^arbanan
^ ^ ^ advance in

a little later ^. It is not clear that the movements of the ^taly.

^ See above, pp. 307, 321. ^ See above, pp. 322, 323.

^ See Holm, i. 258.
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Different

positions

of Luca-
nians and
Sikels.

Helleniza-

tion of the

Sikels.

Lucanians which tore away so large a part of the Greater

Hellas from the Hellenic world had begun when Ducetius

first formed his scheme of Sikel unity. It is certain that

the fight of Laos had not been fought, that the men of

Poseidonia had not yet to mourn that they had become

barbarians ^, that Kyme, so lately delivered by the arms of

Syracuse still kept the Hellenic life that had been saved

for her. Nor is there any reason to think that the schemes

of Ducetius, if successful, would have involved any such

results as came of the Italian advance on the main-

land. The conditions were different. The Lucanians at

least were simple barbarians from outside, and even the

Samnites must have come under a far smaller measure

of Hellenic influence than the Sikels. The Samnites

might pick up something of Greek literature, art, and

philosophy, exactly as the Romans did. But the national

life, the political constitution, of the Samnite remained as

untouched by Greek influences as did those of the Roman.

It was otherwise with the Sikels. Large as was the

extent of territory which they still kept in the island,

they were yet in some sort a remnant. Even to an in-

dependent Sikel community its Greek neighbours were

something more than mere enemies. They were often

masters
;

they were in any case models. Look on a

hundred years or less, and a Sikel commonwealth, a Sikel

tyranny, is hardly to be distinguished from a Greek com-

monwealth or a Greek tyranny. The process of assimila-

tion had already begun. It had gone far enough to place

the Sikel on quite another level from the Lucanian. A Sikel

prince, seeking to make his people great at the expense of

Greek neighbours, would assuredly look only for conquest

;

he would have no mind for desti-uction.

We just now spoke of the change wrought in the rela-

tions between Sikels and Greeks in Sicily within the next

^ See above, p. 164. ^ See above, p. 250.
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hundred years. We shall better take in the position of chap. vii.

our one great Sikel leader^ if we look on for about the Compa-

same space of time to another part of the world. The SuceUus

schemes and the failure of Ducetius may be better under- Pliilip-

stood^ if we look at them in the light of the schemes and

the success of Philip. The plans of the Sikel could not Likeness

have been very different from the plans of the Macedonian, plans.

It was only the political independence of the Greek cities

to which either Ducetius or Philip was really threatening.

Ducetius could have had no more thought than Philip had

of rooting up Greek life and culture. His whole story,

just like that of Philip, shows that he had entered into

every side of Greek life except its political side. He would

doubtless have rejoiced to make Syracuse or any other

Greek city the capital of his kingdom. He would have

made it the capital of what would be politically a Sikel

kingdom. But it would be a Sikel kingdom, like the

Macedonian kingdom of Philip or the Epeirot kingdom

of PyrrhoSj adorned and strengthened by all that the

arts of Greece could supply to adorn and strengthen it.

The schemes of Ducetius failed, and those of Philip sue- DiflFerent

ceeded^ because Ducetius had not the strength of Philip, of Duce-

while the Sikeliot cities in the days of Ducetius had i^,^?,.^"^
_

Phihp.

greater strength than the cities of Old Greece had in

the days of Philip. Ducetius had far more to create

at home before he could begin any work of aggression.

Much as Philip created, he inherited much, enough to

make a solid groundwork for his creation. Before he

could enlarge his kingdom, he had to win it; but there

was an established kingdom to be won, by him or by some

other. To be King of the Macedonians had long been a

definite place in the world
;
Philip simply made it a much

greater place than it had been hitherto. But to be King

of the Sikels was a place which Ducetius had to create for

himself. The Sikels, in their many independent com-
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CHAP. VII. munities^ had most likely reached a much higher political

Political iQYel than the Macedonians. But for that very reason it
condition

_

of the was less easy for any prince or leader to make use of them

to his own purposes. We know not what was the original

position of Ducetius ; we know not what was the political

constitution of any Sikel community. His own position

and that of Archonides ^ may suggest that some at least

of them had kings or princes ; but there was assuredly no

ruler among them at all like the King of the Macedonians

or the King of the Molottians. The enlarged Macedonian

kingdom which was needed for Philip^s purposes had to be

formed by the comparatively easy process of enlarging an

existing whole. The Sikel kingdom which was needed for

Ducetius^ purposes had to be formed by the far harder

process of gathering isolated atoms into one mass. Philip

formed his machine, and then used it successfully. We
know not whether Ducetius could have used his machine

successfully; for his schemes broke down in the earlier stage

of striving to form it.

Still there is a near likeness between the general posi-

tions of the two princes. For Ducetius to win dominion

or influence over all Sicily as Philip won dominion or

influence over Old Greece would have meant the political

humiliation of many Greek cities_, combined with a great

Success of enlargement of the range of every form of Greek life. In
Phihp.

^1^^ ^^g^ ^£ Philip^'s success, the result was brought about

by Philip himself and those who carried on his work.

Partial In the case of Ducetius' failure, one half of the result was

Dncetlus^ carried out, but not by Ducetius. East of Hadria, where

Macedonia fought its way to be reckoned as a Greek state

and the ruling Greek state, Greek culture and Macedonian

dominion went together. In Sicily the Sikels accepted

Greek culture, but they did not, like the Macedonians,

accept it at the hands of subjects or dependents. But this

^ Died. xii. 8; Thuc. vii. i.
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difference in the result should not blind us to the real like- chap. vii.

ness between the successful and the unsuccessful attempt.

That mere difference of result seems to put Philip far

beyond all comparison with Ducetius. Yet we can see that

Philip started from very small beginnings. Macedonian

dominion in Greece, even Macedonian interference in Greek

affairs, were as little in men^s thoughts when Philip began

his career as Sikel dominion or interference could have

been when Ducetius began his. And, meagre as are our

accounts of the Sikel leader, it is perfectly plain that the

greatest of Sikeliot cities found that he was an enemy who

could not be despised. And if his schemes broke down, it

was mainly because he had a harder work than Philip had

to do among his own people.

The first appearance of Ducetius in a perfectly inde- Earlier

pendent character, acting without Greek allies, comes before iJucetius.

those internal and external events in the history of Syracuse

which have been spoken of in the last section. He now

appears by the lofty style of King of the Sikels^. It is

not likely that such a title can ever have formally belonged

to him ; as yet assuredly he cannot have been more than

the king or prince of some part of his people. We hear

of his lofty birth and of his personal renown, and before

all things of the cities which he founded, which he moved

from their sites, and which he won by weapons of war.

The region of his birth and of his earliest foundations lies His birth-

among the northern outposts of the Heraian hills. Among or^Men^^

many confusions and corruptions of nomenclature, it is not

easy to see whether Nese or Mense, the place of his birth, and

Mensenum, the first city of his founding, are one place or

two ^. If they are distinct, they at least cannot have been

far apart ; and it may be that Ducetius simply so enlarged

and strengthened the place of his own birth that he was

in a lax way spoken of as its founder. Mensenum at

^ Diod. xi. 78. See above, p. 322. 2 Appendix XXXIV.
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CHAP. viT. least, whether the birth-place o£ Diicetius or not, still lives

Position of to preserve his memory^. Mineo—the name has hardly

or Mineo. changed—sits enthroned on one of the loftiest inhabited

spots in Sicily, yielding* perhaps only to Henna of the

goddesses and to Troina of the Normans. It sits as if in

rivalry of the Saracen post of Caltagirone to the west,

a town perched on another mountain-top only just lower

than its own. The hill of Mensenum stands isolated, with

deep ravines parting it from other heights to the east and

west. To the west the river Menas, one of the many

streams which go to swell the waters of Symaithos, flows

beneath it. The combe to the east parts Mineo from the

height which bears the Arabic name of Catalfaro, speaking

of days when the city of Ducetius was assaulted and taken

Cave of by the Saracen. The height is pierced with primaeval

Agrippina. tombs and dwellings, specially with one famous cave which,

in days between the Sikel and the Saracen, won for itself

a name in the legend of the holy Agrippina^. On this

height some have placed the birth-place of Ducetius ; he

crossed the ravine to plant his new city on the greater hill

to the east of it ^. Be this as it may, the site on which

he undoubtedly founded Mensenum was one preeminently

fitted to be the site of a strong city, as long as cities still

sought no small part of their strength from heights rising

to the clouds and from steep and ragged paths up which an

enemy could make his way only with pain and weariness.

The height of Mineo has two heads with a sinking be-

tween them at the top of a deep gully on the north side.

And the easternmost of these two rises again, on the side

1 See Appendix XXXIV.
2 We may come to Saint Agrippina in time. Her story, chiefly posthu-

mous, is told in the Vitae Sanctorum Siculorum, i. 79. The part that con-

cerns us is at p. 82 ;
" In locum qui dicitur Draphon pervenerunt. In eo

loco spelunca est, castello cui Menseo nomen subjacens. In eo dsemones

jam olim habitabant." One sees it across the gorge from Mineo.

3 See Appendix XXXIV.
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opposite to Catalfaro, into a higher point than all, one chap, vil

that might seem to call aloud to become the akropolis of

a new city.

On these heights Ducetius planted the settlement which Founda-

he perhaps already designed to be more than the strong- strength-

hold of his immediate people^ to be in truth the capital of ^g^linmr

his new-born Sikel dominion. There he has left his mark, b.c 459.

Large remains of a mighty wall are still there, a wall in JJie
wall of

which we have every reason to believe that we see the

work of the Sikel king. In the days of Ducetius we are

no longer to look for such primaeval work as the ancient

walls of Cephaloedium ^. As the Goth at Carcassonne

could call into his service all the arts of the Roman, so the

Sikel at Mensenum could call into his service all the arts

of the Greek. Large pieces of what we trust is the work

of Ducetius remain on the north side; and the line of

the wall, not kept at one level but rising and falling with

the windings of the hill, can be traced where the wall

itself has perished. Where it is best preserved, it takes the

shape of a scarped hill-side faced with masonry, which of

course formed the lower part of the perfect wall. It is

built of uncemented rectangular blocks, and is supported

by solid towers in which a core of small stones is

strengthened by masonry of the same kind. Not fifty Destruc-

years back the northern gate of Mensenum had not yet gateway,

wholly vanished; its side-posts at least were standing.

We should be glad to know whether they had not in some

later age, at the hands of Romans, Saracens, or Normans,

been taught, like one of the gateways on Eryx, to bear the

arch which the days of Ducetius knew not. This venerable

relic was swept away at the making of the new zig-zag

road up the hill, a road which has supplanted not a few

steep and ancient paths, in one of which, carefully paved

but not in Roman fashion, the hand of the Arab has been

^ See vol. i. p. 142.
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CHAP. viT. seen. Above all soars the akropolis; but there the work

of the Sikel has yielded to a castle of comparatively modern

times, itself now a shapeless ruin. The town itself con-

tains little of interest of any date. A few plain pointed

arches, some of them seemingly part of an aqueduct, suggest

the thought of Saracen work, but they may just as well

be later. He who climbs the height of Mineo can be led

thither by hardly any other motive than to gaze on the

great works of the Sikel and on the land on which the

Sikel looked down from the height which he had made

his own.

Outlook From the hill of Mensenum the eye ranges over a vast

MenEenum. landscape, far and near. The immediate view is fenced in

by the opposite range of hills ; but above them rise not a

few loftier points which must have spoken straight to the

heart of a Sikel founder. He might look out on Henna, the

chief seat of his religion, now perhaps to be looked on as

the moral conquest of the Greek. On another side, the

snows of ^tna rose above the other sacred homes of Hybla

and Hadranus, still deities of his people. At the foot of

^tna lay that Inessa which he had himself helped to hand

over to the stranger, and which the founder of a Sikel

power was above all things called on to win back for his

own folk. But the most living and speaking sight of all

was nearer, almost at the very threshold of his chosen

home. Mensenum saw at her feet the great plain between

herself and the northern range of hills, a plain varied by

The not a few peaks and knolls, smooth and rocky. At the foot

tliTpalid. ^^^^ most marked of them lay that holy place which the

Sikel might still most truly call his own. There was the

sacred lake with its bubbling waters ; there was the temple

of the earth-born guardians of the Sikel land. If the

goddesses of Henna had well nigh ceased to watch over

his folk, the Palici were still his own. Protectors of the

slave, protectors perchance of the Sikan bondman against
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the Sikel^ it was to them that the founders of the revived chap. vii.

Sikel power looked as his mightiest patrons against the

encroaching Greek.

On that height^ looking down on that plain, was for Beginning

a while the dwelling-place of Ducetius, the centre of his tiW^con-

power. The lands at its foot were parted out among the

citizens of the new and enlarged city ^. From thence he

went forth to bring, by persuasion or by arms, all the

Sikel states of the island into one whole. Morgantia, no Morgantia

mean city among her fellows, deemed herself great enough

to refuse to be either subject or confederate of the lord of

Mensenum ^. Morgantia yielded to the arms of Ducetius.

On what terms it submitted, on what terms any of the Union of

other Sikel states submitted or were united, what were states.

the exact relations between the Sikel king at Menaenum

and his subjects or allies throughout the island—on all

these points, on which knowledge would be so precious, we

are left in darkness. We only see that, in a space of about

six years, the schemes of Ducetius with regard to his b.c. 459-
456.

own people were all but fully carried out. All the Sikel

states save one were joined into one body, and the language

in which that body is described has a federal ring. It Position of

sounds as if the union was in form at least free and equal,

as if Ducetius, prince of his own immediate people, was

rather a president, a stadholder, a captain-general, over

the other communities of his race ^. One town alone with-

stood alike the persuasions and the arms of united SiJcelia.

The Galeatic Hybla, the Hybla by ^tna, the sacred city Galeatic

of the goddess of its own name, the home of the sage ex-
![Jan,]'^

pounders of the dark riddles and dreams and visions ^,

kept aloof from the body of which Ducetius was the

head. The exception is significant, and makes us specially

^ Diod. xi. 78 ;
rriv avveyyvs x'^po.v tois KaTOiKiadeiffi SieixepKre.

2 See Appendix XXXIV. ^ See Appendix XXXIV.
* See vol. i. pp. 150, 516.
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CHAP. VII. wish to hear something" o£ the poHcy of Henna at such a

Position of moment. Was the home o£ Demeter and her Child already

sanctua- ^^^Ij hellenized that Henna is no longer thought of as

a Sikel city? Was Hybla following in the same path?

Had these Sikel holy places at which the Greek had

learned to worship cooled in their Sikel patriotism ? Were

they less stirred than other spots on behalf of a prince

with whom zeal for the most purely national shrine of

the Sikel people was clearly a chief watchward of his

cause ?

Two foun- If we could venture to compose a motto in modern style

Ducetius. for the royal or federal banner of the lord of Mensenum, it

would be " The Palici for free and united Sikella!' We have

compared Ducetius and Philip. Each prince, in founding a

new or vastly enlarged dominion, chose a new site as the

immediate seat of that dominion. But what Philip did once

Ducetius did twice. Each followed the law which seems

to mark the advance of culture in the matter of sites.

Each came down from the heights to the lower ground.

But in the case of Ducetius ages seemed to pass in a single

Pliilip life-time_, in less than a decade of years. Philip came down

from Aigir fi'om the old seat of the kingship of his fathers ; Ducetius
to Pelia. came down from the seat of the kingship which he himself

founds had called into at least a renewed being. As Philip moved
Pahca.

^i^g throne of advancing Macedonia from the mountain

heights of Aigai to the marshy plain of Pella so Duce-

tius moved the throne, if throne it was, of united Sikelia

from the high place that he had chosen at Mensenum to a

physically lower site at its foot. Mensenum had been

B.C. 453. chosen at the beginning of his career, by the chief of a

single Sikel state, as the centre from which to bring the

other Sikel states into brotherhood or subjection. It had

done its work. The chief of the Sikel communities had

now to choose a home and a centre for an united nation.

' Dem. de Cor. 80. Pella before Philip was x^^p'^o^ ddo^ov Koi ixiKpuv.
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We can believe that Dueetius looked forward to a day chap. vii.

when he might plant his throne on the height o£ Akragas

or in the Island of Syracuse. Some spot like these should Its con-

be to him what Amprakia should in days to come be to the wlth^the

Molottian Pyrrhos. But as yet he had to seek, not an ^^^^/^^''^l

gods.

Amprakia but a Passaron. AVhile the Sikel realm or con-

federacy was still in its growth, it was fit that it should

have a purely Sikel centre. And where should that centre

be ? From the ramparts of his earlier city he had looked

down on the house and the fountains of the Great Twin

Brethren of his people. In united Sikelia the spiritual

centre of the nation should become its temporal centre also.

Dueetius forsook the city on the height, his own city, the

city of his own founding ^ ; he founded a new seat for his

power in the plain below, in the immediate neighbour-

hood of the holy place. From the deities of that holy

place it took its name. In the life-time and by the act

of the founder of Mensenum, Mensenum yielded its place

as the head of the Sikel realm to the altogether new

foundation of Palica.

The new city arose in the plain, in the immediate neigh- Position of

bourhood of the lake and temple of the brother gods. But

it may well have stood in the plain, as opposed to the

loftier heights on both sides, and yet have stood on one of

the lower hills by which the surface of the plain is varied.

All but immediately above the lake rises the most marked

among them, a rocky peninsular height, joined by a narrow

neck to a range of smoother hills. It shows the clearest

signs of ancient occupation and of close connexion with the

holy place. Its sides are full of tombs, some of them with

carefully wrought doors, and roofs cut into the shape of the

apparent cupola. At its foot passes an ancient road, doubt-

less a holy path for pilgrims to the temple ; and the lines

of a wall can be clearly traced stretching from the hill

1 See Appendix XXXIV.
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CHAP. VII. itself in the direction o£ the temple. If, as has been sup-

posed with much likelihood, this rocky hill was the akro-

polis of Palica, we may see in this wall a device to bind the

city to the sacred precinct, and to put it as it were bodily

under the protection of the patron gods. On that spot

most likely, at all events on some closely neighbouring site,

the new city of Palica, the new head of the Sikel power,

the second foundation of the Sikel king, was built and was

strongly fortified ^ The city grew and flourished; but

such was the turn taken by the affairs of its founder and of

the whole Sikel people that it flourished only for a short

season ^.

Uninter- Ducetius was now head of his own people, and among

gress
0/"^° bis own people he had shown himself strong enough both

Ducetius.
build up and to pull down. It is strange that we hear

nothing of any steps taken by any of the Greek cities to

check his progress. One would have thought that Mor-

gantia and Hybla would have sought and found help in

some Greek quarter. And in truth, with a narrative so

meagre as that now before us, it might be dangerous to

say that they did not. Yet, if Greek and Sikel had met in

arms at this stage of the story, it is hard to believe that

any one who told it could have left out the fact. Now at

last the time of conflict came between the elder and the

newer folk of Eastern Sicily, and the blow came from the

elder folk.

He takes One duty before all others was laid on the chief of

Kc.'45i. united Sikelia. He had to undo a wrong done to his

people in which he himself had borne a part. Sikel Inessa

had become Greek ^tna partly by the act of Ducetius.

His first act in his new character was to win back this

stronghold of his people so lately lost. We have no

details, except that he took the town after slaying its

' See Appendix XXXIV. See Appendix XXXIV.
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commander by craft ^. Who was this commander ? The chap. vii.

word used might almost suggest that a Deinomenid

prince was still reigning in the new ^tna If this were

so, it might explain the fact that we hear of no action

on the part of any other Greek state against the Sikel

invader. The remnant of the tyrants might well be left

to perish at any hands. But the Sikel prince soon showed

that his objects were not bounded by the recovery of

Inessa. From that conquest he marched on to attack the He be-

second among the Greek powers of Sicily^ and the second ^trft^yon.

among them did not venture to withstand him without

calling in the help of the first.

The geography of the campaign is hopeless. Duce-

tius enters the Akragantine territory, and assaults a

fortress called Motyon, which was defended by an Akra-

gantine garrison ^. The site is unknown ; the name^ if

we have its right form, strikes us by its likeness to the

name of the famous Phoenician island. The chances are

that Motyon and Motya are alike Sikan names kept on

by the Greek in one case and by the Phoenician in the

other Ducetius laid siege to the place with a strong He defeats

force^ and the Akragantines refused to risk a battle against gantlnes'*

the Sikel invader till they had sought and received help
*^ ^ cusans.

from Syracuse. Ducetius now met the united forces of

the two greatest Sikeliot cities in arms. Victory was

^ Diod. xi. 91 ;
KiTvrjv KarfXaPero, rov fjyovfiivov avTrjs dokocpovrjaas.

2 'Uyov]j.evos is hardly an usual title for the magistrate of a common-

wealth, and it is in this very sentence that Ducetius is called 6 raiv

XiKcXwi' exoov TTjv Tfyepiovlav.

^ lb.; els r-fjv 'AtcpayavTivaiv \wpav dva^ev^as ixerd dwa/xecvs Motvov

(ppovpovfJievov VTTO rojv 'AKpayavrivojv kiroXiopK-qae.

* See vol. i. pp. 270, 562. Yet one cannot help thinking of the entry in

Stephen of Byzantium ; MorvXai- ^LfceXlas cppovpiov irtpt ttjv M.otvtjv.

^'iKiGTos 'SiKcXiKwu Tre/iTTT^. That is just where Philistos would be telling

the story of Ducetius. The fragment next before in Miiller (i. 187) is

Stephen's notice of AlOaXia, from the same book. That is, he there re-

cords the Syracusan expedition which we spoke of in p. 337. One knows

not what confusion may lurk in MoruAat and nepi ttjv Morv-qv.

VOL. II. B b
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CHAP. VII. with the Sikel, and Syracusans and Akragantines were

both driven from their camps ^. The conqueror pressed

his advantage so far that Motyon yielded to its Sikel

besiegers ^ ; but winter was coming on, and both Greeks

and Sikels withdrew within their several territories ^. At

Syracuse we hear the same story as after the first Etruscan

expedition Truly or falsely, the cry of treason was

raised. It was a cry at once so likely to be true and so

likely to be raised though it were not true, that, in the

absence of further details, we can only say that it was

Condem- raised, and successfully raised. Bolkon, the Syracusan

Bolkon. general who had gone to the relief of Motyon, was
B. C. 451- arraigned on a charge of having been in league with Duce-

tius, and of having wilfully caused the defeat. On this

charge he was convicted and put to death ^.

This is the second time within a few years that a Syra-

cusan commander is condemned for treason in his command

.

In both cases his successor, whether more wisely chosen or

warned by his fate, more than retrieves the losses brought

Campaign about by the fault of his predecessor. When war-time
of B. c, 450.

|^gg.g^j^ again, another Syracusan general, whose name is

not given, was sent forth with orders to fight against

Ducetius and to overthrow him ^. Syracuse now takes the

^ Diod. xi. 91 ; rcbv Se ^AnpayavTivcuv eiri^orjOrjadvTOJV, avvaipas f^dx^v no-l

TTporeprjaas, k^ijkaaev dixcpoTfpovs l/£ rcuv crTpaTOTridaiv. Here we must take

to conjecture. The substitution of 'XvpaKoaiaiv for 'AKpaynvrivajv, or, per-

haps better, the insertion of kqI 'SvpaKocr'iojv after 'AKpayavTivojy, is called

for both by the word dfXfpoTepovs and by what follows. Either mistake is

an easy one.

^ This is implied directly after.

^ Diod. u. s. ; Tore fi€v rov x^'^f^^^os (viffrafievov, diexc^p^o'Orjcrav els jr}V

oIkhuv. See next page, note 5.

* See above, p. 336.

^ Diod. u. s.
;

Trjs tjtttjs airiov ovra Kai bo^avra \d9pa avfiirpaTTeii/ toi

AovKeTiQ), KarahiKaaavTes d)s irpoSuTrjv aTieKTHvav.

® lb.; Oepovs dpxo/xivov (TTpaTTjydu erepov KarecTTrjaav, w ZivapLiv d^ioKo-

yov SovTcs, TTpocera^av KaTanoXepLrjaai Aovk4tlov. In a more careful writer

than Diodoros we should understand these words of a single general like
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foremost part in the war ; the Akragantines seem to do no chap. \u.

more than besieg-e their own fortress of Motyon, now held

by a Sikel garrison ^. Ducetius meanwhile raised another

army, an easy task no doubt after the victory of the last

year. The Syracusan host^ a greater one^ it would seem, Defeat of

than that which had been led by Bolkon^ found him by^tbe

encamped at a place whose site is unknown, but whose

name is given as Nomai ^. It speaks much for the

generalship of Ducetius, and for his influence over his

people^ that he had, as it would seem^ kept his force

together through the winter. Armies such as his must

have been more apt, after a victory no less than after a

defeat^ to insist on going back^ each man to his own

home^. A battle now followed between Sikels and Sy-

racusans, a hard-fought battle in which it was only after

long striving that the military skill of Greece had the

better. The Sikel host gave way and fled; the Syra-

cusans followed and slew many in the pursuit And

now a defeated general could no longer keep his force

together ; the more part of the confederate host of united

Sikelia was scattered abroad ^. A few only kept up stouter

that of the Achaian Lengue. But we know nothing of the military ar-

rangements of Syracuse at this moment. At a later time there were

fifteen generals.

^ See next page, note 2.

^ Nofj-ai is quite unknown, but there seems no reason to change the name

into Memt or Noa/.

^ See Norman Conquest, vol. i. p. 387.

* The words of Diodoros show the good light made by the Sikels
;
761^0-

jxevTjS irapaTa^ews jjieydXris fcal ttoWwv nap' afxcporepois trnnuvraiv, pLoKis

'SiVpaKuaiOL fiiaaajxevoi roiis "XiKeXovs hrpixpavro, Koi Kara (pvy^v ttoWovs

aveikov.

^ The words are, twv diatpvyoPTouv 01 ttXclovs eh to. cppovpta tSjv "Xik^Kwu

^uffwO-qoav. From what follows it would seem that no special military

emphasis is to be laid, as one would naturally have expected, on the word

(ppovpia. Diodoros seems to use it as he might have used tt6\€is or Kajfias.

Ducetius would hardly have sunk into such despair if a number of garrisons

were holding out for him. We may therefore fairly contrast this scattering

with the words used before, after his victory of Greeks and Sikels alike,

B b 2
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Motyou
recovered
by the

Akragan-
tines.

Failure

of the

plans of

Duoetius.

hearts for a while; they still threw in their lot with

Duoetius^ and still shared his hopes ' . Meanwhile Motyon

was won back by its besiegers^ and the victorious army of

Akragas came to join the victorious army of Syracuse in

face of the small remnant that still surrounded the Sikel

king ^.

Never was a cause which a moment before had seemed

so promising more thoroughly crushed. Never was a

strong heart more cruelly constrained to give way before

events which were too mighty for it. We are indeed in-

clined to wonder that Ducetius gave way so suddenly^ that

he made no further attempt to get together a fresh army.

With no details to throw any light on the story, we can

only suppose that a man who was capable of such energetic

action as Ducetius showed himself before and afterwards

did not despair, even for the moment, without reason. We
are tempted to think of our own Alfred in his shelter at

Athelney, and how soon victory came back to the banners

of a people who had been scattered even without a defeat.

But the Wessex of Alfred, far as it was from the unity

of a modern state, might pass for a well-established and

united power by the side of the confederacy of yesterday

which had been called into being by the genius of Ducetius

himself. The isolated tribes and towns of his people had

been brought together by his bright promises. They were

kept together by a brilliant victory and a successful siege.

They fell asunder as soon as victory was once exchanged

5t6xc<J/)/cr077(Tai/ ets TTjv o'tKe'iav. After the victory all the armies went into

winter-quarters, but the Sikel army remained an army; now it fell to

pieces.

^ Diod. xi. 91 ;
d\iyot /iera AovKertcv rwv avrcuu k\7r'i5ajv ^wcTex^'i'

TTpodXOVTO.

^ We now learn what the Akragantines had been doing ; we even learn

for the first time that Ducetius had actually taken Motyou
;

'AKpayavTiuoi

TO MoTvov (ppovpiov KaTfxof^^i^ov VTTO 7U}v pL^To. AovKeTiov 'XiKeXwv k^cnoXiop-

Krjffav, Kai rT)v Svvapiv airayayov t es irpos rovs 'SvpaKOcr'iovs vei/iKrjKuras rjSrj

KOiv^ KaTearpaTOTTedevaav.
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for defeat. And, however low the fortunes of Alfred fell, chap. vn.

there was at least no treason in the little band that still H^*^

lowers for-

clave to him. But with Ducetius even those who had sake him.

chosen his hopes as the better part began presently to fall

away from him. Some forsook him ; some plotted against

him ; at last even his own familiar friends whom he trusted

seemed ready to raise their hands against him ^. In such

a strait, he deemed it safer to trust to the mercy of his

enemies.

We must suppose that the two armies of Syracuse and

Akragas were still in the field, though where and how

occupied we have no means of guessing. The traitors in He deter-

the camp of Ducetius, if camp he still had, would most ^u^t\he

likely have g'iven him up to the Greek commanders. The

Sikel prince, as his last hope, resolved to risk an appeal to

the generosity and the religious scruples of a Greek people.

Of the two enemies that were arrayed against him, he chose

the one which seemed likely to look on him with less hostile

eyes than the other. His enterprise had been immediately

directed against Akragas ; he does not seem to have

harried any lands or stormed any forts in the territory of

Syracuse. Our one meagre geographical hint would sug-

gest that the unnamed scene of the plots against him was

at least a good deal nearer to Syracuse than to Akragas.

Suddenly then, in the night, before his false friends could He rides to

do aught against him, Ducetius mounted his horse and rode

straight for Syracuse. A single night—we are not told

in what month ; we may guess in the late autumn—was

enough for the journey; he reached Syracuse while it was

still dark. How he made his way through the gate we

are not told. He could doubtless speak good Doric Greek,

and he might pass himself off as one from the Syracusan

^ Diod, xi. 91. He is painted as 5ia r^u ^rrav toTs oXois avvrpifids . . . eh
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CHAP. VII. army. The gate must have been the gate of Aehradina,

the gate that leads straight to the agora of Syracuse, the

open space in the outer city ^. There the meeting-place of

the Syracusan people was hallowed by the altars of the

gods of Syracuse. Before those altars the fallen king of

the Sikels seated himself, and proclaimed to gods and men

He be- —there must have been some mortal hearers—that he

supi^liant
^^^6 liimsclf the suppliant of the city. In solemn form

at the altar \q handed over himself and all the land over which he
in the

uiiora. ruled to the will of the Syracusan people^. The war was

over indeed ; its leading spirit had by a voluntary deditio

g'iven himself over to his enemies. He had made himself

theirs to deal with as they listed, remembering always that

the suppliant was under the care of Zeus, and that he

who wronged him must be ready to bear the wrath of his

Erinnys ^.

The news spread through all Syracuse. With the day-

light the people crowded together into, the agora, to see a

sight so wonderful as that of the dreaded Sikel king

The Syra- sitting as an unarmed suppliant in their own city^. To

assembly, keep Order and to give a legal character to any act that

might be done, the magistrates at once summoned an

^ Diod, xi. 92 ; xeAos Se Oeoopuiv tovs vwoXoinovs (plXovs fxeWovras avrw rds

\€ipas TTpoa(p(p€iv, cj>6a.aas avroiis fcal vvktos 8iaSpds dip'nnTdvafV els rds 'S.vpa-

Kovaas, en be vvktos ovarjs -rrapTjXOev els Trjv dyopdv twv 'XvpaKoalojv. See

above, p. 140.

^ lb.; KaOiaas eui tcov Pcofxa/v iKeTrjs I'^tveTO rijs itoXews, koi eavTov re Kai

TTjv x'^P'^^ Kvpios TTapebojKe toTs 'SvpaKoalois. Cf. the alleged dedifio

of Thei on, in Appendix XXIII.
^ On the Ik€ttjs there is much to be found in K. O. Miiller, Eumenides,

51. If the iKeTTjs was strictly a man-slayer seeking purification, Ducetius

might well, in Syracusan eyes, be so deemed. But without going into

such mysteries, we all know how (Od. xiv. 57)

TTpos Aios elaiv atravTes

^eivo'i re vtooxoi re,

and how (xvii. 476)

vrajx^^^ 7^ ^^01 Koi epivvves elalv.

* Diod. u. s. ; tov be ttXtjOovs bid to vapdbo^ov avppeovTos els rrjv

dyopdv.
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extraordinary assembly of the people^. The crowd be- chap. vii.

came an orderly body; slaves and strangers must have

withdrawn ; the citizens of Syracuse took their places in

whatever was the usual order. Proclamation was now Debate

made of the subject of debate. The people of Syracuse was ^^^^
Duce-

called on to vote what should be done with Ducetius, with

the suppliant sitting there in the holy place before their

eyes In trying to call up some likeness of this me-

morable debate, we must remember the cruel usages of

Greek warfare, even when waged against other Greeks,

how common a thing it was to slay or enslave vanquished

enemies by hundreds and thousands. On the other hand,

it sometimes needs a harder heart to slay one man
than to slay a thousand, and we must further remember

the awful religious sanctions under which Ducetius had

placed himself. From his place by the altar, he heard

men arguing whether it were good that he should

live or that he should die. Speakers were not lacking

either on the side of vengeance or on the side of mercy.

Syracuse had her nameless Kleons and her nameless

Diodotoi. We may perhaps detect some touches of a

pen hostile to democracy when vv^e read how the orators

to whom the people were wont to listen, the demagogues

in short, demanded that Ducetius should be dealt with as

an enemy, how they enlarged on his evil deeds toward

Syracuse, and called for a fitting vengeance on him who

had wrought them ^. On the other hand, the worthiest Arguments

and noblest of the elders of Syracuse gave their voices to
^^^^y-

save the suppliant, to respect the turns of fortune, and to

* Diod. xi. 92 ; ot fx,ev dpxovres avvriya'yov iKKkrjaiav.

^ lb.; npoedrjKav PovX^v irepi rov AovKeriov t'i xP^ iTpamiv. In a more

careful writer than Dioddros one would ask the exact force of the word Pov\-q

.

Could there have been time for the vote of the Senate—which the word

suggests—which would regularly go before that of the assembly?

^ lb.; €vioi Twv drjiJ,T]yop€iv elcoOoTcov avvefiov\evov KoXa^eiv us TtoXejxiov

Koi irepl Tojv ^p.apTijfxevcov t^v irpocrrjKovaav iiriOeivai Tipcupiav.
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CHAP. VII. reverence the Nemesis of the gods ^. The question, they

said, was, not how Ducetius deserved to be dealt with, but

how it became the honour o£ Syracuse to deal with him ^.

To slay the man whom fortune had overthrown was not

consistent with that honour ; to save the suppliant, to

respect the guardianship of the gods who protected him,

was alone worthy of a generous and high-souled people ^.

Thus appealed to on the side of their best feelings, the

assembled people of Syracuse gave no uncertain answer.

Unani- The vote was given by acclamation. One cry from every

side rang through the clear air of Syracuse; one sound

lighted on the ear of the man who was waiting for his doom

of life or death. That cry was " Save the suppliant

The better reason this time won the day in the heart of the

Syracusan democracy. It might no less have won the day

in the heart of a high-souled prince, of Ducetius himself

in his days of power. Can we deem that it would have

had equal strength with a narrow oligarchy debating in its

secret chamber ?

to " save

the sup-

pliant."

sent to

Corinth.

Ducetius Ducetius was saved from death by the vote of the

popular assembly. We do not know whether it was the

vote of that day^s assembly or of some later gathering,

either of the people or of some smaller body of senators or

magistrates, which fixed his further destiny. That destiny

^ Diod. xi. 92 ; ol xo-pi^(^To.T0i rwv TTpecr^vrtpcov irapovTes aTrecpaivovTo croj^dv

TOV iK€Tr]v, Kal TTjv Tv)(rjv KOI rriv vc/jl^civ tujv 6ea/v euTpeTreaOai.

^ lb. ; d(Tv yap aKoneiv ov t'i iraOeiv d^ios koTi AovKerios, dWd t'i TTp^irei

irpd^ai XvpaKoalois.

^ lb. ; dnoKTeivai yap tov -ncTTTWKOTa Trj Tvxri ft^ Trpooi]/cov, ado^eiv 8' d/xa TrjV

irpbs Tovs 6(ovs evae^eiav «ai tuv iKeTTjv d^iov Icrt tt}? tov Srjfiov fxeyaKoTpv-

Xf'as. This is a higher ground than any taken by Diodotos, if we could be

only sure that this was the line taken. The form of the vote looks like it.

* lb. ; 6 8e drjfxos, uffirep fiia (f)0jvfi, crcu^eiv iravToOev kPoa tov iKtTrjv. Has

the word iravToOev a special force? It would seem (Thuc. vi. 13) that at

Athens men of the same class or party sat together in tlie assembly. If it

was so at Syracuse, it would seem that right, centre, and left, all agreed.

Others for navT66€v read dnavTcs l^ocov. I certainly prefer iravToOev.
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was a remarkable one. Ducetius_, though allowed to live, chap. vii.

could hardly be allowed to live at large in Syracuse, or,

at present at least, anywhere in Sicily. And the sup-

pliant of the gods could not well be kept in prison.

The tie between metropolis and colony supplied a means

of providing him with a dwelling-place which should

be at once safe and honourable. Changed and mixed

as the population of Syracuse had been during the last

fifty years, the new-comers of all kinds had adopted the

traditions of the soil ; all held themselves for colonists of

Corinth no less than the descendants of the comrades of

Archias. The mother-city was ready to help her daughter

;

Corinth undertook to keep the suppliant of Syracuse.

Ducetius was sent to dwell at Corinth, with a maintenance

supplied him at the cost of Syracuse^. We are not told

on what terms he was to dwell there ; but it is clear from

what follows that he promised to live quietly in his new

abode and not to meddle with the affairs of Sicily ^. The

tenor of the story seems equally to show that his position

at Corinth was that of a guest honourably treated, but

whose movements were doubtless carefully watched. That His Greek

such a home should have been chosen for the fallen Sikel

prince seems of itself to show, and the rest of the tale

shows yet more clearly, how largely he, and doubtless

many of his countrymen with him, must have been brought

under the influence of Greek culture. A mere barbarian

would have been utterly out of place in a city like Corinth.

Ducetius clearly made many Greek friends, and showed

himself fully capable of entering into the general run of

Greek politics.

^ Diod. xi. 92; ^vpaKoaioi dnoXvaavres Trjs rificupias rhv Aovk^tiov iKeriju

k^in^ixxpav eis t7]v KopivOov, kol kvravOa Trpoara^avTes Kara^iovv Tr]V Imvrjv

avTw xopijyiav crwaireaTeiXav.

^ We read in xii. 8 that Ducetius, when he left Corinth, ras 6fxo\oYias

cAucre. There is no mention of the promise in the earlier account; but it

is implied.
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CHAP. viT. I^or about five years Sicilian affairs are blank ; then they

^jiveyears suddenly take an unexpected turn. Ducetius shows himself

B.C. 451- once more in Sicily, but this time in a new part of the

"l^^' island, and in a new character. At the biddino', as he g-ave
Ducetius &^ &

founds out, of the gods, he went forth from Corinth, at the head

c!\^6.*^ of a body of settlers, to found a new city in Sicily ^. The

site chosen was on that northern coast which the Greeks had

for the most part strangely neglected, and of which his own

people had certainly not made the most. In that long stretch

of land which lies east of Greek Himera, east of Sikel

Cephalcedium, and west of the Messanian outpost of Mylai,

no town had as yet arisen immediately on the coast. Sikel

strongholds looked down from the hills, and that was all ^.

But the site chosen by Ducetius was one that had already

drawn to itself the thoughts of men who were planning

new settlements. It was on the Fair Shore that Skythes

of Zankle had offered to find homes for those Samians

and other lonians who so unthankfully turned against him

and his city^. A Greek prince had then proposed to

occupy the spot with Greeks at the expense of Sikels. A
Sikel prince was now to occupy it with a mixed company of

Compari- Sikels and Greeks. No site could be less like either of the

h^s earlier earlier foundations of Ducetius. It was a contrast indeed

founda- between the Fair Shore on the northern coast and his first
tions.

hill city of Mensenum. And there was hardly more like-

ness between his new home and Palica on the low height

in the plain, hard by the holy lake of the Sikel gods.

Ducetius had not sojourned at Syracuse and dwelled at

Change in Corinth for nothing. He had learned that, in the new
his plans.

^^^^^ ^£ ^^j^^gg j^^ which his lot was cast, cities were not to

arise either on inland heights or in inland plains, but on

^ Diod. xii. 8
;

npoairoi'qaa.fjL^vo^ XP'^I^P'^'^
''"'^^ 6twv kavrw SeSoaOai

KTiaai TTjv KaX^v 'Akt^v h XiKeXia. Did both Delphoi and Olympia

speak ?

2 See vol. i. p. 144. ^ See above, p. 169.
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spots where they could have the full advantage of the chap. vii.

watery ways. Ducetius took up the plans of Skythes, and

the city of the Fair Shore^ Kale Aide, cut short into

Calacta in later times^ arose at his bidding.

The place deserved its name. It is a shore, and a fair Site of

Kale Akte
shore^ though it is hardly an akte in the sense in which

that name was applied to the sickle-like peninsulas which

sheltered the havens of Motya and Zankle. It is an open

shore^ the shore of one of several bays within bays which

hinder the northern coast of Sicily from being a mathe-

matical right line. The headland of Cefalu stands out to

the west; the headland of Orlando stands out to the east.

Between them two far smaller headlands fence in a small

bay with a marked curve, a little to the east of the stream

that now bears the name of Caronia. Here is the Fair

Shore. Its special feature is that at this point the hills,

here not rugged mountains but hills of moderate height

and green with their rich culture, come close down to the

shore. At a very little way off on each side, the hills

fall back from the shore, leaving more or less of flat

ground between their feet and the sea. Hard by to

the west there is a large space of low and swampy

ground between the hills and the water. Here at

Kale Akte there is a mere beach between them and no

more. The city, we may be sure, sloped down from these

gentle hills to the very edge of the sea. One of those

hills, rising just above the bay, low and green above

its fellows, may have been the akropolis of the city of

Ducetius. We feel sure that his settlement had no part Caronia

or lot in the modern Caronia, the nearest existing repre- ^^qqI^

sentative of Kale Akte. That town crowns a point a good

deal further inland and of far greater height. It has given

its name to the wood of Caronia, the greatest in Sicily,

once at least spreading far and wide along the coast and

over the neighbouring hills. But the wood has retreated
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CHAP. VII.

Richness of

the coast.

Gradual
advance
in the

founda-

tions of

Ducetius.

Relation of

Kale Akte
to the

.Sikel

movement.

inland. The traveller who follows the modern road between

the hills and the sea sees little of it. But he marks the

rich cultivation of the hill-sides, and here and there less

accustomed sights meet his eyes. Besides figs and oranges,

trees are seen which neither Greek nor Sikel looked on as

good for human food. Besides the less unusual pine, we

light now and then on the oak which was once common

to the great island of the Mediterranean with the great

island of the Ocean.

Here then the Sikel prince, in the second stage of his

career, planted the third of the towns of which he was the

founder. It was the crowning work of his life. Ducetius

was a scientific colonist, a master in the art of planting

men and founding cities. Each of his foundations was an

advance upon the one before it. The city on the inland

hill-top, the city in the inland plain, the city on the Fair

Shore by the northern sea, mark three stages of national

growth. They were stages which might have taken many

generations ; but Ducetius led his people through all within

a few years. The only question is whether his foundation of

Kale Akte can be looked on as a stage of national growth.

It had a Sikel founder, and many Sikel colonists^; but

it had not, as Mensenum and Palica had, anything to

do with the hopes of a reviving and united Sikel nation.

It was the personal foundation of Ducetius rather than a

settlement of the Sikel people. In fact the new city must

have been practically a Greek foundation. We cannot con-

ceive that any Sikels had made their way to Corinth along

with their chief, and now come back to Sicily with him.

The companions with whom Ducetius set forth from Corinth

must have been Greek, and, we may suppose, mainly

' Diod. xii. 8 ; KarknXivafv ds rrju vfjcrov fxera iroWcuv omrjTopoiV

cvviTTeXa^ovTO Se Koi twv 'XikcXcuv rives, iv ols rjv Koi 'Apx(^^i5r]s 6 tuiv

'EpPiTa'cov dvvaCTevQjv. The ttoXXoI ohrjTopes must have been Greek, and

the "ZiKeXu/y rives may imply that the Greek element prevailed. Anyhow

it would be Greek in the sense that a city founded by Philip was Greek.
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Corinthian. His Sikel followers and helpers must have chap. vii.

joined him after he came back to Sicily. It was the Greek The colony

inorer4reek

colonists who would undoubtedly give the settlement its than Sikel.

character. To this Ducetius was no more likely to object

than any Seleukos or Ptolemy of later times in founding a

Seleukeia or a Ptolemais. He had perhaps found out what

was to be the destiny of his people. He may have learned

that the best thing that he could do for his Sikels was to

help them to become Greeks.

Among the Sikels who gave Ducetius help was one who Avchonid^s

lived to have his name recorded in the history of events

which are known to many to whom Ducetius himself is

hardly a name. This was Archonides^ the Sikel prince of

Herbita ^. His name points to some measure of Greek

culture as already prevailing in his city and family. He
would seem to be the Hellenic archon^ while his yoke-

fellow is the Sikel or Latin (hix. His town of Herbita

stands inland ^. Kale Akte was the nearest available Relations

haven ; that spot of coast may well have lain within his Herbita

dominions. One would specially like to know on what ^|^^^^^^

terms Archonides and Ducetius acted together in an enter-

prise which might well have seemed dangerous to the

prince of the inland town. We know only that Archonides

survived Ducetius; but it seems that Ducetius lived long

enough to bring the new settlement to perfection. The

Sikel king had founded a Greek colony, or rather a colony

in which the distinction of Greek and Sikel was not to be

regarded.

It is by no means clear how the events in which Duce- Relations

of the
tins and Archonides played their parts came to happen at settlement

all. Ducetius, we are told, broke his promise. But he *° ^y^^-
,

^ cusans and
could not have broken it in the way that he did, he could Corinth

;

not have sailed from Corinth to Sicily at the head of a

^ See Thuc. vii. i. ^ See vol. i. p. 147.
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force capable of undertaking the plantation of a colony,

unless he had help, or at least connivance, from the two

great cities in whose joint keeping he might be said to

have been placed. He and his comrades could not have

sailed from Corinth against the will of the commonwealth

of Corinth, and the commonwealth of Corinth could have

no conceivable motive for letting them go unless it was

known that such a course would be acceptable to the

commonwealth of Syracuse. But what interest could

Syracuse have in bringing back Ducetius to Sicily ? Was
he thought to be tamed down to act as an instrument for

Syracusan purposes, much as when Rienzi the Tribune

went back to Home as Rienzi the Senator? What im-

mediately follows might suggest that he was expected in

some way to promote the interests of Syracuse as against

those of Akragas. But how was either city affected by

his schemes ? One would have thought that the interests

of both cities were in this matter the same. Any growth

of Sikel power was dangerous in a general way both to

Syracuse and to Akragas ; but the particular settlement at

Kale Akte was not directly threatening to either. If we

only had the story told by Thucydides, with a speech or

two in the Syracusan and the Akragantine assembly, then

we might answer these questions. As it is, we can only

record events of which we do not fully understand the

causes ^.

Thus much is certain, that the return of Ducetius gave

offence at Akragas, and that at Akrag-as the blame of his

return was laid to the charge of Syracusan intrigue. Since

the Sikeliot cities won back their freedom, we have heard

wonderfully little of any wars or quarrels among them.

Above all, the two great cities just mentioned, beyond all

doubt the first and second among the Greek common-

wealths of Sicily, had been on terms of outward friendship

^ See Appendix XXXV.
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ever since the fall of the tyrants of Akragas ^. In the war chap. vii.

with Ducetius, Syracuse, less immediately threatened, had

given ready and powerful help to Akragas. It was by

Syracusan arms that Ducetius himself had been overthrown.

But we now hear hints of a general feeling of grudge on the

part of Akragas towards Syracuse. This is a feeling which,

in any body of neighbouring states, is almost certain to

spring up on the part of the power which is second towards the

power which hinders it from being the first. Such a feeling

easily finds opportunities on which to seize, and they were

certainly not wanting in the present case. We hear the Akragan-

complaint, assuredly not now made for the first time, that piaLts"^

in a ioint war, wao^ed by Syracuse and Akragas against a ^g'^^^^*
' o J J fc. fc> Syracuse.

common enemy, Syracuse had let that enemy go without

any consultation with Akragas ^. The enemy was not only

let go ; he had come back, again to play an active part in

Sicily. It is not said, but it is surely implied, that Syra-

cuse had at least winked at his coming back. Some Akragas

negotiations must have gone on before the final step ; but all ^ar ^^nd is

that we hear is that Akrao-as declared war against Syracuse, defeated.

: . . .

' c. B.C. 445.
and that the Sikeliot cities were split into two camps,

some taking part with Akrag'as and some with Syracuse ^.

Of this most important war, important as the first letting

out of strife among the free and independent Greek com-

monwealths of Sicily, all that we hear is that a battle was

fought by the banks of the southern Himeras, in which

the Syracusans had the better. A thousand men of the

citizens and allies of Akragas were slain ^. An Akragantine

^ See above, pp. 297, 307.

^ Diod. xii. 8 ; dfia fxlv (pOovovvres roh 'S.vpaKocriois, a/xa 5' eyKaXovvres

avToTs oTi AovKeriov ovra Koivbv TToXijxiov bUoaiaav dvev rrjs 'AKpayavTivojv

^ lb.; 'AKpayavTLVoi . . . TroAe/^ov k^rjveymav rots iSiVpaKoaiois, axiCofxevajv

Se TU)V 'S.iKeXiKOJV voXeajv, kol tSjv p.ev toTs 'AKpayavTivois, tojv 5e rois

'S.vpaKoaioLS (TvaTparevovTajv. ^iKeXifcai iroXeis here must surely mean, as

it would in the days of Diodoros, Sikeliot rather than Sikel, or rather

Sicilian without distinction of race. Cf. above, p. 36. * lb.
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CHAP. VII.

Peace, but
constant
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Akragas
and Syra-
cuse.

embassy then went to Syracuse and asked for peace. Peace

was made, on what terms we are not told

From this time Syracuse and Akragas stand out dis-

tinctly as rival, sometimes as hostile cities, each not un-

commonly appearing with its own following of allies among
the other Sikeliot commonwealths. The most natural line

of cleavage among those commonwealths would have been

drawn according to their Dorian or Ionian origin. But

that line was disturbed, greatly to the advantage of the

Ionian minority, by this rivalry between the first and second

among the Dorian cities. We should therefore have been

specially well pleased to have a list of the allies of each

in this first debate between them in the character of in-

dependent commonwealths.

Meanwhile Ducetius went on with his work. Akragas

could not hinder him; Syracuse, it would seem, had no

mind to hinder him. At Kale Akte he made himself a new

seat of dominion and a strong one. Ducetius and his city

became again a power in the island ^. That he had chosen

Later hig gite well and carried out his measures wisely is shown
plans of

Ducetius. by the fact that for ages to come Kale Akte kept its place

among the cities of Sicily ^. It would even seem that, having

again climbed up thus far, Ducetius sought once more to

climb again higher still, and that he planned to make sea-

faring Kale Akte, as he had once made inland Mensenum

^ Diod. xii. 8 ;
fj-era t^v fiaxi]v SiairpfaPevaafMivcvv nepl GwOeaccvs twv

'AvpayavTivajv, ol 'SvpaKoaioi avvidevro Trjv ilp-qv-qv. Cf. c. 26.

" lb. 29; AovK€Tios 6 yeyovoJs tSjv ^ikcKikojv iroKiojv •^ycfxcbv rrjv twv

KaKaKTivwu Trarpida KaTtarrjae Koi rtoXXovs els avTTjV olk'i^ojv oiK-qropas.

^ It plays no part in history, but that it was often in men's mouths is

shown by the contracted form which it took both in Greek and Latin

;

Cal; eta, Cic. Verr. iii. 45, and Silius, xiv. 251 (where the old reading litus

piseosa MelsiCte " has been naturally changed into " Calacte "), and in

Ptolemy's KaXaKra (iii. 4. i). In Greek we see it also in the gentile form

used by Diodoros in the last note (see Amico, Fazello, i. 387), which is

also that of the late copper coins, KAAAKTINflN. Athenaios however (vi.

104) falls back on KaA?) 'Kktt].
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and Palica^ the seat o£ a general Sikel confederacy^. Yet chap. vii.

one would think that experience must have given his new

schemes a somewhat different character from the old ones.

He might stilly and not unreasonably, dream of making

himself again a power in the land ; but he could hardly

dream of finding for himself a royal seat in any of the

great Greek cities. He must have become more and more

convinced that the Sikel people could become great only by

ceasing to be Sikel. Eut, whatever were his schemes, he His death,

was cut off by sickness in the midst of them ^. His great

plans were never carried out ; his second plan, whatever

form it took, was never even begun. But he had done

something. He had at least left his mark on the map of

Sicily, as founder of three cities. Of those cities two lived

on, and one of them still lives on under the name that he

gave to it ^.

The one that abides is his earliest, his most primitive His cities,

foundation, Mineo on its hill-top. Palica has vanished;

so has Kale Akte. It is only in the most indirect way

that Caronia can be said to represent it. It has in

some sort taken its place, and that is all. A time came

when, except in the greatest and strongest cities, men

began again to dread the sea, as they had done when

Athens and Corinth still abode on their earliest hill-tops.

Then Calacta passed away, and Caronia arose. The Kale Akte

modern traveller misses the city on the Fair Shore as he roni^^

makes his way along the coast line between Cefalii and

Patti, a road on which he is tempted to say, with the knight

in the old ballad,

" If crianee should me befall,

I am far from any good town."

^ Diod. xii. 29 ;
avreiroi-qaaTO Tr]s twv 'S.iK^Klhv ^ye/xovias.

^ lb.
;
fKOoXa^rjOils vocrw tov P'lov KaT€(TTp€if/€.

^ See Holm, i. 261. He adds ;
" Die Einwirkung des Duketios auf sein

Land ist eine nachhaltigere gewesen, als die des machtigen Hieron, dessen

Schopfungen seinen Tod kaiim iiberdauerten."

VOL. II. C C
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CHAP. VII. The city o£ Dueetius, above all i£ it preserved any memorials

of Dueetius, would be welcomed as a friendly halting-place.

As it is, we have to seek for the great Sikel on his inland

mountain-top, where his works do indeed abide.

Fate of Of the foundations of Dueetius, the second, the most

interesting of the three, that to which he gave the name of

the ancient deities of his people, was the first to pass away.

But it is the one that connects itself with the Sicilian

history of the time. Palica has not lived on to our own

time, like Mensenum; it did not even live on to find a

place in later records like Kale Akte. When the Syra-

cusans saw that Dueetius was again beginning to plan

greater things, they felt that they had not done wisely

Archonides in bringing him back. There was doubtless no man

death of among the Sikels fully fit to take the place of Duce-
Ducetius. ^-^^g . 1^^^^ Archonides, his yoke-fellow at Kale Akte, must

War of have been a man of energy and policy ^. It may be that
Svr^cusG • • •

against the ^^'^ ^^^^ prospcct of the schemes of Dueetius being
Sikels. carried on by another Sikel leader which led Syracuse to
C. B.C. 439.

wage warfare against the independent Sikels at this time.

It can hardly fail to have been now that the Palica of

Dueetius was swept away^, and that his conquest of

Morgantia came, as we find it at a later time, into Syra-

cusan hands ^. But it must be mere exaggeration which

says that Syracuse conquered all the Sikel towns ^; we

shall see plenty of them independent a few years later.

Of one alone we have any distinct record, the town that

Siege of bears the same name as all Sicily ^. Trinakia is described

to us as at this time a powerful Sikel state, the head of

^ He is spoken of respectfully by Thucydides (see above, p. 381), but

his dominion must have been a small part only of that of Dueetius. He
vvras Tcuf ravrrj [by Himera] 2i«eAwj/ fiaaiX^vcuv riviiv Kal ojv ovk ddvvaTOi.

See Diod. xi. 91, and Appendix XXXIV.
^ See Thuc. iv. 65.

* Diod. xii. 29 ;
'XvpaKocnoi ircKTas tcLs tu/v 'Zik^Xwv 7ro\eis vnrjKoovs noiyjca-

fxevoi TT\rjV T77S bvoixa^oixivqs Tpiva/drjs.

^ See vol. i. pp. 158, 511, and Appendix XXXIV.

Trinakia.
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the Sikel states^ full of valiant men and valiant leaders ^. chap. vir.

We cannot help asking: how far we are to see here the y^^'^"^
^ ^ deience.

handiwork either of Ducetius or of Archonides. As our

story is told us, the men of Trinakia were left alone to

endure the attacks of the whole power of Syracuse and her

allies 2. They kept up a valiant resistance till—so we are

told—all their fighting men were slain. Then the mass

of the old men slew one another, to avoid the hard fate

of the people of a conquered town ^. Of the women and Taking of

children we do not hear, except that some human beings tlte^^

were left in the city to be made slaves, as w^ell as spoil^ ^
cusans,

to reward the conquerors. Proud of their victory over

a valiant people whose overthrow had not been easy, the

Syracusans rejoiced with great joy^ and dedicated the

choicest things among the plunder of Trinakia as an offer-

ing to the Delphian god ^.

The national struggle was over. We shall find long Helleniz-

after that Sikel national feeling had not died out. But g^j^^^^^

the non-Greek parts of Sicily were now to begin more

definitely to put on a Greek character. All hopes had

^ Diod. xii. 29 ;
acpoSpa vtrojimvov tovs Tpivafc'iovs dvTi\r]if/€a$ai rijs tojv

ojxo^Ovwv St/ceAo)!/ ^yepiovias' 7) Se ttoXis avrr) iroXXovs Koi fiefdXovs dudpas

(tx^v, dfi TO vpcuTuov Icx^^fi^'ct Tcov "XimXiKuiv TToXeoov. rjV yap qyepuvwv q

TToXis avTT] TrX7)pr]s ixiya cppovovvTcuv kir' dvbpciq. The supremacy of Trinakia,

if there ever was any, could have been only before the time of Ducetius

;

but whence did Diodoros get this very emphatic way of speaking?

^ lb. ; Ttdaas ras bwdpnis dOpoicavrts €k twv 'Xvpavovaa/i' Kal toju aviufjLdx<^v

iroXeav earpdrevaav Itt' avrrju. 01 6e TpivaKioi crvnfMX(^v p\v tjaav eprj/xoi,

Sid 8k Tas dXXas iroXeis at vtttjkovov ^vpaKoa'iois, fxiyav dycuva crweaTrjaavTO,

I suppose this means that they were stirred up to special efforts because the

other towns were lost.

^ lb.
;

€k6v/jiojs ydp eyKaprfpovvres rots Seivois Kal ttoXXovs dv€X6vT(s,

7]p(x)iK(xJS piaxop-fvoi 7rdi/T€j Kariarptipav tuv ^'lov dpioiojs be Kal twv irpecr^v-

Tepoov ol ttXc'iovs eavTOvs l« tov ^tjv ficTecrTTjaav, ovx vno/xeivavTfs ras !« t^s

aXajffem vfipeis.

* lb.; TOVS wpuTepov drjTTrjTOvs yeyovoTas viKrjcravT^s fiTi(pavu)s rfjV fxlv

TTuXiv l^avSpaTToSicrdticvoi KaTecTKaipav, twv Se Xacpvpwv ra KpaTiCTa dirkaTiiXav

€ts ^eX(povs xopttTi7p£a tw 6(w.
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CHAP. viT. now passed away of the formation of a great power which

might be Greek in speech and culture but which should

be politically Sikel. No Sikel king was to reign in Syra-

cuse or Akragas ; no Sikel king was even to reign over

a confederate Sikelia, independent of Syracuse and Akra-

gas. Sikel towns were to keep their independence and

to play a part in Sicilian affairs as long as there was

any independent Sicily left. But they began to adopt

Greek ways and thoughts, slowly and singly, one by one.

Many of them, Henna above all, had doubtless adopted

such ways and thoughts long before this. But a great

further impulse now began ; nor did it stop till, as in the

days of Cicero, the distinction between Sikel and Sikeliot

was wholly forgotten.

§ 4. General View of the Sikeliot Cities in the Fifth

Ceyitiiry before Christ.

Prosperity This is perhaps the best point at which to stop and

Sikeliot draw our general picture of Greek Sicily free and in-

tween^the
dependent. We must try and call up the look of its

two Punic great and flourishing cities, as they stood in the days of
invasions. , . i . , • i i

their highest prosperity, the days or comparative peace.

That period we are at first inclined to define as the

time between the overthrow of the tyrants and the first

B.C. 466- meddling of Athens in Sicilian affairs. But we have seen

that such meddling, or expected meddling, began very

early, and, for our present purpose, we may fairly carry

on our period to the coming of the great Athenian ex-

pedition, and even to the second Carthaginian invasion.

The time of peace was at best only comparative, and the

warfare which followed Athenian interference down to the

great invasion was not of a kind to do any very serious

damage. That warfare, rather than the more peaceful

time before it, really represented the normal state of

433
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things among Greek commonwealths. And the great in- chap. vti.

vasion itself was after all very local. It drew the eyes "^^f .

^ ^
\ Athenian

of the whole Greek world to Sicily, but only to one point invasions,

in Sicily. The greater part of Sicily, Greek^ Sikel^ and

Phoenician^ was untouched by it. The Sikan fared the

worst_, when the unlucky folk of Hykkara were enslaved.

There was nothing in the war which Athens and Syracuse

waged along the east coast to disturb the unbroken pros-

perity of Akragas, Gela, Himera^ or even of threatened

Selinous, any more than that of Panormos, Motya^ and

Solous. Whatever then we say of the material prosperity^

of the artistic splendour_, of the Sikeliot cities in the time

of their highest prosperity and splendour must be under- b. c. 466-

stood as going on, through the Athenian war, to the time

of the far more fearful Carthaginian war. But the Car-

thaginian war followed so fast on the Athenian war that

there is hardly time to stand and take a survey between

them. At the point to which we have now come, we Lack of

have a time of several years which is an absolute blank, 439-433.^

altogether void of general events. No better time can be

found for looking back at the state of things during the

time which followed the fall of the tyrants. And, in

most points, the same description will apply to the years

which follow_, down to the day when Hannibal appeared

before Selinous.

At the moment then to which we have come, war with Time of

the barbarian had ceased. The Sikel had learned his
P^^^®"

weakness ; the Carthaginian had not yet come to the full

sense of his recovered strength. The Greek of distant

lands, the Greek of the old Greek mother-land, assuredly

had his eyes bent westward, but he had not yet openly

stepped in as an ally or an avenger in Sikeliot quarrels.

And Sikeliot quarrels themselves were in a manner hushed.

The past war, the abiding grudge, between Syracuse and

Akragas did in a manner tend to peace. While the two
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CHAP. VII. chief Dorian cities looked with an evil eye on each other,

there was at least no fear of their joining together in

attempts upon their weaker Ionian neighbours. Every

Independ- Sikeliot city was free and independent. Each was inde-

Greek pendent of foreign masters, Grreek or barbarian ; each was
cities. from the rule of tyrants within its own walls. All,

as far as we can see, were prospering ; of the prosperity

of some of the g-reatest among them we have wonderful

Prosperity pictures. Of Akragas we have a picture of material well-
o ^ .viagdb.

i^gjj^g. ^]^i(3i^ almost passes belief^. Her war with Syracuse

seems to have done little real damage to either her wealth

Her or her power. Her wealth arose largely from her African

trade. trade. From her small haven at the joint mouth of her

tvv'o rivers her merchant-ships crossed to Carthage and the

other cities of the land beyond her own sea, and exchanged

the good things of Europe for those of Africa. Of these

last we have no special description. But the Akragantine

land was rich in vines bearing grapes like those of Eshcol,

and it was already thickly planted with the olive-trees

which here and throughout Sicily have largely supplanted

all trees of greater growth. In those days neither vine nor

olive grew in Africa ; it was from Akragas that Carthage

herself was supplied with the fruits of both ^. From this

source above all, Akragas, already wealthy, grew wealthier,

till the day came when her barbarian customers thought

good to take her wealth into their own hands.

^^'ealtll We may be sure that a good deal of exaggeration lurks

ofAkragal the pictures which are drawn for us of Akragantine

^ The formal picture of the wealth and luxury of Akragas is given by

Diodoros, xiii. 8i and the following chapters. He puts the wealtli of vine^j

and olives first of all.

^ Diod. xiii. 8l ; Kal yap d/x-neXooves toTs /xeyeOeai Kal to) KaWei 5ia<p€pov-

T€J, Kal TO ttKuotov TTjs X'^P'^^ (kaiais KaTCLcpvTov, e£ rjs vafXTrKrjOrj Ko/^i^ufxepoi

Kaprtov kiTwXovv eh Kapxv^ova. ovnaj yd.p Kar' kKi'ivovs tovs xP'^^^vs ttjs

Ai0v7]s ir€(pvTevii4uT]s, K.T.K. A change must have taken place in Africa

before the time of Agiithokles. See Diod. xx. 8.
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wealth and luxury at this time, just as it lurks in those chap. vii.

that are drawn of the wealth and luxury of Sybaris

at an earlier time. But the exaggeration itself shows

that there was something to exaggerate. Akragas too

has been more lucky than Sybaris in not having its

name made into a proverb; the tales too about Akragas

are not tales of mere luxury, but of stately splendour

and boundless munificence. They help us also to the

names of several Akragantine citizens, one of whom at

least played some part in public affairs. Our description

is drawn just before the Carthaginian siege, about b.c. 406.

twenty years later than the time to which we have

come. But, though twenty years does something in the

way of change of fashions, and specially in the way of

growing luxury, yet the general description must apply

to the greater part of the fifth century. The time of

special wealth and splendour at Akragas, the special time

of its great buildings, began after the victory of Himera

and lasted till the Carthaginian siege. Many who were

living when Himilkon came against her must have been 439-406,

grown men at the time which we have reached; and a

saying of Empedokles shows that the reproach of luxury

had fallen on the people of Akragas in his day. They

gave themselves to delights as if they would die to-

morrow, while they built their houses as if they were going

to live for ever ^. The men of Akragas whose names have

been handed down to us for their wealth and bounty,

Gellias, Antisthenes, and Exainetos, must have been brought Gellias and

up, w^hile Empedokles lived, in the fashion which he meant

to censure. Of these Gellias at least lived till the time of

^ Diog. Laert. viii. 2. 7 ; 69(v rbv 'EfiireSoKXea elTreiv, rpvcpuivroiv avTwv,

'AKpayavTivoi rpvcpwai (.ikv oJs avpiov dvoOavov/xepoi (cf. S.Paul ad Cor. i. 15,

32), oiKias KaraaKdva^ovrai ojs vavra rbv \p6vov fiiojaofievoi. It is unkind

of ^lian (V. H. xii. 29) to take this story from our local sage and to give

it to Plato ; on dpa 01 'AicpayavTivoi olicobop.ovoi piXv dis det Piojaofxevoi,

Seinvovcri 5e ws avpiov t(6vt]^uix€voi.
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CHAP. VII. the siege. Yet both in the Akragantine way of bringing

up youth and in the lives of the grown men of Akragas,

we hear more of splendour in the way of dress and fur-

niture than of actual excess of any kind. Excess in wine

was indeed possible in Akragas as in other places. A
*^The

^
house in the city bore the name of the Trireme, on ac-

count of the strange drunken fancy of some young men.

It is Timaios wdio tells how they got so drunk as to be-

lieve that the house in which they were met was a ship

in a storm^ to throw out all the furniture to lighten the

vessel, and to address the generals of the commonwealth

who came to restore order as if they had been gods of

the sea^. Otherwise the worst that we hear is that the

Akragantines from their boyhood wore soft clothing and

gold ornaments ; their very flasks and scrapers were of

gold, or at least of silver ; their beds were of ivory ^.

Nothing worse is said of them. And the men who are

described as the wealthiest in Akragas are also, from

Empedokles himself onwards ^, emphatically described as

the most bountiful ^.

Stories of Among these the name of Gellias is the one round
Gelhas.

y^iiid^ the greatest measure of abiding fame has gathered ^.

His wine-cellars, as described by one who had seen them,

^ See the story quoted from Tifiaios 6 lavpo/jieviTTjs in Ath^naios, ii. 5.

There is something not a little comic in the address to the (TTpaTrjyoi as

avdpes TpiTcuvis. It almost reminds one how Lucius, in the state of an ass

(Lucian, Lucius 28), speaks of mares as al tuv 'i-mrojv yvvaiKes.

^ Diod. xiii. 82 ; €Ti Se (TrXiyytai koi \t)kvOois dpyvpais re Kai xpi^o'O'^f

Xpa)pt(voi. ^lian, V. H. iii. 29 ;
Xeyei 8e Tlp,aios on koX dpyvpais XrjKvOois

Kot (XTXeyyioiv kxP<i^vTO koi eXecpavTivas KKivas dxov oKojs. Where did

Diodoros find the gold things ?

^ See above, pp. 350, 353.

* Diodoros (xiii. 82) quotes a verse of Empedokles himself, in which he

calls his countrymen

^elvojv aihoioi Xijxives, KaKUTrjTos aveipoi.

^ He is Tellias in other writers, as the manuscripts of Athenaios, i. 5 ;

Souidas in TeAAtas; Eustathios, Od. iii. 350. He is Gillias in Val. Max.

iv. 8.
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might have tempted all Carthage to come and fight for chap. vit.

the mastery of a city where such spoil could be found.

Three hundred jars cut out of the rock held each a hundred

ampliorai', they were fed from a swimming-bath—so it

is called—which held a thousand^. But all this store

was not for the use of Gellias himself. His open-handed His hos-

bounty to strangers could be surpassed only by that of
P^^^^^*'^*

the Scandinavian worthy who built his house over the

highway, so that men were constrained to enter it.

The slaves of Gellias were stationed at the gates of

the city to bid all who came in to some or other of

the guesten-halls of their master ^. When five hundred

horsemen—in war-time one would think—came from the

mother-city Gela in the winter-tide_, Gellias lodged both

men and horses, and gave changes of raiment to the

riders ^. The man of such wealth and bounty was small

of stature and ill-favoured in face. But he could serve his

country, not only with an open hand but with a ready

wit. Sent on an embassy to the Sikel commonwealth of His mission

Centuripa, his appearance caused as much merriment in

the assembly of that city as the Greek of Lucius Postumius

caused in the assembly of politer Taras. The Akragantine

envoy excused himself by saying that it was the custom

of the commonwealth which he represented to send their

goodliest citizens as envoys to great and honourable cities.

' The description in Died. xiii. 83 is said to come from tlie personal wit-

ness of Polykleitos ; EToAv/fAftTOS kv rais laropiais e^ij'/eiTai rrfpl rod Kara

TTiv oiKiav TTiOeuivos, X4yajv us diafieivavros avrov arpaTivofievov ev 'AKpdyavTi

T€$€ajpr]K€vai. One does not see how any known Polykleitos can have

served at Akragas in the days of Gellias, Perhaps it should be Polykritos,

who may have done so in his youth. See Brunet de Presle (23). Whoever

he was, he saw the Kokvfx^rjOpav K^Koviajxivrjv, xojpovoav dfxcpopus x'^'ouy,

1^ ^5 TTiv pvaiv ei's rovs m$ovs yiv(a6ai.

^ Diod. u. s. He had /caja Trjv o'lKiav ^ivSivas irXeiovs. Valerius Maxi-

raus (iv. 8) quarters some in " urbani penates," some in ''rustica tecta."

^ This is the favourite story of all, which Diodoros quotes from the

fifteenth book of Timaios, It is told by Athenaios, Eustathios, and Valerius

Maximus, in the passages already referred to.
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To sueli people as those of Centuripa they sent men on

their own level;, like himself ^.

This story is told simply as a personal anecdote of

Gellias. But it has another value. Gellias is addressing

a Sikel assembly. Provoked by the behaviour of his

hearers^ he speaks to them with scorn; but he does not

call them barbarians. Centuripa^ receiving* an Akragantine

envoy in its public assembly, must have made some pro-

gress in the adoption of Greek political life. It is at least

implied that the Greek speech of Gellias was understood

by his hearers. This is our only glimpse of Gellias in any

political aspect. In his splendour and bounty to his own

people, if he stood foremost, he did not stand alone. The

rich men of Akragas are spoken of as doing, each according

to his measure, very much the same as he did. They

lived, we are told, after the manner of the old times, kindly

towards all men ^. It is a kindred picture to a well-known

contrast in our own land. Each wealthy Akragantine

citizen seems to have

" Kept up an old house at a bountiful old rate ;

"

but even at Akragas the sons were sometimes inclined to

fall away from the virtues of their fathers.

Next in honour to Gellias was Antisthenes, who bore as

his surname the name of the mother-land of his mother-

city, Rhodes ^. The splendour of his daughter's wedding-

feast was renowned in the annals of Akragas. All the

citizens were feasted, each man in the street where he

lived. The special wedding company consisted of the

whole equestrian order of the city, with many guests from

other places. Eight hundred chariots followed the bride.

^ Diod. xiii. 83 ; h eOei yap elvai tois 'AKpayavrivoii npos pXv ras k-mZo^ovs

TToKds aiTOGTeWuv tovs KpariOTOvs to) fcdWei, irpoi dl rds raireivds mi Kiav

euTeAeFs, o/xoiovs.

^ lb.
;

dpxo.'i'i^^^ fiol (piXavOpijirais up.i\ovvres.

^ lb. 84; 'AvTiaOivTjs 6 knifcaXov/jievos 'PoStos.
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All the altars in the temples and in the streets throughout chap. vir.

the city were piled with wood ; in all the workshops ^ heaps

of branches were got together. At the appointed moment^

when fire shot up from the akropolis_, all were kindled, and

the whole city seemed ablaze. The streets could hardly

hold the crowds that passed to and fro to gaze at and to

admire the magnificence of Antisthenes ^. But the maker

of all this splendour was no tyrant, no lord_, no oligarch,

but the citizen of a democracy who knew his place as

such. At Akragas, as elsewhere, wealth and high position

sometimes led men into insolence and wrong. Even the His rebuke

son of Antisthenes did not always walk in the ways of his

father. He coveted the land of a poorer citizen, and strove

to make him sell it against his will. His father rebuked

him ; but the son still went on in his course of wrong.

At last Antisthenes told him that, if he honestly wished

for the land, he should strive to make his neighbour richer

rather than poorer. If the owner of the land were en-

riched, he might himself begin to wish for a larger estate,

and might be willing to sell the smaller one in order to

buy it ^.

Stories like these go far to set before us the Akragas

of the fifth century before our sera as coming nearer than

most cities to the state of the ideal commonwealth where

"The rich man helped the poor.

And the poor man loved the great."

The fate that before long came on Akragas may have

made " the brave days of old stand out in later memory

in brighter colours than really belonged to them. Still

everything leads us to think that the Greek cities of Sicily

did at this time come more nearly to carrying out the

^ Diod. xiii. 84; rofs km tSjv epyaarrjplojv eScoKC axi^<^Kas ical KKruiaTiZas,

K.T.X.

^ lb.; ij ix€v TToXis eyffxe (puros, to 51 ovvavaKoXovOovv irhTjOos ovk kx'^P^^^

a'l drjjjLuaiai kutcL to I^^s o5ot. ^ lb.
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CHAP. VII. republican ideal than was at all common earlier or later.

But it did not come into men^s minds at Akragas, any

more than anywhere else at that day, to look on citizen-

ship as a gift to be lavished on every man who chose to

come and dwell within the walls of the city. The figures

that are given us as the census of Akragas at this time

need some commentary. It is clear that the citizens were

but a small part of the dwellers within its vast circuit. We
Numbers are told that the number of citizens was twenty thousand,

and^^'^^^^ that the number of citizens and resident strangers together

strangers. hundred thousand 1. One account indeed swells

the total to the incredible amount of eight hundred

thousand^. Setting aside this last palpable exaggeration,

of the smaller numbers it is clear that the twenty thousand

are the citizens of full age qualified to vote ; the women

and children of citizen families are not reckoned. The

reckoning in short gives the result of the ofiicial roll of

citizens. The other figure is most likely a guess, meant to

take in the women and children of the strangers. These

last were doubtless a large class ; a city like Akragas

offered many temptations to men to settle there, even in

MhoiKoi, the inferior condition of metoihoi. Still the number is

great ; and in any case the slaves are not reckoned. These

last must have been plentiful in Akragas, even though the

momentary glut of them after the victory of Himera may

not represent their normal numbers ^. Largely through

their toil, the city was rich in everything, not only in the

two great objects of her trade with Africa, but in all that

made Sikeliot wealth. The stream of Akragas was sung

of as the stream by whose banks the goodly flocks of sheep

^ Diod. xiii. 84; Kar Ikuvov yap rbv xp6vov 'AKpayauriuoi pXv rjtrav nKdaj

rcbv bKTjjivpiwv, ovv hi rois KaroiKovai ^ivois ovk IKclttovs tCjv eiKocri fivpiaSojv.

Diog. Laert. viii. 2. 7; Miyav 8e rbu 'AKpdyavra el-ndv ['E/XTreSo/cAea]

<pr)ct UoTa/xlKXa, knei fxvpiddfs outSjv KarwKOVv oydorjKovra. IloTafiiKka

sounds like a sister of Undecimilla.

^ See above, p. 224.
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were nourislied ^. The liorses of Akragas won victories in chap. vh.

the ffames of Old Greece, and bore the warriors of the city Horses and
o ^ J horsemen.

to battle. At Akragas^ as at Syracuse, the chief military

strength lay in the horsemen, the sure sign of a wealthy

city. But Syracuse had also the fleet that lay in her

double harbour, and we hear of no triremes sailing forth

from the haven at the common mouth of Hypsas and

Akragas.

Of Syracuse we have no such set picture as that which

is given us of Akragas, because, as Syracuse was not in

this age overthrown by barbarians, there was not the same

call to contrast the by-gone times with the present. The

Syracusans, like the other Sikeliots, shared the love of

good cheer with the Akragantines. A Syracusan table ' Syracusan

became a proverb ^. On the other hand some forms of

luxury are said to have been discouraged. Excess of Sumptuary

apparel in both sexes was forbidden on the penalty of Syiacuse.

being set down as given up to an evil life^. The god-

desses of Sicily, the patronesses of the house of Deino-

menes, were at their Syracusan Thesmophoria worshipped

with rites, learned, one would say, from the older folk of

Sicily, which pointed to them as powers of nature and

^ Find. Pyth. xii. 2
;

. . . clt' 6')(9aLS hm ijlijXo^otov

vakis 'AKpdyavTos eijd/MTOv KoXwvav.

^ Athen. xii. 34; Sial36r]Toi 8' dal ircpl rpvcp^v ^tKekicoTai tc kol ^vpa-

Koaioi, US Kai 'Apiarocpavr^s (prjaiv ev AairaXevaiv

dW ov 'yap efxaOe ravr' kpLOv iT€fxiTOVTos, dWd jxdkXov

TTiveiv, 'ineiT adeiv KUKm ^vpaKoaiojv Tpdire^av

"SivfiapiTiids t' (vwxias Kot 'SSov kv AaKaivdv.

He goes on to quote both the Republic of Plato and the false Epistles. So

'^vpaKovcrla rpdire^a Zenob. v. 94; Si/ceAt/c^ rpdne^a Diogen. viii. 7 ;
Greg.

Cyp. iii. 68
;
Apost. xv. 48.

^ Athenaios (xii. 20) quotes the twenty-fifth book of the History of

Phylarchos (see C. Miiller, i. 347) in the third century for these sumptuary

laws. A chaste woman had to dress very simply. No new AafMapireiov

could have been coined.
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(HAP. VII. of growth"^. One hardly knows wlietlier it is witli any

Xeno- special allusion that Xenophon brings in a Syracusan at

raciisan^*^
his banquet as the master of a small travelling company

whose performances supply Sokrates with some subjects

of discourse 2. The last moral at least of the piece is

a healthy one.

Epichar- Of the fondness of the Sikeliots generally for good

and other ^ checr of all kinds, above all for the fish of their bountiful

meats. seas, the comic poets are full. Epicharmos of course gave

them the start. At the rich stores which the Deipno-

sophist has drawn from the comedy of Hebe^s Wedding we

have already glanced ^. To any but either a professed

deipnosophist or a professed ichthyologist the wealth of

names is baffling. One dainty which still seems strange

to the new-comer in Sicily was already in vogue. The

cuttlefish, different species of it, it may be supposed, appears

The para- under more than one name ^. More striking perhaps than

the bill of fare at this divine banquet is a frag^ment of

another comedy, in which we see that the parasite, the

diner-out, was already a well-known character in the Syra-

cusan society of the fifth century. He ate much; he

drank much ; in return he praised his host, and made much

merriment for the company generally ^. The Wedding of

^ Athenaios, xiv. 55, and cf. vol. i. p. 489.

2 See the 'Svunoaiov of Xenophon almost throughout.

^ See above, p. 285. The fragments of "H(3r)s yd/xos come from various

books of Athenaios, chiefly the third and the seventh. In the passage

quoted in iii. 30, the poet sa.ys of his own menu
;

TO. dieX€iv fiev kern xo^f^ra, Karacpayfiv 5' evfiapia.

* Ath. vii. 107

;

TTuXwoi T6 (iTjmai re /cal iroTavai revOldes.

^ Athenaios (vi. 28; Lorenz. 226) quotes the verses straight from the

'EXms of Epicharmos, and blames Karystios of Pergamon for saying that

Alexis was the first to bring the parasite on the stage. He describes him-

self ;

(TvvSenrveoj tw Xwvti, KaXecrat S(T fiovov,

KOI TO) ya fJL'q XwvTi Kovdev Set mXeiv.

Tr]vei de xap^'S ^'V' notea} ttoXvv

yiXojra /cat rbv koTiSjvr enaiveo}.
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Hebe was^ it is plain^ specially designed to be great on tlie chap. vn.

subiect of cookery. We need not infer that Hieron with Sicilian

. . .
cookery,

all his poets around him dined daily on the scale of the

bridegroom Herakles. More perhaps is learned from casual

notices in writers of other lands. Even Athens^ through

the mouth of her comic poets, could acknowledge the

skill of her Sicilian enemy in providing some special

forms of good cheer. Hermippos, in mock heroics, calls

on the Muses who have their dwelling on Olympos to

celebrate, among the choicest things of every corner of

the globe, the cheese and the swine of Syracuse ^. Phile- Sicilian

mon, in a later day, sang also of the cheese of Sicily,

along with its varied garments, and with its doves—those

perhaps of Eryx ^. In an intermediate age of Attic Witness of

comedy it was a Sicilian cheese for the purloining of which planes.

the thievish dog was arraigned before the Aristophanic

tribunal ^. Sicily itself—the triangle having become a

round—appears in the same play as the mortar in which

its own cheese and other dainties were to be brayed

together The folk of Sicily spoke of the salt sea itself

as sweet when it supplied them with so many good

^ Athen. i. 49 ;

eaneTc vvv fioi, Movant 'OXv/xnia Suifxar' exovaat,

l£ ov vavK\r}pei Aiovvaros Itt' o'lvowa ttovtov

oaa' ayaO' dvOpcuirois 5(vp r/yaye vrfi jxeXaivr).

In the midst of the list we find

at Se 'SiVpa.Kovaai avs Ka\ rvpov irapexovai.

^ lb. xiv. 76 ; kiTH hi Kai XiKcXias avxriP-oL rpocpaXls rjSe kari, (piXoi, Xe^oj-

(xiv ri irepl rvpuiv. ^iXrjfiojv fj.lv yap Iv to) kniypacpo/xivq) St/ffAt/fo)

kyci) irporepov filv cuojxrjv rT)v 'XiKeXlav

€V rovr' dnoraKTOV avro tovs rvpovs irouiv

fcaXovs' €Ti Tavra TTpoacrlOrjv dKrjKows

Ifjidria TtoLKiX' ei Xiyoi ris 'SifccXiKa.

The doves come in only in a gloss. The rpocpaXis (iv. 32) was a kind of

clieese. Cf. also Antiphanes, as quoted in i. 27.

3 Wasps, 837, 894.

* Sicily is said to be the $veia kv kvicXo) in Wasps, 294. Cf. Peace,

2,50;

to; 'SiiceX'ia, /fat av 8', ws dvoXXvaai,
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CHAP. vii. things ^. The rivers also furnished their share. The sea-

Fish, urchins from the rock of Sicily, whichever of the headlands

of our island best deserves that name ^, the huge tunny

from Pachynos ^, the sword-fish from Peloris the eels_, the

lampreySj the special fish of Symaithos ^—on all these the

cooks of Sicily practised their art with a skill which was

renowned throughout the Greek world ^. Yet there were

those^ even in the island itself, who ventured to set up their

private tastes against the general verdict of mankind'^.

The wine of King Pollis m.ay be too early for our time ^,

and another wine that bore the name of the Mamertine

lords of the strait must be too late ^. The haven of Lily-

baion seems not to have as yet become the centre of the

traffic which has grown to so great a scale in later days.

Comforts. Nor was Sicily behind in other comforts and pleasures

of life besides those which directly ministered to the satis

-

^ Ath. xii. 15 ;
Sia^orjToi 5e elcnv kirl rpvcprj kol at tcuu XmeXcuv [he means

'XL/ieXiwTOJv'] TpcLTTi^ai, diTivfs real rriv nap' avrois OdXaTrav Xiyovaiv eJuai

yXv/ceiaVj Xaipovres roTs avTrjs yevofievois kSeaixacriv, ws (pr]ai KXiapxos Iv

TTe/J-TTTCx} (3ia)v.

^ lb. iii. 41 ; ol 8' [Ixti^ot] Im tov aKOneXov rrjs 'S.iiceXlas KoiXias Xvtlkoi.

^ lb. 6 ; tSjv UaxvvLKwv Ovvvwv ra? qTpialas. So iii. 85 Archestratos of

Gela (or of Katagela, Ath. vii. 96, cf. vol. i. p. 400) 6 TrepiirXevaas ttiv

oiKovpiivTjv yaffTpos 'ivfKa Kal twv vtto yaffTepa, (p-qol

Kal "XiKeXov Bvvvov Te/xaxos

TfiT]9ey.

* Athen, vii. 96. Archestratos approves of the sword-fish of Byzan-

tium ; but he adds,

ecTTi 5e KfSvos

KCLV TTopd/xai npus dupaiai JJeXajpiddos TTpoxoalci.

Shell-fish from Peloris were not equally good ; i. 6.

5 Ath. i. 6.

® Ath. xiv. 72, 81. In the latter place Antiphates, knaivwv tovs ^ikc-

XiKOvs fxajelpovs Xeyci

SaiTos hiaOpvp-pLaTLbis.

' Archestratos (Ath. vii. 86) gives five lines to denounce the Syracusau

and the Italiot in this character
;

ov yap WiaTavTai xp'^cttou? afceva^ifxev IxOvs.

They seem to have cooked the fish with the local cheese.

8 See above, p. 8. ' Ath. i. 27.
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faction o£ tlie palate. Sicilian beds and Sicilian cushions chap. vii.

were renowned ^ Of Sicilian carriages we have heard

already, not without a hope that in that matter at least

a tradition of ancient days may still survive ^. From Games.

Sicily, from the Sikel rather than the Sikeliot, came the

game of I'ottahos, and the technical language of that

game has helped us somewhat in tracing out the ancient

speech of the island ^. And to the sterner sports of the

great Hellenic festivals Sicily is said to have contributed

a special form of wrestling, which bore the Sicilian

name

The reported luxury of the Sikeliot cities in this age is,

in the double-edged saying of Empedokles which has been

already quoted, connected with one of their noblest tastes.

They built their houses as if they were going to live for

ever ^. And if their houses, how much more their temples Buildings,

and other public buildings. In some of the Sikeliot cities

this was the most brilliant time of architectural splendour.

At Syracuse indeed the greatest buildings which remain

to tell their own story belong either to an earlier or to

a later time. It is the theatre alone, as in its first

estate a probable work of the first Hieron ^, which at all

connects itself with our present time. But at Akragas

and at Selinous the greatest of the existing buildings

belong to the days of republican freedom and independence.

At Akragas what the tyrant began the democracy went

^ Phrynichos in Ath. ii. 29,

^ Ath. i. 28 (see above, p. 276) directly after from Kritias

;

efra 8' o^os '^iKeXds kuWci Sandvr} re KpaTiaros.

So vii. 26
;

ri ^iKcXiKws oTTTTjV iroirjcTciJ ; ^iKeXiKuis.

^ Ath. i. 28 ; XV. 2. See vol. i. p. 490.
* ^lian, V. H. xi. I

;
'OpiKaS/xos TrdXrji kj4v€T0 vojxoOiTrjs, Ka6' eavTov

kirivo-qaas rbv "SiKeXov rponov Kakovf^evou iraXaUiv. Like the Cornish

hug.

5 See above, p. 391. ^ See above, p. 288.

VOL. II. D d
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CHAP. vii. on with. The series o£ temples that line the southern

, - wall are due to an impulse which be^an under Theron and
temples of r o
Akragas. went on to the days of the Carthaginian siege. Of the

Olym
greatest among them, the temple of Olympian Zeus, this

pieion. is literally true. There can be little doubt that it was

406. begun as one of the thank-offerings after the victory of

Himera, and it is certain that at the coming of Hannibal

and Himilkon it was still so far imperfect that the roof

was not yet added It was therefore in building during

a time of more than seventy years, years which take in the

whole of the brilliant days of Akragantine freedom and

The well-being. To the same period also belong the other

of temples temples in the lower city, temples which abide above

southern^^
ground either standing or in ruins, while the older temples

wall. in the akropolis have to be looked for underneath buildings

of later ages^. It was a grand conception to line the

southern wall, the wall most open to the attacks of mortal

enemies, with this wonderful series of holy places of the

divine protectors of the city. It was a conception due, we

may believe, in the first instance, to Theron, but which the

democracy fully entered into and carried out. The two

The best preserved of the range stand to the east ; one indeed

temple! Occupies the south-eastern corner of the fortified enclosure.

It holds a strong and lofty site on the rock, where the

huge masses of stone have been hurled wildly down, as if

they had been parts of a wall of man^s building. This

is the temple which, without either authority or like-

lihood, is known as that of the Lakinian Hera, but which

various scholars, equally without any certain evidence, have

assigned to Demeter, to Apollon, or to Poseidon^. Like

* Diod6ros (xiii. 82) says distinctly, to ovv '0\v{JLmov fxeWov Xaii^avnv

TTjv bpo<pTiv 6 TToAe/xos iKojKvatv l£ ov T^s TToXiCtiS KaraaKa<piior}s, oiiScnOTe

varepov iffx^crav ^AttpayavTivoi reAos kniOeivai tois o'lKoSofxrjfxacriv.

^ See above, pp. 67, 79, 145.

^ See Schubring, Akragas, 45, 61 ;
Holm, G. S. 295, 440. One cannot

doubt that the story in Cicero de Inv. ii. i is the genuine one, not that in
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the rest, it overlooks the ground between the city and the chap. vn.

sea; but it has its own special view of the valley o£ the

Akragas and of the height immediately above it.

Next in order to the west comes the temple which bears The so-

a name not only unlikely, but altogether impossible and Concordia.

unmeaning, the so-called temple of Concord ^
. No reason-

able guess can be made at its pagan dedication; in the

fifteenth century of our sera it followed the far earlier

precedent of the temples in the akropolis. It became the The church

church of Saint Gregory, not of any of the great pontiffs Gregory,

and doctors of the Church, but of the local bishop whose

full description as Saint Gregory of the Turnips can hardly

be written without a smile ^. The peristyle was walled

up, and arches were cut through the walls of the cella,

exactly as in the great church of Syracuse. Saint Gregory

of Girgenti plays no such part in the world^s history as

was played by the Panagia of Syracuse ; we may therefore

be more inclined to extend some mercy to the Bourbon

king who set free the columns as we now see them. When
he had gone so far, one might even wish that he had gone

on to wall up the arches. In each of the former states of

the building there was a solid wall somewhere to give

shelter from the blasts which sweep round this exposed

spot. As the building now stands, it is, after the Athenian

house of Theseus and Saint George, the best preserved

Greek temple in being. Like its fellow to the east, it is a

building of moderate size, of the middle stage of Doric,

with columns less massive than those of Syracuse and

Pliny, N. H. xxxv. 36. The Lakinian Hera, at home at Krot&n, could

have no place at Akragas. It is only one degree more out of place when a

local writer turns " Juno Lacinia" into " Giunone Lucina.^'

^ Schubring, 32. The good Fazello (i. 248) is answerable for the name

Concordia, on the strength of an inscription recording a Concordia between

the communes of Agrigentura and Lilybseum in Eoman times. Amico

(i. 274) knew better.

^ He is " Sanctus Gregorius de Eapis" in Fazello, i. 248.

D d 2
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CHAP. VII. Corinth^ less slender than those of Nemea. Again to the

ofH^^r.^^^
west stood a temple of greater size^ nearly ranging in scale

kles. with the Athenian Parthenon^ which is assigned^ with far

more of likelihood than the other names, to Herakles^

Save one patched-up column standing amid the general

ruin, it has^ in the language of the prophet^ become heaps.

All that is left is a mass of huge stones, among which

we can see the mighty columns, fallen, each in its place,

overthrown, it is clear, by no hand of man but by those

powers of the nether world whose sway is felt in every

corner of Sicilian soil.

Tbe These three temples form a continuous range along the

Gate. eastern part of the southern wall of the city. To the west

of them, parted from them by a gate, which, in Roman

times at least, bore, as at Constantinople and Spalato, the

name of Golden, rose the mightiest work of Akragantine

The Olym- splendour and devotion, the great Olympieion itself. Of
pieion.

^^.^ gigantic building, the vastest Greek temple in Europe ^,

we happily have somewhat full descriptions from men who

had looked at it, if not in the days of its full glory, yet at

least when it was a house standing up, and not a ruin. As

it now lies, a few great fragments of wall still standing

amid confused heaps of fallen stones, of broken columns

and capitals, no building kindles a more earnest desire to

Its pecu- see it as it stood in the days of its perfection. It is not

design. Only the vastness of scale, but the strangeness of design,

which awakens our curiosity to see this huge temple as its

designers meant it to be. The Olympieion of Akragas was

from the beginning in nearly the same case as that to which

the changes of the fifteenth century brought the temple

^ Schubring, 49, 62.

^ Diod. xiii. 82 : fiiyicrTos wv twv hv 'SiKeXia koX tois Iktos ovk dXoyous av

avyKp'ivono Kara to fieyeOos tt]s viroaTacreaJS. So Polybios, ix. 27; o tov

Albs 'OXv/xmov veais avvTeXeiav fJiev ovk ukrjcpev, kuto, be TTjv kmfioXi^v nal to

f^eyeOos ov5' oiroiov twv kuto, ttjv 'EWdda 5okh X^'nreadai. I believe the

temple of Artemis at Ephesos alone is greater.
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wliicli became tlie churcli of Saint Gregory. One ancient chap. vii.

observer remarks that^ while other temples either have a
J(5f^jjj^g^'

simple wall or else are surrounded by columns, this one has

the wall and the columns built in one piece ^. That is, the

building is what is technically called pseudojperipteral. There

is no real peristyle, no ranges of columns standing free and

surrounding the cella. Instead of such a range, there was

a solid wall with half-columns attached; and the same

arrangement was repeated inside on the walls of the cella

itself. One would like to know the cause of what seems

so strange a caprice ; one would like to judge for oneself

whether the effect, on so vast a scale, was really so bad as

one would expect it to be. It was out of engaged columns of

this kind that the graceful ornamental arcades of mediaeval

architecture took their origin. The great house of Zeus at The giants.

Akragas was marked also by another strange feature. Our

informant mentions the sculptures in the two pediments,

the war of gods and giants to the east, the taking of Troy

to the west. He says nothing of the giants who were there

in person, the giants who survive in the arms of modern

Girgenti, the giants one of whom still lies in his broken

pieces among the ruins of the temple. Yet it is certain

that, in some part or other of the Olympieion, perhaps in

an upper story of the cella, these huge figures were set to

discharge the duty of columns in bearing up an entabla-

ture ^. The taste of such an arrangement is open to debate.

Certainly giants are better fitted for such a work than the

maidens who are condemned to it in the Athenian Erech-

theion. But what in the small scale of the Erechtheion

^ Diod. xiii. 82 ; roiv aXkoiv ri /J.^'Xpi roix'^v tovs reus oiko^oiiovvtoov tj k'looi

rovs arjKovs ircpiXafxPavovTOJi/, ovtos knarepas tovtojv fierixei tcuv viroaTaaeojv.

avvwKodoixovvTo yap 01 Kioves tois roixois, €^aj$€v fx^v arpoyyvXoc, to 5' hros

Tov veob '^xovTes TiTpayojvov,

2 Schubring, 57. It is passing strange that Diod6ros does nut mention

the giants. They can have nothing to do with the yiyavTOfxax^a in the

pediment.
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CHAP. VII. might pass for a graceful fancy must have had another

look in the vast pile of the Olympieion. Not one of the

giants is now standing in his place ; nor is the wall,

raised on its many steps, anywhere standing high enough

to show more than a small piece of the half-columns, those

half-columns in the depth of whose flutings a man might

stand ^. But many of their vast capitals lie around, and

nothing about the temple more deeply impresses us with

the feeling of prodigious size. In the most brilliant age

of Hellenic art and Hellenic freedom it was the pride of

Akragas to have raised a house of the chief Hellenic god,

which, in vastness, if not in beauty, outdid the elder works

of Poseidonia and the contemporary works of Athens.

The temple The half-columns of the Olympieion appear again on
of Askle- . (

pios ; a very small scale in the temple of Asklepios which stands

outside the southern wall, between the city and the sea.

The ordinary arrangement of columns appears in the temple

which forms the eastern finish of the whole series of build-

ofthe Dios- ings along the southern wall. This is a smaller temple

' assigned to the Dioskouroi, Kastor and Polydeukes, where

four of the fallen columns have been set up in modern

lines, with doubtful accuracy but with a good general

effect. Hard by, between the temple and the wall, are

the remains of a smaller building with columns ; some say

another temple, some say a stoa. On the western side of

the city, near the path looking down on the deep ravine

between the enlarged Akragas and the nekropolis, stand

yet two columns, still of Doric style, but which are held to

belong to a later date than that of which we are speaking.

ofHephais- They bear the name of Hephaistos, perhaps rather of Latin

" Vulcanus. But for that name there seems no reason beyond

the assumption that its site is the same as the Vulcanian

^ Died. xiii. 82 ; tov fxev kuros fxipovs karlv ovtCjv [twv kiovcov'] rj rrepi-

<pep€ia TTobwv uKoai, KaO' rjv eh toL Sia^vafiara hiivarai avOpwirivov kvap
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hill which has a place among the natural wonders of the chap. vii.

island^. It stands quite apart from the southern range,

which ends in the temple of the Tyndarids^ if such it is.

At that point we are near the south-western corner of the The fieh-

wall_, and we look down on what once was the great arti-

ficial fish-pond, now a small and rich valley, thick set with

trees, with holes or drains in its rocky sides, which pass

for the famous P/miakes ^.

This whole range of five temples, filling up, with in- Effect of

tervals, the whole length of the south wall of Akragas, ^^^S*^-

must have formed, both from the height above and from

the sea and the low ground below, a line of stately build-

ings such as could hardly have had an equal elsewhere.

We can form some notion of the effect of the range from

the two which are nearly perfect. At the same time we

must remember that, close to the wall as the temples were,

their whole lower part must have been hidden in the

southern view as long as the wall still rose to its full

height. But the vast scale of the temple of Zeus must

have raised that building high above all walls and bul-

warks. Reared aloft on many steps, the house itself, its

half-columns and their entablature, lifted the line of the

cornice to a height above the roof-line of most English

minsters. And yet, noble as the whole range must have

been, it must have brought out the horizontal line to such

an excess that we might have been tempted to ask for

a Byzantine cupola, a Lombard campanile, or an English

spire, to break it.

While Akragas was raising these great works, Selinous Selinous.

in no way lagged behind her. To the modern traveller

' Schubring (70) places this temple after the Carthaginian siege. There

seems no reason to call it " Vulcan," beyond the supposition that the place

where it stands is the "collis Vulcanius " of Solinus (v. 23), where some

miracles of the fire-god were wrought..

^ See above, p. 231. It is at this point that Dioddros gives his second

description.
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CHAP. VII. the buildings of Selinous are, in their fallen state, the

most impressive of all the great Sicilian monuments.

And they raise our wonder higher than it is raised by

the works of Syracuse and Akragas, when we remember

that the city whose gigantic ruins we are tracing out

could at no time have made the faintest claim to be

deemed the first or even the second of Sikeliot common-

wealths. But Selinous, set free from her dependence on

the barbarian, flourished like her sisters. She was rich and

Gifts of the prosperous, and while her citizens stinted not the adorn-

tines. ment of their own houses ^, still less did they stint the honour

of the gods, either on their own soil or among the holy

places of Old Greece. At Pytho they dedicated the local

plant in gold ^ ; at Olympia they had a treasure-house of

their own, where men saw the graven form of Dionysos,

with his face, hands, and feet, wrought in ivory ^. On
The their own hills they reared those famous temples on whose

SeHncms.^^ ruins we still gaze with awe, and within whose walls

they stored the wealth of the gods and of the common-

wealth ^. It is one of those small details which bring us

nearer to the times of which we write, when we find

that modern research has actually brought to light the

cash-box of a Selinuntine temple ^.

Of the general position of the temples of Selinous we

have already spoken, as well as of those wonderful efforts

^ Diod. xiii. 44 ; ot Xe\ivovvTioi /car' eKelvovs tovs xP^^o^^ evdaifiovovuTes.

In 57 he again speaks of 97 e// rais olKiais tv^aijxovia, and of the temples and

ij ev avTois KaOtepcofxivr] rroXvriXeia.

^ See vol. i. p. 421.

^ Pausanias, vi. 19. 7 ; "XiKeKiajras be ^eXivovvTiovs dvearTjaav jxkv

Kapxv^ovioi noXifio)' irplv Se ^ tt^v avfKpopav yeveoOai a(pLcn, drjaavpbv tw kv

'OXvfxma Aii kiroirjaav. He goes on to speak of the statue.

* Diod. xiii. 37; ^ ev tois vaoTs KaOiepcofxivrj TroXvTeXeia. In Thucydides

(vi. 20) Nikias seems to contrast the practice of Selinous in this matter

with that of Syracuse. After speaking of the resources of both, he adds,

XprjliCLTo, T exovffi, to, p.\v i8ia, rd 5c Kal kv tois Upois kcrl ^tXivovvTiois.

' Benndorf, Metopen, 20.
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of early sculpture which date from the first days of the chap. vii.

city^. The advance in the graver^s art can hardly any- Sculptures,

where be better studied than at Selinous, or, to speak more

truly, among those works of Selinuntine art which are now

to be seen, not in their own homes, but in the old dwelling-

place of the Phoenician. One of the temples on the eastern earlier

hill, assigned to the days of Hieron of Syracuse, the days

of the recovered Hellenic freedom of Selinous, showed in

the forms of Herakles and the fighting Amazon a stage of

art far in advance of Medousa and the Kerkopes, but

which had not yet reached the full perfection of the central

years of the century ^. Lastly we come to the great days and later,

of all, the days whose fragmentary story we are telling, the

days when Selinous dedicated her offerings for victory

over her nameless enemy ^. Then was carved the form

of the sitting Zeus unveiling—it may be Here, it may

be some other—and that of Aktaion torn in pieces by

his hounds, in a style which only the skill of Pheidias

could outdo ^. The quarries of Campobello ^ had small

rest in the days of Selinuntine freedom. They had to

furnish stone without stint for the great temple on the

eastern hill, perhaps a third Olympieion, less vast but more

graceful than its Akragantine rival, but which was, like

that rival, hindered by the Punic invader from ever reaching

its full perfection. There indeed we see the Pillars of the

Giants standing in every stage of workmanship, here

unfluted, here fully fluted, here with the drums standing

ready to receive that last finish on the many smooth faces

of a polygon. And in one small temple in the akropolis Mixture of

proof has been found how little the great builders of Greece

really held themselves bound by the fetters of pedantic

rules. The newly-invented Ionic capital was set to bear

1 See vol. i. p. 424. ^ Benndorf, Tab. VII ;
Holm, G. S. i. 247.

3 See above, p. 330. * Benndorf, Tab. VIII, IX.

* See vol. i. p. 424.
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CHAP. VII. the familiar Doric entablature ^. So, ages after^ tlie Roman
arch of triumph in the Alpine Augusta shows columns

crowned with the full-grown foliage of Corinth, but which

bear up the frieze with its triglyphs which would not be

oat of place in Selinous itself ^,

Buildings The buildings on the western hill doubtless also belong

western to our period. But they still need the careful exami-

nation which those on the akropolis and the eastern hill

have already received. The apparent arch may be seen

there^ as well as on the hill of Eryx; but we shall find

it in later work at Selinous also. Till something more

has been brought to light^ we may be allowed to guess

that the newly-found Proj)^laia led the way to the house

of the goddesses of Sicily. To the dedication of the other

temples our only clue seems to be an inscription which

seems to show that the two most ennobling conceptions of

Apoll6n Greek mythology, Phoibos Apollon and Pallas Athene,

Athene. received in Selinous a joint worship ^. We have seen a

work of primitive Selinuntine art in which Athene herself

appears in a guise which we can only call grotesque We
should be loth to believe that the Apollon of Selinous

appeared, as he did in ancestral Megara, in a lower form

still, either in a form which in his own day suggested the

works of Egypt, or of a hue which might now suggest

Our Lady of Einsiedeln ^.

1 Holm. G. S. i. 294.

2 See Architectural and Historical Sketches, p. 310.

^ See the fragment of the inscription in Benndorf, 35 ;

. . AAONOSHAIANOS
ANAIA2.

That is quite enough.

* Benndorf, Metopen, Tab. II.

5 Benndorf (36) sends us to the temple of Apollon at the elder Megara,

as described by Pausanias, i. 42. 5. He there says that the god, in his

character as UvOtos and AeKarrjcpopos, toTs AlyvirTiois fj-dXiara koiKaffi

^odvois' bv 6e 'Apxvy^'^'V^ k-novofj-d^ovcnv, AlyLvrjTiKois epyois kartv o/xoios-

kfiivov 8e iravra bpLoiojs ireiroirjTai. One trembles for the dyaXfidriov of

the ^Apxvy^Tr^s at Naxos. Vol. i. p. 326.
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By the time that we have now reached the Sikeliot chap. vn.

cities had grown to that stage o£ artistic developement or Private

• 1 •
I n • • 11 pictures

artistic luxury m which works or painting and sculpture and

are no longer only the solemn ornaments of the temple or

the prytaneioUj but have become part of the pleasure or

pride of private dwellings. The traffic between Carthage

and Akragas seems to have awakened artistic tastes in the

Punic mind, and in the day of Punic victory the pictures

and statues which abounded in the houses of the wealthy

Akragantines were reckoned among the most precious

parts of the spoiP. But Sicily does not directly con-

tribute many great names to the history of the kindred

art. Damophilos of Himera passed for a teacher of Zeuxis J^^^^^P^.i"

himself. We are used to great length of life in many of mera, fl.

the worthies of our story ; but it is a little startling to hear
'^^^^

that the master of Zeuxis^ with his colleague Gorgasos,

painted the Boman temple which was vowed by Aulus Postu-

mius_, victor at Begillus ^. But a temple of Ceres^ Liber_, and

Libera, was a specially fitting field for a Sicilian artist,

and chronology may be appeased by the easy conjecture

that the painting of the temple and the Greek letters

which recorded the names of the artists came a generation

or two later than the building itself. As marking a tie

between the land of the Latin and the land of the Sikel, a

^ Diod. xiii. 90 calls Akragas nXovaiwrar^v cxeSor tcDi/ totc 'EWrjvidajv

noXeojv ycyevr]fxevrjv Kal ravra raiv kv avrrj (piXoKaX-qaavrwv ds -navToiojv

KaraaK^vaoixaTOjv iroXvTeXeiav. He goes on ; Kal yap ypacpal TraixirXTjOeis

rjvpedrjffav ds dnpov kKTreirovrjixevai Kal iravTo'icov dvhptavTuv (piXoTexvoJS

hihrjp.iovpyqp.ivojv inrepdyoov dpiOpos.

Plin. N. H. XXXV. 45 ;
" Plastae laudatissimi fuere Daraophilus et

Gorgasus, iidemque pictores, qui Cereris sedem Romae ad circum maximum
utroque genere artis suae excoluerunt . . . Ante hanc sedem Tuscanica

omnia in sedibus fuisse auctor est M. Varro." On the dedication see

Dionysios, vi. 17, 94. It was dedicated A-qpLrjrpi koi Aiovvacp koi Koprj. It

stood till the time of Augustus (Tac. Ann. ii. 49), and was rededicated

A.D. 17" Libero Liberseque et Cereri."

Damophilos of Himera appears as an alternative master of Zeuxis in

Pliny, N. H. xxxv. 36.
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Works of

Myrdii in

Sicily.

CHAP. VII. tie at once historical, artistic, and mythological, the interest

of the story is not small. The renowned pupil of Damo-

philos, we may safely affirm, painted no picture for any

Hera of Akragas^; but in the sister art more than one

work of Myron found its way into Sicily. In the small

temple of Asklepios outside the wall of Akragas Verres

found a bronze statue of Apollon, with Myron^s name

wrought in silver letters on the thigh. It was the gift of

the younger Publius Scipio ; and to be his gift implies

that it was, like the real or pretended bull of Phalaris,

part of the spoil of Akragas brought back to its own

home^. In the lesser branches of art Sicily most likely

worked for herself; the painting of vases reached its

height at the time with which we are now dealing.

Vases.

We have already briefly referred to the rise of rhetoric

as an art in the Sikeliot commonwealths after the driving

out of the tyrants ^. We have heard of Korax and Tisias,

and Tisias has the credit of being one master of the

GoRGiAs of famous Gorgias, as Empedokles was another ^. Gorgias

c°^488-'
Leontinoi, if we can accept dates which sober writers

3^°- have accepted, was the most long-lived of the long-lived

worthies of Sicily ^. In the term of a hundred and eight

^ See above, p. 402.

Cic. Verr. iv. 43; " Agrigento nonne ejusdem P. Scipionis monumen-

tum, signum Apollinis pulcherrimum, cujus in feinine literulis minutis

argenteis nomen Myronis erat inscriptum, ex ^sculapii religiosissimo

fano sustulisti ?
" He mentions other statues which Scipio brought back

from Carthage ; but they need not all have been of the same antiquity.

There was (iv. 2) another work of Myron in the possession of Gaius Heius,

" Mamertinus," a marble Eros and a bronze Herakles in one.

^ See above, p. 329. * Diog. Laert. viii. 2. 3.

^ Holm (i. 435) seems not to doubt. Diogenes (u. s.) gives him 109

years. Lucian (Macrobii, 23) cuts him down to 108 ; but adds, rpocprjs

diTO(TxoiJ-(vos eTfkevTTjcre, like Isokrates, when ten years younger. Pausanias

(vi. 17. 9) has the lowest figure, 105. Cicero (De Sen. 5) who gives him

107, makes him work till the end, and say "Nihil habeo quod accusem

senectutem." One may set this against Lucian's story.
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years, he could remember the joint day of Himera and chap. vii.

Salamis, and he lived to hear how the banners of Syracuse

were planted on the walls of Motya, and how the boundary

of Hellas again fell back to the Halykos. He saw what,

beside him, we hardly venture to call the old age of Xeno-

phanes and Simonides^. He had in Isokrates a scholar

who, if he had not so unfairly cut short his own term,

might perhaps have rivalled his master in length of days ^.

So long a life is happily divided between two marked Two

periods of our story. His famous embassy to Athens stands Gorgks'^"

on the boundary of those periods, and it equally marks
^gg_

a division in his own life. Sixty years he spent in his 427* b.c.

native island. Having once played a part in the general
'^^'^

affairs of Greece, he became for forty-eight years more

a citizen of the wider world which he had helped to

call into being ^. In that character he has had the ill-

luck to fall into the hands of one of the great dis-

pensers of the world''s applause. The name of Gorgias Gorgias

is perhaps best known because he and his scholar Polos

of Akragas * were chosen by Plato as two of the many

victims to be offered up to the glory of his own master.

From one disciple of Sokrates we may appeal to another

who knew the practical side of life somewhat better.

Xenophon has told us how the Boiotian Proxenos, wishing Gorgias

to make himself capable of great deeds, became a scholar proxenos.

of Leontine Gorgias, and tarried with him till he deemed

himself fit to undertake the rule of men^. One may

^ See above, p. 261.

2 Plut. Vit. X. Or. I. Isokrates also heard Tisias.

^ He did not wholly forsake Sicily (see Plut. de Gen. Sac. 13); but we
hear of him in various places; and as he visited lason of Pherai as tyrant,

it must have been at the very end of his life.

* Polos is a well-known character in the Platonic Gorgias. He is

said, as well as his master, to have harangued at Olympia
;

Lucian,

Herod. 3.

^ The words of Xenophon (Anab. ii. 6) are well worth notice
;
Upo^cvos

6 BotwTto?, €v6vs filv fxeipaKiov wv, kTT(Ovf/.€i yevicxOai dv^p tcL fxcydXa vpdr-
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CHAP. VII. perhaps doubt whether the rule of men can be taught at

all; yet Proxenos^ as his comrade paints him^ must have

been no ill judge of such matters. At all events we know

B.C. 427. thatj when Gorgias went to Athens, it was as the envoy

of the Leontine people; and his voice, if in the end it

wrought woe alike to Sicily and Athens, at least worked

mightily at the time for the cause which he came to plead.

At a later day, as we all know, Plato went to Sicily. But

he did not go on the errand of the Athenian common-

wealthj and the chief result of his coming was to make a

tyrant amuse himself for a moment by drawing circles and

triangles in the sand ^.

Writings But the Gorgias of Plato and Proxenos, so far as he
of Gorgia..

^Qj^^gj,^g Sicilian history, belongs to a later stage. "We have

as yet to deal with the citizen of Leontinoi who shares

with his Syracusan predecessor Korax the credit or discredit

of having invented rhetoric as an art. He had also his

speculative notions ; and he committed them to writing in

more than one book. But a treatise of Things that are

not cannot have had much influence on human affairs^,

His teach- while the rhetorical side of Gorgias had a real practical

rhetoric, bearing on the history of Sicily and of all Greece. If

not the inventor of artificial eloquence, he was at least its

most renowned teacher. In his earlier days he founded

a school of Sicilian eloquence, the earliest school of Greek

eloquence. In his old age he spread his influence over

the whole Hellenic world. It is a fair question how far

that influence was for good, whether the artificial rhetoric

which he brought in was a real improvement on the

T61J' iKavu'i. Kal 5td ravrrjv kiriOvfxtav eScoKe Topyia dpyvpiov to) Aeovrcvw.

enei Sc avveyevero eKdvo), iKavbs qdrj vojxiaas eJvai koc dpx^iv.

1 Plut. Dion. 13.

^ I do not undertake to go deeper into these matters than Isokrates,

Helen. 3 ; ttws yap dv tis virep^dKoLTO Topyiav rbv To\/JLrj(TavTa Xiyeiv ws

ovblv Tuiv ovTOiv eariv ; One cannot keep down the thought of two familiar

lines of Byron.
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inborn power o£ speech wliicli Tliucydides sets down as chap, vii,

the marked gift of Themistokles ^. The fifth century be-

fore Christ was perhaps not the only age in which there

has been a kind of rage for teaching, a rush to seek at

the hands of others for that knowledge which is more

really precious when it is the fruit of a man^s own thought,

reading, and experience. But Gorgias and the other pro-

fessional teachers of his age, if they adapted themselves

to the fashion of their times, supplied a demand of their

times_, and there is no reason to think that they supplied

it otherwise than honourably. The battle of the sophists_, Sophists

like that of the demagogues, has been fought once for all rt^tores.

by the historian of Greek democracy. Gorgias moreover

declined the name of sophist; he was no sophist, but a

rhetor. In the prose iambics ^ of their enemy, the unpardon-

able sin of the whole class of sophists and rhetoricians,

that is of professional teachers of every class, was that

they took money for their teaching. If what they taught

was worth the price, their traffic was at least a more

worthy one than that of the poets who sang the praises of

tyrants for hire. But this side of Gorgias and his fellows Personal

is simply endless. Let us rather think of the man who of Gorgias.

could not only say that he had given eighty years to

thought^, but who, when asked how he was able to live

so much longer than other men, could say that he had

never done anything for the sake of pleasure He made

money freely ; but he lived a simple life. After his great

panegyric at Olympia, calling the Greeks to peace at home

1 Thuc. i. 138.

^ Athen. xi, 113; Xiyerai Sk dis koi 6 Topyias avrbs dvayvovs tov ofidi-

vvfJiov avTU) hiaXoyov irpos tovs avvfjOeis 'i(pi], KaXSbs oide HXcltoju ia^^i^uv.

Directly after he calls him KaXbv koi veov tovtov 'Apx'iXoxov.

^ Athen. xii. 71 ; 8ia to aaxppovcos (rjv ax^^ov byboijKOvra 'irrj tZ (ppovcTp

* lb. ; CTret ris avrbv rjp^TO tIvl SiaiTrj xp<^l^^^os ovtcjs f/xyweAcDs ical /xera

alcOrjaem tocovtov xP^''^^^ i'T]<y^i-^v, ouSei/ TrwTroTe, eimVj -^Sovrjs 'iu€Kev

irpa^as.
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CHAP. VII. and war with the barbarian, a scoffer jeered at him with

mocking words. How could he hope to keep all Hellas in

peace when he could not keep peace in his own household

of three ? For the household of Gorgias consisted of him-

self_, his wife^ and one female slave, and it was whispered

that discord and jealousy had crept in among them ^.

S6phr6n If Plato did somewhat less than justice to the Sicilian

mimes, teacher of oratory^ he made up for it somewhat^ as far as

the island was concerned, by his special fondness for the

mimes of Sophron of Syracuse, which he is said to have

kept under his pillow^. The mime seems to have been

strictly a performance without words, of which the exhi-

bition made by the Syracusan in the Spnposio7i of Xenophon

has been quoted as an example ^. S6phr6n_, a man of our

period, was the first who turned the popular amusement

into a species of literary composition * ; the mime was

reckoned among Sicilian inventions ^. It remained an es-

sentially popular exhibition ; its language was the popular

speech, and its material was found in popular tales and

manners. The mimes seem to have kept quite aloof from

public affairs, and nothing bearing on history can be found

in the fragments which have come down to us ^.

* Plut. Conj. Prsec. 43. The mocker is Melanthos. It is added, rjv yap,

ws eoiK€, risepens tov Topyiov Kal ^TjKoTvma rrjs yvvaiKos npbs to OepairaiviZiov

.

(The Plato revealed to us by Diogenes Laertios could throw no stones.)

The Olympic harangue belongs to the second period of Gorgias, Would not

his simple life rather belong to the first ?

^ So says Souidas, and Diogenes, iii. 13,

^ See above, p. 398, and the Article Sophron in Diet. Biog.

* Aristotle (Poet, i) seems to doubt whether to reckon them as verse or

prose ; ovhlv yap av exoip-^v bvopaaai Koivbv tovs '^txxppovos Kal Bevdpxov

fi'ipiovs ml TOVS ^coKpariKovs \6yovs.

^ Solinus (v. 14, 15) reckons them among ''quidquid Sicilia gignit."

" Hie primum inventa comcedia ; hie et cavillatio mimica in scsena stetit."

® Athenaios (vii. 66, 76) has several fragments and references, largely

dealing with the cookery of fish, from the QvvvoOrjpas of Sophron. There

were (vii, 125) iJ.Tp,oi dv5p(ioi and yvvaiKeioi. One fragment refers to

the shark ; d 8e yaCT-qp vpkwv mpxapias, oKa tivos d^aOe.
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While Sicily thus contributed its share, and a share chap. vii.

which took original shapes, to the general intellectual Visitors to

stores of the Greek world, strangers from Old Greece did

not fail to visit the stores of Sicily. They have not

indeed left behind them such clear signs of their coming

as those who came in the days of the tyrants, ^schylus

died in a free Sikeliot city^; Pindar lived to sing the

victories of free Sikeliot citizens ^ ; but he does not seem to

have visited the island in any character but that of the

guest of a tyrant. After them there were no such poets

to come, and there were no tyrants to invite them. It References

does not appear that Sophokles or Euripides ever followed the^tra^

in the track of their mightier predecessor. Here and there g^^^^^^^^-

they have a Sicilian allusion. Ismene rides to Kolonos

on an ^tnsean steed ^ ; and in the Euripidean Elektra the

Dioskouroi speak of guarding the ship that has to cross

the Sicilian sea In the Troades Kasandra threatens Euripides.

Odysseus with Charybdis and the Kyklopes, and the

threat is carried out in the one satyric drama that is pre-

served to us. The scene of the Kyklops is laid in Sicily, The

at the foot of ^tna. And the giant shepherds, with their EuHpidL^^

flocks and herds and milk and cheese, have not become the

workmen of Hephaistos, the forgers of the thunderbolts of

Zeus. Still throughout the play there is a disappointing

lack of anything local. We learn that we are in Sicily, at

the foot of iEtna, only by a few utterances of the word

Sicily and a repetition of the word jEtna till we weary of

^ See above, p. 282. ^ See above, pp. 299, 319.

3 Soph. (Ed. Col. 312 ;

. . . yvvaix ^pw

aTflxovcrav ^fj.ouv aacrov, Airvalas eirl

TTcuKov fiePouaav.

* V. 1347;

vuj S' knl VOVTOV 2t«€A.oi/ (Xnovd^

<xajaovT€ vfcjv irpcvpas kvdkovs.

O. Miiller sees a reference to the great Sicilian expedition. But there

w^ere others before it.

VOL. II. E e
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CHAP. VII. it ^. But for anything characteristic either of the island

in general or of that special side of it we may look in vain.

The cheese which charmed men and dogs is there already,

but it would almost seem that the gifts of Demeter had

not yet reached her island^. Galateia does not show

herself; the tastes which Polyphemos professes are quite

un-Homeric. We are therefore cut off from the sight

which a play by Bacchylides might have given us. We
have no domestic picture of the Kyklops ruling, as Homer

and Aristotle paint his tribe, over wife and sons, that wife

a nymph of the sea, and those sons the patriarchs of the

nations ^.

Herodotus YoT the writers and speakers of prose, for historians,

sophists, and rhetores, our island had greater charms. If I

have taken a true view of the famous embassy to Gelon, it

follows almost of necessity that Herodotus must have been

at Syracuse One is tempted to ask whether the charac-

teristic airs of the Lacedaemonian and the Athenian envoys

may not after all come from a play of Epicharmos. Any-

how the colonist of Thourioi, to whom southern Italy was

so familiar ^, could hardly fail to cross the strait and track

out the career of Anaxilas, Hippokrates, and Gelon on the

^ vv, 20, 62, 95, 106, 114, 130, 366, 395, 660. There is a little more

point when in 298 we read,

yrjs yap 'EXXddos pvxoiis

oIkhs vtt' Atrvrf, rfi irvpiaTaKTo) ireTpa,

and in 599, where Hephaistos is called on to do a little in the way of his

craft by burning out the eye of the Kyklops. At the beginning Seilenoa

has something to say about Enkelados.

^ 121
;

OA. airtlpovcTi S', t) tS) ^uiai, Arjurjrpos ffrdxvv

;

2EI. ydXaKri koX rvpoiai Koi jxtjXwv fiopa.

OA. 'Bpop.iov be TTup.' exovcnv, dpireXov pods
;

2EI, TjKiara' roiydp dxapiv oiKovai x^oj/a.

This is very unlike the Sicily of any later age.

^ See above, p. 266.

^ See above, p. 174, and Appendix XIX.
^ Herod, iv. 99. To most Greeks the Attic illustration would be more

intelligible than the lapygian.
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spot. That Thucydides had stepped out every inch of the chap. vn.

battle-ground o£ Syracuse I feel as sure as that I have
^^^^J'

myself done so in his steps. But that concerns us not as

yet. I feel nearly as sure that the first five books were

written without a personal knowledge of the island as that

the sixth and seventh were written with the fullest know-

ledge. To the fruits of that knowledge we shall come in

time. Among less illustrious names, and more strictly Prota-

within our present range, Protagoras of Abdtra seems to

have visited Sicily for the love of wisdom, seemingly with

Gorgias as the minister of wisdom ^. Hippias of Elis Hippias.

came, if we may trust the hostile dialogue-maker, for love

of gain. In a lecturing-tour in Sicily he got together Hippias at

great sums; twenty mints were the contribution of so
^^^^^^^^

small a town as Inykon ^. A word to tell us something

of the state of Inykon at that time would be more precious

for our purpose than either the speculative teaching of

Hippias or his skill as a tailor and shoemaker. Hippias is

made to speak of the town as small, but not as barbarian.

Was it in his day a Greek outpost of Akragas, or are we

to infer that not only Sikel but Sikan towns were already

so far hellenized as to be ready to pay for the teaching of

a Greek sophist ? We might guess more freely, if we felt a

little more certain as to the site of Inykon ^, and also if we
felt more certain that talk of this kind is any authority

for facts.

This casual question as to the nationality of Inykon The Sikels.

brings us to the last and one of the most important

branches of the present survey, the relation of the Greeks

^ Plat. Hipp. Maj. pp. 282,283; Diog. Laert. ix. 6. His ship is said to

have sunk.

^ Hipp. Maj. 283 (cf. p. 284); OLKpiKofxevos irore ds ^iKcXiav . . . €v 6Xiya>

Xpovo} irdvv Tr\4ov fj irevTTjKovTa fcai (Karbv fivds eipyacd/xrjv, koi kvos ye

Xcjpiov rrdvv (TfxiKpov, 'Ivvkov, irXiov rj eiKoai /JLvds.

^ See above, p. 112, and vol. i. p. 196.

E e 2,
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CHAP. VI r. of tliis age to the other races o£ tlie island. There can be

no doubt that during all this time the process which was

to take the place of the schemes of Ducetius, the gradual

preparation of the Sikels for adoption into the Greek fold,

was steadily going on. As for the feelings of the Greeks

towards them, we should doubtless know more if some of

the plays of Epicharmos had been preserved in full. Among
the late collections of proverbs there are several which put

Sicilians

—

Sikeloi—in an unfavourable or ludicrous point of

The Sikel view. To late compilers, writing when the Sikel had be-

and^^^^^'^^ come as fully a Greek as the Macedonian, these proverbs
comedy.

^^re most likely understood as aimed at the inhabitants

of Sicily in general. But when we see that some of them

can be traced to Epicharmos, they put on quite another

character. With him the Sikel would be the Sikel and

none other. One might fancy that the Sikel was a stock

character, brought into the plays of Epicharmos for the

amusement of Syracusan audiences, much as Irishmen and

Scotchmen were once brought on the English stage for the

amusement of English audiences. Nothing quite like this

could happen in the Attic comedy. Athens had no neigh-

bours who stood to her in exactly the same relation as that

in which the Sikel stood to the Syracusan or the Irishman

to the English. In truth, from the very few specimens

from which we have to judge, the conventional Sikel of Syra-

cusan comedy might seem to have been not altogether un-

like the conventional Irishman of English comedy. That he

appears as a thief is not wonderful ; that is the easiest of all

charges to bring against a subject people, as it is a charge

which is always likely to be true from the point of view of

the ruling people ^. Engaged as a mercenary soldier, he

professes to refuse the pay which is not given him ^. On

^ Makarios, vi. 52 (Paroem. Grrsec. ii. 195) ; 6 %iK€Kbs ws eoiK€ Tr/v

(^cufjilSa napoaov 01 Sf/feXot KOJ/xivSovvTai ws KKkirTai.

^ Makarios, Cent. vii. 65 ; StweAo? arpaTiooT'qs fiiaOov dicoOciTai' eirl twv
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this head one can fancy some rude poet o£ Palica or Agyrium chaf. vii.

giving the charge quite another turn. But the Sikel is

further brought in as a blunderer, a maker of practical

bulls. He gathers his grapes_, or perhaps the grapes of the

Sikeliot, before they are ripe^. The land-lubber, as the

Sikel would seem to the Greeks of the eastern coast, goes

to sea with a cargo of figs. He is shipwrecked. He sits

on a rock, and tells the still raging waves that he knows

what they want
;

they are asking for more figs ^. The

wit seems poor ; but wit of this kind commonly is poor.

The Syracusan reporter of the Athenian and Lacedaemonian

embassy, whether Epicharmos or any other, had found a

better subject for his satire.

During the whole of the fifth century, the general dis- Sikel and

tinction between Sikel and Sikeliot was as broadly drawn stuf^^*^^

as ever. We may say this, without ruling whether parti-
^^^^^^^^

cular Sikel towns like Henna may not have been already guished.

pretty fully hellenized. At the same time we must re-

member the fact on which we had to dwell long ago, that

the undoubted goddesses of Sicily are not S23oken of in

any Greek writer as goddesses of Henna. Nor does Henna.

Henna play any part in the history of this time, so as to

throw any light on its relation to the Greek cities. In

this age Ducetius stands by himself ; it is only in the next

dirojOeTaOai irpcffiroiovfiivuv a fxrjdeh airois Sidojaiv. So Mantissa, Cent,

ii. 80.

' Zenob. Cent. v. 84 (Paroem. Greec. i. 153) ; ^iKeXds 6iJL<paKl((Taf ewl

TU)V TcL fxrjSevus a^ia KXevToVTOJU Xey€Tai i] Trapoifxia' fxerevrivefCTai Se and tSjv

"XiKeXobu Tas dffpujTOVS 6iJ.<paKas k\cttt6vt(>}V' fJiefxvTjTai ravrr)^ 'Enlxapf^os. So

Apostolios, XV.

^ This proverb, strange to say, is referred to Alkman, who could not

have had much to do with Sicily in any shape. He must have got it from some

very early Sicilian source, which makes it even more valuable than if it

came from E[)icharmos. It runs thus in Apostolios, Cent. xiii. 6; 6 St/ceAos

T^v OdXaaaav. ^iieekos Tis crv/ea d-ycov kvavdyrjcrev' €lO' opwv rriv OdXaaaav

dypiovfxivrjv, Ivrt irirpas KaOrj/Jievos, didd, cprjcriv, b OiXeis' crvKa 6i\(is, 'AXk/xcLv

8e o XvpiKos fxefivTjTai Trjs napoLfiias. So Zenobios, v. 51 ;
Diogen. Cent. vii.

5, without the reference to Alkman.
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CHAP. VII.

Helleniz-

ing work
of Duce-
tius.

Evidence
of Sikel

and other

barbarian

Entella.

Eryx.

Seo-esta.

that Sikel powers^ princes and commonwealths, appear on

a level with their Greek neighbours. As yet the Sikels

are barbarian and secondary. But their increased im-

portance at a later period is doubtless owing to influences

which were at work during the present period. That is to

say, the hellenizing process, in which after all Ducetius

himself really had no small share, was steadily going on.

The clearest outward sign of this process is to be seen in

the coinage of the Sikel towns, their imitation of Greek

models and their use of the Greek language. Nor is the

process confined to Sikel towns only. Before the time

which we have now reached, Elymian Segesta and Eryx

and Sikan Entella had begun to strike coins after the

Greek fashion. The coins of Entella itself, as distinguished

from those of the Campanian settlement of later days,

seem all to belong to the archaic stage ^. Coins of Eryx a

little beyond the same stage show the goddess of the mount

already identified with the Hellenic Aphrodite, but accom-

panied by the significant hound, not the companion of

Artemis ^. Of the early coinage of Segesta and its one

illustration of the speech of Segesta, I have already spoken ^.

But it is clear that about this time a new impulse was

given to the adoption of Greek art throughout the island.

Now come the magnificent Segestan coins, with the head

of the personified city, the hound with or without the

hunter, the chariot and its horses, the ears of barley*.

In these cases the adoption of Greek models of art was

accompanied by a greater or less degree of substantial

^ Coins of Sicily, 60; Head, 119. They have the man-headed bull and

the young Herakles. The letters go both ways ; but they have no charac-

teristic endings, nothing like the Elymian SIB.

^ Coins of Sicily, 61; Head, 120. There are others with Akragantine

crabs and eagles, and some of the SIB coins are later than some with

NONIHVHa.
^ See vol. i. p. 557.

* Coins of Sicily, 133 ;
Head, 145.
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hellenization among those who followed them. But in the chap. vii.

matter of coinage Greek influences spread themselves over PhcBniciau

the Phoenician himself. It appears that before the war of Greek

of Himera the Phoenician cities of Sicily had no coinage

whatever. Throughout the fifth century before Christ

they followed various Greek models^ and, during the time

with which we are concerned, Greek is at Panormos the

usual language of the inscriptions ^. It is otherwise at Coins of

Motya, where the coins are imitations of the coins of

various Greek cities^ first of Akragas, then of Syracuse^ of

Gela, and sometimes of practically Greek Segesta. But the

inscriptions are far more commonly Phoenician than Greek.

Some have the Akragantine eagle on one side, the Akra-

gantine crab on the other ^. Others have on one side the

head of a nymph, on the other the hound of Segesta seizing

the head of a stag ^. But while these models are freely

copied, it is significant that no imitations are found of the

coins of Selinous. The nearest neighbour was the border

enemy, the Greek city which had thrown off the supremacy

of the Phoenician.

To these coins, as evidence of Greek influence on the bar- Evidence

barian inhabitants of the island, we must take care to give coins,

their full value, but not more than their full value. We may

feel sure that in the case of the Phoenicians they imply a far

less amount of real Greek influence than they do in those

of any other people. The Phoenician, like his Arab sue- Special

cessor, could adopt and imitate European art ; the Arab the Phce-

could even make improvements of his own. But as yet

at least it was adopted as something foreign ; its adop-

tion carried with it no general advance in the direction

of European life. The Phoenician remained a Phoenician.

Panormos, with its Greek coinage, with many speakers

1 Head, 141.

2 Coins of Sicily, 243. See Appendix XXXII.
^ Coins of Sicily, 243; Head, 138.
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CHAP. vii. o£ Greek no doubt seeking its twofold haven and its long

street, did not for ages to come become a Greek city in

the sense in which the Sikel towns are now fast beginning

to become such. For the Phoenician^ like other Orientals^

was still satisfied with his Oriental life; the less advanced

European was already willing to be assimilated by the

more advanced. How steadily that process went on we

shall see in the general history of the next century. As yet

Effect of we have barely reached its beginning. The career of

of^Duce^^ Ducetius and the events which immediately followed it

tins.
ruled for ever that, among the European elements that

were already in the island, the Greek was to be dominant

without rival.

And one is no less inclined to say that it was the career

of Ducetius and the events to which it led, the quarrel

between Syracuse and Akragas and the victory of Syracuse

over Akragas, which ruled that Syracuse should hold be-

Increased yond all doubt the first place among Sikeliot cities. Those

oTsyracuse. events also suggested that democratic Syracuse might be

capable of something more than merely holding the first

place in a company of free and equal cities. They suggested

that democratic Syracuse might hope once more to gain

something like the position which she had held under her

tyrants. The fatal instinct of dominion, which no form of

government can keep out, began to be felt at Syracuse, as

it had long been felt at Athens. A season of peace among

the Greek cities of Sicily had followed the driving out of

the tyrants and their mercenaries. The war in the west,

whoever took part in it, seems not to have been a war of

Greek against Greek. The enterprise of Ducetius had

led, first to the joint action of Syracuse and Akragas, and

then to the war between Syracuse and Akragas, the first war,

as far as we know, between any two of the liberated com-

monwealths. It led also to a great extension of Syracusan
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dominion at the cost o£ the Sikels ^. Then came another chap. vii.

season of peace. The barbarians of the island had felt the

might of the Greek ; those in the western part of the island

had felt the might of the Syracusan. Carthage still kept

quiet, as she had done even when Greek cities were waging

war against her Sicilian dependencies ^. She was doubtless

biding her time. In Sicily the Greek cities were begin-

ning to look up to Syracuse, if not as their chief, at least

as the first among them ^. Her victories over both Greeks

and barbarians seem to have stirred up her ambition to a

higher pitch, to have made her forget the rule that, if the

trade of enslaved Syracuse was to conquer other cities, free

Syracuse had no calling but to deliver them

Again our knowledge consists of a bare record of facts. Warlike

leaving us to imagine causes and objects for ourselves. In tkmTof

the very year, it would seem, after the death of Ducetius ^y^^cnse.
J -J ^ B.C. 439.

the Syracusan commonwealth decreed the building of a

hundred triremes. The number of the horsemen was doubled,

and the infantry were put into better order ^. This last

reform was doubtless specially needed. We shall see some

years hence that the horse were the really trustworthy part

of a Syracusan army; the heavy-armed fell far below the

standard, not only of Sparta but of Athens. To meet the

cost of these works, a heavier tribute was laid on the Sikel

^ See above, p. 387.

^ See above, p. 338.

^ Diod. xii. 26 ; ra Kara rrjv ^iKeX'iav (iprjviKrjv eix^ fcaTacTTaaiv, Kapxv
8oviwv fiev TTCiroirjfievajv (JvvOrjKas irpbs TeXoova, avrcuy 5e rouv Kara rrjv

XiKeK'iav TToXeojv 'EkXrjuiSojv r-qv ^ysfj.oviav 'Xvpaaofflois (TvyKexojprjKvioJv, Kai

Twv 'AfcpayavTa'Qjv /terd rrjV rjTrav r-qv yevoixevrjv rrepl rbv 'J/j.epav -noTajxbv

avW^Xvnivcov npbs tovs XvpaKoo'iovs.

* Holm, i, 261 ;
" Es verscliaffte den Syrakusanern die Gelegenheit, die

Stellung, welche sie unter den Tyrannen auf der Insel eingenommen batten,

als freie Burger wieder zu erringen." Cf. the extract from Strabo in

p. 166, note.

^ Diod. xii. 30. They built the ships, they doubled the cavalry ; the words

about the infantry take another shape
;
kn^n^Xridrjaav b\ fcal tt]s Tn^itcTjs

dvudfxiojs.
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Their

object

( HAP. VII. dependencies of the commonwealth Men said that these

of con^-^^
great preparations were meant for nothing short of the

quest. conquest of all Sicily ^. In the wretched meagreness of

our authorities for these years, we cannot say whether these

great preparations were followed by any action. But there

is every reason to believe that the Syracusan military

reforms were the beginning of great events both in Sicily

and in other lands. They must in the first instance have

been designed for some Sicilian object. The first object

that comes into our minds is operations against Akragas.

But, when we presently come to know more of Sicilian

affairs, the relation between Syracuse and Akragas, at

any rate the feeling at Akragas towards Syracuse, as shown

for instance in the banishment of Empedokles ^, is not

one of open enmity, but rather one of grudging and

suspicious neutrality. Designs on Kamarina, the restora-

tion of Syracusan rule over the old revolted colony, have

been suggested * ; but there is no sign of them in anything

that follows. If Syracuse designed conquests in Sicily, she

would hardly begin by attacking her Dorian sisters. For

six years after this increase of the Syracusan forces, our

history is an utter blank. At the end of those six years we

find, not in the narrative of our Sicilian guide, but in docu-

ments graven on stone in Old Greece, a record of negotia-

tions in which we may safely look for the key.

Athens We have seen how, twenty years before the date which

westward. We have reached, Athens could be appealed to by a bar-

barian city of Sicily for help, it would seem, against another

barbarian city^. It does not appear that the step was

^ Diod. xii. 30; Xprj^iciTcov irapaaKevas i-noiovvTO cpopovs a5poT(povs rots

^ lb. ; Tavra S' eirpaTTOv Siavoovfxevoi itaaav 'S.iKiXlav l/f rov rear' 6\lyov

KaraarrjcaaOai. ^ See above, p. 354.

* Brunei de Presle, 164. But he seems to have no better ground for

this belief than a misunderstanding of the blundering scholion on Find. 01.

V. 19. See p. 318. 5 See above, p. 339, and Appendix XXXII.
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followed by any active intervention on the part o£ Athens chap. vh.

in Sicilian affairs. But it none the less shows that Athens

was already looking westward. Somewhat later, the found- Thourioi.

ation of her Italian colony of Thourioi looks the same

way^. We now come to another step. If Athens could be

appealed to by the Elymians of Segesta, much more might

she be appealed to by Italian and Sicilian Greeks of her

own stock. Six years after the notice of the Syracusan Alliance

preparations, two of the Ionian cities of the west, Italiot anJlSJn-^

Rhegion and Sikeliot Leontinoi, found it expedient to ^^^^g^^*^^'

contract alliances with Athens ^. These alliances are the b.c. 433.

first step towards a new state of political affairs which we

shall have to deal with in another volume. They are the Increased

beginnings of that increased closeness of relations between wlthOkl

Sicily and Old Greece which ended by drawing the cities of C^^eece.

Sicily into the whirlpool of the great strife between the

leading powers of Old Greece. They concern our present

point of view only as a comment on the great military

preparations of Syracuse. Of events we have none to Syracuse

record ; but embassies from Rhegion and Leontinoi to the Chal-

Athens point clearly enough to a state of things in which,
^^^^^

if Syracuse had not actually subdued or attacked any

Chalkidian city, the Chalkidian cities had at least begun to

live in deadly fear of her. We have taken a great step

towards the end of the golden days of Sikeliot freedom and

well-being. The few words of those two Attic inscriptions Beginning

which are preserved to us are the beginning of a great tale, period^

They are the first record of Athenian intermeddling in Sike-

liot affairs. They are a short preface to the Sicilian narra-

tive of Thucydides. They are the beginnings of a course

of events which did not end even with the great slaughter

in the bed of the Assinaros, but which went on to carry a

^ We shall come to this in the next chapter.

^ See Hicks, Greek Inscriptions, 56, 57; but we shall come to all this

again.
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CHAP. VII. Syracusan captain to the shores o£ Asia^ and to make Sparta,

acknowledged chief o£ Hellas, bear herself as the chief

supporter of a Syracusan tyrant. At the beginning- of that

long tale, we shall look again more fully at the witness

of these records. Then they will be the beginning of a

period ; as we glance at them now, they are the end of one.

Greek Sicily has hitherto been, with the very fewest

exceptions, a world of her own, but slightly touched by the

revolutions of the elder Greece. We have now to see the

Greek cities of Sicily take their full share in the quarrels

of the Greek lands beyond the sea. We shall see one

Sicilian hill, one Sicilian haven, become for a while the

very centre of the strife.

Antioclios

of Syra-

cuse.

Contem-
porary
)iien.

And, if deeds like those were soon to be done, the men

were growing up whose calling it was to record them.

Both Old Greece and Sicily already had their historians.

We know the acts of Hippokrates and Gelon mainly from

a man of Halikarnassos and Thourioi ; but their acts, and

the whole story of Sicily, were now in writing at the

hands of a man of Syracuse. Antioclios was busy with his

Sicilian History; and Antiochos, we are taught to believe,

was in Sicilian matters the master of Thucydides ^. When
Athens made her treaties with Rhegion and Leontinoi,

Thucydides was already a man of an age fit for action^.

The events of Greek history press so fast on one another

that it is always well to stop and think who were on the

earth together at any given moment. At the time of the

Rhegine and Leontine treaties, Hermokrates and Gylippos

must, like Thucydides, have already reached the time of

active life. We may be sure that both Philistos and

Dionysios were already born, though they could as yet have

^ He was general in B.C. 424 ; Thuc. iv. 104.

2 We may infer this from their action in B.C. 406. Philistos was old at

his death in B.C. 356.
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given no sign of the deeds which the one was to do and the chap. vn.

other to record. And three years before those treaties^ four b.c. 436.

years after the death of Ducetius, a man was born who was

to outlive Dionysios by nearly thirty years, to hear the

tale of Timoleon^s victory at Krimisos, and to die because he

could not survive Philip^s victory at Chaironeia. Isokrates,

if he never visited Sicily, kept a keen watch on Sicilian

affairs. It seems to bring the ages nearer together when

we remember that he might have talked to men who had

fought at Himera and who could remember Syracuse in the

days before Gelon.





APPENDIX.

NOTE I. p. 8.

Kings and Tyrants in Sicily.

The long line of Sicilian kings and tyrants begins, as far as we

know, with this mysterious King Pollis of Syracuse, provided, that

is, we can safely look on him as a real person. The question

of his existence was discussed long ago by O. Miiller (Dorians, i.

1 6 1, Eng. Tr.), and the passages about him are brought together

by Holm, G. S., i. 346. The most important is that in Athenaios

(i. 56), where Hippys of Rhegion is quoted as speaking of a certain

wine; [^?;ai] ndXXii/ t6v *Apye'iou, os e^aaiXeva-e ^vpaKoalav, npoirov

els 2vpaKovaas Kop-icraL e| 'iraXi'as. He adds
;

(Lr) av ovv 6 napa

SiKcXicorats yXvKvs KaXovpevos UoXXios 6 l3i^Xcvos oivos. Now Hippys

would be about the best authority that we could get for any early

Sicilian matter. And something of the same kind seems to have

been said by Aristotle. So at least says Julius Pollux (Onom. vi. i6),

who seems inclined to distinguish Pollis or Polis the Argeian from

the Syracusan king. His words are—again speaking of wine
;

Kal TTov Koi yXvKvs UoXios' eaTi pep €K '2vpaKova(ii)v, UoXis avrov 6 'Apyelos

wpoiTos irrea-Keva^ev, dcf) ov koi rovvofxa, rj anb rov '2vpaKov(TL(ov jSacriXecos

ndXXiSoy, 0)? *ApiaTOTeXrjs Xeyei, JElian also (V. H. xii. 31), still on

the subject of wine, has a reference to Pollis ; koX iu 'SvpaKovaais

ndXXtos* cKX^dr) de otto tivos €yx(»>plov ^aaiXecos. The Etymologicon

Magnum, in the article Bi/SXij/o? oluosj quotes a line from a comic

poet

;

"t^Qjp Zl mvei, Tov Se ^'i^Kivov arvyei.

He theU; among some other illustrations, says, Kal iv 2iK€Xia, vtto
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ndXXtSof rod "SiKvcoviov Tvpavvov' evdev avrfjv rives Koi ttoWlov kciKovo-lv.

Ill this last passage, instead of a Syracusan king we seem to get

a Sikyonian tyrant ; but there can be little doubt from the mention

of Sicily that for 2ikv(ovlov we ought to read ^vpaKoalov. But in

any case Pollis is here called, not king but tyrant.

Here there is a fair amount of evidence for the existence of a

Pollis, king or tyrant of Syracuse, at some time or other, and the

mention of him by Hippys, a writer of the age of Gelon, shows that

he must have lived before the Deinomenid dynasty, that is in the old

days of Syracuse, the days of the Gamoroi. In those days a tyrant

of the later type seems less likely than a lawful king. The staying

on of kingship, or at least of the kingly title, in various cities both

of Old Greece and of the colonies is plain enough. There is no need

to dwell on the familiar cases both at Sparta and at Athens. The

apxoiv ^aaiXevs must have been a survival of real kings, just as the

" rex sacrorum " was at Rome. The notice too given by Herodotus

(vii. 149) of the Argeian king, of whom nothing I believe is heard

elsewhere, is very curious. As he is put on a level with the two

Spartan kings, his kingship must have been something more than

that of the Athenian archon. He must have been a true successor

of Pheidon, though his kingship may have fallen away from the

ideal ^aaiXeia as much as that of Pheidon grew away from it in the

direction of rvpawis. Pheidon's successor Eratos appears as a real

king in Pausanias, ii. 36. 5. And what concerns us more at Syracuse

is the long duration of kingship at Corinth, down to a very short

time before the expedition of Archias. The abolition of kingship

spoken of by Pausanias (ii. 4. 5) must, according to the chrono-

logers, have happened about 747. Its memory therefore was still

fresh. And in the colonies, as the oldest foundations were all

made by kings, so kingship long went on. So it was in most

of the Asiatic cities (see the instances brought together in

Duncker's fifth volume, in the Chapter Die Wanderung der lonier).

The most speaking case of a*ll is that at Ephesos, the existence of

Kodrid kings there even in the time of Strabo (xiv. i. 3); <a\ en

vvv 01 eK rod yevovs 6vop.a^avraL ^aaiXels, e^ovre's rivas rLfxas, rrpoebpiav re

iv ayaicTL kol 7Tnp(j)vpav iT[i(Trjp.ov rov ^aaiXiKov yevovs, aKLTrcova dvri (TKr)-

Tvrpov Kai ra Up'a rr]s '^Xevaivlas Arjprjrpos. The case that stands out

most distinctly in history is that of Kyrene, with its long succes-

sion of kings, recorded by Herodotus and sharing the epinikian

praises of Pindar with the tyrants of Syracuse and Akragas. The
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attempt of Demonax (Herod, iv. i6i) to make the royal power

nominal without abolishing the office is most instructive as to the

way in which the ancient kingship died out. In Cyprus too

Herodotus (v. 109-112) records various Greek kings, and we find

the restoration of the ancient kingship under Evagoras, who

(Diod. XV. 9) insisted on treating with the Great King cos jBaaiXevs

jSao-iXet. It is true that Herodotus also calls the earlier Cypriot

kings Tvpavvoi, and that Isokrates, in his Panegyric on Evagoras,

many times (40, 64, &c.) apjDlies the same name to his own hero.

But the use of the name rvpawos proves much less against a

man's lawful kingship than the use of ^aa-iXevs proves in favour

of it. The Greeks of the centuries between the dying out of the

heroic and the rise of the Macedonian kingship were so used to

Tvpavvoi and saw so little of real ^aaiXds that they used the former

name very laxly. In almost every page of the tragedians it is

freely applied to the kings of heroic Greece, one of the marked

contrasts between their language and that of Homer. The word

Tvpavuos was used carelessly
;

every use of ^aaiXevs is likely to

imply thought. Isokrates does not scruple to call Evagoras

Tvpavvos ; but when he means to speak in a thoroughly formal

way, he calls Evagoras himself ^ao-iXevs and his children avaKves and

(ivacraai (Evag. 88). These last are rare words in prose, and this use

of them sounds like the most modern use of the words " princes
"

and " princesses."

The existence then of lawful kingship in Greek Sicily does not

seem to be wholly impossible. We must not build too much

on our King Pollis ; but we may fairly ask what should have put

him into anybody's head, if he were not a real person. But it

must be remembered that, at Syracuse at least, if kingship did

exist, it must have been a restoration. It was surely not brought

thither by the first settlers. Archias is nowhere spoken of as a

king, and he certainly left behind him in Corinth, not a kingdom but

an oligarchy, though one of very short standing. But it was an

oligarchy made out of the old royal family, and one to which the

odd phrase of avdpes fiovvapxoi (Herod, v. 92) could be applied. It

was a kingly gens which had divided the kingship among its

members. And the restoration of kingship in a colonial state

does not seem very unlikely. The aLavpvr]Tr]s does not greatly

differ from an elective king. Pittakos was alo-ujjtvrjTrjs of Mitylene

(Arist. Pol. iii. 14. 9), and in the well-known verses (Bergk, iii. 673)

VOL. II. F f
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lie is spoken of as reigning [neyclXas MiTvXdvas jBao-iXfvav. Cf. Strabo,

xiii. 2, where he is called rvpawos and his rule /xovapxia). Still I

know no distinct mention of a Sicilian king other than Pollis, till

we come to Skythes of Zankle. He is distinctly called ^aatXevs

by Herodotus (vi. 23 ;
Zay/cXmoi airoi T€ Koi 6 l3aaiK(vs avrav t(0

ovvopa rju ^Kv6r]s). In two places directly following Herodotus

gives Skythes the neutral name of fiovvapxos, but he nowhere

calls him ivpawos, though he applies that name in the same

breath both to Anaxilas of Rhegion and to Hippokrates of Gela.

This really looks, as Bunbury seems to hint in his articles

" Scythes " and " Messana " in the two Dictionaries, as if the

position of Skythes was somewhat different from that of an

ordinary tyrant, and was in fact a survival or restoration of lawful

kingship.

The usage of Herodotus with regard to the words ^aaiXevs and

rvpawos is worthy of careful notice. There is a delicate distinction

which has not always been noticed. Thus, for instance, he never,

speaking in his own person, gives the kingly title to Polykrates, 6?

eVxe Sa/xoi' enavaards (iii. 39) but he makes the fisherman (iii. 42)

address him w ^aaiXcv. Neither does he give the name to Gelon,

who is rvpawos in vii. 156 ; but the Athenian envoy addresses him

in 161 at jSacrtXeO 2vprjKovato)v. The inference seems to be that a

tyrant did not venture formally to take the title of I3aaikevs, but

that he was pleased when anybody would call him so. It was

much as when Mr. Glossin forbore to call himself" Ellangowan," but

gave half-a-crown to the beggar who called him so. This quite falls

in with the usage of Pindar, who so freely bestows the royal name

on his Syracusan patrons. . There is of course the question, which

I shall discuss further on (see Appendix XIII), whether Gelon was

formally made king by a vote of the Syracusan people. If so,

it is the greatest case of all of the restoration of kingship, as it

stands quite distinct from the case of rulers like Agathokles,

Phintias, and the later Hieron, who took or received the kingly

title after kingship had again become familiar in Macedonian

times. In any case, if Gelon did ever receive kingship in a

lawful way, it was after the last mention of him in Herodotus,

and so does not affect his use of the names. We have the

fact that, while Herodotus, speaking in his own person, always

calls Gelon rvpawos, he calls Skythes ^aanXevs and povvapxos, but

not rvpawos. Whether Skythes came of an old kingly stock like
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the Battiads of Kyr^ne, or whether kingship was restored in his

person by a vote of the Zanklaian people, we cannot guess. His

name is odd in either case.

We find another king about the same time in Greek Italy in

the person of Aristophilides of Taras, who is mentioned quite

casually by Herodotus (iii. 136) in the story of Demokedes, with-

out any hint as to who he was or as to the nature of his kingship.

He acts strongly on Demokedes' behalf, as a real chief of the state.

But we do not hear of him again ; in the rest of the story we hear

in the usual way of the action of the Tarantines, without any

mention of king or magistrate. And the most curious case of all

with regard to the use of rvpawos and ^Sao-tXeuf comes also from

Greek Italy. It is found in the application of the words to Telys

of Sybaris (see p. 88). At first sight Herodotus seems to call him

indifferently by both names in the same chapter (v. 44). But it has

been acutely pointed out by Busolt (ii. 238) that he uses the two

names according to the custom of the city whose tale he is telling.

The ruler of Sybaris is fSao-iXevs in the version of the story of

Dorieus told by the men of Sybaris ; he is rvpawos in the version

told by their enemies of Kroton. This certainly looks as if, in the

traditions of Sybaris, Telys was spoken of as king. Yet, according

to Diodoros (xii. 9), Telys was a demagogue, who rose by the

arts commonly attributed to demagogues, and who banished an

oligarchy of five hundred. Is it possible that the victorious com-

mons can have hailed their leader as king ? In any case, we must

repeat, the application of the name ^aaiXfvs to any man (save of

course by a poet or other flatterer) certainly proves more one way

than the application of the name rvpauuos to the same man proves

the other way.

It is to be noticed that there clearly was for several centuries in

the Greek colonies a tendency to personal government in every

form of which we see no sign in Old Greece. It is in the

colonies that we find the cases which look most like a real keeping

on or setting up afresh of the heroic kingship, when in Old Greece

it has sunk to the merest survivals. It is again in the colonies, at

Katane or at Mitylene, that the alavpvfjrrjs flourishes. And the

tyrant himself flourishes, in Sicily above all, in the time between

Hippias and Timophanes, when he was very rare in any part

of Old Greece and altogether unknown in the greatest cities (cf.

Arist. Pol. V. 4. 8). The latest form of tyrant, often a leader of

r f 2
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mercenaries, is found alike in Sicily and in Old Greece. But in

Old Greece he has come in under Macedonian patronage.

To come back to our King PolUs, it may be well to mention that

there are others of the name, with some of whom he might be con-

founded or identified. One of them, a Lacedaemonian admiral,

stands out in the broad daylight of Xenophons Hellenics (iv. 8. ii,

V. 4. 61), and actually comes (see Plut., Dion, 5, Aristeides,

quoted by Photios, 432) within our later Sicilian range. But an

earlier Lacedaemonian Pollis or Polis appears as one of the leaders

in the migration from Peloponnesos to Crete (cf. Herod, iv. 148).

His name is found in two places of Plutarch (De Mul. Virt. 8,

Tvppr]vi8es, and Qusestiones Greecse, 2 1), and in two of Konon (Photios,

137, 141). A Pollis who goes from Sparta to Crete and a Pollis

who goes from Argos to Sicily might seem to have enough in

common for an anecdote-monger either to roll two men into one

or to part one man into two.

On the whole it is not easy to come to any certain conclusion as

to Pollis and his Syracusan kingship. But the mention of him is at

least not likely to be sheer invention, and, if he lived and reigned

at all, he is more likely to have been a lawful king than a tyrant

of the type of which we shall presently come across so many.

NOTE IL p. 12.

TAMOPOI AND KTAATPIOI.

I HAVE mentioned in the text the chief passages where we get

any historical mention of the Syracusan yapopoi. A little more

may be said about the name, and about one or two references for

which it is not ehsj to find a historical place.

In the Parian Chronicle, 52 (p. 18, Flach), the Tafiopoi are made

use of as a date
;

apxovros *A6rjU7]aiv p-ev KpLTiov Tov npoTepov, ev 2vpa-

Kovaais he twv yecapopoiv KaTcxovrtcv rrjv apxrjv. This would give a date

of 590 B. c. Now this cannot be taken to fix the beginning of the

ascendency of the Gamoroi, any more than every date of T. E,. E.

is to be referred to the year 1042 A. d. The Gamoroi had, strictly

speaking, no beginning apart from the beginning of Syracuse. Still

the date must mean something, and it may mean that this was

about the time when the dpxfj tcov yeapLopcou came more distinctly into
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notice as such by the beginning of opposition to it. But what is to

be made of the entry in the Parian Chronicle which goes just

before this, that which makes Sappho flee into Sicily along with

the banished yafiopm of Mitylend (SaTrc^w iy MiTv'\r]vr]s els 2iK(\lav

€7rk€V(7€ (pvyovaa avv aXXots oXLyop^iKois) ^ See p. 1 49.

On the name yafxopoi we may notice that Herodotus must have

got it from some local source, as he gives it in the Doric form. In

some other writers it is yecofiopoi, as in the fragment of Diodoros

where he tells the story of Agathokles, in the Parian Chronicle

just quoted, and in Dionysios (vi. 62), where he makes Appius

Claudius speak of their driving out by the commons as the last piece

of news 5 TO. TeXevrata iv "EvpaKovaais ol y€a)[x6poi Trpos Ta>v TreXarSiv e^rjXd-

6t](rav. On the other hand ^schylus has the word in its Doric

shape
;
Suppl. 616. It may there mean land-owners or inhabitants

of the land in any shape. Hesychios under yap.6poL refers to both

^schylus and Herodotus *, ol nepl rrjv yrjv irovovfievoi, ?5 fioipav elXrj^oTCS

Trjs yf]S' i? ot uno tcov (yyeiov Tiprjixdicav to. KOiva dunouTfS. This WOuld be

our Syracusan sense. Further on, with a reference to Kallimachos,

he gives yeoofxdpo? the sense of yeapyos. Julius Pollux (viii. 109—

III), under the head brjfxapxoi, has much to say of many matters,

and in the end he comes to the yccopopoi as a class of free ceorlas

or boTlder
j

rpta 6' rjv to. Wvrj TToXat, (VTvarpibaL, yecopopoi, 8r]pcovpyoi

(so Plutarch, Tlieseus, 25), which seems to come very near to jarlj

karl, and thraU. Souidas brings them down to the same level as

Pollux, or perhaps to a lower, when he defines yeoifiopos as 6 n^pl

n)u yrjv Konicov. So the Etymologicon Magnum explains yecofiopos as

yeoipyos OY ysojjTovos.

But however the word may have been used elsewhere, at Syra-

cuse it clearly means the owners of land, the " landed interest," as

opposed to any other. The yafiopoi are the descendants of those

who, in the beginning of the settlement, received both lots of land

as their own and a right to the profits of the folkland.

The word yap.6pos, in whatever senses it is taken, has at least a

clear Greek derivation, which is more than we can say for the name

of those slaves or dependents of the yafxopoL who helped to turn

them out. Who were the KvXkvpioi in their many spellings, and

what is the origin of their name 1 Herodotus, as we all know,

distinguishes them from the drjuos, and calls them the slaves of the

yafxopoL (vii. 155) ) Tovs yap.6povs KoXeojjLevovs rtov ^vprjKovaiwu iKneaovras
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VTTO T€ TOV bfjuov KOI TU)V a(f)€T€p(t)u dovT^cov KoKeopiixov fie KvXKvplcov. The

drjfxos are of course the newer settlers, shut out by the yapopoi from

political power and from the possession of land, a class no doubt

wholly or mainly Greek. The KvWvpioi we may take to be, not

dovXoL or peowas in the very strictest sense, but serfs or villains (in

the later sense of that word) of the yapopoi, dwelling on and tilling

their lands, a class no doubt wholly or mainly Sikel. We read in

the Lexicon of Photios under the spelling KaXXiKvpioi
;

oi avri tS>v yeapopoov iv 'SvpaKoaaais yevopevoi noWoi Tiues to rrKrjdos'

dovXoi S' rjaav ovtoi tcov (pvyd8o)V, o>s Tt/xmos ep r'. odev tovs VTrep^okfj

TToWovs KaWiKvplovs 'iXeyov' u)Vopaa6r]crav be dno tov es TavTo avvikOi'iv

TTavTobairoX ovTes, a>s ^ApiaToreXrjs iv 2vpaKoo-aia)v noXiTela, opoioi Tols napa

AaKedaipovLots EiXcocrt Koi napa GecrcraXois YleveoTais Ka\ Ttapa Kprjal

KXapSrais.

One would like to have the passages from Timaios and Aristotle

in full, and specially to know what was said about the tjbvyaSey.

The name must mean the yapopoi, when the brjfxos and the KvXXvpioi

had driven them out. Anyhow the analogies with Sparta, Thessaly,

and Crete, which doubtless come from Aristotle, are much more to

the purpose than the attempt at an etymology of the name. It is

curious that further on in the Lexicon there is an abridgement of

this same article under the spelling KiXXiKvpioi. As there is a gap

in the Lexicon from ddiaKptTos to inwuvpoi, it tells us nothing about

the yapopoi. In the other Lexicons there is not much to our pur-

pose, except the reading in the note to Hesychios
;

KiXXcKvpioi' ol

(7r€i(TfX66vT€S yecopopoLs' dovXoi fie rjaav ovtoi koI tovs Kvplovs e^e^aXov.

Souidas copies the article in Photios, and adds a proverb
;
napoipla

KaXXiKvpioiV nXeiovs' tovto iXeyero, uttotc TrXrjOos rjQiXov ipL(privai' ol yap

KaXXiKvpioi dovXoi rjaav irXeioos tcov Kvpioiv avTtov, waTe Kai avTovs e^e^aXov.

So among the professed Uapoiixioypdcjioi, Zenobios (iv. 54, Paroem.

Grsec. i. 100) has KaXXiKvplcov nXeiovs' ovtcos iv 2vpnK(ivaais iKXrjdrjaav

oi iireiaiXOovTes yeapopois KaXXiKvpioi' euOev napoipicobcos eXeyov, ei Trore

ttX^Oos f}0eXov ip^ijvai, oti TrXet'oyy ^aav twv KaXXiKvpicoV dovXoi fie ^aav

ovTOi, Ka\ TOVS Kvpiovs i^e^aXov' rj fie altia Trjs KXfjaccos avTu>v dia to

navTobdnovs els TavTo avviXBcov waTC rots Kvpiois iyKfiaOai.

One may doubt whether there was any real source of knowledge

about these KvXXvpioi beyond the passage in Herodotus. His words

seem to be the groundwork for the one fact which Aristotle or

anybody else had to tell about them. So it is with Dionysios when

he likens them to the Eoman clients (neXdrai), less happily than
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the analogies which Photios seemingly learned from Aristotle. It

seems vain to guess at the origin of the name; its other forms seem

a lengthening of the KvWvpioi of Herodotus, perhaps with a desire

to bring in something about Kupioi. And there is also a notion

of multitude which turns up in one or two forms. The really

important question is how this seemingly Sikel element in Syracuse

fared in the later revolutions. As they cast in their lot with the

drjfios, and as there is nothing to show that any part of the d^fxos

was driven out or enslaved at the entry of Grelon, I have assumed

that they abode to form a class among the inhabitants of Syracuse,

a class which doubtless soon lost its distinctness. The KvWvpioi

may well have been the beginning of the Hellenismus.

The KvWvpioL appear nowhere except at the stage where the

yapopoi are driven out. Of the yapopoi we hear once or twice in

other relations. We have seen the whole body of Gamoroi^ the

fopulus of Syracuse, sit as a court on an offender (see p. 14). To

their driving out there are two references in Aristotle's Politics.

In V. 4. I he tells the story of the quarrel of the two young men,

which he brings in with the general remark; yiyvovrai fxev ovu

al aTacreis ov nepl piKpcav aW e/c piKpojv, (rTaaid^ovai nepl peyaXcov.

paXi(TTa 8e Koi ai piKpai la-)(yovcnv, orav iv rots Kvplois yevayvrai. He
then adds, oiov avpe^rj Koi iv "SvpaKOvcrais iv Tois dp)(aiois ;(poVoiy

;

peri^aXe yap rj noXiTeia iK bvo veaviarKcov araaiaaavrayv. Here the

apxaioL xpovoi can hardly mean anything but the whole time of the

domination of the Gamoroi^ though in this case it was the very end

of the time. The words perilBaXev rj noXiTeia can refer only to some

such change as the driving out of the Gamoroi. Plutarch (Prsec.

Reip. Ger. 32) also winds up the story to the same effect; ov prjv

eneiae [the wise senator, see p. 38], oXXa koI iK tovtcov araaidaavTeij

inl (Tvp(popaL<; pcyaXais rrjv dpiaTrjv TTokiTeiav a.v€Tpe\j/€v. The other

allusion of Aristotle (Pol. v. 3. 5) distinctly refers to the driving

out of the Gamoroi. Among instances of risings against oligarchies

(oiov €v re rats oXiyapxiais, orav ttX^lovs haiv 01 prj perixovres rrjs noXi-

reias, Kpelrrovs yap olovrai dvai) he reckons iv 'SvpaKovcrais 7rp6 Trjs

TiXa>vos Tvpavvidos. It is, I think, plain that the dispute of the two

young men was the occasion, though, according to Aristotle's great

distinction, certainly not the cause, of the fall of the Gamoroi.
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NOTE III. p. 30.

MH KINEI KAMAPINAN.

The fame of the oracle doubtless comes from the reference in

Virgil, JEn. iii. 701

;

" Fatis numqunm concessa moveri

Adparet Camarina procul."

Here however there is a clear confusion between the lake and the

town. Silius (xiv. 198) of course follows his master;

" Et cui non licitum fatis, Camarina, moveri."

Servius tells the story, and quotes the oracle, firj Kivei KafinpLuav

aKLvrjTos yafj a/MeiWi^, and adds, "quo contempto exsiccaverunt paludes,

et carentes pestilentia, per eam partem ingressis hostibus, poenas

dederunt." This may conceivably refer to the coming of the

Carthaginians in B.C. 405. Souidas, in the article headed fif] Kipet

KafJidpivav, SayS simply el3Xd^r]aau, and adds, odev rj irapoLpla e'lpi^rai

fVi Twv KuB' iavTcov ^Xa^epcos Ti ttoiovvtcov. He says further ; nvis

de (jiaai ^vtov ^vacodes cimi rfjv Kafidpimv, 011 tov9 KXddovs dvaaeiopeuovs

drjbeaTepou o^eiv.

NOTE IV. p. 40.

The Temples in OrtygiA.

The two temples in Ortygia are well known. There is the better

preserved one on the highest point in the island, that which is now

the metropolitan church, and there is the other nearer the isthmus,

of which part only has been brought to light. The former has been

always understood to be the temple of Athene, and the latter has

been generally accepted as the temple of Artemis. These dedica-

tions are disputed by Schubring (Die Bewasserung von Syrakus,

Pl)ilologus, xxii. p. 636, and Der neu ausgegrabene Tempel in

Syrakus, xxxii. p. 361), who rules the higher temple to be that of

Artemis, but does not fix the dedication of the lower temple. He
is answered by Holm (Topografia, p. 174, Lupus, 93), who, success-

fully, as I think, defends the common view.

Schubring's chief argument is that Ortygia is the special seat of

Artemis, not of Athene. She was Artemis Alpheioa or Arethousia,
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the Artemis out of whose epithet grew the story of Arethousa and

Alpheios (Schol. Pind. Pyth. ii. 12; o6(u 'A\<p€io)as 'Apre'/xtS"? i^pov

cKcl Kadibpvdrj) ; she had a statue hard by the fountain of Arethousa

(lb.
;

ciXXcos, tdpvrai yap ayaXpa enl Tjj ^ApiOovarj^. Artemis therefore

would be likely to occupy the most prominent site and the one

nearest to Arethousa ; and this description agrees with the metro-

politan cliurcli and not with the temple nearer the isthmus. He
remarks further on the early style of the commonly called temple

of Artemis, as better agreeing than that of the metropolitan church

with the story of Agatliokles in the time of the Gamoroi. He
argues that the notion that the head temple (as the one that is now

the great church clearly was) was dedicated to Athene arose only

from misunderstanding the words of Cicero. He (Verres, iv. 53, 55)

mentions both, but has more to say about that of Athene. His

words are; " In ea [Insula] sunt sedes sacree complures ; sed duee

quae longe ceteris antecellunt ; Dianse una, et altera, quae fuit ante

istius adventum ornatissima, Minerv{3e." In c. 55 he describes the

temple of Athene, and tlie pictures which adorned it up to the

time of Verres, at some length.

Assuredly the passages from Cicero, while they go a good way

to prove that the two temples which we have to deal with are the

two of which he sj)eaks, go but very little way to prove which is

Atliene and which is Artemis. The orator enlarges on the one

which hai3pened to supply him with most materials for his indict-

ment against Verres. Yet the fact that the temple of Athene

should have sujjplied him with his chief materials, the fact that it

was the temple specially chosen for the gifts and memorials of

the rulers of Syracuse, may have some weight towards showing

that the head temi)le was that of Athene. But there is evidence

which seems directly to prove that the temple of Athene stood on

the most prominent site in the Island. This is the passage quoted

by Athenaios (xi. 6) from Polemon, which must be given at

length
;

Hokepatp iv ra Trept rov Mopvxov iv 2vpaKov(Tais (f)T](Tiv irr aKpa rfj

prjcra npos rrjs 'OXvpnias Upa> e/croy tov T€lxovs iaxapav riva eiVat,

a(f) rjs (fyrjal rrjv kvXlku vavaroXovaiv dmnXeovres pixP*- "^^^ yevia6ai rrjv

inl TOV veco rrjs ^Adrjvus dopuTOV danl^a' Koi ovtws dcpidcriv els rrjv OdXaaaav

Kepapiav KvXiKa, Kadivres els avTrjv avOea Koi Krjpla kol Xt^avcoTov drprjTov

Koi aX\' arra pera tovtcov dpatpara,

I must confess that I do not see the meaning of the words Trpos
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Toj T^s 'oXu/iTTias Upa> efCTos rod relxovs. Holm in the Topografid

(176, 186) seems to leave the meaning quite uncertain ; it may be

a temple of Hera ;
" a meno che quell' Olympia non fosse la

diviuita eponima di quella localita greca ove si celebravano i

giuochi tanto rinomati." In the edition of Lupus (pp. 93, 104,

244) a temple of Hera Olympia, at the extreme point of the island,

if I rightly understand, seems to be assumed. But it is hard to see

in what relation the temples of Olympia and Athene are supposed

to stand to one another, or how anything can be at once eV aVpa

vr](Tco and (KTos rov reixovs. If one could make 'OXv/xTrta masculine,

there would be every fitness in speaking of the temple of Athene

en uKpa rfj vrja-a as standing opposite to the Olynipieion €kt6s tov

reixovs \ but it would be hard to get this meaning out of the Greek

as it stands, and it is in no case easy to make out what the exact

ceremony was. I used to think that they sailed from some point

near Polichna, having filled the cup at the Olympieion. And
something like this seems to be the notion of Schubring in two

other passages (Achradina, pp. 40, 41, and Bewasserung, 628).

He holds that Zeus ovpio^ or " Imperator" (Cic. Verr. v. 57) was a

god of the winds, while Athene in the Island was, as Tritogeneia, a

sea-faring power (see Preller, G. M. i. 123). This Zeus of the

winds dwelled, not in the new Olympieion of the second Hieron,

but in the old one on Polichna. He and Athene in this character

were thus fittingly brought together for this purpose. This all suits

excellently, if we could only get it out of the Greek. And Schu-

bring is further hampered by his theory that the temple of Athene

was not, in the usual sense of the words, eV aKpa vr](ra). He is

therefore driven to construe those words (Achradina, 41) " gegen-

iiber der Spitze der Insel," which I do not understand as applied

to his site. The other words, 7rp6s t« rrjs '0Xu/x7rtas, he translates

" in Olympia Polichne," which I am still further from understand-

ing. I am not fond of tinkering texts which we cannot under-

stand ; but one may sometimes fall into the lowlier frame of mind

of thinking that what the author wrote must have been different

from what is in the printed book, and one may thereby relieve oneself

from the task of trying to understand. This seems more becoming

than either to construe the words as Schubring does or to call in a

Hera Olympia without further evidence. One thing is perfectly

plain. "Wherever the cup was filled, it was thrown into the sea

at the point whence the shield of Athene could no longer be seen.
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The reference to the temple of Athene is perfectly clear. There

must ha.ve been an armed figure of the goddess, the highest object

in the city, and therefore the last to be seen by those who put to

sea. And this can apply only to the site of the great church, not

to the site of the temple near the isthmus.

It is another argument in favour of the claim of Artemis to the

lower temple that her brother Apollon had some rights there (see

p. 43). This appears by a very ancient inscription on the steps

of the temple (see Schubring, Bewasserung, 637; Neu aufg. Tempel,

363 ;
Topografia, 163 ;

Lupus, 80). It will be found at length in

Kohl, Inscriptiones prseter Atticas, p. 145. There seems to be a

good deal of questioning, into which it does not concern me to

enter, about the latter part of the inscription. But the former

part seems fairly clear
;

KAEOMENES EHOIESE TO n
EAONI.

I should hardly have made the last word out for myself, but when

experts tell me that we must read KXeo/xev?^? enoirjare rm 'AttoXXcoz^i

(Schubring seems to see GeUn rather than Apollon), I can believe

that it does. And that is enough to prove the point.

I do not see much strength in Schubring's other arguments,

most of which are noticed by Holm. I am always afraid of too

much trusting to the scholiasts on Pindar ; but I should certainly

read the passages from them as implying that the iepov and the

ayaXiia of Artemis there spoken of were distinct, that the statue

was close to Arethousa, and that the temple was elsewhere. There

is surely nothing wonderful in a temple—of course implying a

statute—and another statue, without a temple, in another place,

belonging to the worship of the same deity. The style of the

temple which we call Artemis is undoubtedly older than the style

of that which we call Athene. But the style of Athene is surely

primitive Doric, quite capable of coming within the time of the

Gamoroi, though the style of Artemis is earlier still. Wh}^ the

first founders did not at once place Artemis on the highest point

has not been revealed to me. If Archias had set down his own

memorials like Winthrop, we should know many things which we

now have to guess at.
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NOTE V. pp. 43, 139.

ACHKADINA.

In arguing the points of controversy which have arisen with

regard to this part of Syracuse, we must distinguish between a

question of words and a question of things. The date and the

application of the word Achradina is one thing. The process by

which the quarter commonly so called was taken within the Syra-

cusan city, and the possible question whether the whole of it ever

was so taken in, is another thing. These last are most important

points in the history of Syracu&e ; and we can come to our con-

clusions about them, whether we apply the name Achradina to the

whole of the quarter concerned or to part of it only.

I had come to my own conclusions as set forth in the text, when

I was startled by an article by Mr. Haverfield in the Classical

Review for March 1889, the main object of which seems to be to

show that the name Achradina belongs to the lower part only

of the quarter to which it is commonly applied. In most, if

not all, plans of Syracuse, the name takes in both the high

gi ound between the inlet of Santa Bonagia or Panagia and the

Latomiai, and also the low ground between the Latomiai and the

isthmus and tlie Great Harbour. Achradina thus takes in the

whole eastern end of the hill of Syracuse, its whole face towards the

sea, as well as the lower coast between the hill and the isthmus, in-

cluding the Little Harbour. Its west side is marked on the upper

ground by the cut wall commonly called the wall of Gelon (see

pp. 44, 140), which must have been afterwards carried down to the

Great Harbour at a point which would take in the docks. Mr.

Haverfield argues that the name applies only to the lower ground.

He holds that, "previous to 415, the fortified Syracuse lay to the

south of Epipolse." By this I understand him to mean that at that

time what is commonly called Upper Achradina was not fortified.

That would make the so-called wall of Gelon later than the year 415.

He says too that "in no passage" is Achradina "described as an

elevation of any kind." He says further that " the chief writers

who use the name are Diodorus, Livy, and Cicero ;
" and he adds

that "the orator is the first to mention it." Yet we find in P0I3-

bios, viii. 6, how Marcus [Marcellus] eVoieTro t6v eTrlnXow ini rrjv

'AxpadLvfjv. (It is said t'lat the text has been tampered with by some
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epitomator ; but there seems no doubt as to tbe word which con-

cerns us.) And Livy (xxiv. 34), in describing the attack of Mar-

cellus on Achradina, and the defence by Archimedes, says, " Natura

etiam juvabat loci, quod saxum, cui imposita muri fundamenta sunt,

magna ex parte ita proclive est, ut non solum missa tormento,

sed etiam quse pondere suo provoluta essent, graviter in hostem in-

ciderent." The Roman siege has its difficulties, to which we shall

come in due time. Perhaps the words which Livy uses may seem

inadequate to describe the rocky eastei-n shore of the hill of Syra-

cuse. But they are still more inapplicable to the low rocks by the

Little Harbour.

Plutarch too, dealing both with the time of Marcellus and with

the earlier time of Timoleon, speaks of Achradina in words which

clearly take in both the upper and the lower level. In Tim. 18

the Corinthian Neon

eKparrjo-e Koi Karecr^^e TVjV }^€yo[xeur}v ^A)(^pa8ivr]V, b KpaTirrrov eSoKet Ka\

ddpavoTOTarov vTrap-)(^eLv r^? ^vpaKovcricov fxepos TrdXeo)?, rporrov tlvcl crvyKei-

jxevqs eK nXeiovcov noXecov. evnoprjaas 5e Koi ctltov kcu )(p-qjxdT(jL)V ovk acprjKe

Tov TOTTOv, ovd^ dv€x<^pr]<je rrdXiv eVt Tr)V liKpav, dWa (ppa^dfxevos rov TrepijBo^

}iov Trjs *Axpadivrjs koi (Tvvdyj/as Tols epvfxaai npos rrju aKponoXiv 8i€(f)vXaTT^.

"AKpa and aKporroXis here, it must be remembered, mean the Island

(see vol. i. p. 352).

In the Life of Marcellus (18) the name of Achradina yet more

distinctly takes in all Syracuse on the mainland, except Tycha and

Neapolis—which last name most likely means Temenites. Marcellus

has got over the wall

;

efi€iue de to KapTeparaTOU Koi koXXicttou koi peyicTTOv (^A)(padivT) KaXeirai^

8ia TO TiTef)(icT6ai npos ty}v e^co ttoXlv, to p.kv Neai/, to be Tv^rjv

ovofid^ovai.

Mark that 17 e^w noXis, which in Thucydides' day meant Achradina,

as opposed to the Island, now means the newer quarters, as opposed

to the Island and Achradina together. But Achradina here must

take in the eastern part of the hill ; for Lower Achradina and

Tycha cannot be said to be built against one another. But even

without these more distinct descriptions, it is enough that Livy

describes the place attacked by Marcellus as a high place, and that

not only Livy, but Polybios, called that place Achradina.

The fullest modern discussion of the points touching Achradina is

Schubring's paper bearing that name in the Eheinisches Museum,
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vol. XX. It is spoken of also by Holm (G. S. i. pp. 126, 204, 388),

and in Holm and Cavallari's Topografia (Lupus, 27, 28, et seqq.).

Schubring begins by saying that the general belief had been that

Achradina took in both the upper and the lower ground, as defined

above—Goller, for instance (p. 49), seems not to have doubted it

—

and he defends that belief against a paper of Cavallari published

in 1845, which I have not seen and of which the author himself

has not a copy, but which is more than once referred to by Grote.

Schubring refers to Cavallari's paper as maintaining exactly the

opposite doctrine to that of Mr. Haverfield, namely that Achradina

meant only Upper Achradina and not Lower. This is exactly the

description given by Grote (vii. 333), who refers to Cavallari
;

" This fortified high land of Achradina thus constituted the

outer city; while the lower ground situated between it and the

inner city or Ortygia, seems at this time not to have been included

in the fortifications of either."

He goes on to speak of the use of the lower ground as a place

" partly for religious processions, games, and other multitudinous

ceremonies, partly for the burial of the dead." That is, he con-

ceives Achradina to have remained a distinct outpost down to the

time of the Athenian siege, while I believe that it lost that character

in the days of Gelon.

Schubring himself takes, one is tempted to say, needless pains to

prove that Achradina took in the lower ground as well as the upper,

a fact which will come before us over and over again in the course

of our history, above all in the time of Dionysios. But, in so

doing, he has made a most valuable collection of all the passages

bearing on the history of Lower Achradina and ail that was in and

near it, the agora, the docks, the later Olympieion, and everything

else to do with the matter. In his paper with the less attractive

heading Die Bewdsserung von Syrakus, he has also several refer-

ences to Achradina as to other parts of the city, which bear more

than the paper directly dealing with Achradina on the way in which

Achradina, thus defined, came to become part of the city which

began on Ortygia.

My own notions, as set forth in the text, as to the nature and

time of the process, and the relation of Achradina to what I conceive

to have been the other detached outposts, have been suggested by

various remarks of Holm, though I do not know that he ever fully

commits himself to it as a complete view. His views as to Polichna
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(see vol. i. p. 361), whether we accept them or not, come in to help

us. Polichna may or may not have been a twin town with Ortygia

;

it was in any case a detached fortified outpost guarding one important

road. I conceive Achradina and Temenites to have held the same

position on other roads. Achradina and its appearances and remains

are fully described in the Topografia (Lupus, p. 27 et seqq.). The

historical question is argued in the second part (Topografia, p. 170,

Lupus, pp. 87 et seqq., 98 et seqq.). Holm fully admits that

Upper Achradina was occupied before Gelon's time, and that the

Latomiai (Top. 178, Lupus, p. 95) formed part of its defences. He
remarks (Topografia, p. 171, Lupus, p. 88) with great force that,

when the coast-line of the Little Harbour was difi'erent from what

it is now, Upper Achradina may have been almost as near to the

Island as Lower. He argues (Top. 181, Lupus, 98, 99) that the

western wall of Upper Achradina is not, as Schubring held it to be,

the work of Gelon, but that Gelon first brought Upper Achradina

and Ortygia together by fencing in Lower Achradina. Holm's

view therefore is essentially the same as mine ; and he brings out

also clearly, though a little casually, the relations which I suppose

to have existed between Achradina and the other outposts of

Polichna and Tem.enites (Top. p. 166, Lupus, 84-87). Schubring

too (Bewasserung, 618) brings out the position of Temenites, if not as

a military post, yet as a detached suburb surrounding the temjjle.

We therefore see in the words of Thucydides (vi. 3), First, the

Island
j

rj vrjcros, iv
fj

vvv ovkcti TTipiKKv^oyLevr] rj noXis rj ivTos eariVj

Secondly, the Outer City, Achradina, Upper and Lower, to which

I must add in Thucydides' day Tycha
;

vcrrepov XP'^^V '^"'^ V

TrpocTTei^icrdelaa TtokvavOpoiTvos eyevero. This Trpocrreixio'lJ-os I under-

stand to be the work of Gelon. He joined Ortygia and Upper

Achradina by fortifying Lower Achradina. This enlarged enclo-

sure was again enlarged during the struggle with the Mercenaries

(see pp. 306, 312, and Appendix XXX) by the addition of Tycha.

The whole formed in the year 415 before Christ a city as great

as Athens

—

ttoXcs ovbev eXdo-aav avrr) ye Kad' avrrjv Tr]S *A6r)val(j)v (ThuC.

vii. 28). It is inconceivable that these words could have been used

of a fortified Syracuse confined to the south of Epipolai.

As for the date of the first settlement on Achradrina I do

not know that there is anything to fix it. It is older than

Gelon; it need not be younger than Archias, though it must
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be younger than Archias' first settlement. Schubring and Holm
agree to place it before the year 664 b. c, the date of the

settlement at Akrai, on the ground that the nearer outpost

would be older than the more distant. And there is evidence

which strikes me as stronger than it seems to strike Holm
(Top. p. 178, Lupus, 95), to show that there were Latomiai

before the year 648, and occupied ground hard by them. In

that year, so Pausanias (v. 8. 8) records, Lygdamis of Syracuse

was victor in the pankration. He must have deeply impressed the

memory of his physical presence on the traditions of his own city;

for Pausanias doubted whether he ought to accept the belief of the

Syracusans that Lygdamis was of the same height as the true

Hellenic Herakles (ft 8e kol 'HpoKXe? rw Qq^aia fxeyedos napiaovTO 6

Avydafxis eyco fxev ovk oida, \ey6fJLevou vtto ^vpaKovcricov eari). It

concerns us more that this athlete of the seventh century had a

monument near the Latomiai : tovtco npos rais XidoTonims icrrh iv

"EvpaKovaat^ pvrjpa. It is argued that the monument of Lygdamis

need not have been of the age of Lygdamis. But the presump-

tion at least surely is that Pausanias is speaking of a contem-

porary monument. It is argued further that the reference to

the Latomiai merely means that there were Latomiai there in

Pausanias' day, and that Pausanias used the name merely to

mark the place of the tomb. But there are so many Latomiai at

Syracuse that to say that a thing is near the Latomiai proves

nothing. It is far more likely that the meaning is that the

tomb was made near Latomiai then existing. If this be so, we

distinctly see the Latomiai in the middle of the seventh century,

less than a hundred years after the foundation of the city. The

occupation and fortification of Achradina is therefore carried back

at least to that time.

I hold then that Polichna, Temenites, and Upper Achradina,

were all, from a very early but unfixed time, detached outposts of

the city in the Island. Upper Achradina was joined to the Island

under Gelon by the fencing in of Lower Achradina. Temenites

came to be joined on through the operations of the Athenian siege.

Polichna, at its greater distance, never was joined on at all. The

joining on of Tycha and Neapolis seems to be quite another story;

they do not seem ever to have been detached outposts. That

Euryalos was not a detached outpost from the beginning is one of

the chief puzzles of our story.
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The force and origin of the name Achradina we have to make

out for ourselves from its use. The derivation from dxpds seems

likely enough, though Schubring very properly warns us (Achra-

dina. 54) that there is no authority for it. The only attempt at a

definition is in a very confused entry in Stephen of Byzantium,

from which we certainly do not learn much

;

^Axpadivr], vrjaos e^ovaa tt6\lv npos rats 'EvpaKOvaats, rjv eTroXiopKrjae

MdpKos 6 'PiOfialcov crrpaT-qyos' dXXd Kal 'Axpabwr] fxolpa 2vpaKov(T(ov.

Xdpa^ 8e x^P^^ avTTjv KoXel Koi vrjdov' to eOuLKOV *Axpadivalos Koi

'Axpadluos.

It is surely enough that the name is constantly applied, as

by Diodoros and Plutarch, to the lower ground, and that it is

also, as by Polybios and Livy, applied to the upper ground. That

is to say, it takes in both. It does not prove much to say that it

is not used by Thucydides. Neither does he speak of Ortygia or of

Tycha. He does (vi. 75, 100, vii. 3) speak of Temenites, because

Temenites played a part of its own in the operations of the

Athenian siege, in a way that neither Ortygia nor Achradina

played, or, as established parts of the city, could well have played.

It is rather more curious to note that Diodoros and Plutarch, who

use the name freely elsewhere, do not use it in describing the

Athenian siege. This just suggests the thought that, as the name

was not used by Thucydides, so neither was it used by Philistos in

his account of the siege. If so, the reason may be the same in

his case. There is nothing to make us think that, when Diodoros

used the name in describing the driving out of Thrasyboulos, he

was carrying back a later name to an earlier time. There was

much more opportunity for mentioning Achradina by a separate

name in that story than there was in that of the Athenian siege.

And the name, whatever its origin, does not sound as if it had

been invented in later times.

The fullest picture of Achradina is that which Cicero (Yerr. iv.

53) gives of it in his day, which is clearer as a picture than as

a piece of topography

;

" Altera autem est urbs Syracusis, cui nomen Acradina est ; in

qua forum maximum, pulcherrimse porticus, ornatissimum pryta-

neum, amplissima est curia, templumque egregium Jovis Olympii

;

ceterseque urbis partes una lata via perpetua, multisque trans-

versis divisse, privatis sedificiis continentur."

VOL. II. G g
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Most of the particular things here spoken of, the agora, the

prytaneion, the later Olympieion, were undoubtedly in the Lower

Achradina, but this does not shut out the " altera urbs " from taking

in the Upper Achradina also. The long wide street it would

now be hard to trace ; but it may well have climbed the hill.

A question has further been raised as to the present state of the

greater part of Upper Achradina. It is certain that the first

question on walking along any part of it is, "Where are the houses

gone ? It is very hard at first sight to believe that this desolate-

looking region, with the rugged stone constantly coming to the

surface, can ever have been part of an inhabited city. The remark

was made fifty years back by Mr. Gladstone, and it is preserved

by Mr. Dennis in his Hand-book. It must indeed occur to every

one. But we soon get used to the undoubted sites of buildings, the

foundations cut in the solid rock. Sometimes large spaces are cut

out, which can have been only for temples or other large public

buildings ; there are other smaller cuttings which must have

been for houses. It is certain that they are not equally scattered

over the whole hill. The signs of houses are very thick at the

south-east near the Capuchin monastery; further on, just beyond

the gorge of the Due Fratelli, there is a group of cuttings for large

buildings, but none of which one can be quite sure that they are

meant for houses. There is another group at the extreme north,

close by the gorge of the Panagia. But we need not suppose that

dwellings were equally thick on every part of Achradina, any more

than on every part of Epipolai. There they certainly were not,

even after the building of the wall of Dionysios. Nor is there

any need to suppose that every house had a cut foundation.

The most striking piece of wall-building or wall-cutting in this

part of Syracuse is the western wall which I hold to be older than

Gelon (see p. 40). But a wall, built or cut, ran along the whole

cliff, and it becomes historical in the Roman siege. Large frag-

ments may be traced ; there are some pieces near the gorge of the

Due Fratelli, and some very marked bits rather further to the

north. I do not profess to fix the date of this wall ;
but, if it was

not made before the time of Dionysios, he was sure to make it.

The most amazing notion about Achradina, after that of the

island in Stephen of Byzantium, is that it was the same as PoUchna.

Such seems to be the belief of a German commentator on Pindar,
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Mezger, Siegeslieder, p. 43 ;
" Gleichzeitig mit Ortygia, vielleicht

sugar schon vorher, scheint audi auf clem Festlande die Holie

siidlich vom Anapos bebaut worden zu sein, welche spater den

Tempel des olympiscben Zeus trug, in dem noch zur Zeit des

peloponnesiscben Krieges das Verzeichniss der Biirger aufbewabrt

wurde [see the passage of Plutarch referred to in vol. i. p. 361];

dieser Stadttheil hiess Achradina/' He had perhaps confounded

the earlier and the later Olympieion.

NOTE VI. p. 60.

Chaeondas of Katane.

The Katanaian lawgiver Charondas is one of those men whose

names have become very famous while hardly anything is really

known about their actions. The chief thing that we can say about

him is negative. The account of Diodoros, who has moved him to

Thourioi in the fifth century B.C., is a confusion quite as great

as the confusion which we shall presently come to, by which

Pausanias moved Auaxilas of Khegion the other way, from the fifth

century to the seventh. And it is far less easy to explain. In the

story of Anaxilas, wild as the chronological error is, we can see how

it came about. But how came a lawgiver of so thoroughly primitive

a type as Charondas to get quartered in so modern a state of

things as an Athenian colony of the time of Perikles To carry

back an ancient lawgiver into times yet more ancient, to make

him the author of laws of a date much more modern than his own

—both these are familiar processes. But here a primitive law-

giver and his laws with him are carried forward into a very modern

period, a process to which it is not so easy to find a parallel. One

may perhaps risk the guess that, as Charondas was said to have

legislated for several cities besides Katane, Sybaris may in some

accounts have been one of them. Then, when Thourioi occupied

the place and took up the traditions of Sybaris, but without taking

the name, the new city may have claimed the lawgiver of the old

one, and may have spoken of him by its own name. If Charondas

legislated for Sybaris, to call him the lawgiver of Thourioi would

be no more wonderful than when one hears men speak of "France"

and England" before any Frank or Angle settled in Gaul or

Britain. The next stage would be for those who sought for

greater accuracy of description to try to mend matters by bringing

Gg 2,
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Charondas within the times of the existence of Thourioi. This is

the stage which we find in Diodoros. But the chronological con-

fusion need not hinder us from using the account in Diodoros as

being of as much or as little value as our other scattered notices

of the primitive lawgiver of Katane.

The earliest mention of Charondas seems to be in the Eepublic

of Plato, X. p. 600. His birth-place is not mentioned ; but he is

taken for granted as a lawgiver standing to Italy and Sicily in the

same relation in which Solon stood to Athens ; ae Se tIs aiTiarai

TToXis vojxndeTrju ayaObv yeyovevai Koi a<pas uxpeXrjKevai ' Xapwvdav fxep yap

'iraXla Ka\ 2iKfXia, koi Tjfxels SdXwm* ae Se tls ', He is mentioned

several times in Aristotle's Politics ; but the passage which has

been commonly thought to tell us most about him (ii. 12. 5, 7) is

now unluckily thought to be spurious or interpolated (Newman,

Politics, ii. 376). Here he is described as a native of Katane, and

as having legislated, not for Italy and Sicily generally, but for

the Chalkidian cities only (vofioOeTai 6' eyevovro ZdXevKos re Aofcpo??

Tois 'E7rt^e(^vptots Koi Xapcovdas 6 Karavaios: to7s avTov TToXlraLs kol tols

aXXais rais XaXKLdiKois rroXeai rais nepi 'iraXiav Koi 2iK€Xiau). He WaS

a pupil (aKpoaTrjs) of Zaleukos, as Zaleukos and—strange to say

—

Lykourgos were of Thales. The only thing peculiar to his legis-

lation was his law about false witnesses, in which he first brought

in the action called irrlaKrjyl/is, afterwards well known at Athens.

It is further remarked that his legislation was more minute and

precise than that of later times (Xapavdov 5' idiov fxev ovbev iarc nXrjv

at diKat Twv yj^evdopapTvpLcov (npcoTos yap inoirjae Trjv e7rL(TKr]-^ip), rfj b* uKpt-

0ela Toiv v6p.(i)v €(tt\ yXacfivparepos Kal tcov vvv vop,o6eTOiv). There is

another mention of him in the Politics (i. 2. 5), from which it seems

that we owe to him the delightful word SpoaiTTvoi, the fellow to

opoKanoi and 6poydXaKT€s (cf. Julius Pollux, viii. 1 1 1, under d^/xapxai).

In iv. II. 10 Charondas is quoted as illustrating the position that

the best lawgivers were men of middle rank in their several cities

(rovs ^eXTLarovs vofxo6iTas elvat rav fieacov ttoXitcop) ; but aS the others

spoken of are the high-born Solon and the kingly-born Lykourgos

—with the odd excuse ov yap rju ^aaiXevs— this does not tell us

much. A little way on further (iv. 12. 6) he appears among those

who legislated in an aristocratic spirit, with the object of taking in

the commons by measures seemingly, but only seemingly, in their

interests. The instance in the case of Charondas is that, in case

of failure to attend as judges, or rather jurymen (Sifcao-rai), he laid
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on a heavy fine in the case of the rich and a lower in the case of

the poor. It is of course meant that such a provision would have

a popular look, but that it would really tend to fill the juries with

rich men.

We do not learn much about Charondas from these notices of

Aristotle. For our purposes it does not much matter whether the

passage at the end of the second book is Aristotle's writing or not.

Whether written by Aristotle or by an early pupil, it would re-

present the received belief of the age and nothing more. The

passage is as good evidence as we are likely to get for Charondas'

birth at Katane, and the careful confining of his legislation to

Chalkidian cities contrasts favourably with Plato's loose talk about

Italy and Sicily. Only the specimens of his laws which Aristotle

gives have no very primitive sound. They seem better fitted for

the full-grown commonwealths, aristocratic or democratic, of the

fifth and fourth centuries B.C.

The Katanaian birth of Charondas is asserted by the writer known

as Herakleides of Pontos (25), who says that the Rhegines had an

aristocratic constitution, and used the laws of Charondas (rrokiTeiav

8e KarearriaavTO apiaTOKpaTiKrjp, )(lXioi yap navra ^LOiKOvaiv [see p. 343>

and below, Appendix XXXIII], alperoi dno Tipr]iJLdTa>V vopois 8e ixpSyvTO

rots Xapcovbov rov Karavalov). He goes on to mention the tyranny of

Anaxilas, which is one of Bentley's arguments (Phalaris, 363) to dis-

prove the date given to Charondas by Diodoros, by showing that he

lived before Anaxilas. The statement of iElian (V. H. iii. 1 7) that he

gave laws to Rhegion when he was banished from Katane may be a

piece of independent tradition, or it may be a mere surmise from the

account of Herakleides. Charondas here comes in a list of philoso-

phers who played a part in public life (JnoXiTevovTo ovv Ka\ cpCkoao-

cj)oi, K.r.X.), along with Zaleukos, Solon, and others
;

inr^vcopBoio-av yap

TO. KOiva ZaXevKO^ pev ra iv AoKpo7s, Xapoovdas to. iv Kardvrj koI to. iv

'Prjyltp, oT€ €K Kardvrjs ecfievye. Another of the passages quoted by

Bentley to remove Charondas from Thourioi is the long extract from

Theophrastos in John of Stoboi (xliv. 22), where he quotes several

of the Thourian laws, and contrasts them with the legislation of

Charondas, in this case on the subject of ready money (rj (oarrep

Xapdovbas Ka\ UXdrcov^ ovrot yap TTupaxprjpa KeXevovai StSomi Ka\ Xap,-

^dveiv, idu 8e tis nicrTevo-r], pr] eivai diKrjv, avTov yap atriov eivat T^y ddi-

Kias). The astonishing passage in Stephen of Byzantium (KaTapr)),

which makes Charondas legislate for Athens (a7r6 KuTdvrjs Xapapdaf
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o ^idarj^os twv ii> ^A6r]vr}(ri vofxodeTcov) is explained by Holm (i. 401) to

refer to Tliourioi as an Athenian colony. But this is surely a little

harsh. This passage is not the only one in which Charondas is

connected with Athens; for Athenaios (xiv. 10), on the authority

of Hermippos of Smyrna, a writer of the third century B.C., in

his treatise 7rep\ Nojuo^ercoz^, speaks of his laws as being sung at

Athens at the wine {yjdovTo 8e 'Adrjvrjai koi ol Xapcovdov vojjLot nap"

olvov). This is not exactly what we should have looked for; but

it seems to show that the laws of Charondas were composed in

verse. And we find a yet more startling mention of the laws

of Charondas as sung at a much greater distance from Katane

than Athens. Bentley (373, 374) refers to the passage of Strabo

(xii. 2. 9), where the people of Mazaka—afterwards Csesarea—in

Kappadokia appear as using the laws of Charondas, and seemingly

as having them sung
; XP^^'^'^^'-

Ma^aKr]vo\ rois Xapoov^a vopois,

aipovp.(voi Kai vopcohov^ os iariv avTois e^rjyrjrrjs tmv vopcov, KadaTrep 01 napa

'Pcofxalois vopiKol, The passage is puzzling ; we should like to know

how the laws of Charondas came to take root and to be so abiding

in a distant and barbarian land, and we should like to know

exactly what the Mazakene vopcoho^ did. Still it would seem that

there was at Mazaka in Strabo's day something in verse which

passed for the laws of Charondas.

These latter passages say nothing as to the birthplace of Char-

ondas. I do not know that (except in Diodoros) he is anywhere

referred to as a Tliourian, save o])ly by Valerius Maximus (vi. 5,

Ext. 3), where he tells the story of his death, much as in Diodoros.

Cicero refers to him twice, once (Legg. i. 22) in a general way,

along with his usual companions, Lykourgos, Solon, and Zaleukos.

In the second place (Legg. iii. 2), he is quoted as laying down the

rule that men should not only obey their rulers, but should love

and honour them (" nec vero solum obtemperent obediantque magis-

tratibus, sed etiam ut eos colant diligantque praescribimus, ut

Charondas in suis facit legibus "). This agrees with what King

Cnut says in his letter from Borne.

From all this we may surely infer that Charondas was in some

sense a citizen of Katane, and that he gave laws to that city and

to some others in Italy and Sicily. Beyond this we can say very

little. The suggestion of Holm that he w^as not of Katanaian but

of Dorian birth rests sim^ily on the Doric form of his name, like
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Pagondas and Epameinondas. The ending in dm, lie argues, would

not have been used in Chalkidian Katane. There is something in

this objection, which does not seem to have occurred to any earlier

scholar. Charondas may have been a citizen of Katane only by

adoption, though in that case it is a little odd that he should be

called Karavalos. It is further to be noticed that whoever put to-

gether the Trpoolnia v6^(ov which pass for sayings of Charondas in

John of Stoboi, xliv. 40, must have looked on the natural language

of Charondas as being Doric. For he starts with a few Doric forms

like rwy ^ovXevoixepcos, and brings in one or two such now and then,

as if to assert a principle, though he goes on for the most part in

ordinary Greek. Is it possible, after all, that Charondas was really

of Sybaris and adopted at Katane 1 This would account for the

Thourian legend. In such a case lie would be sure to be claimed for

Thourioi, even though the actual laws of Thourioi were quite

unlike his.

If we are thus uncertain as to the birthplace of Charondas, we

are still more in the dark as to his date. A general consent places

him after Zaleukos, but who shall venture to fix a date for Zaleu-

kos 1 Some make Zaleukos the teacher of Charondas ; some make

Charondas, some even make Zaleukos himself, into scholars of

Pythagoras. That is to say, in anything to do with Italy or Sicily

Pythagoras must be brought in at all hazards. As Phalaris could

not get on without him, as even Numa Pompilius could not get on

without him, so neither could Zaleukos and Charondas. In such

chronology as this we are out of all reach of archons and olympiads.

Grote (iv. 561) gives us the whole range of the sixth century B.C.

to find a date for Charondas. That may do well enough ; but

I should not have refused if he had added the seventh. We can

only say that he belongs to the dim primitive period of Sicilian

history, that he goes with Panaitios and Phalaris rather than with

Gelon and Anaxilas.

As for the matter of his laws, the remark of Aristotle, if it be

Aristotle, that the only special thing about them was the law of

ini<TKr)-^is is hardly borne out by the other references made by him-

self and others. The law about ready money, quoted by Theo-

phrastos, has a primitive and original sound. The most difficult

statement is that of Aristotle which makes Charondas take in the

commons by a law professedly popular but really oligarchic. This
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surely savours of a later state of things than we can fancy existing

at Katane in his day. But the motive may be only Aristotle's

surmise, as Grote seems to suggest in his note at vol. iv. p. 561 ;

the matter of the law sounds ancient enough. Enforced attendance

at assemblies is a thoroughly primitive notion (see Domesday in

the very first page for the men of Kent), and it was long after

carried out at Athens in a very primitive fashion (Aristoph.

Acharn. 22). This is the only one among these laws or frag-

ments of laws which has any kind of political character. It

reads as if the Gamoroi of Katane had not been driven out, but

had been compelled to admit the commons to some share of political

rights. Charondas may well have been the lawgiver of a young

democracy.

Of the laws which may be called rather social than political

Diodoros (xii. 12-18) has preserved the substance of a good many

in prose, his own prose of course, and in c. 14 he gives the sub-

stance of some in another shape, namely in the Iambic trimeters

into which they were thrown by the comic poets {aix^oripas Se ras

7rpo€ipT]fi€Vas TToXXoi Tcov TToirjTwv 81 ipfxeTpov TTOirjparos iJiepapTvprjKacri).

But the ingenuity of Bentley (Phalaris, 374) lias, out of one of these

reports of Diodoros in prose and verse (xii. 12, 14), with the help of

a quotation in Athenaios (xv. 50, No. 14 in the collection of Skolia),

put together part at least of a genuine law of Charondas in the

original metrical shape. Diodoros reports the law of Charondas n^pX

Trjs KaKOjxiXia^ in both shapes. It was vofxos e^rjWaypevos Koi Tois aXXois

vofxo6eTais Trapecopapeuos, containing provisions for a BUrj KaKopLXias,

with befitting penalties. It is the npooipiov of this which Bentley

put together

;

[XapojvSov] Xuyov, Si WaTpe, paOaiv rovs dyaOols cplKei,

rwv deiXSjv 8' direxov yvovs on deiXwv bXiyq x'^P'-^-

The Attic singers may have touched up the language and metre

a little ; but we surely have here the genuine ring of the " lex

horrendi carminis." It was Bentley too (378) who discerned the

trimeters in the first two lines of the law (Diodoros, xii. 14) which

shut out from political life the man who gave his children a step-

mother. It is most likely that Diodoros got at most of the laws

in this way at secondhand, without seeing any original text. But

the substance of these primitive provisions is surely genuine.

They breathe the full spirit of the ancient lawgiver, whose busi-

ness it is, not merely to make a political constitution, but to tell
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his people how they are to behave in all matters. There is the

law which I gave as a specimen in the text (see p. 60), which

allowed divorce, but only with a condition which a good deal

lessened the value of the privilege. One is perhaps a little

startled at the zeal of the lawgiver of the sixth century B.C.

for the promotion of reading—does ypdixfiara always imply writ-

ing ? (c. 1 3)—but it may perhaps be explained by the very fact

that the accomplishment was a rare one. Then there is the law

which Diodoros (c. 15) so greatly admired, which ordains that the

orphan's estate should be looked after by his father's kinsfolk, who

had an interest in improving it, while the orphan himself sliould

be looked after by his mother's kinsfolk, who had no interest in

shortening his possession of it. Then, while other lawgivers punished

the coward in war with death, Charondas (c. 16) made him sit three

days in the agora in woman's clothes. Lastly, there is the provision

(c. 1 7) that the proposer of a new law should come into the as-

sembly with a halter round his neck, and the law against bearing

arms in the assembly which I have already referred to (see p. 62)

and which is said to have cost the lawgiver his life. All are of

the primitive type; it is inconceivable that they can come from

the real statute-book of Thourioi in the days of Herodotus and

Lysias. It is yet more inconceivable that they are sheer inven-

tions, " transparent gauze " or what not, of poor Diodoros. They

are genuine fragments, modified no doubt a good deal in the hand-

ling, which comic poets and others had handed down from the days

of Charondas to the days of Diodoros.

The laws preserved by Diodoros are after all real laws, though

often dealing with subjects whicli we now look on as lying beyond

the reach of legislation. In this they differ from the collection of

vague moral and religious precepts preserved by John of Stoboi

(xliv. 40) under the heading Xapcovda KaTavmov Trpooipia vo^cov.

These are not laws, but sermons or proverbs according to their

length, in which no faith can be put, and which Ave may be sure

are a forgery of a late time, " neo-Platonic " or otherwise. One

towards the end, beginning ywaiKa de rrjv Kara vopovg €Ka(TTos

arepyero) (cf. S. Paul ad Eph. V. 33), is remarkable ; it seems

aimed in a hidden way at the favourite vice of Old Greece.
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NOTE VII. p. 64.

Phalaris and the Brazen Bull.

There is something very striking in the great renown of

Phalaris compared with the very slight real knowledge which we
have about him. The sources are endless, but they are all in-

cidental. Not only is there no contemporary narrative—for that

we should not look in the sixth century B. c.— ;
but, owing to the

loss of those books of Diodoros in which the acts of Phalaris must

have found a place, we have no consecutive narrative of any kind.

We should be thankful for the most meagre annals—" annales

brevissimi"—which would enable us to put together a few un-

doubted facts in an ascert^iined order. How little we really know
about Phalaris is curiously shown by the very short space which

he fills in the narrative of Grote (iv. 509, 510). Grote's

practical mind felt no call to collect and harmonize the scattered

notices about Phalaris, or to speculate as to how or why he became

such a favourite subject of legend and talk of every kind. "What

Grote finds to say about Phalaris goes into less than two pages

;

but those two pages are precious, as we see that he more than

leans to belief in the reality of the bull. There is certainly no

reason to doubt the historical reality of Phalaris, and the evidence

for the bull is very strong. The direct evidence is strong ; there is

also the argument that, if the bull were real, we at once understand,

what otherwise is so hard to explain, the deep and lasting im-

pression which a man of whom so little is really known has made

on men's minds from his ow^n time till now. Without his bull,

Phalaris would be no more than a hundred obscure tyrants in

other Greek cities. Once grant the bull, and we at once see

why he has lived in men's mouths from the days of Pindar

onwards. About a tyrant who was guilty of so strange a freak of

tyranny it was worth while to collect or to invent anecdotes and

to point moral warnings. It was even worth while, in a spirit of

ingenious contradiction, to devise orations and to forge letters to

prove that the lord of the brazen bull was not quite so black as he

had been painted.

The date of Phalaris seems to be now generally agreed on

within a few years. The arguments of Bentley (Dissertation on
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the Epistles of Phalaris, p. 27 et seqq.) may be thought to have

set that question at rest. The first statement in the Chronicle of

Eusebius (Roncalli, i. 323) which places his tyranny about 655

(01. xxxi. 2, " Phalaris apud Agrigentinos tyrannidem exercet ")

and his fall about 622 (01. xxxix. 3,
" Phalaridis tyrannis de-

structa ") cannot be received, as both these dates come before the

foundation of Akragas in 580. Of this alleged earlier date Clinton

(F. H. i. 236) seems to take no notice, but only of the later date

assigned by Jerome (E,oncal]i, i. 326), namely b. c. 570 (or 565,

see Bentley, p. 28), which is also accepted by Bunbury (Diet. Biog.,

Phalaris) ;
" Grseciam {1) Phalaris tyrannidem exercuit xvi annos."

This will fix his reign to about b. c. 570-554. So Souidas

(^aXapis) places him in the fifty-second Olympiad, thougli his value

is a little lessened by the words that follow about the letters, and

by his speaking of him as rvpavvrjaas StKeXta? oXrj^. We are thus

able to fix the date of Phalaris with as near an approach to certainty

as we are likely to get in such a matter. I would not rely on

any statement as to the date of Stesichoros, as the evidence for

bringing Phalaris and Stesichoros into any relation with one another

is more than doubtful.

This date being accepted, and the received date of the founda-

tion of Akragas being accejDted also, one consequence follows which

seems not to have struck some of the chief writers on the subject

(see Bentley, 322 ;
Bunbury, Diet. Biog., Phalaris; see on the other

hand Siefert, Akragas, 60). If Phalaris seized the tyranny ten

years after the foundation of the city, he could not have been a

native of Akragas. All the natives of Akragas at that time must

have been young children. It proves nothing to pile together

passages in which Phalaris is spoken of as 'AKpayavrlvos or " Agri-

gentinus
;

" for he doubtless was a man of Akragas in the only

sense in which anybody else then could be, a citizen but necessarily

not a native. We should most naturally look for his birthplace in

Gela, the metropolis of Akragas ; but the statement that he was

a native of Astypalaia, though it comes from no better source than

one of the forged letters (xxxv. p. 128, eyco cos ipavrbv olda ^dXapiv

AecobdpavTos vibv, ^AcrTVTvaXaUa to yevos, Trarpidos aTrecTTeprjpevov ; cf.

Arsenios, Ionia [Violetum], 466), comes under the rule that, while

the spurious document is of no value for the points which it seeks

to establish, it may (or it may not) be of value for incidental

points. It is always possible that the forger, either of the false
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Phalaris or of the false Ingulf, may have had before him some

sources of information which we have not. Phalaris could not

have been born at Akragas. He may very well have been born at

Astypalaia ; and it is hard to see what should have put Astypalaia

into the forger's head if he had not seen some record or tradition

to that effect. If he had named any of the great cities of Sicily or

of Greece, this argument would not apply
;

but, when it comes

to Astypalaia, it is brought under the rule " credo quia impos-

sibile." Siefert quotes the passage, and accepts the birth-place,

and Grote, who (v. 274) wonders at the consideration which Siefert

shows to the letters, accepts it without remark. It really proves

nothing to quote, as Bentley does, such an incidental notice as

that of Cicero (Verres, iv. 33), where Scipio, on giving back the

bull to the Agrigentines, says, " sequum esse illos cogitare, utrum

esset Siculis utilius, suisne servire an populo Eomano obtempe-

rare, cum idem monumentum et domesticse crudelitatis et nostrae

mansuetudinis haberent." Phalaris, wherever he was born, had

become a Sikeliot and an Akiagantine.

A curious, but not very important, question has been raised

about his name. Among the dark sayings of Lykophron (Alex-

andra, 717) we read^ in speaking of the Sirens and the Campanian

coast,

TTjV pXv ^akrjpov rvpais eKfi(^paap.evr]v

rxdvis T€ pdOpois Several reyyojv x^<^^'«-

One might have taken no notice of this, were it not for the

scholiast, who says, ovtos 6 ^dXrjpos rvpawos rjv iv "EiKeXla, tovs

ini^evovpievovs npos avTov ddvcos KoKd^av Koi dvaipoov, pepvqrai te avrov

Koi KaWlpaxos iv (3. Altlcov,

rrjv Kelvov ^dXapos vprj^iv dircXdoaTO.

(The longer scholia of Tzetzes are to the same effect.)

Kallimachos, as we shall see, has more than one mention of

Phalaris ; but surely this hardly proves that the ^dXr^pos of Lyko-

phron has anything to do with our ^>aXap^$•.

I do not know that a father is assigned to Phalaris anywhere

but in the passage just quoted from the forged letters. When

John Tzetzes (Chil. i. 643) says that Stesichoros

Si-qx^pfvcre ^aXdpidi rw 'karvnaXaUi

dvbpl T^s 'Epu^etas pi-ev, varpl 5e tov UavpoXa,

vlqi TOV AecoSd/xavTOS, 'AKpdyavTos Tvpdvvo),
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he is simply following the letters, as when further on he talks

about Tauromenion. So he himself says,

avTos 8' €K Twv f^aXdpidos kKHvov rod rravcocpov

hinaToXGjv (Xoi yeypacpe ravrrjv rrjv laropiav.

But the mother of Phalaris, though nameless, plays some part in the

story, which shows that Phalaris was not looked on as very advanced

in life. In Cicero (Div. i. 23) she dreams a dream, not—according

to the approved practice—before his birth, but at a time w^hen he

must already have risen to some measure of importance. He had

dedicated some images of the gods in his house, among them a

statue of Hermes holding a patera in his hand. Out of this patera

the gods seemed in the dream to pour out blood upon the earth.

The blood bubbles up, and fills the whole house ;
" Quod matris

somnium immanis filii crudelitas comprobavit." Cicero tells the

story on the authority of Herakleides of Pontes, an author from

whom (Frag. Hist. Grsec. ii. 223) we get some other notices of

Phalaris, and specially another of his mother. When the tyranny

was upset, she was burned, seemingly in the bull (ivenprjo-ev 6

KOI rrjv jxr]T€pa Koi rovs cf)iXovs). This looks as if Herakleides, if his

works were perfect, would have something more to tell us about

the mother of Phalaris.

And now as to the great question of all, the brazen bull itself.

It does seem hardly possible to get over the distinct witness of

Pindar, followed by every later writer. Pindar is as early a

witness and as well informed a witness as we could reasonably

look for. A notice from Stesichoros would doubtless have been

better still. But the mention of the bull by Pitidar at least

amounts to proof that the story was fully believed in Sicily about

eighty years after the fall of Phalaris. It is perhaps a little odd

that the mention of it is found in an ode (Pyth. i. 184) addressed

to Hieron, and not in one of those addressed to Theron. The poet

takes Croesus—could he have known the story recorded by Hero-

dotus in i. 92 ?—as the model of a mild ruler as opposed to the

cruelty of Phalaris

;

ou (p6lv€i 'Kpoiaov (piX6(f>poov dpeTo.'

TOV 5e ravpq} x^-^f^^V f^o.vTTjpa vrjXia voov

(X^P^ ^dkapiv fcarex^'- iravTa cfydris,

ov5e viv (p6pp.iyy(i vnojpocpiai Koivcuviav

IxaXOaKav naidojv ddpoiai deKovrai.
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Diodoros, who, though he wrote so long after, represents the earlier

Sicilian writers whom he had before him, naturally mentioned the

bull in the lost books where Phalaris came in chronological order.

This we shall see from fragments presently to be quoted. He has

also more than one incidental reference to the bull in other places.

In xix, 1 08, having occasion in his narrative to mention the hill

of Eknomos near the mouth of the southern Himeras (see vol. i.

p. 65), he says that this was the place where the bull was kept.

He adds, with an etymology in which few are likely to follow

him, that the spot took the name of "EKuopos from the unlawful

deeds of the tyrant (t6v ''Ekvoixov Xd^oi/, 6u c^aai (jipovpiov yeyevrjaOai

^aXaptdos' iv tovtco Xeyerat KareaKevaKivai tou Tvpavvov ravpov ^aXKovv,

Tov dialSejBorjpevov Tvpos rds tcov ^e^aaaviapevaiv Ttpwpias, VTTOKaopevov tov

KaracTKevdapaTos' dio Ktii tov tottov "FiKvop,ov dno rrjs €is tovs aTv^ovuras

dae^eias Trpoo-rjyopevcrdai). In another place (xiii. 90), when describ-

ing the Carthaginian sack of Akragas in 408 b. c, he says that the

bull of Phalaris (6 ^aXdpi^us ravpos) formed part of the spoil. He
then goes on to argue against Timaios ; tovtov tov Tavpov 6 Tlpaios

iv Tois idToplais dia^e^atoiadpevos prj yeyovevca to avvoXov, vtt avrtjs Trjs

Tvxn^ V^iyX^V' The fortune which confuted Timaios was the bring-

ing back of the bull from Carthage by the younger Scipio, and the

sight of it at Agrigentum by Diodoros himself (S/citticoj/ yap . . .

iKTropBrjaas Kapxr]^6va, toIs 'AKpayavTivois perd rcov aXkcov, tcjv hiapeivdvTOiv

TTapd Tols Knpx^^ovLois, dnoKaTeaTrjae tov Tavpov, os Ka\ Tcovds tcov laTopLcov

ypacfiopivcov rjv iv 'AKpdyavTi). Polybios too (xii. 25) argues against

Timaios. He first tells the story of Phalaris and the bull (see

below, p. 464), and then describes Timaios as denying both that

the bull brought from Carthage was the genuine bull of Phalaris,

and even that there ever had been any bull of Phalaris at all. He
himself argues that the bull brought from Carthage was genuine,

because it had the door in the shoulder through which the victim

was put in
;

Tovtov tov ravpov Kara Tr)v iuiKpdTeLav Kapxr]^ouLcov peTivex^ivTos i^

^AKpdyavTos (Is Kap^fj^dva, Kal rrjs Bvpitos diapevovarjs nepl rds crvvcopias,

dt ^s avvi^aLve KaOLea-Qai tovs inl rrjv Tipcoplav, kol ere'pas di rjV iv Kapx*)-

dovi KareaKevdadr] roiovros ravpos ovdapcos dvvapeurjs (vpeBrjuat rd napdnav^

opcos TipaiGs irre^dXero /cat ti]v Koivrjv (prjpy^v dvaaKevd^eiv Kal rds dTro(f)daeis

TCOV TTOLTjTcov Ka\ avyypacpicov y^evbououlv, (pdcTKCov prjr eivai rdv iv Kapxrj-

dovi ravpov 'AKpdyavros prjre yeyovivai tolovtov iv r[j Trpoetprjpivi]
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It seems plain, as it did to Bentley (p. 512), that both Polybios

and Diodoros meant to charge Timaios with saying that there

never was any bull of Phalaris at all. To this Diodoros thinks it

answer enough to say that the bull was brought back from

Carthage by Scipio. Polybios further infers the genuinene&s of

Scipio's bull. But Polybios seems further to imply that Timaios

said something about the bull which Scipio brought from Carthage

(t6v iv KapxqhovL ravpov). But if the bull brought back by Scipio in

B.C. 146 was the bull that was carried off in B.C. 408, Timaios,

living about B.C. 352-256, could have known the bull only by

hearsay, unless he went to Carthage to see it. But neither of

Timaios' critics quotes his exact words ; and there is another report

of them from which it would seem that Timaios neither denied the

existence of Phalaris' bull, nor said anything about any bull at

Carthage. This is shown by a reference to him in the scholiast on

Pindar (Pyth. i. 185), from which it appears that what he really

said was that the original bull of Phalaris was thrown into the sea

when his tyranny was overthrown, and that a bull shown in his

own time at Akragas was not the real bull, but—a statement most

precious to the mythologer—a harmless image of the river-god

Gelas. The words are
;

Toj/ rov $aXapiSo? ravpov oi ^AKpayavrlvot Kar^TTOvToacrav, a>s (j)r)(rt

Tifiaios. Tov yap iv tTj TToXet deiKvvpevou pr) eivai rod ^aXaptdos, Kaddnep

rj TToWav Karex^i- 5o^a, aAX' elKova FeXa rov 7toTap.ov,

Nothing can be plainer. And I really do not see why Bentley

(p. 512) should have spoken quite so scornfully of any who should

prefer the scholiast on Pindar to Diodoros and Polybios (on the

other hand see Ebert, ^iKekLwv, p. 69 et seqq.). In this case the

scholiast is not guessing, but quoting Timaios, and seemingly

quoting him accurately. The very significant bit about the river-

god must be a genuine bit of Timaios ; so must the statement that

the real bull of Phalaris was thrown into the sea. No scholiast

could ever have invented or dreamed either of them. One point

remains. Diodoros says that the bull which Scipio brought back

was taken to Carthage in b. c. 408. Polybios does not say this,

and it is not clear that he means it. As far as dates go, the

bull which was shown at Akragas in Timaios' day might have been

the bull which Scipio brought back. For it might have been taken

to Carthage, not in B.C. 408, but when Akragas was a Carthaginian

possession after the time of Timaios. And it may be that Polybios
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means this when he says ; rov ravpov Kara rrjv iTTiKparetav KapxrjbovLCov

p.eT€V€xBevTos 'AKpdyavTos ds Kapxrjdoua. But it is not likely that

the bull which Timaios took for an image of the river-god could

have had the door in the shoulder on which Polybios relied as the

sure sign of the bull of Phalaris. There may very well have been

two bulls. Pha3nician subtlety was surely equal to making a bull

after any model, if Greek or Pioraan visitors to Carthage were

found to be seeking for one. The immediately important point is

that Timaios in no way denied, but asserted, that Phalaris had a

brazen bull, and that he burned people in it. We have thus an

universal consent in favour of the bull reaching from Pindar

downwards.

The way in which the bull was used is minutely described by

Polybios, and the description quite agrees with the few words of

Pindar. The man was put into the hollow bull ; then a fire was

lighted beneath, and the sufferer was roasted to death {TvavTaxoOfv

TrapoTTTOiiKvov KoX 7rept(p\€y6iJ.evuv biac^OdpecrOai). His Cries of pain

were by some mechanism made to imitate the roaring of the bull

{^Kara rtjv v7Tep^o\r)i> rrjs d\yrj86i/os, SiroTe ^of](T€i€V, fivKijOfxa napaTfkrjaiou

TOP f]XOv (K Tov KaraaKevda-paTOS TrpocnrlnTeiv rots aKovovaiv). Diodoros,

in his ninth book, mentioned the name of the artist, Perillos or

Perilaos, and the story that he was himself put to death by his own

engine. This appears from a fragment (ix. 19) which must be

greatly abridged ; on UepiXaos 6 dvbpiavTOTroio^ ^aXapidi T(p Tvpdvvco

KaraaKevdcras ^ovv ;^aXKoCy npos rip-copiav twv 6p,o<pvX(ov avros npcoTos

(neipddr] rov p.eyi6ovs rrjs Tip-wpias. John Tzetzcs (Chil. i. 646 seqq.)

refers to Diodoros, as well as to Pindar on one side and to Lucian (to

whom we shall come presently) on the other, as authorities for the

bull;
ypdcpei irepl rov ravpov Se AovKiavus 6 ^vpos,

AioScopos Kal U'lvdapos avv rovrois re pvpioi.

He gives the story of Perilaos at length. We find it also in the

scholiast on Pindar (Pyth. i. 185), whom we quoted a little time

back. He further quotes a passage of Kallimachos ;
Karao-Kevaaai

Se avTou (jpaui Hepikaov Koi npcorov iv avra KuraKarjvai, Koi KaXkip,axos'

npcuTOS kirel rov ravpov iKalviaev, os rov o\eOpov

evpe rov ev x'^^'^V ^"^P'
yiyvopevov.

The same story appears in Ovid (Art. Am. i. 653), where, by a

familiar comparison, he couples Phalaris with the mythical Bousiris

;
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''Et Phalaris tauro violenti membra Perilli

Torruit, infelix imbuit auctor opus.

Justus uterque fuit, neque enim lex aequior ulla est,

Quam necis artifices arte perire sua."

He tells the story at greater length in the Tristia, iii. ii. 39,

where he evidently refers to the same bull as that described by

Polybios. The artist is made to say to the tyrant

;

" Munere in hoc, rex, est usus sed imagine major :

Nec sola est operis forma probanda mei.

Adspicis a dextra latus hoc adapertile tauri ?

Hue tibi, quem perdes, conjiciendus erit.

Protinus inclusum lentis carbonibus ure :

Mugiet, et veri vox erit ilia bovis."

When he asks for a reward, Phalaris puts him into the bull

;

" Nec mora ; monstratis crudeliter ignibus ustus

Exhibuit querulos ore tremente sonos."

One may add Valerius Maximus, ix. 2, Ext. 9, and, as John

Tzetzes says, o-vv tovtois re [xvpiovs.

It is worth noticing that in the fragment of Diodoros the bull is

said to have been made npos TL/Kopiav twv 6{xo(j)vXo)v, while in the

scholiast on Lykophron Phalaris appears as tovs iTri^evovpivovs npbs

avTov BeLvcos KoXd^cov icai dvaipcov. This is a stage in the growth of

legend. If Phalaris did put men into a brazen bull, they were no

doubt his political enemies at Akragas. He was a Greek tyrant

imitating Phcenician ways, but he was a Greek tyrant after

all. As soon as men had begun to liken him to Bousiris (see

p. 71), Echetos (see Arsenios, 461), Geryones, and other purely

mythical oppressors, he was conceived as, like them, the enemy of

strangers. Instead of a Greek tyrant somewhat outdoing the

usual measure of a Greek tyrant's cruelty, he becomes an ogre or a

two-headed giant. We find him in this stage in Plutarch's

Parallela, 39, directly after stories of Bousiris and Geryones. He
tells the story of Perillos—with him he takes the Latin form—as

follows

;

^aXapLs, \\KpayavTlvo3V Tvpavvos^diroTopms roiis Trapiovras ^evovs iaTpe^Xov

Koi eKoXa^e. JlcpiXkos de rfj Te)(ur] )(^a\K0vpy6s, ddpaXip KaTaaKevdaas

XaXKrjVj edcoKe tm jSaaiXe^, as dv tovs ^evovs KaraKalr] ^covras iv avrff 6 oe

povov Tore yevopevos diKaios, avrbu ive^aXeu. edcoKe de pvKrjOpov dvahibovat

T] ddpaXis. o)s iv devrepco Alrioov.

VOL. II. H h
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When Phalaris had once got this kind of reputation, it was easy

to charge him with unusual cruelties. He uses other forms of

fire besides the brazen bull. He puts people into caldrons, and, if

the Latin translator of Herakleides of Pontos is right in his version,

he made them undergo the supposed fate of Empedokles against

their will. He was (Her. 37) irapavojxia navras vnep^dWav. He
not only slew many—other tyrants did that—but he slew them

with strange tortures (riiKoptais Trapavoixois exprjo-aro). The brazen

bull comes in among others ; rovs fxev ds Xe/S^ras C^ovras, tovs Se

fls TOVS Kparrjpas tov TTvpos aTreVreXXe, tovs fie Koi els ;(aXK:o{)i' Tavpov

eVe/SaXXe Koi KaTcKaiev. I suppose the KpaTrjpes (which we shall hear

of again) are, as the Latin translator takes them, those of ^Etna.

From this the transition to Phalaris' cannibal-diet is perhaps a

little sudden. His alleged eating of sucking children is brought

in in the most grotesque fashion in Athenaios (ix. 54), in a dis-

course on the eating of sucking creatures in general, pigs, lambs,

fawns, and any other. We are suddenly carried to Perseus and

Archemoros at that stage of their lives, though it does not appear

that any tyrant proposed to eat either of them ; then comes what

concerns us
j

KXeap^os 5' eu toIs nepl /Stcoi/ els TovTo (^rjaiv wporrjTos

^aXapiv TOV Tvpavvov eXdcrai cos yaXa6r]va. QoivdcrOat ^pic^r].

As to the extent of the dominions of Phalaris, there is really no

distinct evidence for making them reach beyond the territory

of Akragas. It is simply the wild exaggeration of a late writer

when SouidaS Sa3'^S, ^akapis ^AKpayavTlvos, Tvpnvvrjo-as SiffeX/a? oXr]s.

Phalaris has been very largely accepted as having ruled at Himera,

and it is of course possible that he may, as his successor Theron

certainly did, have made himself master of Himera as well as of

Akragas. But, if so, it must have been by a conquest of Himera

made in the character of lord of Akragas. For there is in truth

nothing to connect Phalaris with Himera, except the story in

Aristotle's Ehetoric referred to in p. 66. In that story tliere is no

mention of Akragas, no conquest of Himera ; Phalaris is a man of

Himera who makes himself tyrant of Himera in the usual way by

asking for a guard. It is plain that Ai istotle has put one name

for another, either Himera for Akragas, or Phalaris for some

tyrant of Himera. The latter is more likely, as tlie mention of

Stesichoros is enough to fix the story to Himera. It would be a

very easy confusion to bring in the well-known name of Phalaris
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instead of the doubtless much less known name of the real

Himeraian tyrant. Nothing was easier (see Grote, v. 286) than

to put the name of one t^'rant for another, and we have in-

deed found it so throughout our story. Perhaps the greatest

achievement in that way is that of Nonnos, commentator on

Gregory of Nazianzum (whom I am sure I should never have

thought of but for the memorable account of him given by

Bentley, p. 24), in which the story of the bull is so told that

Dionysios takes the place of Phalaris, while Phalaris himself takes

the place of Perilaos. We might know more about the matter if

we had in full the passage from Philistos (see Theon, Progym. ii. 4 ;

C. Miiller, Fragm. i. 187) where he told some fable about a horse.

But no name is preserved of either the tyrant or the city. And
there is yet another version of the story of Stesichoros, in which the

obscure tyrant of Himera has yielded his place, not to Phalaris but

to Gelon (Conon. Narrat. 42; Westermann, Mvdoypdcpoi, p. 144;

Photios, 139, Bekker). Gelon here becomes a demagogue (Te\(ov

6 'SiKeXLooTTjs, rvpavvibi eTTtdeadac diavoovfxevos, 'ifi^paloav idcpaTveve t6v

drjfiov, Ka\ Kara twv dvmra)V VTrepepdx^i), asking for a guard and so

forth, and Stesichoros tells the citizen the fable, just as he does

in Aristotle. This tale no one need refute ; but it is useful as

showing how little the story in Aristotle goes to prove any con-

nexion between Phalaris and Himera. The tale is a mere con-

fusion of names, which may have been somewhat helped by the

real connexion, though of quite another kind, between Theron and

Himera. In fact there is no real evidence to show that Phalaris

was a conqueror anywhere, or that he ruled anywhere except over

Akragas and its territory. He is indeed said to have conquered

Leontinoi. It is possible that this may have come from Hera-

kleides or whatever was the source from which Herakleides got

the story about Phalaris throwing people into Kparrjpes, But the

only actual mention of a conquest of Leontinoi by Phalaris comes

as an explanation of a proverb, deX Aeovriuot nepl tovs Kpnrripa^.

On this the commentary of Arsenios (22) is, eVi rwv aft rols avroh

iyKdpivatv' 01 yap iv 2iKe\ia AeovrlvoL nepl ttotovs eaxdXa^ov. ^aXapis

8' avTovs KaTanoKepijaas els tovs Kparqpas eppiy^eu, d(f) ov rj rvapoipia.

(So in the Parcjemiographi, Diogen. ii. 203; Mant. i. 33.) Here

again it is to be supposed that the Kpar^pes are those of ^Etna.

But it is not quite clear whether the meaning is that there were

two explanations of the saying, or that Phalaris is conceived

H h 2
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as practising a grim joke, throwing those who were busy about

every-day Kparrjpes into the Kparripes of the burning mountain.

Here again, just as in the brazen bull and in the story of the

caldrons, fire is looked upon as Phalaris' instrument of torture.

The casual allusions to Phalaris, many of which we have come

across already, are simply endless ; their number shows how much

he was in people's minds in all ages. The story of the bull is

perhaps enough to account for this ; but we have further to

explain the growing up of another conception of Phalaris which

is quite contrary to the earlier and no doubt genuine tradition.

This is that which sets Phalaris before us as a just and mild

ruler, who, if he ever was led into any cruelties, was led into

them against his will. This view of course reaches its height

in the famous forged Letters. After Bentley's matchless demon-

stration, it might seem needless to say a word about them. One

simply wonders how anybody could have been so easily taken in.

It is amazing that any one who had the faintest glimmering of

Greek history or Greek literature could have believed in the

genuineness of an elaborate collection of letters in the later Attic

dialect attributed to a prince of an age when one is thankful for a

line or two of an inscription written from right to left, a prince too

who, if he did write anything, could not fail to have written in an

early form of Doric. It is amazing that men should not have seen

the spuriousness of writings which speak of Phiutias, Halaesus, and

Tauromenion, ages before those cities were founded. It is most

amazing of all that, after Bentley had proved his case, men should

have thought that the victory lay the other way, and that Pope

should have made the great scholar the subject of a jeering couplet.

Yet all this is not more wonderful than what we have seen in our

own days. There is at least one man who, after all the labours of

Palgrave, Piley. and others, asserts the genuineness of the false

Ingulf, who must therefore believe that William the Conqueror

tried to root out the English language, that Ingulf studied at

Oxford in the time of Eadward the Confessor, and that he was

presented to the Emperor Alexios Komnenos twenty years before

that prince began to reign. And later still, the more grotesque

forgery of the " Battle Abbey Roll —a forgery so transparent that,

when I wrote the History of the Norman Conquest, it never came

into my head to speak of it—has been gravely dealt with on the
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hill of Senlec itself, and Edinburgh and Quarterly reviewers have

treated text and commentary with much solemnity. If Ingulf and

the Battle Abbey Roll can appear again, Phalaris may appear also.

Still, till he does, there is no need to do Bentley's work over again,

and the spuriousness of the letters may be taken for granted.

Still several questions arise out of the letters. In the case

of any forged writing, it is always possible that the forger may
have had materials before him which are now lost, and therefore

that the forgery may accidentally preserve some scraps of truth.

It has become almost an axiom that a forged charter is no evidence

for the point which it wishes to establish, but that it may easily

be evidence for any incidental points on which the forger was

likely to be well-informed, and about which he had no motive to

deceive. Considering the vast mass of Sicilian history which is lost,

it cannot be ruled to be impossible that the forger may have had

the means of knowing some facts which we do not know, and may
have sometimes used his opportunities. I have ventured (see p. 65)

to hint that we may have such a case in the statement of the letters

that Phalaris came from Astypalaia. And beyond all this there is

the main question of all, what put it into anybody's head to forge

letters in the name of Phalaris. It is not like forging letters for

Euripides or Plato or anybody who was likely to have written

letters. A Sicilian tyrant of the sixth century is such a strange

person to fix upon. Phalaris must somehow have got a reputation

as a writer of letters or as a writer of some kind before any one

could be taken in by this particular forgery. There is of course the

question whether the existing letters were forgeries in a bad sense,

distinctly designed to deceive, or whether they were, like many

writings of the kind, simply rhetorical exercises, written without

any evil purpose. We shall very soon come to examples of sach,

of which Phalaris himself is the subject ; but it may be thought

that the existing collection of letters is too large and elaborate to

admit of such a judgement of charity. Anyhow people were

taken in very early. Photios (Ep. 207) refers to letters which

in his day passed for letters of Phalaris; but he at least had

his doubts. A scholar like him was not so easily deceived as

some others. Nor is it absolutely certain that Souidas {^dXapts)

refers to the present letters, when he says, not without a kind

of truth, that Phalaris 'iypay\rev iuLaTokas irdvv davpaaias ; but the

chances are that he does. When we turn to John of Stoboi, we
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find that all his references (viii. 68, xlix. i6, 26, Ixxxvi. 17, Exc.

Joan. Dam. i. 12) are clearly to the letters as they now stand (2,

80, 92, 144). So we have seen that John Tzetzes quotes them as

undoubted authority. And of course it is not wonderful that so late

a writer as Arsenios ('icowa, 466) gives us three sayings of Phalaris,

all of which come from the letters (27, 107, 144). The extracts

are of course rich in beautiful sentiments ; some of them set forth

the evils of tyranny from the experience of one who knew all

about it.

Now how did this new version of Phalaris spring up ? We
must look for its origin in the love of rhetorical display and in

a certain spirit of ingenious contradiction. The process of re-

habilitation "—that, I believe, is the right " literary " word—has

always a certain kind of attraction about it, and it began early.

It began most likely in sheer love of display. More cleverness

could be shown in asserting a manifest paradox than in upholding

a truth that nobody doubted (see Polyb. xii. 26 6). The ^ttcov

Xdyos of Aristophanes has always had many votaries, and in no

age has it been easy to tell how far their support has been con-

scious. Among the writings of Isokrates we have one which

undertakes the defence of the monster of old times whom so many

coupled with Phalaris, of Bousiris himself. One Polykrates, it

seems, had written a defence of Bousiris and a discourse against

Sokrates. Isokrates takes him in hand to show him what the

counsel for Bousiris ought to say. So it was with Phalaris. He

had got so bad a reputation that clever men who had nothing

better to do than to practise their cleverness made it an exercise

of skill to see whether something could not be said on behalf of

one who had had so much said against him. In the first stage

there would be no attempt to deceive, or to do anything worse

than to show off. People would admire the cleverness of the

rjTTcov \6yos, but they would still remember that it was the fjTTav

Xdyos. In a later stage, whether the writer meant to take them

in or not, he did take them in, as we see by the cases of Souidas

and John of Stoboi. The former stage is surely to be seen in the

two discourses headed with the name of Phalaris which go under

the name of Lucian. Whether they are his or not is of compara-

tively little moment. We have seen (see p. 71) how Lucian spoke

of Phalaris when he had no special call to speak otherwise ; if he

really wrote the two discourses, the fact that he had so spoken
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would add a little keenness to what he now said on the other

side.

The two discourses are worth looking at with some care when

we come, from finding out what little we can about the real acts

of Phalaris, to this later stage of seeing what people said about

him long after. There is no reason to think that they were written

with the least purpose to deceive. They are simply exercises to

show how cleverly a man could talk on a side which he knew to

be wrong. The first discourse is made in the name of Phalaris by

his 6e<opoi, who are sent by him to Delphoi to offer the brazen bull

to Apollon. They speak of him by the neutral style of 6 rjixerepos

dvvdaTTjs ; he himself speaks delicately of his apx'7 5 ^^^t he pre-

sently lets it out that other people spoke of him as rvpawos, and

he is even obliged to speak of himself as belonging to that class

(c. 8
;

rjiMv TovTO noWco dvayKaiorepov rots Tvpavvois). He explains

that many envious and slanderous people spoke ill of him; but

he has a good defence. The writer has forgotten, like most other

writers, that neither Phalaris nor his enemies could have been born

at Akragas ; he is conceived (c. 2) as having been born and brought

up in the city e yo) ydp ov Ta>v d(pava>v iv ^AKpdyavTi a>Uj dW* et Kui ris

aXXos yeyovcos Koi rpa(fie\s iXevdepicos Koi irai^ela Trpocrea-xrjKws). There

were divisions in the city (di^prjro di rjnatv rore 17 noXts), in which

Phalaris had always taken the popular side (drjixoriKov efxavrou irape-

Xcov) and had practised every virtue of a citizen. But when his

enemies plotted against him and sought to slay him, he seized

power {eTTiOefxevos rrj dpxfj) in self-defence and with the approval of

all good citizens (^inaiuovvTes avdpes fxerpLoi koi ^iXoTToXiSes). Under

his rule (c. 3) the city was free from disputes (eyoi de rjpxov, rj ttoXis

de da-Tao-iacTTos rjv) ; his government was mild, no slaughters took

place, no banishments, no deeds of lust or violence, no illegal

action of his body-guard {dopvcpoptov innrefx-^ets). He kept the

people in good-humour with shows, feasts, and doles (t6v brjfiov h
Bicu'i K(xi diavofxais kol navijyvpeai Koi drjixodoiviais dirjyov), and he adorned

and strengthened the city with fortifications, buildings, and aque-

ducts. In this boast we seem to see an echo of the story told by

Polyainos (see p. 67) which makes Phalaris rise to power through

a contract for building. He had even (c. 4) thought of giving up his

power (nep). Tov dcfxlvai rrjv dpxrjv Koi KaraOea-Oai Trjv dwaa-relap iaKo-

7rovp.r]v). But his enemies (c. 4) plotted against him in every way.

They collected arms; they sent embassies to Athens and Sparta
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—Sparta, ancient queller of tyrants, is better conceived than

Athens
;
they designed Phalaris for some frightful fate, as they

confessed under torture (drjixoaia arpe^Xovixevoi i^dirov). From all

these dangers he escaped by the favour of the gods, specially of the

god of Pytho, who revealed things to him in his dreams {fidXiaTci

ye 6 Uvdios oveipard re npo^ei^as koX jxr]vvaovTas eKacrra eTTiTre/XTTCoi^).

He was driven to take care of himself and to punish those who

plotted against him. Tyrants were a much mistaken class
;
some,

himself of course among them, were the best and gentlest of rulers

;

but once call a man a tyrant, and he was supposed to belong to

the bad class, and men sought to slay him. This argument, drawn

out at some length, is of some importance as showing how the

word Tvpavvos still (c. 7 et seqq.) referred, not to the way in which

power was used, but to the way in which it was gained. Phalaris

had no pleasure in killing people or in beating them, quite the

other way; but any man would rather put another to death than,

by saving that other alive, be put to death himself. Yet he had

spared many out of old friendship {naXaias avvrjdeias irpos avrovs

fjLvrjfjLoveva-as), some of whom he names (c. 9), Akanthos, Timokrates,

and Leogoras his brother. Of these, Akanthos

—

"AkuvBov tovtovI

he is called—seems to be himself one of the envoys, so that he

must be conceived as a conspirator whom the mild treatment of

Phalaris had turned into a friend. The names suggest some

curiosity ; one would like to know whether they come from any

tradition or any earlier writing, or whether they were simply

invented by Lucian for dramatic effect. Then (c. 10), with a

seeming reference to the tale which represented him as a Bousiris

to strangers, Phalaris appeals to the many guests who have visited

Akragas, who would report what good treatment they had re-

ceived from him. At this stage Pythagoras could not be kept

out ; the sage had heard a bad report of Phalaris
;

but, when he

saw the truth, he left him with mingled feelings of admiration and

sadness (aXAa pev virep epov dKr]Koa)S' eVei 5e irreLpadr], aTrrfkOev inaivcov

pe TT]s diKaLOcrvvrjs Koi eXecoi/ rijs dvayKaias copoTrjTOs). At last (c. Il)

comes the story of the bull. Perilaos, a native craftsman, skilful

in his art, brought it to Phalaris, who at first simply admired

the workmanship, and said that it was worthy of being sent as a

gift to Apollon. The artist then explained at length what was

its real object, and the mechanism by which the cries of the

sufferers were to make music for the enjoyment of Phalaris (17 /3o^
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8e dia Tcov avXcov fxeXr) aoi airoTckeaeL ola "kiyvpooTaTa Kn\ e7rav\r}(T€i dprj-

vS)8es Koi [XVKrjcreTat yneponTaTov, cos rov {xev KoXd^eaBaL, ere Se reprreadai

nera^v KartoXovpevov). Phalaris, wrotli at the proposal (c. 1 2), sets the

engine to work on Perilaos himself ; but designing the bull for an

offering, he has him taken out before he is quite dead (en epirvow Kal

(avra rov avbpa i^aipedr^pai KeXevcras, cos prj pidvei^ to epyov ivairoBavcov).

His body is cast out unburied, and Phalaris sends the bull as an

offering. The Oempoi wind up (c. 14) with a few words of their own,

in which they pray the Delphians to accept Phalaris and his offer-

ing, and press their own claims to be listened to as men of Akragas,

Greeks and Dorians.

One or two things may be noticed in this discourse. One illus-

trates the difficulty (which we find also in the speeches which Hero-

dotus puts into the mouths of Gelon and the envoys from Athens

and Sparta, see p. 179) of finding a nomenclature which exactly

suits the relations between colonies and their motherland. The

Akragantines are Greeks and boast of being so (c. 14); ''EXXrjves

T€ ovTes KOI TO dpxoiop Acopieif. Yet they use, not only 'EAXap, but

"EXXrjves, in a sense simply geographical (c. 4), in which Akragas

has no share ,* irveKaXovvTO els ttju 'EXXdda irapa A-aKedaipoviovs Kai

'Adrjvalovs, and afterwards (c. 17) aKovco koi Trap' vplv Tois "EXXrjai

TToXXovs yeveaOai Tvpdvvovs aocfyovs, k.t.X. Of course there was a

sense in which Akragas or any other place where Greeks had

settled was part of 'EXXa?; Peloponnesos and the neighbouring

lands were not the whole of 'EXXa?, but only rj o-wexrjs 'EXXds. But

in ordinary speech 'EXXay was the geographical name of a certain

part of the earth's surface of which Akragas formed no part. And
if Akragas, Syracuse, any other Greek settlements, were parts

of 'eXXu?, they were only scattered parts
;

Sicily, as a whole, was

no part of 'EXXds ; it was only in the neighbouring mainland that

there was a peydXrj 'EXXds stretching from sea to sea. And when

'EXXas was opposed to the land of the Akragantines, it is not won-

derful that "EXXrjves, as the name of its inhabitants, should be op-

posed to the Akragantines themselves, "EXXrjves as they were.

There is in the discourse a curious reference to a punishment of

sacrilege seemingly practised at Delphoi. The envoys say (c. 6)

that, if the Delphians blamed Phalaris for the severities forced on

him by necessity, they were as if any one should see a temple-

robber hurled from the rock near Delphoi, and, instead of thinking

of his crime

—

as vvKToap is to Upbv naprjXOe Koi KaTecnraa-e to. dmOrjixciTa
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Koi Tov ^odvov qyjraTo—should blame the cruelty of the Delphians, in

that they, Greeks and pretenders to a sacred character ('EXXrjves

re Koi Upoi elvai 'keyovres), could bear to inflict such a punishment

on a fellow-Greek, and that hard by the temple.

The second piece headed " Phalaris " is supposed to be a speech

made by an orator in the Delphian assembly. Some one (c. 6) had

spoken against receiving the bull, on the ground of the cruelties of

Phalaris. But he who so spoke had not been at Akragas ; those who

had been there spoke differently. The orator (c. i) speaks of Phalaris

as dvrjp dvvao-Tr]s evae^oiu, and presently (c. 5) as fxovapxos. He argues

that Apollon must approve of him and his offering, or he would not

have given his envoys a successful voyage. But the Delphians have

nothing to do with his goodness or badness ; it was not usual to

debate about receiving an offering or to discuss the character of

him who offered it; they took all that came. The question (c. 11)

does not touch Phalaris only and his bull, but all kings and rulers

and every body else who consult the oracle and make offerings

(ou ^dXapis Tvpavvos els ov8e ravpo? ovtos ovde x^^kos p-ovov, dWa navres

^aaikds koX ttuvtcs dwdarai oaoi vvv xpoivrai lepco, fc.r.X.). The Del-

phians (c. 7) were priests and not judges
;
they had to offer sacrifices

and to help to set up offerings
;
they need not trouble themselves

whether people beyond sea had a good or a bad tyrant (roOr ov

AeX^oI? dvayKoiov Tcokvirpaypoveiv, el pr} dvrl UpioiV rjdr] diKaaToi eivai

d^LOvpev, Kai biov Bveiv Koi raXKa OepaneveLV tov 6ebv kcll avvavaTidevai el

Trep-yj^eie Tts, aKonovvres KaOrjpeOa e'i Tives twv vnep tov *l6viov diKaicos rj

ddUcos TvpavvovvTaL). Again we see the possibility of a righteous

tyrant ; and this while the word is still used in its strictly Greek

sense ; the " tyranni " of the Empire had not yet begun.

Nothing can be plainer than that these two pieces are mere

rhetorical exercises, mere displays of cleverness in argument,

written without any intention to deceive anybody as to matters

of fact. There is an element of satire in both speeches, and it

comes out very strongly in the second. They were written as

a conscious paradox, which the writer no doubt greatly enjoyed.

But the speeches are witnesses to the interest which still attached

to the name of Phalaris. If not out of these very speeches

—

which, it must be remembered, are distinctly referred to by John

Tzetzes (see above, p. 464)—certainly out of some other writings

of the same class, grew the famous forgery of the letters. I say

forgery, without ruling whether the writer really meant to
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deceive. As a matter of fact, he did deceive, as is shown by John

of Stoboi and John Tzetzes. Lucian, or whoever it was, amused

himself with a clever paradox. The paradox took, and grew into

a favourable tradition about Phalaris, opposite to the older and

truer picture. In such a state of mind the letters, nothing like

so clever as the speeches of Lucian, were welcomed and believed.

The tendency arose rather early to connect Phalaris with other

names which were famous in Sicilian history or legend without

much regard to chronology. Of this the story about Stesichoros

is an early case. Stesichoros and Phalaris might have come across

one another, though certainly not in the way in which they do in

the legend ; it was the celebrity of the two names which brought

them together in this impossible fashion. One trembles at writing

the word Pythagoras
;
according to the most likely chronology,

the connexion of Pythagoras with the Greek colonies of the West

came after the time of Phalaris. Still the temptation to bring the

two men together was great. It was doubtless strengthened by the

stories of the relations between Plato and Dionysios, elder and

younger. One tyrant suggested the other, and one philosopher

suggested the other. In the speeches of Lucian, Pythagoras is

brought in, according to this spirit, as an admiring and sympathiz-

ing visitor of the tyrant. Such a part would of course not do for

those who clave to the elder tradition of Phalaris ; if Pythagoras

had anything to do with him, it must have been in quite another

way. In the Life of Pythagoras by lamblichos (c. 32), Pytha-

goras appears as the destroyer of the tyranny of Phalaris, and the

mysterious Hyperborean Abaris, a person about whom it was safe

to say anything, is brought in with him. Never perhaps were so

many words wasted in telling a story which after all is told with-

out a single detail. But we gather (§221) that an oracle of Apollon

declared that Phalaris would be destroyed whenever his subjects

should become stronger and united (reKfjifjpiov fiev airb tcov xpwi^^^

Tov 'ATToXXooi/oy, Tore Tr]v KoraXvcnv 8ia(rr]fxaiv6vT(ov rw ^aXdpi^i yevT]cr€a6ai

rrjs dp)(rjs, ore KpeiTTOves Koi opovorjTLKooTepoL yevotVTO Ka\ avvLCTTafxevoL per*

dWrjXcov oi dpxopevoi). This they became through the preaching of

Pythagoras (oioi kcu t6t€ iyivovro Tlvdayopov napouTOS dta ras {xprjyrjaeis

Koi naibevaeis avrov). The preaching which had this good effect was

naturally displeasing to Phalaris— wpoTaros rwv Tvpawcov— but

Pythagoras preached boldly to the tyrant himself, suspecting (c. 217)
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that Phalaris would condemn him to death, but knowing that he

was not destined to die at the hands of Phalaris {vTronTcuoiv fxev on

^aXapis avTM pdnToi Odvarov, ofxcos Se eiSo)? o)? ovk eir] ^aXdpidi popo-ifio^Y

The matter of his discourse throws no light on the character of

Phalaris or on the politics of Akragas ; but Phalaris does in the end

condemn both the wise men, Pythagoras and Abaris, to death
;

they are happily rescued by the rising of the people against liim on

that very day, in which the tyrant is slain and they are delivered.

This story (on which see Bentley, 47, 48, 501, 516) is much

less satisfactory reading than the clever argument of Lucian. We
specially miss the bull ; a deliverance of the two sages from the

very belly of hell, whether wrought by miracle of Apollon or by

the human agency of Akragantine revolutionists, might have been

made something of. Pythagoras appears as going about upsetting

tyrannies everywhere (c. 10, 32), among which—for lamblichos

did not foresee the coming of Bentley—he finds one to upset

at unborn Tauromenion. In this last blunder, as well as in the

bringing in of Pythagoras and Abaris, we get a distinct point

of connexion between lamblichos and the letters. Among these

last is one (77) from Phalaris to Abaris, and another (79) to

Pythagoras, in both of which the tyrant, victim of slander, sets

forth his own virtues and asks for a visit from the sage. Between

them comes a letter of stern rebuke from Abaris to Phalaris, which

seems to be doubly spurious, not only not the work of Abaris,

but not even the work of the original forger. These points

of coincidence show that the forger must either have read the

Life of Pythagoras or else must have drawn his Abaris and Pytha-

goras, as well as his Tauromenion, from some common source. One

might guess that he had not read the discourses of Lucian, or he

would surely have brought in the implied story of Akanthos, out

of which something effective could easily have been made. And

one wonders that he made no use of the story of Chariton and

Melanippos. It is possible that, if the forger was a Christian,

he may have thought that tale, in its actual shape, not edifying

;

but it could with very little trouble have been changed into

something as harmless as the story of the treatment of Damon

and Pythias by Dionysios.

When once the philosophers had come in, it was easy to put

the name of one for another. To make Zenon of Elea a con-

temporary of Phalaris was a wilder freak of chronology than any
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that we have yet come across ; but so he appears in the story in

Valerius Maximus (iii. 3, Ext. 2). Here Zenon is put to all manner

of tortures by Phalaris, that of the wooden horse (eculeus) among

them. He confesses nothing, but exhorts the people of Akragas

to rise, on which they stone Phalaris. As in the story in lambli-

chos, we miss the bull, and his absence seems to show that this is no

genuine legend of Phalaris, but a confusion with another story in

Diogenes Laertios (ix. 4. 5), borrowed from a fragment of Diodoros

(lib. 10). In this Zenon acts in the same way towards a tyrant, so

it is to be supposed, of his own Eleia, called either Nearchos or

Laomedon. The confusion of names and places is very much the

same as in Aristotle's story about Stesichoros.

The general story of the fall of Phalaris seems to be fairly well

ascertained. No philosophers play any part in it. For the

Pythagoras of sophistic invention we have to substitute the Tele-

machos of genuine tradition. But the question is still left open to

us whether we are to look on Telemachos as a patriot or as a rival

tyrant, whether he stood to Phalaris in the relation of Timoleon to

Dionysios or only in that of Gelon to the sons of Hippokrates.

NOTE VIII. p. 98.

The Events after the Expedition of Doeieus.

Were any wars waged by Carthage or by the Phoenician towns

in Sicily which had become Carthaginian dependencies against

Gelon or any other Sikeliot ruler or commonwealth at any time

between the failure of the Spartan attempt at settlement on Eryx

and the great Carthaginian invasion which ended in the battle

of Himera 1 In the absence of any general consecutive narrative

of Sicilian affairs—for one part of them we have now a consecutive

narrative in Herodotus—we have again to seek our answer to this

question in a number of scattered notices. As the evidence is not

very clear, I have not ventured on any distinct narrative in the

text; I thought it safer to consider the matter in the present

shape. The subject has a good deal of interest in itself, and it

becomes of greater importance since a scholar whose opinions

cannot be slighted has made use of the doubtful statements about

it to dispute the received date and circumstances of the battle

of Himera itself.
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Tlie first piece of evidence to which we naturally go on the

subject is the speech put by Herodotus (vii. 158) into the mouth

of Gelon when answering the Athenian and Lacedaemonian envoys

in B. c. 480. As the speech is commonly understood, Gelon is

made distinctly to assert that he had been engaged in a war with

Carthage before the coming of those envoys, and that that war

was waged specially to avenge the death of Dorieus. His words

are
;

AvTol Se €fi€v TTporepov der]6evros ^ap^aptKov (JTparov avvendyj/'aaBai, otc

fxoL npos Kap)(r]8ovLovs velKos a-vvrjuro^ cTVicrKrjTrTOPTOs re top Acopieos tov

'Ava^avdpibeto npos 'E-yeorato)!/ (j)6vov eKirprj^aadai, vttotuvovto^ re ra

efXTTopia (TvvikivBspovv, an' oiu vpuv ixeydXai w^eXi'ai re Koi eVavperrte?

yeyovaai.

It needs no proof that Gelon, or Herodotus in his name, here

refers to something which Herodotus conceived to have happened

before the coming of the envoys. He speaks of a well-known past

event, of the nature of which we might wish that he had told us more,

but of the general date of which, as something happening before

480 B.C., there can be no doubt. He makes Gelon speak of a war

with Carthage in which he had already been engaged ; he cannot

possibly refer to the great Carthaginian invasion and the battle of

Himera, which Herodotus records some chapters later (t 65-1 67).

Herodotus may, as some think, have given a wrong date to the

battle of Himera ; he may, though it is not likely, have divided

a single Carthaginian war into two ; but he clearly believed that

Gelon was at war with Carthage twice, once before the embassy and

once after it. I therefore cannot understand how Holm (G. S. i.

416) can use these words of Herodotus in c. 158 as argument

against the date—the same day as Salamis—which Herodotus

himself in c. 166 gives to Himera. He adds indeed " dass Herodot

selbst diese Worte anders versteht, ist kein Hinderniss meiner

Denkung." Now it may be i30ssible to prove Herodotus to be

altogether wrong in his story; but it is beyond belief that he

could have misunderstood his own meaning in this way. There

are in short two questions. First, Did Herodotus give a wrong

date to the battle of Himera 1 This question does not concern us

till later in our story. Secondly, Was Herodotus mistaken in

asserting an earlier war between Gelon and the Carthaginians 1

This is the question which we have to deal with now.

Herodotus then distinctly affirms, through the mouth of Gelon,
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that Gelon himself waged a war with the Carthaginians and the

men of Segesta, with the avowed purpose of avenging the death of

Dorieus. The result of this warfare was, he says, to set free certain

havens, from which setting free the cities of Old Greece had derived

great advantage. I freely confess that I do not know what this last

part of the story means. It was doubtless so clear to Herodotus,

or to those who told him the story, that it did not seem to need

any explanation. I cannot venture, with Grote (v. 292), to read

Tjfxiv for vntu. I confine myself to the general statement of a war in

which it is implied that Gelon was victorious. It is implied further

that Gelon had to withstand an invasion; for he complains that,when

he asked for help from Old Greece, none came. As far, he says, as

the Greeks of Old Greece had done anything, Syracuse and all Greek

Sicily might be a possession of the barbarians (otVe e'/xeO etueKa rjXdeTe

^or]6r](TOVTes ovre rov Acopieos (povov eKTrprj^onevoi' to 8e kut vfxeas, raSe

anavra viro ^ap^dpoicri veperai). Of course there is no need to sup-

pose that any barbarian host came to Syracuse or anywhere near

Syracuse. All that Gelon means is that he drove back Punic in-

vaders of some part of Greek Sicily, which invaders, if he had not

driven them back, might have reached Syracuse or any other part.

There is indeed a difficulty as to the date, a difficulty of which

Holm himself, who asks triumphantly " Aber wann?", does not seem

to see the stress. Dorieus perished not very long after 510 B.C.

Gelon did not become master even of Gela till 491. A Phoenician

advance threatening Greek Sicily generally, a Greek war waged

to avenge the death of Dorieus, must surely have happened before

the latter date. But K.leandros was tyrant as early as 505 ; Gelon

was a chief officer under his successor Hippokrates, and seemingly

under Kleandros also (see below, Appendix XI). What if Gelon

refers to a war in which he may well have played a leading part,

though not in the highest command as himself tyrant 1 Herodotus

might easily make a slip of this kind in dates and names. He
or his informants might make Gelon speak of a war as happening

during his own reign when it had really happened during the

reign of one of his predecessors. They would hardly make Gelon

speak of a war which was yet to come as if it had happened

some years before.

And the inference which we naturally make from the works of

Herodotus really falls in with the account which Diodoros gives of

the foundation and history of Herakleia. That account is indeed
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very confused. It comes in casually in the mythical part of his

history, and he most likely put his narrative straight when he

came to the right jolace for it in one of the lost books. He de-

scribes (iv. 23) the wrestling of H^rakles and Eryx, and the lease

granted to the then inhabitants till such time as a Herakleid

should come to claim his inheritance. He then adds
;

onep Koi crvv^^rj yeveaOat' TToXXais yap varepov yeveais Aapicv^ 6 Aa/ceSnt-

fiofios KaTavrrjcras els ^iKeXiav kol rrjv x<^pav dnoXa^oyv eKTiae noXiv 'Upd-

KXeiav. raxv avTrjs av^opevrjs, ol Kapxrj^ovLoi (pdovrjaavres ap.a kui

(j)ol3r]6^VT€s prj TTore nXe^ov laxvcraaa rrjs KapxrjBovos d.(j)eXr]Tai twv ^oivikcov

TTjv Tiyepoulav, aTparevo-avTes in avrrju fieyaXais dvvap€<TL Koi Kara Kpdros

He adds ;
dXXd vrepl tovtcov to Kara pepos iv tois ulKeiois ;(pot'Ois

dvaypdyjAopev.

In all this Diodoros was most likely writing from memory.

When he came to the more minute research needed for the direct

narrative of the enterprise of Doreius, he no doubt found out

his mistake. That mistake I take to be that for the moment

he forgot the actual fate of Dorieus, and fancied that what

was done by his follower Euryleon was done by himself.

What Diodoros tells us about Herakleia becomes perfectly in-

telligible, if we take it of the Minoa occupied by Euryleon.

Minoa was afterwards called Herakleia. Surely it was now

that it took the name. Dorieus meant to make a Herakleia

on one site. Euryleon did make a Herakleia on another site.

Except in this casual mention of its destruction, we do not

hear of Herakleia again till deep in the fourth century, after

it or its site had been ceded to Carthage in b. c. 383. That

is to say, the Herakleia founded by Euryle6n was destroyed

by the Carthaginians in the war which Gelon speaks of in

Herodotus. If it was ever rebuilt as a Greek place, perhaps as an

outpost of Akragas, it passed to Carthage by the treaty with

Dionysios, and it rose to its later importance as a Phoenician town.

As such, it was known in Greek as Herakleia, and in Phoenician

as Ras-Melhart. So far the statements of Herodotus and Diodoros

really fit well into one another. But it must be remembered that

all the statements are incidental. Such is not only that of Dio-

doros, but those of Herodotus also, both the speech of Gelon in

the seventh book and the account of Euryleon in the fifth. In this

last Herodotus describes the occupation of Minoa or Herakleia by
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Euryleon ; he makes no mention of its later fate, which we get

in a confused way out of Diodoros.

We ask further what was the position of Segesta at this time,

and still more what was that of Selinous. I do not exactly under-

stand Plass (die Tyrannis, i. 288), when he says;

" Handel hatte indessen Gelon, wie dieser bei Herodot sagt,

schon friiher mit ihnen [Karthagern] gehabt, indem Egesta sich in

den Schutz derselben begab, er aber daran dachte, die Karthager

unter Mitwirken des griechischen Stammlandes vollig von der

Insel zu vertreiben ; nur war es nicht zu Feindseligkeiten ge-

kommen."

Segesta was an ally of Carthage in the battle with Dorieus, and

neither Gelon nor any other Greek could have any interest in

settling the relations between the two barbarian cities. A far

more interesting question is what was the position of Selinous

just at this time. The story of Dorieus so nearly repeats that

of Pentathlos that we are almost tempted to assume that it must

have repeated it in one point more, and that Selinous must have

been an ally of Dorieus in his warfare with Carthage and Segesta.

But, as a matter of fact, no such alliance is spoken of. AVe hear

nothing of Selinous in any quarter trustworthy or otherwise,

between the tyranny of Theron which followed the great defeat

by the Phoenicians (see p. 81) and the tyranny of Peithagoras

which we find existing directly after the fall of Dorieus. Nor

does Herodotus bring in Carthaginians or Plioenicians of any kind

as at all affecting Selinous, when he describes the rise and fall of

Euryleon's power there. Our next notice of Selinous is that from

which we learn the relations of the city at the time of the 'war of

Himera(Diod. xi. 21). How do we explain the difference between

the Selinous which is the zealous ally of Pentathlos in his warfare

with the Phoenicians and the Selinous which at least engaged to

help the Phoenician invader in his war against Gelon and Theron

of Akragas ? Between those two dates Selinous must have fallen

into the position of a dependent ally of Carthage. This could not

have happened immediately after the death of Pentathlos, when

Carthage had as yet no Sicilian dominion. But it may very well

have followed the defeat of Dorieus, perhaps not at the very

moment, but within a few years. The foundation of Herakleia,

the revival of the scheme of Greek colonization which had just

been thwarted, could hardly have frightened Carthage quite so

VOL. II. I i
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much asDiodoros says; but it would be a special motive for action.

The revolutions of Selinous, the tyranny and overthrow of Euryleon,

would give the opportunity. Then Carthage comes down on both

the towns which Euryleon had held. Herakleia is destroyed ; Seli-

nous becomes a dependency of Carthage. Greek Sicily in general

is threatened. Then comes the war of which Gelon speaks, the war

waged by the Greeks of Sicily, by Gela at all events, against the

Carthaginians to avenge the death of Dorieus. Help is sought for

in Old Greece ; but in vain. But Gelon or some other champion

from eastern Sicily, most likely Gelon acting as lieutenant to

one of his predecessors in the tyranny, hinders the storm from

spreading further eastward. He even obtains by treaty some

commercial advantages which were useful to Old Greece as well

as to Sicily. But he is obliged to leave Herakleia a ruin, and

Selinous a dependency of Carthage.

Something like this was clearly meant by Herodotus, and some-

thing like this fits in with our very scanty notices elsewhere.

Even if it is needful to suppose that Herodotus, or those from

whom he got his story, made Gelon claim to himself some of the

acts of Hippokrates or Kleandros, this is much easier to believe

than that he was capable of the monstrous confusion and contra-

diction which is attributed to him in the view taken by Holm.

Duncker (Geschichte des Alterthums, vi. 664) has an account

which I could wish that he had drawn out more fully, but which

agrees with my own notions so far as to admit the general fact of

an earlier war with Carthage in which Gelon took a part. This,

he truly holds, is shown by the words put into his mouth by

Herodotus. But he must either allow a very long time between

the death of Dorieus and the action of Gelon, or eke he has not

noticed the chronological difficulty which I have spoken of above.

For he not only makes Gelon apply to Leonidas, who did not

become king of the Lacedsemonians till b. c. 491, but speal^s of him

as "Fiirst von Syrakus," which he did not become till B.C. 485.

The application to Leonidas comes from the passage in Justin, xix.i,

which, in the last text of Riihl, stands thus
;

" Itaque Siciliae populis propter adsiduas Karthaginiensium in-

jurias ad . . Leonidae fratrem regis Spartanorum, concurrentibus

grave bellum natum, in quo et diu et varia victoria proeliatum

est."
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Duncker must have read " Leonidam," according to the con-

jectural emendation mentioned by Meltzer, i. 492. He takes this

passage of Justin and the speech of Gelon in Herodotus to refer to

one and the same application to Sparta. I had always thought

that the passage in Justin referred to the expedition of Dorieus,

and that his name had dropped out of the text. An invitation to

Dorieus from Selinous or any other Sikeliot city is likely enough
;

they must have known well that he was coming. As Duncker

puts it, when the request to Leonidas was refused, then " Gelon

nahm es auf sich, weiteren Erfolges der Karthagen auf Sicilien

entgegen zu treten." Of. vii. 217.

The passage in Justin is followed by the strange story of the

embassy of Darius to Carthage
;

" Dum hsec aguntur, legati a Dareo, Persarum rege, Karthaginem

venerunt adferentes edictum quo Pceni humanas hostias immolare et

canina vesci prohibebantur mortuorumque corpora cremare potius

quam terra obruere a rege jubebantur
;
petentes simul auxilia ad-

versus Graeciam, cui inlaturus bellum Dareus erat. Sed Kartha-

ginienses auxilia negantes propter assidua finitimorum bella, ceteris,

ne per omnia contumaces viderentur, cupide paruere."

I confess that I am a little surprised at the respect with which

this story is treated by Meltzer (i. 207, 499), Duncker (iv. 527),

and Busolt (ii, 259), who charges it on Timaios, whose criticism

on the brazen bull might have pleaded for him. Duncker even

warns us that it must not be supposed, because he accepts this

" Verhandlung " between Darius and Carthage, that he at all ac-

cepts an alliance between Xerxes and Carthage. On the other

hand, the story seems to me to be a jumble between the alliance of

Xerxes with Carthage and the story of Gelon requiring the Car-

thaginians to give up human sacrifices. Darius is made to sin

against his own religion by requiring fire to be used to consume

dead bodies. The only point the least in favour of the story is

that eating dog's flesh does seem (see Meltzer, i. 499) to have

been an usual custom of some of the Libyan tribes, though surely

not of the Carthaginians. Duncker (iv. 527) seems to put the

transaction as early as B.C. 512. I should have thought that, if

anything of the kind happened at all, it must have been just

before Marathon.

It certainly seems to me most likely that one of the results of

I i 1
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this first Punic war on the part of Syracuse was that Selinous

now became a dependency of Carthage. But it would be hard

to prove the case either way. Duncker (vii. 379), just before the

battle of Himera, makes Selinous join Carthage then for the first

time ; Es trat in den Schutz Karthagos." He then adds in a

note, ''Hamilkar konnte nicht den Selinuntiern doch nicht ge-

bieten, ihm ihre E-eiter zu schicken, wenn die Stadt nicht zuvor

zu Karthago getreten war." Benndorf (die Metopen, 8) makes

Selinous join Carthage out of revenge for the destruction of her

metropolis Megara by Gelon. See pp. 131, 240. Curtius (G. G. ii.

439) knows that they came " aus Hass gegen Akragas." Why 1

NOTE IX. pp. 115, 317.

Anaxilas and the Naming of Messana.

It hardly needed the ingenuity of Bentley (Phalaris, p. 149 et

seqq.) to point out that Pausanias (iv. 23) has made a confusion

as to the date of Anaxilas quite as great as that which Diodoros

(see above, p. 451) has made as to the date of Charondas. He
has moved him back from the early years of the fifth century b. c.

to the first half of the seventh. AVe may feel pretty sure that

this story, like the narrative of the Messenian wars to which it

is a supplement, comes from tlie lost Messenian epic of Rhianos.

In this version the second Messenian war is over. Eira has been

taken, according to Pausanias' chronology, in B.C. 668 (01. 28. i).

The remnant of the Messenians, under the sons of Aristomenes,

Gorges and Mantiklos, are planning settlements in various parts.

One of their schemes is to occupy Sardinia, described, as usual, as

the greatest and most fortunate of islands (SapScb KTrjaaaBai ixey'ia-rrju

Te v^aov Kai evdaifjLovia irpmTrjv). At that time Anaxilas was tyrant

of Rhegion ; he was fourth in descent from Archidamidas, who

had migrated from Messene to Rhegion at the time of the taking

of Ithome which ended the first Messenian war (724 B.C. accord-

ing to the chronology of Pausanias, iv. 13. 7). He now sent and

invited the Messenians of the second dispersion to settle in Italy.

When they came, he told them that he had a quarrel with the

Zanklaians who had a fair city and territory in Sicily; this he
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promised to give to them as their new home, if they would join with

him in driving out its present possessors (eXdovcnv eXeycv cos Zay-

KXatoi 8idcf)opoL /xeV ela-tp avrco, p^twpai/ 8e evdainova Koi ttoKiv iv koXco t^s

SffffXtay cxovaiv, a drj (r(j)Lcriv eOiXciv e(j)rj avyKaTepyao-djJLevos 8ovvai). The

Messenians agree ; Anaxilas gives them a passage to Sicily ; he

fights against the Zanklaians by sea, and they by land ; each is

successful, and Zankle is besieged by land and sea. Presently

the wall is taken, seemingly by storm (aXio-Koixepov rjbrj rov rdxovs)
;

the Zanklaians take sanctuary in temples and at altars. Then

Anaxilas exhorts the Messanians to slay the suppliants and to

make slaves of the rest of the people of Zankle, men, women, and

children (^Ava^iXas p.ev ovv Tois Meo-arjviois TrapeKeXemro rovs re iKerev-

ovTiis ZayKXalcov drroKTelveLV Koi rovs Xomovs yvvai^iv Koi Traialv dv-

dpanoblo-aadai). But the Messenian leaders. Gorges and Manti-

klos, shrink from such a crime. They had themselves suffered un-

righteously at the hands of men of their own kin ; let not the

lord of Rhegion constrain them to sin in the like sort against

fellow-Greeks {napDTOvvTO ^Ava^lXav fXTj acjids vno avyyevSiv dvdpcbv

nenoi'doTas dvoaia, opoia avrovs es dvOpwirovs "EXXrjvas dvayKdaai dpdaai).

The Messenians bid the Zanklaians at the altars rise
;
they ex-

change oaths and occupy the city in common, changing the name

from Zankle to Messene (rovs ZayKXalovs dvia-Tacrav dirb tmv /Sco/xwv,

Koi opKovs 86vTes Koi avTol Trap* eKeivcov XalSoures wK-qcrav dpiC^oTepoi Koivfj'

ovojia de rfj ttqXci fxeredea-av Mecro-rjvrjv avri ZdyKXrjs KaXe^adai^. All this

was done about b.c. 664 (01. 29). And the witness of the story

in Pausanias' day was the temple and statue of Herakles Manti-

klos, the foundation of the Messenian Mantiklos, outside the

walls of Messana (MdvTiKXos Se Koi t6 Upov MeaarjvloLS rod 'HpuKXeovs

€7roLT](Te, Koi i'aTiv cktos T€i)(^ovs 6 6e6s idpyp-evos, 'HpaKXrjs KaXov[X€Vos

MdvTiKXos),

It is perfectly clear that the kernel of this tale is the real ac-

count of the treatment of the Zanklaians in B.C. 493 by Anaxilas,

Hippokrates, and the Samians. The date is changed ; Messenian

exiles are put instead of Samian exiles ; the refusal of the Samians

to kill the Zanklaians handed over to them by Hippokrates ap-

pears in a poetical form; they are now made suppliants at altars.

How much the Persian recovery of Ionia and the events which

followed it were in the mind of the inventor of the tale is shown

by his bringing in a proposal to settle in Sardinia, which is made

up, almost word for word, out of two stories in Herodotus. The
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first is i. 170, where Bias of Priene counsels the loiiians to found a

Pan-Ionian city in Sardinia, and there to dwell, vrjcrav uTraaeav ixeylo-Trjv

vefxonevovs (cf. V. 1 24). The other is v. 106, where Histiaios pro-

mises Darius to bring SapScb, vrjaov rrjv fjnylo-Trjv, under tribute to

him. Rhianos, or whoever it was, worked these details from the

real story of the Samians into his imaginary story of the Mes-

senians. There were several things to suggest the carrying of

Messenian exiles to Zankle. There was the later name of the

city ; there was the probable fact (see vol. i. p. 586) that Mes-

senians of the dispersion after Aristomenes did settle at Rhegion,

and that under the auspices of Zankle. It was a very slight

change to settle them at Zankle itself, where they most likely did

show their faces. As for the details of the settlement, the story

of the Samians stood ready to be transferred. Moreover Anaxilas

himself, for a reason which we shall come to directly, is spoken of

as Messenian (Herakleides, Pont. xxv. Frag. Hist. Graec. ii. 219).

This last was quite enough to suggest bringing him into the story

at the expense of chronology. One would have hardly thought

it necessary at this time of day to prove the falsehood of the

Messenian story and of the date in the seventh century. Yet in the

Dictionary of Geography, art. Messenia, the Messenian settlement

appears with the date 668 B.C. but without any mention of Anaxilas,

the article on whom, by the way, in the Dictionary of Biography,

not having the letters E. H. B. at the end, is of the very feeblest.

But the oddest thing is that, under the article Messenia, the story

is told with a reference to the article Messana, which, being-

marked by those letters, of course gives the right account with the

right date.

I have written thus far with full confidence ; I have a further

suggestion to make which may be thought more daring. While

the details of the story in Pausanias—that is, as I hold, the ac-

count in the poem of Rhianos—are clearly taken from the settle-

ment of the Samians, it is possible that the story itself may have

been suggested by a real event somewhat later. We have the fact

that Zankle did change its name to Messene, or rather Messana.

This is witnessed by Herodotus (vii. 164) when, telling the story of

Kadmos of Kos (see pp. no, 182), he says that he joined with the

Samians in occupying ZayKKrjv rrjv e? Meo-arjvrju jxeralSaXovo-av to ovvofxa.

This surely does not mean that the Samians changed the name to

Messene, which they could have no motive for doing, but only that
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the city which was called Zankle when Kadmos settled there was

called Messene when Herodotus wrote. Thucydides (vi. 4) records

the settlement of the Samians ; and adds that they were driven

out by Anaxilas (see p. 115) and that he changed the name of the

city to Messene
;

Tovs Se lajxiov^ 'Afa|iXay 'Prjylvoiv Tvpavvos ov ttoXXo) varrepov ck^oXcov

Koi TTjV TToXlP aVTOlS ^VfifllKTCOV dudpoOTTQiV OlKtVas McaarjVqP OTTO Ttjs iaVTOV

TO dpxcuov TTarplhos duTcovo/jLao-e.

This, as I have noticed in the text, is a somewhat singular and

sentimental motive for a change of name. It is dangerous to

dispute the authority of Thucydides; but there is really some

reason to think that the city was still called Zankle for some

years after the time of Anaxilas. Diodoros (xi. 48), recording

the death of Anaxilas in 476 (see p. 241), still calls him 6 'Prjylov

Koi ZdyKXr]s Tvpavvos
',

and in C. '16 'Pr^yivoi [xeTci ZayKXaioiv drive

out his sons (see p. 315). This is placed in the archonship of

Euippos, which should be 461 B.C., but the dates in Diodoros just

then are a little confused (see Clinton, Fast. Hell. ii. App. c. 8).

Directly after this comes the general settlement of Sicily, and

now, for the first time, we hear of Messene. The mercenaries

and strangers and ^vfxpiKTOL avOpamoi are set to dwell ep Trj Mecrarjpla

(see p. 316). From this time we hear no more of Zankle. This

looks very much as if this was the time when the change of name

took place ; it even looks, if one may say so, as if Thucydides had

transferred the settlement of the mixed multitude from the time

which followed the fall of the sons of Anaxilas to the time of

Anaxilas himself. Note further that the third Messenian war in

Peloponnesos (467-457) was at any rate going on about this time,

and that, as the dates in Diodoros cannot be exactly trusted, and

as the settlement would hardly be carried out in a single year,

nothing is more likely than that, when the Messenian exiles

were finding homes at NTaupaktos and other places, another body of

them should be settled at Zankle, and should give their name to

the place. This seems more likely than the reason for the name

given by Thucydides. And there must be some reason why Diodoros

—who, we must always remember, represents the earlier Sicilian

writers, and who is always careful, if not always correct, in his no-

menclature—suddenly at this point changes from Zankle to Messen^.

It would be an objection if we could believe that Mikythos, in the

inscription of his offerings at Olympia (see p. 302, and below,
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Note XXIX), spoke of Messana by that name. Pausanias (v. 26. 5),

in arguing, one hardly sees why, against statements of Herodotus

which do not contradict his own, says that those inscriptions imply

Mikythos' possession of E-hegion and Messana
;

'EXkrjvibas avra noXeis

'Frjyiov re TrarpLha kclI rrjv eVt rat nopOixco Me(rar)vr)v didaxriv. It is

clear that these are not literal copies of the inscriptions. Messana

could not be described as rj cVl t« nopOfxa Mefrarjvr] till after the

foundation of the Peloponnesian city of the name. The word 011

the offerings may quite well have been ZayxX//, for which Pausanias

substituted Meo-arjvr] after the manner of modern translators.

If we accept this date for the change of name, the story which

Pausanias has borrowed from Pthianos becomes all the clearer.

Rhianos took a real Messenian settlement at Zankle in the fifth

century B.C. and carried it back into the seventh.

The early coins of Messana have the legends MESSENION and

ME22ANI0N (Coins of Sicily, pp. 100, loi), mostly with the letters

running from left to right, but some of each follow the older way.

The spelling MESSENION (Meaarjvlayv in the later alphabet) seems

the older ; but the Doric spelling prevailed, as is shown by the

Latin form Messana. The modern Messina of course comes from

Mecrarjvr). This had most likely come into use in Byzantine times
;

it is MeaarjVT] and Meacrivr] in the Greek charters of the Norman

kings. That the spelling should fluctuate soon after the new settle-

ment and change of name is not wonderful. Some remnant of the

Samians or some other lonians of some kind must have been there

to bring in the Ionic spelling for a while, but the Dorian majority

prevailed in the end. Of course the Doric form belongs equally to

the Peloponnesian and to the Sicilian Meaadva
; but for Sicilian

purposes it is convenient to keep the form Messana, made familiar

by its Latin use, for the Sikeliot city.

Some of the Messanian coins have a running hare on one side

and Nike crowning mules in a chariot on the other. For the

meaning of this Julius Pollux (v. 75) quotes Aristotle; 'Ava^iXag

6 'Prjylvos ovcrrjs, cos ^ApLaToreXrjs (Prjaiv, rrjs 2iKeXi'us recos dyovov Xaycov,

6 de (laayaycdv re Kai Opi'^as^ ofiov he Koi ^OXvjiTna viKrjaas dnrjur], tcv

vofiia-fxaTL tcov 'PrjyLVcav iveTviroiaev dnrjvrjv Koi Xaycoz/. (We SCO Hieron

eating hare in p. 262.) There must here be some confusion between

the Sicilian and Italian dominions of Anaxilas ; but the expla-

nation is most likely legendary; if I am right as to the change
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of name, it must be so, unless Messana under its new name copied

a Ehegine coin.

And now for a word or two as to Anaxilas himself and his

connexion with the elder Messene, which, as we have seen, even

led to his being called MeaarjvLos. He appears in Aristotle

(Pol. V. lo. 4), along with Panaitios and Kleandros, as one of

the tyrants who rose to power by upsetting an oligarchy.

But what kind of oligarchy did he ujDset 1 Strabo (vi. i

.

6) quotes from Antiochos of Syracuse his account of the

founding of Rhegion, and the share taken in it by Messenian

exiles. Though the settlement was Chalkidian and its founder

brought from Chalkis, yet the descendants of tliese Messenians

formed, according to Antiochos, an exclusive body out of whom
the magistrates, or at least the generals, of Rhegion were always

chosen. This privilege lasted till the rise of Anaxilas. The words

are
j

diorrep oi tcov 'Frjylpcov -qy^fxoues ^^XP''
^^va^'Cka rov M€cr(xr]vl(x>v

yevovs del KaOlcrravro. The word rjyefjLoues, not an usual one to

express magistracy in a Greek commonwealth, must mean at least

as much as I have just said. It might possibly mean more ; it may
imply something like a dynasty, whether under the title of king-

ship or not. Reading the passage by the light of our other know-

ledge, we may understand the words to mean that Anaxilas put an

end to this superiority, whatever it was, on the part of the Messenian

families in Rhegion or some of them. But the words by themselves

might have been read to mean that Anaxilas was the last of a

Messenian dynasty in Rhegion. The other account is that of

Herakleides of Pontos (see above, p. 486), who, as I have already

said, speaks of Anaxilas himself as a Messenian, that is, we must sup-

pose, a member of one of these Messenian families. This must also

be the meaning of Thucydides (vi. 4) when he says that Anaxilas

changed the name of Zankle to Messana after the name of his own

ancient country (diro Trjs iavTov t6 dpxaiop TraTp'idos). Herakleides

does not mention any superiority of the Messenians in Rhegion.

After mentioning the joint Chalkidian and Messenian settlement,

he goes on 5 TToKireiav be. KareaTrjaavTO dpiCTTOKpaTiKrjv' ;j^tXiot yap navra

dioLKovaiv, alperol dno TiprjpaTcov, vopois be expoovTO tols Xapcoi^Sov roO

KaTauaiov, ervpavvrjae be avToov 'Am^iXo? "Nleaarivios. A senate of a

thousand, chosen—it is not said by whom—out of possessors of

a certain amount of property, is a very different thing from the
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exclusive predominance of certain families. It is a form of

government which might mark a stage of transition from exclusive

oligarchy to democracy (see p. 349, and below, Appendix XXIX).

But it is perhaps a little too artificial for the times before Anaxilas,

whom Aristotle would seem to have conceived as upsetting an

oligarchy of the more old-fashioned type. It is to be noticed that

the writer uses the word dwLKovai in the present
;

so, if we were

sure that these scraps came from the elder Herakleides, we might

suppose he was describing the constitution of Rhegion in the

fourth century B.C. Antiochos, reported by Strabo, is much higher

authority, though his meaning may not be perfectly clear.

We have a few other notices of Anaxilas. Dionysios of Hali-

karnassos, in a fragment (xix. 4), speaks of him as seizing the

akropolis of Rhegion, a thing which might be taken for granted of

any tyrant in any city that had an akropolis. He gives no further

details. From one of the scholiasts on Pindar, Pyth. ii. 34, it

would seem that he himself ruled in Zankle and that he placed his

son Kleophron or Leophron as deputy-tyrant in Rhegion ('Ai/a|tXas

Koi KXe6(pp(ov 6 tovtov nais 'iraXtas ovres rvpavvoi 6 [xev iv M€<Tar]VT] rrj

St/ceXtKV; o iv'Prjylco ra irepi 'lTaXiau). We should certainly have

expected the partition of power to be the other way, and the state-

ment may be a mere confusion of expression. The phrase of 'Irakias

Tvpavuoi is also odd. Is it because the power of Anaxilas began in

Italy, or did the scholiast reckon Sicily to Italy? In another

scholion on Pyth. i. 98 he is 'Ava^lXaos 6 rOiV 'Frjylucov ^aaikevs.

The war of Anaxilas and his son against Lokroi (see p. 240)

must be the same which is referred to in the dark story in Justin,

xxi. 3 ;
" Cum Rheginorum tyranni Leophronis bello Locrenses

premerentur, voverunt, si victores forent, ut die festo Veneris

virgines suas prostituerent." Such a sacrifice—to Ashtoreth, one

would think (see below, Appendix XXY)—would be even greater

at Lokroi, where women held so great a place, than elsewhere.

If there is any truth in this tale, one might see a reference to it in

the emphatic mention of the Ze^up/a AoKph napOevos in Pindar,

Pyth. ii. 18 or 35. It might have been held that the terms of the

vow did not apply when the Lokrians were delivered without

victory.

It is hard to believe that this Kleophron or Leophron—the

names must be the same—who was capable of acting such a part

as this, could have been one of the young sons of Anaxilas who
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succeeded under the guardianship of Mikythos. And the authority

of Herodotus is certainly higher than any other. We must there-

fore suppose that Leophron died before his father, and that there

is some confusion when Dionysios, Exc. lo (p. 2359, Reiske),

after a short mention of Anaxilas, adds, Ae6({)povi rw naidl rrju apxrjv

KareXine. There is another mention of Leoj^hron in Athenaios, i. 3,

where he appears as an Olympic victor, celebrated, like his father,

in an ode of Simonides. Others are spoken of who made the

sacrifice and feast ,* t6 avro eVoiJ^cre Aeo^pwi/ ^OXvuTriaaiu, enivLKiov

ypdyp^avTos rov Keiov '2iixu>vidov.

Justin (iv. 2), speaking of the tyrannies in Sicily, contrasts

Anaxilas as a just ruler with the cruelty of the others ("postquam

singulae civitates in tyrannorum imperium concesserunt, quorum

nulla terra feracior fuit, horum ex numero Anaxilaus justitia cum
ceterorum crudelitate certabat"). And that Anaxilas left behind

him a certain reputation for good government might appear from

the easy succession of his sons under the care of Mikythos.

All this is quite possible. The foreign policy of Anaxilas seems

as bad as it could be ; but that is consistent with a mild rule at

home. Lewis the Twelfth was the Father of his People in France

;

Italy looked on him in another light.

There is a saying of Anaxilas or attributed to him preserved by

John of Stoboi (xliv. 17), which falls in with this possible better

side of him
;
'Am^tXaoy 6 rvpavvos epcorijOeh ri ti]S Tvpavvldos jxaKapioj-

Tarov, ecprj to ixrjdeTrore evepyeTovvra viKq6r]vai.

NOTE X. pp. 116, 131, 214, 241, 242, 245.

Cheomios son of Agesidamos.

Chromios is a case of a man who was of no small importance in

his own day, and who, as such, had his deeds recorded by the his-

torians of Sicily, but whose name would, as far as we are concerned,

have utterly perished, if he had not won victories in the games.

As he had that luck, he was commemorated in two odes of Pindar.

The odes by themselves tell us something, and the scholiasts who

undertook their interpretation have preserved to us some passages

of lost writers in which Chromios is mentioned.
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The two odes addressed to Chromios are, in the common reckon-

ing, the first and the ninth Nemean ; but the victory commemo-

rated in the latter ode was clearly won, not at Nemea, but in the

Pythian games at Sikyon. The scholia to these odes naturally

contain a good deal about their subject, and there are some other

notices of Chromios in the scholia to other odes.

The name of Chromios' father comes from Nem. i. 29 (43). From

the prominence given in the first ode to the legend of Herakles it

has been reasonably enough inferred (Mezger, Pindars Siegeslieder,

98) that he claimed a Herakleid descent. There can be no

doubt that he was originally a citizen of Gela. It is absurd

enough when a scholiast (Nem. i. 8) says, this time without any

Timaios to quote, Xpo/xto? rjvioxos rjv 'Upcovos irai^lodeu' ovtos are df}

l3a(nXevcn crvvoiv Koi apicrTos (ov rrjv InmKrjv iiikovTrjae koI rjp^aro nnoaTas

TOV 'lepcopos Kcid^ iavTov lmroTpo(f)elv. It is a more rational scholiast

who, on Nem. ix. 95, infers from Timaios that he was an eToipos of

Gelon. His first appearance is at the battle by the Heloros, when,

as another scholiast in the same page (Abel, 277) oddly puts it,

(7vvepdx>]ae Te\(ovi crvjxiidxa) rod 'imroKpaTovs 6 Xpopios kol TjpiaTevaev.

I cannot understand why Mr. Lloyd (p. 322) should have fancied

that Chromios was fighting on the Syracusan side. The only

thing the least like it is that the comparison with Hektor might

better suit a defeated warrior. The passage, Nem. ix. 39 (94),

runs thus in Bergk

;

. . . Xeyerai p.dv "EKTopi p.ev «Xeos dvO^aai "XmfxdvSpov x^v/LtaciJ'

dyxov, PaOvKp-qp.voi(Ji 5' dp(p' dKTois 'EXwpov,

€v6a 'Peas nopov dvOpcunoi KaXkoiai, dedopKev

iraiSi TOV 'AyrjcriSdiJiov <piyyos kv d\iKia ttpuTCi.

'Peas is a mere guess. The scholiasts read, with the manuscripts,

'Ape las. The word puzzled them, but one at least thought it had

something to do with "Apr]s, if only because of the battle. 'Pea?

TTopos is said to mean the Ionian sea, with reference to the p-eyas

KoXnos 'Peas in ^sch. Prom. 837. But it is hard to see what that

has to do with the battle of the Heloros, which must have been

fought a good way inland, though Mezger does say, " evOa- an der

Mundung." Surely " ford of Ares " is much more to the purpose.

It is a likely enough name for a passage of the river, which it

would be vain to look for now.

Timaios mentioned Chromios at the battle of the Heloros. The

scholiast says (Nem. ix. 95)

;
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nepi TOVTOV tov Trorapov o-vveaTi] 'imroKpaTet tm reXaxov Tvpdvvcd Trpos

2vpaKoalovs rroXefxos' 6 Se TeXcop ov ovtos eraipos [the MS. reading is

Tekcov OVTOS erepos
6?J Inndpx^'- t6t€ 'imroKpaTet' iv drj tovtco (f)r]a\ to)

TToKipco cIkos tov Xp6p.iov eTTiBel^aadai ttoWo. epya Kara Trjv paxV^- '^^P'-

de TOVTOV TOV 7ro\ep.ov Ti'/xatos iv Tjj beKorrj 8e8rjX<x>K€' Kaddna^ T^P? (prjalv

6 AiBvpos, ovbcpLav aXXrjv pdxrjv exop-ev evpelv Trapd tov "EXapov tcov crvv-

rjKpaKOTOiV TO) Xpopt(p Tvpdvvav, otl prj o-vu 'iTTTTOKpaTei. tov TeXcovos Trpos

2vpaK0(TL0VS.

I suppose the correction of the text must be allowed ; but one

would like to know what Timaios really wrote.

Pindar, in the lines immediately following those just quoted

above, speaks of other exploits of Chromios by land and sea

;

iToWa p\v kv KOVLCL xepao), Iv b\ yeirovi ttovto) (pdaop.ai.

And so in 34 (80)

;

. . . Xpofx'iq} Kiv viraffm^QJV irapcL ne^oPoais 'Irnrois re vaSiv t kv p.dxo-is.

The sea-fight is doubtless that by Kyme (see p. 250), and I must

see a reference to expected danger from Carthage (cf. Pyth. i. 73

(140)) in the irfipa dydvap (j)oivLKoo-T6X(>}v iyx^oov (28 or 35), even

if I use a small (j) in deference to experts.

Chromios of course moved to Syracuse with Gelon. To this

fact we owe the striking local opening of the first—the real

—

Nemean ode, which has come before us as part of the topography

of the city (see vol. i. p. 353). The scholiasts too are rich in

matter bearing on the mythical origin of the dprrvevpa aep-vov

'AX(f)€ov. We have to thank them for several speculations about

Alpheios and "ApTCfiis 'AX(^et&>a (see vol. i. p. 356). But we are

now more concerned with the picture of the house of Chromios at

Syracuse, and of Pindar at its gate waiting for his dinner and

singing meanwhile ; Nem. i. 20 (30)

;

'dcrrav S' kir' avKeiais Ovpais

dvdpbs (piXo^divov KoKd ixiki:6p.€VOS,

'ivOa poi dppodiov

SaTTvov KiK6ap.rjTai.

How high Chromios stood with Gelon is shown by his marriage

with the tyrant's sister, and by his being left as a guardian of the

tyrant's son along with Aristonous (see p. 214). So witnesses

Timaios, as quoted by the scholiast on Nem. ix. 95 ;

(as he Koi 6 TeXav tw Xpopico ixprjTO eTalpco BrjXov ttoXlv i^ cov (prjcrc

T[p,aio5 iv T7} bevrepa ypd(po)v ovTcoi' irriTpoTTOVs 8e tov naibos peT cKet-
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vov [Polyzelos, one would suppose] KaTecrTtja-ev 'kpKTTovovv Km XpofiLov

Tovs Kij^ecTTas. rovTOis yap 6 TeXoiv Se'Scofce tcls ddeXcfids.

Mr. Lloyd (323) suggests that Chromios and Aristonous were

brothers ; there seems no evidence one way or the other.

Chromios, comrade and brother-in-law of Hieron no less than of

Gelon, remained in equal favour with Hieron after his accession.

Chromios therefore could not have taken the part of Polyzelos (see

p. 236 and Appendix XXIII). He was employed in the honourable

and successful mission by which Lokroi was secured against the

threats of Anaxilas (see p. 241). So at least says the scholiast on

Pyth. ii. 34 l
^Ava^ika tov Mea(Tr)vr]s Koi 'Frjyiov rvpavvov AoKpols TroXe-

fjLOvvTos;, *lepo)v •nep.'^as Xpofiiov tov Kr}Be(jTr)i> dLrjireChrjaeu avra el prj Kara-

"KvaaiTo tov npos avTovs noXefiov avTov npos to Prjyiov crTpaTeveiv.

When Hieron gave himself out as founder of JEtna, Chromios

was one of those who received the citizenship of the new city.

Both the odes are addressed to him as Chromios of ^tna. And

the references to Zevs MtvoLos (i. 6), and by implication in ix. 28-

30= 66-70, must surely refer to this. That he did not, any more

than Hieron himself, break off his connexion with Syracuse, is

plain from the opening of the Nemean ode (i) already quoted.

The opening of the Sikyonian ode (ix) speaks in the like sort of

the house of Chromios at -^tna
;

KOJixdcrofxev nap'
'

AttoWojvos '^iKvwvode, MoTffai,

TCLV veoicTiaTav ks A'irvav, €v9' dvaireTrrdiJieyai ^dvcuv vevtKavrai Ovpai,

oK^iov ks Xpofiiov 8u)ix\

Zeus is also implored (29 (70)) to bless the citizens of -^tna

generally

;

fioTpav 8' cvvofjLov

aiTeou ere Traialv Sapov Alrvaicuv oird^eiv.

As it happened, there was hardly time for any rralBes AlTvaicov to

grow up before the lawful owners of the soil came back (see p.

323). The fiolpa evvofxos must be compared with the dreams in

Pyth. i. 61 (129) about the position of the young Deinomenes as

constitutional king of ^tna (see pp. 245, 274). In that character

Chromios was to act as his Mayor of the Palace. Such at least

would seem to be the meaning of the scholiast at the beginning of

the ninth Nemean ; 6 Xpopnos ovtos ^IXos rjv 'lepcovos, KaTaa-TaOeU

V7T avTov Tjjs AiTVT]s kiriTpoTTos. One would like to know what be-

came of him when the Deinomenid dynasty, overthrown at Syra-
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cuse, kept his hold on the two towns which successively bore the

name of ^Etna.

The date of the two odes has been largely discussed by the

commentators on Pindar. Among recent writers Mezger (98 et

seqq.) has much to say, and Mr. Bury in his edition of the Nemean

odes (Introduction to Nem. i. and Appendix C). The Nemean ode

is certainly, older than the Sikyonian. It was clearly written when

Pindar was in Sicily. Both were written, as the description of

Chromios as " of ^tna " shows, after Hieron's foundation of yEtna

in B.C. 476. The Nemean ode contains the greater amount of

general local matter ; the Sikyonian enlarges more on the personal

exploits of Chromios. Neither, as Mr. Bury remarks, contains any

mention of Hieron. The commentators seem pretty well agreed,

though Mr. Bury has some doubts, that the Nemean victory of

Chromios was in B.C. 473. The ode, and the visit of Pindar

which it implies, would come as soon as might be after.

I should, unlike Mr. Bury, understand the opening words of the

Sikyonian ode as implying a visit of Pindar to Chromios in his

house at ^tna, as the Nemean implies a visit to him in his house

at Syracuse. The starting of Pindar from Sikyon in company with

the Muses is of course a figure in either case. The allusions in

the Nemean are mainly Syracusan ; we hear of Zr]vbs Ahualov x"pt?j

and that is all. It is in the Sikyonian ode that we get the blessings

on the naiBes Alrvaicov and the distinct mention of a veoKTiara AtVm.

I must confess that these last words would have led me, if I had

had no guides, to fix both odes, and therefore the visit of Pindar,

to a time nearer to B.C. 476. But the evidence of the odes to

Hieron seems to show (see Bury, Appendix C) that Pindar was not

in Sicily till B.C. 474. The exact date of his visit concerns his

commentators more than it does me. He assuredly did go thither.

The commentators on the poet, old and new, naturally know a

great many things, both about Chromios and about other matters,

which a mere historian of facts cannot be expected to know. Some-

times one is even tempted to think that they know more than the

poet himself ever thought of.
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NOTE XL p. 123.

The First Eise of Gelon.

Our earliest mention of Gelon comes from a passage in Hero-

dotus (vii. 154), where unluckily something seems to have dropped

out of the text. It runs thus
;

e'xovTOS de 'innoKpaTeos rrju Tvpavuiba, 6 TeXcov, ecov Ti]Xlv€(0 tov ipo-

(j)dvTe(o aTToyovos, noXKcov per ciWcov Koi Alvr](n8r]pov tov UaTaiKov os rjv

dopvcpopos 'imroKpaTeos .... /xera Se ov noWov xP^^ov Bi dpsTrjv aTrebexBr]

Trdcrrjs Trjs Innov eivai Imrapxos.

This must be compared with a fragment of Timaios (85, C.

Miiller, i. 213), preserved by a scholiast on Pindar, Nem. ix.

95

;

oTi pev ovv VeXoava InTrapxelv KaT€<TTr](T€V 'iTnroKpaTrjs, aacjies 6 Tip,aios

TTOiTjaeL ypd(f)(ov ovtws' 'l-mroKpdTrjs be peTO. Tr]v KXedvbpov TeXevTr]v, apa

pev TOV TeXavos iv Trj TeTaypevrj pepfvrjKOTOS, apa be to7s TeXcoois p^apiVa-

crdaL ^ovXopevos, peTairepy^rdpevos avTov koi irapaKaXecras npos Tas rrpd^eis

airduTOiv tcov imrecov Tr]v enipeXeiav eKelvat napebcoKev.

This and the place in Herodotus clearly refer to the same event.

But we do not know what the event was. The unhappy lacuna in

Herodotus hinders us from knowing more than that, after the ac-

cession of HijDpokrates, Gelon, in company with Ainesidamos and

many others, did something. The valour displayed by Gelon,

which led to his appointment to the command of the cavalry,

would seem to have come a little later. For there immediately

follows the list of Hippokrates* conquests and Gelon's share in

them

;

TToXiopKeovTos ydp 'imroKpdTeos KaXXtTroXiroj re Ka\ Na^/ous koi Zay~

KXalovs re /cat Acovtlvovs, Ka\ npos "EvpijKovalovs re Ka\ tcov ^apftdpcav

crv)(vovs, dvTjp icpaiveTo iv tovtoicti Tolat noXepoiat ia>v 6 TeXojv Xapnpo-

TttTOS.

When we look to Timaios to fill up the gap, we find him, as

reported by the scholiast, disappointingly meagre ; but then we

do not feel at all certain that we have his exact words. Some

(see Abel, 276) have found a lacuna here also. Anyhow some

fighting somewhere followed the death of Kleandros, in which

Gelon kept his post, seemingly when some others did not. Hero-

dotus may have gone on to say that Ainesidamos kept his post as
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well. Also Geloii was very popular with the Syracusans, more

so, it would seem, than Hippokrates. It would even seem that

Hippokrat^s used the popularity of Gelon to strengthen his own

power.

Here is hardly material even for guessing. But it would be

pleasant if one could think that we have found another reference

to the Punic war after the death of Dorieus. And one is even

tempted to ask whether some faint echo from the same quarter

may not be heard amid the astounding confusion of a scholiast on

the ninth Nemean (93) who makes the battle of Heloros a victory

over Carthaginians {^eviK-qo-e yap [Xpo/utos-] ivravOa Kapxq^oviovs (Tvppax<i>v

TeXcovi tS Tvpdvvco r<5 ^ImroKpaTovs diaboxo)). But this may only be a

jumble between Heloros and Himera. Anyhow the scholiast has

found defenders. See Abel, 275.

On the other hand, when we remember that Kleandros was

killed, it is not unlikely that some disturbances in Gela followed

before Hippokrates got full possession of the tyranny. The good

will of the people towards Gelon might almost make us think that

he took the popular side. Is it possible that Hippokrates came

into power by a kind of compromise, of which the promotion of

the popular favourite was a condition 1

Anyhow Herodotus does not say that Gelon was a 8opv(f)6po^ of

Hippokrates, but only that Ainesidamos was. And it is odd to

translate ixowapxirj by " tyranny," rvpawls by " reign," and dopv(f)6pos

'iTTTTOKpaTeos loj " iu thc klug's body-guard."

NOTE XII. p. 131.

Gelon's Teeatment of Megaea and Kamaeina.

The fact of the destruction of Kamarina by Gelon comes from

the clearest of evidence. It is recorded by Herodotus, vii. 156 ;

Kapapivaiovs arravTas is rds '2vpr]Kovcras dyayojv TToXirjras eTroirjcre, Ka/xa-

pivTjs 8e TO dcTTv Karia-Ko^e, So Thucydides witnesses also (vi. 5)

;

avOis vTTo TeXoivos avdararos yfuopLevTj. The destruction was also re-

corded by Philistos in his third book (Fr. 17 ; C. Mtiller, i. 187),

as appears from the scholiast on Pindar, 01. v. 19; ^iXia-Tos iv rjj

rpiTi} cl)r)(nu ort ViXcoif Kapdpivav Karea-Tpeyj/^ev' 'iTrTroKpdrrjs 5e noXefiriaas

2vpaKov(rLois Koi TioXXovs alxp-aXoiTovs Aa^obi/, vTrep rov tovtovs dnodovvai

VOL. II. K k
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eXa^e rrjv Kaiidpcvav Koi avvcoKia-ev avrrju. It is of course the Scho-

liast, not Philistos, who puts things in wrong order. If one likes

to speculate, Thucydides may have heard the story from Philistos,

or both Thucydides and Philistos may have taken it from Antio-

chos.

None of these writers comparatively near the time give us any

motive for the act. What was at least its occasion we learn from

a very unexpected source. ^Eschines, in his speech against Ktesi-

phon (190), makes mention of Glaukos in a singular way. The

orator contrasts Demosthenes with some of the worthies of past

times, and adds ; mtVoi TrvvQavoyLai y avTov jxeWfiv Xeyeiv cos ov biKam

TTOiS) napa^dXKcov avrco to. toov Trpoyovcov epya' ovde yap ^iXdfxpcova

(f)r](T€i rbv TTVKTTjV ^OXvpniacn (TTecfyavadrjvaL viKtja-avTa VXavKov rov Tvakaiov

€K€7vov TTVKTTJV, dXXa Tovs KaG* iavTov dycoviaTcis. On this the Scholiast

(ed. Schulz, Lips. 1865) says of Philammon, with strange confusion

;

TTVKTtjs did<TT]iJios^O\viJ.7rLoviKr)s. iv'iKrja-cv eKaToarTrj TrepTrrfj 'OXv/nTrtaSt. rjv 8e

T(o crcofxaTi peyas, Koi dnodavovTOs 'imroKpdTOVS tov Kcovt'lvwv rvpdvvov

dube^QTO TO. npdypara, Koi Karaa-Tadeis vtto TeXovos iv Kapaplvrj Kara^ijtpi-

(rapevcov avTov KapapivaioiV ddvarov dvrjpedrj. Of Glaukos he adds,

KapvcTTLos Tjv ovTos. It is odd to call Hippokrates tyrant of Leontinoi

;

and it is plain that the Scholiast must have meant that Glaukos,

not Philammon who won his victory in the year 394, acted under

Gelon, But I think we may safely accept the story as a fact about

Glaukos. It is the kind of tale which a later writer would neither

dream nor invent; it must come from Antiochos or some other

good lost source.

In this case the later writer helps very well to supply the cause

of a fact recorded by the earlier. We are less lucky with our later

helper in the case of Megara. Herodotus (vii, 156) tells us

distinctly how Gelon dealt by Megara

;

Meyapeas T€ tovs iv ^iKeKir], cos noXiopKeopevoi (s op-okoylrju Trpoac-

Xwprjcrav, tovs pev avTcov irax^as, deipapeuovs re rroXepov avrco ica\ Tvpoado-

KfovTas ajroXeeadai 8id tovto, ayoav is rds '2vpr]Kovcras, noXirjTas iTToirjcre'

TOV 6e drjpov t(ov Meyapioiv^ ovk iovra perairtov tov noXipov rovrov ouSe

TTpoadeKopevov kokov ovdeu Trelaecrdai, dyaycov Ka\ tovtovs is Tas 2vprjKov(Tas,

aTridoTO iir i^ayayrj e'fc ^iKcXlrjs.

I know not how to fit into this clear statement of Herodotus the

not very clear story told by Polyainos, i. 27. 3 ; TiXaiv t6 MeyapiKov

^ovXopevos KaraXvo-aL eTroiKovs pev eVaXei roi/y ideXovras Acopiecov, Aio-

yvrjTco be Ta> Meyapecov apxovri XPW^"^"- ^r^^P^ bvvapiv ineTa^ev' 6 de
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Tois TToAirai?. ol 8e rots reXfciv iirayopevovTes es Trjv drroiKiau rrjv iv

^vpaKovcrais VTrrjKovcrav v7ro(3aX6vT€S avrovs rfj TeXcoi/o? dvvaareiq. This

must mean something ; but it is hard to see what. It must have

some reference to the removal of Megarian citizens to Syracuse,

but it is hard to see in what way.

The transplantation of the Megarians is also recorded by Thucy-

dides, vi. 4 j
err) olKr]aavTes rrevre Kai TeaaapoLKOvra kol BiaKocria vno

TeXcovos Tvpdvvov ^vpa<oaicov dv€(TTr]aav €K rrjs TToXeoos Koi xwpas. The

date is thus fixed to 483 B.C., but it is singular that Thucydides

does not mention the grant of Syracusan citizenship to the naxees

= grossi, of Megara. To the later state of Megara he refers else-

where. In vi. 49 we hear of Meyapa, a rjv €pr}p.a, omexovra 2vpaK0V(T(cv

ovre ttXovu noXvv ovre 686v. In vi. 94 we again hear of the destruc-

tion by Gelon, with the addition, ^vpaKoaioL avrol e'xovai tt]v yrjv.

NOTE XIII. pp. 137, 202.

Gelon as Genekal and King.

As a rule, it is vain to ask as to the formal position of any

Greek tyrant, because, as tyrant, he had no formal position.

But it is always possible that with the illegal position of tyrant

he may have combined the title of some lawful magistracy. And
there are signs in some cases that it was so. I hope to show in

due time that Dionysios reigned at Syracuse under cover of the

office of (TTpaTiryos avTOKparcop, and there are some grounds for

thinking that the same was the case with Gelon. And appear-

ances which are at least worth discussing further suggest, with

more likelihood than in other cases, that Gelon may have been

formally elected king.

We must remember the peculiar circumstances under which

Gelon acquired the dominion of Syracuse. He came in as a

conqueror from outside; but as a conqueror who seems to have

been admitted without resistance, and, as I have argued (see

pp. 128, 136), under some kind of compact. A formal title of

some kind is therefore more likely in his case than in the case of

those tyrants who rose to power by fraud or violence within the

city. One might not go so far as Mitford, who (ch. x. sect. i.

vol. ii. p. 219, ed. 1835) was as certain about the whole matter

K k 2
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as the author of the last German theory on any subject. He
knew that "the expedient in which both parties [Gamoroi and

commons] concurred was to appoint Gelon supreme moderator

between them, making him king of Syracuse." But that he was

admitted with the rank and powers of aTparrj-yos avTOKparcop seems

not unhkely.

One cannot attach the slightest importance as a matter of fact

to the story told by Polyainos (i. 27. i) in which Gelon is looked

on as a Syracusan rising to the tyranny in the usual fashion in his

own city. He is chosen general with full powers (a-Tparrjyos avro-

Kpdrap x^i'porovTjOcls) in the war with Hamilkar, here called Imilkon.

He gives in his accounts {ev6vvas hovs Trjs avTOKprdopos apxrjs) and

appears unarmed {yvfxvos) before the armed people (cf. the law of

Charondas referred to in p. 62). After some talk, they elect him

general again, and he becomes tyrant (ovt(o drj napaKkrjdiis devrepov

(TTpaT-qyrjcraL avTi (rrpaTijyov Tvpavvos iyevero ^vpaKov(Tia>vj. This is evi-

dently the same scene as that which Diodoros (xi. 26) describes

on Gelon's return from Himera (see p. 202), which ends with the

people saluting Gelon as king. The whole circumstances are mis-

conceived; but Polyainos must have found the title of arparrjyos

avTOKpuToop applied to Gelon somewhere, as indeed it is incidentally

given to him by Diodoros, xiii. 94. We read there that one

motive for making Dionysios arpaTrjyos avTOKparcop was that Syra-

cuse had done such great things under Gelon as holder of that

office ', nporepov Kap^fj^ovlcov ras TpiaKovra fivpiddas nep) ttjv 'ipepav

vcviKrjaOai aTpaTrjyovvTos Te\a>vos avTOKparopos. With this before US,

it seems not unlikely that Diodoros recorded the appointment

of Gelon to that office in his lost tenth book. The office is

one which would do very well to cloak the reality of tyranny.

It conferred large legal powers; it supplied an easy means of

illegally enlarging those powers. It was by abusing the powers

conferred upon him under that lawful title that Dionysios was

able to seize the tyranny. All this suggests the thought that

both Gelon and Dionysios may have used the title in any

formal document, and even that it may have been renewed by

periodical elections like the renewed grant of extraordinary powers

to Augustus. A submissive assembly, with the spearmen ready to

act if needed, would vote anything. We have unluckily no records

of any formal acts of the Syracusan state, in other words, no in-

scriptions, of this period. The words on Hieron's helmet (see p. 251)
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belong to inscriptions of another class, where we do not look for

formal titles even from an acknowledged king.

But in the case of Gelon the question is complicated by the

further question of Gelon's alleged kingship. If the kingly office

was conferred on him at all, it was doubtless on his return from the

victory of Himera (see p. 202). That he was made king by a formal

vote is certainly not implied in his being greeted in a moment

of enthusiasm as evepyeTrjs, a-aTrjp, Ka\ ^a(TiKevs (Diod. xi. 26). But

Diodoros certainly seems to have thought that such a vote was

passed. The next time (xi. 38) that he has to speak of him, he

brings him in with some solemnity as 6 /SaaiXevs TiXotv; Gelon

bequeaths a ^aaikeia to Hieron, and, by a slip of forgetfulness, we
are told (xi. 38) that Gelon inTaeTrj xP^^^v e^aaiXevo-e, The same

language is applied to Hieron, and even to Thrasyboulos (xi. 67)

in recording his fall. That Pindar constantly calls Hieron /Sao-i-

Xevs (a point on which I shall say something in Appendix XXVII)
^

proves very little in itself; it may perhaps be held to prove a

little more when we notice that, among all his praises of Theron,

he never applies the title to him. The only other person to whom
he gives it is Arkesilas of Kyrene, an acknowledged king. What
Herodotus would have called Gelon, if he had had any stories to

tell of him after Himera, we cannot say. I cannot help looking on

the words oj ^aaiXev 2vpr)KO(rLo)v ill the mouth of the Athenian envoy

(see p. 177 and Appendix XIX) as more or less sarcastic
;
but, if the

title came into common use in the last days of Gelon and was con-

tinued under Hieron, it might easily get used before its time in

a Syracusan story. We should specially like to know whether

Diodoros found any such distinction even in Timaios, much more

in Philistos or Antiochos. That would of course settle the matter

;

only we cannot know by mere guessing. As it is, it may be that

Diodoros has somehow transferred the kingship of the second

Hieron back to the first Hieron and to Gelon. The fragment of

Timaios quoted by the scholiast on Pindar, 01. ii. 29, certainly

seems to apply the name ^acnkevs, not only to Hieron, but also to

Theron (see Appendix XXIII and XXX). But can we be certain

that we have the author's genuine words 1 The second Hieron,

there is no reason to doubt, was made king by a vote, as Agathokles

had before taken the title, with or without a vote. But this was

in times when the Macedonian princes had made kingship again

familiar to the Greeks ; and Agathokles certainly took the title
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to put himself on a level with the Macedonians. We cannot

argue back from these cases to times when kingship anywhere

among Greeks, unless at Kyrene, was a mere survival.

On the whole, I would not positively deny the kingship of

Gelon and Hieron ; but it seems much safer not to assert it. The

greeting may pass for a kind of idolatrous homage, applying to a

man epithets which strictly belonged only to the gods. In Mace-

donian times we get plenty of this, as in the famous hymn to

Demetrios KaTalBdrrjs in Athenaios (vi. 63 ; cf. Plut. Dem. 10). And
something of the kind is heard of earlier, as the worship paid to

Lysandros at Samos, and the change of the local feast of the

Heraia into Lysandria (Plut. Lys. i8 ; Athen. xv. 52).

It is not to be forgotten that it is quite possible that the power

of Gelon may have been confirmed by a legal vote after the battle,

without bestowing on him the title of king. He may have come

in by a compact, and yet not as (TTpaTrjyos avTOKpdrcop or with any

formal title. In any case the lord of Gela was de facto master of

Syracuse, as he was of several other cities. Only he chose to make

himself much more at home at Syracuse than elsewhere. That

is all. A later stage, which would naturally come either just

before or just after the battle, would be to turn this irregular and

invidious kind of power into something known to the law. A
grant of the powers of arpaTTjyos avroKparcop would just meet the

case. It is therefore open to us to believe that Gelon was made

a-TpuTrjybs avTOKparap when he first came in, and that he was made

king after the battle of Himera. It is also open to us to believe

that he never was king, but that he was made arpan^yos avTOKparcop

in the scene described by Diodoros, of which Polyainos seems to

have got hold of a confused report. I cannot believe that he came

into Syracuse as king. And in any case it is well not to be over-

positive any way.

Plass (Die Tyrannis, i. 294) seems to have no doubt as to the

kingship conferred after the battle. " Der Name eines gesetz-

lichen Konigs wurde ihm gegeben."
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NOTE XIV. p. 133.

Agesias of Stymphalos.

About this Agesias the scholiasts on Pindar have a good deal to

say ; but it is not much to the purpose. I certainly cannot under-

stand the words avvoiKiarrip rdv Kkeivdv 2vpaKocradv (01. vi. 6 or 8)

as meaning nothing more than that Agesias was a descendant of a

companion of Arcliias. The scholiast's way of talking seems wonder-

fully simple TOVTO 8e ovk aXrjdes' ov yap ovtos (tvvwkl(T€ rets 2vpaKov(ras'

aXXa Tvpbs iyKwpiov elXrjcfifv' dno yap eKeivcov 6 ^Ayrja-ias tu)V crvvoiKKravToiV,

Or again
;

o-woiKiaTrjp re, on 01 TvpoyovoL avrov avv ^Apxia napcyevovro

iv 2vpaKov(Tais, ol 'la/x/Sai, dcf) wu eiKos Trapaka^eiv rivas. Surcly avv-

oiKLo-Trjp must mean something more than this. It would have

more force if one could suppose that Agesias, especially if a settler

from elsewhere, had done something which entitled him to claim

a share in Gelon's honours as founder of the enlarged Syracuse.

And though Agesias is called dvrjp ^vpaKoaios in v. 18 or 30, this

would prove no more than the like name applied toHieron and others,

or than the name Alrvalos applied to both Hieron and Chromios.

The lines towards the end, all about the two homes of Agesias,

certainly read more naturally of one who had made himself a new

home at Syracuse without giving up his old home at Stymphalos,

than of one whose only connexion with Stymphalos was that his

mother came thence. Hieron and Chromios again suggest an

analogy; v. 98 or 165 ;

Gvv 86 cpiXocppoavvais evTjparois 'Ayrjcrla Se^airo kcu/xov

oiKoOev oiKab' d-no "Zrvp^aKioiu reixiouv iroTivicraopevov

jxarep €vp,T)Xoio XdirovT 'Apmdias.

If this means nothing more than that Agesias was the son of a

Syracusan father and a Stymphalian mother, he must have kept

up a closer connexion than usual with his mother's city.

On the other hand, it seems clear that the mother of Agesias

was Stymphalian; v. 77 or 130;

€1 S' krvp-ajs vTTo KvWamy opois, 'Ayrjaia ixdrpojis dvhpis

vaicTaovTfs kdwprjaav Oeujv KapvKa, k.t.X,

But this would not necessarily prove that his father was not

Stymphalian, if his mother's forefathers were in any way the
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more eminent. To judge by the ode, the /xarpwes avBpes were

certainly lamids; it is not clear that the father of Agesias was,

whether his own birth was Stymphalian or Syracusan. Altogether

the ode seems better to suit a foreign settler like Phormis than

a native Syracusan. Anyhow I cannot accept the scholiast's ex-

planation of (TvvoiKi(TTr]p. It seems a mere guess, and a weak one.

The word must mean something more. He is more likely to have

preserved a fact in what he says about the death of Agesias

;

see p. 309.

There are one or two notable things in the ode which concern

us more directly than the beautiful story of the birth of lamos.

There is the flattery of Hieron, from which the odes to Chromios

are free. But it is a fine passage (92 or 156), and it well brings

out the worship of the goddesses of Sicily
;

ilirbv 5^ /xeixvdoOai '^vpaKoaadv re koX 'OpTvYioLS'

rdv 'lepQJv Kadapai aKd-nro) diiiroov,

dpTia fj.r]56fX€Vos, (poiviKoni^av

d/xcpeirei. Aa/xarpa, KiVKL-nirov re Ovyarpus eoprdy,

Koi Zrjvbs Ahvaiov Kparos,

NOTE XV. p. 140.

The Mole and Beidge of Oetygia.

That before the time of Thucydides Ortygia had ceased to be

an island is implied in the words of his which are quoted in p. 139.

By Strabo's time it had become an island again, but it was joined to

the mainland by a bridge. So he witnesses when speaking of Syracuse

(vi. 2. 4) ;
T) 8' ^OpTvy'ia avvaTTTei ye^vpa npos rrju rjireipov Trpoayetos

ovaa. But it is from Strabo also that we learn how the union

which Thucydides implies was made, and he helps us to an ap-

proximate date. He is speaking (i. 3. 8) generally of such

changes, whether by filling up or cutting through ; ivravOa [at

Leukas] pev dfj diQKonal ^((ipoTpriTOi yeyovacrtv' dWn-)(66L be Trpoax^uxTds

r] ye(f>vpa)<xei5, Kaddnep Koi Trjs npoi "^vpaKovaais vrjaov' vvv pev y€(pvpd

ecTTiv Tj avvdnTovaa avrfju Trpos rfjv ^'netpov' Trporepov be X^H-"> (f)r](Ttv

"l^vKOs, Xoyaiov \l6ov, ov Kokei eKXeKTov.

This shows that the mole was made in the time of Ibykos. For
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he clearly speaks of it as a new thing in his day. His exact words

have heen luckily preserved to us by a scholiast on Pindar, Nem.

i. I. See Boeckh, ii. 427 ;
Bergk, iii. 244 ; Abel, Scholia, 17. In

Bergk's edition the lines stand thus

;

. . . Trapd, xepcoj/

\l9ivov eKXeKTov 7Ta\dfiai(Ti Pporuv

npocrOe 5i vlv irtS' dvapirdv

t'x^ues dipLocpdyoi vijxovTO.

There has been some questioning as to the meaning of durjpirdv.

vijpiTau (several spellings). It is enough for Sicilian history that a

mole of stones was built where fish had been wont to swim, and

that the work was done somewhere about the middle of the sixth

century B.C. We get near to this by the date of Ibykos (see

p. 154). He seems to have been specially struck with the fine

cutting of the stones. It was doubtless an early example of such

care applied to a work of that kind.

On the strength of this mole one of the scholiasts on Pindar

(Pyth. ii. 9) makes Ortygia a peninsula
;

'Oprvyiav de rriv eVl rrjs

StfceXiay -x^ppou-qcrov (pacriv' avrr] yap v^aos ovaa to rrporepov (Tvvr](f)dT]

Tois 2vpaKov<rais. Compare the same scholiast on the beginning

of the ode.

The bridge spoken of by Strabo was as old as the time of Cicero.

At the beginning of the great description of Syracuse (Verr. iv. 52)

he says; " Eorum portuum conjunctione pars oppidi quae appellatur

insula, mari disjuncta angusto, ponte rursum adjungitur et con-

tinetur."

The good Fazello (i. 169) sums up the changes in a curious way,

and carries on the tale to his own day

;

" Prima igitur pars Chersonesus est, quse ab initio Omethermon,

quod simile balneo est Latinis ; mox Ortygia, denique Naxus grsece,

latine vero Insula dicitur. Haec cum ab vEtolis primum, deinde

a Siculis, et demum a Greecis fuit occupata, peninsula erat, et

nondum tota mari circumflua, ut ex Thucydide et Strabone memi-

nimus. Postea vero exuperante mari abrupto Isthmo, insula est

facta, et reliquis partibus angusto ponte adjuncta, ut Cic. memorat.

Apposita Syracusis insula (lib. primo inquit Strabo) quse hoc tem-

pore ponte continuatur ad terram, prius quidem ager erat Logseo

ex lapide, quern electum vocat Ibycus. Verum non manu facta est,

sed exaggeratione. Hsec Strabo. Mea vero setate, et pluribus

ante annis ex congestis deletse urbis, ac proximse arcis ruinis
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iterum in peninsulam redacta, tenui Isthmo Siciliee erat ad-

juncta."

He goes on to mention the cutting of the present channels by-

Charles the Fifth. Now that the gateways of the Emperor have

been so brutally destroyed, the channels and bridges are meaningless,

and it would save trouble to come back to the state of things

recorded by Ibykos.

NOTE XVI. p. 149.

Stesichoros of Himeea.

Stesichoeos was so closely connected with Himera that Pau-

sanias, who, in x. 26. i, refers to him as Stesichoros, in 26. 9 refers

to him again as " the Himeraian
;

" kutu tov 'luepaiov rrjv codrjv. But, as

he was not in strictness Stesichoros, so, according to some accounts,

he was not in strictness a man of Himera. The change of name

comes from Hesychios of Miletos (Flach, 201, and C. Muller, iv.

194), who is followed by Souidas
;

iKXr'idr) 8e Irrjo-ixopos OTL npoiTOi

KiOapcdb'iq xopbv eaTTjcrev, eVei irporepov TLalas eKaXeiTO. For his father

we have the choice of several names, Euphorbos, Euphemos,

Eukleides, Hyetes, and finally Hesiod himself. Eukleid^s, as

Holm remarks, is the name of one of the founders of Himera

(see vol. i. p. 411); but he could not have come from Matauros.

The descent of Stesichoros from that town is mentioned as one

version by Hesychios, and by Stephen of Byzantium, in whose

geography Matauros is in Sicily (Maravpos' ttoXis StxeXias, AoKpSiv

KTicrfia , . . Irrjalxopos Eviprjpov ttoIs, Maravpivos yevos, 6 Tci>u fxiK5>v

TToiTjTrjs). Hesychios mentions another account which brought him

from Pallantion in Arkadia. In Plato, Phsedrus, p. 244, he is

^rrjaixopos 6 'EixPtj/jlov Ipepaios.

The parentage of Stesichoros as the son of Hesiod and Klymene

is distinctly set forth in the alleged fragment of Aristotle's Polities

(115 C. Muller, ii. 144). This is the story which is referred to by

Thucydides (iii. 96), and which is told in different ways by Pau-

sanias (ix. 31.5) and Plutarch (Sept. Sep. Con. 19). We are not

concerned with the exact relations between Hesiod and Klymene,

as we may be sure (see Mure, Hist. Greek Lit. iii. 232) that

Stesichoros could be said to be their son only in a figurative sense.

We may believe that the story about the nightingale is no less
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figurative. It is prettily told in the "EK^pacris of Christodoros

in the Anthology

;

^TTjalxopov 8' kvorjcra XiyvOpoov, ov ttotc ydia

'XiKdXir) p,ev ecpeplSe, Xvprjs 8' kSiSa^ev 'AvoXXav

dpjxoviTjv €T£ p.rjTpbs evi atrXdyxvoiOiv lovra'

TOV yap TiKTopevoio /cai Is cpdos dpri poXovvros

€KTTo6iv hpofponos Itti aTop.dT€a<xiv drjbaiv

XdOprj k(p€(op,evr], Xiyvpjjv dve^dXXero p-oX-nifV.

(The epithet of the poKirr] brings us within the range of Plato's pun

about Xiyeiai and Aiyves in Phsedrus, p. 237.)

Hesychios gives Stesichoros two brothers, Helianax and Mamer-

tinos. According to Strabo (vi. i), there was a town Mapepnov in

Bruttium, and its gentile was, Sikel-fashion, Mapeprlvos. The real

name seems to be Mamerkos^ another Italian name which we shall

come across in Sicily. Tliis appears from Proklos on Euclid (ii. 19),

who quotes Hippias of Elis. (Some read Ameristos, which is less

likely.) Hesychios perhaps had something about the " Mamertina

civitas " in his head. Mamertinos was yewperpias epneipos, while

Helianax was vopo6eTt]s.

Of the tomb at Katane Hesychios says
;

01 de ciTTO UaXKavTiov Trjs 'ApKablas (pvyovra avrov eXdelv (paalv els

KaTavrjv, kol e'fcet reXevr^o-at Kat Ta(prjvai rrpo Trjs nvXrjs ^ris avTOV

^Tr)(Ttx6p€ios TTpoa-rjyopevTai,

Souidas adds, under mivTa oktoi
;

01 pev 'STrja-ixopov (paaiv iv KaTavrj Ta(f)rjvai noXvreXws npos rais an

avTov 2Tr)aixop€iois Xeyopevais irvXais. Koi tov pvrjpeiov e;(oi'ros oktco

KLOvas Kal OKTO jSadpovs koi okto) yavlas.

Julius Pollux (ix. 100) quotes the same proverb, but removes

the tomb to Himera
;

^TTjaixopos eKoXelro tis Tiapd toIs daTpayaXl^ovcnv dpiOpbs os edrjXov ra

OKTO). TOV yap ev 'ipepa tov Troirjrov rdcjiov 6ktu> Trdvroiv (rvvredevra

TrcTTOirjKevai rrjv navr* oktod (paal Tvapoipiav.

The reference to Pallantion is anything but clear. Is there any

confusion with what Pausanias says (viii. 3. 2) that Stesichoros

mentioned that town in the Geryoneis 1

Eustathios also (II. xxiii. 88, p. 1289. 60, cf. Od. i. 107, p. 1397.

39) has another proverb connected with an octagonal tomb of

Stesichoros at Himera
;

eXeyero 6e ris iv avrals Ka\ ^rrjcrlxopos, 6 rrjv OKrdda brjXabrj crrjpaLvoov,

enel 6 iv 'ipipa rrj ^iKcXiKrj Td(})os rovbe tov peXonotov i^ okto) ycavidv

(TVviKilTO.
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There may have been two tombs ; but if there was only one,

Katane is the most likely. No one would be likely to invent or

dream a tomb at Katane for the man of Himera. But all that we
get from Stesichoros about Himera comes from the very doubtful

passage of Himerios (Or. xxix. 3), where, among other poets who
praised certain cities, we read koI Xoyois Koa-jxd ^rrjo-ixopos. Bergk

(iii. 226) dutifully supplies Himera.

There seems to have been an odd tendency to connect Stesi-

choros with proverbs about numbers. Besides eight, he has to do

in a very dark way with three. This comes in the strange pro-

verb quoted bySouidas and by Diogenianus (Cent. vii. 14, Parcem.

Grseci, i. 288) and Apostolius (xiii. 18, Parcem. Graeci, ii. 578), ovde

TO. Tpia 2Tr}aix6pov yivaxTKei? ? It is said eVt tcov dnaidevTcov Koi dfxovawv.

Souidas adds, eVetfij) evdoKifxos rju, which hardly makes matters clearer.

The change made by Stesichoros in the Greek conception of

Herakles comes from Athenaios, xii. 6 ; tovtou ['HpaKX/a] ol veot

7roir}Tai Koraa-Kevd^ovcnv iv XrjaTOv (T)(T]fxaTL pnvov TrcpnTopcvoixevov, ^vKov

€\ouTa Koi XeouTrjv Koi ro^a' Kai ravTa TrXacrai npOtTov '^Trjcrixopou tov

'ipfpaiov, Kai Sdvdos 5' 6 peXonoLos, npecr^vrepos (ou 2Tr]aix6pov, o)S koi

avTos 6 2TT](Tlxopos paprvpfi, u)S cfirjatp 6 MeyaKkeidr)^, ov ravTrjv avrat

7T€piTi6r](Ti Trjv (TToKrjv aXXa Trjv 'OprjptKr)v. Stesichoros is also said

(Schol. ad Hesiod. Theog, 287) to have described Geryones with

six hands, six feet, and wings (cf. ^sch. Agam. 870). All this

seems to point to barbaric influence ; but it shows that there was

an earlier, a more purely Greek, Herakles. Very little is recorded

of this Xanthos. See Bergk, iii. 204.

The poem on Skylla (Bergk, iii. 210) is referred to by the

scholiast on Apollonios, iv. 828, where the poet speaks of 2KvXKa

AvaopLT], Just before, at v. 825, the scholiast has some Sicilian

matter, and he tries to localize things at Tauromenion. It is

^lian (V. H. x. 18) who refers to Stesichoros as telling the story

of Daphnis (see vol. i. p. 293), and it has been thought that the

story of the five dogs of Daphnis in the History of Animals (xi. 1 3)

came from Stesichoros' poem on him.

The story of the Palinodia is doubtless best known from the

reference in Plato, Phsedrus, p. 243, where the verses are quoted;

OVK '4<tt' irviios Kayos outos'

ou5' ejSas kv vavaiv kvoiXfJLOis,

ov5' t'/feo itipyayLa Tpoias.

And the story is told by Isokrates (Helen, 73). But the fullest
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version is that which comes in the story of Leonymos as told by

Pausanias, iii. 20. 11. (See p. 152.) Pindar, who in the ode to

Theron places the Island of the Blessed, and Acliilleus in it, in the

Ocean, refers to the Euxine story in Nem. iv. 49 (or 80) ;

kv b' Ev^dvtf TTeKdyu (paevvav 'Axt^^vs

vaaov.

But it is hard to see how the marriage of Achilleus and Helen

can be reconciled with the teaching of the Odyssey, iv. 563 et

seqq. Justin (xx. 3) speaks of the Dioskouroi as fighting on the

Lokrian side at the Sagras, and says that the news was known

at Olympia the same day, much as in the legends of Eegillus and

Pydna.

The passing of the soul of Homer into Stesichoros (like that of

the Dictator Caesar into William Eufus) is asserted by Antipatros

in the Anthology, vii. 76 ;

'Zraaixopov, ^aTrKrjOh dfierprjTov OTopia Mova-qs,

(/{T€pi(T€V Kardvas aWaXoev ddvedov,

ov, Kara HvOayopov (pvoiKav (pdriv, d irplv 'Opirjpov

^vxd hi (TTepvois Sevrepov wKiffaro.

Simonides, in the fragment quoted by Athenaios, iv. 172 (see Bergk,

iii. 206), is satisfied with bracketing the two poets

;

ovTO} yap "Optrjpos rjdk ^racrixopos deiae kaoTs.

And it is something to think that the loveliest fragment of all

came in a tale in which Sicily must have played no small part

(see Bergk, iii. 209)

;

'Aekios 8' 'TvepiovlSas deiras ecmaTePaivcv,

Xpvffeov, 6(ppa di' 'riKeavoTo ncpdcras

d(plK0i6' Updi TTOTi I3iv6ea vvktos kpcpvds

TTOTi /xarepa Kovpihiav r dkoxov iraidds re (pikovs'

6 5' ks dkaos ejSa

Mcpvaiffi KardaKiov -noaal Trots Atos.

From Tartessos and Erytheia the son of Zeus came in the end

to Eryx, to the baths and the hills that were to be those of

Himera. But I wonder as much as I did many years back, how

Mure (Hist. Greek Lit. iii. 251) could have brought himself, " for

the sake of his own verse," to " substitute car for cuj)'' But the

way of translators is hard.
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NOTE XVII. p. 1 66.

The Alliance between Peksia and Carthage.

It is curious how things turn about. When Grote wrote, it was

needful to insist, with a little hesitation, that there was some con-

nexion between the Persian invasion of Old Greece and the Car-

thaginian invasion of Greek Sicily. In answer to Mitford and

Dahlmann, who denied any connexion between the two (see Mit-

ford's note at the end of ch. x. sect, i), the great master argued

(v. 294) that "there seems good reason for believing that the

simultaneous attack on the Greeks both in Peloponnesos and in

Sicily was concerted between the Carthaginians and Xerxes

—

probably by the Phoenicians on behalf of Xerxes." It is now

taken for granted in the last German book, not only that the two

invasions were planned in concert, but that Carthage acted as a

vassal of Persia. Diodoros is taken to task for not having the

wit to see this and for foreshadowing Grote's view. On the other

hand, a well-known German book, not very much older, falls back on

the views of Mitford against which Grote argued. And a smaller

and less known German book, a little earlier again, supports the

intermediate doctrine of Grote. In such a case one may perhaps

be allowed to exercise a little judgement for oneself.

The fullest discussion of the matter is that in Meltzer's Ge-

schichte der Karthager, i. 204-210 and 493-499. But human

nature, at least insular nature, gives way before this last wilder-

ness of words and references heaj^ed together on pages raised to

the highest measure of physical repulsiveness that the printer's skill

can give them. One is tempted to keep to Duncker (Geschichte

des Alterthums, iv. 527, vii. 217, 381) and Busolt (Griechische

Geschichte, ii. 259), whose pages one can at any rate read and

understand. I have got something out of Meltzer, this time as

at other times; but it is hard work. Meltzer, it seems (p. 494),

put forth an earlier treatise on the subject, of which he did not

think very highly when he came to write his greater work. But

it is hard of him to snub a praiseworthy little Ahhandlung (Persien

und Karthago ; von Moritz Pfalz
;
Naumburg, 1869), seemingly be-

cause its author speaks respectfully of Meltzer's own earlier labours.
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Pfalz seems to me to make on the whole a very good defence of

Grote's position, though he quite underrates the position of Carthage

at the time (p. 23). Duncker rejects the treaty altogether ; Busolt

accepts the extreme statement the other way, that Carthage acted

as the vassal of Persia. Mommsen, into whose department the

question hardly came, seems (R. G. i. 294) to doubt as to the

treaty. But he puts forth in the strongest words the practical

fellow-working of Persia and Carthage.

The only objection that I can see to a belief in the joint working

of Persia and Carthage is that there is no mention of it in the

earlier writers. Now the one extant earlier writer in whom
we could look for any mention of it is Herodotus. But the wonder-

fully casual way in which Herodotus refers to the war in Sicily

at all (see below, p. 518) really makes his mere silence of no force.

And it is mere silence ; he has not a word that tells the other way.

The two writers from whom our account comes are Ephoros and

Diodoros. Diodoros is of course said to represent Timaios, though

I know not why he may not represent Antiochos. The story

of Diodoros implies a treaty between the two barbarian powers

on equal terms, while the version of Ephoros has been thought

to imply that Carthage acted in the matter as a dependent ally

of Persia. This last comes from a fragment (C. Miiller, ii. 264)

preserved by the scholiast on Pindar, Pyth. i. 126. It is perhaps

well to remember that this scholiast is one against whom his

very editors cry out as a " portentum," and denounce his "stupor"

and his "indoctum ingenium." And well they may when he

thinks that Pindar could have read Ephoros. One commentator

says nefas est corrigere hujus scholiastee stuporem." Another

undertakes his defence, and makes him say, what he may cer-

tainly have meant to say, that Ephoros had read Pindar. Now
Ephoros, as quoted by this unlearned man, is made to say that,

at the time when the envoys from Old Greece come to Gelon (a yet

more unlearned man on the same page says Hieron), beseeching him

to come to the general council of the Greeks (Ik€T€vovt€s els rbv tcov

'EXkrjvav avWoyou eA^eii/), Persian and Phoenician envoys came to

Carthage, bidding the Carthaginians to get together the greatest

fleet they can, to sail to Sicily, and having overcome those who
took the Greek side, to sail to Peloponnesos (ck 6e Uepawv kol ^otui-

Ktov Trpea^cis TTpos Kapxrj^oviovs, Trpoo-TdacrovTas [the other form of

" stupor " has KcXevovras] as TrXelarov dsot aroXov' els 2iKeXiav re /3aSt-
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^eiv Koi KaTacrTpeyj/afiiVovs rovi to. tS>v 'EWrjVcov ({)povovvTas nXctv em
UeXoTTovvrjaou). The vassalage of Carthage to Persia is held to

he implied in the casual use of the words Trpoa-rdTTovras or KeXev-

ovras, as opposed to iKcrevovras. From this point of view Diodoros,

copyist of Timaios, is severely rebuked by Busolt for not under-

standing the state of things, and for imagining a mere treaty

{Vertrag, o-wSrjKai) where there was a royal command {Befelil).

His story (xi. i) is that Xerxes, wishing to destroy all the Greeks

everywhere {^ovXofxevos navTas tovs "EWrjvas dvaaraTovs 7ruirj(rat),

sent an embassy to Carthage and made a treaty {bifTrpea-^evo-aTo

Trpos Kapxrjbovlovs Trepl KOLVonpaytas Koi avvedero npbs avTovs). The

terms are the same as those in the other story, except that nothing

is said about the Carthaginians going on to Peloponnesos when

they had done with Sicily (coore avruv eVi tovs ttjv 'EXXaSa KaTOLKovvTas

'EWtjvus (TTpaTeveiv, Kap)(rjBovLovs tois avTols ;^poi'ois fieyaXas napa-

fTKevdo-acxdai, bwdp-eis, Koi KaTanoXeptjaai 'EWrjvcov tovs nepl 2iKe\lav Kai

^iToXiav oiKovvTas^.

The question then is this ; Do these passages prove joint

action on the part of Persians and Carthaginians 1 If they do,

Did that joint action take the shape of an alliance between two

independent powers or that of an order issued by the Great

King to the vassal commonwealth of Carthage ? For the joint

action there is the distinct assertion of the source or sources

of Diodoros, and also of Ephoros, who is clear on this point.

Against it there is no evidence whatever, only the silence of

Herodotus and the surmise of modern scholars that it could not

be so. But why 1 The Carthaginians and the Great King had a

common interest; what was more obvious than that they should

enter into an alliance to promote it? And if it should be said

that the diplomacy of the Great King was commonly of another

kind, that he was more in the habit of demanding earth and

water than of entering into equal alliances, the answer is easy.

He found himself in circumstances where that kind of diplo-

macy would not work, and he had the best possible agents for

diplomacy of another kind ready at hand in the men of the Old

Phoenicia. Those who fought so well for him against the Greek

would be equally ready to work for him in the other way. The

agency of the Old-Phoenicians is distinctly asserted by Ephoros

—eK Ucpawp Koi ^oivUcov Trpea^eis npos Kapxridoviovs. Their mission

is doubtless consistent with the vassalage of Carthage ; but it
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assuredly does not imply it, and on the whole it looks the other

way.

For that vassalage I certainly see no evidence whatever. We
know perfectly well that Kambyses designed the conquest of

Carthage; but we know equally well that he never carried out

his plan, because his vassals of the Old Phoenicia would not serve

against their colonists. Herodotus (iii. 1 9) adds emphatically, Kap-

X>]86vLoi jxev vvv ovTco dovXoavvr]v dietpvyov npos Ufpcreayp. Nor can it

possibly prove anything to say, what cannot be doubted, that Kyren^

acknowledged the Persian overlordship. That brings us no nearer

to any Persian authority over Carthage. It is enough that, when

Herodotus wrote, Carthage was independent, and that he knew

of no time when it had been otherwise. Surely nothing can be

proved by the wild story in Justin referred to above in p. 483.

Even if it is at all founded on genuine records, the story is so

blundered as to be quite incapable of proving anything. Indeed

one cannot get rid of the notion that the alleged orders of Darius

—it is Darius and not Xerxes—may come out of some confusion

with the well-known story of Gelon. It really can prove nothing

if we like to believe, on the authority of Megasthenes (Josephus

c. Ap. i. 20, and Strabo, xv. i. 6), that Nebuchadnezzar overran

Africa and Spain as far as the pillars of Herakles and beyond.

If he did, the story of Kambyses shows that his authority in those

parts did not pass on to his Persian successors. Indeed I do not

see that even the account in Ephoros really implies any Persian su-

periority over Carthage. The reading fluctuates between Ke^evovras

and Trpoo-TOLcrcrovras, a kind of difference which shows that we cannot

be at all sure that we have the author s genuine words. There is

no need to press either word to its fullest sense. The diplomacy

of the Great King was likely to be a little overbearing in its for-

mulae, even when addressed to an equal ally. The words KeXeveiv and

TTpoo-TaTTeLu might not be bad words to express it, especially when

there is a contrast with iKereveiv to be enforced. In later times

European states have sometimes put up with such pretensions on

the part of barbarian potentates, when no practical loss was likely

to follow. The Carthaginians were doubtless quite sharp enough

to do the like on occasion. What I do not believe is that their

commonwealth stood in any terms of acknowledged dependence on

Persia. If it were so, it is strange that we never hear of it at any

other time.

VOL. II. L 1
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NOTE XVIII. pp. i6o, 192.

The Date of the War op Himeea.

Heeodotus, it is well known (vii. 166), reports without com-

ment the Sicilian tradition according to which the battles of Salamis

and Himera were fought on the same day {7rp6s de koi raSe \eyovai

b)s crvve^r] Trjs avrrjs rjfieprjs '4v re Ttj StKeXi?; TeXcova Koi Qrjpcova vikuv

AfiiXfcav Tov Kap^r]b6viov koi iv '2a\apivi tovs "EXKrjvas rov UepcrrjvY

There really seems no reason against believing this story, except

a feeling that it is too good to be true. It is of course quite pos-

sible and quite likely that, if the two battles happened at all nearly

at the same time, a story would spring up that they happened on

the same day. A statement to that effect would give way to a small

amount even of unlikelihood, much more to the slightest proof

the other way. But here is no proof and no unlikelihood ; the

two battles may as well have happened on the same day as not.

Herodotus says that they did ; the alternative statements go for

very little. Diodoros (xi. 24) says that the fight at Himera

happened on the same day, not as the fight at Salamis, but as

the fight at Thermopylai. This may be suspected of being an

improvement on the earlier statement of Herodotus. I should

have suspected a tendency to bring together two land battles

fought near the sea; only the battle which Diodoros says (xi. 23)

was usually compared with Himera was one which he does not

bring into any connexion of time, namely the inland fight ofPlataia.

One odd point of contrast is brought out, namely that Pausanias

and Themistokles both fell from their place of honour, while Grelon

grew old in his (^eyyrjpda-ai Trj jSaaiKeia kol reXeurJjcrat Oavpa^opevov).

Certainl}^ Gelon died in honour, but he cannot be said to have

grown old in it. Thermopylai supplies its contrast also. The

same day saw the most brilliant victory and the most glorious de-

feat (^Trjv KaXkiaTrjv vUtjv Kai Tr}v ivbo^oTaTr]v r]TTav).

All this seems like later reflexion and surmise, while the syn-

chronism in Herodotus is at least as likely to be true tradition

as not. But after all, the exact day does not matter much,

except to heighten the picture of Greece striving against both

her enemies at once. For the general purposes of history it

is enough that no great time can have passed between the two

battles, without strictly requiring both to have been fought on
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the same day. The date of Aristotle (Poet. 26) Kara tovs cvtovs

Xpovov9 is enough. But it is important to bring both battles at least

within the second half of the year 480 b.c. This Busolt (ii.

263) does without remark. Holm has a view which I cannot

accept, namely that the Carthaginian invasion of Sicily happened

at least a year before the Persian invasion of Old Greece, and that

the war spoken of by Gelon as waged by him to avenge the death

of Dorieus is no other than the war of Himera. I have already (see

above, pp. 478, 482) pointed out the strange way in which, if this

view is accepted, Herodotus is made to contradict himself. And
I hope that I have given some reasons to show that there was an

earlier war with Carthage to which Gelon is made to refer. I turn

again to Holm's note, i. 416, and I really find nothing to argue

against. His one point is that Gelon speaks of an earlier warfare.

The simple answer is that it is Herodotus who makes him speak

of his earlier warfare, and that it is Herodotus who directly after

goes on to speak of the warfare of Himera as later.

I cannot see that the poem of Simonides quoted in p. 259,

which has been thought to refer to Salamis and Himera, has

anything to do with the matter. It clearly refers to the battles

at the Eurymedon.

NOTE XIX. p. 174.

The Lacedemonian and Athenian Embassy

TO Gelon.

The embassy sent by the Greeks at the Isthmus to Gelon, as

told by Herodotus, is so lively and dramatic, and every word so

well illustrates some point in the case, that, familiar as it is, I

thought it right to tell it once more at length, and to point out

the force of particular expressions. But I cannot believe it to be

historical. It reads to me like a piece of Syracusan satire which

Herodotus heard on the spot. It is really not unlikely that it

may come from a play of Epicharmos (see p. 418). We have our

parallels in more modern times. The dialogue seems framed

to make game of the kind of personage who, some fime back,

used to be spoken of as " Mr. Mother-country." A Spartan

ambassador was not unlikely to say something foolish and in-

solent, but hardly anything quite so foolish and insolent as the
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story makes liim. The Athenian might have pleaded that the

naval force of Athens was as great as that of Syracuse, nor

was he unlikely to enlarge more fully than was needed on the

mythical glories of his own city. But he was not likely to plead

the merits of the Homeric king of Athens as of itself reason

enough to shut out Gelon from the command. And in a true

report of an assembly sent to Syracuse by the Greeks at the

Isthmus, Corinth could hardly have failed to take the first plaCe.

Here we have not a word about Corinth. The reason is plain.

Syracusan taste might enjoy banter against Athens or Sparta

;

filial piety forbade any mockery of the metropolis.

Polybios (xii. 266) had somewhere found an account of the

dialogue between Gelon and the envoys, which reads like the

serious version of which the story in Herodotus is the grotesque

shape. Gelon offers twenty thousand footmen and two hundred

ships of war {vavs KaTa<ppdKTovs), if the Greeks at the Isthmus

will give him the command either by land or by sea. An answer,

which Polybios thinks much to the purpose, is made, not to Gelon

by envoys at Syracuse, but by the congress at Coiinth to the

envoys of Gelon ((j)aa\ tovs 'npoKa6r]}j.ivovs iv KopivOa tcov 'EXXrjvau

TrpaynariKiOTaTOV anoKpip-a dovvai rois irapa rov TeXcovos Trpea^evTais).

They asked him to give help
;
they could say nothing about the

command ; that must fall to him who showed himself most worthy

of it {rrjv 8' TjyeiJLOVLav avdyKrj ra TrpdyfiaTa TTepidrjo-eiv rots dplo-TOis tS)V

dvdpcov). This version must have come from Ephoros, as it fits in

with the fragment from him preserved by the scholiasts on Pindar,

Pyth. i. 146 (see above, p. 511). There, while the Persians and

Carthaginians are making their alliance, the Greeks at the Isthmus

send to Gelon, praying him to come to their synod [lo-Topd yap

"Ecpopos TOiovTOv, OTi TTapaaKeva^ofievov Sep^ov rov eVi Trj 'EXXaSt cttoXov

Trpea^eis 7rapayev€(r6ai irpb's TeXcova top rvpavvov LKerevovras els top tcov

'EXXrjvcov avXXoyov eXBelv). The Carthaginians accept the invitation

of the Persians, and Gelon—or rather Hieron {'Upcovos avixnaxwaL

Tois "EXXr}(TL Trpoo-dvixovjjLevov)—accepts that of the Greeks. Gelon

makes ready 200 ships, 10,000 foot, and 2000 horse; but he seems

to be hindered by the coming of the Carthaginians, as in the story

in Herodotus, vii. 165 (see p. 205). This account falls in with that

of Polybios
;
Ephoros must have made Gelon send envoys to the

Isthmus, and make his proposals and receive his answer there.

This is really the more likely story. But Polybios found another
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version in Timaios which must have come much nearer to that in

Herodotus, one which contained long speeches and tended greatly

to the glory of Sicily (too-ovtovs iKxelvct. Xoyovy koL ToiavTTjv TTOulTai

(T7rov8r}V nepl tov rrjv fiev ^iKcXiav fxeyaXoixepeaTepav Troirjaai rrjs (rvfX7rd<Tr]i

'EXXaSoff, K.T.X.).

It is singular that Polybios does not here refer to Herodotus,

nor does he elsewhere. And of Thucydides he simply speaks

(viii. 1 3) as leaving off where Theopompos began. The historians

nearer to his own time were much more in his thoughts. See

Mahaffy, Greek Life and Thought, p. 530.

Athenaios (ix. 64) refers to the story in Herodotus, and com-

ments on the name Syagros.

We may be sure that some communications passed between

Gelon and the Greeks at the Isthmus, and Ephoros seems to

have preserved its most probable shape. A general Hellenic alli-

ance seems as natural as the general barbarian alliance which it

had to withstand. But though as natural, it was not as necessary.

The two sets of invaders had to form a plan of joint invasion ; the

invaded in both lands had nothing to do but to resist them. Still

the two sets of Greeks would surely keep one another informed

of what was going on. It is quite possible that Gelon, whose

success or failure against the Carthaginians was likely to be. and

was, settled much sooner than the result of the war in old Greece,

promised that, if he were victorious in Sicily, he would sail to

Peloponnesos. And out of this might have grown the story in

Diodoros (see p. 205) of his preparing to set out after Himera,

but being stopped by the news of Salamis. But such an engagement,

though possible, is not much more. It is unpleasant to say it, but

the story in Herodotus (see p. 182) about Gelon sending Kadmos to

Delphoi sounds a great deal more likely. At any rate the actual

dialogue in Herodotus cannot in any case be historical as it stands.

Neither can the statement that follows it, that Gelon, even after

the dialogue, still thought of sending help. We cannot too often

remind ourselves that neither Herodotus nor any one else is of the

same authority when he is reporting speeches or current surmises

about plans which were never carried out as when he is recording

plain facts. The statement of Herodotus (even his implied state-

ment) that Gelon did this or that is worth a great deal ; his

statement that Gelon meant to do this or that is worth very little.
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NOTE XX. p. 193.

The Battle of Himera.

It seems quite hopeless to try to reconcile the accounts of the

battle of Himera in Herodotus and in Diodoros. Yet they have

one main incident in common, namely the sacrifice of Hamilkar.

But every detail is different. In the version of Diodoros, Hamil-

kar, ready to sacrifice to Poseidon, is waiting in the early morning

for the coming of the Selinuntine contingent. He is killed by

the horsemen of Gelon, who, being mistaken for Selinuntines, have

been received into the Punic sea-camp (7rp6s t^v vavTiKrjp (rrparo-

•rrehdav, c. 2i). After this follow the other details of the battle,

the exploits of Gelon himself, waged, as it seems to me, at the land-

camp {crrparoTTeheLa, napepfSoXr), C. 22). In Herodotus (vii. 1 66, 1 67)

we have no details of the battle. It went on all day (ifidxovTo

rjovs dp^dufvoL p€xp\ heiKrjs oyj/las) ; towards evening the Cartha-

ginians were defeated. Then (eV tovtco rw xp'^^v)y Hamilkar, who

had been sacrificing all day, presumably to the gods of Carthage,

when he knew of the defeat of his army {I^mv rpoTrrjv rcov icovrov

yivofievrjv), threw himself into the flames. The search for him,

alive or dead, made by Gelon's orders, implies that the Greeks

knew nothing of his fate. It was from a Carthaginian source, and

one which he trusted (eort be vtt avrCdv Kapxr)8ovia>v oSe Xo-yos Xeyo-

fxevos, otKoTi xp^o>iJ^^va>v), that Herodotus heard it. In the version of

Diodoros there is no mystery about the matter. In that version

Hamilkar is killed by Greek hands at the very beginning of the

battle ; in Herodotus he dies by his own act as its last stage.

There is something very strange in the casual way in which

Herodotus brings in his account of this famous battle. He records

(c. 153-162) the embassy to Gelon, bringing in the earlier history of

Gelon by way of explanation. Then (c. 163) comes the sending of

Kadmos to Delphoi (see p. 182) and his earlier history (see p. 110).

But after all, Gelon would, it was said in Sicily, have sent to the

help of Greece (c. 165), if he had not been hindered by the Cartha-

ginian invasion. When Herodotus comes to the battle itself, he

first mentions (c. 166) that the body of Hamilkar could not be

found, and then goes on, as if by way of explanation, with his short

account of the battle. Presently (c. 167) he adds; d(f)aviad€VTi be
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'A/LitXKcr, TpoTTO) eiT€ roiovTCdy (uy ^oiviK€s Xeyovcrt, eire ercpa. The next

words, ois ^vprjKova-toi or Kapxrj^ovtoi kuI SvprjKovaioi, seem to be

doubtful, and, in the latter shape at least, they must be corrupt.

But in any case Herodotus implies that there was another version,

seemingly a Syracusan version, different from that which his Car-

thaginian informants told him.

This other version is presumably that which we find in Diodoros.

Busolt takes for granted that it comes from Timaios. So it may

likely enough, as it may likely enough have come from one of the

earlier writers ; and Timaios in any case must have found it some-

where. Taken by itself, I see nothing to object to in it. It is

not very clearly told ; but it becomes intelligible on the ground,

and I have tried in the text to reproduce it as I understand it.

I cannot so utterly cast it aside as Grote (v. 298) seems to do;

and Diodoros' peculiar synchronism, placing the battle of Himera

on the same day, not as Salamis, but as Thermopylai (see above,

p. 514), has nothing to do with the details of the battle. The only

thing is that this story, the Syracusan story, cannot be reconciled

with the Carthaginian story in Herodotus, and that Herodotus

himself implies as much.

Polyainos has preserved two stories of the battle, of very

different degrees of value. The first (i. 27) is rightly called by

Busolt (i. 265) " eine ganz telle Fabel." But it is surely a con-

fused version of the attack on the sea-camp in Diodoros, and it

keeps on the tradition of the sacrifice, though in a strange shape.

Gelon

—

'EiKeXcov Tvpavvos—is afraid (ovk idappti) of Himilkon {^IpiX-

KcovL ^ao-ikel Kapxr]8ovio3v ; the name seems to come from a later war).

He therefore sends Pediarchos, captain of his bowmen, who was

very like himself, dressed in tyrant's dress (dpcpiao-as rrju iavrov

TvpavviKrjv eaBrjra), whatever that was, who is to sacrifice at an altar

before the camp. The archers are about him, dressed in white,

but with hidden bows (eV eV^^rt \evKrj Karex^t^T^s pvpiuas, To^a vtto

Tois pvpivais KpvnTovras). Himilkon, suspecting nothing, comes to

sacrifice too, and they shoot him.

The other story (i. 28) I have tried to work into the text (see

p. 199), as it is the only account of any action of Theron's in the

battle. The followers of Gelon {ol iKeXiarai) have entered the camp,

and are withstood by the Iberians. Then,

Qrjpoiv no\iiu tov okeOpov 18mv errepylre tovs KVKKaxropevovs rrapayyeiXas

omadev ras crKrjpas KaTa7TpTj(TaL' (pXoyos Be TroXXrjs alpopevrjs ovk exoures 01
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ndXefxioi (TKrjvas in\ ras vavs ecfievyov. ol 8e SifceXiwrat diooKovres napa

Tais vavcri tovs TrXetcrrous die(p6eipav.

Busolt (ii. 265, 266) knows that this comes from Philistos, and

I hope it does, though Antiochos would be better still. But he

takes it as an account of the entrance into the sea-camp, differing

from that of Diodoros. I read it as an attack on the land-camp at a

later stage. The only thing the least suspicious about the story is

0X6^ TToWrj alpofjievt], which looks a little as if it had made its way

from the ships to the tents. But this really does not prove any-

thing ; the story will do very well.

One hardly knows what to make of the fragment of Ephoros

(C. Miiller, iii) preserved in a very corrupt form by the scholiast

on Pindar (Pyth. i. 146 ; see above, p. 516). This seems to speak

of a sea-fight between Gelon and Hamilkar (TeXcova btuKoo-Las vavs

ivrpervLcravTa kcll bLcr)(iklovs Imreis Koi ne^ovs fivpiovs KaraKovaai aroXov

Kapx^^ovicov TiXeovra eVt '^LKekiav Ka\ hLaixa)(riaap.evov ov p.6uov tovs Stfcc-

XicoTOS eXevdepcoo-ai, aXka Ka\ Tr)v 'EXXaSa avpLTTaaav), One is tempted

to say once more, " Nefas est corrigere hunc scholiastee stuporem."

Meltzer (i. 500) and Busolt (ii. 266) suggest that the notion of

the sea-fight came from a misunderstanding of the word aToXos.

Only who made the misunderstanding, the man of "stupor" for

himself, or Ephoros whom he professes to quote 1 In either case

whence come the two hundred ships 1 It is possible that the

story of the sea-fight may have grown out of certain Himeraian

coins (Coins of Sicily, p. 81) in which Nika is represented as

holding the aplustre of a ship. From this Salinas (Archivio

Storico Siciliano, N. S. i. 196) was inclined to accept the sea-fight.

But Busolt truly remarks that the burning of the ships was an in-

cident quite striking enough to suggest the device on the coins,

which do not seem to be contemporary.

The real question is, Shall we accept the Carthaginian version

given by Herodotus, or the Syracusan version which Diodoros

found, perhaps in Timaios, perhaps elsewhere ? The two ac-

counts of the death of Hamilkar cannot be reconciled. But it

would be perfectly possible, though somewhat arbitrary, to take

Diodoros' account of the fighting by the land-camp as the details

of the long battle which Herodotus records in a general way, and

to accept the statement of Herodotus as to the death of Hamilkar

in the evening. If so, we must give up the story of Gelon's horse-
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men personating the Selinuntines, a kind of tale which is a little

suspicious ; and it is further worth noticing that there is no men-

tion of the coming of the real Selinuntines at all. "We must also

move the burning of the ships from the morning to the evening.

These are rather violent changes. The story in Herodotus is so

striking in itself, so thoroughly Semitic, and so effectively told,

that it needs a hard struggle to give it up. But the same charac-

teristics would be likely to be found in a false story devised at

Carthage to lessen the shame of defeat. On the other hand, we

must not forget the statement of Herodotus (see p. 194) that

Gelon sought everywhere in vain for Hamilkar living or dead.

This certainly looks at first sight like a Greek tradition, distinct

from the account in Diodoros. It looks like a fact of which the

Carthaginian story supplied the explanation. But, though the

Carthaginians were not likely to know anything of a real search

made by Gelon, they might have put in an imaginary one to

heighten their picture. In any case it would seem that Hero-

dotus must have misunderstood his Phoenician informants as to

the worship of Hamilkar as a hero. Tins is a Greek, not a Phoe-

nician, idea. There must have been (see Movers, i. 612; Meltzer,

i. 215; Busolt, ii. 266) some confusion between the god Melkart

and his worshipper Ohed-melkart (see above, p. 184).

Meltzer (i. 215 et seqq.) gives the fullest examination of the

two versions. According to him, the account in Diodoros repre-

sents, as is perfectly possible, the local traditions, strung together

and adorned by Timaios. Holm (i. 207, 415), who knows the

ground, tells the general story according to Diodoros, but notices

the different statement in Herodotus without seeming to decide

between them. He places, as I do, the camp of Gelon to the east

of Himera, but on the low ground rather than on the hill. But I

certainly take the virepK^i^icvoi Xocpoi of Diodoros (xi. 21) for the

highest ground of all, behind the city to the southward. (See

above, p. 196). But the topography is a good deal harder than in

some other cases.

Salinas, in the paper already quoted, raises the question whether

the temjDle at Himera (see above, p. 195, and vol. i. p. 415) is

older than the battle or built to commemorate it. I do not in

any case see how it can be one of the temples which the Cartha-

ginians were to build under the treaty of peace (Diod. xi. 26; see
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p. 210). Those, if they ever were built (see Diod. xiv. 77), were

surely at Carthage.

One source of knowledge about the matter we have lost by

the disappearance of the play of iEschylus in which he brought

in the fight of Himera as the fellow of his own fight of Salamis.

The tetralogy of which the Persians formed a part was, accord-

ing to the old text of the 'YTro^eo-ts-, <Pivevs, Uepaai, VXavKOS Uotvuvs,

npofxrjdevs—of course not the UpofirjOcvs which we all know. But

the word UoTvievs is now, on better manuscript authority, struck

out of the text, and Lorenz (Epicharmos, 83) reads Uovnos. The

historian perhaps need not settle such questions. The passage

about Herakles at Himera, which we have had to refer to already

(see vol. i. p. 414), comes (Schol. Pind. Pyth. i. 152) from a TXavKos

not defined either way. There is certainly every likelihood that

this play in some way brought in the historic fame of Himera (see

Lorenz, u. s.). It has been well suggested by 0. Miiller (Hist.

Greek Lit. c. xxiii. § 4, 5, Eng. Tr.) that the plays Phineus,

Persians, and Glaukos hung together as all bearing on the Eternal

Question. Phineus would bring in that early Argonautic stage

of it on which Herodotus is emphatic.

Pausanias (ix. 22. 7, x. 4. 7) refers to two passages from a

VXavKos which seem connected with tlie passage quoted by Strabo

(x. l) from rXavKos UoTvievs, which speak of tv^l^ov ddXiov Alxa,

suggesting matters concerning Herakles. And from the scholiasts

on Euripides (Phoen. 11 94) and Aristophanes (Frogs 1403) we get

two lines of TXavKos Uorvievi, which are warlike enough for any

battle
;

e<f)' apfiaTOi yap ap/xa Ka\ viKpw vcKpbs,

iviTOi 5' €({>' LTTTTOIS ^ffav efnT€c})vpix4voi.

Only would this do for Himera, if we may trust our one narrative

(see pp. 185, 186) according to which the Punic chariots were all

drowned on the way 1 The poet however may not have attended

to such niceties.

All perhaps that concerns us is that there once was a con-

temporary picture of the battle of Himera from the hand of

^Eschylus. Being an eyewitness and actor at Salamis, he could

not have been an eye-witness at Himera. But he must have

known the exact date of both.
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NOTE XXI. p. 208.

Gelon's Treaty with Caethage.

The authority for the statement that Gelon bound the Cartha-

ginians by treaty to give up the practice of human sacrifice is cer-

tainly not strong. And it is the kind of statement for which the

strongest evidence would be needed. For, as Grote says (v. 299),

" such an interference with foreign religious rites would be unex-

ampled in that age, and we know moreover that the practice was

not permanently discontinued at Carthage." The scholiast on

Pindar (Pyth. ii. 3) quotes it from Theophrastos. He first speaks

of the submission of Carthage to Gelon (dXXa kol vn avroh rrjv Kap-

XrjBova yeveaBai, wore kol vnaKoveiv), a subject on which it was very

easy to exaggerate, and then adds, to yovv dvBpcoTrodvTe'iv (prjalv 6 Qeo-

(f>pa(TTOs iv roj Trept Tvparjvcov Tvava-aaBai avTovs TeXoivos Trpoara^avros.

Plutarch has two references to the story. One comes in a remark-

able passage in the treatise De Sera Numinis Yindicta (6), where

he mentions Gelon (see p. 218) among the tyrants who gained

power by bad means but used it well ; TeXoiv Se ml TrponoXefXTjaas

apia-ra Koi Kparrjo-as p-axtJ M^y«^?7 Kapp^TySofio)!^, ov rrpoTCpov elpr)vr)v enoc-

rjcraro rrpos avrovs deofxevovs, rj Koi tovto tols (TVvdrjKais TreptXa/Seti', on

TTavovTUL TO. T€Kva Tw ¥>.p6v(o KaTudvovTes. He mentions it again among

the anecdotes of Gelon in the Apophthegmata (TeXavos i) in nearly

the same words, but speaking of Himera by name. Diodoros either

found nothing about it in his authorities or else passed it by.

If there was any such general obligation imposed, the treaty most

certainly, as our own Chronicles say, " stood no while." Human
sacrifice was again in full force when we have next to speak of

Carthage. In short, the story, as it stands, is altogether unworthy

of belief. Yet I cannot get rid of a lurking notion that it may

have arisen out of some provision against the sacrificing of Greeks.

It would be a strange tale for anybody to invent whole.

One is somehow reminded of the wild story (see Norman Con-

quest, iv. 518) of William the Conqueror requiring the Scots to

give up their ancient practice of eating human flesh.
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NOTE XXII. p. 213.

The Temples of Demeter and Persephone

AT Syracuse.

The building of the temples of the two goddesses by Gelon is

recorded by Diodoros (xi. 26); eK tmv \a^vpa)V KareaKevaae vaoiis

d^ioXoyovs ArjfxrjTpos Koi Koprjs. The position is fixed by a later

passage (xiv. 63), where Himilkon KareXd^ero t6 rrjs 'AxpaStv^s n-po-

dareiov, Koi rovs vecos Trjs t€ Arjprjrpos Koi Koprjs cavXijaev, That is, the

temples stood near the present burying-ground under the Portella

del Fusco. Late diggings there have brought to light a wall of

great width, or rather two walls meeting at an angle. They do

not rise above the level of the ground, and they are finished with

a smooth surface. They are clearly not works of fortification of

Dionysios or anybody else ; but the matter is complicated by their

crossing an earlier wall which might be military. It is tempting

to believe that we have the nepiiSoXos of the twin temples, or, as it

has been suggested, a sacred path round them. Only, if this wall

is the work of Gelon, whose is the wall that it crosses 1

There were clearly twin temples of Mother and Daughter. The

lax phrase of Diodoros (xiv. 70)5 toi^ ArjfiyjTpos koI Koprjs Upov,

whether we amuse ourselves by imjDroving the text or not, proves

nothing against it. The two had a joint rep-epos, to tcoj/ Qeapocpopwv

T^pevos, as Plutarch calls it (Dion, 56), which is the same as to rrjs

ArjprjTpos lepov in Diodoros, xix. 5. See Schubring, Bewiisserung,

624 ;
Holm, Topografia, 184 ;

Lupus, 102.

The piyas opKos by the two goddesses is described by Plutarch,

Dion, 56 ; de tolovtos. KaralSas els to tcov Qsapocpopcov repepos 6 didovs

TVjV TTLCTTiv Upodv TLvodv yevopepoiv TTepi^dWerai rr]v 7TOp(pvpl8a ttjs dcov, Koi

Xa^cbv 6aSa Keioptvrjv dnopwai. This is in the case of Kallippos.

That of Agathokles comes in Diod. xix. 5. On the oath by the

Palici see vol. i. pp. 167, 523.

The foundation of the temple at Minn is also recorded by Dio-

doros (xi. 26). The question is what site he means by Mina.

There w^as no town of ^tna in Gelon's day. The name was after-

wards borne, first by Katane and then by Inessa. Diodoros may

have simply meant that the temple was somewhere near the moun-

tain, without reference to any town, or he may have carried back
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either of the later uses of the name to Gelon's day. If so, it would

more likely be the later and more abiding use of the two, that

by which Inessa was called vEtna. In either case it implies that

Gelon held a dominion somewhere not very far from Katane, though

the name of that city is not mentioned in his time.

The words of Diodoros are
;

eVe/SaXfro de varepov Kai Kara Tr)V Altvijv Karaa-Kevd^eiv veoav ArjfzrjTpos'

€vvr]a>s 8e ovar]s tovtov fx^v ov avveTeXcac pe(r6Ka^r)6e\s tov jScov vno rrjs

7r€7rp(i0p€VT]S.

Whatever exact site we here understand by jEtna, there is no

possible reason to change ^tna to Henna, which was perhaps sug-

gested by the notion of Henna being a colony of Syracuse. See

Holm, i. 418.

NOTE XXIII. pp. 214, 236.

HiEEON, POLYZELOS, AND ThERON.

DiODOEOS (xi. 38) speaks without any qualification of Hieron as

succeeding Gelon in what he calls his kingdom. His words are

;

Tr]v iiev (3a(Ti\€Lav 7rape8(OK€v 'lepcovL rw TTpeor^VTarcp tcov dbek(pcov. Directly

after he speaks of Hieron as 6 Biade^dixcvos Trjv ^aaikeiau. Neither

here nor in xi. 48 does he seem to know anything of the division

of power which most modern writers assume between Hieron and

Polyzelos. It seems to come from Timaios as quoted by the scholiast

on Pindar, 01. ii. 29, who says that UoXv^r]\os dbeX^bs rrjv <jTparr]ylav

Ka\ TTjv yapertjv tov dSeX^oO diabex^erat kuto. rds TeXcovos tov aSeX^oC

7rpo(TTd^€is, words which have perhaps been made a little too much

of. If this writer copies Timaios quite literally, Gelon gave his

brother not only the generalship but the wife too while he was

still alive ,* tov VeXcovos TcXevTav tov ^iov fxeWovTO^,

Neither does Diodoros show any knowledge of Gelon's son.

But his existence seems to be quite well established by a passage

in Aristotle's Politics (v. 10. 31) to which we shall come again,

and by the passage of Timaios quoted by the scholiast on Pindar

(Nem. ix. 95) where he appears under the guardianship of Chro-

mios and Aristonous. See above, p. 493.

When we come to the somewhat later story in which Hieron,

Polyzelos, and Theron all play a part, we find it told by Diodoros
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(xi. 48) clearly and straightforwardly enough, so far as he tells

it at all, but with some odd gaps. Hieron envies Polyzelos on

account of his popularity in Syracuse, and wishes to get rid of

him ('Jepcoi/ 6 ^aaiXevs twv 1vpaKocrLO)v fieTa Trjv tov TeXcovos TeXevTrjv^

TOV jxev d8(X<p6u TloXv^r]Xov opwv ev8oKL[xovvTa irapa toIs "^vpaKoaiois Ka\

voixl^cov avTov ((fiebpop inrap)(€Lv Ttjs (BaaiXeias, eaTvevbev cKTZobcop noirj-

aacrdai). Diodoros then mentions Hieron's gathering of mercenaries,

seemingly to account for what follows. Hieron takes advantage of

the war between Kroton and Sybaris—or the remnant of Sybaris

—

{2v^apiTa>v iroXiopKOVjievaiv vtto KpoTcupiuTSyv Koi heopLevoav ^orjdrjaai), to

send a large force— seemingly a mercenary force—under the com-

mand of Polyzelos to the help of Sybaris [aTpaTLooTus ttoXXovs

KaTiypa-^€v eiy rr]v (TTpaT€Lav, rjv Trapebldov UoXv^rjXco). This is with

the object of getting rid of Polyzelos (voixlCcov avTov vtto toov

KpoTcoptaTcop dvaLpedrja-cadai). It seems implied, though it is not

distinctly said, that Hieron sent a force of mercenaries, because

they would be more ready than native Syracusans to betray

Polyzelos.

Of course this surmise as to Hieron's purpose is like all other

such surmises, even in contemporary writers. It proves very little

as to actual fact ; it proves a great deal as to general belief.

Polyzelos is conceived as at least suspecting his brother ; it is for

that reason that he declines the command. Hieron on this treats

his brother as an open enemy {tov 5e noXv^rjXov Trpbs Trjv aTpuTeiav

ovx vnaKOVo-avTOS dia Trjv prjOelaav VTToyjrlav, 81' opyrjs ei'xf top aSeX^ov).

Polyzelos then flees to Theron, and Hieron declares war against

Theron, evidently on the ground of his sheltering his rebel, and

makes preparations for war ((pvyovra npos Qrjpcova top ^AKpayavTLPdiP

Tvpavpop KaTaTToXeprjaaL tovtop itapeaK^vd^eTO^. Here there WOuld

seem to be a gap ; at least Diodoros mentions only preparations

for war, while, in other versions, as we shall see, though there is

no actual fighting, there is at least a march and a mediation.

Hieron is presently described as wishing to settle matters peace-

fully with Theron (6 be 'lepoop Kpivas dpr]VLK(i>s ^LaXvaaaOai npos top

Grjpoipa), and as using the affair of Himera as a means thereto.

The oppression of Thrasydaios at Himera is described {epaavdaiov

. . . cTTLaTaTovPTos Trjs Tcov 'ipepalcop ttoXsoos ^apvTtpov tov KadrjKOPTOs, avpe^rj

Tovs 'ip-epaiovs dnaXXoTpL(jo6f]vai TravTeXws dir avTOv). The people of

Himera, instead of applying to Theron {npos fxep ovv top iraTepa

TTopeveo-OaL kui KaTrjyopelv dTreboKipa^ov, vopi^opTcs ovx ^1^*^' '^f^^p aKovaTrjv^,
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ofifer to make a deditio to Hieron {inayyeWoiievoi Tr)v re nokiu eKeivat

TrapaBaxreiv Koi avv€7ri6rj(T€cr6ai rots Trept tov Qrjpcova). Hieron betrays

them to Tlieron [npovdoiKe tovs 'ifxepaiovs koi to. ^e^ovXev/xeva \a6pala>s

ffx^vvo-e). Theron, finding the story told him by Hieron to be

true, makes peace with Hieron, the restoration of Polyzelos being

seemingly the condition {npos fxev tov 'Upcova bie'kvaaTo koi tov

UoXv^rjXov els Trjv npovTrdpxovcrav evvoiav aTTOKoreaTrjae^. He then does

his massacre at Himera {roiv be 'lp.epaiaiv tovs ivavTiovs noXkovs ovtus

avWa^cov a.7ro(r(f)d(eLj.

This is our one narrative strictly so called. The scholiasts

on Pindar have preserved a great number of other versions.

Among them is one which professes to be an extract from Timaios,

which, as Diodoros no doubt had Timaios before him, it is well to

compare with his account, though we cannot feel at all certain

that we have Timaios' real words. The extract is brought in very

oddly and at secondhand. The passage in the text is 01. ii.

29(15);
. . . TU)v 5 6 TTe-npayixivuv

kv SiKO. Tc Kai vapa b'lKav dirolrjTov ou8' av

Xpovos 6 iravToov rrar^p dvvaiTO Oifiev epyaiv TeKos,

XdOa Se noTp.w ovv eudaijxovi yivon^ av.

Then the question is raised, fit' f^v alriav ev^dpevos tco Qrjpcovi to.

KdXXiaTa KaTdnavcriv tcov TrpaxOevTcov beivcov mTeiTai tov Aia, Aristarchos,

it seems, referred it to the original migration of Tlieron's forefathers

from E,hodes (see p. 144); 6 5e Albvpos [the elder Alexandrian

grammarian of the name] t6 uKpi^ia-Tepov Ttjs laTopLas eKTideTai pdpTvpa

Tipaiov TOV (TvvTd^avTa ra nepl Trjs StKcXias 7rpoa(f)ep6pevos. r) Se laTopla

ovras ex^i. If the scholiast has rightly copied Didymos, and if

Didymos has rightly copied Timaios (Fr. 90, Miiller, i. 214),

Diodoros must have departed a good deal from his account,

perhaj^s in the direction of Philistos or any other. Hieron makes

use of the Sybarite war to get his brother out of the way, but

seemingly not to kill him (Xapnpa avTco Ka\ Trept^XeVro) TvyxdvovTi

Kara ttjv StfCfXtaj/ 'lepcov (pdovqaas 6 dbe\<p6s, Koi rrpocpaa-iu (TKeyj/dpevos

TOV npos ^v^apiTas noKepoVy direXavveL Trjs TraTpidos). But, unlike the

account in Diodoros, Polyzelos, instead of declining the command,

wins great distinction in it (aXXd Ka\ tovtov KaTCjpdcoae tov noXepov 6

Uo\vCt}\os). On this Hieron hates him the more, and openly

charges him with plotting a revolution (6 de prj (})epo)v, yvpvoTepov

avTov KaT-qyopfiv iireipaTo veo3TepL(Tp,ov). Theron then declares war
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against Hieron ; the armies meet by the river Gelas, which im-

plies an invasion on the part of Theron. But Simonides reconciles

the two tyrants before they come to blows
;

Km ovro> top Qrjpwvu, vnepayavaKTrjaavra dvyarpos ajxa Ka\ yap^pov,

avpprj^ai npos 'lepcova TroXcfiov napa TeWa ra> 2iKeXia)Ttfc<» norap-co, ov

KaWipaxos pepvrjTai
;

ol Se FeAa worapw KecpaXrj kniK€lp.€VOV darv

pr) ye prjv els ^\d^r}Vj prjbe els reXos npox<^pWai top noXepov. cjjaa-l yap

Tore 2ipo)VLdqv top XvpiKov TrepiTv^ovra diaXvaai Tois ^aaiXevari Tr)v

exOpav. Nothing is said about Himera.

It is quite inconceivable that we have here the words of

Timaios, though we may have his facts ; and anyhow those facts

are different from those in Diodoros. One would specially like to

know whether Timaios spoke of Theron as king, a name not given

to him by Diodoros or Pindar. Besides ^aaiXeva-i just above, he is

called Qrjpcov 6 rav ^AKpayavTiPOiV jSacriXevs.

In another version, also preserved by the scholiasts (01. ii. 29),

Polyzelos is sent, not against Greeks in Italy, but against Sikels

at home (jrepcpdels vno 'lepa>POS TToXeprjaai toIs TvepioiKois 2LKeXio)TaLS

—he must mean liKeXols—jBap^dpois). He offends Hieron by

making peace without his consent (eTravcre top noXepop

Tov 'lepcopos ypuiprjs, Koi diet tovto ep v(f)opa(Tei rjp). Then COmes a

very strange tale, in which we seem to see some lurking traces

of the story about Himera as told by Diodoros. Thrasydaios

persuades Polyzelos to attack Hieron. Then Hieron designs

a general vengeance (eKpiPep alprjaeLV rrjP ^AKpayapra Koi Qrjp(opa

Koi Qpao-vBalop). Simonides reconciles them in a not very in-

telligible way, and with a clearly corrupt text [peXXoproop de tmv

(piXcop eirepne 2Lp(OPL8rjs 6 Xvpu<6s 'rrpos ahrop (TvpftovXevccp, eKTapd^ai

paXXop ^ovXopepos Ta> prjpveip rrjP peXXovaap aurtu irpohoalap eaeadm Koi

rovs irpodibopTas). Here is surely some confusion with the betrayal

(TTpovbcoKe) of the Himeraians in Diodoros. But what follows is yet

stranger. Theron seemingly gives up his tyranny and takes it

back as something like a fief from Hieron (6 8e evXajBijdeh €^ex<^pw^

TcoP TrpaypciTcop rw 'lepoovi, varepop be dneXa^ep ott' avTOv rrjV Tvpappidaj.

Then follows the marriage of Hieron with Theron's sister, that is,

with his niece.

Another scholiast has a version almost too foolish to examine in

detail. Polyzelos succeeds Gelon in the kingdom {^aariXeia).
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Hieron envies him, and somehow, king as he is, sends l)im to the

Sybarite war. In that he succeeds and gains glory. Hieron

conspires against him {ovk excov o n koi yevoiro, npos avrov ineipaTO

vecoreplCeiv). Theron makes war on Hieron ; Simonides reconciles

them, and Hieron marries Theron's sister.

There is another question whether all these stories stand in any

relation to another set of stories which are found in the scholiasts

on Pindar in another place, namely 01. ii. 173 (95). There the

poet, having praised the bounty of Theron, goes on to imply that

he had enemies

;

d\\' alvov kirePa Kopos

ov SIko. ovvavTOjx^vos, dWd fxapycvv vtt' dvdpojv,

TO XaXayijffai OiXcov Kpv<pov re Oifxtv kaOXwv KaXoTs

epyois.

So they set to work to explain the allusion. Theron, it seems (see

pp. 147,238), had enemies in his own house, Kapys and Hippokrates.

In one version they seem to have something to do with the quarrel

between Theron and Hieron. The date of the ode is said to be

Tov Qrjpcovos noXeixovvTOs 8ia Tr)v Trpbs 'lepcova Kr}hclav, This, however

oddly put, must mean the war which we have just been discussing.

We then hear of certain friends of Theron who betrayed him to

Hieron (t6 Se x"?''^'^*-'^^^) 4^^o\, rod Qrjpoivos eTre^rjae noXXovs ei? v^ptv

brjXovoTi avTovs TTpo-qydyeTo^ eVei 01 npodidovres avrov 'lepcovt (j)lXoi rjaav).

It is not quite clear whether Kapys is meant to be reckoned among

them, but it is said directly after that he made war on Theron

because he could not endure his glory [dvvaraL 8e rovro Koi els rovs

nep\ Kdnvv re'iveiv, ot eTrearpdrevaav avra firj vnofievovres avrov opav ovrco

XafiTrpov ovra). It is not easy to make much out of this ; and there is

another scholion in the same page which refers the Kopos simply to

the quarrel between Theron and Hieron. Another scholion contains

what is at least an intelligible story, which is something. Kapys

and Hippokrates levy war against Theron, aud he defeats them in

a battle near Himera (Kami's Ka\ 'lirnoKpdTrjs Qrjpcovos rjaav dveyj/ioi.

ovroi TToXXd VTT avrov evepyer-qdevreSf cos icapcov rjv^r]ixevqv avrov rrjv

Tvpavviha, (fidovovvres TToXcfiov rjpavro npos avrov. 6 8e avp^aXcov avrols

napa 'l/xepav ivLKrjcre). This suggests all manner of things. Did the

malecontents join the Carthaginians 1 Did they mix themselves

up with the movement against Thrasydaios at Himera ? Bunbury

(Diet. Geog., Theron) understands the story of a separate revolt of

VOL. II. M m
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Kapys and Hippokrates earlier in the reign of Th^ron, and a

defeat by the river Himeras. One guess is quite as easy as

another, and not more unlikely.

I must confess to putting exceedingly little faith in these

scholiasts, except when they quote the exact words of some earlier

writer. They remind one of a certain old-fashioned class of com-

mentators on the Old Testament, who used to think they had

explained a difficulty, if they put forward any guess of their own,

ushered in with the formula " It is supposed." It is not likely

that they absolutely invented their stories, but they so mangled

and confused them that it is impossible to make anything out of

them. I do not profess to know exactly what hapjoened between

Theron and Hieron ; but it would not be very violent to put the

march of Theron and the mediation of Simonides into the narrative

of Diodoros, and to suppose that the betrayal of Himera by Hieron

to Theron was part of the terms of peace. There is no reason

to doubt the marriage of Hieron with Theron's niece, and it might

be worth while thinking whether there may not be some truth in

the alleged homage of Theron to Hieron.

After all these stories it is wonderful to read Elian's picture of

Hieron, V. H. ix. I ', rjv be koI ttjv y^vx^^u dvbpeLOTaTos, a^a(rav'i(TTco<; be

Koi Tois dbeXcjiois avve^laxre TpLcr\v ovai ndw acfjobpa dyaTrrjo-as avTOvs Ka\

VTV avTu>v <^iKr]6ei^ ev fjLepei.

NOTE XXIV. p. 265.

Bacchylides and the Enemies of Pindar.

It is not at all my business to go minutely into Pindaric ques-

tions, except when they directly concern Sicilian history. And

it would be endless to discuss all the guesses, either of ancient

scholiasts or of modern scholars. And, unless a saying has very

clearly to do with some of the persons of my story, I am not bound

to add to the number of guesses.

In the second Pythian ode, addressed to Hieron, we read (77 or

131);
fmOojv KaXos rot mOcuv irapa traialv aiei

KaXos.
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In the second Olympic ode, addressed to Theron, we read (86 or

155);
ffocpos 6 iToXKa (idais (pva' fiaOovres Se XalBpoi

TrayyXoocrla, KopaKcs cos, aKpavra yapv^rov

Aids npos opvixa Oeiov.

Again in the third Nemean, an ode altogether Aiginetan and

containing no reference to Sicily, after a reference to the aUros

cjKVs iv TTOTavois, come (82 or 143) the words Kpayerat de KoXoioi Taneiva

ve'fxovTai.

In all these passages the scholiasts tell us to see Bacchylides.

If so, Bacchylides must have persecuted Pindar all over the world.

He troubles him, not only (as is likely enough) at the court of Theron

as well as that of Hieron, but also somewhere where it concerned a

man of Aigina. I had long thought that the two crows in the Olympic

ode (yapij(TOP in the dual) were Kapys and Hippokrates (see the last

note); and I see that Mezger (Siegeslieder, 165-167), without

distinctly saying this, will hear nothing of Bacchylides, and makes

a great deal in the ode refer to those two. I can hardly believe

that the two crows in an Akragantine ode can be the Syracusans

Korax and Tisias (see pp. 286, 329, and Appendix XXXI). And
it is almost too subtle to see in the word Kpayiras—certainly not a

common, perhaps an unique, word—in the Aiginetan ode a dark

reference to the name 'KKpayas. If so, the eagle just above must

be the eagle on the Akragantine coins. I had thought that the

opvLs Belos of the Akragantine ode might be Theron himself with

this distinctly Akragantine allusion. But it would rather seem

that the eagle and the crows or daws are a standing parable which

may be used anywhere. It was not only at Akragas or Aigina

or any other one place that

"Once the jays sent a message

Unto the eagle's nest."

NOTE XXV. p. 268.

Local Sikeliot Games.

AVe see that, while Hieron himself (see p. 270) did not scorn

to be magnified in song for prizes won in the lesser games of Old

Greece, candidates from Old Greece came to local Sicilian games.

Mm 'Z
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In the long list of places where the Corinthian Xenophon had won
prizes, Pindar (01. xiii. iii or 156) mentions

rat $' vtt' AiTvas vipiKocpov KaWinkovToi

Here one scholiast says ; TroXets \eyei ras 2vpaKovaas . . . "ladfiia

yap Kai iv avrais reXelrai, a Koi iviKYjae Sl€vo(pa>v. Another adds
J
in

AiTvas' TTji SiKeXi'a? noXis' eKel yap ayerai dycov Ne/ifa KoKovixevos. They

use the present tense, as if the games still went on in their own

day ; but that may be only a figure of speech. It is plain that

Pindar's words, though they doubtless take in Syracuse and the

Isthmia, cannot possibly mean them exclusively or specially. The

reference is most specially to ^tna, Hieron's ^tna, and her

Nemea. Why Hieron should have founded Nemea is not so clear

as why there should be Isthmia at Syracuse; but no one else could

be their founder. Now the ode is fixed by Bergk to the year

464 B.C. Hieron was then dead, and his dynasty at Syracuse

was overthrown. Our chronology just then is so confused that

we can hardly say whether in that year the Hieronian iEtna was

still at Katane or whether it had been already moved to Inessa

(see p. 322). But it is likely that all Hieronian rites would go

on in the new ^tna, though one would doubt their being of im-

portance enough to tempt candidates from Corinth. The reference

is more likely to be to a victory won at J^tna in Hieron's own day.

There it would suit Hieron's purpose to get together all the com-

pany that he could from all parts of Greece, and from Corinth

above all.

Quite another side of this Xenophon, and of Pindar too, will be

found in the skolion preserved by Athenaios, xiii. 33 (Bergk, i.

419). One is driven to confess that Ashtoretli had set up her

throne on Akrokorinthos as well as on Eryx.

NOTE XXVI. p. 269.

Xenokkates son of Ainesidamos.

Xenokeates, there can be no reasonable doubt, was the son of

Ainesidamos and brother of Theron. The way in which the scho-

liasts speak of him shows how much there is of confusion and guess-

work both in themselves and in the writers whom they quote. Thus

the scholiasts on the second Isthmian (Abel, p. 379) ode tell us

;
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TOV 8e ScvoKpuTrjv tovtov oi fiev TrpovTrofiVTjfiaricrdpevoi Qrjpoovos dbe'k(f>6v

eivai (paaiv, 6 6e ^ApTep,a>v acpobpa rouv Trept revs ^iKeXia>Tas TreTTokvTrpay

fjLOvrjKMS avTov fxovov o-vyyevrj (prjaiv eivai Q7]p(ovos.

That he was an Emmenid appears from Pyth. vi. 5 ;

. . . u\ploi(nv 'Efj,fj.(vidais

woTafxia t 'AfcpdyavTi Kai /xdv BevoKparei.

That he was son of Ainesidamos and brother of Theron appears

from Isth. ii. 28 or 41

;

. . . iV dOavcLTois AivrjcriSdixov

naiSes kv tijmlTs efxixd^v

and again from 01. ii. 49 or 89 where Theron is congratulated on

his Olympic victor}^, and there immediately follows,

. . . UvOwvi 8' ojxoKXapov Is dbeXcpeov

'laOfioi re Koivai Xdpires dvOea reOpimtoiv SvcodeKaSpofxcov

dyayov.

Here there is a clear reference to the subjects of the two odes to

Xenokrates, Pythian and Isthmian.

The scholiasts are yet more puzzled as to the kindred between

Xenokrates and Thrasyboulos, who is clearly his son

;

6 8e 'ApLCTTopxos ddeXcfiov vTreiXrjtpe tov SevoKpdrovs eivai tov Qpacrv-

^ovXov, evioi be vlov SlevoKpuTOVs .... ^eXriov be dbe\<^ov eivni tov Sevo-

KpaTovs T] vlov TOV Qpaav^ovXov, ov^ a>s Tives TraTepa.

Yet it is plain from Pyth. vi. 28-36 that Thrasyboulos had

done something for Xenokrates which could be likened to Anti-

lochos defending Nestor ; and that is pretty much the same as saying

that he was his son.

One scholiast further describes this Thrasyboulos (distinguishing

him from the son of Deinomenes) as 6 Trjs ywaiKos tov 'le'pavos dbeX-

(p6s, ov vvv pvrjpovevei Uivbapos. That is, the kinswoman of Theron

who was given to Hieron after their reconciliation (see pp. 236,

239) was not Theron's own sister, but a daughter of Xenokrates

and sister of Thrasyboulos.

There is a good deal that is remarkable, something that is puz-

zling, in both the odes which bear the name of Xenokrates. Both

are directly addressed, not to him, but to his ton Thrasyboulos.

There is very little of local colouring, very little that is Akragan-

tine, even in the Pythian ode, and still less in the Isthmian, Less

is made of the Emmenid house than we might have looked for,
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and there is only the faintest reference to Theron personally as

a kinsman. There is nothing wonderful in any of these things

as regards the Isthmian ode, written when Xenokrates and

Theron were both dead. And when the Pythian ode was written,

Theron had not yet risen to power. Both odes are short, and,

especially the Isthmian, remarkably affectionate in tone. These

two things may have something to do with one another. A short

2)oem written really in earnest may have been more prized by

some minds than a long story about mythical forefathers. The

real question is why Thrasyboulos, and not Xenokrates himself,

is addressed in the Pythian ode.

That ode is assigned to the year B.C. 494. That was the year

of Xenokrates' Pythian victory in the chariot-race. The victory

was also celebrated in an ode by Simonides. So witnesses the

scholiast on the ode ; ovto? 6 SevoKpaTrjs ov fxovov "ladfiia v€viKrjK€V

iTTTTOis, aXKa Koi TJvdia rrjv €LKO(TTrjv Teraprrju Uvdidda, ai? ^ApLaToreXijs

dpaypcKpd' Koi 2t/xcoi/i'6f;s 8e iiraivoiv dp(f)OTepas avrov rds viKas KaTaTacrcrd.

And the victories of Xenokrates, Isthmian and Pythian, are fur-

ther referred to in the passage already quoted (01. ii. 49 or 89 and

the scholia). This is of course an earlier Isthmian victory, not

that commemorated in the second Isthmian. According to Bergk

(iii. 90), this ode of Simonides was not strictly an ejmiikion, but

a poem written to Xenokrates long after, when the poet was in

Sicily. Mr. Lloyd, on the other hand (257), sees a reference

to the ode of Simonides in the opening lines of Pindar, and

holds that that ode was strictly the epinikion, and that Pindar

wrote his some time after, when Theron was already tyrant, and

so addressed it to Thrasyboulos. I see no evidence for this. The

Emmenids were a great family before Theron was tyrant—Xeno-

krates' victory is of itself enough to prove it—and the reference to

Theron personally is very slight (44) ;

. . . Qpaav^ouXos

iraTpopav jxaKiara npbs ardOjxav ePa,

naTpo) T eiT€px6iJ.€vos dykatav cSet^ei/.

Nor can I see in the mention of Memnon, either here or in the

second Olympic ode, any reference to the battle of Himera, or

thereby any sign that the poem was written after b. c. 480.

What it was that Thrasyboulos did for his father I do not profess

to know(see Lloyd, 260; Mezger, 176). Perhaps he drove the chariot.

We cannot infer that, because Nikomachos was the charioteer of
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Xenokrates in B. c. 476 (Istli. ii. 22 or 35), he therefore held that

place in 494. But one would think from the reference to Nestor

and Antilochos that Thrasyboulos had saved his father from some

more special danger.

The second Isthmian records a victory of Xenokrates with the

cliariot in B.C. 476. Between the Pythian ode and this must

have come the earlier Isthmian victory, and one at Athens (v. 1

9

or 28);

Kal t6$i KXdvais t 'EpexOeiSdv -xapiTeaoiv dpapus

rais Xnrapais ev 'AOdvais ovk ep,fp(p9r].

Now comes the mention of Nikomachos, whom the scholiast infers

to have been an Athenian.

The scholiast at the beginning of the ode quotes from Kalli-

stratos an absurd story that Pindar addressed the ode, not to Xeno-

krates but to his son Thrasyboulos, because Xenokrates did not

pay him highly enough. But he mentions also the more reasonable

belief of Asklepiades that it was because Xenokrates was dead.

6 5e 'AcTKXrjnidbrjs KareiKO^oXel Xeycov eVi TereXefTJ/zcoVi rco SepoKparei

TOVS Xoyovs eivai, e/c tov ttoXAq ev t?] (obrj eVl Traptpxrjpevov xpovov

XeyeaOai, Xcx^T^o-opeva du eVi tov napouTos, ('Inep repirjv €ti. KaXXlaTpaTOs

Se (prjat tov Yllvbapov prj tvxovtu tov kqt d^iav piaOov bid Tiva [xiKpoXoylav

TOV SevoKpdrovs, 7rpoa-8iaXeyea6ai QpaavlSovXco Ta> vtw avTov, Kal ovk els

SevoKpaTrjv^ (jirjai, yeypa^e Trjv (odrjv, aXX' els Qpaav^ovXov' Kai yap rj ela-

l3oXr] Tvep\ dpyvpLov pep'^ed)s eaTiv a>s deXovTOs avTOV tov kot d^iav pLcrObv

Koplcraadai.

Nothing can be plainer than that Xenokrates was dead when

the ode was written. His merits are all spoken of in the past

tense (see p. 269). As far as this goes, Xenokrates might have

died very soon after his victory in B.C. 476, before Pindar had

had time to write an epinikion. But I certainly think (see Lloyd,

355; Mezger, 185) that the whole tone of the ode shows that it

was written a few years later, after the overthrow of the Emmenid

power, that is, not earlier than B.C. 472. It is not so much any

particular words that suggest this thought as the general tone,

and the absence of any such references as would be looked for in a

poem addressed to one whose family was still in power. The lines

near the end become much more intelligible on this view

;

pL-q vvv, oTi (pdovepal OvaTwv (ppevas dpi.(piKpepi.avTai eXmSes,

pLTjT' dpeTav irore aiyaTOJ TTarpcvav

fiT]5e TOVad' v/xvovs.
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And the opening lines, so oddly misunderstood by Kallistratos,

seem to mean that, as the Muse was once not mercenary, so now she

shall cease to be mercenary. Pindar will sing the praises of a

fallen house as willingly as those of a ruling one.

Still we do not understand why Pindar should have so long

delayed writing the ode. And the words at the end,

. . . CTret T0£

OVK kXivvcrovras avTovs [v/xvovs] dpyacrafiav,

do not make it clearer. The tone towards Thrasyboulos, ^elvov ifxov

r]6aiov, is singularly affectionate. Then the words near the beginning,

offTts ecijv KaXdi f^tx^^ 'Acppob'iTas

evOpovov fxydareipav adlffrav dirwpav,

would most naturally apply to the youthful beauty of Thrasyboulos.

But here we are in the year 472, and, twenty-two years before,

Thrasyboulos, though young, was not a mere child. It may be

therefore that the saying is general, without any personal reference,

both here and in the opening words of the second Pythian.

Lastly, one would like to know whither Nikasippos, at the end

of the second Isthmian, was to take the ode to Thrasyboulos. As

Mr. Lloyd says, Thrasyboulos need not have been at Akragas.

After the fall of his house, he most likely was somewhere else. The

only local allusion in the ode is when (17 or 25) Xenokrates is

called eidpjjLaTOs avrjp yepalpcov ^AKpayavrivaiv (pdos.

There is also a skolion of Pindar (Bergk, i. 422) addressed to

Thrasyboulos, but it contains nothing local, unless we make some-

thing out of the oxrjpa (see p. 276). It suggests that Thrasyboulos

had no dislike to good cheer.

NOTE XXVIL p. 270.

The Pindaeic Odes Addkessed to Hieron.

The dates of the Hieronian odes, or at any rate the order in

which they were written, seem now to be fairly settled. The

earliest is that which goes by the name of the second Pythian,

though the one thing certain about it is that it is not Pythian. The
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scholiast at the beginning quotes a great number of opinions,

showing that nothing was really known. Modern scholars incline

to the belief that the ode, undoubtedly, as the first few verses

show, sent from Thebes {tw XiTrapav ano Qr]^dv), commemorated a

victory won in Theban games. To the belief of Boeckh and others

(see Mezger, 49), that the games were those of Herakles and

lolaos, Mr. Lloyd (278) objects that the ode contains nothing

about those heroes. Much might have been said of them at

Agyrium, but a man of Agyrium would as yet have found no

welcome in any Hellenic festival. In v. 69 or 127 the ode itself

which is to cross the sea from Thebes to Syracuse is called Kaaropciov.

On this the commentators have a good deal to say, but nothing

that points to any games bearing that name.

The date, it seems universally allowed, must be B.C. 477 or 476.

This is shown by one very important historical allusion, namely to

the deliverance of Lokroi by Hieron. It is in this ode that we get

the picture of the Lokrian maiden singing his praises (see p. 234),

Less obvious references have been found to the affair of Theron and

Polyzelos. Polyzelos is even said (Lloyd, 281, 282) to be the Ixion of

the ode, and his marriage with Damareta at the bidding of Gelon is

supposed to be hinted at in the reference (v. 27 or 50) to passages

with regard to Hera of which Zeus certainly did not equally

approve. If there is anything in my guess as to a possible con-

nexion with the story of Themistokles, we cannot place it before

476 as an Olympic year.

As to its contents, I have already spoken a word or two on

some points, the reference to the ape among them. Far more

interesting is the reference to the three forms of government

(v. 86 or 159);

navTa Se vo/Jtov (vOvyXojaaos av-qp irpo<pepH

irapd rvpavv'ihi, -x^anroTav 6 XdPpos arparbs,

X^rav TioKiv oi aocpoi Trjpewi/Ti.

The Boiotian's sympathies are clearly on the side of oligarchy.

Of the local allusions I have already said something. The same

scholiast who (see above, p. 505) calls Ortygia Chersonesos explains

that eV TT] 'Oprvyi'a rju to. l~7roTpo(ji€la 'Upcdvoi. The colts, it must be

remembered, were broken in by the help of our Artemis of the

Island (v. 7 or 10);

TTorafMias eSos 'ApreyutSo?, as ovie drep

Kcivas dyavaiaiv kv X^P'^'- 'noiKiXaviovs Idd/xaffae ttouXovs.
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Next comes the so-called third Pythian ode. This is really

Pythian, so far as it refers to a Pythian victory ; but that victory

was won (Mezger, 68) long before the date of the poem, when

Hieron was not yet tyrant. The date is fixed to some time later

than B.C. 476 by the words AiVmios ^tVo? in v. 69 (121), and it is

more definitely fixed by Mr. Bury, Appendix C, to July or August

474. But the victory was one of old standing {aTe<pdvois tovs dpi-

areviov ^epevLKOS eXev Kippa TTore, v. 74 Or I31), fixed to B.C. 486 or

481. The former, when Hieron was still of Gela, seems unlikely.

The so-called first Pythian, the great ode to Hieron of ^tna,

now follows with the date of 474. The earthquake and the

foundation of iEtna fix the time. Here we get the kingship of

Deiiiomenes, the reference to the fights of Himera and Kyme, and

the earliest witness (see above, p. 451) to the brazen bull of

Phalaris. The supposed foundation of the new city and the victory

in the Pythian race are strongly brought together in the lines

(29 or 56) which follow the description of Typhos and ^Etna
;

€iT], Zeu, Tiv drj dvZdveiv,

OS rovT ((piireis opos, (vndpnoio yalas p-ercvnov tov p.lv IvoJVVfxiav

KKeivds o'lKKTTrjp (Kvdavfv ttoKiv

yeiTOva, UvOidbos 5' kv Spofiq) fcdpv^ dveeine viv dyyek\oJV 'lipcuvos virep

KaWLVlKOV

dpjjLaai.

Hieron enjoys (v. 48 or 94)

. . . Tifxdv

diav ovTis 'Ekkdvcov SpeVet

ttKovtov (TTOpdvajfi dyepojxov.

And the poet prays for his success in all things (v. 56 or 109)

;

ovTco 8' 'lepojvi Oebs bpOcxnrjp trkKoi

TOV vpoaepvovTa x/>o»'OJ', Sjv epaTai Kaipbu SiSovs.

Pindar seems to have come to Sicily between the writing of the

first Pythian and that of the first Olympic. Holm (i. 420) is

inclined to fix his coming to some time before the eruption of 475,

because he thinks that his language is that of one who saw it. But

Mr. Bury ar-gues that the words quoted above from the third Pythian

(xat K(v iv vavaiv), implying that he was not there when that ode

was written, show that he did not come till 474 at the earliest.

But he was there to celebrate, in the so-called first Olympic ode,

the victory of the horse Pherenikos at Olympia in 472. As Mr.
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Bury says, personal presence is implied in the words near the

beginning
;

Is d(pvidv l/eofxevovs

ixdnaipav 'lipojvos kariav'

and again soon after
;

oTa irai^ofxev (piXav

dvdpes dpcpl dajxd Tpdire^av.

The length of Pindar's stay in Sicily seems uncertain. (See Mr.

Bury's Appendix.) He can hardly have been there when he wrote

the ninth Nemean to Thrasyboulos (see above, p. 535) ; but we

know not how soon the ode followed on the fall of the Emmenids.

More interesting than the exact dates is the question which

naturally arises when we compare the praises heaped on Hieron

by Pindar with the known character of his government. It

is strange to turn from the picture of the cruel and suspicious

tyrant which had been handed down to Xenophon and to Diodoros,

to the opposite picture of the king, not only gracious and bountiful

to strangers, but mild to liis citizens and who envied not the

good. So he appears in Pyth. iii. 70 (124) ;

OS "XvpaKoaaaiai vepiei ^aaiXevs

irpavs darois, ov (pOovio^v dyaOoTs, ^eivois 5e Oavfiaaros iraTrip.

This last he doubtless was ; it was his calling and interest to be

so. The question is as to the poet's frame of mind when he wrote

the other part of the character, or again when he wrote (01. i. 1

2

or 19) of Hieron as one

6ept,i(TTH0V OS dp<p€Trei (Tkclittov (V iroXvpdXq)

^iKeX'ia, bpiiraiv pikv tcopvcpds dperdv dno iraadv

or again the lines in the ode to Agesias, quoted in p. 501, which

were found stamped on a brick at Syracuse, perhaps by Hieron's

own order. (See Bergk's note.)

Now was all this simple flattery paid for by the tyrant's money ?

Did Pindar not care how Hieron dealt with the people of Syracuse

as long as he was a " wonderful father " to the poets who sang his

praises 1 Or are we to suppose that the poet put on indeed the guise

of a flatterer, that he uttered words which he knew to be literally

false, but that he did it in order to put in au occasional word of

w^arning ? Some passages certainly have this kind of sound. If one

were as clever as some of the commentators, one might even see in the
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phrase bpeirav Kopv(j)a9 dperav cino iracrav a hidden reference to that

form of the craft of the tyrant which consisted in striking off the

tallest poppies or ears of corn. But without going so deep as this, there

surely are passages in which one seems to hear the note of warning.

Towards the end of the same ode Hieron and his kingship are

lifted to the highest place on earth (01. i. 113 or 181);

Itt' dWois 8' dXXoi (xeyaXoi, to 5* 'iaxo-TOV Kopvcpovrai

PactXevcri' /xrjKiTi TrdrrTaLve itopatov.

Surely the tyrant is here gently warned against some ambitious

scheme. And the same note may seem to be Iieard in the third

Pythian (21 or 36)

;

eVrt Se (pvXov iv dvOpojiroiai fxaraiOTaTov,

oaris aiax^'t'ojv hvixijpLa, iravTaLvei to. iropcroj,

ixera/xouvia Orjpevojv aKpduTOis (XTriaiv.

The whole latter part of the first Pythian ode is a sermon of

advice to a ruler, which might have been professedly meant rather

for the young Deinomenes than his father, but in which one cannot

but feel throughout that the father is glanced at. Elementary

precepts of truth and justice, warnings not to listen to deceivers, all

winding up with the famous exhortation to make Croesus and not

Phalaris the model, certainly suggest that Pindar knew that there

was something not as it should have been in Hieron's rule. To

carry on the examination further belongs rather to special students

of Pindar. The historian of Sicily can describe only the Hieron of

history. But he will be well pleased to let off a great poet as easily

as he can. " Can it be necessary," asks Mr. Lloyd in commenting

on the first Olympic, " to refute categorically the notion that the

German critics propound that Pindar glances here at Hiero's mis-

deeds of political violence?" I do not undertake to " refute" the

other notion " categorically," but I certainly have, in this matter,

a fellow-feeling with " the German critics."

A point specially to be noticed is the way in which the kingly

style of Hieron seems gradually to grow upon the poet. In the

earliest ode, the second Pythian, Hieron is not directly called king,

though he is by implication classed among kings (v. 13 or 24) ;

dXXois Se Tis kreXeaaev dXXos dv^p

€vax^a PaaiXevaiv vfxvov, diroiv dperds.

The title by which he is directly addressed is purely colourless

(v. 58 or 106). His wealth is the thing specially enlarged on

;
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... TO Tr\ovT€iv Se avv rvxa iroTfxov cocplas dpiarov.

TV 8e <Td<pa viv e'xet?, eXevOepa (ppdvi n^Trapeiv

irpvravi Kvpie iroWdv piev (vffTecpdvcov dyvidv Koi arpaTOv. 6t Se tis

Tjbr] KT€dT€(Ta'i re nal irepl ti/xS. Xeyei

€T€p6v Tiv' dv' 'EAAaSa twv irdpoiOe yfvecrOai vncpTCpov,

XO-vvq. vpamdi iraXaip-OVU neved.

I have already remarked that, in the piece about the three forms

of government, rvpawU is used in a quite colourless way, as the

equivalent of Aristotle's ^aaiXeia.

In the third Pythian there is an advance. The title of ^ao-iKevi

is here distinctly given to Hieron in that passage of special

flattery to the sick tyrant of which we have already spoken more

than once. The poet, who has not yet visited Sicily in person,

makes his wish
;

icai Kev kv vavaiv fxoXov 'lov'iav TepLvcov Odkaacrav

'hpldovaav km Kpdvav nap' Airvaiov ^evov,

OS XvpaKoffffaiai v^piei I3acri\€vs

irpavs darois, ov (pdoviojv d-^aOois, ^etVots t6 OavjxaaTos TiaTqp.

Not long after comes the line which shows that he did not shrink

from the other name (84 or 150) ;

Tiv b\ pLolp evSaifjLovias 'ineTai.

Xayirav ydp toi Tvpavvov depK^rai,

6t Tiv' dvOpojirojv a' 6 pieyas iroTpios.

In the first Pythian, the u^Etnsean ode, the kingship of Hieron

seems to pale before that of his son. It is distinctly Deinomenes

and not Hieron who is called (58 or in) king of ^tna (see above,

P- 245);

Moicra, Koi -nap Aetvoptevei KeXabijaat

n'lOeo jxoi Troivdv TfOp'inirojv' x^PA*" ^' ^^'^ dWoTpiov viteacpopia irar^pos'

dy 'dneiT' A'irvas PaaiKei (p'lXiov k^evpouixev vpivov.

Then comes the wish for the constitutional ruler

;

Tw TToXiv Kelvav Ocob/xdrq) avv k\ev9(pla

'TAAtSos ffTdOfxas 'lepcov Iv vopiois eKTiaa^' OekovTi he Hajx^iXov

KOI ixdv 'UpaicXfLddv e/iyovoi

o'x^ctts VTTo Haijy^Tov vaiovTes aid jxivdv TeOpLoiaiv hv Alyijxiov

Aojpieis.

Hieron himself, Hieron of ^tna, is simply (v. 73 or 141)

'2vpaK0cri<t>v dp^os.

In the last of all, the first Olympic, where Hieron, Hieron

of Syracuse, is the one subject, his kingship comes up again. He
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is (23 or 35) the ^.vpaKoaio^ irvTiOxapiias l3a(Ti\€vs, and near the end

come the words already quoted, where kingship is placed above all

things, TO 6' errxciTov Knpv(povTat ^aaiXevatv.

The real oppressiveness of Hieron's government led to a strange

legendary exaggeration to which I have referred in p. 236. Accord-

ing to the author of the npoXeyo/xeua t^s- 'Epfioyevovs 'PrjTopiKrji, c. 6

(Walz. Rhet. Graec. iv. 11), Hieron went wonderful lengths in op-

pression, and with remarkable results
;

Xeyerai on roaovrov w/xdrj^n

e^prjaaTO Kar avTcov &(tt€ TTpoaTa^ai tois "SvpaKovcraiois /xjySe (j)6eyye(r6ai to

napcnrav' aWa hia nobatu Koi x^^P^^ k^<^>- opp^drcov arjpa'ipetv to. 7rp6a(popa'

Koi u)u av Tis iv XP^'? yivoiro^ evBev kcil rrjv opx^qo-riKrjv Xa^eiv ras dpxds'

Tat yap aTroKeKkelcrBaL \6yov tovs '2vpaKocr(riovs iurjxavcjvTO cr;(j;juaTt deiKvveiv

TO. npdypaTa. (The art is not wholly forgotten, though it flourishes

still more at Naples.) This writer gives Hippokrates two under-

tyrants {napabwaaTevovTes), Gelon and Enaisimos—some confusion

with Ainesidamos, father of Theron of Akragas. Enaisimos is a

Rhodian (see p. 145, and vol. i. j). 431), and on Gelon's death goes

to Rhodes and is tyrant there ; Gelon stays and is king at Gela
;

epeive ^aaiXevoov eV T[i TeXa Trj noXei. Then 'ipx^rai iv Trj IvpaKovcra-r}

[mark the late singular form], eo-ri he f} ^vpaKova-aa prjTponoXis Trjs

^iKeXias, fcn/cft huTpi^e Tvpavvoov. Hieron was either his brother or

his son.

This wild notion of forbidding to speak was plainly suggested

by what Aristotle says about the way in which he spied out what

men did speak. An intermediate form of the legend might be

that some one cried out ;
" If things are to be like this, we had

better not speak at all."

NOTE XXVIII. p. 283.

The Bieth-place of Epichakmos.

Epichaemos and his writings form an endless subject, many

sides of which have little to do with the history of Sicily. Some

points however in his life cannot be passed by, and we are

concerned to know whether he was a native of our island or not.

Lorenz (Leben und Schriften des Koers Epicharmos) goes deeply

into many matters, and Holm (G. S. i. 432) has brought together
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a vast store of references. To two of Lorenz's fragments (260) I

was somehow led fifty years back. One is in Marcus Cicero's

Letters to Atticus, i. 19 ;
" Ita tamen iis novis amicitiis implicati

suraus, ut crebro mihi vafer ille Siculus insusurret Epicharmus

cantilenam illam suam,

VT](j)€ Kot fxefxvaa' ainaTuv dpOpa ravra ruv (ppfvSiu."

The other was from his brother Quintus, De Petitione Consulatus.

10; " Quamobrem 'Emxapixelov illud teneto ; nervos atque artus

esse sapientise non temere credere." After one's general experi-

ence of translators, one wishes to know what were the words of

Quintus' original.

In the article in Hesychios of Miletos, copied also by Souidas,

which bears the name of Epicharmos he figures as the joint in-

ventor of comedy with Phormos
;

evpe rrjv Ka>}x<dUav apa ^opficp. This

is an expansion of Aristotle, Poet. 5 ; t6 8e pvdovs noLelv ''Eirlxapixos

Koi ^oppos rjp^av' to pev ovv ^PXV^ ^'^ 'SiKeXias rjXde.

As to the birth-place of Epicharmos, the only thing to be said

for Krastos (see vol. i. p. 120) is that it might come under the rule

" Credo quia impossibile." Stephen of Byzantium says
;

€K ravrrjs rjv ^Enixappos 6 KcopiKO^ Kal AaU fj eraipa, cos l>*edvOr)s iv t(o

rrepl cvdo^av dv?ipS)v' e;(ei 8e rj ttoXls evrrpeneo-Taras yvvaiKas, cos

^ikr]pcov.

What should have put Krastos into the head of Neanthes or of

anybody else ? Hesychios also gives as an alternative birth-place, €k

Kpaarov noXecos tmv liKavoiv. Both Stephen and Hesychios are clear

on this last head (how one longs to be able to verify the reference

^iXi(XTos ^LKcXiKcbv TpiaKcubeKdru))
;
yet Lorenz (45), who will have

none of Krastos, and whom all its beauties do not move, in the

teeth of this evidence calls it " sikelisch." Yet. as I^ais, still how-

ever keeping in Sikan places, belongs to Hykkara rather than to

Krastos, so, though there is a fair case for Krastos, it might be

dangerous to withstand the strong evidence in favour of the

version which brings the babe Epicharmos from Kos to the Sicilian

Megara. Diogenes Laertios (viii. 3) says
;

rpip-qvalos V7rdpx(*>v dn-q-

V€x6r) TTjs StKeXtas els Meyapa, eurevBev Se es "SvpaKovaas. So Aristotle

(Poet. 3), after noticing the elder Megara (Meyapeis ol ivravOa) and

its connexion with comedy, adds ; Ka\ ol ck StKeXtay, eKeWev ydp rjv

^ETTixappos 6 noi-qrrjs.

That a physician from Kos should be an Asklepiad follows as a
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matter of course. But Ptolemy Hephaistion (Photios, 147) traced

the pedigree of Epicharmos up to Achilleus, who also on occasion

showed some medical skill. And besides Elothales there are other

fathers to choose from.

Granting that Epicharmos or his father came from Kos, the

story in Hesychios which makes them come with the ex-tyrant

Kadmos (see p. 110) was doubtless a mere guess. Lorenz, after

many pages, says wisely (62) " so fallt denn die ganz ungliickliche

Combination." Another of Hesychios' stories gives a better ap-

proach to a date
;

rju npo tmv Uepo-iKcov errj dtdao-Kcov iv 2vpaKovaais.

That would be about b.c. 484.

The acrostic arrangement of Epicharmos' prose writings is

witnessed by Diogenes Laertios, viii. 3 ; kuI jrapao-Tixi^ia iv rois

nXclarois to)V VTropvrjpdTcop TrenoirjKev ols Siacra^ei on avrov eari to.

(Tvyypdppara. Oil the identity of the poet and the philosopher see

Lorenz, 63.

We hardly recognize our comedian, philosopher, and physician,

when the good Fazello (ii. 48) refers to him for a historical fact

;

" Scribit Epicharmus quod cum Anaxilas Rheginorum et Messan-

ensium tyrannus Locros Epizephyrios funditus perdere tentaret,

Hieron ilium sola interminatione compescuit." Yet from the

scholiast on Pind. Pyth. i. 98, it looks as if Epicharmos was our

one authority for the mission of Chromios.

NOTE XXIX. p. 302.

The Eetirement of Mikythos.

The more detailed story of Mikythos comes from Diodoros, xi. 66.

It is told more briefly by Herodotus, vii. 170. Herodotus brings

it in quite casually. He tells the story of the death of Minos and

the Cretan siege of Kamikos (see vol. i. pp. 112, 495). Then the

Cretans become lapygians (see vol. i. pp. 116, 500) ; then he comes

to the lapygian victory over Taras and Rhegion, and how the

Rhegines were constrained to their share in the war by Mikythos

(see above, p. 253). He then adds
;

6 Se MiKvdos oIk(tt]s iujv 'Ai/a^iXeo), eniTpoTros 'Prjyiov KajaXeXciiTTO'
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ovTOi ocnrep cKneaav eK 'Pijyiov Ka\ Teyerjv rrjv 'ApmScoi/ ohrja-as, dveBrjKe iv

'OXvfjnrirj tovs ttoXKovs dvdpidvTas.

He then says that what he has said about Taras and Rhegion

Tov \6yov poi TvapevdrjKr) yeyove, and goes on to tell how the wrath of

Minos fell on the Cretans.

Of the statues offered by Mikythos we have had casually to

speak (see above, p. 487, and p. 301) when speaking of the change

ofname from Zankle to Messana. Pausanias (v. 26. 2 et seqq.) has a

great deal to say about them. They were offerings on the recovery

of a son from sickness (to. de dva6r]fxaTa dvedr^Keu es ^OXvpntav evxrjv TLva

€KTeXo)v eVi acDTrjpia naibos vocrrjaauTos vocrov <p6ivdba^. He refers to

the story of Herodotus and adds that the inscriptions on the offer-

ings meniioned Rhegion and Messana, but not Tegea ; olKeiv hi to.

pev iiriypappara iv Teyea ov (fjrjaiv avTov. He calls him doi/Xos Kal

Tapias rail/ ^Ava^iXa )(pr]pdTOiV.

One might raise the question whether the word eKneaoiv in

Herodotus is consistent with the voluntary retirement recorded

by Diodoros. Pausanias had no such difficulty, as his own words

are dnicov o'Ixocto €s Teyeau TeXevrrjaauTOs ^Ava^iXa. What exercised

his mind was that Herodotus seemed to imply that Mikythos

made the offerings after he had withdrawn to Tegea, while he

himself could not find anything about Tegea in the inscriptions.

But surely it is not needful to press the worus of Herodotus

quite so strictly as that. The offering is much more like the act

of a ruler than that of a private man ; and the inscriptions read

by Pausanias show that it was while the two cities were in his

charge that he dedicated the statues.

Diodoros says nothing about the statues. He first (xi. 66)

mentions the cunning practice of Hieron

;

'lepcov 6 Ta>u '2vpaKn(n(ov l3aaiX€vs Tovi ^Ava^iXa nai8as tov yevopevov

Tvpdvvov ZdyKXrjs eis '2vpaKov(ras peraTrepy^rdpcvos peydXais dojpeois dvepi-

pvTjaKe Trjs TeXtouos yevopeurjs Trpos tov Trarepa avrcov €V€py€(rlas, Koi avve-

^ovXcvev avTols rjbrj Tr]v rjXiKiav rjudpcopevois aTrairiJcrat Xoyov napa MlkvOov

TOV eTTLTpoTTCvovTos Koi TTjv dwaaTciav avTovs napaXa^eiv.

Mikythos is with Diodoros simply iTrlTponos. With Herodotus

he is oIkctt^s and eniTponos, names which Pausanias lets down to

60CX0? Koi Tapias Toiv xpipdrcov. He was clearly more than this last

;

but does the word oik€tt)s in Herodotus imjDly that he was or had

been actually a slave 1 Pausanias certainly so understood it

;

but that does not make it quite certain. The plural (see Herod.

VOL. II. N n
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viii. 4, 1 06, 142) certainly does not always imply slavery.

Blakesley refers aptly to the story of Maiandrios at Samos in

Herod, iii. 142, who also elx^ t6 Kpdros, entTpoTralrjv napa TLoXyKpareos

Xa^cbv Tr)v dpxrjv. The excessive predominance of freedmen is Roman
rather than Greek; but then we have here got among tyrants,

who in many things forestall emperors. Both Mikythos and

Maiandros have fathers, though the name of the father of Miky-

thos forestalls Gains Verres, and though Maiandros was spoken

of by his enemies as yeyovas re kokos koi iciiv oXedpos.

Diodoros goes on to say how the young tyrants make their

demand (tov eiriTponov \6yov dnaLTovvrav tmu diwKrjpevcov) ; and then

tells the main story

;

6 MUvOos, dvr)p a>v dya66s, crvvT)yay€ tovs TrarpiKovs (fiiXovs tS>v naldoov,

Koi Tov Xoyov ovroi KaOapws dnedaxeu, u>(tt€ anavTas tovs napovras 6avp.d-

^€tV TTjU T€ ht<aLO(TVVr]V KOi TTjV TTLCTTIV.

The sons of Anaxilas repent, and ask him to keep on the

administration
;

TOVS fie TToihas fieTapeXtjOevTas eVi Tols 7rpa)(6('i(nv, d^iovu tov MiKvdov

TToXiv Trjv dp)(r)v TrapaXajBeiv^ Kai naTpos e^ovaiau 'ixpvTa kcu Ta^iu, 8ioik(7u

TCI KUTCL Tqv bvvacTTelav.

But Mikythos will not stay

;

ov fxrjv 6 MUvBos ye <TVV€)(a)pr]iT€i/, dXXa ndvTa napa^ovs dxpi^wS) Koi

TTJV Idiav ovalav evdepeuos els nXolov, e^enXevacp e< tov ^Prjyiov TrpoTTCfi-

TTOfxeuos iVo Trjs tcov o)(Xa)V cvvoias.

He goes to Tegea and lives and dies there in honour.

I cannot believe that all this belongs to a mere slave or freedman.

Surely Mikythos held the same kind of office as Chromios at

^tna, who is called eVtVpoTrof. See above, p. 493. I should fancy

that Mikythos also belonged originally to Tegea, that he was one

of the Arkadians who came to seek their fortunes in Sicily, only

he sought his from Anaxilas and not from Gelon.

NOTE XXX. pp. 306, 312.

Tycha.

I HOPE I am not a wrong- doer in accepting a topographical

theory which depends largely on conjectural emendation in a text.

But 'WvKTjv in Diodoros, xi. 68, is such manifest nonsense that we
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cannot hesitate, with Casaubon, Cluver, and others, to read Tvxrjv

or TvKr]v; the difference of k and x does not greatly matter. This

passage, compared with xi. 73, seems to give a consistent story. The

Syracusan patriots, twice driven out of Ortygia and Achradina

by the mercenaries, each time occupy a part of the hill, from

which they besiege their enemies in the older part of the city.

In the former passage (67) we read how, in B.C. 466, Thrasyboulos

TT]s TToXecos KaT€iKrj<po)s rfjv ouo^a^ofxeuTju ^Axpabivrjv koI Nrjaou, oxvpav

ovaav, Koi ck tovtwv 6p[xo)[xevos, SteTroXe/zet rrpos T'ws d(j)€aTC0Tas. Then

follows

;

01 de '2vpaK6aioi to peu irpioTov pepos rrjs TrdXecos KariKa^ovTO rrjv

ovopa^opevrjv 'Itvktjv ^Tvx'fjv^' e/c ravrrjs 6e 6ppo)pei>oi, K.r.X.

Then in xi. 73 we read how again in B.C. 463 the mercenaries

held Achradina and the island
;

rrjv re 'Axpadtvtjv kol tyju N^aov,

ap(pOT€pcov Tcov TOTTcou TOVTcov ixoVT(i)V ibiov Teip^oy Kokois KareaKevaapevov.

Then again

;

01 8e IvpaKoaioi TvaXiv epnecrovres els Tapaxrju to Xolttov Trji rrokeoii

Kare^xov, Ka\ to npos Tas 'ETriTroXas [see vol. i. p. 5 7 8] TeTpappivov avTrjs

eneTeixicrav koi noXXrjv dacpaXeiav iavTo7s KaTeaKevaaau.

By this I understand that the first time they occupied, that

the second time they not only occupied but fortified, a certain

part of the hill westward of Achradina, and that that part, then

or afterwards, bore the name of Tycha. Considering that Dio-

doros most likely copied the two passages from two different

writers, there is nothing strange in his change of expression.

When he speaks of Tycha as already part of the city {pepos Trjs

TToXfo)?, TO Xonrbu tj}? TroXecos), he may be carrying back the language

of later times to the times of which he speaks. Or he may be

speaking laxly of the state of things in the earlier time. Tycha

and Temenites were not yet strictly parts of the noXis ; but they

were so far part of it that they were inhabited spaces continuous

with the fortified town.

Thucydides does not speak of Tycha any more than of Achradina.

His story did not call on him to record the fortification of eitlier

of them, as it did to record that of Temenites (vi. 75). But the

explanation just given of the passages in Diodoros exactly falls in

with the way in which Tycha is spoken of by Livy and Plutarch.

Plutarch (Marcellus, 18) says; epeive be t6 KapTep^Tepou koi KoWiaTOv

Koi peyia-Tov (^Axpabivt] ffaXeirat) Sta to TeTeix^aOai npos ttjv e^to iroXiv^ t}s

TO pev Neav, to de Tvxr]v ovopa^ovaiv. Achradina, once rj e^co ttoXis,

N n 3
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has now become evTos, and rj e^co consists of Neapolis and Tyclia.

The name, according to the well-known passage of Cicero (Verr.

iv. 1 1 9), came from a temple of Fortune—Tycha—in it. It comes

into one's head whether this may not be a mere coincidence.

The spelling may possibly be Tvku rather than Tvxa. Anyhow
there is no reason to think that it has anything to do with the

2vKrj of Thucydides, vi. 98.

Livy, in describing the siege by Marcellus, twice (xxiv. 21, xxv.

25) speaks of Tycha, in both cases as something outside Achradina
;

in the second it is, as by Plutarch, coupled with Neapolis. Ail this

seems to agree very well with the account in Diodoros. We cannot

exactly fix the extent of the new quarter to either the west or the

south. It must have reached westward as far as the Hexapylon

(Diod. xiv. 18)5 wherever we place that, while the position of the

camp of Marcellus (Livy, xxv. 25) shows that it could not have

gone so far south as to join Temenites. To these points we shall

come again. Tycha is also referred to by Stephen of Byzantium

in his blundering way
; T^^XV) ttoAi? 2iK€\ias TrXrjaiov ^vpuKovacov.

"Ecfiopos iv dvoKuideKarco vrjaou Tu^iaf (f)T](Tlv. We must remember

that Stephen calls Achradina an island ; so we are prepared for

any misreport of the text of Ephoros. His eighteenth book dealt

with the times of Dionysios.

See more on Tycha in the Topografia, p. 190; Lupus, pp.

108, 109. So Goller, De Situ et Origine Syracusarum, 66. Only

one cannot read TvKrjv for 2vKr]v in Thucydides, vi. 98. I do not see

Bunbury's difficulty (art. Syracuse, p. 1065) as to the silence of

Thucydides compared with the description in Diodoros. He places

it on the same site, but holds it to have grown up later. Holm and

Lupus, arguing from Cicero's uses of the past tense—" Fortunes

fanum antiquum fuit"—incline to think that the temple no longer

existed, perhaps never existed at all, and that it may have been

only a piece of Volksetymologie to explain the name Tiix'?-
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NOTE XXXL p. 329.

KORAX.

I CANNOT come back to the question whether the orator Korax

croaked at Pindar or Theron or any one else. But his position in

Sicily at this time is well marked enough by Cicero (Brutus, 12) on

the authority of Aristotle ;
" Itaque ait Aristoteles, cum sublatis

in Sicilia tyrannis res privatse longo intervallo judiciis repeterentur,

tum primum, cum esset acuta ilia gens, et controversa natura,

artem et prsecepta Siculos Coracem et Tisiam conscripsisse. Nam
antea neminem solitum via nec arte, sed accurate tamen et de

scripto plerosque dicere." Dionysios of Halikarnassos also (Jud.

de Isoc. 34) mentions Gorgias and Tisias, but not Korax.

An absurd account of Korax is given by the author of the npoXe-

yofxeva rrjs 'Epnoyevovs 'PrjTopiKrjs, C. 5, 6 (Walz. Rhet. Graeci, iv. 1 2),

whose odd account of Hieron we have already come across ; see

above, p. 342. Korax had great influence with Hieron; he was

almost a sharer in his power (rrapebwdTevcre tovtco Kopa^ tis' ovtos 6

Kopa^ onep civ e^ovXero rrapa Ta jSacrtXel p-cyaXoos rjKoveroy When the

democracy was restored, Korax wished to keep his influence (rjOeXc

Treideiv Koi rov oxkov Koi aKoveadai KaOdnep Koi enl rov 'Upcovos t]kov€to).

Considering what the br/pos was, daTaOprjTov kol araKTOv TTpdypa, he

hoped to come over them by the power of speech. He first

flattered them, and so gradually tamed them (to Bopv^wdes Kara-

TTpavvai Tov 8r]pov), and then gave them advice. To this end he

devised rules and figures ; in short he invented rhetoric (e<^eupei/ 6

Kopa^ rrjv prjTopiKrjv). He taught his art for money. Tisias learned

of him, and Gorgias of Tisias. Absurd as much of this is, it marks

the position of Korax as an important one.

To Tisias we shall come again later.

NOTE XXXII. p. 338.

The Waes in Westeen Sicily, c. b. c. 454.

I HAVE given in the text some account of the difi'erent statements

which we find in different quarters as to certain local wars which
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were going on in Western Sicily about the year b. c. 454, tlie

archonship of Ariston at Athens. We may say for certain that

there was some war. Selinous beyond all doubt won a victory

over some enemy, and made peace. We may say for certain that

Segesta sent an embassy to Athens, and that in the decree which

was passed in consequence of that embassy mention was made of

Halikyai. We may say with all but certainty that Halikyai was

mentioned as the enemy of Segesta. These things are proved by

inscriptions, that is by contemporary documents, which are still in

being. And we may say with all but certainty that Akragas

carried on a victorious war against Motya. For Pausanias gives

that as the substance of a contemporary inscription which he had

clearly read, and of which he could hardly have mistaken the

meanirg. These three documentary statements in no way con-

tradict one another ; it is not absolutely necessary to hold that they

stand in any relation to one another. But it is far more likely

that they have something to do with one another, and we can, if

we please, amuse ourselves by putting them together as we may

think best. On the other hand, we may say with certainty that

there was not, as the text of Diodoros asserts, a war between

Segesta and Lilybaion. For such a war is impossible before the

foundation of Lilybaion. But it is a very easy supposition that

by Lilybaion Diodoros meant Motya ; and a war between Segesta

and Motya, though very unlikely, is not impossible. With this

correction, we may, if we please, believe the statement in the text

of Diodoros as recording a separate event, having nothing to do

Avith any of the documentary statements. But we cannot bring it

into agreement with any of the documentary statements except by

taking to arbitrary conjectures.

Such is the case. Let us now look at the evidence, beginning

with what we find in our two printed books, Diodoros and Pau-

sanias. Diodoros of course copies, he clearly abridges, he most

likely confuses, the statements of some earlier writer. The higher

criticism, as usual, tells us that that earlier writer was Timaios.

Pausanias reports what he himself saw at Olympia.

First of all then, Diodoros (xi. 86), under the archonship of

Ariston, that is the year b. c. 454, tells us ;

Kara fie rrjv St/ceXiai/ 'Eyea-TaLois koX AikvlBalois ivia-rrj noXeixos ncpl

Xoopas Tr]s Trpbs T(0 Ma^dpco iroTapL^' y€Vop.evrji be p-dxrjs Icrxvpo-S avve^rj

TToXXovi Trap" a/u^orepois dvaipeOrjvai Koi t^? (piXoTLp,ias p-r] 'Kr]^ai ras TToXeii.
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He then goes on to mention the disputes about the iroKiToypa^la

in various cities (see p. 330) as if they had something to do with

the matter.

In this passage two things strike us without going beyond the

text of Diodoros. In that text there seems to be no various reading,

beyond the different spellings of Aiyto-ra and "Ey^ara, First, there

were no such people as Ai\u/3aIot at this time. The town of Lily-

baion was not founded till B, c, 397 (Diod. xiii. 54, xvii. 10).

Movers alone (ii. 334), as far as I know, accepts the passage as it

stands, supposing the existence of a Lilybaian people, Phoenician

or Libyphcenician, of whom there is no further account. The most

obvious explanation is that Diodoros by AiXv^aioi meant the people

of Motya. Both he and other writers have made much worse

mistakes than that.

But, secondly, a war between Segesta and any Carthaginian

dependency is not at all what we should look for ; and it is hard to

understand how a war between two barbarian cities can have had

an} thing to do with the noXiroypacjiia or any other matter of dis-

pute in Syracuse or any other Greek city. Also, what is here

said of Segesta and the AiXv^aioi is wonderfully like what seems to

have been the normal state of Segesta and Selinous a little later.

This is a state of constant disputes about border-lands, lands on

some river, presumably, but not quite necessarily, the river Mazaros.

See Thuc. vi. 6; Diod. xii. 82, xiii. 43. Grote therefore (vi. 197),

seemingly without going beyond these texts, suggests that the

war B. c. 454 " may probably have been a war between Egesta and

Selinus." If so, AiKv^alois cannot be, as it would be if Motya

were meant, a mere inaccuracy of expression. Either Diodoros

wrote AiXv^alois when he meant to write ^eXivowrwi^, or his tran-

scribers made the mistake afterwards. Neither of these is a likely

blunder, like that of saying Lilybaion instead of Motya. Schubring,

on the other hand (Topographic der Stadt Selinus, 424), under-

stands Motya by AiXv^aiois, but wishes to read ^eXivowrlois instead

of 'Eyeo-rai'ot?. The war, he holds, is between Selinous and Motya.

This suggestion is approved by Holm, G. S. i. 257, 431.

Thus, as far as Diodoros and his improvers go, we have to choose

between a war between Segesta and Motya, a war between Selinous

and Segesta, and a war between Selinous and Motya. We get into

a region of clearer, though not perfect, light, when we turn to the

passage of Pausanias. That goes far to show that, whether Motya
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warred witli Selinous or not, it certainly had Greek enemies to

war with. The place is v. 25. 2, to which I have had already to

refer on other grounds at vol. i. p. 272. The words stand thus

;

ecTTi be Kara rrjv aKpav iv "liKeKia Trjv Terpafxfxevrjv eVi AilBvrjs kol Notov,

KaKov}i€VT)v de Hdxvvov, Morvr) ttoXis' oIkovcti Se AtjSvfs iv avrfj Koi ^oiviKes.

TovTOis TOis €V MoTvr} ^op^dpois ^AKpayavTivoi KaraaravTes es noXepov Koi

Xei'av re Kai Xd<pvpa ott' avTu>v Xa^ovres dveOeaav tovs naldas es ^OXvpniap

Tovg x'^Xkovs, TvpoTclvovrds re rots deltas Koi elKacrpevov^ ev^opevoii rw ^ew,

Kelvrai 8e eVt roO reixovs ovTOi T?}y "AXrecos" KaXajutSo? be elvai ar(f)a.i epya

iyu> re e'lKa^ov, koi es avTOvs Kara to. avra ei^^v 6 Xoyo?.

(Immediately on this follows the list of the nations of Sicily, to

which I have often referred, as vol. i. p. 477.)

Here, it will be at once seen, is an astounding geographical

confusion. Pausanias must have somehow mixed up Motya aud

Motyca. Motya, I need not say, is far away from Pachynos.

Motyca too is not very near to Pachynos, and it was not inhabited

by Libyans and Phoenicians. Still it is much nearer to Pachynos

than Motya is. But we may be sure that the blunder of Pausanias

is simply in his geography. As one Sicilian tyrant is always as

good as another, the same rule may apply to those Sicilian pro-

montories which are so much less real than the tyrants. We may

be sure that Pausanias is talking of Motya, and that we may trust

him as having read an inscription which spoke of Motya. That is

to say, the offerings of which he speaks were made by Akragas

after a victory over Motya. And, if the war was waged in

company with any Greek ally, that ally can hardly fail to have

been Selinous. This would fall in with the view of Schubring and

Holm. Holm remarks (p. 431), "Sonst wollte man statt AiX. viel-

mehr ^eXivowrlois lesen ; aber das Mazaragebiet war eher zwischen

Selinus und Motye als zwischen Selinus und Segesta streitig."

The date of the artist Kalamis (see Diet. Biog., Calamis) agrees

with the date in Diodoros. He was at work at least from about

B.C. 466 (as the artist employed by Deinomenes, see above, p. 303 ;

Paus. vi. 12. i) till after 429 (after the plague at Athens, Pans. i.

3. 3). One really need not discuss another view spoken of by

Holm, that this war between Akragas and Motya means the great

war of Himera.

This victory of Akragas over Motya has been thought to be

confirmed by the evidence of coins. Motya (see Head, 138)

adopted the coinage of the victorious city. The pieces appear in
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Coins of Sicily, 243. There is the Akragantine eagle on one side,

the Akragantine crab on the other, and the name Motya in

Phoenician letters. Here is undoubted imitation of an Akra-

gantine type on the part of Motya. Only does this prove more

than imitation 1 The vanquished would have no special call to

imitate the coinage of the victors, unless victory went the length

of making Motya a dependency of Akragas, forced to accept an

Akragantine coinage. This is too much to accept without some

further evidence. Indeed it would be easy to argue the other

way, that the imitation of Akragantine coins by Motya implied

friendly relations between the two cities.

Thus far Selinous has been brought into the matter only on ihe

strength of Grote's conjecture. But, since Grote wrote, since

Holm wrote, it has been proved by the best of all evidence that

about this time Selinous had a war with some people, which war

led to a Selinuntine victory and to a peace. Unluckily the name

of the people is not preserved. This is the inscription found in

1 87 1 in one of the eastern temples of Selinous, that called the

temple of Apollon. It is printed in facsimile by Benndorf, 27,

and in ordinary letters in Hicks' Greek Inscriptions, 30. The

part with which we are concerned runs thus :

[AI]A T02 0EO2 TO[2]AE NIKONTI TOI SEAINON[TIOI]

[AI]A TON AIA NIKOME2 KAI AIA TON *OBON
A[IA] IIERAKAEA KAI AI AnOAAONA KAI AIA n[02]

E[IAA]NA KAI AIA TVNAARIAAS KAI AI A0[A]

NAAN KAI AIA MAAO^>ORON KAI AIA nA2I[K]

IIA[T]EIAN KAI AI[A T]02 AAA02 0EO2 [A]IA A[E]AIA

MAAI2T[A] *IAI[A2] AE TENOMENAS k.t.X.

(Of these gods the most interesting locally is Demeter MaXo(f)6pos.

See vol. i. p. 127.) The Selinuntines go on to make their offerings

to the great sum of sixty talents of gold.

The writing, says Mr. Hicks, is not later than B.C. 450. So

the date suits very well. Benndorf argues at some length that the

enemy must have been Segesta, and accepts Grote's suggestion of

"SeXivovvTioLS for AiXv^alois.

This inscription, though not perfect, can be made out without

difficulty even by those who are not special experts. The Athenian

inscription, printed by Kohler (Mittheilungen des deutschen

archaologischen Institutes in Athen, 1879, p. 30), and again by
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Hans Droysen (Athen und der Westen vor der Sicilischer Expedi-

tion, Berlin, 1882), is much harder. The letters actually abiding

seem to stand thus

;

EFESTAI

IKINOAn

TEIBOAEI

MATETEAP
KTAIOI2EI

TAnP02Ae
OAESANAr

nEPIH

Kohler reads this thus in ordinary spelling (I keep the uncial

character for the words and parts of words actually in being)
;

lots Trap' EPESTAIcuj/ irpfapeai

fxlKlNOvAU

eSo^ev THBOuA^ Kal tZ Stj^io)

. . . Tts kirpvTOLveve . . . €7/3ayu!VIATETEAP

'AAtKTAIOISETTt .....
TAnPOSAOT^vmW

Tov ypajx/xarea rrjs jSOuAHSANAFpa^at

IlEPIHaAi/fiiatW.

Here one can have no doubt as to the 'Eyeo-rmoi in the first line.

The Ls in the fourth line is the end of the name of the tribe.

In the fifth, as Kohler says, Kvalois must be the name of some

people not very far off from Segesta, and the 'AXikvoIol (though

he oddly calls them "eine Stadt der Sikaner oder Sikuler") are

the only people that will fit. And in the last line it looks very

much as if nEPi H . . was the beginning of nEPI HAAIKYAION.

We have not the name of the archon for certain; but Kohler

suspects that AP at the end of the fourth line is API2T0N, the

archon of B.C. 454, a date which agi-ees with the writing. Kohler

wishes to substitute for AiXv^alois in the passage of Diodoros, not

^cXlvovvtlois but 'AXtfcvaiotf ; and in the uncial letters the change

certainly seems less violent. He sees in the story a movement

of Sikans at Halikyai against Segesta, which he connects with the

movement of Ducetius against the Greeks (" der Erhebung der

alteinheimischen Bevolkerung Siciliens gegen die fremden Colo-

nieen "). To the obvious answer that the Segestans were not
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Greeks, he makes the rejoinder that there was said to be a

Phokian or Thessalian element among them. See vol. i. p. 542.

Hans Droysen, on the other hand, objects to the filling up, on

purely technical grounds of "epigraphy," the size of the stone

and the like, of which it is hard to judge in one's library. The

point which is of historical importance is that he rejects the

reading eVt at the end of the fifth line, and wishes to read

'A\tKTAI0I2E?mt ^vufxax^av.

This is startling, as it would turn the whole thing round, and

make the men of Halikyai allies of Athens. But Droysen does

not (pp. 21, 57) give us any explanation. Are we to suppose an

alliance between Athens, Segesta, and Halikyai ? Such an alliance

is conceivable, if Selinous were the enemy. The Sikan city might

have complaints against its Greek neighbour as well as the Ely-

mian. But, so far as we can judge from so fragmentary a document,

the position in the decree is rather that in which one would expect

to find the enemy of Segesta. In any case it must surely be

Segesta which made the application to Athens.

Now what comes of this singularly piecemeal collection of

notices 1 All of them clearly refer to something which happened

in western Sicily about the very middle of the fifth century B.C.

It is not at all necessary that all should refer to the same thing.

Yet it is most likely that, if several difi'erent things are referred

to, they stood in some kind of relation to one another. Our

statements stand as follows.

1. Diodoros, if we accept his text, asserts a war between Segesta

and Lilybaion, by which last we must understand Motya.

2. Pausanias asserts a war between Akragas and Motya, and a

victory of Akragas over Motya. He quotes no narrative ; but he

must have read the inscription, and his account reads as if he

had compared the inscription with some narrative.

3. The Selinuntine inscription proves a victory of Selinous over

some enemy, but we are left to guess over what enemy.

4. The Athenian inscription 2)roves dealings between Athens

and Segesta, which dealings can hardly fail to have been a Segestan

embassy. It jproves that those dealings had some relation to some

other city, which can hardly fail to have been Halikyai.

It seems quite impossible, without indulging in the most

arbitrary guesses, to make these four statements refer to one
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event. The inscriptions prove what they do prove without doubt

;

but they prove, especially the very fragmentary Athenian one, less

than we could wish. Diodoros was apt to make confusions, and

Pausanias made them sometimes ; and it is to my mind more

critical to suppose such confusion in either of them than to go

altering their texts out of our own heads. Diodoros is very likely

to have written one name for another ; he is specially likely to

have written Lilybaion for Motya. Pausanias blundered grievously

as to the geography of Motya ; but the offerings which he saw at

Olympia must surely have had inscriptions in which the words

Akragas and Motya occurred. There is therefore strong evidence

for a victory of Akragas over Motya. But a victory of Akragas

over Motya almost necessarily implies an alliance between Akragas

and Selinous, and a victory of Selinous over somebody is proved

by the Selinuntine inscription. We are therefore brought very

near to a joint victory of Akragas and Selinous over Motya.

In this line of reasoning we have not a word about Segesta.

But the Athenian inscription sets before us, we may safely say, the

Segestans as asking help at Athens against some people, and it

looks very much as if that people were those of Halikj^ai. A war

between Akragas and Motya and a war between Segesta and

Halikyai, if they were going on at the same time, could hardly

fail to have stood in some relation to one another. They would,

so to speak, have crossed each other's path. If the two statements

are parts of the same story, the most natural grouping of belli-

gerents would be to put the Sikan town along with the two Greek

towns and the Elymians and Phoenicians on the other side. But

it is quite possible that two such wars might happen, not at the

same moment, but within a few years, without any reference to

one another.

We may then, I think, accept, partly as certain, partly as highly

probable, a war of Akragas and Selinous against Motya and a war

of Halikyai against Segesta. But we need not decide whether the

two had anything to do with one another. Then comes the ques-

tion, whether anything can be made out of the account in Diodoros.

Can the fact stated in his text as it stands, a war between Segesta

and Lilybaion, understanding Motya by Lilybaion, be made to

agree with any of the more trustworthy statements 1 Or are we

justified in the hazardous task of trying to improve his text 1

A war of Motya and Halikyai against Segesta is possible, but it
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is not at all likely. A war between Segesta..and any Carthaginian

dependency is unlikely in itself. And moreover, if Motya and

Halikyai were joined against Segesta, Motya rather than Halikyai

would have had the most prominent place in the Athenian inscrip-

tion. On the other hand, Kohler's conjecture of 'AXiKvalois for AiXv-

^atois in the text of Diodoros seems less violent than Grote's sug-

gestion—if Grote meant it as a correction of the text—of ^eXivow-

riois for Aikv^aiois. An unfamiliar name like that of Halikyai was

far more likely to be changed by a copyist than a well-known name

like Selinous. The conjecture of ^cXlvowtIois is in fact suggested

only by the mention of warfare for the lands on the Mazaros, so

like the later warfare between Selinous and Segesta. But it is

not distinctly said that this later warfare was on the Mazaros,

and in the shifting of boundaries the same lands might, as Holm

suggests, be at different times disputed between different pairs of

claimants. Segesta, Selinous, and Motya might easily have claims

near one another on the upper course of the Mazaros. On the

whole, I must leave the passage of Diodoros uncertain, with a

slight inclination, if we are to take to the dangerous game of

guessing in any shape, to the emendation of Kohler.

One small comfort there is in one case. If Halikyai was at

war with Segesta, it can hardly have been Elymian. (See vol. i.

l^p. 1 20, 121, 522.) But if we are to read, with Droysen, ^vfi-

fiax^av eivai in the Attic document, things are made worse.

As often, we cannot learn everything ; but we can learn some

things. And we learn something about greater powers, not only

than Halikyai, but even than Akragas. We see with certainty

that Athens was thought likely to be inclined to action in Sicily

twenty years before the Peloponnesian war. And we see the

very highest likelihood that a Greek city won a victory over a

Carthaginian dependency without Carthage taking any action in

the matter. Whatever we make of anything else, these points

really add to our knowledge of the state of things in Sicily in the

middle of the fifth century before Christ.
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NOTE XXXIII. 342.

Empedokles and his Reforms.

Our chief source for the acts of Empedokles is his Life hj Dio-

genes Laertios. This is of course put together from all manner

of quarters, and contains notices of every degree of value and

worthlessness. But it is greatly to the biographer's credit that he

has given a real, and fairly intelligent, account of the political

side of a man who had become legendary. In this he stands in

honourable contrast both to tlie mass of the ancient collectors and

to some modern writers. Aulus Gellius, Julius Pollux, John of

Stoboi, and such like, have something to say about Empedokles,

but nothing in his character as political reformer. Neither has

Hesychios of Miletos, nor yet Souidas who copies his article,

either there or under "Anvovs, where he also speaks of Empe-

dokles. So iu the article Empedocles in the Dictionary of Bio-

graphy—one which does not bear the signature E. H. B.—there

is not a word about the political side of the sage. "Whoever it

was that wrote about him in the old French Dictionary of Moreri

knew better.

Diogenes and Hesychios give us a choice of several fathers for

Empedokles. But the best account makes him the son of Meton

and grandson of an elder Empedokles. For this Diogenes quotes

Hippobotos, Hermippos (of Smyrna), Herakleides, Eratosthenes^

Aristotle, Timaios (in his fifteenth book), and the iambic chronicle

of Apollodoros
J

Xafxnpas rjv oIklus ImroTpocfir}kotos tov Trdnnov. The

Olympic victory won with the single horse {KeXrjTi) happened in

the seventy-first Olympiad, B.C. 496, that is, before the tyranny

of Theron began. Satyros gave him a father Exainetos and a son

of the same name, of whom the latter won a victory in wrestling

in the same Olympiad in which Empedokles—here the sage him-

self—won in the horse-race. This is late confusion. Empedokles

cannot have been winning victories in B.C. 496. He was most

likely born about B.C. 484. The time of his death seems well

ascertained by a very curious argument. Diogenes (c. 51) quotes

the iambics of Apollodoros
;

01 S' IffTopovvres dis irfcpevyuis oiKoOev

€is ras 'Xvpaicovaas fxer' kadvajv krroKejxei

irpbi TOVS 'A6T]va'iovs . . . dyvouv
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TcXews efJLoi doKovaiV ij ycip ovk€t' -qv

^ travTiKws vtrcpyeyrjpaKuSy oirep

ov (paivfTai.

But, as Holm sajs, mucli to the point, the chronological objection

applies only to the great Athenian expedition. The action of Empe-

dokles doubtless happened at some of the earlier times of Athenian

intermeddling, those which ended with the Peace of Gela in 424.

A life of sixty years only—others gave him seventy-seven and even

no—witnessed by Aristotle and Herakleides (Diog. L. viii. 1, 11),

would carry back his birth to a time later than his grandfather's

victory. Timaios and others, quoted by Diogenes (viii. 10, 11),

distinctly asserted that Empedokles went to Peloponnesos and

died there. The tomb at Megara seems to come only from Favo-

rinus in Hadrian's day; but it falls in with the notice of Timaios.

But there seems a chance that Favorinus copied from some one

who knew better, and that he was himself thinking of the Sicilian

Megara. For he says ;

varepov 8e did riva TravrjyvpLv nopevop-evov en dfjid^rjs els M€(r(Tr)VT}v

Tvecrclv Kai rbv {xrjpov KkdaaC voarjcravTa S' €K tovtov reXevrrjaai iroav inrd

Koi e^8o[xrjKOVTa' dual S' avrov Koi rdcpou iv Meydpois.

Timaios did not know where his tomb was. This notice seems

unconsciously to supply it. We must not forget that it was at

the Nisaian Megara that a tyrant of Akragas had been tried and

put to death (see p. 298). Empedokles would doubtless be wel-

come there.

One hardly knows what to make of another statement quoted

by Apollodoros from Glaukos of Rhegion, which makes Meton

the father of Empedokles settle at Thourioi on its foundation

in 443;
fi\v MeTcovos vlbs, (h Be Qovpiovs

aVTQV ViOJGTL TTavTcXws eKTlfffievovs

6 TKavKos kKOiiv (prjaiv.

It is not easy to reconcile this with the statement in Diogenes (11)

from Neanthes of Kyzikos about the political action of Meton
;

l^edvdris . . . (Prjal MeTcoi/09 TcXevrrjaavTos Tvpavvlbos dpx^jv d7ro(pvea6ai'

eira top 'E/zTreSo/cXe'a ivcicrai Tovi ^AKpayavTivovs nava-aaOai jxeu t(ov (ttu-

cewv, IcroTTjTa de noXniKrju daKflv.

(One might have looked for the word lo-rjyopla rather than lo-oTrjs.)

This cannot mean that Meton died before the rise of Theron in

488. We have therefore to suppose candidates for the tyranny at
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Akragas aDswering to Tyndarion and i3erhaps others at Syracuse

(see pp. 330-332). Whether they were a lingering Emmenid faction

we cannot telL

One would like further to know the date of Empedokles' refusal

of kingship or tyranny; but grave authority is cited for it by

Diogenes (viii. 2.9);

^T^crt avTov Ka\ ^ApiaroTeXrjs eXevdepov yeyovevai Kai Trd(Tr]s apx*?^

dXKoTpiov, ei' ye rrjv ^aaiXeiav avTa> bihop.evr]v TrapTjrqa-aTO, Kaddnep Sdvdos

iv rot? TV€p\ avTov Xeya.

Timaios told the same story as witnessing drjfxoTiKov dvai rov avhpa.

One would like to know whether Aristotle's words imply that he

refused all ordinary magistracies.

The strange story from Timaios about the feast and the accusa-

tion of the host and the king of the feast must stand or fall as any

one thinks good. As for the constitutional changes made by Em-
pedokles, Diogenes (viii. 2. 9) does not distinctly quote any one

for the action of Empedokles about the Senate. He says, in his

own name
;

vcTTepov 6 E/X7reSoKX^y Koi to tcov ;^iXia)i' adpoicrfia KareXvae crvvearcos

cVl err] rpia, coo-re ov fiovop rjv ratv TrXovaiav, dXXd Koi Ta>u to. dr]p,uTiKd

(ppOVOVVTCOV.

This is the whole account, and the meaning is far from clear.

The word adpoiapia (though it has also a philosophical meaning) has

an ancient sound, and it agrees with some things in the language of

the document referred to in the text. This is the inscription 549 1 in

Boeckh (iii. 593). It belongs to a time when embassies were sent

to Rome, but surely to a time earlier than the date suggested by

Boeckli, B.C. 210. The formal heading runs, eVi UpoOvra Nu/x^o-

dcopov Tov ^iXoavos, 7TapanpoaTa^Tov(Tas~\ rds jSouXay, Trpoedpevovaas rds

(jivkds T(ov 'YXKecoVj rrpoayopovvTos AioKXeos rov Ato/cXeoy, ypap.paTevQVTOs

^Adpavlavos ^AXe^dvdpov, dXlaapa cktos 8ipr]vov, Kapveiov i^rjKOvros Travra.

The decree itself begins eSo^e ra dXia Ka6d Koi to. o-vyKKrjTM. The older

name ^ov\d is used in the most formal part, the preamble, the later

a-vyKkrjTos in the body of the decree. But we get dXt'a for the as-

sembly, and aXlaapa (like adpoiapa) for a meeting of the assembly,

and the action of the Senate as proposing the name. Boeckh

sends us to the seemingly contemporary inscription (5752, iii. 672)

from Melite, an island whose newly learned Greek is naturally

more polite than that of AkragaS; for the form e§o|e r^ avyKkrjTco

Kol Tco drjpco.
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An instance of the Senate of a thousand is to be found at

Khegion before the tyranny of Anaxilas ; see above, p. 489.

But that seems to have been a distinctly oligarchic body. The

reforms of Empedohles seem rather to answer to the changes at

Taras from less to more advanced democracy (see p. 255), At

least Diodoros, thougli one does not expect him to be very ac-

curate in such matters, speaks (see p. 298, note 4) of the con-

stitution of Akragas as democratic from the time of the fall of

Thrasydaios.

As for the teachers of Empedokles (Diog. Laert. viii. 2. 2),

Neanthes made him hear ParmeniJes; Theophrastos made him

hear Xenophanes ; Timaios made him a scholar of Pythagoras

liimself, which is doubtless a careless confusion with his grand-

father. It seems to be only in this story that he was said to be

Karayvwa-Beh ini XoyoKXonla by the Pythagorean brethren. We are

perhaps more concerned with the report of Apollodoros, which

made Gorgias the pupil of Empedokles, than with any of his

masters, though the mention of Xenophanes awakens some little

interest. It seems to carry the young democrat of Akragas to

the court of Hieron. Parmenides does not touch us in Sicily, but

Souidas has preserved an ugly scandal as to his relations with Em-

pedokles, just as we read of Empedokles himself and the Pausanias

who figures in the story (Diog. viii. 4 ;
rjv 8^ 6 Uava-avias, cos (firjcnv

^Apta-TtTTTros /cat Sarupoy, epaixevos avTov). In the state of morals in

which J^schylus could turn the Homeric story into the Mvpfxidoves

and the 'A;^^^^^'"^ ^Epao-Tal, we must expect this kind of misrepre-

sentation or misunderstanding.

If any one cares to go minutely into the miraculous part of

Empedokles' story, he should look to the examination of the whole

matter in Bishop Stubbs' Preface to the Inventio Sanctse Crucis

Walthamensis. The rules and distinctions which are there laid down

apply just as much to a miracle of Empedokles as to a miracle of

Saint Thomas of Canterbury. The story of Empedokles' wonderful

end we may put aside as simple fiction, seeing we happily know

how he really died. The original relation of the assumption of

Empedokles appears in two shapes in his Biographer (viii. 2. 11).

In both the death of the sage follows on the recovery of Pantheia.

In the story of Hermippos she is simply healed by Empedokles

when she was despaired of by other physicians ('Eppimros Be (prjcri

ndvdeidv Tiva ^AKpayauTivrjv aTTrfkinaiiivr^v vno toov larpSiv depanevcrai

VOL. II. O O
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avTuu, Koi dia tovto rrju Bvaiav eniTeXe^v, tovs 8e KXrjdevTas €ivai npos tovs

oyBorjKovTu. He apparently agreed with Herakleides as to the fur-

ther details which Diogenes quotes from him. But there was this

great difference, that Herakleides declared that Pantheia was

actually raised from the dead after thirty days (viii. 2.6; rrju

yovu liTiVOVV 6 'HpaKXel8r]s (fyrjcrl tolovtov ti dvai, cos rpiuKOVTa r^fxepas

orvvTr]pe7v (ittvovv koi aacpvKTOu to acop-a, oOeu kcu eirrev avrbv koi larpov

Kal p.dvTLV. lb. 1 1
;

'HpaKXeidrjs p.ev yap to irepX r?}? arrvov dirjyrjadpevos,

o)s ido^daOrj 'E/zTreSo/cX?;? ayrocrretAos Trjv veKpav ^coo-af). The feast waS

lieid on the lands of Peisianax, and Pausanias was there. To this

Timaios objected that Peisianax was a Syracusan and had no land

at Akragas. This suggests that tliere was a version in which the

last days of the banished man—whose banishment is quite for-

gotten in these stories—were placed at Syracuse.

The story about his plunging into ^tna, with the further tale

of the shoe, was recorded by Hippobotos, and we are told that it

was denied by Pausanias. It comes (Diog. viii. 2. 11) as the wind-

up of the story of the feast, instead of the real assumption which

was recorded by Hermippos and Herakleides
;

'iTTno^oTOi (prjaiv i^avaorTavTa avTov oobevKevai as eVi Trju AtTurju,

(iTa Trapayevopevov eVi tovs xpaTqpas tov TTvpos ivaXeaSat Koi dcpnvicrdrivai,

j3ovX6p.€Vov TTjv nepi avTov ({)r]p.r]u ^e^aiwaai ens yeyovoi 6e6s, varepov 6e

yvaxrOqvai dvappfmo-delor-qi- avTov pids Ta>v KprjTrlhujv' )(aXKas yap elOiCTTO

VTTodeicrBiu' rrpos tovS^ 6 Tlavcravias avreXeye.

This denial of Pausanias looks as if the story got about early.

It is added that Aiodcopos 6 *E(f)€auis nepl 'Ava^ipdvbpov ypd(}>a>u (firjaiu

OTi TOVTOV e^rjXoiKeL, TpayiKov daKcou Tvcpou Ka\ aepvrjv dvaXa'ioov ecrBrjTa.

It does not however appear that Anaximandros threw himself into

any volcano.

NOTE XXXIV. p. 356.

The Rise of Ducetius,

There seems to be no kind of question that Ducetius first

founded a city on the hill, and then came down to Palica in the

plain. And there seems no doubt that the city which he founded

on the hill is that which appears in later history as Mengenum,

and is now called Mineo. It is not quite so clear whether the
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city on the hill is the same as his supposed ^birth-pkce. And
there is a good deal of confusion about the name. The two

passages in Diodoros are xi. 78 and 88. The first records the

foundation of the city on the hill, the second the removal to the

plain. Ducetius had been already mentioned in xi. 76 as having

had a share in driving the Hieronian settlers from Katane. The

first passage runs thus, under the year 459 ;

afia de tovtois npaTTOfxevois Kara Trjv SiKeXtai/ Aovkstios 6 tcou ^ikcacov

^aaikevs o)v, ccvofxaa [Xiuos ro yevos, Icrxvf^v Se kut eKelvovs tovs ;(;poi/oi;ff,

Memivov ixev ttoKiv eKTiae Koi TtjV arvueyyvs ^copav rols KaroiKiade^tTi

There seems no various reading of the name except Mevmov.

In the other place, xi. 88, we read under the year 453 ;

7ra/ja rov Koivov rwv '2LKe\aiv aBpolaas bvvapnv a^iokoyov^ tcis jueV Nea?,

TjTii T}v avTov TxaTpls, peraKiaeu els to rredLov^ Koi TrXijarLov rov repevovi

Tcov ovojxa^opevcov IlaXiKoov e<ria€ ttoKlv d^LoXoyov, rjv djiO rtov npoeipr}-

[xevcov Oecov covopa^e JJaXiKrjv.

For Neaff some seem to read No'ay. Stephen of Byzantium has,

under Mevat (the manuscript reading seems to be MeVSa? ; but one

is inclined with Holm, G. S. i. 364, to think that that must be

a mistake), noXis StAceX/a? eyyvs TLaXUcov. Under TlaXiKT), itoXls

2iKeXLas, he has the description of the Lake of the Palici referred to

in vol. i. p. 536. His only Ne'ai is an island near Lemnos ; but

he has a Noat" noXis liKeXias. So Souidas.

Ptolemy (iii. 4. 12) reckons MeVo6 or Mevai among the inland

towns of Sicily.

There is also 'Nopal, the place of Ducetius' defeat. See p. 371.

In Silius, xiv^ 266, the reading seems really to be " ISTemseis,"

which has been improved into " Nomseis," also into " Menseis."

So from Cluver onwards it has been usual to improve the Neay

of Diod. xiv. 88 into Ma-as.

The question seems to me to come to this. Are the Mevaivov

which Ducetius founded, and the Neat, or whatever else we choose

to call it, which is called his TrarpU and from which he went down

into the plain, one place or two Strictly speaking, as Holm says,

a man cannot be said to found his own birth-place. But he may

so enlarge and strengthen it as to be practically its founder, and

to be spoken of as such. Or again, though narpLs strictly means

the place of a man's birth, it would be no very great licence to

apply it to a place where he dwelled as citizen or as prince.

002
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I could quite believe that Biodoros, specially if lie copied the two

accounts from two different sources, might mean the same place

in both entries, though in the one he speaks of the town as

founded by Ducetius, while in the other he calls it his Trarpis,

Only he uses two different names, Mevaivov and Neat. The later

existence of Menfenum is fully proved by coins (Coins of Sicily,

97, 98 ;
Head, 132) and by Cicero's notice of the " Meneni," Verres,

iii. 22, 43. And Meuaiuov is pretty certainly the same as the

Mevm of Ptolemy, and the Mevm or Mevbai of Stephen. And we

may fairly suppose that the Neai of Diodoros is the same as the

Noai of Stephen. But the Neat of Diodoros evidently stood, no

less than his Mhaivov, on a hill near the Lake of the Palici. It

therefore can hardly be the place (whatever be the name) s[)oken

of by Silius. For that appears in company with " Amastra,"

which must surely be a form of Mytistratus or Amestratus (see

vol. i. p. 144), far away from the scene of Ducetius' earlier

exploits. It is perfectly possible that the name Ne'ai may be

wrong, and that Diodoros in xi. 88 meant the same place that he

meant in xi. 78. It is equally possible that Ducetius' birth-

place may have been called Ne'ai or Noat, and that it stood

on some other hill, say that of Catalfaro, in the neighbourhood.

In this case one would suppose that Ne'ot was quite forsaken at

the foundation of Palica, while Mensenum need not have been

formally or physically touched in any way. But it yielded the

first place to Palica ; it ceased to be the seat of Sikel dominion

and the centre of Sikel nationality. And we should mark that

the Syracusans destroyed Palica (see p. 386) ;
they did not destroy

Mensenum. It should also be remembered that, though it is a fair

and all but certain inference that Mevai is the same as Mevaivov,

yet we do not get the name MeVat in the history of Ducetius,

except as an arbitrary correction of Neat.

Of the general historians of Greece, Curtius tells us nothing
;

he only remarks generally on Ducetius' beginning to found towns.

Grote (vii. 168) fully takes in the religious importance of the

site, and seizes the admirable analogy of Dardanie and Ilios

in II. XX. 216. Of the actual migration he says only; "He
transferred his own little town from the hill-top, called Mense,

down to a convenient spot of the neighbouring plain, near to the

sacred precinct of the gods called Paliki." This leaves out the

foundation of Meneenum. Thirlwall (iii. 203) best grasps the whole
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position. He distinguishes the foundation Mensenum from the

birth-place, which he calls " Mense." This time at least the great

master of our youth is not " superseded," even by Grote, much

less by Curtius.

It strikes me that there is no need to bring No/xat, the place of

Ducetius' defeat in Diodoros, xi. 91, into the question of his

foundations at all. There is no presumption that Nofxal is the

same as Neat or as Mevaivov. Anyhow it cannot have anything to

do with the place mentioned by Silius. It cannot be anywhere

near Mistretta. It must be somewhere in the triangle formed

by Akragas, Morgantina, and Syracuse.

The different ways in which Diodoros speaks of Ducetius are

worth notice. When h^ is first mentioned in xi. 76, he is 6 tcov

2iK€Xaiu rjyeixoov. This is when he helps Syracuse against the Hiero-

nians. When Diodoros comes (xi. 78) to the beginning of his

wider career, he comes in as 6 tcov SiKeXoot' ^aaiKevs oju. In xi. 88

we seem to see a change of language
;

AovK€TLOs 6 Tcdv SiKeXcoi/ d(pr)yovneuos ras noKsis anaaas rets ofiocdueis

7TXr]V T^s "Yj3^as et? fiiav /cat KOLvr)v rjynye avvreXeiav' dpaarLKos 5e oov,

vea)Tep<x)v copeyero npayixuTcov, Kcii napa tov koivov tS)U ^lkcXcov dBpoiaas

dvvapiv d^LoXoyov, ras pev Neas . . . peTcoKiac, k.t.X.

In c. 91, when he goes forth against ^tna, he is 6 tmu ^iKeXwv

e'xf^v TTjv rjycpoviap. In xii. 8, when he comes back, his foimer

position is described as dwda-TTjs tmv 2iKeX(ov. When he dies in

xii. 29, he is 6 yeyovois Toov '2iK(XiK(£>v TToXecov r]yepa>v.

Here he is only once called ^aaiXevs, that is, when he founds his

own city Mensenum, In xi. 88 the language is distinctly federal

;

it makes us long to know the exact terms on which the awreXeia,

the KOIVOV TCOV "EiKeXcov, was put together. Diodoros must have

copied some one—may one whisper Philistos 1—who understood

such matters. On the whole it looks very much as if Ducetius

was ^acriXfvs at Mengenum, but only rjyepcov or the like in the

federal city of Palica. So a King of the Macedonians came to be

President (rjyepwv, Arrian, i. i) of an Hellenic confederacy; so a

Prince of Orange came to be Stadholder of Holland and other

provinces. In this view, 6 twv 2iK€Xa)v jBaaiXevs is too lofty a title

for the prince of a single city or tribe ; but it is only from Thucy-

dides (vii. i) that we can look for such accuracy of phrase as roov

TavTT] '2iK€Xci)v ^aaiXevcov nvoiv.
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The taking of Morgantia or Morgantina comes between the

foundation of Mensenum and the foundation of Palica (Diod. xi. 78)

;

arpaTevaajxevos 6' eVt ttoXiv d^ioXoyov Mopyavrlvav Ka\ x^Lpcoadjjievns

avTTjV 86^av dirrjveyKaTo napa tchs opoedueai. I suppose it is these last

words which made Grote (vii. 167) speak of Morgantia as a

"Grecian town," and Muess (19) as " urhs Graeca." Ducetius

would surely win credit among his own people by bringing in,

even by force, a Sikel town wdiich withstood the national move-

ment. Thirlwall again is not " superseded." He afterwards

made himself master of Morgantia, the ancient capital of a kindred

tribe, the Morgetes." See vol. i. p23. 154, 491.

Then follows the union of all the Sikel towns except the (Gale-

atic) Hybla ; then comes the foundation of Palica. It is after

recording its foundation that Diodoros gives (c. 89) the account of

the Palici themselves quoted in vol. i. p. 519. He notices the

strength of-the fortifications and the prosperity of the city, for

however short a time (90)

;

6 yap AuvKerios tt]v UdXiKrjv Kzicras koL Trepika^oov avTr]v a^ioKoyw Tet)(eij

KaT€Kkripov)(rjae ti)v opopov )(^copav. (xvue^t] 6e rrjv ttoXlv ravrrjv Sta rrjv Tr]S

Xa>pas dperrju Koi 8id to ttXtj^os to)V oiK-qTopcov Ta)(clav \aj3e7.u av^rjcTLV. ov

TToXvu XP'^^^^ ^vbaipLOVYjcraoa KaTe(TKd(pr] kol dupeivev doiKrjTos p^xpi TOiV

KuB* rjpds xP'^vcov. TTepi hv to. Kara pepm duaypdylropev iv toIs oIksluis xpdi'Ois.

This promise ought to have been fulfilled in xii. 29, where he

describes the action of the Syracusans after the death of Ducetius.

Unluckily, when he comes to the oiKeloi xp^^°h ^^^^^ nothing

about Palica, though he has something to say about Trinakia.

It has now and then struck me, in reading his account of these

special events in the history of the Sikel people, that the man of

Agyrium did sometimes remember his own nationality.

NOTE XXXV. p. 378.

The Return of Ducetius.

It is curious to find Mitford and Holm agreeing in opposition

to Grote, the German writer not quoting the two Englishmen.

Mitford (ch. xiii. § i. vol. iv. p. 11) tells the story of the return

of Ducetius as follows
;
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" The only competitor with ByrSciise for superiority among tl)e

Sicilian towns was Agrigentum, and while the competition remained,

peace could not easily hold between them. The Syracusan chiefs

brought back Ducetius from Corinth, apparently to make him

instrumental to their own views for advancing the power of their

commonwealth. They permitted, or rather encouraged, him to

establieh a colony of mixed people, Greeks and Sicels, at Cale Acte,

on the northern coast of the island. This by the Agrigentines was

considered as a measure inimical to them ; war followed ; the Agri-

gentines, defeated, were compelled to receive terms of peace from

Syracuse, and thus the Syracusan democracy became decidedly the

leading power among the Greeks of Sicily."

For this Grote (vii. 171) rebukes Mitfordwith some solemnity;

" The statement that ' the Syracusans brought back Duketius,

or encouraged him to come back or to found the colony of Kale

Akte,' is a complete departure from Diodorus on the part of Mr.

Mitford ; who transforms a breach of parole on the part of the

Sikel prince into an ambitious manceuvre on the part of the Syra-

cusan democracy. The w^ords of Diodorus, the only authority in

the case, are as follows."

He then quotes the passage from Diodoros at length.

Holm, in his notes (i. 431), cuts Ducetius a little short. In his text

(i. 260) he discusses the circumstances of his return at some length,

and comes to the same conclusion as Mitford. The oracle must have

been a genuine one ; Corinth would not have allowed deceit in

such a matter. But he (" der Fremde und Gefangene ") could not

have got any oracle without Greek help (" nicht anders als auf

Betrieb von einflussreichen Hellenen and he could not have got

Greeks to do anything for him (" einen Barbaren unless his

schemes had fallen in with Greek interests of somek'nd (" wenn es

nicht mit zugleich einem griechischen Interesse gegolten hatte ").

Nor could he have left Corinth with an armed company without

the leave of the Corinthians. And the Corinthians would not

have given that leave, unless the Syracusans had, at least secretly,

favoured his enterprise (" dass die Syrakusaner, in deren Interesse

er in Korinth gefangen gehalten wurde, sein Unternehmen unter

der Hand begiinstigten Their motive must have been to use

him against Akragas.

Now Grote's censure on Mitford is well founded so far as this,

that Diodoros, " the only authority in the case," states the bare
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facts in a dull way without any explanation, and that Mitford's

narrative is not the narrative of Diodoros, but a very probable

explanation of it. Grote gives no explanation. A modern German

scholar is led by an elaborate argument to the same conclusion on

which Mitford, it would seem, stumbled instinctively. And there

certainly is no withstanding part of Holm's reasoning. Diicetius

could not have done what he did without the consent of Corinth,

and we cannot conceive that consent being given, unless it suited

the purposes of Syracuse. But it is less easy to see what interest

Syracuse had in bringing him back. If it was policy, it was surely

a very shortsighted policy.

Even the devoutest follower of the great champion of Greek

democracy cannot help being a little amused at his master's turn-

ing a&ide from the real difficulties of the case to mark the seeming

wrong of attributing to a democracy a breach of faith really done

by a prince. Yet, though Mitford's treatment of this particular

passage is—if only his text had been a note—essentially reasonable,

one is not surprised at Grote being stiired up by the general

ravings against democracy at Syracuse and everywhere else in

which Mitford indulges throughout, and in which he bad been

indulging just before. One wonders why a man undertook to

write the history of a people with whom he had so little sympathy.

Yet, after all, as I have had more than once to point out in other

writings, some honour is due to Mitford, as the first who made

the men of Greek story appear as living beings and not as names

in a list.

Thirlwall (iii. 433) follows the narrative of Diodoros without

entering on the point of difficulty.
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A.

Abaris, legend of, p. 475,476.
Acliilleus, his legend told by Ibykos,

155 ;
by Stesiclioros, 509.

Achradina, quarter of Syracuse, 43-47 ;

its west wall, 44; its present state,

46, 450 ;
joined to Ortygia by Gelon,

139, 140 ; the lower Achradina, 141 ;

the gate, 142 ;
occupied by Thrasy-

boulos, 305 ;
by the mercenaries,

312 ;
question of its extent, 444-449 ;

its date, 448 ;
origin of the name,

449 ;
description by Cicero, 449.

-^naria. See Pithekousa.

^schines, he ;ind his scholiast on
Glaukos of Karystos, 498.

jiEschylus, his Persians, 193, 200;
his visits to Sicily, 277, 278 ; his re-

ferences to Sicily, 278-281 ; to the

Palici, 280; his death at Gela, 281,

282 ; his epitaphs, 281.

^tna, eruption of, 242 ; referred to by
Pindar, 274; by ^schylus, 279;
legend of Empedokles at, 562.

^tna (town), founded by Hieron on
the site of Katane, 243-246 ; tomb
and honours of Hieron at, 302 ; tlie

younger Deinonienes reigns at, 303,

309, 321 ; restored as Katane, 322 ;

transferred to Inessa, ih. ; taken by
Ducetius, 368 ;

position of Chromios
at, 494 ;

temple at, 524; its Ne-
mean games, 532 ; Pindar on its

foundation, 538.
^lltnaean Women, play of ^schylus,

280, 289.

Agamemnon, adopted by the Dorians,

175, 176.

Agathokles, his contract for the temple
of Athene, 14, 16.

Agesias of Stymphalos, Pindar's ode to,

134? 5035 question of his birth and

parentage, 503 ; his relation toGelon,

ih,

Agesidamos, father of Chromios, 492.

Agrippina, Saint, her cave, 362.

Aias the Lesser, legend of, 152.

Ainesidamos, various persons of the

name, 105, 106, 123, 124.

Aisijinnefes, position of, 59, 433, 496,

497; prevails in colonies, 435.
Aithalia, ravaged by Syracusans, 336 ;

possible settlement in, 337
Akragas, its early history, 63 ;

tyranny

of Phalaris at, 64-77 5
temples of

Zeus at, 67 ; extent of its territory

under Phalai'is, 79 ; restoration of

freedom at, 78, 79 ;
early state

of the city, 79-81 ; its temples, 79-

81, 225, 402-407; temple of Athene
at, I46; second of Sikeliot cities,

165 ; its prosperity after the battle of

Himera, 223, 231, 390-327 ; works of

Theronat, 223-231; labour of the bar-

barian captives, 223 ;
enhirgement of

the city, 224-229; the wall, 224-226;
the natural wall, 226 ; the gates,

227; the bridge of the dead, 228;
nature of the ground, 228, 229; tombs
earlier and later, 229, 230 ; water-

courses and fishpond, 230, 231, 407 ;

tomb of Simonides at, 264 ; victories

of its ciiizens in the games, 269 ;

restoration of its commonwealth, 298,

299 ; its politics after the fall of the

tyrants, 335 ; its victory over Motya,

339 ; its constitution, 348 ; its war
with Ducetius, 369-372 ; its war and
rivalry with Syracuse, 38,^, 384, 426 ;

its population, 396 ; its luxury, 397 ;

the church of Saint Gregory, 403 ; the

Olympieion, 404-406 ;
temple of He-

phaistos, 406, 407 ; Phalaris not a

native of, 459; eagle on its coins,

531-

Akrai, its foundation, 19 ; its site and
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remains, 20-2 2
;
compared with settle-

ment in America, 22 ; its foundation
suggested by Gela, 23.

Alexander of Macedonia, Pindar's ode
to, 270.

Alfred, compared with Ducetius, 372.
aXiaaixa, 560.

Alkamenes, his rule at Akragas, 79.
Alkandios, his rule at Akragas, 79.
Alkibiades, his description of Sicily,

326.

America, settlement in compared with
Sicily, 22.

American, use of the name, 1 79-181.
ai/a£, dvaaaa, use of, 433.
Anaxandridas, king of Sparta, his

marriages and children, 84.

Anaxilas, tyrant of Ehegion, 104, 107,

484 ; his war with Skythes of Zankle,

107 ; he suggests the Samian seizure

of Zankle, iii, 485 ;
occupies Zankle,

115; his alliance with Terillos, 144;
supports Terillos against Gelon and
Theron, 184 ; his relations to Gelon,
211 ; his designs against Lokroi hin-

dered by Hieron, 240, 241, 490 ; his

death and succession of his sons, 241 ;

liis victory with mules, 262 ; deal-

ings of lii-i sons with Mikythos, 301 ;

their fall, 315 ;
legend of his con-

nexion with the Messenian wars,

485 ;
brings hares into Sicily, 488 ;

his descent and rise to power, 489,

490 ; traditions of him, 491.
Antiochos of Syracuse, his Sicilian his-

tory, 428,

Antisthenes of Akragas, 391 ; his

daughter's wedding, 394 ; his rebuke
to his son, 395.

Apelles, Syracusan admiral, his war-
fare with Etruria, 337.

Apollon, his temple at Syracuse, 42,

43 ; his sha,re in the temple of

Artemis, 443.
Argos, kings of, 432.
Aristarchos, quoted, 527.
Aristocracy, growth of, li, 12.

Aristodemos, his tyranny at Kyme,
249.

Aristonous, guardian of Gelon's son,

214.

Aristophanes, his witness to Sikeliot

cookery, 398, 399.
Aristophilides, king of Taras, 435.
Aristotle, his account of Phalaris, 65 ;

on tyrannies, 292, 293; on ya[x6poi,

439 ; on the laws of Chardndas, 455,

456 ; on the story of Phalaris at

Himera, 466 ; on the coins of Zankle,

488; on the battle of Himera, 515 ;

on Gelon's son, 523 ; on the tyranny
of Hieron, 542 ; on Epicharmos, 543.

Aristoxenos of Selinous, his iambics,

148.

Aristoxenos of Taras, quoted, 164.

Arkesilas of K3Tene, Pindar's ode to,

270.

Arms, wearing of, in assemblies, 62.

Arsenics on Phalaris' letters and bull,

459' 465-
Artemis, her temple a.t Syracuse, 41,

42 ; its position in Ortygia, 440-
443 ; her title of 'AA^etwa, 493 ; tamer
of colts, 537.

Astypalaia, possible birthplace of Pha-
laris, 65, 459.

Athenaios, notice of Phalaris in, 466.
Athene, building of her temple at Syi a-

cuse, 14, 40, 41 ; her temple at

Kamarina, 31 ; her temple at Syra-

cuse compared with the Parthenon at

Athens, 41 ; her temple at Akragas,

146 ; its position in Ortygia, 440-443.
Athenian invasion, its pUice in Sicilian

history, 290, 291.

Athens, mythical diplomacy of, 177 ;

her real position, 1 78 ; her democracy
compared with that of Syracuse, 335 ;

her first appearance in Sicilian atiairs,

338-342, 554, 556; her westward de-

signs, 426, 557; foundation ofThourioi,

427 ; alliance with Rhegion and Leon-
tinoi, ih. ; survival of kingship at, 432 ;

laws of Charondas sung at, 453 ; in-

sciiption at, 554, 555.
ddpoiafxa, 560.

Attica compared with the territory of

Syracuse, 138.

Augustus compared with Gelon, 217.

Australian, use of the name, 179.

B.

Bacchylides, his intercourse with Hie-
ron, 265 ; his alleged enmity with
Pindar, 265, 540, 542 ; his story of

Galateia, 266
;
alleged references to

him in Pindar, 530, 531.

Barbarians, their advance and union

against Greece in the fifth century,

160-165.

Basileus, force and use of the title, 50,

203.

Battle Abbey Roll, compared with

Phalaris' Letters, 468, 469.

Benndorf, O., on the relation of Selinous

to Carthage, 484.

Bentley, R., on Charondas, 453, 454,

456 ; on Phalaris, 458, 460, 463, 467,

468 ; on the date of Anaxilas, 484.
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Blaise, Saint, chapel and stream of, at

Akragas, 80, 81.

Bolkon, his defeat by Ducetius and
condemnation, 370.

Bousiris, compared with Phalavis, 71,

465 ; discourse ol Isokrates on, 470.
Brick, lines of Pindar stamped on, 539.
Britain, fertile in tyrants, 55.

Bull of Phalaris, 64 ; evidences for the

story, 74-76 ; its Phoenician origin,

75-77; question as to its genuine-
ness, 75-76.

Bury, J. B., on Pindar's odes to Chro-
mios, 495 ; on his visits to Sicily,

538.
Busolt, G., on Darius' embassy to Car-

thage, 483 ; on the alliance of Persia

and Cartilage, 510, 512 ; on the battle

of Himera, 520.

Buxentum. See Pyxous, 255.

C.

Calacta. See Kale Akte.
Carbina, its taking by the Tarantines,

253-

Caronia, succeeds Kale Akte, 385.
Carriages, Sicilian, 401.

Carthage, her invasions of Sicily, 6-8
;

their relation to the Persian invasion
of Greece, 7 ; war with, after the

death of Dorieus, 98, 105, 510-513 ;

her alliance with Persia, 166,169;
not dependent on Persia, 168, 512,

513 ; value of her Sicilian dependen-
cies, 169 ;

preparations for the in-

vasion of Sicily, 170, 185 ; her
rivalry with Etruria, 172; treaty
withGelon, 207-210,523; question of

human sacrifice, 208 ; Greek temples
at, 210; her relation to her depen-
dencies untouched, 211; her relations

to Etruria, 250; her inaction after

the fall of the tyrants, 338, 341, 557.
Carts, painted, notice of, 276.

Catalfaro, hill near Mensenum, 362.

Centuripa, mission of Gellias to, 392 ;

illustration of the relation of Greeks
and Sikels, 394.

Chariots, use of, in war, 185.

Charles V., Emperor, destruction of his

walls at Syracuse, 47, 506.
Charondas, his legislation, 60-62

;
story

of his death, 62, 63 ; confusion as to
his date, 451 ; various notices of,

452; his birth-place, 453-455; his

laws sung, 454 ; their matter, 445-
447-

Cheese, Sicilian, 399.

Christod6ro3, his poem on Stesichoros,

507-
Chroinios, his exploits at Heloros, 116,

492, 493; guardian of Gelon's son,

214,493,495 ; his mission to Anaxilas,

241 ; called of ^tna, 242,244, 494; his

guardianship of Deinomenes, 245,

494 ; receives Pindar at Syracuse and
u^tna, 276, 493; his embassy referred

to by Epiciiarmos, 284; Pindar's

odes to him, 491-495 ; marries Gelon's

sister, 493.
Cicero, M., on the temples in Ortygia,

441 ; his description of Achradina,

449 ; on the laws of Charondas, 454 ;

on Phalaris, 460, 461 ; on the bridge of

Ortygia, 505 ; on Epicharmos, 543 ;

on Tycha, 548.
Cicero, Q., on Epicharmos, 543.
Citizenship, nature of, 11, 12.

Cluver on Tycha, 545.
Coins, evidence of, 423.
Colonies, advantages of their position,

2 ; their freedom and prosperity less

lasting, 3,4; democratic tendencies

in, 10.

Concordia, mistaken name at Aki'agas,

403.
Contractors, influence of, 15.

Corinth, abolition of kingship at, 9,432 ;

her joint mediation with Korkyra,
118 ; residence of Ducetius at, 377 ;

Ashtoreth-worship at, 532.
Corsica, Syracusan war in, 337 ?

Criniti. See Thymbris.
Croesus, model of a mild ruler, 461,

540-
Crusade, Fourth, compared with the ex-

pedition of Dorieus, 91.

CuricB, Roman, 14.

Curtius, E., on the relation of Selinous

to Carthage, 484.
Cyprus, Greek kings in, 433.

D.

Dailochos, favourite of Hieron, 235.

Damareta, wife of Gelon, her gifts, 190;
crown voted to by Carthage, 210

;

her second marriage with Polyzelos,

215, 525, 537-
.

Darius, his opinion of Skythes, 114;
story of his treaty with Carthage,

208, 209, 483, 513.
Daskon, foamier of Kamarina, 34,

Deinolochos, comic poet, 286.

Deinomenes, father of Gelon, his oracle,

122, 123.

Deinomenes, son of Hierdn, king of
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^tna, 245, 274, 303, 309 ; under the

guardianship of Chromios, 494 ; Pin-

dar's exhortation to, 539, 540.
De'nomenids, origin of tlieir power,

99 ; its end, 295 ; its short duration,

Delphoi, gifts of Gelon at, 212.

Demagogues at Syracuse, unwarlike,

334-,
Arjixap^TLov. See Damareta.
Demeter, her temple at Akragas, 80

;

at Syracuse, 213, 524 ; at ^tna, 21 4,

525 : MaXocpopos, 553.
Demokedes of Kroton, 114.

Demokopos, architect of tlie theatre at

Syracuse, 288,

Demos, growth of, 12
;
growth of at

Syracuse, 39.
Dikaiarcliia, haven of Kyme, 248.

Diodoros, his vaKie for Sicilian history,

162 ; for the history of Ducetius, 356;
his confusion as to the date of Charon-
das, 45 1 ; his report of his laws, 456,

457 ; loss of his account of Phalaris,

458 ; his mention of the bull, 462-

464 ; his account of Herakleia, 480 ;

on the change of name at Zankle,

487 ; on the kingship of Gelon, 501 ;

on the alliance between Persia and
Carthage, 511 ; on the battle of

H imera. 514,518; on Gelon's temples,

524 ; on Hieron and Polyzelos, 525-
528 ; on the retirement of Mikythos,

544-546 ; on Tycha, 546 : on the

wars in Western Sicily, 550-557 ; on
the career of Ducetius, 561-567.

Diogenes Laertios, his Life of Empe-
dokles, 290, 345 ; of Epicharmos,

543-
Diokles, story of his death, 62.

Dionysios, confounded with Gelon, 221.

Dionysios of Phokaia, 108.

Dioskouroi, fight at the Sagras, 509.
Dorieus, his expedition to western

Sicily, 83-95 ;
analogy with that of

Penlathlos, 83, 84 ; his birth, 84 ;

his settlement in Libya, 85 ; sent to

Sicily by the oracle, 86, 87; his share

in the war of vSybaris and Kioton,

89-91 ; cause of his failure, 91 ; his

attempted settlement in Sicily, 92-

94; his deatli, 95 ; war to avenge
him, 99 ; events after his death, 477-
482.

Dorieus, of Rhodes, 95.

Drepana, designed for the settlement

of Dorieus, 93, 94.
Droysen, H., on the Athenian inscrip-

tion, 555.
Ducetius, 307 ; his first mention and

character, 320, 321 ;
helps the

Syracusans against ^tna, 322 ; his

schemes distinct from the barbarian
advance in Italy, 357, 358 ; com-
pared with Philip, 359-361 ; his

birthplace, 361, 362; his foundation
of Menaenura, 363, 364 ; his advance,

365 ; his foundation of I'alica, 366 ;

he takes iEtna, 368 ; his war with
Akragas and Syracuse, 369-372 ;

compared with Alfred, 372 ; throws
himself on the mercy of the Syra-
cusam, 373-376 ; sent to Corinth,

376 ; his foundation of Kale Akte,
378-3S1 ; his foundations compared,

380, 383, 563-566 ; his later plans
and death, 384, 385 ; his position,

565 ; his return, 566-568.
Duncker, M., on events after the death

of Dorieus, 482, 483 ; on the embassy
of Darius to Carthage, 483 ; on the
alliance of Persia and Carthage, 510.

E.

Echetos, compared with Phalaris, 465.
Eknomos, place of the brazen bull, 69,

75-

Ekphantos of Syracuse, his treatise on
kingsliip, 159.

Elba. See Aithalia.

Eleutheria, feast of, at Syracuse, 309.
'EA.Aa8t«rot, use of the name, 181.

'EAAas, "EAAT^i/es, use of the words, 473.
Elothales, father of Epicharmos, 283.

Elymians, their relations to Carthage,

92, 93.
Emmenids, their fame and wealth, 145

;

their praises in Pindar, 268-272
;

end of their rule, 295.
Empedokles, father of Meton, his

Olympic victory, 345, 558; his vege-

tarian sacrifice, 350.

Empedokles, son of Meton, his Life by
Diogenes Laertios, 290,558; charac-

ter of the stories of, 342-344 ; his

political action, 343, 346, 349, 560,

561 ; he refuses kingship or tyranny,

346 ; his accusations and reforms,

346-349 ;
personal notices of him,

350 ; his claim to divinity and
miracles, 351-353, 561 ; his sanitary

reforms, 353 ; his travel:^, ih. ; his

banishment and death in Pelopon-

nesos, 354, 558, 559; legends of his

apotheosis, 354, 355, 562 ; various

notices of him, 558; his parentage,

ih. ; his teachers, 561 ;
legend of his

leap into ^tna, 562.
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Emperors, origin of their power, 59.

English, use of the name, 1 79-1 81.

Entella, its coins, 422.

Ephesos, survival of kingship at, 9,

432.
Ephoi os, on the alliance of Persia and

Carthage, 511; his account of the

embassy to Gelon, 516 ; on the battle

of Himera, 520.

Epicharmos, his relations to Sicily, 282
;

his birthplace, 283, 542, 543 ; his

comedies and other writings, 284. 285,

544; his relations to Hieron, 286 ; his

witness to Sikeliot cookery, 398, 399

;

the dialogue between Gelon and
the envoys, 418; possible source

of, 515; his coming to Sicily, 544;
inventor of comedy, 543 ; his descent
from Achilleus, 544.

Epiinenides compared with Empedokles,

Ergetium, treatment of its soldiers by
Hippokrates, 120.

Ergoteles of Knossos, settles at Himei'a,

240 ; Pindar's ode to him. 299, 300.

Eryx, attempted foundation of Dorieus
at, 86, 92-94; legend of Herakles at,

87; its haven at Drepana, 93; its

coins, 422.

Etruscans, their wars with Kyme, 249-
252 ; decline of their power, 252 ;

war of Syracuse with, 336 338,
Euboia (in Sicily), its destruction by

Gel6n, 132.

Eukleides, son of Hippokrates, 122,

Euripides, references to Sicily in, 417 ;

his play of Kyklops, 418.
Euryleon, companion of Dorieus, 88

;

his foundation of Minoa, 96 ; his

tyranny and overthrow at Selinous,

97 ; his foundation of Herakleia, 480.
Eurymedon, poem of Simonides on the

battles at, 259, 515,
Eusebios, on the date of Phalaris,

459-
Eustathios, on the tomb of Stesichoros,

507-
Evagoras of Cyprus, 433.
Exainetos, alleged father ofEmpedokles,

558.

F.

Fazello, T., on Ortygia, 505 ; on Epi-
charmos, 544.

Federation, chances of in Sicil)% 316.
Finlay, George, his history of Greece

under foreign domination, 163.

Fish of Sicily, 398, 400.

Folkland, division of, at Syracuse,

328.

G.

Galateia, Bacchylides' story of, 266.

Games, Sicilian, frequented from Old
Greece, 37:39. 40/. 53i, 532.

Ta/jLopoi, their position at Syracuse,

13, 14 ; act as a court, 14-16, 37-39,
117 ; take refuge at Kasmeiiai, 39 ;

ask help of Gelon, 126, 127 ; various

notices of, 436-439 ; their fall, 439 ;

uses of the word, 437.
Gela, rise of tyrants at, 100

;
disputes

and secession, 101-103 ; its govern-
ment oligarchic, 104; tyranny of
Kleandros at, 1 04 ; refuses to acknow-
ledge the sons of Hippokrates, 121

;

tyranny of Gelon at, 124 ; becomes
secondary to Syracuse, 128, 129;
Hieron regent at, 129; its citizens

moved to Syracuse by Gelon, 131 ;

death of -^schylus at, 281 ; metro-
polis of the new Kamarina, 3 1 8.

Gellias of Akragas, 39 1 ; his splendour
and bounty, 393 ; his mission to Cen-
turipa, lb.

Gelon, son of Deinomenes, his historic

position, 99, 1 22 ; his descent from Te-
lines, 122 ; his services under Hippo-
krates, 123; his treatment of the

sons of Hippokrates, 124; becomes
tyrant of Gela, 124, 125, 496, 497 ;

his Olympic offerings, 125 ; called in

by the Syracusan Gamoroi, 12'j ; his

occupation of Syracuse, 127, 128, 499,
500; its elfects, 128, 129; his trans-

plantations of men, 130, 131 ; his

dealings with oligarchs and commons,
131, 134, 135; his grants of citizen-

ship to strangers, 132-134; his princely

position, 135, 136 ; character of his

government, 136, 137, 218, 219;
his relation to the commons of

Syracuse, 137; question of his king-

ship, I37> 202, 203, 501, 502 ;

extent of his dominion, 137; his

enlargement of Syracuse, 138-143 ;

embassy from the Greeks of the Isth-

mus to, 173-179; his final answer,

177, 516, 517; his real action at the

time, 181-183, 517; his mai'ch to

Himera, 189-191 ; his camj), 191;
his device of selling tlie prisoners,

192 ; his action in the battle of

Himei-a, 196, 197, 519-521 ; his

return to Syracuse, 201 ; his statue,

204; his relations to Theron, 206;
his treaty with Carthage, 207-210,
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523; his position after the battle,

211 ; his gifts and temples, 212-214,

524 ; his will and death, 214; his burial

and worship, 215, 216 ; stories of,

219-221 ; his allfged dealings with
Rome, 221; his special position among
tyrants, 292 ; notices of his son, 304,

525 ; confounded with Phalaris, 467;
his account of events after the death
of Dorieus, 478-479, 515; his pro-

bable share in them, 479, 482, 497 ;

his relations to Chromios, 493 ; his

treatment of Megara and Kamarina,

497-499 ; probably orrpaTrj'yds avro-

/cpdrajp, 500-502 ; his relations to

Agesias, 503 ; called king of Gela,

542.
Geryoneis, poem of Stesichoros on, 151.

Geryones, his oracle, 151 ;
compared

with Phalaris, 465 ; how described by
Stesichoros, 508.

Giants, use of in aichitecture, 405.
Glaukos of Karystos, Gelon's deputy at

Kamarina, his death at Megara, 130,

498.
Glaukos, play of ^schylus, 280, 522.

Gorgias, pupil of Tisias, 330 ; his life,

412, 413; his relations to Plato, 413,

414 ; his writings and teaching, 414;
his personal character, 415, 416; pupil

of Korax, 549 ;
pupil of Empedokies,

561.

Gorgos, son of Aristomenes, 484.
Government, three forms of in Pindar,

537-
Greater Greece, use of the name, 5, 6.

Greece, its Greek life stronger than that

of the colonies, 3, 4 ; in what sense

declining in the sixth century, 163,

164 ;
feeling between Old Greece and

the colonies, 178, 179.

Greeks, their relation to barbarian

neighbours, 4, 5.

Gregory, Saint, of the Turnips, his

church at Girgenti, 403.

Grote, G., on ostracism, 333 ; on Pha-
laris, 458 ; on events after the death

of Dorieus, 479 ; on the alliance of

Persia and Carthage, 510; on the

war of Segesta and Selinous, 551 ;

on the foundations of Ducetius, 564 ;

on Morgantia, 566 ; on the return of

Ducetius, 567.

H.

Halikyai, enemy of Segesta, 339, 341 ;

its place in the Athenian inscription,

554^ 555-

Hamiikar, son of Hannon, force of the
name, 184 ; his connexion with Syra-
cuse, 184; his landing at Panormos,
186; his agreement with the Seli-

nuntiues, 187 ; he defeats the Greeks
in Himera, 189 ;

story of his sacrifice,

T94, 518 ; other versions, 195-197.
Hares, brought into Sicily by Anaxilas,

488.

Haverfield, F., on Achradina, 444.
Helen, her vengeance on Stesichoros,

152,153; her presence atLeuke, 152,

509.
Helen, daughter of Mikythos, 153.
Helianax, brother of Stesichoros, 150.
Hellas, Hellenes, use of the name, 180.

Heloron, foundation and site of, 17, 18;
its road and bridge, 18.

Heloros, river, 18 ; battle of, 116
;

mistakes about, 497.
Henna, its relations to Syracuse and

Kamarina, 36 ; confounded with
^tna, 525.

Hera, temple of, at Syracuse, 442,
Herakleia, to be founded by Dorieus at

Eryx, 86 ; founded by Euryledn at

Minoa. 96 ; its later history, 97,
479-481 ;

destroyed by Carthage, 98.

Herakleides of Pontos, on Charondas,

453 ; his notice of Phalaris and the

bull, 461, 466.
Herakles, legend of, at Eryx, 87 ;

told by Stesichoros, 151, 508, 509;
by Ibykos, 155; his treatment by
Epicharmos, 285.

Herakles Mantiklos, temple of, at

Messana, 485.
Herbita, its relations to Kale Akte, 381.

Hermippos, his mock heroics, 398.
Herodotus, his value for Sicilian

history, i, 162 ; his description of the

army of Xerxes, 172 ; his account of

the embassy to Gelon, 174-178, 478,

5^5^5175 use of PaaiXevs and
rvpavvos, 434, 435 ; on ya/j.upoi and
KvKKvpLoi, 437-439 ; on the events

after the death of Dorieus, 478, 479,
482 ; on the retirement of Miky-
thos, 486, 544-546 ; on the rise of

Gelon, 496, 497 ; on Gelon's treat-

ment of Kamarina and Megara, 497,

498 ; on the relations between Car-

thage and Persia, 513 ; on the date of

the battle of Himera, 514, 515 ; on

its details, 518-520.

Hesychios of Miletos (Souidas), accepts

the letters of Phalaris, 459 ; on
Stesichoros, 507.

Hicks, E. L., quoted, 553.
Hieron, son of Deinouienes, his tyranny
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foretold, 123; governor of Gola
under Gelon, 129 ; marries the

danjrhter of Anaxilas, 211 : suc-

ceeds Gelon, 214,525; character of

his reign, 232, 233 ; his Hellenic

championship, 27,3, 234; how painted

by Xenoplion, 234, 235 ; his wives,

235» 529. 53°! 5_33; his spies, 236;
his relations to Ins brother Polyzelos,

236, 237, 525-528 ; his foreign policy

compared with that of Gelon, 237 ;

defends the Sybarites as'ainst Kro-
ton, ih. ; his war with Therdn, 238,

239? 529 ; delivers Lokroi from
Anaxilas, 240, 241, 537 ; his founda-

tion of ^tna, 242-245; called of

^tna, 242-244; his treatment of

Naxos and Katane, 243 ; his alleged

exclusion at Olym[)ia, 246, 247 ; his

Etruscan war, 248-250 ; his delivei'-

ance at Kyme, 250; his helmet, 251

;

his colony at Pithekousa, 251-252 ;

his relations towards Rhegion, 255,

256; his relation to the games, 256;
to poets and philosophers, ih.

;
story of

his sickness and change of tastes,

257; his bounty, 258; his inter-

course with Simonides, 262, 263

;

with Xenoplianes, 265 ; with Bao-
chylides, ib. ; references to bim in

Pindar, 266-276, 539, 540 ; his

victory at Thebes, 270, 537 ; his

sickness commemorated by Pindar,

273 ; his kingship, ib. ; his praises by
Pindar, 275, 276, 539, 540; his re-

ception of J^schylus, 278 ; his alleged

dealings with Themistokles, 287 ;

perhaps founder of the theatre at

Syracuse, 288 ; his war with Thraiy-
daios, 297 ; his policy towards Zankle
and Rhegion, 301 ; his death and
honours at Mtn^, ih. ; his gifts offered

by his son, 303 ; his altar, 310 ; his

honours at New ^tna, 322 ; his

tomb at Katane destroyed, 323 ; his

character by Julian, 530; exaggerated
picture of his oppression, 542.

Hieron, King of Syracuse, his work in

the theatre, 288.

Himera, alleged tyranny of Phalaris at,

66, 69 ;
landing of the Carthaginians

at, 187; their double camp, 188; first

battle before, 189 ; Gelon 'g camp at,

191; battle of,i92-20o, 518-521; same
day as Salamis, 192, 513 ;

temple of

Poseidon at, 195 ; character of the

battle. 198 ;
compared Avith Salamis,

200, 205 ;
offerings to the gods at, 200

;

oppressive rule of Thrasydaios at,

238 ;
betrayed by Hierdn to Therdn,

239? 527; new settlement at, 240;
restoration of its commonwenlth, 299 ;

its name and coinage, 300 ; liattle of,

its date, 514, 515; its details ex-

amined, 518-521 ; commemorated by
iE.schylus, 522.

Hiraeras, northern, Stesichoros' account
of, 151.

Himeras, southern, victory of Theron
at, 147 ; battle of Syracusans and
Akragantines at, 3^3.

Himilkon, 519. See Plamilkar.

Hipparis, river, 29.

Hippias of Elis, his presence in Sicily,

419.
Hippokrates, kinsman of Theron, rebels

against him, 147, 238, 529; alleged

notices of, in Pindar, 272, 521.

Hippokrates, tyrant of Gela, 104 ; his

Punic war, 105 ; his conquests among
the Greek cities, 106 ; his action at

Zankle, 1 1 2-1 14 ; his war with Syra-

cuse, 1 1 6-1 19 ; he restores Kamarina,
119; his Sikel wars, 120, 121; his

death, 121 ;
history of his sons, 121-

124; events at his accession, 496,

497; confused accounts of, 542.

Hipponion, story of Gelon's garden at,

212.

Hippys of Rhegion, date of, 1 60.

Holin, A., on the war of 454 B.C., 552 ;

on the temples in Ortygia, 4^10-443 ;

on Achradina, 4^6-448 ; on the date

of the battle of Himera, 478, 479,

515 ; on the date of Empedokles, 559.
Hybla, Galeatic, stands aloof from

Ducetius, 365,

Hybla, Heraian, death of Hippokrates
at, 121.

Hypsas, river at Akragas, 227.

Hyrminos, river, 33 ; battle at, 37.

I.

lamblichos, his account of Phalaris,

475-
lamids, prophetic family, 90.

lapygians, notices of, 253 ; their defeat

of Tarantines and Rhegines, 254.

Ibykos of Rhegion, his presence in

Sicily, 154; his death avenged by
cranes, 155 ; his legends of Herakles
and Achilleus, ih. ; his witness to the

mole of Ortygia, 504.

Inessa, settled as ^tna, 322.

Ingulf, forgery of compared with that

of Phalaris, 64, 468.

Inykon, Hippias' lecture at, 419.
loulis, birthplace of Simonides, 258.
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I Saufoni at Akrai, 21.

Ischia. See Pithekousa.

Isokrates, his life, 429 ; on Evagoras,

433 ; on Bousiris, 470.
Ispica, valley of, 26.

Istlimian games at Syracuse, 268, 532.

Italy, history of the Greek colonies in,

5, 6 ; advance of the native races,

248.
Ixion, mention of by Pindar, 537.

J.

Justin, on events after the death of

Dorieus, 482 ; on Darius' embassy to

Cai-thage, 483.
Jupiter Imperator, 442.

K.

Kadmos of Kos, resigns the tyranny,
no; settles at Zankle, in; his

mission to Delphi, 182, 183.

Kalamis, artist employed by Deino-
menes son of Hieron, 552.

Kale Akte, proposed Ionian settlement

at, 109, no ; its settlement by Duce-
tius, 378-380; its relation to the

Sikel movement, 380-381 ; its later

history, 384, 385.

Kallias, lamid prophet, 90.

Kallipolis conquered by Hippokrates,

106.

Kallimachos, on Phalaris, 460.

Kallistratos, on Pindar's ode to Xeno-
krates, 534.

Kamarina, its foundation, 28 ; its site,

29-32 ; its lake, 29, 30; mention of,

by Pindar and CLiudian, 29 ; its coins,

30, 320 ;
temple of Athene, 31 ; its

walls, 32 ; its wood, 32, 33; extent of

its territory, 33 ; a dependency of

Syracuse, 34, 35 ; its revolt, 35 ; its

war with Syracuse and destruction,

36. 37 ; site ceded to Hippokrates,

119 ; he rebuilds the town, ib. ; de-

stroyed by Gelon, 130, 497 ; its re-

storation, 318 ; its new citizens, 319 ;

oracle about, 440.
Kapys, rebels against Theron, 147,

238, 529 ;
alleged references to him

in Pindar, 272, 531.
Kasmenai, foundation of, 23 ; its site

at Spaccaforno, 25 ;
description of,

25, 26
; occupied by the Gamoroi,

126.

Katane, power of Charondas at, 59, 61
;

no mention of, under Gelon, 137, 211,

214; tomb of Stesichoros at, 150,

507, 508; restoration of, 323; its

coins, ih.

Kingship, survivals of in the Greek
commonwealths, 9, 10, 432-435;
beginnings of in England, 10 ; its

relation to tyranny, 53-55 ;
question

of in the caf^e of Gelon, Hieron, and
Theron, 501, 502.

Kinyps, settlement of Dorieus at, 85.

Kleandros, his tyranny at Gela and
death, 104 ; its date, 479 ; events

after his death, 497.
Kleandros, son of Hippokrates, 122.

Kleoraenes, preferred to Dorieus, 84, 85.

Kleophron. See Leophron.
Kohler, on the Athenian inscription,

554-
Korax, his oratory, 329, 330, 549 ; his

political position, il).
;

alleged refer-

ences to him in Pindar, 531.

Korkyra, compared with Kamai'ina, 35;
her joint mediation with Corinth,

118.

Kos, birthplace of Epicharmos, 283,

^543-
Kottahos, invented in Sicily, 401.

Kpayeras, word, 531.

Krastos, alleged birthplace of Epichar-

mos, 283, 543.
Krathis, battle of Sybaris and Kroton

by, 89, 90.

Kroton, accounts of its war with Sybaris,

89, 90; Hieron protects the Sybarites

against, 237, 526,527.
KvWvpLoi, use and meaning of the

word, 437-439-
Kydippe, wife of Anaxilas, 144.

Kyllyvioi, their position at Syracuse,
13^.

Kyme, its greatness, 248 ; its haven,

ih.
;
tyranny of Aristodemos at, 249

;

attacked by the Etruscans, 2 50 ; de-

livered by Hieron, ih., 493 ;
import-

ance of the victory, 252.

Kyrene, kings of, 432, 433; vassal of

Persia, 513.

L.

Laios, prophecies of, 86.

Ldtomiai at Syracuse, 43, 44.
Laws, their character in early times,

59, 60.

Leonid as, his alleged relations with

Sicily, 482, 483.
Leontinoi, tyranny of Panaitios at, 56 ;

its war with Megara, 57 ; its alleged

conquest by Phalaris, 79, 467 ; its re-

lation to Hippokrates, 106 ; its founda-

tion, 427.
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Leonymos of Kroton, legend of, 152,

153-

Leophr6n, son of Anaxilas, his war
with Lokroi, 240, 490 ; his death,

241 ; his Olympic victory, 491.
Leoprepes, father of Simonides, 258.

Leuke, island of the heroes, 152.

AiXv^aToi, no such people, 551.
Lilybaion, confused with Motya by

Dioddros, 340, 550.
Livy, hi-; notice of Achradina, 445 ;

ofTycha, 546.
Lloyd, W. W., quoted, 492, 494, 534,

537. 540-
Lokroi, war of Anaxilas and Leophron

against, 490 ;
story of the vow, ih.

;

delivered by Hieron, 537.
Lorenz, O., on Epicharnios, 542, 543.
Lucanians, their advance against the

Greeks, 6.

Lucian, his discourses onPhalaris, 471-

475.
Lykophron, his scholiast on Phalaris,

460,465.
Lykortas, sets up the statue of Phor-

mis, 133.

M.

Maktauros,-^lleged birthplace of Stesi-

choros, 149.

Maktorion, succession from Gela, loi.

Mamerkos, brother of Stesichoros, 1 50.

Mamertire wme, 400.

Mamei-tinus. iSee Mamerkos.
Mamertium, town in Bruttiiim, 507.
Mantiklos, son of Aristomenes, 484.
Marcius, Gaius, legend of, 221.

Massalia, its history, 5.

Mazaka, laws of Charondas sung at,

454-
Mede, use of the nnme, 108.

Medeia, her marriage with Achilleus,

155-

fjLeyaXoTToXies, epithet of Syracuse, 139.

Megara, Old, trial and execution of

Thrasydaios at, 298 ; tomb of Em-
pedokles at, 559.

Megara, Sicilian, its first war with
Leontinoi, 57 ; its treatment by
Gelon, 131, 132, 497-499; presence
of Epicharmos at, 283.

Melanippos, story of, 72, 73.
Melite, inscriptions from, 560,
Meltzer, 0 , on the embassy of Darius to

Carth^:ge, 483 ; on the alliance of

Persia aud Carthage, 510; on the

battle of Himera. 521.
Mense. See MenaBnum.
Menoenum, whether birthplace of

Ducetius, 361 ; its position and re-

mains, 362-364 ;
compared with his

other foundations, 378, 380, 385 ; its

relations to Mcuai and Neat, 563,

564.
Mivai, 563.
M^ssana, Messene, name transferred to

Zankle, 115, 316, 317, 486, 487, 489 ;

its coins, 488.
Messapians, distinguished from the

lapygians, 253.

Messenian wars, notice of, 484.
Messenians of Peloponnesos, settlement

of in Sicily, 317, 487 ;
legendary

settlement at Zankle, 485.
Meton, father of Empedokles, 345 ; his

settlement at Thourioi, 559.
Mezger, F. , his account of Syracuse, 271,

45 1 ; on Achradina, 451; on the

odes to Chromios,492 ; on references

in Pindar, 531.
Midas of Akragas, his Olympic victory,

269.

Mikythos, guardian of the sons of

Anaxilas, 241 ; his rule at Phegion,

254; his foundation of Pyxous, ih.
;

his trial, gifts, and death, 301, 302 ;

his retirement, 544-546 ; his statues,

545 ; his position, 545, 546.
Mi'letos, fall of, 108.

Milesians, share in the Samian expedi-

tion to Sicily, no.
Mimes, 416.

Mineo. See Menaenum.
Minoa, foundation of Euryleon at, 96 ;

its later history, 97. See Herakleia.

Minos, restoration of his bones, 296.

Miracles, pagan and mediaeval, 351,561.
Mitford, W. , on the accession of Gelon,

499 ; on the alliance with Carthage,

510; on the return of Ducetius, 567;
nature of his history, 568,

Mommsen, T., on the alliance of Per.sia

and Carthage, 511.

Morgantia, taken by Ducetius, 365 ;

called Greek, 566.

Motya, its coins, 423 ; confounded with
Lilybaion, 550 ; with Motyca, 552.

Motyca, confounded with Motya, 552.
Motyon, taken and lost by Ducetius,

369-372 ; its name, 369.
Movers, on AiXv^aioi, 551.
Mure, VV., quoted, 509.
Myletids, their banishment, 24.

N.

Naxos conquered by Hippokrates, 106.

Nese. See Menaenum.
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Neaiton, its foundation, 17.

I^ eanihes, his account of Epicharmos,

543-
Nebuchadnezzar, in Africa and Spain,

513-
Nemean games at ^tna, founded by

Hieion, 286, 532.
Netum. See Neaiton.
Nikasippos, 536.
Nikokles, father-in-law of HieroH,

235-

Nikomachos, charioteer of Xenokrates,

534-
Nisa, possible reference to, in Sappho,

149.
'Nomai, battle at, 371 ;

place of Duce-
tius' defeat, 563, 565.

Noto, Old and New, 17.

0.

Oanis, river, 33.

Olympia, gifts of Gelon at, 212.

Olympieiou at Syracuse, 47 ;
Hippo-

krates' treatment of, 117, 118.

Orders, use of, in architecture, 409,
410.

Oresteia of ^schylus, when acted,

278.

Orfcygia, joined to the mainland by a

mole, 139, 140; practically the akro-

polis of Syi"acuse, 140 ;
occupied by

Thrasyboulos, 305 ;
by tlie mercen-

aries, 312; temples on, 440-443 ;

called a peninsula, 505, 537.
Ostracism, Athenian, its real nature,

332, 333-
Ovid, his account of Sapplio, 149.

P.

Pjestum. See Poseidonia.

Palazzuolo. See Akrai.

Palica, foundation of Ducetius, 366-

368 ;
compared with his other founda-

tions, 378 ;
destroyed by the Syra-

cusans, 386.

Palici, their relation to Ducetius, 364,

366.

Panaidos of Leontinoi, first recorded

tyrant in Sicily, 56 ; his trick for

seizing the tyi-anny, 56.

Pantare*!, his Olympic victory, 104.

Pantheia, raised from the dead by Em-
pedf)kles, 355, 561, 562.

Parasite, character of. 39S.

Parian Chronicle, on the date of the

Gamoroi, 436.

Parmenides, his relations to Empedo-
kles, 561.

Pausanias, his relations to Empedokles,
561....

Pausanias, his notice of the expedition

of Dorieus, 88 ; his confusion as to

the date of Anaxilas, 484, 485; the
story comes from Rhianos, 484-488 ;

on Stesichoros, ^o"] ;
quotes the

Glaukos of ^schylus, 522; on the

offerings of Mikytlios, 545 ; on the

offerings of Akragas, 551, 552, 555 ;

his confusion of Motya and Motyca,

552.
Pediarchos, Gelon's captain of archers,

519-
Peithagoras, tyrant of Selinous, 96.

Perikles, compared with Empedokles,

344-
Perilaos, Perillos, artist of the brazen

bull, 75, 464, 465.

Persia, advance of, in Asia, 108 ; use of

the name, ih. ; its alliance with Car-

thage, 166, 169 ; its intercourse with
the west, 167 ;

kings of, their policy,

512.

Persian war in Greece, its character,

163.

Persians, play of Epicharmos, 285.

Persians of ^schylus acted at Syra-

cuse, 279.

Personal service under tyrants,

Petalism, its institution and working

at Syracuse. 332-335-
Petron of Himera, his name and philo-

sophy, 159, 160.

Pfalz, M., on the alliance of Persia and
Carthage, 510.

Phaiax makes the drains at Akragas,

231.

Plialaris,his tyranny at Akragas, 64-77

;

his forged letters, 64, 468, 469 ; his

birthplace, 65; Aristotle's account of,

65, 66; his rise to power, 66-68 ; ex-

aggeration of his dominion, 69 ; his

Sikan warfare, 69-70 ; his later repu-

tation. 70; apologies for him, 71;
spares Chariton and Melanippos, 72,

73 ;
compared with Dionysios, 74 ;

his bull, 74-77, 461-466; his over-

throw, 77, 477 ; his death, 78 ; local

importance of his story, 79; small

real knowledge of him, 458 ; his date,

459; his name, birtiiplace, and

parentage, 460, 461 ; other stories of,

466, 467; extent of his dominions,

ih. ; no connexion with Himera,

466 ; motives for the forgery of the

letters, 469, 470 ; Lucian's discourse

on, 471, 475; his alleged dealings

with Pythagoras, 475, 476.
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Phayllos, Syracusan admiral, his banish-

ment, 336.
Pherenikos, horse of Hieron, 275.
Philamnion, wrestles, 498.
Philemon, his references to Sicily, 399.
Philip of Macedonia compared with

Ducetivis, 359-361.
Philippos of Kroton, his story, death,

and honours, 88, 95.
Philistos, his account of the war be-

tween Syracuse and Kamarina, 36.

Phoenicia, its position under the Per-

sian kings, 168 ; its mediation
between Persia and Carthage, 169-
512.

Phoenicians, their position at Syra-

cuse, 13 ; their repulse of Dorieus,

92-95 ; their imitation of Greek coins,

423-
Phoinix of Akragas, destroys the tomb

of Simonides, 264.

Phormis of Mainalos, his removal to

Syracuse, 133; his offerings, ih.

;

guardian of Gelon's son, 214.

Phormos, comic poet, 286.

Photios, on the letters of Phalaris,

469.
Pictures, 411.

Pindar, his references to Sicilian history,

I ; his evidence for the brazen bull,

75, 162, 461 ; his ode to Agesias, 134,

503; hisodestoTheron, 147, 270-275;
his verses on the battle of Himera,
206,207; his odes to Hieron, 233, 234,

242, 270-276, 536-542 ; his warnings
to him, 246, 273-275, 539, 540;
his alleged enmity with Bacchylides,

265 ; value and order of his odes,

266-276 ; his early odes, 268, 269;
his odes to princes, 270; his visit

to Sicily, 275, 538 ; his death, 277 ;

his ode to Psaumis, 319, 320; his

odes to Chi-omios, 491-495 ; his visits

to him, 493 ; on the forefathers of

Kieron, 527; character of his scho-

liasts, 530 ; his supposed relations

to Baccbylides, 530, 531 ; his ode
and skolion to Xenophon of Corinth,

532 ; his odes to Xenok rates or Thra-
syboulos, 532-536 ; written after the

fall of the Emnienids, 535 ; their

special tone, 536 ; his skolion to

Thrasyboulos, ih. ; dates of his odes

to Hieron, ib. ; their oligarchic tone,

537 ; his use of kingly titles, 540,

.542.
Pithekousa, settlements on, 251,

Pittakos, his power at Mitylene; 59,

433-
Plass, H. G., quoted, 481.

Plato, his relations to Gorgias, 413 ; his

notice of Charondas, 452.
Plehs. See Demos.
Plutarch, on Achradina, 445 ; on the

bull of Phalaris, 465 ; on Gelon's
treaty with Carthage, 523; on the
temple of Demeter, 524.

Polemon, on the temples in Ortygia,

441.
Polichna at Syracuse, its position, 42,

47. 49;
Pollis, king of Syracuse, 8-10, 431-436;

other persons of the name, 436.
Pollux, on Gamoroi, 437 ; on the tomb

of Stesichoros, 507.
Polyainos, his account of Gelon at

Megara, 498 ; of his rise to power,

500 ; on the battle of Himera, 519.
Polybios, on the bull of Phalaris, 462,

463 ; on the embassy to Gelon, 516 ;

his neglect of early writers, 517.
Polykleitos. See Polykritos.

Polykritos, his account of Gellias, 393.
Polyzelos, marries Damareta, 215, 525,

537 ; his position, 215 ; Hieron's plots

against him, 236, 237, 526-529 ; his

relations to Thei-6n, 238, 239; sup-

posed references to, in Pindar, 271.

Poseidon, his temple at Himera, 195,

Poseiddnia becomes barbarian, 164.

Praxiteles of Mantineia and Kamarina,
his Olynijdc victory, 319.

Prophecies, collections of, 86.

Protagoras, his presence in Sicily, 419.
Proxenos, his relations to Gorgias,

Psaumis, his Olympic victory and ode,

Puteoli. See Dikaiarchia.

Pyrrhos, dog of Gelon, 221.

Pythagoras, appears in the story of

Phalaris, 77, 472, 475 ;
legends of, in

Sicily, 158, 159; his relation to Epi-

charmos, 283.

R.

Ragusa, river. See Hyrminos.
Ras Melkart. See Herakleia.

Rhegion, legislation of Charondas at,

61 ; its connexion with Zankle, 107 ;

its constitution, 107, 489 ;
tyranny

of Anaxilas at, 107 ; its defeat by the

lapygians, 254; its relations to

Hieron, 255, 256.

Rhetoric, beginnings of the art, 329.

Hhetors, 415.
Rbianos, his poem on the Messenian

War, 484, 488.

P p 2
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Kifriscolaro, river, 32.

Rome, story of corn sent by Gelon to,

221,

Rossolini, not the site of Kasmenai,
25.

S.

Sabyllos, kills Kleandros of Gela, 104.

Sacrifices, human, at Carthage, 523.
Sacrilege, punishment, of at Delphoi,

473.
Sagras, battle of, 152, 509.
Salamis, battle of, on the same day as

Himera, 192, 200, 205, 514.
Salinas, A., on the battle and temple

of Himera, 520, 521.

Samos, Samians, tyramiy of flakes at,

108
;
migration from, to Sicily, no

;

settlement at Zankle, 11 1; treaty

with Hippokrates, 113; turned out
by Anaxilas, 115.

Santa Croce, remains at, 33, 34,

Santa Maria <lei Greci, church of, at

Girgenti, 146.

Sappho, her visit to Sicily, 149, 437,
Sardinia, proposed migration to, 108.

Schubring, J., on the temples in Orty-
gia, 440-443 ; on Achradina, 445,
446.

Scicli, not the site of Kasmenai, 27.

Scipio yEmilianus, brings back the

brazen bull, 462, 463.
Scott, Sir W., quoted, 434.
Sculpture, advance in, 409.

Segesta, helps in the repulse of Ddrieus,

92 ; honours paid by it to Philippos,

95 ; asks help from Athens, 339 ; its

coins, 422 ; its relation to Carthage

after the death of Dorieus, 481, 4S4
;

its relations to Selinous, 551, 553 ;

embassy from, to Athens, 553 ; com-
memorative inscription, 554.
elinous, tyranny of Theron at, 81 ; its

warfare with Phoenicians, 82
;
tyranny

of Peithagoras at, 96 ; its outpost of

Minoa, 96, 97 ;
tyranny of Euryleon

at, 97 ;
temple of Zeus at, ih. ; its rela-

tions to Carthage, 98, 481, 484 ; its

relations to Hamilkar, 187; the let-

ters intercepted, 196 ; its relations to

Gel6n,2ii ; its offerings for victory over

an unnamed enemy, 339, 550, 551 ;

Empedokles cleanses the rivers, 353 ;

his worship there, 354 ; its prosperity,

408 ; its temples, 40S-410 ; its

sculptures, 409 ; discoveries on the

western hill, 410 ; its relation to

Segesta, 551 ; commemorative in-

scription, 553, 555.

Senate, action of, at Syracuse, 38.
Senate of a thousand, at Khegion,

489.
Servius, on Kamarina, 440.
Sicily, early prosperity of its Greek

cities, I, 2, 6 ; their special advan-
tages, 3 ;

comparison with Italy, 5 ;

forms of tyranny in, 55 ; first re-

corded war between Greeks in, 56 ;

its share in Greek poetry, 14S
; war-

fare in, compared with Old Greece,

170, 171 ; local games in, 268 ; its

increased connexion with Old Greece,

291; its cities after the fall of the
tyr;ints,_ 315, 324-327, 356 ; federal

tendencies in, 316 ;
coniparisoa

with Old Greece, 326 ; warfare in

the west, 338-342 ; its prosperity

between the two Punic invasions,

388-390 ;
indepenolence of its cities,

390 ; its cookery and luxury, 398-
401 ; its fisb^ 398-400 ; its games,
401 ;

buildings, ib. ; visitors to, 417-
419; its increased dealings with Old
Greece, 427 ; visitors from Old Greece
to its local games, 531.

Sikels, their position at Syracuse, 13 ;

their remains at Akrai, 21; con-

trasted with American Indians, 22
;

allied with Kamarina against Syra-

cuse, ?,6 ; their remains on Achradina,

46 ; wars of Hippokrates with, 1 20
;

their action in Greek affairs, 306,

321 ;
compared with Lucanians, 358 ;

their union under Dncetius, 361. 365 ;

Sikel element in Kale Akte, 380 ;

their hellenization, 387, 388, 422-

424 ; their treatment in proverbs and
comedy, 420, 421.

Silius, reading of, about Nefxai, 563.
Simonides, his verses on the battle of

Himera^ 205, 206 ; his dialogue with

Hieron, 235 ; his mediation between
Theron and Hieron, 238, 528 ; his

birth-place, 258; his poems on the

Persian wars, 259; stories of, 260; his

gift of memory, 261 ; his avarice,

261 ; his ode to Anaxilas, 262 ; his

intercourse with Hieron, 262-264;
his burial and tomb at Akragas, 264;
on Stesichoros, 509 ; poem on the

Eurymedon, 515.
Skopas, his dealings with Simonides,

260, 261.

Skythes, father of Kadmos of Kos^

109.

Skythes of Zankle, called king, 9, 434 ;

his war with Anaxilas, 107; his

name, 109 ; he invites the lonians

to Sicily, ib. ; his Sikel war, 1 1 1

;
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imprisoned by Hippokrates, 112
;

escapes to Darius, 114.

Sophists, 415.
Sophokles, references to Sicily in,

417.
Sdphron, his mimes, 416.

Spaccaforno, site of Kasmenai, 25.

Spaniards, their valiant resistance at

Himera, 198.

Sparta refuses help to the Sikeliots, 99.
Statues, 411.
Stesichoros, his fable, 66, 508 ; called of

Himera, 149, 506 ; liis descent, 149 ;

his true name, 1 49, 1 50 ; his brothers,

I50» 5°7 ; Jii^ alleged relations to

Phalaris, T 50, 466 ; his Geryoneis, 151,

509 ; his legend of Herakles, 151,

152, 509 ;
story of his blindness, 152-

154, 508; his tomb, 150, 507; his

parable of the eagle, 154; proverbs
about, 507, 508 ; Homer's soul passes

into him, 509.
Strabo, his notice of Charondas, 454 ;

on the founding of Rhegion, 489 ; on
the bridge of Ortygia, 504, 505 ; on
the Glaukos of ^scliylus, 522.

aTparrjyos auTOKparaip, force of the title,

137, 500, 502.
Stubbs, W., on miracles, 561.
Stymphalos, connexion of Agesias with,

,503-
(TvyK\7]Tos, 560.

Suppliants, rights of, 374.
Syagros, his embassy to Gelon, 173,

175 ; name of, 517.
Sybaris, possible birthplace, of Ghar6n-

das, 61, 455 ;
alleged share of Ddi ieus

in its overthrow, 89 ; its remnant de-

fended by Hierdn against Krotdn,

237 ; survival of kingship at, 435 ;

action of Polyzelos at, 526, 527.
Syracuse, her early and later import-

ance, 8
;
question of kingship at, 8-

10 ; her early political history, 1 2-14

;

her settlements, 16 ; her territorial

advance, 16-34; compared with
Rome, 1 7 ; advance along the eastern
coast, 17, 18 ; advance to the south,

19 ; her territory compared with At-
tica, 28 ; her relations towards Kama-
rina, 34; war with Kamarina, 36 ;

her relations vvithGela, 37; civil dis-

putes, 37-40 ;
driving out of the Ga-

moroi, 39 ; first Syracusan democracy,
40, 1 26 ; the oldest temples, 40-43, 47 ;

system of outposts, 42-48 ; no tyrants
at, in early times, 49 ; war of Hippo-
krates with, II 6- 118, 157; cedes
Kamarina to Hippokrates, 119 ; sub-

mits to Gel6n, 127, 128 ; effects of his

possession, 128, 129 ;
enlargement

of, under Gelon, 138-143, 447, 448 ;

taking in of the outpost.-^, 138,139 ;

the new agora, 140, 141 ; the water-

works, 142 ; harbours and docks, 143 ;

her position and mission under Gelon,
165; local games at, 268; burial of

Epicharmos at, 283 ; date of the

theatre, 288 ; revolt of, against

Thrasyboulos, 305 ; the outer city

occupied by the citizens, 306 ; re-

storation of the commonwealth, 309

;

its decrees, ih. ; exclusion of the new
citizens, 310, 311; their resistance,

312 ; fortification of Tycha, ib.,

315; new position of Syracuse, 314,

325-327; land questions at, 327-

329; growth of rhetoric at, 329;
attempts at tyranny at, 330-332 ;

institution of petalism, 332-335 ; its

democracy compared with Athens,

335 ; Etruscan wars, 336-338 ;
help

given to, by Empedokles, 354; war
with Ducetius, 369-372 ; he takes

refuge and is spared, 373-376 ;

her relations to Kale Akte, 381 ; war
and rivalry with Akragas, 382-384;
Sikel war, 386, 387 ;

' Syracusan
table,' 397; sumptuary laws at, ih.;

the Syracusan in Xenophon, 398 ; its

advance after the fall of Ducetius,

424; its schemes of conquest, 425,
426 ; threatens the Chalkidian towns,

427 ; the temples in Ortygia, 440-

443 ;
temples of Demeter and Perse-

phone at, 524; Isthmian games at,

532.

T.

Taras, unsuccessful war with the lapy-
gians, 253, 254 ;

changes in its con-

stitution, 255 ; survival of kingship

at, 435.
Tauromenion, premature mention of,

167.

Tegea, death of Mikythos at, 302 ; his

statues at, 545.
Telemachos, overthrows the power of

Phalaris, 78 ; his descent and posi-

tion at Akragas, 78, 79, 477.
Telines, his descent and possession of

sacred things, 102 ; his mission to

Maktorion, 103 ; priesthood of him-

self and his descendants, ih.

Tellias. See Gellias.

Telos, island, 102,103.

Telys, various accounts of, 88, 89

;

his position at Sybaris, 435.
Temenites, quarter of Syracuse, 43.
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Terillos, t3nrant of Himera, T44; driven
out by Theron, 184; not heard of in

the campaign, 185.

Teutos, Sikan king, 69.

Thebes, Hieron's victory at, 537.
Themistokles, his alleged exclusion of

Hieron at Olympia, 246, 247, 537 ;

his alleged visit to Sicily, 287.

Theognis, his relations to Old and New
Megara, 156, 157; his poem on the

deliverance of Syracuse, 157.
Theophrastos, or Charondas, 453.
Theoxeno?, favourite of Pindar, 277.
Thermopylai, fight of, compared with
Himera, 514.

Theron, tyrant of Akragas, 79, 144

;

his descent, 144 ; his rise to power,

145, 146; his character and govern-

ment, 146-148; odes of Pindar to,

147; drives out Terillos, 184; oc-

cupies Himera, 187; sends for help

from Gelon, 189; his share in the

battle, 199; his works at Akragas,
222-232

;
compared with those of

Gelon, 222; his war with Hieron,

238, 239 ; his vengeance at Himera,

239) 527 ; new settlement there,

240 ; ids relation to the games, 256 ;

his patronage of Simonides, 263

;

odes of Pindar to, 270-273 ; his death

and tomb, 295, 296 ; whether called

king, 528, 529.
Theron, tyrant of Selinous, 81, 82.

Thessalos, name, 88.

Tliirlwall, C, on Ducetius, 564 ; on
Morgantia, 566.

Thourioi, Charondas transferred to, 61
;

its foundation, 427,
Thrasyboulos, son of Deinomenes, his

tyranny at Syracuse, 304 ; revolt

against him, 305 ;
besieged by the

citizens, 305-308 ; withdraws to Lok-
roi, 308.

Thrasyboulos, son of Xenokrates, Pin-

dar's ode to, 298 ; his relations to

his father, 534 ;
special tone of the

odes to him, 534-536.
Thrasydaios, son of Theron, his oppres-

sion atHimera, 238,526; his tyranny
at Akragas, 296; his war with Hieron,

297 ; his overthrow and death at Old
Megara, 297, 298.

Thucydides, his presence in Sicily, 419 ;

on Syracusan topography, 447, 449,
504, 547 ; on the naming of Messana,

487; on the destruction of Kamarina,

497 ; on the transplantation of the
Megarians, 499.

Thymbris, Mount, water brought from,
to Syracuse, 142.

Timaios, his evidence for the brazen
bull, 74-76, 462, 463 ; on Cliromios,

493 ; on the rise of Gelon, 496 ; on
the embassy to Gel6n, 517; on the

battle of Himera, 519-521; on the

accession of Hieron, 523 ; on Hier6n
and Polyzelos, 528, 529; on Darius'

embassy to Carthage, 483 ; on Empe-
dokles, 559) 561.

Tisias, original name of Stesichoros,

149, 150.

Tisias, pupil of Korax, 330, 549; teacher

of Gorgias, 412 ;
alleged reference to

him in Pindar, 531.
Torture, barbarian, 76, 77.

Transplantations of men, 130.

Trapani, changes in the coast at,

94.
Trinakia, taken by Syracusans, 387.
Triopos, sanctuary at, 102.

Trireme, house at Akragas, story of,

392.
Tycha, quarter of Syracuse, its extent

and fortifications, 306, 312, 313,

314, 546-548 ;
origin of the name,

548.
Tyndarion, his attempt at tyranny at

Syracuse, 330-332.
Tyranny, commonly short-lived, 54,

292 ; forms of in Sicily, 55 ; later

forms of, ih. ; effect of hereditary

succession in, 293, 294 ;
levelling

effect of, 294, 325.

Tyrant, force of the name, 50 ; its

meaning under the Empire, 50, 51 ;

its relation to kingship, 51-54;
nature of their power, 52, 54 ; most
common in colonies, 55, 435 ; differ-

ent position of tyrants in Sicily

and in Old Greece. 104 ; their patron-

age of poets and philosophers, 257;
dress of, 519.

Tzetzes, John, accepts the letters of

Phalaris, 460 ; on the bull, 464.

V.

Valerius Maximus, on the death of

Charondas, 454 ; on that of Phalaris,

477-
Vases, 412.

Vassalage, cases of, ic6.

Vessa, war of Phalaris with, 69.

Villainage in the Greek colonies,

I3-.

Volscians, whether hired by Carthage,

172.

Vtdcanius collis at Agrigentum, 406,

407.
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X.

Xenokrates, brother of Theron, 147,

532 ; his victories in the games, 147,

534 ; ode of Simonides to, 264 ; odes

of Pindar to, 268, 269, 273, 534-536 ;

dead when the odes were written,

535-
Xenophanes of Kolophon, his visit to

Sicily, 157 ; his experience of tyrants,

158 ; his intercourse with Hieion,

265.

Xenophon, his dialogue of Hierdn, 235 ;

his Symposium, 398.
Xenophon of Corinth, his victories in

Sicily, 268.

Xerxes, his negotiations with Carthage,

169 ; his march, 173.

Z.

Zaleukos, his date and laws, 60, 455.
Zankle, its relation to Hippokrates,

106 ; its connexion with Rhegion,

107 ; its king Skythes, 107 ; seized

by the Samiaus, ill; its army en-

slaved by Hippokrates, 113; occupied

by Anaxilas, 115; name changed to

Messana,ib.,3i6,3i7
;
separated from

Ehegion, 315; new citizens planted
in its territory, 316.

Zenon of Hyele, connected with Pha-
laris, 476, 477.

Zeus, his robe in the Syracusan Olym-
pieion, 118 ; his temple at Akragas,

66, 67, 80, 80, 81, 402-406.
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